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PREFACE.

CO

CC)

In" ofFerino; to the public this, his first essay in En-

;^ tomology, the author thinks it by no means unlikely

Jr. that he shall incur the charge of aiming at innova-

^ tions in the science. The following remarks are,

however, as he conceives, entirely practical, and the

examination of their accuracy is within the reach

2 of every entomological student. By such persons

,at least, therefore, he trusts that they will be consi-

V dered as proceeding from a wish to connect and

I to reconcile with each other the observations of his

<3^ predecessors, rather than from an absurd ambition

^to controvert or obliterate the result of their la-

^j^bours.

_tf The author has for the present confined his at-

btention to one branch ot the sc.\encp.: principally,

^indeed, because he coincided with Fabricius in ima-

>^ining that on Monographs has been founded almost

-;^ every thing in the general systems now in use that

i can strictly be called natural. But the vast num-

ul ber also of animated beings which has been added

313207



VI PREFACE.

to our lists since Linnfeus first publislied his Si/-

sterna Natures, and the still increasing numbers

which daily arrive from the most remote quarters

of the globe, or which swell our indigenous cata-

logues in proportion as our Fauna is explored,

render it almost impossible for the naturalist to

study in detail, more than one department of that

which may be his favourite science. Of entomology

in particular there are no bounds to the stores, and

it may truly be said of insects,

" Sed neque qtiam nuiltcc species nee iiomina quce, si/it

*' Est numenis,"

Amidst these countless multitudes, the animals

which compose the Linnsean genus ScarahcEiis ap-

pear in all ages to have attracted the notice of

the admirers of nature. This may have been

partly owing to their size, and partly to their splen-

dour; but still more likely to the celebrity of the

-'HKtoTixvQx^og, or Scarabaus pilularius of the an-

cients,—an insect which from the singularity of its

form and manners, became even an object of ve-

neration and worship with the ancient Egyp-

tians.

Indeed it was the peculiar interest which the

ScarabcEus sacer of Linnaeus excited, as being a

principal among the many objects " qualia de-

mens JEgyptus coluit,'' that first led the author to

investigate its natural history with the intention of
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drawing up a monograph^ of the several species

composing the genus Ateuchus, to which this insect

had been referred by Weber and Fabricius. But he

soon found that the unsettled and hitherto ill-de-

fined state of the science had not only rendered this

celebrated species, by means of repeated changes in

nomenclature, unknown to any but entomologists;

but that several other very distinct species were con-

founded tojiether with it, under the trivial name of

saccr. To this difficulty was added the unaccount-

able circumstance, that none of the great systematic

authors, except Fabricius and Latreille, had pro-

perly distinguished it from other Coleopterous in-

sects with lamellate antennae, although the habits

of these are often totally different. It thus was evi-

dent, that to review the whole of the Lamellicorn

insects, properly so called, became necessary for

any one who might wish to have correct ideas of the

true place held in nature by the most interesting of

the tribe. And as his father possessed a cabinet con-

taining nearly 1 800 species of the Linnasan genus

Scai^ahrpiis, the author was led to imagine that few

could be placed in a situation more favourable for

the investigation, than himself; and, therefore, that it

3 This intention has since been abandoned, in consequence of a

work " sur les Insedes Sacrcs cTEgyptc " being now in the hands

of the person in Europe the best able to treat the subject—M. La-

treille de 1'Academic lloyale des Sciences,
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would be in some measure inexcusable, did he not

make the attempt. But in undertaking this task— as

he has been obliged to search for an arrangement

which when adopted should coincide with nature,

and as after some time and labour bestowed on the

research, he is still unable to lay down any distinct

principle or rule by means of which such a classifi-

cation may be arrived at—it seems necessary that he

should here make a few remarks on systems in ge-

neral, as well as on that plan which it has been

judged proper to pursue in the following pages.

If it be true, as has been said, that there are few

persons who form an accurate idea of what is meant

by a System in natural history, it is equally just

that there are still fewer persons who comprehend

the exact difference between the Natural and an

Artificial System, although the whole science now

depends on this distinction being thoroughly under-

stood. A celebrated French naturalist* has indeed

defined a System to be an arrangement of bodies ac-

cording to the distinctions taken from the conside-

ration of one only of their external parts and pro-

perties ; whereas he considers a Method to be an

arrangement founded upon distinctions drawn from

the form and structure of several of these parts.

But so far as relates to their effects on natural hi-

story, the author of the following work has had rea-

2 Cuvier, Did, dcs Sciences Naturelles. Pref.
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son to remark, that a system and method, in the

above acceptation of the words, may be made to

amount to the very same thing; and he has even

been led to believe that a system or method entirely

founded on distinctions must be artificial, whether

such distinctions be drawn from the consideration

of one or ofone hundred parts. The chances, per-

haps, are in favour of our being the least distant

from truth in the latter of these two cases :—but

after all, if any certain or positive difference can

exist between them, it seems to be, that the greater

the number of parts on which the distinctions are

founded, the less convenient for use will be that

particular method.

A system has alsobeen said to act precisely towards

enablino; mankind to derive advantaa;e from disco-

veries in natural science, as a dictionary in a particu-

lar language enables the world to participate in the

discoveries that may have been made in that language.

Now this observation is perfectly just, provided the

system alluded to be an artificial one, and the dis-

coveries it elucidates be supposed to refer entirely to

nomenclature; for names in an artificial system are

•exactly what words are in a dictionary. But all know-

ledge in natural history beyond this of nomenclature

is not (speaking properly) to be inculcated by a

system, but is collectively itself no other than the

Natural System. If, therefore, this natural system
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be said to be a medium for teaching the properties

of natural objects, the definition is equally unhappy

as if it were said that the system of the universe

enables mankind to acquire a knowledge of itself,

that is, of the various properties of the heavenly

bodies. In natural philosophy a system has usually

indeed been considered as synonymous with an

hypothesis ; but the two ideas expressed by these

words have of late been very properly distinguished

by observing that though a mere fiction or hypo-

thesis may explain phasnomena, yet a system is a

certainty that must be deduced from these. The

existence of particular phasnomena can therefore

never be legitimately proved or explained by a sy-

stem, though they are virtually included in it, much

in the same manner as in the statement of a pro-

position all those facts are assumed upon which its

demonstration may depend.

When it is considered that in proportion to the

number of data used in any investigation, the greater

is the accuracy of the result, there seems little dif-

ficulty in allowing that the perfect knowledge of the

natural system must consist in that of all the phae-

nomena of natural history. This is moreover in

no small degree rendered probable, though not ab-

solutely confirmed, by the well known circumstance

that the observations, whether of distinction or affi-

nity, which are taken from the consideration of any
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single organ, of themselves alone invariably produce

an artificial system. Nor ought it indeed to excite

surprise, that a definite truth can rarely be obtained

by reasoning on solitary data; because we are usually

in such cases forced to call in some hypothesis to our

aid in order to arrive at a conclusion. Yet thus it

' is that the habit of reasoning on single facts has been

the bane of the study of nature, that it has led many

of us totally away from the true path, and created

such a delusion that we often imagine the most to

be known when in reality we know nothing.

Were the planets to be arranged in a table ac-

cording to any one of their properties,— as for

instance, the period of rotation on their several

axes,—such a system would be artificial, and only

useful in that, having observed the length of a ro-

tation, a reference to the table would be a conve-

nient mode of determining the name of the planet.

But no one would ever think of confounding this

artificial table or system with the system of the

universe; although an error exactly similar is every

day committed in natural history, when a person

who may by the mere exercise of his memory have

become acquainted with an artificial table, fancies

that he must therefore be a profound naturalist.

If it should be asked what is here meant by

an artificial table in natural history, the author

would reply, that such in his opinion is that rather
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oddly termed Systcme de la Nature, which has been

defined by Cuvier to be a great catalogue in which

all organized beings have suitable names, can be

recognised by suitable characters, and may be dis-

tributed into divisions and subdivisions which are

themselves also named and characterized. If then

such a system as this be termed a dictionary, the

true natural system may be reputed the language to

which it refers; and as a dictionary is nothing but

an useless assemblage of words, without some gram-

mar or rules of syntax by means of -vvhich a know-

ledge of the structure of the language may be ac-

quired, so an artificial system is a dry unmeaning

collection of names, unless it be made subservient

to the discovery of the natural one. An artificial

system, according to what has been said, must al-

ways be more or less a violation of natural order;

since it has no higher pretensions, no other merit,

than the readiness and facility with which it may

enable an object to be named; and again, because

this facility seems principally to depend on the as-

sumption of arbitrary distinctions with which nature

is altogether unacquainted. But it is different with

respect to the natural system ; since an injury to

the order of creation in this ought to be as offensive

and as readily perceptible to the naturalist, as an

error of syntax is to the grammarian. An artificial

system depends solely on observation, and may
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even be said to require the exercise of no other

faculty than that of vision. The discovery of the

natural one, on the contrary, is only to be hoped for

from a cautious process of inductive and analogical

reasoning, applied to facts gathered from observa-

tion. Thus it requires neither talent nor ingenuity

to invent an artificial system, and there may be as

many hundreds of such as there are heads to devise

them ; but of natural systems there is and can be

only one. Finally, the former is the miserable re-

source of the feeble mind of man, unable to com-

prehend in one view the innumerable works of the

creation; whereas the natural system is the plan of

the creation itself, the work of an all-wise, all-

powerful Deity.

It will then scarcely be believed, that while the

scientific world is inundated with artificial systems,

the imperfections of which are daily discovered

and daily criticized, not one in a hundred natural-

ists takes a more exalted view of the creation

than to become acquainted with that farrago of

names which so many confound with the natural

system. And it will still less be credited, that some

of those even who can properly distinguish them,

either covertly insinuate or openly assert that we

ought to rest contented in our ignorance, and to

cease our inquiries after those affinities, from the

study of which, says a learned writer, " the science
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acquires new dignity; and instead of being con-

versant merely with exterior forms and nominal

distinctions, becomes acquainted with the laws and

operations of nature^"

Though Linnceus first distinguished the natural

from all artificial systems
;
yet with true philosophic

caution he was satisfied, at the early period when

he wrote, that the first step towards ascertaining the

plan on which organized beings were constructed,

was to acquire some general knowledge of the be-

ings themselves. He therefore cultivated his arti-

ficial systems and his specific differences, to the

comparative neglect of the higher branches of the

science; and imagined that his time was tlius more

rationally employed, in collecting materials for him-

self and others to work upon at some future period,

than if he commenced at once the investigation of

natural affinities.

This methodical order in the study of the science

on which he threw so much light, is one of the best

proofs of his excellent sense: nay, a deviation from

it by an ordinary individual at that time would

have argued as much presumption as ignorance.

But there are exceptions to every rule, and Lin-

naeus was so gifted by nature, and undoubtedly

possessed such an intuitive knowledge of her ar-

rangement, that we cannot but regret that his time

* lloscoe, Liim. Trans, vol. si.
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should have been employed more conformably

to the dictates of his modesty than to the advantage

of science. It was this modesty which probably in-

duced him to make the unfortunate remark, that they

who used an imperfect natural method, rejecting

the artificial system, seemed to him like persons

overturning a commodious and well covered house

in order to build another in its place, the roof of

which they are incompetent to complete. But if

such an opinion was unfortunate for the celebrated

man with whom it originated, it was more pecu-

liarly so for those disciples who have always ad-

hered to the principles and sworn by the words of

their master, even when they may have dilltered

from him in their application. Relying on autho-

rity of such weight, they thought that, because they

were secure from present blame, they must also be

secure of future glory in following his example.

They forgot that in the above reniark Linnaeus

takes a circumstance for granted, which surely it is

not for any human being to decide upon; namely,

the incompetence of mankind to arrive at the na-

tural method. They failed to observe that it is as

impossible as hopeless, that we should ever be able

to bring our knowledge of the natural system to per-

fection, unless we make use of the imperfect frag-

ments of it which we already possess. Surely, at

least, it was not by leaving every thing to hazard.
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and by losing sight of the natural system altogether,

that they ought to have expected its discovery.

The simile of Linnaeus would indeed have been

more accurate had he said, that to imagine that the

natural method can be discovered without a pre-

vious acquaintance with an artificial one, is to fancy

that it is possible to erect a building without having

collected the materials necessary for the under-

taking. But then he ought to have added, that he

who contents himself with an artificial method

without a wish to attain the natural one, is a man

who lives quietly and indolently amid a confused

mass of materials, that might with industry enable

him to construct that fabric of which the architect

in the true sense of the word, is no other than the

great Creator himself.

Setting aside their convenience for use as cata-

logues, it may, however, be fairly asked, what

good purpose hitherto have these artificial systems,

these commodious and well-covered houses an-

swered ? The ichthyologist may, for instance, pride

himself on his knowledge of the " finny race;" but

unless he possess some nobler ambition than a per*

feet acquaintance with an artificial system, he must

not be surprised that all his vaunted science is to

be surpassed by that of many a poor fisherman.

Both may with equal ease be able to give a name

to the objects of their search, and both of them are
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equally ignorant of their natural affinities. Wherein,

it may be asked, does ihe practical botanist (to use

a modern expression) differ from the village herbal-

ist or culler of simples ; unless it be that the latter

cannot give so learned a name as the former, to

what it may have cost them equal trouble to find ?

The advocate of artificial methods will answer, per-

haps, that the difference between the above two

collectors is, that the one refers species to their gene-

ra, whereas the practical skill of the other is confined

to species alone. But in reply to this, a question

at first arises, namely—whether the notion of ge-

nera, as commonly understood by naturalists, be al-

together accurate? And then, even though this doubt

should be decided in the affirmative, it oucrht to be

recollected that the notion of genera is not pecu-

liar to naturalists; but that, on the contrary, the

rudest and most uncultivated mind readily perceives

it; and indeed, that it must have existed in man

ever since he exercised so common a faculty as

comparison. When the ancients divided the vege-

table kingdom into plants alimentary, medicinal,

poisonous, tinctorial, and so forth, the classification

was not perhaps very scientific; but a division into

genera was thereby as strictly implied, as if the sta-

mens and pistils had been taken into consideration.

Linnaeus, therefore, in his definition of genera, has

done nothing more than expressed with precision

b
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an idea, which, whether it be correct or not is an-

other question, but which must certainly have been

coexistent with the first use of human reason.

But it is said that every naturalist who has hi-

therto proposed a natural system, has thereby only

deceived himself and others with an illusive struc-

ture, which, like the castle in a fairy tale, falls to

pieces on being tried by the talisman of truth. The

fact is perhaps indisputable;—but what after all

does it prove? not certainly that the existence of the

natural system is chimerical, or that the discovery

of it is impracticable. Yet, according to Linnaeus,

the false naturalist is he who flatters himself with

the idea of having attained the natural method,

" qui metliodum natiiralcm s'lhi notam crepat.'^

There can indeed be no doubt that the natural me-

thod is often in the mouths of the very persons who

have the least notion of what it means. This, how-

ever, is not exactly the question at issue. We have

in truth to learn, whether the investigation of the

order of nature ought altogether to be abandoned

;

for it is idle to assert that any man in his senses.

will waste his time in seeking that which, if the

opinion of Linnceus be adopted, he must be con-

vinced that it is ridiculous in him to fancy that he

can ever find. Before, therefore, we can admit the

above definition to be correct, it is surely requisite

for its defenders to prove, either the truth of the
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Epicurean doctrine, and show that every form of

matter takes its source solely from the casual con-

currence of atoms ; or, if a regular order and ar-

rangement be by them allowed to exist—in short, if

there has been a creation,—that it is impossible for

man to discover the plan on which it has been con-

ducted. When the truth of either of these hypo-

theses—-the first of which Linnasus was certainly the

last man ever to have entertained—shall rest on a

foundation more solid than bare assertion, then,

and not till then, we may adopt the above cele-

brated definition. But in the mean time, were it

said that the mere ability to assign an arbitrary

name, without any further object in view, however

it may argue that our time has been employed, can

never show that any substantial knowledge has been

acquired, we should therein assert nothing that re-

quires demonstration, nothing that is not self-evi-

dent and equally true, whether the natural system

be hypothetical or not.

The author is aware that for the decided nature

of these reflections he is likely to be judged se-

verely by some of those persons whose opinions in

general he would always regard with deference.

But truth is the sole object at which he aims; and

though he venerates the name of Linnaeus, he has

always endeavoured that it should not be so bh'ndly

as to render this his object unattainable. He re-

b 2
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peats, that he honours the memory of this great

man; but not on account of his precision of de-

scription; for this, except in the case of species and

genera, Linnaeus has himself acknowledged to be

prejudicial to an acquaintance with the natural me-

thod; nor on account of his learning in synonyms;

for this, though a very useful, is also but a very

humble species of compilation; and finally, not on

account of his having been a happy inventor of

words, since this is the excellence of a grammarian

rather than of the naturalist. The glory of Linnaeus

is built, as the author conceives, on much more

stable foundations ; for the man who first pointed

out the distinction between the natural method and

an artificial system, who first perceived the impos-

sibility of giving either accurate definitions or cha-

racters to natural groups, and who first remarked

the existence of intermediate genera between na-

tural orders, must always be considered as one of

the principal founders of our knowledge with re-

spect to the natural system, whensoever this shall

appear.

A French botanist^ has indeed wittily styled Lin-

nceus the Aristotle of the Nordi : but this is to be

accounted a reflection on certain disciples of the

celebrated Swede, and not on himself. The merits

of Linnaeus and Aristotle must both be judged, not

* Mirbel, Elcm. dc Botanique.
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by the discoveries made since they flourished, but

by the comparison of what they made known with

that which was known before them. Neither of these

great men can be blamed because servile schools

of followers may have risen up, and boldly preached

their infallibility; or because with a superstitious

intolerance their disciples may have denounced as a

species of heresy, the praiseworthy ambition of

those who wished to penetrate further than them-

selves into the secrets of nature. The nation which

has borne the brunt of these absurd charges in

natural history is at last triumphant; it can now

appeal to facts, and leave the world to judge be-

tween its original discoveries on the one hand, and

the monotonous chiming on the ideas of Linna3us,

which its adversaries have contented themselves

with, on the other. Who indeed, without the im-

putation of prejudice, can now assert that the

Northern schools have done as much within the last

thirty years for natural history, as some of their

more southern opponents ? The truth is, that, like

the religion of Mahomet, the Linnasan system has

given rise in some parts of Europe to an unfortu-

nate species of self-content, a barbarous state of

semi-civilization, which is so far worse than absolute

ignorance, that the existence of it seems to preclude

every attempt at further improvement.

In England, the country where above all others
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the spirit of emulation produces the noblest effects,

it was truly unfortunate that no previous system or

method of natural history was in vogue at the pe-

riod of the Linnasan discoveries. We shall have

ever perhaps to regret that no English name, not

even that of Ray, was sufficiently known or ad-

mired at the time to be put in competition with the

gigantic authority of Linnceus. All minor lumi-

naries, indeed, were lost in the blaze of light, which

thus at once succeeded almost utter darkness. To

widen the field of inquiry, is of itself no small ser-

vice rendered to science; and this praise, at least,

both Adanson in Botany, and Fabricius in Ento-

mology, have a right to claim. Yet the dazzling

power of the Linnaean name has detracted even

from the merits of these men, who have secured

immortality were it only because they dared think

for themselves. It was however this last circum-

stance, in fact, which in the eyes of some of our

countrymen constituted their crime,—an unfortu-

nate prejudice, since, through it, some future histo-

rian of the progress of human knosvledge will have

to state that England, till within the few lastyears?

stood still at the bottom of the steps where Linnasus

had left hej', while her neighbours were advancing

rapidly towards the entrance of the temple. To

France is the same glory due for having resisted

this vis inertics, that we have seen England obtain
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for the dispersion of the Aristotelian clouds which

once obscured natural philosophy. Tournefort

was a mighty name, which, though infinitely infe-

rior in true value to that of Linnneus, was never-

theless, fortunately for them, of sufficient import-

ance with his countrymen to make them call in

question the infallibility of any other, ^^'hen there-

fore the majestic eloquence of Butfon and the pro-

found observations of Bernard Jussieu were pub-

licly known, a few French naturalists became satis-

fied that natural history had higher objects in view,

than either to name the contents of a museum, to

describe new species, institute new genera, or even

to unravel the intricacy of synonyms.

This country also has at last, under the auspices

of a few justly celebrated men, spurned the fetters

so long imposed on her, and proclaimed to the

world, that w hatever degree of respect may be due

to the name of Linnaeus^, (and none has paid a

greater,) yet nature, and nature only, is infallible.

It was thus only that England could ever have taken

her proper place in the annals of natural science

—

that pre-eminent place to which her discoveries in

philosophy proved that she was entitled, even at the

moment when her naturalists were lost in prejudice,

if not in error. But this prejudice is, in truth, to

be imputed to some only of our countrymen, since

the whole of Europe acknowledges and admires,
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among a few exceptions from it, that venerable one

where splendid talents, a long life, and princely

fortune have been invariably devoted to patronize

science, without regarding either the garb, the lan-

guage, or the peculiar opinions of the person by

whom it may have been cultivated.

In the following pages, the author, sincerely con-

vinced that the object he had in view would have

been otherwise unattainable, has endeavoured to

pursue the example set by the new school of na-

turalists ; for he happens indeed to be one of those

Avho prefer an imperfect transitory glimpse of na-

ture, pure and unveiled, to a full view of the most

commodious and ostentatious mantle that can be

employed to conceal her beauties from the gaze.

With such sentiments, it cannot be a matter of

surprise that he should have distrusted names still

more celebrated in entomology than that of Lin-

nceus, when their authority was used to confirm a

system. His confidence, however, in the observa-

tions of these much respected persons has been

always implicit, and if he has ventured to criticize

their theory, it would be truly ungenerous in him not

to state that his present opinions have been founded

on the accuracy of the facts to which they first drew

his attention. To observe, to compare, and from

these observations and comparisons to attempt to

draw conclusions, has been the common plan pur-
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sued both by them and by himself. The conclusions

thus arrived at, it is true, have been very different;

but the author would by no means be understood to

offer his own to the public, as rigidly correct. He

wishes, on the contrary, that they may be subjected

to the same criticism, that with the same doubt and

constant reference to nature for their accuracy, they

may be examined by those entomologists who would

explore the same path. And if when assayed by this

last only legitimate test, an error in the following

remarks shall be detected, he trusts that he shall

at least experience as much pleasure as vexation

on being brought to a knowledge of the truth.

It may now be well to conclude this long pre-

face with a few words on the manner in which the

following investigation has been conducted. The

author's first endeavour, after discovering the prin-

cipal affinities, was to ascertain the connexion that

might exist between the general structure of the

animal and its manner of living. This in many

cases, from our ignorance of physiological entomo-

logy, was impossible ; but in the organs of mandu-

cation the author conceived himself in no danger

of violating the order of nature, by examining whe-

ther the texture and form of these bore any regular

-relation to their uses, and more particularly to the

quality of their food. Such a plan, it was true,

came in direct opposition to that of the celebrated
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naturalist^ who has laid it down as a rule, that we
ought to take the character from the conformation

alone, and not from any property or habits the

exercise of which is momentary. But the mere

authority of a name, however distinguished, could

never shake the author's belief in a truth so ap-

parent, as that the conformation of an organized

being was originally ordained by nature subservient

to and dependent upon its habits and manner of

living; and that therefore to study for purposes of

arrangement the structure of an organ, without con-

sidering its use to the animal, is as if we were, on

comparing the merits of different pieces of mecha-

nism, to examine the form and count the number

of teeth in a wheel, without bestowing a thought on

the functions which this may perform in the whole

machine. Besides, that such a plan in Entomo-

logy is contrary to that of nature, was evident, by

the best work in the science having been pursued

on a totally different system.

And here the author cannot refrain from ex-

pressing the extraordinary obligations which he

owes to the works of the Baron DeGeer, a man

whom he must ever consider as the first entomolo-

gist that has hitherto lived, and whose Memoires,

modestly entitled pour sermr a VHistoire des In-

sectes, comprise a fund of observation and acute

* Cuvier, Regnc Animal, vol. i. p. 8.
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reasoning, which they \vho cultivate this engaging

science must hope rather to develope than to aug-

ment. An independent spirit, which prompted De-

Geer to refuse obsequious submission to the au-

thority even of Linnaeus, and an utter absence of

any partiality for nomenclature, seem, with a strong

natural feelinff for the observation and arrangement

of facts, to have been the principal causes of the

excellence of that work, to which the author must

refer those who may wish to enter perfectly into

the spirit of the following remarks.

For the better understanding of any anatomical

terms that may be used, he would also recommend

the perusal of the article Bouche, in the Diction-

naire d'Histoire Naturelle, now in the course of

publication at Paris, in which the reader will find

the structure of the mouths of insects explained

with great skill by M. Latreille. And by the study

of this article, with the further assistance of the

plates with which the Horas Entomologicas have

been adorned by the most able entomological artist

in existence, the author hopes that his ideas may

be followed sufficiently to prevent him from being

subject to misconstruction.





EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

A. Antenna.

B. Labrum.

b. Hinder marnn.

c. An excrescence, which I suspect to he the conse-

quence of disease in the specimen examined.

D. Mandihula.

d. Outer side.

E. Maxilla.

e. Maxillaryfeeler.

F. Mentum.

f. Stipes.

*g. Juahialfeeler.

h. Labium.

i. An excrescence, which I suspect to be the conse-

quence of disease in the individual examined.

N. Clypeus.

n. Fore margin.

o. Eye.

Fig. 1 . Hister maximus.

2. Lamprima aurata.

3. Paxillus crenatus.

4. Passalus interruptus.

5. Chiroyi digitatus.

6. Nigidius cornuius.

* This is imperfect in fig. 17.
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Fig. 7. -^gus chelifer.
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10. Elephastomus proboscideus.

1 1 . Athyreus hifurcatiis.

12. Acanthocerus aneus.

13. Phoberus horridus.
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15. Machidius spurhis.

\6. Chalepus geminatus.

17. Dasygnathus Dejeanii.

IS. Amblyterus geminatus.

19. Pelidnota Q-punctata.

20. Riitela Liueola.

21. Macraspis A-tittata.

22. Chasmodia viridis.

23. Platygenia Zairica.

24. Gymmtis nitida.

$5. Serica brunnea.

26. Euchlora viridis.

27. Areoda Leachii.

28. Oplognathus Kirbii.

29. Anoplognathus viridi-ccneus.

30. Anoplognathus dyliscoides.

31. Leucothyreus Kirbyaiius.
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HORiE ENTOMOLOGICiE. '

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTIOT^-

It has long since bfcn stated that those organs, whether

in the Animal or Vegetable Kingdom, which tend to the re-

production of the species % in reality compose the essence of

its being; or, in other words, that the chief object of the ex-

istence of the individual is to bring these to maturity. The

truth of this assertion has been supported by the remark,

that the ntal principle begins to decay throughout organized

matter, as soon as the abovementioned organs cease to

be able to perform their functions. It has also been urged,

that as Fructification forms the great basis of arrange-

ment in Botany, so considerations founded on the repro-

duction of the species ought to afibrd the most natural

method of classifying the Animal Kingdom. But without

discussing the accuracy of this mode of argument, it were

useless to enter into the various objections—the various

difficulties thai suai a system would be exposed to; ob-

jections and difficulties that render it absolutely necessary

to inquire after some other principles of arrangement. Now,

if we lay aside the reproduction of the species, undoubt-

edly the chief remaining function of life is its preservation

in the individual; for indeed it has been questioned by

* Monog.ApumAn^lite, vol. j. page .09.

"^ " Dass den Mundtheilen unter den iibrigen Thellen des Insekts eine

vorziigliche Aufmerksamkeit gebiihrt, bedarf wohl keines ausfiihrlichen

£
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some naturalists, which of the two ought to be considered!

the more important. The organs, therefore, tending to the

preservation and nutrition of the individual, are those to

which we must, in preference to all others, apply ourselves,

when searching for the path Nature may have pursued in

the distribution of animal life. These are not only, as

will hereafter be shown, less liable to variation, when
viewed in a general manner ; but, on the other hand, are

subject in detail to all those eudlcsb nhano-es of form, which

must depend on the variety of methods wliicli beings en-

dowed with animal life are obliged to use for the purpose of

prolonging their existence. Thus Savigny has most inge-

niously shown that one general plan of construction is visible

throughout the mouths of Insects, while the parts ofwhich

they are composed put on an infinite diversity of form.

But there is another reason why we should prefer the

study of these organs to that of others which have been

used by entomologists in the fonnation of their numerous

Systems, namely, that they are, with the exception of the

organs of sight and locomotion, the only parts of an insect

of which we absolutely comprehend the use. The func-

beweises. Sie sind die Werkzeuge, auf denen die Erhaltung des Thiers

beriiht. Nach den verschiednen Arten der Nahrung, die dem Thiere

bestimmt ist, sind sie verschieden eingerichtet; si» ontholten gewohnlich

alle Werkzeuge 7um Hahhaff«">>-<3<'" Jpr Speise, und zu der stufenweisen

Vorbereitung derselben, bis zum Uebergange in den Schlund beieinander,

und die Arten dieser Vorbereitung sind somannichfach wie die nahrungstoffe,

auf die sie angewandt werden, und wie die Bestimmung des Insekts selbst,

in dem grossen Haushalte der Natur. * * * Welche Menge von Zuriis-

tungen fordert diess alles ! Selbst Sinneswerkzeuge sind unter die Mund-

theile gesetztj und bei diesen verschiednen Bestimmungen, bei der oft

grossen Zahl von Theilen gewahren sie einen Reichthum von Merkmalen,

der fiirdie Unterscheidung hochst willkommen sein muss." Ueber das Fa-

uriciuhi System. Mag. fur Jnsekt. von Illiger. i. 261,
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tions of the antemice even to this day are unknowni*;

and possibly may continue so, as there is no reason why

an animal, whose general construction is so different from

ourown, should not possess sensations with which we must

for ever remain unacquainted. The same may in some

measure be said of the Elytra, Wings, Sternum, Scutel-

lum and Tarsi, organs which are either not to be found,

or if found, are by no means analogously constmcted

in the Fertebraia, the only animals to which with propriety

we can refer our own sensations. Nevertheless, all these

parts of an insect have been made use of in" their turn for

purposes ofgeneral arrangement ; and it is undoubtedly true,

that no divisions, or rather no affinities^, can be more na-

tural than such as are often pointed out by some of these

organs ; as for instance, the antennse. Of the tmth of this

remark it will be seen that the Lamellicorn Insects af-

ford a very striking example. But an implicit confidence

for purposes of classification in any solitary anatomical

part, or even in the organs of raanducation themselves,

must be objected to. We ought to proceed with care,

assuming no principle of arrangement as fixed, and no-

thing as fixed in arrangement itself, except so far as we may

^ It is probably on some account like this that Fabricius passes such

a sweeping condemnation on Uic use of tho antenna' in the formation of

genera: " Antennae ad characteres generum vix usurpandae.-' Phil. Ent.

p. 130.—" Antenna ad generum characteres minus valent quam plurimi

estimant." Ibid. p. 94.

'' The French naturalists make use of the expression coupes naturelles

as we are accustomed to speak of sections and natural genera. But how-

ever correct all this may be in practice, it has certainly given rise to many
erroneous ideas ; as it is difficult to conceive why genera should have been

imagined to exist in nature, until we had previously familiarized our-

selves with the term natural divisions. As matters now stand, in endeavour-

ing to discover divisions instead of affinities, we make use of an artificial

method instead of a natural one to arrive at—Nature.

B2
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be sure that our conclusions agree with what may be

obsei'ved in nature.

It appears to me, however, as a principle unobjectionable

in itself, that the adoption of any organ, not innaediately

connected with the sexual difference, for purposes of ge-

neric arrangement, ought to be in an inverse proportion to

the difference of that organ in the sexes. So that when

we find the form of the mandibles, for instance, to differ in

the sexes of the genus Lacanus, we ought to choose some

other test by which we may distribute these msects into

natural groups.

I shall perhaps be more clearly understood from the

inspection of the following table, in which I have attempted

to class, according to their degree of variation as to form

or number, first in the sexes, and secondly in the species,

all the various organs which have been the keystones of

different systems. This table, however, is to be considered

with reference to the Coleopterous insects only.

Capitis Thoracisquej
Coriiua vel Gibberes

'

Alae ..;

Tarsorum Articuli

Pedum Ungues
Scutellutn distinctum.

Sternum productum .

Palpi

Antennae
Pedes
Mandibulx
Mentum
OcuH .

Maxilla?

In the Sexes.

As to

Number.

variable

variable

variable

invariable?

invariable

invariable

invariable

invariable

invariable

invariable

invariable

invariable

invariable

As to Form

variable

variable

invariable;

invariable

invariable

variable ?

variable

variable

variable

nvariable?^

invariable

invariable

lu the Species.

As to

Number.

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

invariable

invariable

invariable

invariable

invariable

invariable

As to Form.

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

'^ It is possible that the form of the meotum may be found to differ is

the sexes of some of the Linnxan Lucani •
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It may be seen from this table, that there are four modes

at least in which the parts of an insect may vary • and as

tlie great difficulty of making use of an organ in arrange-

ment must depend on the irregularity and confusion which

arise from the interference with each other of these several

modes of variation, it follows that those parts are the best

calculated to serve as the basis of classification which vary

in the least number ofdifferent ways- Hence we are led to

conclude, that the mentum, oculi, and max!/Ice are the parts

of an insect which are the most to be attended to in our

endeavours to arrive at a natural system. But the first

and last of these are very much preferable, for the attain-

ment of our object, to the eye; inasmuch as the variation

of the form of this organ in different species is by no means

so easily seized.

If however I have laid peculiar stress on the modifi-

cations of the maxill£e% I Avish to be understood as by

no means undervaluing those characters which may be

drawn from the more obvious parts of an insect. Such

characters, indeed, once that the chain or order of na-

ture is discovered and established, are the most useful,

because the ordinaiy observer can by their means arrive

at the same conclusions with the anatomist, without

giving up the time and attention requisite for the dis-

section of the parts of the mouth. At the same time we

ought to be very careful in the use of artificial characters

;

and to recollect, that in natural history we have always

good reason for suspecting methods. Indeed, the interests

of science and that love of truth which every scientific

^ " Maxillam constantissimam iiivenimus, vix in congeneribus aberrat."

Phil. Ent. p. 93,—" Maxillx et labium ejusdein specie! tunc constantissima

semper simillima." Ibid. p. 94.
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man ought to possess, require that we should not 'allow

ourselves to be dazzled by the seeming simplicity of rules,

so far as to overlook the cases where these rules interfere

with the evident order of nature. I am induced the rather

to make this observation, because I ha.\e long felt that the

system adopted by GeofR'oy, Dumeril and Latreille, of

arranging insects according to the number of joints in

their tarsi—a system now in very general use, owing to

the unrivalled reputation of the last-rnentioned entomo-

logist-—is by no means natural ^. By the inspection of the

foregoing table it will appear, that few characters are so

variable as those drawn from the tarsi, and consequently

few so objectionable for general use ; though it must be

granted, that in particular tribes these organs may safely

be used for generic distribution. The consequence, how-

ever, of making primary divisions after the number of

joints in the tarsi, has been, that many genera have been

separated and thrown at an immense distance from the

tnie place assigned them in nature. Among numberless

general instances of which evil it Avill only be necessary

to note the affinity between the PsephalidtCj Leach, and

Staphylinida, Kirby, the genera Cisy Lat. and Anobium, F.,

' " Ce n'est pas assez pour pallier les fiequentes anomalies qui se ren-

contrent, de dire que tel insecte a ciuq articles aux tarses quoiqu'on n'en

decouvre que quatre. 11 devroit en efFet en avoir cinq d'apr^s la regie

qu'on a etablie. Cependant ces explications, toutes ingenieuses qu'elles

sont, ne peuvent me convaincre, et je ne puis me determiner a supposer

plus d'articles aux tarses qu'on ne pent reellement en decouvrir, en ymet-

tant toute I'attention possible. Le nombre des articles doit etre clair,

positif et uniforme, sans quoi le caractere est vacillant. Au reste, je ne

disconviendrai pas que sans etre rigoureusement propres a diviser les

ordres, ils ne puissent tres-bien servir pour un tableau dans lequel les

genres seroient ordonnes salon le nombre des articles des tarses."~£n^

Helvetique, p. 30.
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Nilio, Lat. and Coccinella, L. Sec, and to obsene their re-

spective places in the latest systematic works on Entomology.

But two cases which affect the natural arrangement of the

Lamellicora insects, though in different ways, must particu-

larly be mentioned. We have the genus Trachi/scelis, Lat.

inserted among other heteromerous insects, and separated

from JEgialia, Lat. to which it is so neai'ly allied both in

anatomy and habits. Again • it seems difficult to conceive

why the gem i« Sitiodrendron, F. should be so much further

removed from the Bostrichida than a Curcidio, L. to

which these have evidently much less resemblance.

In several cases also the number of articulations in the

tarsi varies even in the sexes, which peculiarity Gyllenhall

on the indication of Miiller observed in several species of

the genus Cryptophagus, as for instance, in his C.fumatus

{Cortkariafumata, Ent. Brit.) ; and I have myselfobserved

this curious and interesting diflference of the sexes in Cry-

ptophagus pallens {Tenehrio pallens, Ent. Brit.), an insect

by no means uncommon in England*. I state these cir-

'^ "Detexit acutissimus Miiller pastor Odenbachensis in genere Crypto-

phagorum,sexui uniesse saepe quatuor, sexui alter! semperquinquearticu-

los tarsuum in pedibus posticis; et jam observarunt, turn entomologus

consummatissimus Dom. Doct. Uliger, turn laudatus Miiller, plurimas

parvorum Dytiscoram species, quas cum nominatis auctoribus ad genus

Hypbydrum referimus, solummodo anteriorum pedum habere articulos

tarsuum quatuor, postici vero pedum parts quinque, unde Cel. Illiger

ex hoc genere peculiarem subdivisionem jure formavitj (vid. Illig. Mag.

torn. i. p. 299.) quum vero in ceteris proxima affinitate Dytiscis junga-

tnr illud genus, proxime ab eis id inserui notata tantum hac diversitate."

Gyllen. Ins. Suec. (PraBf.)Vol. i. p. v.

Again: " Singularis valde et inexspectata est observatio a Dom. Miiller

in Illig. Mag. iv. p. 214, allata quod tarsi postici in altero sexu plurium

specierum hujus generis tantum 4-articulati sunt; hoc tame?! lerum tsse

in hac specie et nonnullii insequenlibus ol'seriavi."—Gy\len. Ins. Suec.

p. 168.
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cumstances not as reasons for rejecting the tarsi altogether

in arrangement, but as proving how Httle they are to be

depended on as the ground-work of primary divisions or

famiUes.

In discussing the use of particular parts of an insect for

purposes of classification, the sternum deserves some de-

gree of consideration, as we find it often assuming, in the

Lamellicornes, Lat. a very peculiar character, which ap-

pears in some measure to correspond with their manner

of living; but the use of this part of the insect has hi-

therto been undiscovered. We may, however, arrive near

the object of our wishes on this subject, by considering

the construction of this organ, and the manners of the

various insects which possess it. On dissecting a lamel-

licorn insect it will be found, that on the inside and from

the lower extremity of that ring of the abdomen which is

known to entomologists by the name oi pectus, there rises

upwards obliquely a long crustaceous triangular pyramid,

the apex ofwhich is fixed to the abovementioned extremity.

This pyramid has the lateral angles of its base very acute,

and is the proper sternum of the Lamellicor/tes, Lat. com-

posing indeed the whole of it in nearly all the Scarabees de

terre of De Geer : but in many of the other division, com-

posed of insects which feed on living plants, and which

I have therefore called Thalerophaga, we find that the

lower acute edge of the pyramid is joined to the breast

by a thin crustaceous plate, the extremity of which ap-

pears produced externally between the first pair of legs

into what is commonly called the sternum productum^.

If we examine a longitudinal section of it under this

* Fabricius appears to have been acquainted with this external process

of the sternum only. " Sternum linea pectoris longitudinalis, sacpe aulice

posticeque mucronatuni, diflert quoad proportionem, apicem."
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form, as in the genus Anoplognathus, Leach, a construction

is to be discovered which may be compared to the keel of a

ship, or still better to the sternum of a bird; and the organ,

no doubt, senes for some analogous purpose to all in-

sects whose flight in the air or progress in the water

Nature intended should be rapid. This A"ee/must be a great

advantage to every Coleopterous insect possessing it, and

particularly to the bulky LameUicornes, as materially con-

tributing to balance the inconveniences that may arise

from the obstruction of their wings by the superincumbent

elytra, their greater specific gi^avity, and the blunt broad

surface which they expose to the resistance of the air in

flying—inconveniences that insects of the other orders,

W' ith the exception of the Orthoptera, are in no degree sub-

jected to. The forked base of the pyramid which I have

described is supported by strong muscles attached to the

sides of the body, and thus appears to serve for another use,

namely, the support of the intestine. This organ, which

in the Petalocera, Dum. is long and cylindrical, passes

close to the back of the insect, directly over the forked

base of the prism. But whatever the use of the sternum

may be, the above table will sufficiently show that it is

not well adapted to be a principle of classification.

The next organ which demands our attention is the

scufellum; not as being in itself of importance, but because

Geoff^roy's arrangement of the Linnasan genus Scoiahccus

has been founded on it. It is sufficient to state, in order

to prove the abstirdity of using this character for great di-

visions, that the accurate distinction is not, as has been

supposed, whether the scutellum does or does not exist in

a lameUicorn insect, but whether it is or is not distinct.

There are several other parts of an insect which, like
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those I have just considered, might be made use of lo

prove how erroneous is the idea of assuming any particu-

lar organ as the sole source of the Essential Character^:

but I trust the above will be sufficient. Natural History

is the science of comparison ;—to trace affinities, to

weigh distinctions, and to compare characters, are the

three principles upon which the whole knowledge of a na-

turalist hinges ; and so true is this position, that the earliest

authors who have made Nature the object of their study

have been obliged to use a classification rude indeed,

as might have been expected, but not the less satisfac-

torily proving that Natural History is of all the branches

of human knowledge, that which the most requires the

arrangement of our ideas. The very naturalists—such as

Buffon, Reaumur, and Bonnet—who despised scientific

nomenclature, were obliged to attend to classification; and

the reason was evident. Nomenclature, it must always be

understood, is artificial ; and once that a natural group

was indicated, it mattered little whether this group had

a name, unless it was for the purpose of assisting the me-

mory* and connecting the chain of reasoning. Entomolo-

gists therefore, who never studied Nature in books, but

* It is not to the Essential Character itself, as defined by Fabricius,

(PAiZ. Ent. p. 96,) that I object j but to the impossibility of finding such.

" Character essentialis optimus facillimus at vix possibilis." Why then

trouble ourselves with hunting after a chimsera?

^ The almost exclusive attention which has of late years been unfortu-

nately lavished on Nomenclature and Systematic Arrangement—on the means

in short, and not on the end of the science—has with ignorant persons dimi-

nished the importance of the study of Natural History itself. Let us hope

that the slur will be soon entirely obliterated by those naturalists who have

already shown that they are not to be deterred from the investigation of

affinities by great names, because, forsooth, these may have preceded them

in the annals of science.
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compared her with herself, and that in a few objects which

could easily be comprehended without resorting to subdi-

vision, would naturally set little value on names, while on

the other hand the very object of their pursuit was the

investigation of affinities. No distinct ideas of an or-

ganized being could indeed be formed in one's own mind,

much less communicated to that of others, except b}' first

comparing the several parts with those in some other and

well known organized being ; and secondly, by the compa-

rison of the two wholes. This process, so necessarily

and so unconsciously adopted by persons the most ig-

norant of natural history, is nevertheless a rude species of

classification. The disposition to classify is then natural to the

human mind ; and that organized beings have in some man-

ner been arranged in nature, this disposition, if allowed to

act freely, will soon discover. But, unfortunately, it is not so

easy to agree upon the method in which organized matter

was disposed at the creation ; and every naturalist, in at-

tempting to find the natural system, has only added an artifi-

cial one to the hundreds that had already been proposed. In

Botany indeed Linnaeus most happily founded his artificial

system on the parts offructification—organs which are per-

haps the most important in the natural system. The conse-

quence was, that the Linnaean groups in botany were not so

wholly different from the more modern ones, which had their

origin in a multitude ofother though less essential characters

combined with theformer. It has not, however, been so with

Entomology*. Linnaeus commenced with a system entirely

* " Examinavi tantatn scientiarum tam affinium diversitatem; et in ilia

omnia firma, certa, in hac vero omnia vaga inveni.—Certitudinem banc

Botanices regulis fixis bene stabilitis niti observavi, quum e contrario in

Entomologia omnino nullae sancita;.''

—

Phil, Ent, (Praef.)
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artificial; and almost every author previous to Latreille,

while he altered the principle, followed Linnaeus in the de-

tails ofarrangement. Hence arose the abuse of the Essential

Character; a term excellent and useful in the abstract idea

given of it by Linnaeus and Fabricius, but which, being

founded on one or two favourite parts only of the insect,

soon became little else than a magical name for each prin-

ciple of classification, whatever this might have been, and

from which the entomologist fancied Nature could make

no appeal. One author accordingly made use of the

antennae alone for his system ; another of the tarsi ; and a

third of the instnimenta cibaria : and each, according to his

own plan, took his essential character solely from the modi-

fications of the favourite organ which he had chosen to be

the keystone of his system. It will therefore cease to excite

surprise that Entomology, generally speaking, should be still

in its infancy. The French entomologists have, it is true,

made use of a system founded upon and combined of all

the parts of an insect. Yet, by supposing Nature to have

been absolutely governed by a set of rules which they

themselves laid down, and by scarcely allowing the possi-

bility of her making exceptions to these rules, they have

done little more by their innovations, than given to the

world an additional artificial system.



CHAPTER II.

ON THE ACTUAL STATE OF OUll KNOWLEDGE
WITH RESPECT TO THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE
LINNiEAN SCARAB^I.

M. LatREILLE has lately, in the third volume of the

Regne Animal of M. Cuvier, and also in the new edition

now publishing of the Dicliomiaire (THistoire Naturelle,

applied the name of Lamellicornes to an artificial divi-

sion comprising all the insects which compose the genera

Liicanus and Scarabaus, as they were left by Linnaeus

in his last edition of the Systema Natura. Indeed the

connexion between these genera is so evident, that in the

Fauna Suecica and the ten first editions of the Systema

Natnra we find them combined under the general name

of ScarahcEus ; and even now it is difficult, nay even im-

possible, to consider them separately, without overlooking

several important characters and curious properties which

belong to both. This difficulty may in some manner ac-

count for a A\'ider range being taken in this investigation

than seems necessary for the original purpose I had in

view. The central object of the following remai"ks is ne-

vertheless still the genus Scarabccus of the twelfth edi-

tion of the Systema ISaturct ; and if I touch on the genus

Lucanus, it is only so far as is rendered necessary by the

abovementioned affinity. The genus Scaraba-ns then, as

il was constituted by the learned Swede in the later edi-
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tions of his immortal work, consisted of Coleoptera an-

tennis davatis, capituloJissiU^; while the genus Lucanitsr

which owed its origin to Scopoli, in the Eiitomologia Car-

wo/ica, was described by Linnaeus as Coleoptera antennis

davatis, dava compressa latere latiore pectinato-Jissili^.

The lattergenus, which is certainly better defined thus, than

it originally was by Scopoli •=, seems to have also had tlie

advantage in this respect over the Linncean definition of

ScarahmiSf as the peculiar character of the antennas of this

last group can hardly be said to have been in the above

words correctly described. Linnasus also divided the Sea-

rabici into groups depending upon the horns and protu-

berances of the head and thorax ; but it was unfortunate

that he could hardly have pitched upon a more variable or

artificial character, as will readily be perceived by inspect-

ing the table given in the introductory chapter.

Not content with the separation of the Lucani from the

genus Scarabffus, Scopoli attempted another but less useful

innovation, in distributing the insects of the latter genus

according to the number of spines or teeth on the fore4egs

;

but this method was even worse than tlie previous one of

Linnaeus. Scopoli, however, proposed two other methods

of arrangement, one according to the number of articula-

tions in the dava of the antennas'^, and the other according

to the manners of the different insects themselves ^. The first

plan is clearly artificial, and even erroneous, as in the case

where he conceives that there exists any truly bifid dava

amongr the Lamelliconies. But the second is so deserving

=" Linn. Syst. Nat. vol. i. p. 541. ed. 13. * Ibid, p, 569.

' " Antennas apice dentibus quatuor, iino latere pectinatac." Scop. Ent.

Cam. 1. But this character would almost restrict the genus to Lucanus

Ceruus. " Scop. Ent. Cam. 2. « Ibid, 3,
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of our attention, from being the first attempt ever made to

arrange these insects naturally, that I shall give it at

length.

" Scarabai Flora famuli."

**AnthophylU, nuptias plantariim promovent ; aurafus, no-

bills, maciilatus, littoralis, Jiguhis, argenteus, libator,

squalidus, alpinus, rariegatus.

" Phyllophagi, larvas Liepidopterorumfiigant ; melolonthaf

eremila, nasicornis, solstitialis, oblotigus, minimus-.

" Stercorei, radices plantarum nutriunt; stercorariiiSj ter-

nalis, lunaris, fimetarius.''

The errors are obvious. But still this plan, faulty and

fanciful as it was, must be allowed to have been the nearest

approach hitherto made to truth, and the deepest pene-

tration into that part of Entomology which is really the

province of the naturalist.

De Geer has the honour of having been the first to per-

ceive all the advantages to be derived from the mode of ar-

rangement indicated by Scopoli. But, sensible of its im-

perfections, he instituted a new method of division, wdiich

was truly worthy of this great physiologist, and remains a

striking proof of the advantage which he, in studying the

manners of these insects, had over those who M'ere content

with describing them from their cabinets*. His method of

distribution was into three families, as follows

:

1. Scarabees de terre.

2. Scarabtes des arbres.

3. Scarabees des Jieurs.

Oryctes and Trox were thus no longer, as by Scopoli, made

" In this case, at least, De Geer has shown the futility of Fabricius'^>

opinion, " Nimis vero habitui adhaerere est stultitiam loco sapientiae inve-

nire."
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phyllophagous insects; and many other discrepancies were

avoided *.

In the interval between the publication of the Ento-

mologia Carniolica and De Geer's sixth volume, and pro-

bably without the knowledge of either work, Geoifroy

divided the original Linnjean genus Scarabmis, by the se-

paration from it of the exscutellated insects under the

name of Copris, and of those composing ScopoU's genus

Lucanus under the name of Platycerus. The institution

of the genus Copris was in some degree an improvement,

though founded on such bad characters, that copropha-

gous insects, such as those forming Latreille's family of

GeotrKpini, were put in the same genus with Cetonia, from

which they were obviously distinct, once that the neces-

sity was seen of carrying the investigation further among

the Lamellicomes than was allowed by that first principle

of affinity, the form of the antennaa.

Fabricius, sensible of the heterogeneous composition of

GeofFroy's genus Scarahccus, broke off*' from it the genera

Trox, Melohntha, Cetonia, and Trichius". The three

first are natural groups, that show how correct was the

eye of this great man in seizing generic distinctions. I say

" the eye," because it is worthy of remark, that the cha-

racters given to these several divisions in his Genera Insecto-

rum prove that he had consulted his newly invented me-

thod of investigation but little in their formation. It ought

" De Geer vvas also aware of the true place of Hisltr, and its intimate

connexion with Lucanus.—De Geer, Gm. Ins, Retz. p. 18.

•• Syslema Entomologies, I. xi.

^ "The organs of manducation in this genus resemble those of Cetonia so

much, and indeed the affinity throughout between these genera is so great,

that one is surprised how Fabricius should have separated them at such

an early period of his career,"— Oiir. vol. i, no. G. p. 1,
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ulso to be remembered, that the genera Melolontha and

Cetonia had aheady been indicated by De Geer, and that

the union of Geoffroy's genus Copris with Scarahccus in

the Systerna Entomologia Avas a retrograde step in the

science, which many years aferwards the entomologist of

Kiel found it necessary to correct^. One advantage, how-

ever, attended the formation of the Fabrician genus Scara-

baus, which was, that the connexion between the insects

aftenvards named Geolnipes by Latreille and Geoffroy's

genus Copris was thereby re-established.

Olivier was aware of the imperfection of Geoflfroy's ge-

nus Copris, and therefore adopted the genus Scorabaus o(

Fabricius, with all his other genera except Trichius ; for

which omission he gives sufficient reasons, considering the

state in which entomology then was.

This French naturalist also divided the Fabrician genus

Scarabaus as follows

:

1. Les Scarabees qui ont des majidibides, ct qui n'ont

point de Itvre suptrieure.

2. Les Scarabtes qui ont des mandibules, et une Ihre

suptrieure.

3. L,es Scarabees qui n'ont ni mandibides ni Ihre supe-

rieure.

These three groups are strictly natural; and making

allowance for the incorrectness of the principles on which

the above distinctions were founded, Olivier may be said

to have brought the natural history of De Geer's Scarabcei

terrestres to the state in which it now stands. For if we
except the names bestowed on the foregoing three di-

visions of the Fabrician genus Scarabaius, and the more

" Suppl Ent. Sysl. p. 28.

C
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precise anatomical characters given to them in Latreille's

Genera Insectorum, it will be found that the arrangement of

this branch of the Lamellicorues has since undergone but

little further impro\ ement. Latreille has indeed combined

Olivier's " Scarahtes qui out cles mamlibides sans Ihre su~

pa-ieure" with the " Scarahees des arhres" and the " Sca-

rabees desj^eurs" of De Geer, under the general name of

the family of Scarabeides : but it is difficult to perceive the

advantages derived from this alteration ; and it may even

be questioned ^vhether in several instances it be altogether

conformable to nature. The publication, however, of the

Precis des Genres conferred, by the distribution of insects

into families, the most signal benefits on this as well as on

every otiier branch of entomology. In this work Latreille di-

vides the La7nelUconies into two families, which answer to

the genera Lucanus and Scarabausoi Linn^us; and these

he again subdivides into genera. He also gives the names

Scarabaus and Geotrupes to Olivier's first and second di-

visions o^ Scarabai, and restores the GeofFroyan genus Co-

pris, while this as well as all the other genera are infinitely

better defined than ever they were before. In the Histoire

Gmerale des Crustacees et des Insectes, the same author

establishes four famihes, viz. Lucanides, Scarabeides, Geo-

trtipini, and Coprophagi. The same plan is pursued in the

Genera Criistaceorirm et Insectorum and in the Considera-

tions Generales. But in the last two works these four fami-

lies are united into one group, to which he afterwards gave

the name of Lamellicornes. It remains now only necessary

to mention the institution of the genus Aphodius by Illiger,

of Rutela^ and Glaphyrus by Latreille, as alterations that

bring our general knowledge of the lamellicorn insects to

" The genus Ruiela was indicated by Olivier. Ent. i. no. 6. p. 4.
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the state in which it is at present. Many other valuable

genera are indeed to be found in the various works of

authors * ; but, Avith the exception of the genus Anoplo-

gnathus of Dr. Leach, they add but little to our general

knowledge with respect to the arrangement of the Lin-

naean Scarabai.

* Lethrus, Scopoli ; Hexodon, Oliv. ; Gymnopleurus, Oryctes, Hoplia, II-

liger J Cremastocheilus, Knoch; Goliath, Lamarck; Onitis, Fab.; Ateuchus,

Weber; Sisyphus, Onlhophagus, Mgialia, Amphicoma, Anysonyx, Latr.

;

Psammodius,Qy\\,-y Geuiates, Apogonia, Bollocerus, Kirby.

C2



CHAPTER III.

ON THE NOMENCLATURE OF THE LINNJilAN

SCARAB^EI.

1 HE preceding chapter may be considered as containing

a brief but pretty accurate outline of our knowledge with

respect to the classification of this very important branch

of entomology. M. Dumeril has indeed distributed the

Scarahai of Linnaeus into Petaloceri and Prioceri, the

first of which names I have for convenience adopted,

though neither of them express any thing but the genera

ScarabcEus and Litcaniis as they exist in the later edi-

tions of the Systema Natura. The term Prioceri seems

even to be so far objectionable, that serrated antennae by

no means, as will be shown, constitute the precise natural

character of the division^. There are also some other

changes or rather reforms (for it seems hard to call that

an innovation which has the right of priority to support it)

which appear absolutely necessary ; and the explanation

of this truth will form the principal subject of the present

chapter.

ScarabcBus^ appears to have been originally the name

* An additional reason for not adopting this word is, that Mr. Kirby has

lately given the name of Priocera to a new genus in the family of CleritLe.

" The origin of the word Scarahaus is not very clear; at least its deri-

ation from ffKaTrra, as given by Fabricius and Olivier, seems quite irrecon-

cileable with the most common rules of etymology. To me it appears

difficult to obtain the word at all from the Greek; and when we consider

that it never occurs but in the Latin authors, there is little reason to doubt

its being of Etruscan origin. If however it be a point of necessity that
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used by the Romans to designate the Coleoptera^ in gene-

ral, as Kixv^xgo; might have done among the Greeks. It

may also be understood as having embraced some Ortho -

ptera, such as the genera Acheta and Gryllotalpa^ . Pliny,

however, gives a particular description of the sacred beetles

of the Egyptians mider this title '^, and it was accordingly

restricted to these remarkable insects by MoufFet and the

earliest modem naturalists. The name Scarabaus has

in truth had so many different applications given to it, that

it w'ould seem above all others to be that \vhich for ever

ought to remain undisturbed. Linnaeus, Scopoli, and their

immediate followers may nevertheless be considered as

the only persons who properly applied it ; and GeofTroy, in

giving the name of Copris to the exscutellated insects, may

be said to have been the primary cause of all the uncer-

tainty and changes to which the name Scarahctus has since

been subjected. Indeed, when this last was taken away

from the above-mentioned celebrated insects of PUny with

which Linn£eus had left it, it became a matter of indiffe-

rence to what division of the Lame/licornes it was applied.

We find therefore, that though Fabricius in the first

it should come from the Greek, it is most likely to prove the corruption of

a Doric word, and the primitive may possibly be rKn^K^omfiai from cxa^iifos

penicillus,

'SKa^tipaof/.si. \Loi, ffx.i'Ttru, y^i^u, (^Hesych.) scarifico, fodio.

Scarahccus fur 'Ziia^a(pa7os, as baltsna from (piXanx. In the same manner

the Italians still say escararaju.—The verb Aiairxa^ifr,irai is also properly

applied to the action of animals which scratch or dig up the earth with

their claws,

* Plin. Hist. Nat. xi. 34. " Quibusdam pennarum tutelee crusta super-

venit ut Scarabasis."

'' Ibid. •' Alii focos et prata crebris foraminihus excavant nocturno

stridore vocales." Which evidently applies to the crickets.

* Ibid. XXX. 50. " Scarabaeum qui pilulas Tolvit. Propter hunc /Egypti

magna pars Scarabieos inter niimina colit."
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edition of his Entomologia Systematica gave the name of

Scarabaiis to all the Scarabai terredres of Dc Geer, with

the exception of those composing the genus Trox; and

that therefore he comprehended under this name the true

insects; yet in the Systerna Eleutheratorum he gives it to

the modern Geotrupidoi alone. As he had it in his power

to apply the term properly when the genus Jteuchus was

separated by Weber from Copiis, it is to be regretted that

so many excellent opportunities of rectifying the nomen-

clature should have been neglected. The alterations in sy-

stematical arrangement made by Olivier rendered it pos-

sible, and even easy, for him also to have assigned the

name to its proper place. But unfortunately the Fabrician

names were adopted where they ought not to have been

;

and the consequence is, that the naturalist points out as a

Scarahaus an insect totally different from those known

under that appellation to the antiquarian, the artist, and

the scholar. Now it so happens that these mischievous

changes have taken place in the quarter of all others the

most conspicuous, and consequently are the most hurtful

to the interests of entomology, as hardly any insect is to

be reckoned so celebrated in antiquity as the true Scara-

bceus. On the ground then of priority of right, as well as

of absolute necessity, the name Scarab^us is here restored

to the Ateuchus sacer,V?ih.; and to the genus Scarabaiis

of Latreille I have assigned the name Dynastes, in other

respects always adopting the generic names of the last-men-

tioned entomologist ^.

There remains, however, still to be mentioned a pecu-

liarity of nomenclature, which, though by no means ori-

^ " Abstineamus a tali mutatione, quae tantummodo confusionem et

tandem ruinam scientiae parit." Philos, Entom. p. 113.
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ginal, or even new, is nevertheless I believe, with the ex-

ception of Mr. Kirby's Century of Insects in the 12th

volume of the Linncean Transactions, now for the first

time generalized in entomology.

In botany we often see the name of the family taken

from that of the genus which is considered as afibrding

more peculiarly the type of construction by which tloe

form^er is characterized. In entomology also, Latreille

has used the same plan; as when he names the family of

Geotrapini from the genus Geotrupes, the family of Scara-

heides iirom Scarahans, &c. But, unfortunately, unless his

work be kept constantly in the hand, we have no method

of knowing from the name of a group Mdiether it means a

family, section, tribe, or any other of his numerous sub-

divisions. This is the natural result of his having neither

generalized the abovementioned mode of forming family

naines, nor even their terminations ^. To remedy this in-

convenience I have followed the suggestion of Mr. Kirby,

and designated families by the patronymic termination

in -idff, which, though not classically correct in the case

where the primitive has a feminine termination, is never-

theless preferable to any other I have been able to devise,

as well on account of uniformity as euphonize gratia.

With respect to the general principles of Nomenclature

I have no remarks to offer, nor indeed would such a sub-

ject be altogether suitaljly introduced within the limits of

a monograph. But it is really impossible not to express

* Count Hoffnianscgg: of Cerliu has suggested an improvement in the

termination of new generic names, the value of which will readily be un-

derstood by those who possess entomological cabinets. He proposes that

the new name should always, if possible, be of the same gender with the

genus to which the species originally belonged.
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regret that so much mystery and importance should be

attached to the formation of names ; and that so

many excellent naturalists should set no higher value

on their time, than to employ it in disputing each other's

titles to the invention of a few technical words. Natural

history would indeed suffer but little injury were the pre-

vailing ambition to invent new names altogether to cease;

while it is not surely too much to expect that it might

derive more advantage from a stricter investigation of

affinities than that which is at present adopted. Never-

theless, such are not the sentiments of scientific men in

some parts of the continent, particularly Germany, where

entomology is truly a " war of words," and where to coin

a barbarous name and to institute a new genus appear to

be mistaken for one and the same thing. There are two

facts difficult it seems in that country to be assented to,

but which ought to be apparent at this time of day to

every person who has paid any attention to the subject:

First, genuine specific, nay even genuine generic distinct

lions do not constitute the pei'fectio7i of natural science
j

and secondly, nomenclature is not a department of natural

history, but only a convenient instrument whereby an ac-

quaintance with it may the more easily be cultivated.
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CHAPTER IV.

ON THE NATURAL AFFINITIES WHICH THE LIN-

N.i;AN SCARAB/EI BEAR TO EACH OTHER.

1 HE preceding general arrangement was obtained in an

attempt to combine the anatomy with the habitus of in-

sects, and more especially by considering their organs of

manducation Avith a continual reference to the manner of

living. This method of considering entomology, besides

the very questionable merit of novelty, possesses no small

portion of interesting facts in its developement, as the fol-

lowing observations ^vill prove.

The herbivorous pentamerous Coleoptera^ tihich have

clavate antenna', and their anterior tibice externally spinose

or denlated^, that is all the Lamellicornes of Latreille,

together \vith the Linneean genus Hister, may be divided

into two branches, viz. Rectdcera and Petalocera, which

are simply to be distinguished thus—the former by antennae

as it were broken, and the latter by having them straight,

or at least forming no sharp angle in their extent.

* 1 had originally, for the sake of convenience, comprised all these in-

sects under the general name of AcantJnpcda ; but wa? subsequently induced

to cancel it, from a fear that it might give rise to erroneous notions of division.

For it is not to be imagined that the Acardhopoda could have represented

any natural division, since their extreme genera may be shown to be con-

nected with other Coleoptera in as intimate a manner as we shall see that

they are among tliemselves. The Acanlhopuda, therefore, could only have

been considered as forming four links in a chain, and not as an insulated

tribe.

" This definition is a good instance of the difficulty of finding characters
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I shall for the present confine my remarks to the Peta-

locera. These appear to branch out into two columns of

five families each ; one of the columns consisting of SaprO'

phagoiis insects, or tuch as feed on putrid or decomposed

vegetable matter, and the other of Thalerophagoiis insects,

or such as live on green or fresh vegetable food. The

saprophagous column answers to the " Scarabtesde terre"

of De Geer, and the Scarabtes des Jfeiirs et ceiix des ar~

bres of the same author are both comprised under the

name of Petalocera thahrophaga. It is also observable that

each column consists of two groups ; the first, of insects

which have membranaceous maxillce, and therefore live on

juices, and as it were by licking their food ; and the second,

of insects which have corneous or crustaceous maxillte,

and therefore Ywe. on a more solid species of food, and by

mastication.

It will next be remarked, that the families in one of

these colunms have each a striking similarity of general

form to the corresponding families in the other column

:

thus the Ruteliche and Geolrupida, have their body in ge-

neral subconvex; the Scarabaidce and Cetoniida have it

generally depressed; the Jphodiidtc^ and Gluphyrichc less

so; the Trogidcc and Melolonthidcc have it very convex,

while the Di/nastidtz and A)toplognathid(E, have this sort

which shall not lead to an artificial distribution. For were the young

entomologist to insist upon everj' one of the four characters in the definition

being distinct, he woidd necessarily exclude from the group manj' Histeres

because not herbivorous, the genus Trachyscehs because not pentanierous,

the genus Plalyctrus because the antennzeare scarcely clavate, and many

of the genus Trox because the anterior tibia' are not always externally

spinose. It may hov/ever be safely asserted, that when any insect does not

possess some two of these four characters, it ought not to be considered as

belonging to the group.
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of affinity carried even still further, as in the genera Dasy-

gnathus and Amhli/terus, of which descriptions will be

found in the Appendix. But it is in the construction of the

mouth that the most remarkable analogy betrays itself,

and consequently is in some degree evident in the manner

of living, so that each saprophagous insect may be said to

have a thalerophagous one corresponding to it.

Such analogies, nevertheless, must be gathered from the

most general view that can be taken of the different groups,

and even then are often obscured by real or apparent ex-

ceptions. So that, however interesting to the philosopher,

they serve but to sho^v that in the creation a general plan

was pursued, the infinite shades of deviation from which,

in the execution of the details, must render its complete

developement by our limited faculties almost hopeless.

But to return :—It will next be perceived that each of the

columns into which the Petalocera are divided, forms a

circle; for on the one side we find the Geotrupidce. con-

nected with the T)yiiastid(E, by means of the genera Or-

phmtSj MacL., and Oryctes, Lat. ; and on the other, the

llutelid(Z with the Atioplognatliida by means of Pe//f/«o^a

and Areoda, both new genera, now for the first time pub-

lished.—Again : tliese two circles will be found in a manner

to touch one another at the families of Dynastidaz and

Anoplognathida, which are, as before stated, intimately

connected with each other by such genera as Dasygnathus

and Amblytenis-

The following figure, therefore, which represents two

circles, touching one another and composed each of five

analogous ganglions, wall express well the natural position

of the Petalocera among themselves.
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Such an arrangement is important, were it only that by

its means we find connected in the most satisfactory man-

ner the Rutelida. with the Cetoniida, the Geotrupida with

the Di/nastidcc, the Dynastid(c with the AnoplogimthidcEy

the Trogidce with the Aphodiidcc, the DynasiidcE with the

Rectacera,—all which are separated according to the com-

mon systems, although their affinity must be obvious to

the most careless observer.

An attentive observation of the two circles has led me
also to suspect that each of them is divisible into two

others, or, which is the same thing, that the insects com-

posing the extremity of each column approach in their

general construction to those which form the middle of the

same column. Thus the genus Hj/bosor.us, MacL., in

the family of Geotrupidce, resembles JEgialia and Orplmus^^

while the African genus PopilJia, Leach MSS.,(il-fie/o/o«Ma

bipunctata, Oliv.,) and the well known Chinese insect

Melolont/ia viridis, Fab., which forms the new genus Eu-

cJilora, evidently connect the Rutelidcc with the Melohn^

thida. The inferences that might be deduced from such

a disposition, were it perfectly established, are highly in-

teresting ; but the present perhaps is not the moment for

enlarging on them.

' These as well as the other affinities mentioned iu this chapter will be

found demonstrated at length in the Appendix.



CHAPTER V.

REMARKS ON THE LINN^AN GENERA LUCANUS
AND HISTER.

1 HERE are some truths curious and even interesting,

which are nevertheless overlooked or despised on the sole

account of their having been singly and without comment

introduced to our notice. The idea of making use of them

as premises from which some inference may be dra^^Ti is

thus often paralysed ; and they accordingly accumulate,

until the science
_ which they were intended to illustrate

becomes neglected as a barren mass of insulated facts.

Such would be the fate of natural history in an especial

manner, were we to adopt the vulgar opinion, that it is

a science of observation alone. But luckily we know from

experience the very reverse to be the case, and that any

branch of knowledge, ^vhere the true value of a remark

can never be perceived vmtil it be connected with others

so as to form a regular whole, must therefore depend as

much on the employment of our reasoning faculties as on

that of the eyes. De Geer, in describing the parts of the

mouth in Geolrupes stercorarius, Lat., made known an

anatomical structure quite as complicated, or even more

so than the analogous parts in vertebrated animals, al-

though formed on a totally distinct plan : yet at the time

he only added one solitary unconnected fact to the stock
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then in the possession of entomologists. But the value of

De Geer's observations is now established, since Fabricius

and his followers have proved that tlie nature and manners

of the insect bear an immediate relation to the form and

texture of its organs of manducation. In the same way

there will be found in this chapter several remarks on the

Rectdcera, which, though by no means new, Avill neverthe-

less be shown to deserve greater attention than they have

hitherto obtained.

It may in general be observed of the Recticera, or Lh-

secta herbivora, pentamera, antennis quasi Jractis, that

Natvu'e seems to have dispersed them over the globe much

more sparingly than the Petalocera ; the truth of which

will appear from the inspection of any extensive entomo-

logical collection. They will however be found to branch

off like the Petalocera into two columns, the one of sa-

prophagous insects, composingLinnseus's genus Mister, and

the other of thalerophagous insects, being the same with

his Lucanus: and it is worth the noticing, that as both

circles of the Petalocera seem to contain about the same

number of species, so there is something like equality pei-

ceptible in the contents of the columns of Saprophagous

and Thalerophagous Recticera.

As the Rectdcera are few in number, and these few are

but imperfectly known, it can hardly be a matter of sur-

prise that we should not here perceive the infinite grada-

tions of construction which render theJiliation of Nature

among the Petalocera comparati\ely easy to be seized.—

A considerable hiatus accordingly often occurs among the

Rectdcera : but that there is no reason to conclude that

insects do not exist to fill up such chasms, I shall prove by

the description (in the Appendix) of some new insects be-
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longing to the column of Thalerophagous Itecticera. We
shall see there two new genera, which I propose to name

Nigidius and Figiilus, intervening between the types of

the Liicanida: and Passalida, possessing the antennas of

the former and the general appearance of the latter, with

a construction of the mouth which bears evident analo-

gies to that of both. A family which I have called S^/n-

desidcc is clearly connected with the Passalida by the

antennee and impressed thorax; while their convex form of

body, indistinct maxillae, and short mentum, seem to prove

their affinity with JEsalus, F. The antennae also of this

last genus, which I suspect however to be not quite in the

circle, approach to those of Lamprima, Lat., which again

joins the Liicanida^, and thus completes the circles by

means of two new genera, to which I have given the ap-

pellations of R7/ssonotus and Pholidotiis.

I have not been able to discern much lateral affi-

nity between the corresponding families of Sapropha-

gous Petalocera and Thalerophagous Peclicera, except

at the extremities of the columns, or, which is the same,

at the points at which the circles touch one another. In

the construction of the mouth, the Msalida, St/ndesiday

and Passalidce bear no resemblance to the Scarabccidde^

Ajjhodiidcc, and Trogida. Indeed, in proportion as the

general plan of construction differs, it is clear that we

ought not to expect much affinity in the details. Thus

a very conspicuous analogy may and does exist between

the two columns of Petalocera, and even between the

two columns of Pecticera, which by no means can be ex-

pected to be so distinct between a Recticerous and a

Petalocerous column.

Nevertheless it appears to be a law of Nature never to
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arrive suddenly at a complete change of form; for we find

the JEsalidcE resembling the genus Trox, F. in general ap-

pearance, while the St/ndesida may be called the Aphodii

of the Thalerophagous liecticera ; and the Passalida from

their colour and depressed body are, as it were, the Scara-

bceida of the same tribe.

With respect to the extreme families of the column, as

it is here that the passage from one circle to the other

takes place, we find the organs of manducation and the

manner of li\ang in each to be most beautifully connected

by the genera Sinodendron, Lat., and Lethrus, Lat. The

former of these remarkable insects was placed by Fabri-

cius with some IBostrichidtE^, as well on account of the

antennae as from other causes ; and Latreille boasts of hav-

ing avoided such arrangement, and made it an OrycteSj

by paying attention to the number of the tarsi ^. But it is

doubtful whether the separation on the last account be

not even more artificial than the junction on the first;

for these various alterations are rather proofs that our

systems are artificial, than that the place last assigned to

such anomalous insects ought always to be considered the

best. The fact is that Sinodendron has evidently some sort

of affinity to the Bostrichida, which would be well worth

the trouble of investigation ; while nothing also can be

more just than the observation of Latreille, " que le

sinodendron est un orycth avec des antemies de lucane'^."

This learned and acute entomologist has not however,

as might have been expected, made use of this genus

to connect his families of Lucaiiides and Scarahmdes.

It is true, indeed, that in his last works he places

^ Syst, Eleuth. vo\. ii. p. 37t>.

'' Hist. Nat. des Crust, et des Ins. vol. x. p. 15. "^ Ibid. p. 156.

D
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the Sinodendron with the Lucanides; but in the third

volume of the Regite Anhnale, and more especially under

the article Lamellicornes in the Dictionnaire d'Histoire

Naturelle, he appears to think that the Cetoniida, come the

nearest to the LiicanidfB of all the Petalocera. " Dcms

quelques especes les matidibules des males sont beancoiip

plus grandes que celles de femelles; c'est ce qiCon ob-

serve dans les Lucanes et dans plusieurs Cetoines exoti-

ques; d'autres males de ce dernier genre ainsi que ceux de

Goliath ont I'extremite anterieure du chaperon divisee en

deux parties representant quelquesfois des comes. De ces

rapports et de quelques autres fen ai conclu que les

Cetoines et les Trichies etoient de tous les Scarabees

de Linnaeus, ceux qui se rapprochoient le plus de ses

Lucanes" But though the genus Cetonia does indeed

always with this author immediately precede Lncanus, I

cannot but think that, after having so acutely pointed out

the affinity which Sinodendron bears to both Oryctes and

Lucanus, he must have given the above reasons for uniting

this last to Cetonia, more from an experience of the diffi-

culty of placing them otherwise, according to our modern

systems, than on any very evident grounds of affinity. If

I may be allowed to differ in opinion with an entomologist

of such celebrity, and to whom the science is so much in-

debted, I should say that the Cetoniida are of all the Pe-

talocera the most unlike to the Recticera, and that their

membranaceous mandibles can never be assimilated to the

immense corneous mandibles of the Lucanidce. On the

other hand, I hope to prove that no insects in either co-

lumn of the Petalocera resemble the Recticera so much,

in general fomi and construction of the mouth, as the Ge-

otrupidcc and Dynastidcc. And with respect to the junc-
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t'lon of the Cetonuda to the Luccniida, on account of the

bifid clypeus of the GoUathi bearing a resemblance to the

gigantic mandibles of Lucanus, one can only express

astonishment that Latreille should be able to reconcile

himself, by such very fanciful reasoning, to an aiTangement

so evidendy unnatural. Both Cetonia and Lkccuius are

without doubt insects Mhichhve on vegetable juices; but

then the maxilla of the former is a thin membranaceous

plate proper for the expression of the nectar of flowers,

whereas the maxilla of Lucanus is a long delicate brush of

quite a different form, though extremely well contiived for

its object—to lick up the sap flowing from the wounds of

trees^.

Let us now examine Uie genus Lefh'us, which ap-

pears to have opposed as mony difficvdties to entomolo-

gists as Sinodendron

:

—it will be interesting to see this

hitherto anomalous insect occupying the important place

of a link between the Petalocera and Recticera. Scopoli

first instituted the genus''; and Fabricius added a new

species'^, from its possessing the convex form of body, in-

fundibuliform clava to the antenna?, porrect mandibles, and

setose maxillae, which so strongly characterized the type. As

howe^'er this new insect was supposed to want the labrura,

and itsmaxillie also were penicilliform, Schreibcrs asserted

it to be a Lucanus'^. Fabricius had previously hinted

that it might prove a new genus, and Latreille accordingl)^

placed it under the name Lcanjmma among his Lucanides.

Now it is evident that these three great naturalists were

all so far right, and only -wrong in that Fabricius was not

able to. connect it with Lucanus, nor Schreibers and . La-

* Hi^t. Nat. des Crust, et des Ins. vol. -x. p. 243i

'' Scop. Mr. Hist. Nat. p. 439. '' Sysl. Elfuth. vol j. p. 2.
.

" T/ixv.s. Linn. Sic. vol, vi )>. IS5.

I) '1
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treille with Lethrns. Latreille indeed takes notice of an

" organization partkulitre^^' in Lethrus, which separates

it from Geotrupes, but does not remark that this same pe-

culiarity of construction unites it to Lamprima, though

probably on this very ground Professor Pallas '' and others

had already made it a Lucanus. I shall not, however,

depend solely on the opinions of systematic writers to prove

the connexion between Letlwus and T,amprima, but resort

to observations already recorded. The following charac-

ters are extracted from Latreille's Genera Crustaceonim

et Insectoriim, and are common to both genera.

1. AntenncE articiilis ultimis clavam injiindibulijortnem

formantibus, articido basilari eloiigato, conico. This

character belongs to Geotrupes.

2. Mandibul(E,validissima corneapojrecta. This character

is common to Geotrupes and Lucanus.

3. Maxilla in Lamprima Jiliformes setosce. Maxilla, in

Lethris processu terminali pilis spinulisque corneis, elon-

gatis ciliato.

It will I hope be allowed that nothing can more satis-

factorily show the affinity existing between the Lucanida

and Lethrus, than this last remarkable analogy in the con-

struction of the maxillae. I shall therefore now consider

it as in a manner proved, that we are to pass from the

Dynastida to the Lucanida by means of Sinodendron,

and from the Geotrupidce to the Lamprimida by means of

Lethrus. I have but one more remark to make on the

Thalerophagous Recticera ; which is, that the consideration

^ Hist. Nat. des Crust, et des Ins. vol. x. p. !39,

" " Lucanus apterns.^Insectum anomalum inter Lucanos et Scaralteos

coprideos arabiguum," hones Insect. Pallas. 1.

—

Nov. Com. Pelrop, Laxmau

toon, xiv. p. 594.
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oftheir affinity to the Petalocera leads us to examine the na-

ture of the genera that form thehnks of connexion. These

genera I propose to call osculantia, horn their occurring

as it were at the point where the circles touch one another,

and to distinguish them from genera an7iectentia, or those

serving to unite the family in theirown circle. These genera

oscidantia,—such as Sinodendro)i, Lethrus, Platycerus,

and as I suspect, also JEsalus, have in preference to all

others a special right to be termed natural, and appear in

general to possess a remarkable character, which is the few-

ness of species of which they are composed ^. I have men-

tioned the genus Platycerus as one of these, because it will

be easily perceived that its form enters with difficulty into

the circle of Thalerophagous Recticera, and is indeed, as

Gyllenhall well observes'', the connecting link with the

Trogosita, to which it approaches in colour, general form,

and antennae, though these last are mostly heteromerous

insects, without teeth on the anterior tibiae. However,

as it is not at present my object to discover where this path

might lead me, I proceed to the consideration of the Sa-

prophagous Recticera.

There are few entomologists who have not been struck

with the general resemblance in manners and appearance

between these and the Saprophagous Petalocera ; but no

one has attempted to define in what the analogy between

them consisted. Soon after Linnaeushad instituted the genus,

and placed/dT/s^er immediately afieY Scarabaus, Scopolisaid

* It ought to be observed that this peculiarity is not so remarkable in

the genera which connect the two circks of Petalocera v/'ith each other, and

therefore it may perhaps belong solely to those singular insects which serve

to connect the more discordant groups.

" Gylleu. Ins. Suec. vol. i. p. 73.
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" jies.hctis «w^en?«'s Histerem a Scarahao nemo distinsauet^."

Degeer, whose entomological sagacity one can never suffi-

ciently admire, placed Ulster next to Lucanus, and re-

marks, that it appears to form a link between tlie Scarabai

and Dermestes. Latreille makes it a member of his family

Spharidiota, and remarks that ''auciin insecte de la division

des Bj/rrhes n'a comme les escarbots ces deux characteres,

antenrics bristes, maiidibu/es avancees^:" and indeed it is

true; for such are the characters of his family oi Liicani-

des, to v/hich Ilis'ei' naturally conducts us from the Bi/rrhi.

This affinity did not escape the usual accuracy of Gyllenhall,

who places his new family Jlisteroides immediately after

the Lucanoides, and before Spharidiota, with the just ob-

servation that " Familia lOma D' Latreille Necrophagi

nempe comprehendit genera plura nimis discrepantia, quare

aptius censui Risteres a reliquis separare'^"

Not having sufficiently studied the Saprophagous Rec-

tkera, I shall not attempt to say where or by what oscu-

lant genera they are connected with the thalerophagous

circle. It may be, that these interesting insects are not

yet discovered: but my point will be sufficiently established

if I can prove that the liisterida have a strong affinity to

the Lucanidce in general; and if I can show the existence

of insects belonging to one circle which want some of its

distinctive characters, and thus approach to the other. For

this purpose, in the first place, I take the following ana-

logous characters from the description of a profound na-

turalist, who never seems to have suspected the affinity, and

"^ Ent. Carn. p. 13.

" Hist. Nat. des Crust et des Ins. vol. ix. p. 191.

* Gyllen. Ins, Suec. vol. i. p. 74.
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consequently, in using his words% I can be in no danger

of being charged with an attempt to force Nature, as it

were, to submit to what may hereafter be termed a theory

of entomology.

1. Histeris "Antenna; thorace bre-

viores, ad basin mandibularum

insertae; fracts. Articulo basi-

lar! maximo, conico, ad extima

crassiori, incur^o; octavo clavae

3-articulatas basin efficiente."

2. Uisteris " Labrum exsertum,

crustaceum, transverse qua-

dratum."

3. Uisteris " Mandibulte cornese,

validae, crassa2, processu inter-

no bidentato."

4. Uisteris " Palpi filiformes, arti-

culo ultimo longiore, subcylin-

drico, obtuso; maxillares paulo

longiores."

.5. Uisteris " Maxillse laciinis dua-

bus inaequalibus, marginibus

internis fimbriato-hirsutissi-

mis; externa majore, subovato-

trigona, lacinia interna ungue

minute, comeo, bifido, aut du-

plici genere constructo."

0. Uisteris " Mentinii quadratum

marginis superi medio eraar-

ginato."

1

.

I.?/ctt?z«/ar«;tt "Antennae thorace

non longiores, fractae ; Capitulo

e qiiinque, quatuor aut tribus

lamellis composito."

Lticani "Antenna; articulo pri-

rno longissimo, incurve, ad

apicem szepius crassiore."

2. Passali " Labrum crustaceum,

transverso-quadratum, penitus

exsertum."

3. Lucanidarum " Mandibulss cor-

neas, validissimas, perrectje,

dentatae."

4. Lucanidarum "Palpi filiformes,

articulo ultimo subovali aut

subcylindrice ; maxillares lon-

giores."

5. Passali "Maxillas processibus

comeis, spinosis, interne den-

tatis ; apicali validiore, subtri-

gono, interno dentibus duobus

aut unico."

(3. Passali " Labium quadratum,

mento profunde emarginato."

Gen, Cru.st.el Ins. vol. ii. p. 46, 130, 131, 136.
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It seems superfluous to add any thing to these charac-

ters in order to prove the near relation which Hister bears

to Lucanus : but notwithstanding these, and the dentated

anterior tarsi, Latreille, in the third volume of the Reg?ie

Animale, places his tribe Histerides hetweenSilpha, L. and

Clerus, L. I am not aware of his reasons for this arrange-

ment ; but if it be on account of any resemblance of the

larvas, I should fear that there is an enor somewhere. That

he is right in asserting in the Dictionnaire d'Histoire Na-

turelle, Art. * Escarbot,' that Hister can neither be com-

prised with his Lamellicorn insects nor with his Sphari-

diota, no one can doubt; but it is surely as clear that it

bears a greater affinity to both of these than either to a

Clerus or a Silpha.

In the next place it seems possible that an osculant ge-

nus will occur somewhere about the place of Dorcas : for

Hister maximus, L. an insect from Senegal, approaches

in some degree to the form of Lucanus alces, and is re-

markable for having its head as exsert as any of the

Thalerophagous Recticera. But these difficulties will, I

trust, soon be cleared away by my learned friends the

Baron Dejean and Dr. Leach, who have both been of

late occupied with the examination of the Linnasan

Histeres. Not having myself studied them in detail,

I have adopted the principal groups of the last-mentioned

entomologist, given in the Zoological Miscellany, and

which appear primafacie to be very natural. The chasm

which occurs, and prevents the completion of the circle,

is left to be filled up at some future period, by insects

which are to represent the Lamprimida: among the Sapro-

phagous Rect'kera.
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To conclude then this long digression,—^which I hope,

however, will not be found foreign to my original puq^ose

of investigating the nature of the Linnsean Scarabai,—it

must be confessed that, excepting the situation of Hister,

which for the reasons assigned can no longer be held

doubtful, every thing with respect to our farther know-

ledge of the Saprophagous Recticera remains yet to be

done.
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CHAPTER VI.

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PETALOCERA.

1 HE geography of natural history is as yet but an infant

branch of the science, which may be said to owe the

principal nvirture it has received, as well as its birth, to the

labours of the enlightened Humboldt. It had, it is true,

been already observed by Buffon, that the animals of the

new world are different from those of the old ; and various

travellers had shown that the productions of different

countries bear a character peculiar to each. But these

were all rude and fortuitous observations, which had no

view whatever to general consequences, or to the deve-

lopement of those laws by which it is now certain that

the geographical distribution of organized matter was re-

gulated at the creation. M. Humboldt and our cele-

brated countryman Mr. Brown have both contributed

greatly towards the discovery of these laws, so far as they

relate to the vegetable kingdom ; but the geography of ani-

mals is as yet enveloped in some degree of obscurity ; and

in entomology above all, nothing has yet appeared to dis-

pel these clouds, excepting the excellent Memoire of M.
Latreille, which is published in the Annales du Museum.

But this paper, proof as it undoubtedly must ever remain

of the profound learning and inimitable tact for observa-

tion of its author, is still rather a collection of facts than
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an arrangement and application of such facts to the dis-

covery of the general limits by which the dispersion of

insects over the earth is restricted. This imperfection, if

it be one, is however to be attributed solely to the almost

insuperable obstacles which impeded his researches.

Insects are, it need hardly be said, a despised set of

beings; though, Avere we not accustomed to judge of them

by their individual size, and were we to look at their num-

bers and effects, they would assuredly be found among the

most powerful agents which nature employs in maintaining

the equilibrium of the animal kingdom. The joint conse-

quence, however, of the neglect which diey have suffered

and of their numberless swarms is, that, compared with the

whole number of species, we are acquainted with but few.

Well then may Latreille say that the imperfect state of

our catalogues has prevented him from pursuing any

other plan than that which he has adopted.

Having, however, had the good fortune to inspect al-

most every collection of note in Europe, excepting those

of Vienna and Berlin, 1 conceive myself in possession of

data sufficient to justify an attempt to combat the diffi-

culty under which M. Latreille laboured, and to offer to

entomologists the following rough estimate of the various

geographical proportions in which the families of Petalo-

cera occur. It would, nevertheless, be highly improper not

to acknowledge that such calculations, after all, are but

vague approximations to the truth, which hav^e nothing to

support their accuracy, but inferences drawn from the

inspection of many and extensive entomological coUec-*

tions. As such then I give them.

The leading principles upon which organized beings

appear to have been dispersed over the globe, are few and
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simple. The presence of caloric, to whatever cause this

may beo\ving,is undoubtedly the chiefexcitement ofenergy

in the vital principle; which fact is demonstrated not only

by the myriads of organized beings which swarm within

the tropics, but also by the ingenious observations of Hum-
boldt and Latreille. These gentlemen have both shown

that the highest mountains in the warmest climes exhibit,

as we ascend towards their summits, all the various gra-

dations of organized matter which each hemisphere of the

whole globe presents as we proceed from the equator to

the pole. Still it must not be imagined that a horizontal

circle traced round the mountain, or the parallel of latitude

which encircles the hemisphere, are necessarily either of

them accurate isothermal lines. Experience indeed teaches

us the contrary, and fully confirms those inferences we

should have dra^vn from the consideration of the different

meteorological effects likely to arise from the variation of

the surface of the soil, and other similar causes. Vegetation,

for instance, which requires the absence of extreme cold

rather than the presence of extreme heat, is likely to ex-

tend itself in its tropical form towards the poles farther on

a dry continent than on a marshy or lov/ one. Tropical

plants will therefore thrive better in Thibet and other in-

land parts of Northern Asia than they would do were we

to transport them to places of the same latitude in Ame-

rica. In this last country the extremes of heat and cold

are too wddely asunder, and accordingly the vegetation of

Canada by no means corresponds either in its general cha-

racter or number of species with that of places in France

under the same latitude.

Animals also are subject to the same sort of limitation

^vith plants : that is, they have to fear extreme cold ratlier
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than extreme heat^. Such animals therefore as can avoid

this cold—either by passing it in a state of torpidity, or by

the habit of burrowing in the earth, or by living in the sea,

or by artificial clothing,—will in general be found the most

widely dispersed, and the least to affect local situations.

And insects which can escape the extremes of cold, not

only by passing them in the toi-pid state of pupa, but by

being generally, when in this torpid state, buried in the

earth, must in a special manner be little sensible to the cold

winters of northern climates. What they chiefly require is

the presence of heat during some period of their existence

;

and the greater, within certain limits, is the heat, the more

active will be their vital principle. On the American con-

tinent the extremes of heat and cold in the course of the

year are, as is well known, incomparably greater than in

places of the same latitude in Europe. We may therefore

readily conceive how particular famihes of insects will in-

habit a wider range of latitude in the former country than

in the latter. We see also how insects may swarm in the

very coldest climates, such as Lapland and Spitzbergen,

where the short summer can boast of extraordinary rises in

the themiometer, because the energy of the vital principle

in such animals is, within certain limits, proportionate to

the degree of warmth to which they may be subjected,

and escapes in a manner the severe action of cold.

It is on the above principles also that I would account

for what may seem at first sight an extraordinary circum-

^The white bear of Greenland, Ursus maridmus, L., appears to dislike

warmer climates, from the great obstacles heencounters towards the enjoy-

ment of his favourite element, and the procurement of his food in countries

where he cannot float about on the ice. This animal hates drought rather

than heat.
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stance In the geograpliy of insects; namely, that their tro-

pical structure extends much farther north in America

than in Europe ; that is, in a manner directly the reverse

of that which we have seen to be followed by plants. Ex-

amine Copris carnifex, F., Cetonia ?iitida, F., Rutela 6-

punctata, Lat., and other New York insects, and compare

them with insects of the same families from Brazil. The

difference between the general structure of these -will be

found infinitely less than that which would result from a

comparison of the entomological productions of the neigh-

bourhood of Madrid with those of the banks of the Congo.

Nevertheless, though I contend that the insect tribes

suffer less in cold climates than plants, and hope to have

proved it to be tlie case, it does not therefore follow that

the prevalence of cold has no effect towards the destruction

of insect life. We know the very reverse of this to be the

truth, and that the diminution of the number of species

becomes very conspicuous as we advance towards the

poles. But this I imagine is owing to the short continu-

ance of wannth rather than to the low degree of it wdiile

it exists*. And accordingly we find that insects, such as

gnats, musquitoes, Sic, which pass their larva state in

water, thus avoiding extreme cold, and whose existence

in their perfect state being naturally ephemeral, must

therefore suffer little from the shortness of the summer,

—

are no where more troublesome than in the very coldest

climates. TS'^hereas the number of coleopterous insects,

which, being naturally longer lived, require a longer conti-

nuance of warmth, is sensibly diminished in these dreary

countries.

"Heat, properly speaking, never absolutely ceases to existj but it is

here for convenience understood as commencinff at 32° of Fahrenheit.
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The Petalocera, however, occupy so important a place in

the cjeconomy of nature, that we may easily perceive it to be

impossible to assert in what latitude they altogether cease

to exist. But though it may not thus be easy to prescribe

limits of latitude to any of the Petaiocerous families, it is

otherwise with respect to the longitude ; for we find that the

Glaphyridct have never as yet been found but in the old

world, nor the Riitelidcc but in the new. As to the remaining

eight families, they appear to have been confined within no

limits of longitude, nor indeed of habitable latitude, though

we shall see that some families are more plentiful in parti-

cular climates than others. Thus the Aphodiidce seem to be

most numerous in rather high latitudes, the Geotfupida in

temperate climates, and the Scarabaida in tropical. The

Trogida and Melolonthidce. appear to be scattered rather

equably over the globe, which may in some degree arise

from their partiality to a particular soil. The DynastidtSj

Cetoniida, Auoplognathida and Riitelidcc, though found

in the temperate zones, are all most numerous in tlie

warmer climates; but the two first families recede much
farther from the equator than the two last. The Glaphy-

rid(Z, however, of all the Petaiocerous families appear to

be the most confined in their range of climate.

In some cases also the geography of the Petalocera is

affected by local circumstances ; for the Dynastkla. which

are common in America and on the European Continent,

have never yet been discovered in England, although the

Oryctes nasicornis inhabits even the high latitudes of

Sweden. If however the truth of the preceding remarks

be allowed, such incidents are readily accounted for, since

a Petaiocerous insect of a tropical family may readily be
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expected to avoid an English cold summer rather than

a Swedish cold winter.

In other cases the distribution of the Petalocera ap-

pears to have been regulated by a higher purpose. Thus,

if my observations on the subject have not deceived me,

the species of coprophagous insects from within the tro-

pics are to those from without, nearly in the proportion of

4:3; which, if we reflect on the services rendered in hot

climates by these scavengers of nature, appears to be a

limitation that is in some measure required by necessity.

A similar purpose of utility may account for the species

of coprophagous insects, that is, those composing the

three families Geotrupida, Scarabaida, and Aphodiida\

being to the number of species which compose the re-

mainder of the Saprophagous Petalocera in the propor-

tion of about 3 : 2.—Ignorant as we are of the habits of

the Riitelida and Anoplognathida, it is impossible at

present to carry the same kind of investigation among the

thalerophagous insects; though it may excite some little

curiosity to know what proportion the species of phyllo-

phagous Petalocera bear to those which feed on flowers.

If it be allowable to argue from the general oeconomy of

nature, it would seem that the number of the former

ought to be predominant, and this I suspect to be really

the case.

But this highly amusing subject must be left to some

future period, when the continued prosecution of disco-

veries by intelligent travellers shall have supplied ento-

mologists with that information from which alone such

calculations must always be derived.
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CHAPTER VII.

ON THE FIVE FAMILIES OF PETALOCERA V/HICH

LIVE ON PUTUID OR DECOMPOSED VEGETABLE
MATTER.

I^INCE from the circumstance that has been mentioned of

their disposition in circles, it becomes very troublesome to

arrange thePetalocera in a cabinet according to their natural

affinities, the series prefixed to this chapter may be adopted

for the purpose ; and it is perfectly natural, provided the

connexion ofthe extreme families Geotrnpida. and Rutelid^

with the centre families Di/nastida and Anoplognathide

y

be always borne in mind. The characters given to the ten

families in this table may, however, be tliought too brief for

the inexperienced entomologist : and it is true indeed, that

they only express the forms of construction to one or other

of which every Petalocerous insect tends, and not those at

which they all actually arrive. Thus the Rutelidcs and Geo-

trupidoi do not all possess a membranaceous process to their

maxillss ; but the genera Chasmodia and Geotrupes, which

perhaps are the types of the families, possess such. I have

therefore imagined that it might be of some little service

to attempt the still more detailed definitions of each family

which follow ; though to me it appears that any advantage

which may thus be gained, will be at the expense of some

natural affinity. And for this opinion I have no less autho-

rity than that of Linnaeus, who could never be persuaded

to define his natural orders in botany, from a conviction

that tJie investigation of nature by means of preconceived
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rules and definitions, is an attempt as a])surd as it would

be to investigate truth by means of a set of prejudices.

He felt that the student in the more profound branches

of the science ought to have already paved the way

for this sort of research, by that intimate and extensive

knowledge of species which can always be most easily

acquired by artificial methods. We see, therefore, that

naturaUsts must always owe a large portion of gratitude

to those who may by the help of artificial systems have

made the productions of nature generally known : for it is

with the materials collected by the humble labours of these

indefatigable men, that the world can alone expect that

the foundations of our knowledge with respect to nature

should ever be laid.

Fam. I. GEOTRUPID^.
Antennae decern vel undecim articulate

;

Articido hasilari suhconico, vix elongato ;

Capitido magno, triphyllo, suhgloboso.

Labrum exsertum, cnistaceum, transvcrsum, suhquadra-

turn ; margine antico ciliato.

Mandibulee exsertic, cornea, validissimce, suhtrigona, de-

pressce, ad apicem subarcuatcc.

Maxillae crustacece; margine iyiterno vel apicali membra-

naceo antJimbriato hirsuto.

Palpi maxiUares Jiliformes.

Labium bipartitum, mento bifida vel integro.

Caput lateribus utrinque ante oculos auriculatim scepiiis

dilatatis; Clypeoparvo, angidato, depresso. Corpus

orbiculato-ovak aut suborbicidare, undique convex-

um. ThorsiX latins quamhngius extenms ; Scutello

E 2
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s&piiis distincto. Pedes validi, tibiis anticis den.'

tatis, spinis apicalibus instnictis; tibiis quatuorpos-

iicis apice sapius dilatatis.

Observations.

The characters hitherto given by entomologists to this

family, which is altogether the same as the Geotrupini of

Latreille, have been founded on the scrutiny of a few well

known European insects. To use such definitions there-

fore strictly would be equivalent to the exclusion of many

true GeotnipidcE from their natural place. Concisely

describing these insects, it may be said that they differ

from the Scarabccidcs. by their corneous mandibles, and

from the Dynastid(£ by their exserted labrum. But such

characters, like all others, are subject to an infinity of

shades, and may even altogether disappear in some insects

of this family, hereafter to be discovered. In such ano-

malous cases however, it will, I think, be always found that

the insects belong to extreme genera, or to those which

are close on the limits of other families.

The Geotrupida are coprophagous or boletophagous.

Some extreme genera of the family, however, feed on roots,

and may often be considered as even lignivorous. The

types or central insects of the family, which are the best

known, excavate cylindrical holes in the earth under their

food, and thus approach in their manners as well as form

to some of the Scarabaidce.

From the Geotriipida which I have had opportunities

of seeing, it may be calculated that the proportions of those

from within the tropics, from the temperate zones, and

from latitudes higher than 60°, are to one another nearly

as 2, 10, and 1 . And by way of proof that the Geotrnpida:
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are principally confined to temperate climates, I may
observe that the tropical insects of this family principally

belong to the extreme genera, such as Athyreiis, and

Hybosomis, the former of ^vhich approaches to the >S't«-

rabaeida and the latter to the J)i/nastidce.

Fam.II. SCARAB^ID.E.

Antennae 9-t'el ^-articulates capite paido longiores

;

Articulo primo elongato, aliorum conjunctim longitu-

dine, ci/lindrico, ad apicem hasinqite paido eras-

store; secundo brevi subconico vel subgloboso.

Clava magna triphylla.

Labrum clypeo occultatmn, membranaceiim, in medio ca-

rinatum, antice ciliatum.

Mandibulas sub clypeo latitantes, basi cornea, deinde in

laminam products elongatam, lanceolatam, com-

pressam, membranaceam, latere interno et apice

Jimbriatis.

Maxillge crustacece, laciniis dnabus instrucfce ; apicali

transversa, subrotuiidata, fungosa, membranaced,

Jimbriata, lobo interno liomogeneo, subtrigono,pari'

terquejimbriato, apice subacute.

Palpi maxillares Jilijormes, labialibus vix duplo longi-

ores ;

Articulo ultimo ad basin et apicem graciliore>

Palpi labiales maxime hirti, articulis subdilatatis

;

Articulo tertio aut terminali parto, aliis abrupt^

minore, in nonnidlis obsoleto.

Labium membranaceam, mento occultatum, apice bifi-

dumj laciniis pone palpos et eorundei^i u&qiit ad
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articulum secundum proditctis, paululum exiiis

arcuatisjfimhriatis.

Mentuin crustaceum, subquadratum, profundi emargina>-

turn.

Caput siibsemicirculare ; clj/peo sape dentato, interdum

cornuto. Corpus orhiculato-ovale, convexum vel

depressum; ahdomine brevi, elytris haud obtecto.

Thorax transversus ; scutello rarissime distinctOf

subtrigono. Pectus magnuyn, ideoque femora

intermedia ad basin lath dispartita. Pedes va-

lidi, ungiiibus minimis ; tibice antica extrinsecus

S-dentata, opice calcare uno instvucta, tarsis

exiguiSf in quibiisdam obsoletis ; tibia media

apice 9^-calcaratcc, postice calcare uno instructcs-

Observations.

The Scarabicida occupy a most important place in the

economy of nature, and possess so very distinct a form

that they are only hkely to be confounded with the Apho-

diida ; fi'om these, however, they may be distinguished by

their elongate lanceolate mandibles and large pectus.

Several genera of the Scarabecidcc,—such as Onitis, Ontho-

phagus, &c.—approach so nearly to Aphodius, that here,

as in most cases where families meet, it will be found most

difficult if not impossible to draw the line of demarcation.

There is less likelihood of confounding them with the

Geotrupida, because, though several insects in both fami-

lies evidently approach to one another in general form and

structure, yet none that I have yet seen can accurately be

said to fill up the interval that occurs between the cor-

peous porrect mandibles of the one family, and those
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which are membranaceous and concealed under the ciy-

peus in the other. But let this sole distinction be over-

looked, and some of the Geofrupida, such as the genus

Athj/reus, will find a place among the Scarahaidce.

The Scarabccidce are all strictly coprophagous ; and this

great affinity in their manner of living is in all probability

the cause of the organs of manducation being so similar

throughout the family, as by no means to supply the di-

stinctive characters that might have been expected from

the marked variety of their general forms. Owing to this

extraordinary similarity in the imtrumenta cibaria of the

different insects which compose the group, Latreiile has

more than once proposed to make but one genus of them,

ascribing to the modern genera the name of sections. But

though I have had reason to know that the father of mo-

dem entomology is far from thinking that genera, as com-

monly understood, exist in nature, it is nevertheless easy

to perceive that alterations of the above sort must resolve

themselves into the idea of natural genera. For if the

animal creation knows any other absolute distinction than

that of sex and species, and the groups insulated by these

other absolute distinctions are to be termed genera, it is

clear even to an axiom, that where such natural divisions

cease to be apparent, genera can be said no longer to exist.

Nothing, however, has yet occurred in the course of my
observation but what has demonstrated the truth of the

principles upon which the present investigation was com-

menced. These were, as I have already stated, that any

other difference that may exist between animals than those

of sex and species, is not absolute, but must be considered

as arising solely from the imperfection of our o-wn know-

ledge of Nature's productions; and that genera consequently
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become artificial, and only useful as serving to subdivide

our more general ideas. In my opinion, therefore, the

Scarabaida. compose such a numerous family that for the

sake of convenience we not only ought to retain all the

established genera, but in several cases even to add a great

many more to the present list, requiring only that they

shall always be supported by characters visible to the

naked eye.

This same difficulty of subdivision is not by any means

pecuhar to the Scarabceidcc, but will be experienced also in

the equally numerous family of Cctotiiida-, which answers

to those insects in the other circle. The Scarabaida also con-

stitute the only family of the saprophagous circle containing

insects having the produced sternum and lobate thorax,

which fonii such remarkable characters in some of the

Cetoniidce:—all "which circumstances prove, if fardier

proofs were indeed wanting, that these two families bear

to each other a certain analogical relation.

The Scarabceidac afford a curious example of the artifi-

cial nature of the sections that may be founded on the

disposition of the tarsi. If^the Heteromera for instance be

a natural section, as stated in some of the latest entomo-

logical works, a genus such as Onitis ought a fortiori to

compose a like division, since in one at least of the sexes it

wants the tarsi of the fore-legs altogether. Yet how obvi-

ously w^ould such an arrangement oppose all our notions

of natural affinities !

In none of the Coleoptera perhaps does the general

structure of the feet assume so extraordinary an ap-

pearance as with the Scarabmdcr. The externally den-

tated and somewhat curved fore-feet of these, Avdih the

tarsi nearly obsolete, can only vie in the anomaly of their
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form with the hind-legs proceeding from a transverse

moveable trochanter, and placed so near the hinder extre-

mity of the body, and so far from each other, as to give

the insect in walking the most awkward appearance pos-

sible. This peculiar fomiation is nevertheless particularly

ser\'iceable to its possessors, in rolling the balls of excre-

mentitious matter in which they inclose their eggs.

Proceeding upon the data which I have been able to

collect, it may be said that the tropical Sccwohaidcc are to

those fi"om without the tropics nearly as 5 : 1. Out of 450

species and upwards in my father's collection, only nine are

natives of England ; and of these nine, no less than eight

are Onthophagi, which I consider as composing an extreme

genus of the family, not the less interesting from havino-

been noticed by Pliny*.

Fam. III. APHODIIDiE.

Antennae articulis novem, capite paido loi/giores;

Articulo primo elongato, aliorum conjunctimtix Ion-

gitiidine, n/Undrico, ad apicem paulo crassiore ; sc-

ciindo hemispharko

;

Capitulo suhglohoso-otato, tripJiyllo.

Labrum suh ch/peo latitans, membranaceum, margine an-

tico vix ciliato, medio subucuto.

Mandibulae clj/peo obtectcc, ad basin cornea^ deinde in la-

minam brevem, compressam, dilatatam, coriaceam

aut vix membranaceam productcc ; latere interno et

apice haudjimbriatis.

* "Tauri vocantur Scarabasi terrestres, ricino similes ; nomen cornicula

(Jedere. Alii pediculos terrae vocant," Flia. Uist, I^^at. lib, xxx. c. 12.
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Maxilte lachiiis diiabus suhaqiialibus ; apicali membra-

nacea, fungosa, margine supero extrorsum rotun-

datd, interdum minore, processu interno crustaceo,

obtuso.

Palpi maxillares fiUformes, labialibus Jere triplo longi-

ores ;

Articido nltimo aliis longiore, ovali-cylindrico, ad

basin paulo graciliore.

Palpi labiales fere glabri, articulis subglobosis ;

Articulo tertio aut terminali aids majore, orbicula-

to-ovali.

Labium minutum, membranacewn, sub-pihsum ; mento oc-

cultatum, apice bijidum.

MentLim crustaceum, subquadratum, versus apicem anguS'

tins, margine antico emarginato.

Caput subsemicircidare; Clypeo sape tuberadato, nun-

quam dentato. Corpus ovatum aut ovale, ad api-

cem rotundatum, supra conveiiusadum. Elytra

abdomen superne et ad latera obvohentia. Tho-

lax transverso-qiiadratus ; Scutello semper di-

stincto. Pedes validi, otnnes aque dissiti ; tibiis

anticis tridentatisy intus lined impressis pilisque

fimbriatis.

Observations.

The ApliodiidadixKer: from the Scorabaida in having short

dilated coriaceous mandibles, and the pairs of feet at equal

distance from each other. They are also sufficiently sepa-

rated from the Trogida, in having their labrum concealed

under the clypeus, and by their mandibles being thin,

compressed, and scarcely to be called corneous. All the

insects knov\rn of this family have the scutellum distinct

:
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they comprise the least of the Petalocera ; and though re-

sembUng each other excessively in general stmctuve, differ

extremely in the manner of living, some being coprophagous,

and others living on putrescent vegetable matter generally

marine. These last insects consequently lead to that family

of Petalocera which frequents sandy situations.

Of all the Sapropiiagous Petalocera the Apliodiidcc are

the most common in England, and seem to replace with

us the want of the Scarabaida. They appear indeed to

be equally frequent over the whole of the north temperate

zone, and I have made out the proportion of tropical insects

of this family to be to those from countries without the

tropics as 1 : 8. None have hitherto been brought from

New Holland, though we are Sicc]ua\nted with jlphodiidfc

fi'om the Cape, which is nearly of the same south latitude.

The coprophagous insects of New Holland seem indeed to

be principally composed of the genus Onthophagus or of

insects approaching to it, though e\en these occur but

rarely. This rarity of copropliagous insects in New Hol-

land is of course the natural consequence of that great

peculiarity of the Australasian continent, namely, the want

of all large herbivorous mammalia except of the marsupial

kind. Still I have httle doubt but that if the marine de-

tritus of the coast of New Holland were properly searched,

we should acquire the knowledge of several insects ap-

proaching to Psaynmodii in habit.

Fam. IV. TROGID^.

Antennge hreves, novem vel decern articulis, basilari crasso

;
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Capitulo triphyllo, ovato, transversoy lamellarunt

disco utrinque sapius convexo.

Labrum coriaceum, exsertum, sccpius hirsutum.

M andibula9 cornea, crassa, lalidcc, intus arcuatec, inter-

diim dentata, apice acutissimo.

Maxillae lacinus duabus, interna cornea unidentata vel

dentibus instructd, interdum unco corneo valido

processus hujiis loco ; lacinia externa vel membra-

nacea et vix Jimbriald, vel cornea et ciliis spinuli-

forniibus ant dentibus corneis armatd.

Palpi maxillares maxillis longiores.

Palpi labiales articulo ultimo ovato, plerumque crassi-

ore.

Mentum irregulare.

Caput subquadratum, Clypeo brevi, antice convexo. Cor-

pus ovatuni, plerumque valde gibbum, subtus pla-

num ; Coleoptra maxima, gibboso-convexa, Jorni-

cata, ad latera iindique dejiexa, ano ipso obvoluto.

Thorax transversus ; Scutello distincto. Pedes

forma variantes ; tibiis anticis sepe dentibus hand

munitis.

Observations.

The Trogida, though by no means a family having such

strong general characters impressed on it as either of those

we have hitherto considered, may nevertheless be distin-

guished from them all with considerable facility. Their

antennee in the first place have the lamella of their clava

convex on both sides ; so that the three joints ofwhich this

is composed are always very distinct; whereas in the Geo-

trupidcc the first and second joints of the clava are one or
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both infundibuliform, so that the whole becomes to the

naked eye united under the form of a globular mass.

Again, from the Scarahaidcs:, Aphodiidce, and Di/nastidcE,

the TrogidiB are generally to be distinguished by their

exserted labrum. This family of all the Saprophagous Peta'

locera appears to contain the fewest species, and moreover

seems to be distributed in nearly equal portions over the

tropical and temperate climates. Another peculiarity

attending it is, that it contains apterous insects, which

are unknown as yet among all the other families of Peta-

locera.

If the obseiTations of the more modem entomologists

are altogether to be relied on, the economy also of the

Trogida differs in some cases considerably from that of

the other Petalocerous insects. As, however, this is a ques-

tion by no means decided and rather interesting, I shall

enter briefly into the discussion of it.

The genus JEgialia is found upon the seashore with

the Psammodii, to which it bears so remarkable an affinity

;

and in all probability lives with these insects on putrid

seaweed, or other marine detritus. The genus Acantho-

cerus, the type of which appears to be Trox spinicornis,

Fab., cannot, any more than JEgialia, be considered to feed

on the dried carcases of animals, as the slight construction

of its mandibles and membranaceous maxillae must render

it altogether unfit to live on any but the most soft and

pulpy substances. Trox horridus of Fabricius, which is

distinguished from most others of the original genus by a

triangular labrum, and by its body being apterous and

elytra connate, I have separated from the rest, under the

generic appellation o^Phoberiis. This insect, as I conceive,

does not feed on dried cadaverous substances; because it
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may be observed that all insects intended to live on animal

matter partially dispersed and collected in masses, are

fxirnished with wings, in order to convey them the more

rapidly to the objects pointed out by their instinct. Thus

the genera Silpha, Hister, Dermestes, and indeed all other

necrophagous insects, are winged ; whereas the genera Pi-

melia, Brachycerus, &c., which live like Phobenis on sandy

deserts, are apterous, a formation which must arise from the

particles of which their food is composed being so univer-

sally and generally spread over these plains as to render

rapid and distant change of place quite mmecessary. It

remains therefore only to consider the nature and economy

ofsuch of the Troges as are provided with wings, of which

division are all those hitherto known as European. Oli-

vier says of these, that they are to be met with on the

ground in the fields, and in sandy and rather dry places
;

and that they are sometimes observed on dried animal

substances, occupied in gnawing the cartilaginous parts

which serve as the last connexion for the bones of car-

cases from off which the flesh has been long devoured or

consumed. Latreille makes nearly the same remark in his

Histoire Gtnerale ties Insectes; and Mr. Kirby mentions

in the Introduction to Entomology, his having found these

insects on a ram's horn. I was myself present in the forest

of Fontainebleau, with the last mentioned entomologist,

when he took a specimen of Trox from off a horse's scull

;

but it would have been difficult to have discovered either

cartilaginous matter or fleshy substance on these bones,

which appeared from their colour to have been long exposed

to the action ofthe atmosphere. Indeed nothing can strictly

be said to have been determined with respect to the manners

oHheTroges, except that these insects are attracted to dried
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bones : but whether this be owing to tlielr whiteness*, or

to the fleshy substance that may still remain attached to

them, or to any vegetable matter whose growth may be

particularly favoured by the presence of such substances,

it would be difficult to say. Pallas even, who observed

several of these insects in Siberia, only says that " suh

cadaverihus astivo ardore exsiccatis cum Histeribus et Der-

mestibus hospitatur ,*" fiom which expression it must be

considered as anticipating an observation, if we conclude

with Olivier that the insect feeds on such carcases. To
these remarks I have only to add another circumstance,

which I hope will excite the entomologist to study the

economy of these insects, and so decide whether in reality

they form an exception to the herbivorous disposition of

the rest of the Petalocera.—In the Memoires pour VHis-

toire des Insectes, Degeer says of his Scarabc a tubercules

(which according to Schbnhen* is the Trox luridm Fab.),

that M. AcreUus had found it in rotten wood in Pennsyl-

vania.

Of all the Petalocera, the Trogidce appear to approach

the nearest in general habit to the Saprophagous Recti-

cera, though they differ most widely in the characters of

the mouth. They dehght in cadaverous matter Uke the

Hister. Like this last insect their head is sunk in the

thorax in a very peculiar manner, and moreover both of

them have the curious habit when alaimed of counter-

feiting death, by applying their feet and antennas close

to the body, and ceasing all motion until their fear may

have subsided. There is also a most striking general

" Tiiere are few entomological collectors not aware of the advantages

to be derived from exposing in the sunany thing white, such as linen, &c,

for the purpose of attracting the Coleoptera.
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eimilarity of construction in the genus Acanthocerus and

several of the Saprophagous Recticera, such as Sphccrites

glabratus, {Hister glahratus F.) &c. But that character

which is as striking in the Saprophagous Recticera as it

is in the three other columns forming the subject of this

workj—namely, the anterior tibisc being dentated,—is

often in the Trogida indistinct ; so that we have here an-

other proof of the absurdity of restricting nature to any

characters which are not obviously and directly founded

on the manner of living.

Fam. V. DYNASTID.E.

Antennae articulis decern, basilari longo, conico, hirsiito; se-

cundo subgloboso ; 3° 4** 5° et 6" brevissimis tran&-

versis, paido semim latioribus ; tribus idtimis capi-

tulum triphi/llum ovaturn sap'ms breveformantibus.

hahrum membranaceum, clypeo scepiusfere peidtus occul-

tatum, ejusque paginal infera adherens, margine

antico rotundato, sericeo pilorum fasciculo sapius

fimbriato.

Mandibulae subtrigoncc, cornea, basi crasscc, latere ex-

terno sape eminulo, supra versus apicem concaved

vel plana, subtus convexiuscula.

Maxillge dentata vel inermes, caule crusfaceo, processu

unico, corneo vel coriaceo, hirsuto vel setoso.

Palpi maxillares artkulo basilari minimo.

Palpi labiales menti versus apicem inserti.

Mentum pilosum, convexum, elongatum, labium occuhans,

apice obtuso vel iruncato.

Caput subtrigonum ,• clj/j)eo sape cornuto. Corpus subtus

"^v:
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sapiuspubesceris, coleoptris abdomen postice tioji ob-

tegentibus. Thorax sccpe cormitus, vel mucronatus

vel excavatus. Scutellum distinctum, triangulare.

Sternum nunquam productum. Pedes validi, tar-

sorum ujucidbus indivisis.

Observations.

This family is remarkable as well for containing some

of the most bulky of coleopterous insects, as for the dif-

ference which often occurs in the external appearance of

the sexes. It may be separated from the Trogida and

GeotrupidcB with ease on examining the labrum, which

in the Dynastidce is almost always concealed under the

clypeus, instead of being distinct as in the other two cases.

I have here, as also in the corresponding family of the

circle of Thalerophagous Petalocera, in some manner

disregarded the shape of tlie maxillas for the sake of

general habit. Latreille in his various works has made a

distinct division of the Di/nostida. which have their max-

illas unarmed. But the general habits and appearance of

the genera Oryctes and Dynastes being so very similar,

and several insects occurring to fill up the chasm between

them, I conceived that it would be an artificial intermp-

tion of the order of IN ature, to place two such insects as

Oryctes nasicornis, Hlig. and Scarabaus Boas, Lat. in

different families.

The Dynastida live either in rich vegetable mould or in

the putrid detritus which results from the decomposition

of trees. Perhaps also some are strictly lignivorous, par-

ticularly the large foreign specxes of Dynastes; but the

truth is, that the economy of these insects has hitherto been

so little studied, that it is almost entirely from analogy that

F
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we must decide on their manner of living. Olivier, with

whose first family of Scarubai the Dynastida, coincide,

says, with great propriety, that "aucun ne se trouve dans les

bouses et lesjientes des animaiix\" Yet, in the zoological

part of Humboldt's accurate work on South America,

this learned author states, that the Geotrupes JEgeon of

Fabricius is found " a Chilo prh de Quito sur des bouses

de vache^" Now, though a circumstance being thus men-

tioned in so celebrated a work might lead us to suppose

that the insect is coprophagous, it may clearly be demon-

strated from analogy, and particularly from the dissection

of the parts of the mouth, that if such were the situation

oi Dt/uastesjEgeonwhen found, it could only be accidental.

The texture indeed of the maxillas, Avhich are always cor-

neous ; the construction of the feet, which though strong

are by no means dilated ; the size of their tarsi and ungues,

and their comparatively small pectus, forbid us to suppose

that any of the family o? DynastidcB can be coprophagous.

There is, however, a curious distinction, to which we

have before alluded, existing between certain insects of the

family of Di/nastida ; namely, the maxillas being dentated

in some species and unprovided with teeth in others. These

last are most known to entomologists, from the Oryctes

nasicoriiis, which is their best type, being very common

in tan-beds and rich vegetable mould on the continent

;

but more especially from the celebrated Swammerdam

having early made this animal with its larva the object of

very detailed and accurate anatomical researches.

Degeer mentions that in shifting a dungheap at Stock-

holm, which had remained so long on the same spot as to

" Voyage de Humboldt et Bonpland. Observations de Zoologie et iAna-

tomie comparee. Vol. l.p. 182.
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have been entirely changed into a rich mould, he one day

dug out a prodigious quantity of the larvae of Ort/ctes iiasi-

cornis, accompanied by specimens of the perfect insect.

We see therefore that the unarmed maxillae suit vei'y well

with the consistence of the substance which this species

has chosen for its food. But do all the Di/jiastidcE live in

the same manner ? This is a question that in the present

state of the science cannot be answered. It is possible that

those which are provided with teeth to their maxillae have

to act on harder materials than the rich mould or soft tan

on which the 0/y/f^es lives. It may be that the genus Dj/-

nastes is truly lignivorous, or at least feeds on wood and

other vegetable matter when in a less decomposed state

than seems suitable for the insects with unarmed maxillae.

But these are points yet to be determined ; and certainly

are more intei^esting, more Avorthy of examination, and

more likely to advance the cause of the science, than the

simple discrimination of species and synonyms.

The DynasticLey though a numerous family, are by no

means equably dispersed over the globe; Europe contain-

ing only three or four species, whereas on the other hand

the torrid zone is pestered with these insects, formidable

however rather from their size than from any noxious

quahties. I have calculated the proportion of species

from countries within the tropics to be to those from

%vithout about 8:1. and there is reason to believe that

this estimate comes very near the truth.

Some insects of this family approach excessively close

to the thalerophagous circle, as will be seen by the

anatomical details in the Appendix. In fact, it is no easy

matter to distinguish the Dynaatidcc from some of the

Anoplognathida and Rulelida: but the best distmctive

F 2
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marks will probably be found in the exserted labrum of the

Atioplogiiathid(E, and in the transverse suture of the cly-

peus and porrect sternum of the Rutelidcs ; one or other

of which characters is always observable in such insects

as are most likely to be confounded with the Dynastida.

On the whole then, the preceding descriptions indicate

the existence of a circular group consisting of five families,

the colour ofwhich is almost always lurid or black. The in-

sects cojiiposing this group have the clava always short and

thick, with a number of articulations to the antennae, which

varies from eight to eleven. Their feet are always robust,

and the ungues of their tarsi, when they exist, are undi-

vided. Such are the few vague circumstances which,

together with the nature of their food (which is invariably

in a state of putrescence or decomposition), are almost all

the external characters that can be ascribed to the Sapro-

phagous Petalocera.



CHAPTER VIII.

ON THE FIVE FAMILIES OF PETALOCERA WHICH
FEED ON GREEN OR LIVING VEGETABLE MAT-
TER.

1 HE Thalerophagous Petalocera, as far as has yet been

observed, have never more than tenjoints or less than nine

to their antennee ; so that they possess neither so many or

so few as some of the insects which compose the other

circle. The clava, which is always rather elongate, ex-

cept in a few insects of the family of Glaphyridce, is here

often composed of more than three joints, which we have

never seen to be the case with the saprophagous insects.

The feet are also in general less robust than in the last

circle, but in the families of Riitelidce and Anoplognathida,

they sometimes arrive at an enormous size*. The vmgues

of the tarsi are also often divided ; and the insects on

the whole are of a gay appearance, generally possessing

much metallic splendour.

Fam. VI. RUTELID^.

Antennae '' decem-articulatce

;

Such is the case with the famous Kanguroo Beetle {Scarahteus Ma-

cTopus, Francillon; Cttonia Macropus, Kirby) and the Melolontha chryso-

Mora of Humboldt, the natural situation of both which insects is between

the types of the RuUlidee and AnopUgnaihidis.

'' If the genus Hexodon should, as is stated by Olivier, really possess
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Artmdo hasilari turhinaio, parimi elongato, septimo

mini/no pateriformi

;

Capitido o-phyllo elongato.

Labrum margine aiitico coriaceo, compicuo, hretissimOf

stepius emarghialo.

Mandibiilae cornea, valida, subcompressa, plenimqtie ex-

serta, latere externo eminulo, sapiiis crenato aut

denlato.

Maxillas cornea., ad apicem dentata, latere interno inter-

dum memhranaceo, ciliaio.

Palpi maxillares, articido idtirno subcrassiore.

Palpi labiales breves,

Mentumplanum, suhovatum, versus apicem paulo coarcta-

ium, apice truncato, sapius emarginato, ad angulos

dilatato.

Caput subtrigonum aut subquadratum, nunquam comutum.

Clypeus suturd vix distincta, margineque rejiexo.

Corpus subconvexum aut depressum, ovatum; Ely-

iris abdomen postice hand occultantibus. Thorax

transverso-quadratus ; Scutello semper distincta.

Sternum antice productum. Pedes robusti, femo-

ribus posticis interdum incrassatis ; tarsorum un~

guibus divisis aut indivisis.

Observations.

The Rutelida are, on account of their structure and use

in connecting the other famiUes, perhaps the most interest-

ing of the Petalocera. How great their affinity is to the

eleven joints to the antenna, it will form a remarkable exception to the

rule followed in the structure of the rest of the family. But as Latreille

says that there are only ten joints, I have not thought proper to take any

notice of Olivier's optnioa in the above general characters of the family.
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Dpiaslida. has been already shown ; and if our attention

be transferred to the thalerophagous insects, we shall

also experience no trifling difficulty in the attempt to

separate them from the Cetoniida and Anoplognathidaf

but especially from the latter. In fact, the principal

distinction that I have observed to exist between these

families is, that the mandibles of the Rufelida are ge-

nerally prominent, whereas those of the Anoplognaihida

are concealed beneath the clypeus ; the maxillae of the

latter are also more obtuse than those of the former family,

which are always sharply dentated at the apex. With

respect to the Cetoniida, their membranaceous mandibles

form an obvious and easily seized character of separation.

It is indeed not a little curious, that while we observe

among the Rutelida and Geotrupida, that such genera as

Macraspis and Athyreus approach so nearly in habit and

general form to the respecti\ e families of Cetoniida and

Scarabaidee, there should still be the same parallel di-

stinction kept up in both circles with respect to the texture

of their mandibles.

The RutelidcB may be said to have been first indicated

by Olivier, who formed his third division of Cetonia of

such insects as those composing the new genera Macraspis

and Chasmodia. This excellent entomologist remarked

that they appear to connect Cetonia with Melolontha, but

in some respects to approach nearer to the last. This

hint was considerably improved upon by Latreille, who

united with the above insects the Melolontha 6-punctataf

Fab., and gave to the whole the generic name of Rutela.

In the Tlistoire Gentrale des Insectes et des Crustaces,

M. Latreille also observes that the Rutela have the palpi,

maxillae and mentum of Melolontha, with the labrum of
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Cetonia, and the mandibles of Dynastes ; but notwith-

standing, in his later works he places them at a distance

from Cetonia ; so that, if this order of distribution be

natural, these insects would appear to have a greater

affinity to Glaphyrus than to the Cetoniida. But it re-

quires only the slightest examination to perceive that

the RutelidcE form a point of union for the famiUes of

Melolotithidae, Anoploguathidce, and Cetoniida:, and that

they come excessively near to the Dj/nastida in the true

genus Hutela, of w-hich the type is Rutela lineola, Lat.

The Hntelidcc may perhaps vie with the CetoniidcB for

beauty, and certainly exceed them in metallic brilliancy.

They are peculiar to the new world, with the solitarj- ex-

ception of Hexodon reciculatum^ Oliv.; of which however

neither the country nor the natural situation in the system

is as yet accurately determined. Out of upwards of

eighty species of this family in my father's collection, I only

know two or three from Avithout the tropics, and none

from higher latiturles than 40°.

No observations have hitherto been made on their

manner of living ; but analogy would induce us to conclude

that it must be intermediate between that of a Cetonia,

which feeds on flowers, and that of a Melolontha, which

feeds on leaves.

Fam. VII. CETONIIDA.

Antennae or//ce///s decern glahris, ante oculos vix suh clypei

latere insertcz

;

" Hexodon uniculor of Olivier and Fabricius appears to be only a variety

of H. reliculatwn.
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Articulo hasilari, magno, crasso, deflexo, tuherculi-

formi

;

Capitido o-phyllo, ovato, longitudinem antennarum

totam propter articulum hasilarem aquante.

Labrum membranaceum, clypeo cibsconditum, ant vix pro-

minulum, murgine antico ciliato, emarginato^ la-

teribus rotundatis.

Mandibulae compressa, tenues, lanceolate, membrana siib-

quadrata intus aucta, Jnijus latere externo pro-

ducto et basi vix cornels vel corneis.

Maxillse cornea, subtrigona, latere interno membranaceo,

ciliato ; processu terminali integro, sapius compressor

setosOfJimbridve hirsute, laciniave instructo.

Palpi maxillares articulo ultimo aliis longc majore, elon-

gato.

Palpi labiales menti lateribus excavatis inserti, articulis

duobus baseos brevibus.

Mentura et Labium connata, emarginato-bijida.

Caput quadratum, rarissime cornutum, clypei lateribus s<r-

piusparaUelis, diametro longitudinali et transversa

aquatis aut illo majori; oculisprominulis vix clypeo

insertis sed illi affixis. Corpus ovatum, sapius de-

pressum, semperplaniusculum. Thoraxyb/Twa irre-

gulari ; Scutellum sapius distinctum. Sternum

seepe productum. Pedes graciles. Tarsi unguibus

equalibus, acutis, indivisis.

Observations.

The membranaceous texture of the mandibles and

maxillae of the Cefoniidce proves that these insects in the

perfect state are intended to live on vegetable juices. Thus

the Cetonia Morio, Fab., and probably many others of the
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darker-coloured species are often to be found regaling

tliemselves with the sap which flows from the wounds of

trees ; while C. aurata, F. with its more brilliant compa-

nions is only to be found on flowers.

Olivierunited the Fabrician genus Trkhius with Cetonia:

and if indeed the state of the science at that time be taken

into consideration, this arrangementwas rather an improve-

ment than otherwise ; for the genera were few into which

the Petalocera were then divided ; and Trichius is so inti-

mately allied to Cetonia, that with the early entomologists

nothing could apparently be more useless than the insti-

tution of the genus, or more artificial than the principles

upon which this institution was founded. Since the

pubUcation, however, of Olivier's work the science has

made rapid progress, and Trichius may now with safety

be regarded as a natural group of the Cetoniida, contain-

ing several genera, the institution of which is become

necessary from the number of species that have of late

years been added to our lists. That Trichius is a natural

group is sufficiently clear from the larvae of this genus

living in putrescent wood, an economy in some measure

different from the little that is known of Cetonia, and in-

deed fi*om all we are acquainted with in the history of the

other Thalerophagous Petalocera. The Trichii conduct

us, almost without interruption, to the form of the Gla-

phyridce, and it is not by any means unlikely that the

habits of these two groups may in some respects approach

nearer to each other than those of the first-mentioned

insects and of the other Cetoniidce. This family however

may be distinguished from the Glaphyrida by having

their labrum concealed under the clypeus, whereas these

last have it exserted and very prominent.
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It has been already remarked, that while some Scara-

ba:id(e are the only insects in the saprophagous circle

which possess the porrect sternum of the Cetoriiida, so

some of the latter family are the only insects of the tha-

lerophagous column which have their scutellum indistinct

like many of the coprophagous insects. Again : if the

Scarabaida are particularly remarkable among the peta-

locerous insects for the horns or inequalities on their

cl}'peus and thorax, they have in this respect also an ana-

logous relation to the Cetoniidcc, which form almost the

only family of the thalerophagous circle as yet discovered

that can boast of such peculiarities. On this account the

senus Goliathus merits our attention : as we find that here

the inequality of the clypeus constitutes a distinctive mark

of the sexes as among the Scarabaida. The excavated

or subcornuted thorax so common in the genus CopriSf

appears to be veiy rare with the Cetoniida:: but even of

this an example is afforded by Cetonia cormita, Fab.;

a singular insect from the Cape of Good Hope, Vv'hich

I have good reasons for believing to be the same species

with the Scarabaus Areas of Olivier

!

The Cetoniida, are in general very gay insects, as to

colour ; but rarely, if ever, can they be said to possess much

metallic brilliancy, yielding in this respect to several of

the Rutelidec, Glaphyrida,2XidAnoplognathid(£. Nothing

however can exceed the beauty and lustie of the poUsh

or the admirable variety of ornament with which their

elytra are adorned. The larvae live in the fattest vegetable

soils : but notwithstanding the excellent observations of

Degeer, much remains to be performed towards the

elucidation of this part of their history.

It is difficult to collect sufficient data for the establish-
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ment of the geographical proportions of this famil}'. It

may nevertheless be observed, that there appear to be

many more species within the tropics than there are with-

out; and that the Cetoniidce with a lobate thorax seem,

with one or two exceptions only, to be all inhabitants of

the new world.

Fam. VIII. GLAPHYRID^.

Antennas decem-articulata, ante oculos suh clypei latere

inserta

;

Articulo basilari trigono, pilis longissimis imtructo

;

Capitulo triphyllo stepius suhgloboso.

Labrum exsertum, crustaceum, transverso-quadratumj

margine antko recto Uneari.

Mandibul® dilatata, corneas, abscondita, aut saltern vix

promimda, latere interno coriaceo vel membranacea.

Maxillffi processu externa membranaceo ant coriaceo, inter-

dum muUidentato, sepius elongato et hirsute, Ce-

toniidarum ilium sitnulante ; processu interno cor-

neo dentato-

Palpi maxillares hirsuti, articulo ultimo reliquis majori.

Palpi labiales fere eadem longitudine quam maxillares.

Mentum hirsutum, subquadratum, vix emarginatum.

Caput veluti in Cetoniidarumfamilid, clypeo integro, qua-

drato, margine rejiexo. Oculi clypeo cincti. Cor-

pus ovatum, depressum, squamosum vel pilosum,

elytris plerumque ad apicem dehiscentibus, abdo-

mine brevioribus. Thorax subquadratus aut subor-

biculatus; Scutello distincto. Pedes longi, femo-

ribus posticis interdum incrassatis ; Tarsi elongati
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spinomU, unguihus anticis aqualibus, indivisis,

posticis interdum solitariis.

Observations.

All the GlaphyridiZ yet known are confined to the old

world, and within zones of 25 degrees breadth on each

side of the tropics : at least no insect of this family has as

yet been discovered within the tropics, nor have any been

brought from higher latitudes than A5°. Though by no

means composing a numerous family, they are interesting

from the obvious parallel they afford to the AphodudcCf in

their change from membranaceous mandibles to those of

a more solid texture. The membranaceous process of the

raaxillas, exserted labrum, and subquadrate clypeus, will

serve to distinguish them easily from the Melolonthida,

with which they have a most obvious connexion. These

insects all appear to frequent flowers. Pallas is the en-

tomologist who has made the most accurate observations

on them: but little can be extracted from his remarks,

except that the Glaphyrid(B would seem principally to be

vernal insects, and that many of them are fond of the

liliaceous flowers, which are with us but rarely if ever

attacked by coleopterous insects. Professor Pallas hke-

wise says, that it is very probable that the larva of an

insect of this family lives on the bulbs of the tulip, but

gives no reason tor this opinion.

These insects from the hairiness of their bodies must be

very useful in promoting the fecundation of plants, and

may in their native climates fulfil the same functions which

are in this country performed by T,e\exdXHymenoptera. The

CetoniidfE, or perhaps these, which are spring insects and

very common in Greece, appear to have been the MrjAo-
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Aav5»j of the ancients, a name which Fabricius erroneously

appUcd to other insects which are hardly ever seen on

flowers. Eustathius describes the Mt^KolvQyi or MrjXoXavQyi

or MyjXoXovQy) (for it had all these names) as an animal

larger than a wasp, and so called either from its being

produced Ix t^j [ur^Xmv av^asctig, or from its flying about

fruit-trees Avhen they begin to flower. Were the attempt

to determine an insect from so vague a description justi-

fiable, I should say that in all probability the MjjX&Aovfirj of

the ancients \vas the Trichiusfasciatus so common over

all the continent. This is a vernal beetle constantly on

flowers, which flies exactly like an hymenopterous insect%

and might easily be compared with a Avasp in point of

colour and marking, as well as in size, by a more expe-

rienced observer than we can suppose Eustathius to have

been. Indeed, I hardly know a coleopterous insect that

would more readily be compared with a wasp than the

Trichiusfasciatus. Nevertheless M ouffet, who assembles

together all the various opinions of his day with the clas-

sical authorities on this subject, thinks that the ancient

Melolontha was a green insect with a metallic lustre, and

thus refers the name to Buprestis sternicornis and JB. Chry-

sis, which he supposes to be male and female of the same

species. But these insects being natives of India, it is very

ufilikely that the Greeks should have had a name for them,

and above all that they should have derived this name

from their manners. Besides, the true Melolontha was not

^ •' Pendant le jour ils sont d'une grande agilite, et ils s'enyolent alors

avec facilite; c'est i dire, qu'ils sont toujours prets a voler; il leur faut tres

peu du temps pour ouvrir les etuis, au lieu que d'autres Scarabees ba-

Uncent long temps avant que de prendre essor,'' Degeer, Mimoires des

Jn4. vol. iv. p. 300.
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only a native of Greece, but Hesychius and the Scholiast

on Aristophanes both positively state that it -was of a yel-

low or gold colour.

Fam. IX. MELOLONTHID^.

Antennae articulis novem vel decern;

Articnlo basilari conico, ehngato;

Capitulo elongcito, lamdlis pro generihus et sexu nu-

mero variis a tribns ad septem.

Labrum margine antko obvio, aut tenui et lineari trans-

verso, ant crasso turn infra profunde emarginato.

Mandibulae cornea, valida, clypeo abscondittz, crassa, sub'

arcuata,forma vulde irregulari, lateribus externis

sapiiis rotundatis.

Maxillae breves crustacetBy intus arcuate, processu corneo

dentibus munito.

Palpi maxillaresp;-o/?iz«?/Zi, articulo ultimo ovali aut ovatOy

pauIo crassiore.

Mentum veluti e duplici parteformatum, alia apicali, sub-

quadrata aut subovata truncata, ad apicem an-

gustiori, margine supero late emarginato, ad an-

gulos rotundato ; alia basilari, prioris stipite, sub-

cordata, apice truncato.

Caput subquadratum ; clijpei sutura transversa semper di-

stincta, lateribus rotundatis, margineque rejiexo.

Corpus subconvexum ovatum ; Eli/tris abdomine

brevioribus. Thorax Iransversus, subquadratus
';

Scutello distincto. Sternum rarissime productum.

Pedes graciliores.
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Observations.

This family I had once proposed to name Sericida,

because the type is not Melolontha vulgaris, but M.
brumiea, Fab., forming a genus analogous to Trox, and

which I have separated from the Fabrician genus Melo-

lontha under the name of Serica. As, however, it is desi-

rable that the families should be designated after well

known genera, the term Melolonthidcz has been adopted

in preference to the new name now given to the real type

of the family. The Melolonthidcz are the least brilliant of

the Thalerophagous Petalocera, and in this respect, as well

as their subglobose convex form, compose an excellent

parallel to the Trogida. Another interesting analogy is,

that of all this circle the Melolonthida, as far as we know

their history, seem to frequent sandy soils the most ; but

of this disposition the best example will be afforded by

the insects composing Latreille's 3d division of Melolontha,

which ai-e in fact the types of this family. We have already

shown how they may be distinguished from the Glaphy-

rid(Z\ and it remains therefore only necessary to state

their principal difference from the Anoplognathidce, which

consists in the triangular labrum, plane raentum, extended

sternum, and thick strong feet of these, in opposition to

the emarginate or subemarginate labrum, inflected men-

tum, rarely produced sternum, and slender feet of the

Melolontlnda.

The present family consists of insects some of which

are the most common and most destructive of Coleoptera:

nevertheless, little is known as yet of their economy, and

still less of their internal anatomy. They are found in
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ever}' climate : but Avhether it be OAving to any peculiar

indecision with respect to the family, or to any other

cause, I have not yet been able to collect data of sufficient

importance to be the foundation of any attempt to discover

the rules of their distribution in nature. The Melolonfliida

as well as the Glaphijrida are remarkable for hirsute or

scaly elytra. This peculiarity even appears to have been

one of the earliest entomological observations of Linnseus,

who in \\\s Ammalium Specierum in Classes, Ordities, Ge-

nera, Species, methodica Distribution, makes the following

remark :
" Scaraba-orum larva viviuit tranquilR sub terra:

haritm pleraqiie fimo delectantur, et eo pascuntnr. Hir-

sutorum Larva: sub radicibus plantarum degunt et easdem

consumunt ; at Volatilesfoliis arborum pascuutur."

But one of the most constant characters of this family,

and which is indeed peculiar to it with the Anoplogna-

thida, is the transverse suture which divides as it were

the clypeus into two parts just before the eyes. This

character is worthy of attention, as it Avill serve to distin-

guish easily the saprophagous and thalerophagous circles

from one another even at the point where they approach the

nearest. Thus the Dynastida. have not this suture, whereas

in the Anoplognathida it is most evident, and can more-

over be traced without any difficulty throughout the

greater part of the neighbouring family of Rutelida.

Fam. X. ANOPLOGNATHI DiE.

Antennae 9- vel lO-articulatee

;

Articulo basilari elongato, conico; secundo subglobo-.

so ; septimo paterifonni brevissimo

;

* Ed. Lugduni 1755, p. 1 13.

G
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Capitulo S-phyllo elotigato, ovato.

Labrum exsertum, trigonum, antice medio prodiictum.

M andibulEe subarcuata, cornea, validiE, apice scepius sub-

emarginata.

Maxillae mandibuliformes, siibaraiof<z, cornece, dentate vel

inermes, scepius edentulcz.

Palpi maxillares subclavati.

Palpi labiales breves, articulo extimo subovato,

jNIeutum subtransversum planiusculum, medio sapiiis pro-

ducto, basi palpigerum.

Caput semicirculare aut subquadratum ; Clypeo sutura

transversa distinctd. Corpus ovatiim. Thorax

transversus, subquadratus ; Scutello distincto.

Sternum sapius productum. Pedes robusti, ft-

moribus posticis interdum incrassatis.

Observations.

This family derives its name from an Australasian genus

nstituted by Dr. Leach, and which appears to be the type

of the family. The triangular labrum, mandibulifomi max-

illse, and singularly acuminate mentum, will of themselves

be sufficient to indicate what other genera ought to be

associated with Anophgnathus to form the family. At the

same time due regard ought to be paid to the modifications

which these several characters may undergo in different

genera. But though the Anoplognathida, will thus be

found to be composed of a number of very distinct insects,

no additions have yet been made to the original genus,

with the exception of Mr. Kirby's remarkable genera Ge-

niates and Apogonia.

The external appearances by which the sexes of insects

are distinguishable from each other, though not forming
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a convenient test of the accuracy of a method of classifi-

cation, compose nevertheless a field of discovery well worth

the trouble of exploring. With the Melolonthida this dif-

ference is principally observable in the form of the cly-

peus and the antennae, which often undergo modifications

which vary in the sexes. In the Anoplognathid(e, ort the

other hand, the antennae cannot be considered as present-

ing the most obvious distinction between the appearance

of the sexes, though this may still chiefly consist in some

organ or process of the head. Thus in the first division

oiihegerwxsAnoplognathuSf the clypeusofone sex isporrect

and subquadrate, with the anterior margin reflexed, sub-

truncated and wider than at the base ; while in the other

sex the clypeus, though its anterior margin be still reflexed,

forms a sort of semicircle attached by the suture to the

frons. In the second division, that is, in Dr. Leach's pro-

posed genus Repsimus, this sort of distinction becomes

loss apparent, and is replaced by a difference in the size of

the posterior tibise. In others of the Anoplog?tathida, as

the genus Geniates of Mr. Kirby, the male is distinguished

by a stiff* pencil of hairs affixed to the mentum, which is

thus in a manner bearded, while the anterior tarsi are di-

lated. This dilatation of the anterior tarsi is a character

not only wanting in the female of Geniates, but also in all

the other petalocerous insects which have come under my
inspection.

If we may judge from the singularity of their structure,

the economy of these insects must be very remarkable.

Their thick robust feet form indeed so great a contrast to

those of the Thalerophagous Petalocera in general, thatwe
are led to conjecture a proportionate difference in their man-

ner of living. The A7ioplognathidc£ are, however, evidently

G2
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phyllophagous; and lam inclined to believe that the larvfe

of some of these insects are the .New Holland grubs, said

to be as useful to the natives as an article of food as they

are injurious to the agricultural hopes of the European

settlers. In this vast island and in South America the

Aiioplognathida are very nimierous, and appear to take

the place occupied in the old world by the Melolonlhida.

They are also (though not so plentifully) found in Europe

and Asia, but on the whole appear never to recede farther

from the equator than about latitude 45". It may be pro-

per here to mention that Mr. Kirby's genus Apogoniii,

which belongs to this family, and which he suspects to be

Soudi American, is ascertained from specimens in the

cabinet of the Linnsean Society and in that of my father

to belony; to the East Indies.



CHAPTER IX.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

Characters for the ten families of Petalocera more de-

tailed than the preceding may ])erhaps have been expected

of me; but to keep the middle path between a too copious

and too meagre description of a natural group is perhaps one

of the most difficult tasks that can be imposed on a natura-

list. If brevity be aimed at, and the family be sketched in

few words, objects however unlike its type are necessarily

admitted, and confusion is the unavoidable result. If on

the other hand the characters become numerous, there is

a constant danger of something being excluded from its na-

tural situation ; because in pi'oportion always to the num-

ber of details in the description is the liability of such to ex-

ceptions. In acknowledging however my inability to make

the descriptions of the families more precise, I am led to

imagine that this inability proceeds from a cause insepa-

rable from the nature of the subject, and in a great degree

independent of myself. So far then from laying any claim

to the merit of precision, I could even wish, in offering the

above characters to entomologists, that some expression

implying doubt were prefixed to each. In describing species,

each of which Nature has manifestly insulated, a failure

in precision denotes an inability to seize their characteristic

marks ;-«.it is in short a glaring fault : but where, on the

other hand, no distinct lines of demarcation have been im-
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posed, as for instance, at the limits of families, the arrange-

ment ought to be viewed with suspicion, according as the

descriptions become precise. Let the family of Geotru-

pidiz be examined ; it is the only one of the ten foregoing

families which seems to have hitherto occurred to ento-

mologists. Olivier first made it a division oiMxsScarabai;

Fabricius termed it a genus, and Latreille a family : it may

therefore be considered as peculiarly distinct, having so

early attracted the notice of such celebrated naturalists.

Let us, I repeat, take the most obvious characters that have

been proposed for this family, and examine whether they

will apply to all the insects which properly belong to it.

It may indeed be urged that if any insect does not conform

to the characters laid down for the family, it cannot with

accuracy be referred to it ; but little ingenuity is re^i-

site to perceive that such an argument amounts to the

forcing of Nature to comply with the rules of an artificial

system. The general habit and appearance of a non-

descript species may leave not a shadow of doubt as to

its true place in the order of existence ; and nevertheless

it may not agree with all the characters given by systema-

tists to its real family. Those laid down by Latreille for

the Geotrupini are excellent, and so far natural as they

relate to the specimens which he had examined or even

seen ; but there are insects which belong to the famil}', and

M hich nevertheless prove that almost every one of these

characters ought to be considered as liable to exception.

If, however, Latreille's descriptions be looked upon only as

foiTning a type of construction to which these anomalous

insects approach in a greater or less degree, we shall then

be compelled to do honour to the ingenuity which could

elicit characters so marked from such endless varieties of
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form. Still, it is not the distinct scutellum that constitutes

the family of Geotrnpida, for in the genus Athyreus thi;5

organ is not visible; nor yet are the exsert mandibles a di-

stinctive character, for in Elephastomus they are concealed.

Even if the antenna3 be characterized as 11-jointed, genera

such as Hybosorus and Orphnus occur having only ten ar-

ticulations, or at least having the eighthjoint indistinct and

almost obsolete. Yet Elephastomus, Athyreus, Orphnus,

and Hybosorus, have all the general habit and characters

of the GeotriipidcE. In short, such is the variety of struc-

ture that I fear no solitary character can be considered as

constant; and I can only say of the maxillae, that they have

been found less variable than other parts of the insect. As

for the above characters which I have ventured to propose

for the families, they could only be drawn from such insects

as I had the means of dissecting ; and it therefore may be

anticipated, notwithstanding all the care bestowed on the

designation of these groups, that insects will soon occur to

prove that in this respect I am as subject as any of my

predecessors to the charge of inaccuracy.

Families are then evidently artificial; that is, they are in

the present state of the science considered natural only so

far as they may be secluded from the rest by chasms which

we are by no means to suppose to have been left by Na-

ture, but rather to be the necessary result of our imperfect

knowledge of species. Thus the Cetoniidce seem at first

sight to be a most natural family ; buthow near do we ob-

serve the Glaphyrida to approach them?—nay, it is almost

impossible to determine where a chasm occurs in the links

which lead us on through the families of Melolonthidce,

Anoplognathidce, and Rutelida. If then between the genus

Chasmodia and the nearest genus to it of the Cetoniidcc a
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greater chasm than usual should occur, Avhy should we
conclude that the Creator has left the chain at this place

imperfect ?—This question is the more forcible, as Nature

is plainly here proceeding towards the general habit of the

Ceioniida: ; Avhich indeed is evident as well from the place

ascribed by Fabricius and Olivier to the modern Rute/idcs

in their respective systems, as from that sort of bifid cly-

peus and labrum w-hich is peculiar to Chasmodia, finding

no parallel among the Thalerophagous Pe^a/qcera except

in the family of Cetoniida^,

If the families in the other circle and among the Rec^

toceru are apparently more natural, that is, in the common

acceptation of the word, more easily and piecisely defined,

it is only because there the natural chaii; is more imperfect,

and the chasms more frequent. Yet it is remarkable how,

as our knowledge of species is advanced by the labours of

collectors, even these apparently natural (or more properly

speaking, artificial) families are confined or encroached

upon by newly discovered species. The genera. Elephasto-

mus and Athyreus, already alluded to, are proofs of this

;

why then may not an insect yet occur with membra-

naceous raandjbles, of which it may be dithcult to say

whether it ought to be ranged with the GeotnipidcE or the

Scarabceidtc'^

In proportion as the chain of organized beings becomes

more complete in a particular family, it is easy to see

that there must be greater difficulty in its subdivision ;;

and it is on this account that in the families which:

are considered to be the most natural, the difficulty of

making what are teziued good or natural genera is the

* Cetonia Brownii. Kirby Trans, Linn, Soc, vol.jcii. p. 465,
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greatest. It is not that several very distinct peculiarities

of structure which might lead at once to generic characters

are not to be observed in certain species of the family ; but

then, unfortunately for a certain class of naturalists, each

of these peculiarities is so gradually shaded off into some

one of the others, that it is impossible to fix accurately

the place where any of them absolutely ceases. A strange

paradox is the consequence ; namely, that in those very

places where Nature is most perfectly displayed to our

view, she is often thought to be the most difficult to com-

prehend.

It has moreover been iud little misfortune to the science

that the study of exotic insects should have been compara-

tively neglected. The common saying, that we ought first to

be Avell acquainted witli our own indigenous insects before

we meddle with exotic, is erroneous, inasmuch astocomi-

ply with it is impossible. It has led to notions of natural

genera and natural families% that depended more on the

extent of the cabinets and collections studied by the ento-

^"Dispositioinsectorum sistitdivisiones siveconjunctiones eorum; et est

arti6cialis qux classes et ordines, vel naturalis quas genera, species, et

varietates docet." Phil. Ent. 78.

Linnaaus falls into the same mistake, when he says " Classis et ordo est

sapientiae, genus et species Naturas opus." Syst. Nat. i. 13.

It is curious to observe the inconsistencies into which the most sagacious

men are led by erroneous opinions. Fabricius, after having laid down as

above that g'enera are natural, thus defines them :
" Genera tot sunt quot

similiter constructa instrumenta cibaria proferunt diversa?. species natb-

rales." Phil. Ent. 80. From which it must evidently follow that the

instrumenta cibaria afford natural characters. Yet soon after he says, " Dis-

ppsilionem artificialem a solis instrumenlis cibariis desanipsimus." Phil.

Ent. 85. That is, from tlie very organs that he had previously made to

afford characters proper for a natural classification !
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mologist than on any distinctions made by Nature. He
indeed, who flatters himselfAvith the idea that the famiUes,

tribes, genera, and sections, which he has laid down on

paper are so many natural divisions, can only be compared

to the person who, because he may find the meridians and

other circles of an armillary sphere convenient for the

division of the heavens, should therefore imagine that they

must exist in nature. In one and the other case artificial

modes of distribution are resorted to, which, however inge-

nious in themselves, are but sad proofs of the limited state

of our faculties, when we consider that without such

instruments the vastness and sublimity of the Creation

cannot be comprehended.

But it may be objected, that since families are artificial

there ceases to be a farther use for them in any system pro-

fessing to be natural : the same however may be said of ge-

nera,which,when they are not osculant, experience proves

to be even more artificial than famiUes :—yet of what as-

tonishing service has the institution of genera been to our

knowledge of the creation^! It is not the use of families or

genera that is hurtful to science, but the bending of Nature

to enter by force into these several divisions of our own

invention, which we are always induced to do the moment

we deceive ourselves and imagine them to be natural.

The foregoing families I do not offer therefore as groups

precise and well defined; nay, such I conceive it impossible

to make : but if they can be imagined as each containing

a peculiar type of formation, to which all in it are in some

* It will however be easily seen from the foregoing pages, that I by no

means subscribe to the doctrine, that " generum characteribus fixis tota

nititur scientia entomologica." Phil. Ent, 88.
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degree assimilated, though subject to various shades of

difference that at length lead them into a neighbouring

family, this idea will perhaps be found more consonant to

what is observed in nature than any other which can be

proposed. It was with this view of the subject that I endea-

voured to discover the types of formation, or to pitch upon

such insects as seemed to possess a peculiar construction, to

which all the others more or less approached. The attempt

seemed so far useful, as it might lead a person without

possessing a collection for study, to acquire a very per-

fect idea of all the various forms of Petalocera which were

likely to occur to his notice. And it was accordingly

imagined that they might be represented by some of the

most famihar insects as follows

:

Geotrupes stercorarius, Lat. Rutela lineola, Lat.

Scarabseus sacer, L. Cetonia aurata, JP.

Aphodius Fossor, F. Amphicoma hirta, liaf.

Trox sabulosus, F. Melolontha brunnea, P.

Oryctes nasicornis, lUig. Anoplognathus viridi-

aeneus, Leach.

There are few collections so poor as not to boast the

possession of these ten insects, an intimate acquaintance

with which is all, I venture to affirm, that is requisite for

a general knowledge of the structure of the Petalocera^, At

the same time as only five of them are British, it may be

well to observe how necessary for the entomologist is the

study of exotic insects.

It only remains, by way of conclusion, to say a few words

on the principal objections that may be brought against

the preceding observations. 1st, That though characters

' It is to be observed that no account is made here of osculant genera.
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drawn from the organs of manducation may be natural,

yet from their minuteness they are not easily seized, and

require too much time for study. 2dly, That the principles

of arrangement here laid down are too difficult for general

adoption.—To the first of these I shall only reply, that

in botany microscopical dissections of a much more mi-

nute and difficult nature are often practised, and have led

to the most curious and satisfactory results. And to the

second objection I cannot answer better than in the terms

ofan illustrious botanist % who has lately discovered some-

thing in the disposition of the natural family of the Compo-

sites analogous to what I have observed in the Petalocera.

" Qiiand on se propose de faire ime classification natu-

reJle, ilfaitt avant tout se rcsigner a voir la Nature abso-

lument telle ciuelle est, et nonpas telle que nous la dispose-

rions pour la commodite de notre etude. Cette reflexion

suffit pour refuter toutes les objections qui ont etc faltes

contre notre travail.

" Xa multiplicite de 7ios tribus, la minutie et I'equivoque

de leurs caracteres toujours dijficiles a observer, et souvent

rtduits a des nuances indecises, enjin rimpossibilite d"appro-

prier cette methode de classification a l'usage Juibituel dans

la pratique ordinaire de la botanique ; tons ces dtfautsou

plutot tous ces inconveniens ne sauroient nous etre im-

putes s'ils resultent tiecessairement de la nature mtme des,

'' Did. des Sciejices NaturelUs, Art. Compusees,—Soon after l had ex-

plained the curious deveiopement of the Lamellicorn insects in circles to

my friends Dr. Leach and Mr. Ritciiie in Paris, a number of the new;

Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelies appeared, in which the latter gentle-

man pointed out to me M. Cassini's tableau. This however, though I am
not botanist enough to understand it fully, seems to have been dravfn up

on the first slight, and very imperfect glimpse obtained of the reiharkabl©

dispoisition of Nature.
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choses. En conclura-fon qiCilfaut renoncer a classer natu-

rellement les Synantheries et sen tenir a une classification

artificielle? Nous repondrons avec M. de Mirhel {E\hn\en?,

de Botanique) que h hut que se propose le hotuniste est

mains de rcndre la science facile, que solide, profonde et

tasle."
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Genera Entomologica ad animadversiones prasce-

dentes illustrandas, necnon qufedam nova ad

naturalem Petalocerorum ordinem detegenduni

nunc primum constructa.

COLEOPTERA, Herbivora antennis clavatis, capitulo plenimque
triphyllo; pedibus fossoriis, tibiis extrinsecus dentatis vel

spinosulis, duobus anticis prsesertim ; tarsis plerumque pen-

tameris.

Observatio. Divisio fere artificialis, et nisi quod commoda
sit vix retinenda.

I. RECTOCERA.
Antenna quasi fractse capitulo baud flabellato. "Mandibula

valde exsertae.

Obs. Familiarum Synopsi baud elaborata, opus volui minime
ingratum amicis peritioribus committere. Multa vero ten-

tamini obstant, qua; vel specierum cognitarum e paucitate

vel e discrimine sexuali, in his quara difficili, orta sint.

A. SJPROPHJGA.
HiSTER, Linn. HiSTEROIDES, Gyllen. HlSTE-
RIDEA, Leach.

Antenniz saepius undecim-articulatae, clava triphylla, compacta.

Elytra abdomine breviora. Caput ssepius parvum, retractuna.

Obs. Confer PaykuUiiet LeacbiiMonographias, banc ad genera

cognoscenda, illam ad species determinandas necessarian!.

B. THALEROPHJGJ.
LUCANUS, Linn. LUCANIDES, Lat. LUCANOI-

DES, Gylhn. Prioceri. Dum.
Antenna: sapius dccem-articulatae ; Capitulo pectinato, fis»

sili, vel subserrato vel subcompacto.

Elytra abdomen obtegeatia. Caput magnum, exsertum.
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Fam. LAMPRIMID^.

Antenna thorace breviores ; articulo basilar! elon-?

gato, conico, recto, tribus vel quatuor lamellis ca?

pitulum efformantibus.

Labrum penitus tectum vel dgflexum.

Mandibula (maribus saltern) maximae, intus hirsu-

tissimcB, apice multidentatje.

Labium bilobum, hirsutissimum ; Miew^o subquadrafo.

Corpus convexum vel convexiusculum ; Caput

thorace multo angustius. Thorax lateribus de-

flexis, elytris latior.

\. Genus. Pholidotus.

Antenna articulo basilar! aliis conjunctim fere longiore.

Mandihul<e (mari saltern) capite triple longiores, apice incurvas,

dentatse, intiis serratie, hirsutissimjE.

MaxilliE processu terminali elongatOj ut in Lucanis penicillin

formi.

Palpi elongati, gracillimi; Maxillares articulo tertio ultimo vix

longiore.

Mentum hirsutissimum, subsemicirculare, labii lobis penicilli-

formibus.

Caput subquajdratimn, transversum, vix emarginatum. Cor-

pus subdepressum, thorace quam in Lamprimis con-

vexo, at sterno vix producto. Tibiae anticae extiis serratae,

6-dentatffi. Tarsi appendice sub unguium origine inserta,

elongata, ad apicem bidentata.

Qbs. Instrumentis cibariis accurate examini etiamnum subji-

ciendis, diagnosis generica valde incerta est Pholidoto.

(Spec. 1. Pholidotus lepidosus.

P, atroferrugineus nitidus, squanmlis argenteis confertis-.

sime aspersus, tarsis nigri<;.
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Mas mandibularum apice interno bidentato; Capitelineis

duabus elevatis angulum formantibus.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Femina hactenus incognita"?

Habitat in Brazilia.

II. Genus. Ryssonotus.

LucAN us, Kirbi/.

Antennce articulo basilari aliis conjimctim vix longiore ; capi-

tulo pectinate, baud abrupte distincto.

Mandibula apice multi-dentatce, dentibus tribus intus in-

structs!.

Maxilla breves, penicilliformes, vix ultra articulum Palporunfi

secundum attin2:entes.

^ Insectum quoddam Braziliense genus novum forsan constituat, sed

PlioJidoto affinitate proximnm videtur.

Casignetus ?

Antenna articulis tribus ultimis clavam quam in Hisleribus perfolia-

tam formantibus.

Palpi breves ; maxillarium articulo secundo brevissimo.

Mirdum transversum, semicirculare.

Caput trigonum Geotrupis singulariter ilium simulans ; Corpora tho-

raceque depressis. Sternum vix productum. Articulus tarsorum

quintus ante ungues processu longissimo bifurcato armatus.

Spec. Casignetus geotnpoides. Anne Pholidoti femina ?

C. fusco-violaceus, capite thorace elytrisque versus scutellum sca-

brosis, corpore subtus aeneo squamis argenteis asperso.

Mas nondum detectus ?

\ Femina mandibulis depressis, quam in Geotrupe stercorario acutis

arcuatis.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. Insectum Lamprimis habitu proximum. Equidem nullus dubito

instrumentis cibariis adhuc negl'ectis, et sexnali discrimine tantas

difficultates obstante, quin genus proprium efformare vix habendus

sit Casignetus. At nemini utinam displiceat, insectum quod ita

benevolis entomologia cultoribus apertius manifestetur, hoc modo

me nunc descripsisse.
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Palpi elongati gracillimi ; Maxillares articulis arcuatis, tertio

ultimo breviore.

Mentum transverso-quadratum antice emarginatum.

Cor})us depressum, capite transverso-quadrato. Sterni rudi-

mentum distinctum. Tibiae anticffi extus sexdentatae, tar-

sorum appendice sub unguium origine inserta, setosa.

Obs. Thorax medio canaliculatus, inaequaliter rugosus ; Scu-

tello triangulari. Genus corpore, capite, et mandibulis

Lamprimffi, at Lucani antennis indutum, ut cuivis insecta

intiienti statim patebit.

Spec, 1. Hyssonotiis nebulosus,

R. niger obscurus, elytris fuscis cinereo-nebulosis, thorace

punctato : dorso late canaliculato foveis quatiior utrinque

insuper impressis.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Liicanus nebulosus. Kirh/, Trans. Linn. 5oc. vol. 12. p. 411.

Habitat in Australasia.

Sexuum diagnosis haud rite cognita.

III. Genus. Lamprima, Latreille.

' LUCAKUS, Schreibers. Lethuus, Fab.

Antenna articulo basilar! aliis conjunctim breviore ; capitulo

subgloboso foliato, articulis quatuor formato, quorum primus

mininms dcntiformis vix conspicuus.

Jjabnim minimum, inter mandibulas deflexum, latitans oblon-

gum, supra, carinatum, angulis anticis rotundatis, hirsutis.

MandibulcE maximee, crassje, et maris saltern intus hirsutissimae.

Maxillce brevissimas, setosse.

Palpi breves, crassiusculi, articulis subovatis ; Slaxillares arti-

culo ultimo illo antecedente longiore.

Labium membranaceum, bilobum, pilosum.

Mentum transverso-lineare vel potius semi-ellipticum, margine

antico convcxo.

Corpus ovale. Caput oblongo-quadratum. antice cmargina-

H2
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turn, triangulo medio magno, subexcavato, marginibus ele-

vatis, glabris, antice ante oculos subprominentibus. Thorax

convexus, margiiie utrinque angiilato, deflexo. Pectus ca-

naliculatum, punctatum. Sternum in cornu productum.

Tarsi spina sub unguium origine inserta, gracili,apice divisP

,

Mas. Mandibulse porrectse, validse, capite fere duplo lon-

giores, intus hirsutissimse. Tibias lamina cornea, triangu-

lari, apicali calcari adjuncta.

Femina. Capitis triangulum quam in mare obsoletius.

Mandibulse multo breviores, fere glabra. Thorax magis

punctatus et scaber. Tibite anticse multo graciliores, apice

minus emarginatae, pilis aliquot ferrugineis solitariis, den-

teque ad angulum internum laminae loco corneae sat-lon-

go, acuto.

Obs. Ultimus clavae articulus fere bifidus, oculis quapropter

quibusdam Antenna undecim-articulatae videantur! An

quo genus revera Australasicum Geotrupidis haeret nexus

aliam detegamus notam ?

Spec, l. Lamprlma aurata.

L. viridi-aurea nitens, pectore piano.

Mas capite angulis obtusis; mandibulis apice 3-dentatis,

intus unideiitatis; elytris subrugosulis haud lasvibus; tibiis

anticis vix punctatis, 6-dentatis, dentibus tribus ultimis

subremotis.

L. aurata. Lat. Nouveau Diet. d'Hist. Nat. vol. xvii. p. 278.

Lamprima ffinea. Lat. Genera Crust, et Ins. vol. ii. p. 152.

Lamprima eenea. Lat. Hist. Nat. des Crust, et Ins. vol. x.

p. 240.

Lucanus aeneus. Don. Ins. of New Holland, tab. i.

Lucanus aeneus, Var. Schreibers, Trans. Linn. Soc. vol. vi.

p. 187.

Lethrus asneus. Fab. System. Eleuth. torn. J. p. 2.

/3. Var. parva tibiis anticis quinquedentatis.

y. Var. cupreo-aurata.
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FeMina thorace elytrisque quam in maribus magis punc-

taris, tibiarum anticarum spinis conicis, rectis.

Lamprima cuprea. Lat. Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat, vol. xvii.

p. 279.

/3. Var. caeruleo-viridis.

y. Var. cupreo-aurata.

Spec. 2. Lamprima Latrcillii.

L. caeruleo-viridis nitida, elytris laevibus punctatis, pectoris

canali utrinque puncto impresso.

Mas mandibulis apice 3-dentatis, intus unidentatis; tibiis

anticis 6-dentatis, dentibus Eeque dissitis.

Lucanus aeneus,Var. cserulca ? Don. Ins. ofNew Holland, tab. i.

Femixa adhuc latet.

Obs. In honorem Dom. Latreillii, qui, in Entomologia hodier-

nos ante omnes longe lateque Celebris, ordinem insecto-

'
. rum naturalem primus indagavit.

Spec. 3. Lamprima isiiea.

L. aurato-viridis, elytris rugulosis, corpore subtus piloso.

Mas mandibulis apice vix 2-dentatis, intus unidentatis;

tibiis anticis 7-dentatis.

Lamprima aenea. Lat. Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat. vol. xvii. p.

2T9.

Lucanus seneus. Sehreibers, Trans. Linn. Soc. vol. vi. p. 185.

Lethrus seneus. Fab. Si/st. Eleuih. torn. i. p. 2.

Obs. Variat anticarum tibiarum numero dentium 6—8.

Femina nigro-ffinea cum nitore violaceo; thorace quam in

maribus magis punctato.

jS. Var. fere nigra.

Luo&nus aeneus. Fem. Sehreibers, Trans. Linn. Soc. vol. vi,

p. 188.

Spec. 4. Lamprima pi/ginaa.

L. aurato-viridis nitens, elytris laeviusculis vix punctatis.

Mas capita angulis subacutis; mandibulis apice bidentatis
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intiis unidentatis ; tibiis aiiticis septem-dentatis ; corpore

subtus glabro.

Femina latet.

Obs. I. Generis quidem rari, difficillimi, et ad methodum na-

turalem exponendum pretiosissimi mihi nunc species vix

sexus determinasse liceat. Hoc vero in tentamine con-

sultius duxi Schreibersii quoad sexus diagnosem vestigia

sequi quam eel. Latreillii, qui sententiam scilicet ut Lam-

prima; mandibulis baud porrectis species distincta; sint

putandae primus praetulit. Sexuale autem inter Rectocera

discrimen tantse difficultatis est, tantique fortasse momenti

ut leviter perstringi non debet sed ad accuratius examen

revocari.

Obs. II. Species ac varietates superscripts;, quibus omnibus,

quod obiter notatu vix indignum sit, ad suturam stria,

obsoleta utrinque impressa sunt elytra, in Mus. MacLeay-

ano hospitantur.

Fam. AESALIDiE.

Antemuc articulo basilari incurv'O, compresso.

Labrnm distinctum.

Maxilla processu apicali brevissimo ; interne nuUo vel

liaud exserto.

Labium integrum, minimum, glabrum.

Mentum transverso-quadratum.

Coi"pus supra valde convexum.

Obs. Hujus familice characteres specie una solum cognita

baud facile sunt desumendi. An igitur familia sit vera,

vel genus osculans tantummodo censeatur, affirmare ne-

queo; fateor enim Aesali locum in systemate jam memo-

ratum non eum esse qui omni ex parte mihi arrideret.

Attamen res ulterius examen requirit, ct natura; assecta-
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toris strenuissimi, qui Aesali larvam detexerit, quaestio-

nem, nisi fallor, proprium sit expedire.

IV, Genus. Aesalus, Fabricius.

Aesalus, Lat. LuCANUS, Creutzer. Panzer.

Antenna capitulo perfoliate. .

MandihulcE apice acutse, arcuatae, sublunatae, superne mascu

in ramum cornuve obtusum productse.

JkfflxjV/^ brevissimae, baud distinctae, processu compresso, apice

rotundato birsuto.

Mentum breve, planum, truncatum, integrum.

Corpus quadratum, ad apicem rotundatum. Tborax immar-

ginatus, margine antico concavo caput excipiente. Tibiae

latze, compressce, extus insequaliter multidentatae.

Obs. Antennis, thoracis charactere caput excipientis, et tibiis

examini subjectis, hoc genus Histeribus affiniusculum esse

videatur; sed instrumenta cibaria adhuc svint examinanda.

Spec. 1. Aesalus scarabceoides, Anctorum.

Fam. SYNDESID^.

AntenncB glabrse, vix fractse, articulo basilari elongate,

conico, arcuato.

Labrum baud distinctum.

Mandibulcz maris capite duplo longuies.

Labium et Mentum brevissima, vix distincta.

Caput brevissimum, transversum. Thorax velut in

Passalidis ab abdomine magnointervallodisjunc-

tus. Corpus elongatum convexum, coleoptrorum

lateribus abrupte declivibus, scutelloque inter

elytra product©. Pectus magnum. Pedes baud

breves, postico pare ab aliis distante.

Obs. Hujus familias diagnosis eadem de caiifa quam Aesalida-
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rum forsan fallax, at familia ipsa vera.—Quanli tameii

hiatus replendi, quot nodi peregrinatoribus adhuc solvendi

sunt

!

V. Genus. Syndesus*

SiNODENDRON, Fab. LUCANUS, Don. Lamprima, Lat.

Antenna articulo secundo subgloboso, tertio majori conico, re-

liquis septem (masculis saltern) clavam lamellatam, magnam,

rotundatam, depressam formantibus.

Mandibula elongatoe, fere rectse, conicas.

Palpi Maxillares mandibularum fere longitudine, articul© ul-

timo cylindrico, ovato, aliis longiore.

Corpus cylindricum, capite oculis conjunctim vix latiore.

Scutellum minutiun. Thorax convexus sulco dorsali longi-

tudinali. Tibise anticas serratae, extus dentata?.

Obs. Genus quidem singulare corporis forma, antennis, tho-

race ab abdomine et pedum postico pare ab aliis distanti-

bus PassaUs propinquans ; at vero qua cum Aesalo devin-

citiir affinitas baud satis patet.

Spec. 1. Si/ndesus cornutus.

S. obscure ferrugineus, capite emarginato anguUs porrectis,

thorace punctato antice subcornuto, elytris crenato-stria-

tis.

Mas ihandibulis apice bidentatis.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Femina simillima, at mandibulis haud porrectis inermibus.

Sinodendron cornutum. Fah. St/st. Ekuth. vol. ii. p. 37Y.

Lucanus parvus. Don. Insects of New Holland, tab. i. 4.

Lamprima. Lat. Regne Animale, vol. iii. p. 290.

Habitat in Terra Van Diemenii.

Obs. Hocce insectum eel. Fabricius descripsit dicendo, " Ai\-

tennffi I'amellis sex :
*' at maris antennas decem-articulatas

sunt clavae lamellis septem distincte observandis. Femi-

ftam non adhuc vidii
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Fam. PASSALIDiE.

Antenrue saepius villosEe, arcuatae, vix fractae, articulo

basilar! parum elongate.

Lab/nim magnum, crustaceum, penitus exsertum.

Mandibula breves, dentatae, arcuatee.

Maxilla processubus cornels dentiforraibus, spinosis^

intus dentatis, apical! validiore.

Palpi Labiales ment! dorso inserta^.

Mentum crustaceum, subquadratum, fossula utrinque

versus basin impressa.

Corpus oblongum, depressum. Thorax ab abdo-

mine magno intervallo disjunctus. Scutellum in

abdominis pedunculum immersum. Coleoptra

lateribus abrupte deflexis. Pedes breves, postico

pare pectoris causa ab aliis distante.

Obs. In hac familia, cujus diagnosis nondum prorsus detegatur

sexualis, characteres ofFerunt perutiles maxillae et mentum.

VI. Genus. Paxillus.
Passalus, Lat. Web.

Antennariim clava quinque lamellis.

Labrum transverso-lineare, fere glabrum.

Palpi subcrassi; Maxillares articulo ultimo aliis conjimctim

fere longiore> subovato, apice subacute ; Labiales ad fossulas

menti anticas inserti, articulis crassis, secundo et tertio fere

eadem latitudine.

Maxilla processu apicali dentiformi, acuto; interno unidentato.

Mentum subquadratum, latum, ultra palpi labialis articuli ex-

tremitatem secundi utrinque extensum, lateribus rotundatis,

margine antico lobato tricuspidato.

Thorax canaliculatus. Pedum par secundum extiis vix pilo»

sumi
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Obs. Paxilli Passalis efformantes similliraum genus quod

Syndeso antennis labroque minore convenire ducatxir, ex

America meridionali hactcnus solum apparuerunt.

Spec. 1. Paxillus Lcachii.

P, ater nitidus, corpore valde depresso, thoracis lateribus

punctatis : angulis anticis planis, elytris punctato-slriatis,

tibiis anticis extus 4-dentatis.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. Amicitiae nomen dedi.

Spec. 2. Paxillus crenatus.

P. ater nitidus, thoracis lateribus punctatis : angulis anticis

profunde impressis, elytris crenato-striatis, tibiis anticis

extiis 6-dentatis.

Habitat in Brasilia, Demerara.

Mus. D. JMacLeay.

Obs. Corpus quam P. Lcachii convexius.

VII. Genus. Passalus, Fabriciiis.

Passalus, Fab. Lam. Lat. LucANUS, Linn, Degeer, Oliv.

Antennarum clava trilamellata.

Labrum transverso-quadratiim.

Palpi jNTaxillares crassi, articulo ultimo ahis conjunctira bre-

viore,cylindrico, apiceobtuso. Labiales mediocres adanticam

menti fossulam inserti, articulo ultimo graciliore.

Maxilla processu apicali subtrigono, in dentem acutissimum

desinente; interno bidentato.

Mcntum subquadratum, ultra palpi labialis articuli extremita-

tem secundi haud extensum, lateribus subrotundatis, niar-

gine antico lobato, tricuspidato.

Par pedum secundum pilis ferrugineis extus densissime

obtectum.

Spec. 1. Passalus interruptus, Auctorum.

Obs. p. emarginatus, cornutus, &c. huic generi associandi.
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VIII. Genus. Chiron.

SCARITES, Fab. SiXODENDKOX, Fab. Passalus, Illiger.

Lai.

Antenna novem-articulate, articulo basilar! elongate, cylin-

drico, secundo globoso, terrio conico, 4", 5° et 6° brevissimis,

reliquis tribus clavam ovatam formantibus.

Labrum transverso-quadratum, penitus exsertum.

Mandibula breves, vix exsertae, validsp, arcuatae.

Palpi Maxillares graciles, menti versus apicem insert!, articulo

ultimo subulato, tertio subconico sed vix secundo longiore.

Mentum semicirculare vel potius subtrigonum.

Corpus cylindricum, elytris abdomen baud obtegentibus.

Caput transversum, ab thorace nullo inter\'allo disjimctum,

sed eadem omnino latitudine. Scutellum minimum vix

distinctum inter elytra productimi. Pedes sat breves, femo-

ribus incrassatis, tibiis anticis dilatatis digitatis.

Obs. Hujus generis apud Cel. Latreillium primum indicati,

maxillas baud examinavi. Sexualis distinctio adbuc latet.

Spec. 1. Chiron digitatics.

C. ater nitidus, tborace pimctulato, clyti'is punctato-striatis,

sutura jiedibus corporeque subtvis ferrugineis.

Sinodendron digitatum. Fab. Stjst. Ekidh. vol. ii. p. 377.

Scarites cylindricus. Fab, Ent. Sj/st. Siipp. xliv. 8.

Passalus Cylindrus. IlUg- Mag. fur Inseck. i. 163.

* * * * j^df^ Regne Animale, vol. iii. 292.

Habitat in India Oriental!. I\Ius. D. MacLeay.

Obs. Hujus insect! anomal! Passalos utmihi videtur Scolytidis

nectentis D. Illiger cum prioribus affinitatem de capitis

antennarum pedumque characteribus facillime perspicien-

dis primus deprompsit. Chironis vero structura antennis

novem-articulatis, clava trilamellata compressa, corporis

pedumque forma a Scolytidis, Platypo praescrtim, baud

longe recedit.
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Fam. LUCANID^.
Antemm glabrae, fractas, articulo primo longissimOj

subcylindrico, clava 3 vel 4 lamellis.

Labrum ssepius cum clypeo connatum, rarissime di-

stinctum.

Mandibula, in maribus maximae.

Maxilla externe compresso-dilatatae lacinia apicali

coriacea compressa setosa.

Palpi articulo ultimo elongato, ovali; Maxillares

plane longiores, articulo secundo tertio multo Ion*

giore. Labiales articulo ultimo antecedente multo

longiore.

Labium membranaceum, mento fere absconditum,

laciniis duabus apicalibus hirsuto-penicillatis.

Mentum magnum, transverso-quadratum vel subse-

micirculare.

Corpus ssepius depressum, elytris abdomen obte-

gentibus. Clypeus forma irregulari, varia. Tho-

racis margo posticus ab abdomine baud longe

remotus. Scutellumplerumquedistinctum. Pe*

des saepius elongati, antici preesertim.

IX. Genus. NiGiDlus.

Antenna articulo secundo subgloboso, distincto ; Clava trila-'

mellata pectinata.

Lahrum exsertum, crustaceum, minutum, bilobum.

MandibultE breves, triquetro-trigonse, validae, arcuatas.

MaxilleE processu apicali setoso fimbriave hirsUto, apice obtuse,

latere externo convexo, lacinia interna subtrigoni, concava,

ad apicem intus unco corneo instructa.

Palpi Maxillares articulo primo minutissimo, secundo elongato
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conlco, tertio brevi subconico, ultimo multo longiore, conico,

apice obtuso. Labiales articulo grimo elongate, gracili, pro^

cessu pectinate arnaiato, secundo brevi subgloboso, tertio

crassiori obtuso.

Labium hirsutum; mento transverso-quadrato, piano, ipargine

antico emarginato.

Corpus parallelopipedum depressum. Caput trapeziforme,

oculos amplectens. Thorax canaliculatus, ab abdomine

brevi intervallo disjunctus. Scutellum inter elytra di-

stinctum minutum triangulare.

Obs. Genus Passali formam pulcherrime siniulans et ei omr

nino affine.

Spec. 1. Nigidius comutus.

N. ater nitidus, mandibulis tridentatis, clypeo punctato an-

tice mucronato, elytris inter strias elevatas triplici punc-

torum impressorum ordine instructis : apicibus punctatis,

tibiis anticis 7-dentatis.

Mas mandibularum niargine supero et extern© in ramum

cornutum producto.

Femixa mandibulis brevioribus baud cornu supero in-

structis.

Habitat in Australasia.

Mus, D. MacLeay.

5^ Genus. FiGULUS,

LuCANUS, Oliv, Fab.

Antenna articulo secundo minutissimo, vix dislincto, clavS. trir

lamellata.

JLabrum baud distinctum.

Mandibula breves, validcB, triquetro trigonae.

Maxilla: lacinia apicali securiformi, setosa vel pilis longissinus

formata, interna Crustacea, ovata, compressa, baud uncq

corneo aiuiiiti.
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Palpi Maxillares articulo secundo crassiore, cylindrico, tertio

priecedente baud breviori, ultimo longiori ovato, apice ob-

tiiso.

Mentum transverse - quadratiim, concavum, margine antico

emarginato.

Corpus parallelopipedum depressum. Caput transversum,

oculos amplectens, margine antico recto. Thorax canali-

culatus, ab abdomine brevi intervallo remotus. Scutellum

minutissimum, lineare, inter elytra immersum.

Obs. Genus Passalis quoque simillimum, sed labri maxillarum-

que causa quam Nigidius ab illis remotius. Huic generi et

antecedent! nominadedi in honorem Nigidii Figuli equitis

Romani, qui Scarabteos cornubus praelongis bisulcis den-

tatis forcipibus in cacumine Lucanos primus vocasse apud

Plinium memoratur.

Spec. 1. Figulus striatus.

F. ater nitidus, mandibulis apice 3-dentatis, clypeo concavo

' obscure punctate, thorace quadrate antice unidentato:

lateribus punctatis, elytris punctato-striatis apice punc-

tatis.

Mas. Tibiis anticis extus 8-dentatis.

Femina ? Minor tibiis anticis extijs 6-dentatis.

Lucanus striatus. OUv. Ins. i. 19. tab. 4. fig. 14.

Lucanus striatus. Fab. Syst. E/eufh. vol. ii. p. 253.

Habitat in India Orientali, Insulis Mauritio Bourbonensi.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. Mandibulce profecto quidem tridentatae, quamvis uni-

dentatas apud Olivierium et Fabricium dicuntur. An eadem

species ? Descriptiones vero eel. auctorum insecto nostro

alias aptissime conveniunt.
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XL Genus. DoitCUS*, apud Germanos in Specierum

Catalogis.

LuCANUS, Linn. Fab. Oliv. Lat. Web. PlatyceRUS, Lat.

Antenna clava fere perfoliata, quadrilamellata, articulo ultimo

majori semicirculari.

fLabrum clypei fere processus exsertxis, corneus, transversus.

Mandibules arcuatas vel falcata^, breves, intus dentatse.

MaxilU processu apicali recto, cylindrico, membranaceo, pilis

fimbriato ; lacinia interna membranacea, dilatata.

Falpi Maxillares elongati, articulis tribus ultimis compressis

ultra clypeum eminulis, secundo lato conico, tertio brevi

conico, quarto longiore ovato, apice obtuso. Labiales

breves.

Labium bilobum, lobis cylindricis hirsutis, quam in sequentibus

brevioribus.

Mentum breve, semicirculare, planum, margine antico inte-

gro recto.

Corpus depressum, lateribus subrotundatis. Caput latitu-

dine fere thoracis. Thorax vix canaliculatus. Scutellum

trigonum, postice fere rotundatum.

Obs. Weberi Lucanus lunatus, piceus, &c. huic generi asso-

ciandi ?

Spec. 1. Dorcus parallelipipedus.

D. niger haud nitidus, mandibulis longitudine capitis : dente

medio elevato, labro late truncate, thorace lateribus rectis,

superficie tota subtilissime punctata.

* Optima dixit eel. Latreille, art. Onjdrome, Nouveau Diet. d'Hist.

Nat. torn, xxiii. p. 129. "Je remarque que plusieurs naturalistes s'ena-

pcessent, comme par une anticipation titulaire, de donner des noms a quel-

ques coupes, qui leur paroissent devoir former de nouveaux genres, sans se

donner la peine d'en etablir les caract&res, Ce ne sont que de simple*

indications, et qui nHmposmt aucune lot."
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* Lucanus parallelipipedus. Fab. Sj/st. Ekuth. ii. 251. 16,

Lucanus parallelipipedus. Panz. Fn. f. 19.

Spec. 2. Dorcus tuberculatus. Anne D. parallelipipedi sexus

alter ?

p. superne rugoso-pvinctatus, labro emarginato, capita bitu-

berculato.

Dorcus tuberculatus. In Specieruin Germanicarum Catulogis.

Lucanus parallelipipedus. OUv. i. 17. 11. tab. iv. fig. 9.

Idem. Lat. Nouveau Diet. d'Hist. Nat. xviii. p. 225.

Lucanus Capra. Panzer Fn. Iviii. f. 12.

Dbs. Hanc speciem, quae Germaiiis videtur distinctissima, prae-

cedentis marem Olivierius cum Geoffroyo et feminara

Latreillius cum Bergstraesser putavere. At alias distri-

buuntur hsec insecta a Gyllenhallo et Papzero. " Mirum

certe videtur," ait Gyllenhallus, " discrepantias tanti mo-

menti solummodo sexui diverse tribuendas esse; anne potius

species distincta? Dom. Panzer Ipc. cit. contendit alterum

sexum Luc. Caprae tuberculis frontis destitutum esse,

sed figuram clypei non memorat, nee talem vidi, quare

certius dijudicare nequeo."-

—

Entomologia Britanuica, p, 49,

etiam consulcnda.

XII. Genus. iEous,

Lucanus, Fab.

Antenna clava fere perfoliata, vix quadrilamellata, articulo ul-

timo majore semicirculari.

Labrum baud distinctum.

Mandibular porrectae, falcatae, inermes.

Maxillte processu apicali sub mento latitante.

* Insectorum synonyma freqnentiorum quae pauca necessaria mihi visa

sunt solum retuli, et omnia quidem prater ea quse ad observationes jam

scriptas exponendas utilia judicaverim sedulo omisi. In hoc opere non

species determinandas, sed ordinetn naturalem elaborandum esse, satis

patebit,
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Palpi Maxillares breves, articulo ultimo ultra mentum solo

apparente.

Mentmn transverso-quadratiim, antice emarginatum

Corpus depressum antecedentis illi generis simillimura.

Clypeus emarginatus yel potius 2-dentatus. Scutellum

minutum. Tibice quadridentats.

Obs. Genus sequenti nirais affine; at palpis brevibus et clava

antennarum perfoliata uihilominus distinctum.

Spec. l. ^gus cliellfer.

JE. ater nitidus, capite thoraceque punctatis, elytris striato-

punctatis.

Habitat in Australasia.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Ohs. Lucanum cancroidem Fabricii baud examinavi, at ge-

neri Dorco potius pertinere videtur.

Spec. 2. Mgus interruptus.

IE., atro-ferrugineus, capite thoraceque punctatis, elytris la-

teribus punctatis ad suturam utrinque striis tribus impres-

sis : duabus aliis interruptis.

Habitat in India ?

Mus. D. MacLeay.

SpeQ. 3. .^us obscurus.

IE. obscure ferrugineus, capite thoraceque punctatis, elytris

striatis.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. Mandibulae breves ; sed feminse forsan characterem ef-

forment. Hac species a Lucani punctati apud Fabricium

descriptione colore ferrugineo solum difFert, et illius niera

forsan varietas haberi debet.

Spec, 4. JEgus inermis.

&. niger, capitis thoracisque lateribus punctatis, dorse Isevi

nitido, elytris subpunctatis.

Lucanus inermis. Fah. Syst, Ekuth, ii. 251.

Habitat in Sumatra.

I
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Obs, Hanc speciem hactenus mihi non visam, ab aliis distinc-

tam propter Fabricii descriptionem habeo.

XIII. Ge7ius. LucANUS, ScopoU.

LuCANUS Auctorum.

Antenn<B clava neutiquam perfoliata, at pectinata, trilamellata

vel quadrilamellata, articulis subsequalibus.

JLahrum baud distinctum.

MandihulcE in raasculis maxims, glabra?, cornua referentes vel

intus dentattB.

Maxilla medio unidentata?, processu apicali, elongate, longis-

simo, exserto, cylindrico, setoso.

Falpi Maxillares elongati, graciles, filiformes, articulo secundo

aliis conjunctim longiore. Labiales breves, articulis sub-

sequalibus.

Labium bifidum, penicillis elongatis, setosis, exsertis.

Mentum latum, transversum.

Corpus subdepressum forma irregulari. Scutellum distinc-

tum rotundatum.

Genus ad interim sic dividatur.

A. Antennanim clava trilamellata.

Spec. 1. Lucanus Jemoratus. Oliv,

B. Antennarum clava quadrilamellata.

* Thorax corpore angustior.

Spec. 2. Lucanus Cervus. Lin.

** Thorax corpore latipr.

Spec. 3. Lucanus Alcesi Oliv.

Ob9. Entomologis revera nodus Gordianus; sexus enim unus

et alter ejusdem speciei figura et habitu externis, in-

strumentisque cibariis quaxn specierum diversarum duo

mares vel duse feminae inter se longius sffipissime dissi-

dent. Labri etiam quod insuper Rectoceris baud rare cum

clypeo connatum est, structure semper attentione digna,
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in Lucanis veris alteram difficultatem prasbeat. Aliqui

tamen in sexuali diagnosi *, labrique structura, charac-

teres forsan lateant, quibus, lit opinor, ante omnes alios

ad ordinem naturalem elaborandum quasi idoneis fides

daretur. His aiitem male intellectis, vix etiam adhuc

investigatis, ut de Rectocerorum speciebus segregandis

quibusdam in Entomologia doctis scrupulus olim injec-

tus fuerit, sic alios at tyrones nodi inter Lucanidas toties

solvendi hujiis generis, posthac certe dividendi, a studio

nunc omnino detcrreant. Nos igitur quodammodo opor-

tuerit transitimti ab /Ego per hoc genus ad Cemchum et

Lampriniidas facilem ut supra demonstrare; et quamvis

charactcres sic evoluti artificiales, nexus ipsi profecto na-

turales esse sentiantur,

XIV. Genus. Ceruchus.
Platycerus, Gco^; Laf. Gyllen. LuCA^rus, Linn.Degeer.

Fab. Oliv. Fanz. Fayk.

Antenna capitis longitudine, capitido trilaniellato, pectinate.

Lahrum parvinn, membranaceum, integrum, sub clypei acu-

mine reconditum.

. Mandibuhe porrectffi, validff, intus dentatffi, hirsutae.

Maxilla processu terminali brevi, penlcilliformi, intus lacinia

breviori setosa auct<E.

Falpi mandibulis breviores; articulis elongatis, graciiibus.

Labium integrum, apice ciliatimi, laciniis obsoletis.

Mentum corneum, pentagonum, concavum.

Corpus elongatum subdepressum, abdomine elytris obvoluto.

Scutellum breve, triangulare. Tibiss anticas multidentatae.

Tarsi appendice setosa, bifurcata, sub unguium origine in-

serta.

Spec. 1. Ceruclms tcnebrioides.

C. supra ater nitidus umbilicato-punctatus, antennis palpis-

* Lichtenstein, Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. vi. p. 35.

12
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que rufis, elytris substriatis, corpore infra fusco, pedibus

nigris : tarsis paulo dilutioribus.

Platycerus tenebrioides. Lat. Gen. Ins. et Crust, vol. ii.

133.

Platycerus tenebroides. Gyllen. Ins. Suec. vol. i. p.. 68.

Lucanus tenebroides. Fab. Sj/st. Eleuth. ii. 252. 21.

Mas. Caput magnum, thorace latius, mandibulis capite

longioribus, arcuatis, in medio dente magno armatis, tho-

race brevi, transverse, ante medium foveola rotunda

utrinque impresso.

Femina magis obscura, crebriijs et profundiijs punctata,

capite angustiori, mandibulis minoribus, thorace lon-

giore ruga transversa in medio elevata.

jS. Var. tota pallida rufescens, e nympha nuper deprompta.

Habitat in Europas borealis truncis putridis, plni prasertim.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. Hujus generis, quod ad constituendum prfeclara Gyllen-

halli description! gratias habeam, Pholidotus necnoti alia

Lamprimidarum genera ad calcem recurrunt.

XV. Genus. Platycerus, Geoffrey.

Platycerus, Lat. Gylkn. Lucanus, Linn, Fab. Fayk.

Panz. Degeer. Oliv

Antenna capite multo longiores, capitulo quadrilamellato.

Mandibule validae, lunatt'e, hand valde porrectas, intus obtuse

dentatee, glabra?.

Falpi articulis brevibus, subovatis j Maxillares mandibularum

fere longitudine.

Mentum, semicirculare, planum.

Corpus depressum Trogositae statura. Caput thorace trans-

verso angustius. Scutellum breve rotundatum. Tibiae

anjicae bidentatjp.

Obs. Genus adhuc examinandum.
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Spec. 1 Platycerus carahoides

P.cjEruleus autvirescens punctulatus, subtiis obseurior fere

nigricans, elytris punctato-striatis tarsisque rufescentibus.

Platycerus caraboides. Lat. Gen. Ins. et Crust, vol. ii. p. 134.

Gyll. Ins. Suec. i. 70.

Lucanus caraboides. Fab. St/st. Eleiith. ii. 253. 23. &e. &c

/S. Var. pectore abdomine pedibusque rufis, ore piceo.

Platycerus rufipes. Gyllen. Ins. Suec. i. 70.

Lucanus caraboides. (var.) IlUg. Mag. iv. 104. 24.

Lucanus rufipes. Fab. Sj/st. Eleuth. ii. 253.

Herbst Col. iii. 311. 11, Fab. 34. f. 3.

— Fanz. Fn. 58. f. 14.

y. Var. supra tota chalybea.

Platycerus chalybeus Germanorum.

J. Var. tarsis nigris.

Platycerus nigripes Germanorum,

Habitat in Europas sylvis.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. Antennarum articulis extimis majoribus et uno latere

productis, labro par\'o, mandibula exserta, palpis maxil-

laribus subfiliformibus, articulo ultimo longiore ovato cj--

lindrico, maxilla laciniis duabus, quarum apicali elonga-

ta compressa, intus et ad apicem pilis ciliata, ut et corpore

depresso virescenti, ad Platyceros accedit Fabricii genus

• Trogosita.—Imo vero Trogositam Mauritankum insectum

pentamerum esse notatu dignum sit, cujus tarsorum arti-

culus primus ut saepe in Rectoceris Thalerophagis parvus

retractus videatur. Hanc ideo Trogositam inter Lucanoi-

des suos optime posuit acutissimus Gyllenhallus, genus

enim revera distinctum, forsan osculans earn constitutu-

ram suspicor.

XVI. Gems. SinodenDRON, Fahrkius.

ScARABjEUS, Linn. Lucanus, Kirby.

Antenna omnino ut in Cerucho.
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Labrum exsertum, coriaceum, antice convexuni.

Maiulibulte breves, corncce, validae, sub clypeo reconditas.

3raxi7/<t processu duplici ; apicali membranaceo ciliato, inter-

no dentiformi.

Falpi Maxillares articulo secundo elongato, conico, subarcuato,

tertio brevi, terminali ovato apice obtuso. Labiales arti-

culo ultimo crassissimo, aliorum conjunctim longitudine.

Mentum angustatum, integrum, valde retusum, labio brevi co-

nico, carinato.

Corpus , convexuni, cylindricum, ano obvoluto. Scutellum

parvum, obtusura.

Spec. l. Sinodendron cyUndricum.

S. nigmm profunde impresso-punctatum cicatriculosum

:

punctis umbilicatis : umbilico pcrforato.

Sinodendron cylindricum. Lat. Gen. Lis. et Crust, torn. ii.

p. 101.

Mas. Capitis coma recurvo, postice fulvo hirto, tliorace an-

tice truncato quinquedentato.

Femixa. Capitis cornu brevi recto, thorace antice vix re-

tuso.

Habitat in Europte ligno putrido.

Obs. Insectum prorsus singulare, cujus ciun Orycte affinitas a

Cel. Latreillio pulcherrime exponitiu- Gen. Ins. et Crust.

vol. ii. p. 100. A Rectoccris labro mento mandibulis tho-

race corporisque statura dift'ert. Genera ita anomala quas

aliis semper adhuc difficultates objecerint, structura peni-

tus spectata, opinionem nostram contirmare potius quam

labefactare videantur.

Rectoceromm omnia Thalerophagorum genera quse ad manus

mihi fiiere jam recensui; et ordinis hiatus naturalis quos exposue-

rim, his insectis per orbem perparce difFusis adeoque in musseis ra-

rissime inventis, mihi tarn suppletu difficiles fuisse vix EntomologQ

mirum erit,
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II. PETALOCERA.
Antenna recta?, capitulo flabellato. Mandibula clypeo plerum*

que obtectas vel raro exsertas.

Obs. a Lamprimidarum familia per Lethnim cephalotem inter

Geotrupidas traiisducimur.—Hiatus autem adeo perspi-

cuus est quo Lethrus' a Rectoceris sejungitur ut vix la-

teat entomologum neque ullo discrimine egeat apertiori.

A. SJPROPHAGA.
Pedes validi (posticis ab aliis subremotis); tibiae latse, ac eljtra

saepius ad anum pertingentia.

Earn. GEOTRUPID^.
Genus. Orphxus.

Geotrupes, Fab.

Antenna; decem-articulatEe, basilari magno, vix elongate, co-

nico; secundo subgloboso; tertio, quarto, quinto, sexto et

septimo brevissimis, transversis; ultimis paulo sensimlatio-

ribus, capitulo lamellato plicatili, subgloboso.

Labrum clypeo fere occultatum, margine antico solum exserto.

Mandibula exsertae, arcuatje, subtrigonas, basi crassae, extus

rotundatffi, apice acutas, intus unidentatae.

Maxilla inermes, processu unico crustaceo, ti'iquetro-trigono,

sed lacinise apicalis loco fascicule ciliato, extus arcuato, ciliis

spinosulis.

Talpi Labiales articulo ultimo majore, subovato.

Mentum subquadratum apice truncato.

Clypeus in masculis unicornis. Corpus ovatum. Thorax

antice truncatus aut excavatus, coleoptris abdomen postice

non obtegentibus. Tibite anticas extus tridentatee; alia;

lineis transversis ciliata.

Spec. Orphnus bicolor.

O. supra niger subtus brunneus, thorace retuso bidentato:
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latcribus punctatis, capitis cornii brevi erecto piano, elytris

vix striatis.

Geotrupes bicolor. Fab. Si/st. Ekuth. vol. i. p. 9. n. 27.

Habitat in India. Mus. D, MacLeay.

Obs. Orycti genus simillimum, ab illo enim antennanim

capitulo suUgloboso, labro exserto, maxillarum processu

apicali ac mento breviore tantum differt.

Genus. Hybosorus.

SCAKAE.T.JTS, Fab. Geotrupes, Fab.

Antenntz decem-articulat;p, articulo basilari magno, crasso, pi-

loso; secundo subgloboso vel conico; quinque proximis pa-

terseformibus ; octavo infundibuliformi duos ultimos exci-

piente et clavam ita rotundatam subconicam formante.

Jjabriun exsertum, crustaceum, antice valde convexum.

Mandibulet validse, exserta;, falcatse, vel valde arcuatse, apice

acutse, baud dentatae.

Maxillde lacinia apicali acuta, cviltellifornii, membranacea,

compressa, fimbriata, interna subcrustacea intus ad apicem

unidentata.

Palpi Maxillares articulo basilari incurvo, minutissimo, piloso

;

secundo oblongo conico; tertio brevi conico ; ultimo elongate^

cylindrico apice subacutiori. Labiales articulo ultimo fere

aliis conjunctim longiore.

Mentum oblongo-quadratum, lateribus convexis, margine an-

tico emarginato, ligula vix distincta.

Corpus ovatum, convexum ; capitc semicirculari ; scutello

distincto, elytris abdomen obtegentibus, tibiis anticis extus

tridentatis.

Obs. Genus quidem Orphno proximum, sed iEgialiae maxillas

palpos et mentum habens!—Disposilionem adeo circu-

larem tam inter Petalocera Saprophaga maxillls mem-

branaceis quam inter ilia etiam cornels indicari, nobis

incidit suspicio. Et cum porro talis quidem inter Thale-
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rophaga ordo nequaqiiam difTicillime distinguendus est, iis

qui amovere vela quibus systema naturale obtenditur

cupiant conjectural hujus vcrisimilitudo in speciebus ex-

aminandis forsan posthac apparel)it, etsi nullis adhuc

certis rationibus niti ducatur.

Spec. Hyhosorus Arator.

H. ater, thorace Icevi, elytris striato-punctatis.

Scar. Arator. Tab. Ent. Si/st. vol. i. p. 33. n. lOG.

Geotrupes Arator. Fab. Si/st. Eleuth. vol. i. p. 91. n. 75.

Habitat in Hispania, a D" Dejean ibi lectus. Apud Fabri-

cium Caput Bonse Spei locus Ilybosori naturalis est, at

Clar. viri sententiam in suspicionem vocare vellem ; sex

enim species in Mus. MacLeayano asservatae Europse me-

ridionali, Africae boreali ac Indian orientali sunt propria.

Genus. Elephastomus.*
Scarab;eus, Schreibers.

AntenntE undecim-articulata', articulo basilari conico, parum

elongato, pilis longissimis instructo; articulo secundo bre-

viori, crasso, subconico, sex proximis brevissimis, paterifor-

niibus ; articulo nono ct undecimo hemisphsericis, medium

omnino fere absconditum intercludcntibus, clavam magnam

oblatam suljspha^roidcni ita formantibus.

Lahrujn lateribus rolundatis transversum, sublinearc, et clypei

ad superficiem perpendiculare.

Mandihule triqiieti-o-trigoncP, falciformes, apice intus biden-

tatse, margine interno submembranaceo.

Maxilla cornece, arcuatse, intus dente aciito et ad apiccm laci-

nia obtusa ciliis spinosulis armatif.

Falpi Maxillares longissimee, labialibus fere triplo longiores, ar-

ticulo basilari minutissimo^ subgloboso ; secundo longissimo,

cylindrico, arcuato, apice obtusiori; tertio breviori, conico,

apice crassiore; ultimo longitudine secundum fere xquante,

* Propr'c Elephantostomus—npmen ob euphoniam ciutatum.
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cylindrico, elongate, lanceolato, apice graciliore. Labiales

articulo basilari minutissimo subgloboso; secundo sub-cy-

lindrico arcuato ; ultimo eadem longitudine, sub-semicircu-

lari, sub-cylindrico.

3Ientum lateribus angustatis, brevissimum, verticaliter deflex-

um, et apice profunde emarginatum aut potius bilobum, lobis

rotundatis.

Labium fere nullum.

Clypeus thorace multo angustior, postice ad utrumque latus

in lobum ocularem dilatatus, antice in medio extensus, et in

laminam subquadratam versus apicem sub-emarginatam, so-

lidam imperforatam productus. Rostri hujus apex crassior,

fui'catus; furcis lateralibus dcorsum spectantibus. Os sub

clypeo totura latitans, instrumentis cibariis verticaliter de-

fiexis structuram in hac fivmilia anomalam formantibus.

Corpus subtus undique hirtum. valde convexum; thorace

subretuso, inermi, elytris totum corpus ambientibus. Scu-

tellum magnum, triangulare, planum. Pedes hirti, femori-

bus anticis et posticis incrassatis; tibiis anticis extrorsum

sex-dentatis ; tibiis mediis et posticis triquetris.

Spec. 1. EIephasto»ms prohoscideus.

E. ferrngineo-nigricans, clypei cornu brevi erecto obtuso

emarginato, antcnnis ferrugineis, thorace mutico subretuso

ad latera punctis imprcsso, elytris punctato-striatis.

Mas processu rostriformi gracili, longitudine totius clypei

et subtus capitis lamina in medium elevata paululuni

supra OS fulcro verticali apice furcato munita.

Femina capitis cornu quam in mare subobtusiori, rostro

multo breviore latiore; clypeo subtus in medium elevate

sed fulcro verticali baud instructo.

Scarabseus prohoscideus. Sdircih., Trans. Linn. Soc. vol. vi.

p. 189.

/3. Var. rufescens e nympha nuper deprompta.

Habitat in Nova Hollandia. Mus. D. IMacLeay,
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Genus. Athyreus.

SCARAB^US, Fab.? Gmel.9 Coputs, Tab.?

Antcnn<£ fere omnino ut in Elephastomo, nisi clavae margine

rotundiori.

iaJrwra latum, transverso-quadratiim, antice vix trilobum, lobis

rotundatis.

Mandibula corneae, validee, triquetro-trigonje, subarcuatae,

superne planae, extus bidentatse, apice interno pariter biden-

tato margineque interno membranaceo.

Maxilla: lacinia apicali subcrustacea, triangulari, dilatata, mar-

gine antico ciliato, spinosulo; lacinia interna processubus

duobiis munita, hoc spiniformi et illo dilatato, spinosulo.

Palpi articulo labialiura ultimo maxillarium ilium fere longi-

tudine aequante.

Mentum subquadratum, profunde emarginatum, lateribus si-

nuatis, postice convexis, turn angustatis, et in lobum utrin-

que desinentibus.

Labium bifidum, laciniis ciliatis.

Clypeus thorace multo angustior, postice ad utrumque latus in

lobum ocularem acutum dilatatus, antice in laminara sub-

quadratam superficie injequali prolongatus; hoc processu

antico in medio elevatione tricuspidata instruct©, cornu me-

dio longiore, basi lineam longitudinalem distinctam vel ob-

soletam formante.

Corpus valde convexum, subtiis hirsutum, thorace antice

mucronato postice lobato , Scutellum lineare, inter elytra

productum baud distinctum. Pectus magnum, pedum

secundum par alterum ab altero late separans.

Obs. Genus admodum singulare capita neglecto a Copridc

baud distinguendum; sed ab Elephastomo quoque hand

longe distat. Insecti mihi non adhuc visi descriptione

apud Fabricium recensita, Copris ^son (vel Scar. Boas

Ent. Syst. 149. IGO.) huic generi appropinquare videtur.
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Si'EC. 1. Athyreus hlfurcatus.

Niger piinctis elevatis scaber, thorace antice mucronato

:

dente elevato lato bifurcato, elytris striis elevatis glabris

minutis : sutura hirsuta ferruginea.

Habitat in Brazilia.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Spec. 2. Athyreus tridentatus.

A. ferrugineus scabriusculus, thorace in medio excavate

glabro tridentato : dente apicali longiore, aliis lateralibus

obtusioribus, elytris vix striatis.

Habitat in Brazilia.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Spec, 3. Athyreus bidentatus.

A. ater scabriusculus, thorace in medio excavato glabro bi-

dentato: dentibus lateralibus obtusiusculis, elytris obso-

lete striatis.

Habitat in Brazilia.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. a. hijurcato scutellum vix distinctum, et tibiae anticae

quinquedentatse sunt, dum clypei cornu medium basi

lineam distinctam longitudinalem efformat; speciebus

autem duabus aliis scutellum indistinctum, tibiae quadri-

dentatae, et clypei obsoleta est linea longitudinalis.

Fam. SCARABiEIDiE.
Circulo natural!, quern inter Scaraba^idas efformant Coprides

Americanae pedum unguibus nullis Jioriger, splendidulus, Carnifex,

conspicillatus, festivus, Mimas, FaunuSj Belzehul, Jasius, Lancifcr ac

alias incditae, accedit Alhyreus.

Genus. PhaNtEUS.

SCARABJEUS, Linn. Oliv. Degeer. CoPRlS, Onitis, Fab.

Antenna: novem-articulatae, articulo secundo brevi, pateriformi

vel semicirculari, tertio, quarto, et quinto longioribus, sexto

breviorij clava infundibuliformi, articulo primo subtrigone
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secundum et tertium excipiente, margine extemo subemar-

ginato ; articuli secundi margine interne ferri equini instar

ferente; articulo ultimo operculiformi margine extern©

emarginato.

Instrumentis in Cibariis baud valida patet distinctio. IIcEC

enim Insecta Coprophaga sunt, et in Mundo Novo Onitis

generis officiis fungantur. Vide Oliv. Ent. t. vii. f. 50. a

—

ubi palporum labialium articulus basilaris notatu dignus sit.

Caput subtrigonum, saepissime cornutum, clypeo sapius biden-

tato vel emarginato. Thorax puncto utrinque impressus,

abdomine antice saepius latior, lateribus sinuatis marginatis,

margine postico punctis sjppius duobus irapressis, linea.

utrinque elevata rarius obsoleta. Pectus planum, saepius ca-

naliculatum, sterno acuto vel carinato. Pedes validi; TibifB

anticse tri- vel quadri-dentata, tarsis obsoletis, sed spina arti-

culata ad apicem. Tibiag posticas conicte, tarsis gracillimis,

unguibus nullis.

Obs. Color metallicus vel nigro-lucidus nunquam obscunis.

Elytra sulcata vel striata.

Hoc in circulo quinqueforma Typi sunt notandi.

TYPUS 1. Clypeus antice bidentatus. Thorax margine postico vix

acuminato, punctis duobus impressis. Pectus baud longiiis

quam latins, canaliculatum, antice carinatum. Tibiae extus

quadridentats dentibus subacutis.

Spec. l. Phanaus bellicosus.

P. nigro-violaceus, subtus niger, thorace antice excavate,

lineis utrinque duabus elevatis, elytrorum striis vitts-

formibus.

Mas. Capitis cornu longo recurvo; in medio thoracis pos-

tico cornubus duobus compressis, erectis, brevibus, biden-

tatis, fossulaque inter cornua magna impressa.

Scarabffius bellicosus. Oliv. Ent. i. 3. p. 103. n. 118. t. 22. f. 32.

Copris bellicosa. Schonherr Syn. Ins. i. p. 44. (j'ecte, at Fa-

bridi error a7iimo invito rctincndus).
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Femin^a ? Capitis cornu brevissimo erecto, utrinque uniclen-

tato, tliorace proniineiiliii triplici : intermedia lata trans-

versa supra canaliculata, tuberculo acuto utrinque munita,

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Habitat in Brasilia.

Obs. 1. Huic Copris lancifcr Fab. Scarabaus Jasius Oliv. et

Oititis Jasius Fab. associandi.

Obs. 2. Recte observatSchtinnherrius cum Illigero,vol.i. p. 31,

quod Scarabaus Jasius Oliv. et Onitis Jasius Fab. species

distinct^ sint putands; at quoniam prorsus affines sunt,

in errorem levem lapsus est ipse Insectorum Synonymia^

celeberrimus auctor, qui speciem unam Oniti et alteram

Copridi attribuit. Ut confusio demum evanescat, has

species distinguam.

Spec. 2. Phanaus Jasius.

P. nigro-viridis, capitis cornu breviusculo suberecto : lateri-

bus unidentatis, thorace punctato rugoso excavato antice

retiiso postice longitudinaliter canaliculato, femoribus vi-

ridibus.

Mas ? Capitis cornu reflexum, subacutiun : parte stipitali lon-

giore, thorace antice excavato, supra tridentato : dentibus

minutis, sequalibus, acutis.

^. Var. Thorax nigrior, supra glabriusculus, vix longitudina-

liter canaliculatus ; dente intermedio majore.

FEMiifA. Capitis cornu transversum, brevissimum : dentibus

utrinque obsoletis, thorace medio excavato : processu an-

tico transversali, tnmcato, lineari.

Scarabaeus Jasius. Oliv. Ins. 3. 109. 126. t. 7. f. 50.

Copris Jasius. Illig. Mag. iii. p. 148.

Habitat in Demerara, Cayenna.

Mus. D. ^MacLeay.

Spec. 3. Pbanam Dardanus.

P. nigro-viridis, capitis cornubusduobusbrevibusbasi conna-

tis, thorace antice carina bidentata instructo.
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Onitis Jasius. Fah. Syd. Eleutli. 1. p. 28. n. 8.

Mas. Thorax fossula utrinque svib carina; dentibus uniden-

tata ; his subacutis hnea transversa sinuata elevata postice

conjunctis.

Femina? INIare minor. Thorax fossula utrinque haud pro-

funda \ ix unidentata, carinte dentibus obtusis, linea ele-

vata minus distincta.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

HtEC species, quse capitis cornu et thorace bidentato Co-

pridi Mimanti Fab. propinquat, e Brazilia nobis est allata.

Obs. 3. Insecta alia duo quae speciebus et sexubus diversis

attribuenda sint, vix pro P. Jasii varietatibus habenda,

Entomologis adhuc proponam.

Fhanaus Abas ?

Mas niger vix viridis. Capitis coniu longiusculum, paulo

recurvum lateribus unidentatum : parte stipitali breviore,

thorace excavato, supra glabriusculo, prominentia, triplici

:

intermedia lata truncata canaliculata, aliis dentiformibus,

pedibus nigris.

Habitat in Insula Trinidad. Mus. D. MacLeay.

PhaucEUS Acrisius ?

Femina nigra vix viridis. Capitis cornu transversum, li-

neare, dentibus utrinque nuUis, thorace excavato, supra

prominentia utrinque vix elevata, glabriusculo; subtus

processu antico transversal! semicirculari munito.

Habitat in Brazilia.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

TYPUS 2. Clypeus antice sub-bidentatus. Thorax marginc postico

acuminato, punctis duobus impressis. Pectus fere duplo

longius quam latius, canaliculatum, antice caruiatum. Tibiae

extus tridentatffi dentibus obtusis.

Spec. 4. Phanaus Mimas.

P. niger et viridi-aureus, capite obsolete bicorni, thorace

inermi retuso angulato, elytris inauratis.
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Scarabffius Mimas. Linn. S^st. Nal. p. 545. n. 17.

— Oliv. Ent. 1. 3. p. 108. n. 125. t. 7. f. 50.

Copris Mimas. Fah. Syst. Ekuth. 1. p. 45. n. 68.

Mas Capite linea transversa elevata cornubusque diiobus

brevibus, basi connatis ; thorace antice valde elevatiore,

angulis subporrectis.

Femina mutica, capite lineis duabus transversis elevatis,

thoraceque linea alia transversa semicirculari elevata an-

tice instructo.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Habitat in America Meridionali.

Obs. 4. Copridem Mimantem forte ad Onitis genus amandan-

dam esse suspicatus est eel. Fabricius, at affinitas ilia

Phanaei circuli omnis pro charactere est habenda.

Obs. 5. Phan<Eo Mimanti Copris Fauntis Fab. Belzebul Fab. et

Scarabceus Belzebul Oliv. adhuc associandi.

Obs. 6. Si in Copridis Jasii descriptione hallucinatus sit Fa-

bricius, errorem similem eel. Olivier baud equidem vitavit.

Mas eiiim sui Scarahcei Belzebul a Fabricii Copride Belzebul

diftert, et species sic distinguantur.

Spec. 5. Phaneus Belzebul.

P. niger, capitis cornu brevi baud recurvo: basi corniculo

utrinque armata, thorace punctate -rugoso prominentia

triplici : intermedia multo latiore, elytrorum striis versus

apicem subobsoletis.

Scarabseus sulcatus. Drury III. 1. 1. 35. f. 1.

Scarabasus Belzebul. Fab. S. Ent. p. 23. n. 88.

Fab. Ent. Syst. 1. p. 46. n. 152.

Scarabaeus Belzebul femina. Oli7>. Ent. 1. 3. 107. 124. t, 14.

f. 136.

Copris Belzebul. Fab. Sysl. Eleuth. 1. p. 37. n. 32.

Mas. Capitis cornu erectum, corniculis ad basin distinctis,

thorace antice sub prominentia intermedia excavato, cor-

niculis utrinque acutis.
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Fe MIXA capitis cornu brevissimo subproitrato : coniicuhs

ad basiu obsolecis, thorace antice truncate; cornicuiis

utrinque subobtusis.

Habitat in Insula Jamaicensi.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. 7. Speciem semper icone determiaari apud Drurjeum

oportet: descriptiones enim ejus plerumque nihih sunt,

tabulae autem accuratissims.

Oas. 8. P. Belzebul sectioni pracedeati inter Phanjeum quern

{Abantem niihi) ex insula Trinitatis descripsi et P. Bar-

danicm propinquat: hujus enim thoracem, illius autetu

capitis cornu ad basin unidentatum habet.

Spec. 6. Phaneus Moloch.

P. niger, capitis cornu basi tuberculo utrinque inconspicuo,

thorace glaberrimo antice retusospinoso : partis superioris

in medio linea longitudinali impressa, fossulaque cornu

externum a duobus aliis lateralibus utrinque divldente,

elytrorum striis latis baud profundi*.

Mas ? Capitis cornu longum recur\Tim. Thorax cornicuiis

septem, septimo transverse, apice emarginato, in medio

thoracis lineas longitudinalis ad originem protenso.

Femina. Capitis cornu brevius vix recurvum. Thorax tu-

berculis sex fere asquaUbus, subacutis, septimo medio

emarginato nuUo.

Scarabssus Belzebul mas. Oliv. Ent. 1 3. 107. 124. t. 14.

f. 136. a.

Copris Belzebul. Schvnnkeri Sj/n, Ins.

Habitat in Brazilia vel Insula Jamaicensi ?

Mus. D. MacLeay.

K
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TYPUS 8. Clypeus aiiticc emarginatiis. Thorax raargine postico

acuto, lobo parvo punctisque duobus obsoletis vel vix

couspicuis. Pectus paulo longius quam latins, antice

acutum baud canaliculatum, at puncto longitudinali pos-

tice impressum. Tibiae extias tridentatse dentibus acutis.

SrEC. 7. PhancEus Columbi.

P. iiigro-virescens nitidus subtus niger, capitis cornu vix re-

curve, clypeo antice nigro subtilissime rugoso ante oculos

virescente, thorace punctato-rugoso antice retuso, canali

profundo utrinqiie impresso, medio supero vix canalicu-

lato, elytrorum sulcis haud profundis.

Mas? Capitis cornu apice emarginatum. Thorax promi-

nentia inter fossulas laterales quadrispinosa, spinis exter-

nis majoribus.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Sexus alter adhuc latet.

Habitat in Brazilia.

Obs. 9. Insectum Phanao Columbi affinitate proximum, quod

ab illo capitis cornu apice simplici, thorace antice bispi-

noso et linea utrinque elevata ad angulos porrecta sub-

corniculata solum differt, in MusEeo MacLeayano hospi-

tatur.—An sexus alter ?

Obs. 10. In Phanai Columbi tibiis anticis sub spina ad apicem

articulata tarsorum rudimentum latitans, singulare, mini-

mum, vix conspicuum, articulatum, et ad apicem ciliis

duabus gracillimis longissimis instructum detexi.

TYPUS 4. Clypeus antice subemarginatus. Thorax margine pos-

tico acuto, lobo magno, punctis duobus posticis omnino
dcperditis. Pectus haud vel vix canaliculatum in sternum

acutum recurvum inter pedes productum. Tibice anticae

extus tridentatse, dentibus apicalibus acutis, altero obtuso

vel subobsoleto.

Mas cornutus.

Femina mutica.
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Spec. 3. Phanausfestivus.

P. rubroaneus, thorace glaberrimo antice prominente.

Scarabaeus festivus. Oliv. Ins. 1. 3. 110. 127. tab. ^. fig. 21.

Copris festivus. Fab. Sj/st. Eleuth. 1. p. 3Q. 5. 10.

Mas capitis cornu erectoad planum dorsi pertingente, tho-

race bicorni, medio inler.cornua compressa nigra intus re-

curva elevato, subcanaliculato, antice baud excavate.

Femina capita linea transversa elevata, thorace mutico

nigro maculato antice prominentia tripHci; intermedia

latiore, Vmeh transversa elevata angulum ad apicem for-

mante.

SoarabBBus festivus. Liyin. S^st. Nat. 2. 552. 52.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Habitat in America meridionali.

Obs. 11. In hujus insecti femina tarsorum anticorura rudimen-

tiim iterum detexi.

Obs. 12. P. festivi apud Linnseum, Fabriciumj Olivierum ac

alios character specificus male depromptus est, [hsec enim

species adeo facillime cum duabus sequentibus concolo-

ribus erat confundenda.

Spec. 9. Phunaus hilaris.

P. rubro-asneus thorace glaberrimo, antice excavate.

Mas capitis cornu erecto ad dorsi planum baud pertingente^

thorace bicorni, medio inter cornua compressa nigra ma-

cula nigra conjuncta baud intus curvata, antice excavate.

Femina capite lincfi transversa bituberrulata instructoj

thorace antice excavato bimaculato, maculis nigris.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Habitat in Demerara.

$PEC. 10. Phanaus laiitus.

P. rubro-cupreus, thorace antice punctato prominente.

Mas capitis cornu recur\'0, thorace retuso nigro maculato

antice prominentia triplici, intermedia latiore linea trans-

versa elevata semicirculari ad apicem instructa.

K 2
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Femixa capite bituberculato, thorace nigro maculato antice

prominentia quadruplici instructo intermediis acutioribus.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Habitat in Brazilia.

Obs, 13. Phanai lauti mas, nisi thorace antice punctato, capite

cornuto et colore rubro-cupreo a Phaneifestm femina vix

difFert.

Obs. 14. Ad Fhaneos festivum, hilarem et lautum, conspkillatvs

Fabricii et Humboldtii adjungendus.

TYPUS 5. Clypeus integer rotundatus. Thorax abdomine hand

latior, margine postico acuto, vix lobato, punctis posticis

interdum in mare vix unquam in femina prorsus obsoletis.

Pectus canahculatum, antice acutissimum, hand produc-

tum. Tibiae extus tridentatae, dentibus distinctis.

Mas cornutus.

Feruna mutica.

Spec. 11. Phanaus Carnifex.

P. thorace cupreo-aurato : rugis distinctis elevatis
;
punctis

posticis in mare obsoletis in femina distinctis, elytris viri-

di-seneis multipliciter striatis : rugis elevatis confluentibus

inter strias scabris.

Scarabaeus Carnifex. Linn. Si/st. Nat. p. 546. no. 22.

Oliv. Ins. 1. 3. p. 135. n. 161. p. 6.

f. 46. a. 6.

— Drury Ins. 1. p. 35. f. 3—5.

Copris Carnifex. Fab. Syst. Eleuth. 1. p. 43. n. 84.

Mas capitis cornu longitudine thoracis incurvato acuto,

thorace depresso inermi piano medio triangulari : angulis

posticis productis subacutis.

Femina capitis cornu brevissimo emarginato, thorace con-

vexo antice truncato linea transversa elevata instructo.

j3. Var. thorace viridi-aeneo ac elytris violaceis.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Habitat in America scptcntrionali.
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Obs. 15, Apud Olivierum figura 86, tab. 10, banc ad speciem

baud pertinet, at insecto P. splendidulo Fab. affini forsan

est assimilanda.

Obs. 16. Phanai Carnificis characteres ita recensui, ut varie-

tatibus a sequentibus vix speciebus facilius dignosceretur.

Phanaus vindcx?

P. thorace cupreo-aurato supra bicorni : inter cornua linea

elevata transversa ; rugis distinctis elevatis
;
punctis pos-

ticis in utroqiie sexu obsoletis, elytris viridi-aeneis multi-

pliciter striatis.

Mas capitis cornu brevissimo baud capitis longitudine aciito

vix recurvo, tborace bicorni medio subexcavato : cornubus

compressis obsoletis.

Scarabaeus Carnifex var. Drury Ins. 1. p. 35. f. 4.

Femina capita tuberculato: tuberculo transverse, tborace

supra subexcavato quadrate.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Habitat in America boreali, P. Camifici nimis affinis.

PhancEUs igneus?

P. thorace cupreo - aurato : rugis inconspicuis elevatis

:

punctis posticis in mare saltern distinctis, elytris viridi-

zeneis inter strias punctis impressis.

Mas capitis cornu capitis longitudine incurvato obtuso,

tborace depress© piano : angulis lateralibus posticis in cor-

nua compressa intus subcurvata productis.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Femina adbuc latet.

Habitat in Georgia Americae borealis.

Obs. 17. His C. spkndididus Fabricii ac C. flonger Kiih'u asso-

ciandi, sed a quinto formas typo longiiis recedentes per

alias species adbuc ineditas ad P. bellkosum Entomolo-

gum denuo reportant.

Obs. 18. Pbanceus omnis his quinque tj'pis facile referendus

est; ac circulus undique conne.\us ita formatur quem ut
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supra e triginta speciebus in musaeo MacLeayano asser-

vatis sedulo evolvi. En naturae arboris dichotomi corpora

omnia proferentis terrestria organica ex ramusculis ex-

tremis aspicias unum

!

Obs. 19. Si genus Circulum undique connexum significare va-

leat, turn praterea si omnis divisionis generici cogitatio

ex animo extirpata fuerit Phanaeum pro genere aliquatenus

naturali oporteat haberi. Si vero genus contra pro divi-

sione sit habendum, quis Phanseo termiuos praescribet?

Obs. 20. P. Carnifex formatam e stercore pilulam conjunctis

viribus per totam jestatem usque in foveam determina-

tam volvere ac volutare apud Linnsum diciturj An om-

nium Phanaeorum mores ab imo discantur ?

Ob3. 21. Insecta quae Phanaei circulo proxime accedunt, for-

ma vero quse distincta fruuntur sunt Copris CaroUnus Fab.

C. Hesperus Oliv. C. Nistis Oliv. C. tridens Fab. ac Ofiitis

Bison Fab.

Genus. Scarab^us, Linne.

SCARAB-EUS, Linn. DcGeer. Oliv. CoFRIS, Geoff. AteuchuS|

Web. Fab. Lai. Actinophorus, ^urw.

Antenna articulis novem, articulo primo cylindrico, ad apicem

et ad basin paulo crassiore, secundo subconico, tertio, quar-

to, quinto et sexto duobus ultimis praesertim brevibus, tertio

et quarto subconicis, quinto et sexto pateraformibus, septimo,

octavo et nono capitulum ovatum subcompressum trans-

versum formantibus, septimo pateraeformi alios fere inclu-

dente.

Labrum subquadratum, ad apicem subacutura, angulis anticis

rotundatis.

Mandibultz ad basin tricuspidatas, deinde in laminam vix con-

cavam, trigonam, externe corneo-coriaceam, intus coriaceo-

membranaceam productar, latere intemo et apice villis bre-

vibus fimbriatae.
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Maxilla lacinia apicali miilto majore siibquadrata, margine ex-

terno subarcuato fimbriato; lobo interne dentiformi acuto.

Palpi Maxillures articulo basilar! minimo, secundo et tertio ob-

conicis, secundo majore, externo ovali cylindrico longissimo,

secundo fere duple longiore. Labiales menti ad angulos su-

peros inserti, articulo basilari subconico vix secundo majore,

sed aperte longiore quam latiore, latere interno arcuato.

Labium laciniis subtrigonis.

Mentiim subquadratum, lateribus convexis.

Clypeus subtrilobus, lobo medio latiore emarginato, utrinque

bidentato. Corpus depressum, elytrorum margine externo

post humeros nee proflmde ncc abrupte sinuato. Pedes

villosi, tibiis anticis extus quadridentatis
;

posticis ad api-

cem oblique truncatis, inde tarsis illarum lateribus posticis

insertis; tibiarum earundem ipso apice cum calcare in

spinam validam producto, tarsorum dimidii ad minus lon-

gitudine.

Spec. 1. Scarahaus Sacer.

S. obscuro-niger, occipite bituberculato, elyti'is subla;vibus

lineis sex impressis obsoletis.

Scarabgeus Sacer. Linn. Sijst. Nat. ed. 13. vol. i. p. ii. p. 545.

Oliv. Ent. vol. i. no. 3. tab. 8. fig. 59.

Ateuchus Sacer. Fab. Si/st. Eleuth. torn. i. p. 54.

Lat. Gen. Lis. et Crust, vol. ii. p. 77.

Habitat in Europa australiori, Africa.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. 1. Hoc genus circuli nondum examinati partem forsan

constituens, prorsus artificiale videtur, at sic fere omnia

!

A Fabricii Ateuchis genera Gymnopleurum et Canthonem

jamdudum separavit Cel. Illiger; ilia autem insecta Co-

prophaga cli/peo radiato celeberrima Scarabaei nomine sola

dignatus sum. Tertiae apud Latreillium Gen. Crust, et

Ins. vol. 2. p. 78. sectionis Ateuchi Filularius Linn., &c.

uoraen retineant.
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Fam. APHODIID.E.

Locum inter Scarabasidas et Trogidas Aphodiidarum verum ge-

nerum anatomia indicari vix opus est, VEgialiae enim apud Latreil-

lium {Gen. Ins. et Crust.) et Psammodii characteres apud Gyllen-

hallum consuluisse sufficiat.

Tarn. TROGID.^.

Genus. ACANTHOCERUS.

TroXj Fabricius.

Antenncz decem-articulatx, articulo basilari crasso triangularis,

uno angulo antico in spinam acutam producto, altero trun-

cate, articulum secundum parvum subconicum recipiente;

capitulo ut in Troge articulis divergcntibus fere pectinato.

Labrum deorsum spectans, exsertum, transverso-quadratum,

margine antico vix emarginato.

Mandibul<z exsertae, corner, validse, oblongs, crassae, subper>T

tagonje, supra concavas latere extern© rotundato ; apice exte-

rior! subacute, interior! unidentato, margine interno ciiiato.

Max'dl(E intus ad basin corneae unidentatae, lacinia terminali

m^mbranacea, dilatata, quadrata vel subrotundata, intus ci-

liata.

Palpi Maxillares articulo basilar! minutissimo, secundo, tertio

et quarto subcoijicis, hoc longissimo cylindrico apice obtuso.

Labiales breves, articulis secundo et tertio subconicis.

Mentum quasi e duplic! parte formatum, alia apical! cordata ad

basin truncala, carinata, margine antico emarginato, lateri-

bus rotundatis, elevatis; altera prioris stipite transversa con-

cava, mq.rg!ne antico recto, linear!.

Clypeus porrectus subquadratus, margine antico lobato, lobo

subacuto. Os sub capite latitans, instrumentis cibariis

verticalibus. Corpus ovatum, valde convexum, eljtris ab-

domen globosum longe obtegentibus. Thorax lunarls.
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margine postico semicirculari, vel angiilis posticis emar-

ginatis. Scutellum magnum, distinctum. Pedes, postici

prsesertim, magni, lati, compressi, subcontractiles ; tibiis

extus arcualis, basi angustioiibus, fere acutis ; anticis vix

extus dentatis, alteris inermibus. Tarsi graciles, quatuor

posticis pone tibias reflexis latitantibus.

Obs. 1. Genus antennarum forma et habitu generali Trogidis

sane affine, cum illis ergo recte ponendum. Maxillarum

vero structura mandibulasque exserts Hybosori propin-

quitatem baud parvam satis demonstrant, dum clypeo in-

strumenta cibaria occultante et situ oris vertical! Elephas-

tomo aliquatenus quoque Acanthocerus conferatur. An

subdivisio bina circularis rursus nobis in suspicionem sit

adduQenda? Ulterius jam progredi nequeo licet conjec-

turam supradictam aliquantulum confirmaverit hujus in-

secti singularis anatomia.

Spec. 1, Acanllioceriis (uncus.

A. ffineus, antennis corporeque subtus ferrugineis, capita an-

tice punctato postice cum thorace glaberrimo, elytris

punctato-striatis: punctis elevatis rarissimis vix distinctis,

pedibus obscure aeneis.

Habitat in America boreali.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs, 2. Trox spinicornis Fab. Syst. Eleuth. vol. i. p. 112. huic

generi associandus.

Genus. Phoberus.

Trox, Fab. Oliv.

AntenncE dccem-articulatce, articulo basilar! triquetro-trigono,

magnOj crasso, piloso, secundo oblongo globoso, tertio conico

graciliore, quarto, quinto, sexto et septimo pateiteformibus.

Ixihium subsemicirculare, crustaceum, antice vix emarginatum,

ciliatum, lateribus rotundatis.
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MandihuU validae, breves, crassas, triquetro-ti'igonae, arcuatee,

inermes, apice acutissimse.

Maxillte hirsutae, processii interno spinis duabiis hirsutis elon-

gatisjintus arcuatis, acutis,armato; terminali coriaceo-mem-

branaceo, vel potius pilis longissimis instructo.

Palpi Maxillares articulo secundo conico, tertio breviori conico,

ultimo cylindrico ovato. Labiales breves, articulo ultimo cy-

lindrico ovato, aliis subcrassiore.

Mentum breve, subquadratum, margine antico truncate, ciliato,

et lateribus convexis.

Caput semicirculare. Corpus convexum, apterum, subtus pla-

niusculum. Thorax scabriusculus, caput excipiens, margi-

nibus lateralibus dilatatis ; scutello baud distincto. Elytra

abdomen longe obtegentia. Tibise aiiticje vix dentatae.

Obs. a Troge instrumentis cibariis et corpore aptero distinc-

tum, sed ad circulum eundem certe pertinens.

Spec. 1. Fhohems horridus.

P. ater, thorace elytrisque spinosis : his striis quinque spino-

sis margineque ciliatis.

Trox horridus. Fab. Si/st. Eleuth. vol. i. p. 111.

Oliv. Lis. 1. 4. 5. 1. tab. 1. fig. 2.

Scarabffius pectinatus. Pall. Icon. 1. p. 10, tab. A. tig. 10,

Habitat ad Caput Bonae Spei.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Genus. Cryptodus.

Antenna: dum contrahuntur ut in Troge sub thoracis lateribus

inflexa?, novem-articulatse, articulo basilari glabro, dilatato,

triquetro-trigono, reliquos usque ad clavam operiente, arti-

culo sexto vix distincto, septimo vel capituli prime dilatato,

subconico, duobus aliis dilatatis.

Labrum corneum, semicirculare, margine solum exsertum.

Mandihula nee validse nee crass», triquetro-trigonEE, arcuatae,

apice acutissimK, ad basin sinu interrupto unidcntata.
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MaxillcB glabra?, corneae, validae, processu terminali spinis

duabus glabris elongatis intus arcuatis acutissimis instruc-

to ; lacinia interna, loco ciliarum prscedentis generis, spinis

tribus mimitissimis acutis nunc armata.

Palpi Maxillares fere omnino ut in Phobero. Labiales mento

absconditi, intus labii ad latera inserti, articulo ultimo duo-

bus aliis conjunctim multo longiore, conico-cylindrico, gra-

cili, subobtuso, stipite conico.

Labium membranaceum, pilosum, mento prorsus absconditum,

processubus duobus formatum; primo menti ad perpendicu-

lum in stipite affixo, subquadrato, marginibus emarginatis

;

secundo sicut ferrum equinum brachiis duobus horizonta-

^bus instructo, membranaceis, ciliatis ; omni ita galeam re-

versam aliquantulum simulante.

Mentum maximum, instrunienta cibaria, labri margine excepto,

omnino occultans, subpentagonum, antice convexum, angu-

lis subacutis, lateribusque sinuatis.

Caput planum, ut in Coprophagis subsemicirculare. Corpus

ut in Pbileuro glabrum, depressum, oblongo-ovatum. Tho-

rax transverso-quadratus. Scutellum distinctvim triangulare.

Elytra abdomen postice baud occultantia. Tibiag anticae ex-

tus tridentata^,

Oes. Genus valde anomalum, forsan osculans, Trogidarum an-

tennis mandibulis et maxillis etsi forma prorsus nova et

singular! indutis dotatum ; huic igitur famillEe Cryptodus

associandus quamvis mento labroque omnino differt, Pas-

salisque habitu generali et maxillis appropinquare potius

videatur.

Spec. l. Cryptodus paradoxus.

C. ater punctis impressis scaber, capite bituberculato, elytris

inter strias elevatas punctis excavatis cum aliis minutissir

mis omatis.

Habitat in Australasia.

Jflus. D. Maclifay.
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Gemis. M^CHIDIUS.

Trox, Kirhy.

Antenna novem-articulate, articulo basilar! magno, elongato

conico, secundo brevi conico, tertio graciliori conico, quarto

brevissimo, quinto et sexto patera;formibus ; capitulo ovato,

lamellis lanceolatis acutis.

Lahrian crustaceum, antice concavum, margine fere ut in Me-

lolonthidis emarginato.

Mandibulce ut in Troge breves, triquetro-trigonas, extus arcuatae

apice acutte, intus inermes.

Maxilla: ut in Melolonthidis crustaceas, sinuatce, apice multi-

dentata?.

Palpi Maxillares articulo secundo conico, tertio vix breviori,

externo cylindrico apice truncate. Labiales brevissimi.

Mentum magnum, lateribus truncatis, quasi e duplici parte for-

matum, hac stipitali, alia terminali inflexa antice emarginata.

Caput subsemicirculare, baud transverse suturatum, clypeo

antice emarginato, oculos hand ambiente, margine reflexo.

Os labri et menti concursu omnino clausum. Corpus ob-

longum, ovatum, glabrum, depressum, elytris postice non

opertum. Thorax transversus, subconvexus, antice emar-

ginatus, lateribus convexis, margineque postico truncato vix

obtusangulo. Scutellum triangulare. Pedes validi, ut in

Troge, subcompressi, tibiis anticis extus tridentatis.

Spec. 1. Machidius spurius.

M. oblongus scaber subcinereus, elytris seriatim papillatis.

Trox spurius. Kirhy, Linn, Trans, v. 12. p. 462.

Habitat in Australasia.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. Hoc insectum inter Trogem et Melolontham interme-

dium, et forsan proprio generi esse celeberrimus Kirby

primus observavit. Non equidem dubito quin Trogidis

piopius sit existiniandum.
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Fam. DYNASTIDiE.

Genus. Dasygnathus.

Antenn<£ decem-articulatae, articulo basilari longiusculo, septi-

mo minutissirao, pateraeformi.

Lahrum membranaceum, clypeo penitus occultatum, margine

antico transverse, bilobo, cmstaceo, pilis longis instructo.

Mandihula corneae, compressas, breves, cultelliformes, §upra

planjE, superficie inferior! insequali, margine externo rotun-

dato piloso, interno membranaceo vel fimbria instructo.

Maxilla breves, caule cmstaceo valido, subtrigono, processu

apicali penicilliformi, vel e setis longiusculis forjiiato,

Pulpi Maxillares crassi, articulis secundo et tertio conicis, ex-

timo ovato aliis crassiore et longiore apice subobtuso.

Mentum subquadratum, valde convexum, setis rigidis munitum,

lateribus rotundatis, margine antico depresso, emarginato,

angulis acutis.

Caput subquadratum, baud transverse suturatum, chpeo por-

recto, lateribus rotundatis, margine reflexo crassiusculo.

Corpus subtus pubescens, oblongum, ovatum, baud elytris

postice obtectum. Thorax marginatus, Scutellum parvuni,

apice rotundatum. Pedes validi, tibiis anticisextustridentatis.

Spec. l. Dasygnathus Dejeanii.

D. nigro-biunneus, subtus pilis ferrugineis opertus, clypeo

antice punctato, thorace glabro, elytris profunda striatis

ad latera scabriusculis : striis cbsoletis, ano punctato

glabro.

Habitat in Australasia.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

In honorem Dom. Baronis Dejean Galli; qui inter bella ex-

terna discordiasque civiles scientise deditus, Europa; ento-

mologiam omnis indagavit, solertissimus cultov ac ob--

seivatoracutus. •
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Oes. In Petalocerorum maxillis examinandis hujusque generis

prsesertim, quam facile et gradatim denies maxillares spi-

narum spinseque rursus ciliarum se forma induant, Tyro-

nibus operas pretium sit observare.

B. THALEROPHJGA.

Pedes plerumque graciliores, posticis ab aliis ceque dissitisj

elytra sjepius ad anum baud pertingentia.

Fam. ANOPLOGNATHID^.
Genus. Amblyterus.

Antenna: decem-articulatffi, articulo basilari setose, sccundo,

tertio, quarto et quinto globosis, sexto et septimo brevibus

pateraeformibus.

Labrwn crustaceunij hirsutum, exsertum, antice sub lobum de-

flexum.

MandibulcE corneas, breves, validae, subtrigono-triquetrse, supra

planae, extus arcuatos, piloss, vix emarginatas, margine in-

tern© sub-bidentato.

Maxilla crustaceae, subcylindricae, apice obtusee, pilosae, et

dentibus minutissimis instructae.

Palpi Maxillares graciles, articulis secundo et tertio conicis, ex-

terno lanceolate, aliis conjunctim longiorc, apice subacute.

Labiales articulo ultimo ovato crasso.

Mentum subquadratum, valde hirsutum, convexum, medio an-

tice producto, depresso, truncate, anguiis rotundatis palpi-

geris.

Caput subquadratum, transverse suturatum, clypeo antice ro-

tundate, margine subreflexe. Corpus ovatum, elytris postice

non opertum, scutello magne triangular!. Sternum non

productura. Pedes validiusculi, tibiis anticis extus tridentatis-

Sp'^C. 1. Amblyterus gerninatus.

A. brunneus subtus pilis testaceis obtectus, clypeo thoraceque
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punctatis ceneo-oUvaceis, scutelto glabro ceneo, elytris

sneis brunneis punctatis: seriebus quatuor punctorum

per paria ordinatis, ano hirsulo, pedibus ceneis pilosis.

Habitat in Australasia.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. Hoc in genere ad Rutelidas fere attinente Pelidnot^e man-

dibulas et mentum cernamus, dum instrumentis cibavus

Chasmodiae propinquare habeatur Dasygnathiis. Haud

tamen necesse duco Dynastidarum affinitatcm cum Am-

blyterojamultcrius pra^ferrc, quum genera inter se habitu

generali quam maxime coharentia efformant.

Gems. AnoplogNATHUS, Leach.

Antennce articulis decern, basilar! conico, crasso, sccundo sub-

globoso, quatuor proximis subconicis, septimo paterKformi

brevissimo, capituloque elongate semi-ovatopiloso.

Labrum corneum transversum, antice medio acuminatum.

MandihuU breves, subcompressre^, validce, subtrigonae, basi

crass.T, apice obtuss, edentul^e, integerrima>, extus con-

vexffi, intus acutff, margine concavo.

MaxilLe mandibuliformes, plane inermcs, valida;, corneas, sub-

trigonffi, fornicata', apice obtusa;, subemarginatte.

Pa?p° MaxiUares subclavati. Labials breves, articulo sccundo

brevissimo, externo ovato, vix ultra mentum prominulo.

Mentum subquadratimi, ad basin utrinque emarginatum, an-

gulis palpigeris, in medio processu porrecto subreHexo mu-

nitum.

Caput subquadratum, transverse suturatum, clypeo in foeminis

semper rotundato semicirculari, sed in maribus interdum an-

gulato, margine antico in uno et altero sexu reflexo. Corpus

sub-convexum, ovatum, ano nudo saltern in uno sexu. Ster-

num sffipius ad pedum primi paris originem acute productura.

Pedes validissimi, tibiis anticis in maribus saltem vix extus

tridentatis, tarsorum unguibus indivisis et intcqualibus.
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In duas divisiones commode distribui potest Anoplognathi

genus.

* Menti apice sub-acuto recurvo.

Mas clypeo producto subrostriformi, lateribus late

emarginatis, antice truncato, convexiusculo, margin©

reflexo.

FeminA clypeo semicirculari.

Spec. 1. Anoplognathus viridi-aneus.

Anoploguathus viridi-seneus punctulatiis, elytris basi punc-

tatis : punctis in strias subdigestis, pedibus castaneis, tar-

sis nigris.

A. viridi-aeneus. Leach, Zool. Miscellany, vol. 2. p. 44.

Melolontha viridi-ssnea. Don, Ins. New Holl.

Habitat in Nova Hollandia. Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. a. viridi-tarsis Leach, rugosus Kirby, inustus Kirby, huic-

generis sectioni associandi.

* * Menti opice truncato suhrecurvo. Genus Repsimus,

Leach, MSS.

Maris femora et tibiae valde sunt incrassata;, at clypeus in

utroque sexu semicircularis. In his a sectione priore

difFerentias cardo prscipue vertitur.

Spec. 2. Anoplognathus Di/tiscoides.

A. niger nitidissimus, clypeo atro subrugoso : punctis duobus

postice impressis, thorace atro-ferrugineo, elytris glaber-

rirais atris, corpore subtus nigro pilis albidis ad abdominis

latera praesertim hirsuto, pedibus rufis, tarsis nigris.

Habitat in Australasia. Mus. D. MacLeay.

Spec. S. Anoplognathus Brownii.

A. rufus nitidissimus, capite nigro rugoso postice baud bi-

punctato, thorace rufo, elytris brunneis glaberrimis, cor-

pore subtus nigro pilis albidis ad abdominis latera prs-

sertim hirsuto, pedibus rufis, tarsis nigris.

Botanicorum hodiernorum principi hanc spccie.Ti dicavi pree-
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cedent! nimis affinem ab illo in Australasia lectam, et meo

cum patre amicissime communicatam.

Obs.—Secundam Anoplognathi seclionem novum esse ge-

nus sibi persuasum habet vir in scientia naturali omni

celeberrimus, Entomologiapraecellens,D. Leach; necmihi

quidem displicuisse hujus sententiam putari vellem, parvi

quoniam plane interest utrum diligentia observentur di-

visiones artificiales, an cuique liceat eas contemnere. Si

vero ordinem pra?cedentem ad pulcherrimam sectionum

affinitatem inter se exponendam aptiorem fuisse habuerim,

Entomologi adeo in errorcm duci minus quam in veri-

tatem mihi videntur.

Genus. Leucothyreus.

AntenntB decem-articulata?, articulo primo conico, piloso, se-

cundo sub-globoso, articulis tertio et quarto longiusculis,

cylindricis, gracillimis, septimo brevissimo pateraeformi ; ca-

pitulo semi-ovato piloso.

Labrum magnum antice lobatum, lobovix obtuso.

Mandibults breves, subtriquetro-trigonEe, supra plans', apice

crassiores, intcgrse, obtiisa?, extus arcuata-, pilosa', intus sub-

acutse.

Maxilla mandibuliformes, validte, breves, vix arcuatae, sed me-

dio quasi fractae, apice obtusce, subbidentatae.

Pa/pj Maxi! lares subclavati; Labiales brevissimi articulo ulti-

mo vix ultra mentum obvio.

Mentum transversum, subquadrattmi, basi palpigerum, medio

antice producto; processus hujus apice crasso, vix recurve,

profunde emarginato.

Caput subquadratum, transverse suturatum, clypeo scmicircu-

lari, margine refiexo. Corpus oblongo-ovatum convexiuscu-

lum; thoracis lateribus sinuatis; sterno baud producto.

Pedum liemora baud incrassata; tibiis anticis extus vix

tridentatis. Tarsorum ex unguibus uaus indivisus alter bi-

fidus.

L
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Spec. i. Leticothi/reus Kirbi/anns.

L. capite thoraceque aeneis piinctatis; hoc utrinque squamis

albidis asperso, elytris viridi-brunneis baud nitidis obso-

lete punctatis ; lineis qiiatuor subelevatis, scutello albido

squamis obtecto, corpore subtus cupreo ; lateribus albido-

squamosis, ano scabriusculo lituris duabus albo-squamo-

sis, pedibus seneis.

Habitat in Brazilia. Mus. D. MacLeay.

Ob consilia mihi araicissime oblata, dixi in honorem Dom.

Kirby, qui opere nunquam nimis laudando Monographin

Apum Anglic nomen Anglicanum in summa scientiae na-

turalis fastigia attulit.

Obs. Ex Leucothyreis in Geniatem ac alia Anoplognathida-

rum genera maxillis multidentatis facili gradu ducimur.

Fam. MELOLONTHID.E.

Genus. S ERICA.

ScARABiEiJs, Linn. Melolontha, Fab. Oliv. Lat.

AntenncE articulis decern, basilari crasso clavato piloso, secundo

globose, tertio et quarto subcylindricis brevibus, quinto co-

nico, sexto et septimo paterjeformibus, hoc vix distincto;

capitulo trilamellato, maris valde elongate angusto.

Labrum emarginatum, pilosum.

Mandibul(£ brcvissimje, crasso, trigono-triquetne.

Maxilhc mandibulis duplo longiores, trigono-triquetrcP, intus

ad apicem se.xdentatae, caule subquadrato, margine interao

recto.

Fulpi Maxillares, articulis omnibus praster extimum pilosis,

hoc aliis conjunctim breviore, cylindrico, apice subacute.

Labiales articulis primo secundoque hirsutis, ultimo acutis-

simo, vix incurvo.

Mentum oblongo-quadratum, stipite convexo vel antice retuso

;

parte apicali carina vel linea elevata transversa ; margine

antico emarginato.
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Corpus breviter ovatum, convexum, clytris elongatis. Thorax

brevissimus, transversus; scutello oblongo-triangulari. Pedes

tenues, tarsis longissimis, unguibus fequalibus ad apicem

bifidis; dente supero graciliore, longiore, aciito.

Spec. 1. Serica bruunea.

S. rufo-testacea glabra, clypeo punclato : vertice plerumque

nigricante, thorace vix punctiilato : puncto utrinque ob-

soleto fiisco, elytris obsolete punctato-striatis.

Melolontha brunnea. Fab. Si/st. Eleuth. ii. 170. 54.

ScarabiTus brunneus. Marsh. Ent. Brit.

Scarabffiusbrunneus. Linii. Si/st. Nat. ii. 556. 71.

Habitat in Europa sabulosis.

Genus. EuCHLOiiA.

]\lELOL0NTnA, Tub. Oliv.

Anienna articulis novem, basilar! conico elongato, seciindo,

tertio, quarto, quinto et sexto brevibus subglobosis; capi-

tulo ovato, triphyllo, elongato, antennarum longitudinis

totius baud dimidiuni aquante.

Labrum prominulum, clypeo fere absconditum, margine antico

lineari, ciliato, emarginato, lateribus rotundatis.

Mandibulcc latitantes subtrigonae supra plana, latere extcrno

rotundato, interno ciliato ad apicem tridentato.

MaxilU caule subtrigono-triquetro, ad apicem inflexce scx-

dentatas.

Falpi Maxillares articulo terminali cylindrico ovato. Labiales

articulis secundo et ultimo longitudinc aqualibus, hoc subu-

lato.

Mentum subquadratum, margine antico emarginato, angulis

truncatis rotundatis ac lateribus sinuatis, posticc valde con-

vexis.

Caput subquadratum, clypeo lateribus rotimdatis, margine re-

flexo. Corpus ovatum convexum, postice elytris baud oper-

L2
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turn. Thorax subquadratus, ad basin duplo longior quam

latior, latere postico sinuato vix lobato. Scutellum parvum

cordato-truncatum. Sternum baud productum. Pedes va-

lidiusculi tibiis anticis bidentatis. Tarsorum ungues pusti-

corum indivisi, reliquorum ex unguibus unus bifidus alter

indivisus.

Spec. 1. Euchlo?-a virldis.

E. glabra punctata supra viridis subtus cupreo-aurata, pedi-

bus cupreis.

Melolontha viridis. Fab. Ent. St/st. ii. 160. 23.

Melolontha viridis. 0/it;. Tni^.i. 5.29.31.tab.3.fig. 21.b.

/3. Var. Elytris cupreo-raarginatis.

Ilabitat in China. Mus. D. MacLeay.

Spec. 2. Euchlora Jurinii.

E. nitidissima punctata supra viridi-olivacea subtus viridi-

cuprea, thorace utrinque punctis duobus imprcssis, pedi-

bus viridibus.

Habitat in Java.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Dixi in honorem illius Entomologiae magistri prsecellentis D.

Jurine apud Genevenses anatomise artisque chirurgicae doctissimi

professoris.

Obs. 1. En genus Asiaticum Areodse proximum, speciebus e

pluribus constans, quod a Melolonthidis quidem maudibu-

lis extus integris sub clypeo latitantibus, maxillis sinuatis,

et sterno hand producto, a Rutelidis contra labro tenui

prominulo, et mento subquadrato vix retuso baud longe

distat. Hlc igitur inter Petalocera Thalerophaga subdivi-

sio duplex eadem quam circulos duos inter Saprophaga

jam formantem observavimus, facile discernatur.

Obs.. 2. Inter Euchlorse genus et Rutelam ignitam Oliv. Cyani-

pede/n K. &c. veniunt Cetonia Macropus K. (Anglice, Kan-

garoo Beetle) et Melolontha chrysochlora Humboldt. Ohi. de

Zool. et d'Anat. Comp.
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Genus. Chalepus.

ScARAB.tus, Voet. Melolontha, Fab. Oliv. Geotrvpes,

Sch'6nhen\

Antenna quasi fractae, articulis decern, basilari subconico vel

potius antice lobato, secundo subgloboso minuto, sexto sep-

timoque mpjoribus paterceformibus ; capitulo triphyllo, sub-

compresso elongate ovato.

Labrum sub clypeo latitans, margine antico lunari vix obvio,

infra subemarginato.

Mandibula ad basin crassse, triquetro-trigopae, extus arcuatae,

apice acutae, intus inermes.

Maxilla Crustacea", validae, elongatce, subcompressse, vix si-

nuate, apice sexdentatce, dentibus brevibus validis corneis.

Falpi Maxillares articulo primo vix distincto, secundo subco-

nico, tertio breviori conico, ultimo elongato cylindrico ovato,

ad apicem basinque graciliore. Labiales breves ad menti

loborum dorsa inserti, articulo primo gracili conico, secundo

breviore crassiore conico, extimo cylindrico ovato.

Meaturn subquadratum, versus apicem utrinque paulo angusta-

tum, margine supero profunde emarginato, lobis subrotun-

datis—Supra convexum, margine postico emarginato vel po-

tius excavato.

Caput subquadratimi vel trapezoide, transverse suturatum,

clypeo antice truncato vix emarginato. Corpus subcon-

vexum, thorace transverso lateribus convexis, margineque

postico truncato. Sternum non productum. Elytra abdo-

men baud obtegcntia. Tibiee antics extus tridentatje.

Spec. 1. Chalepus geminatus.

C. nigro-piceus nitidus, capite thoraceque punctatis, elytris

punctato-striatis: striis gemin^tis interstitiisque punctatis.

Scarabasus fimosus Surinamensis. Voet. Ins. 21. 140.

Melolontlw geminata. Fab. Syst. Eleuth,
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Melolontha diibia. Oliv. Eat. vol. i. no. 5. p. 32. tab. 3.

fig. 20. a. b.

Geotrupes lugubris. Sclumherr. Si/non. Ins. vol. 1. p. 21. 1.2.

f. 1. a.

Habitat in America meridionali. Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. 1. A synonymia laudata nomen derivatiir genericiim.

M. geminatam Fab. Syst. Eleuth. siicE Apogonia gcviellatcc

congenericam esse suspicatur CI. Kirby, l.inn. Trans, v. xii.

p. 404. Familiis autem diversis hac insecta, nisi fallor, dis-

tribuenda sunt; descriptione enim apud Fabricium et

Schbnherri Synonymia Insectorum collatis, M. geminatam

pro novi generis typo Americani, Euchloram vel genera

Riitclidarum extima Dynastidis annectentis esse haben-

dam mihi persuasissimum est; Apogonia vero Anoplogna-

thidis apud Kirbium recte associata pro genere omnino

Asiatico, hujus familiae extremo, habeatur.

Obs. 2. Si fiiciem suam Ileteromerorum persona occultasse

animo Chalepus fingatur, Ilexodontis genus statim videbi-

mus. Quod enimvero patri meo sunnna benevolentia dedere

Musffii Gallici administratores doctissimi, auspice eel. La-

treillio, illi exemplari antennae desunt. Anatomia vero hu-

jus insect! tam rari quam singularis reliqua nuperrime per-

pensa, Labro brevi corneo subemarginato ; Mandibulis

corneis crassis triquetro-trigonis arcuatis apice subacutis

;

Maxillis crustaceis, validis, elongatis, vix sinuatis apice

sexdentatis; Palpis maxillaribus articulp primo minimo,

secundo conico, tertio breviori conico, ultimo elongate,

labialibus brevibus, articulo primo et secundo conicis ex-

timo cylindrico ovato; Mento subquadrato margine su-

pero emarginato ; Capite subquadrato, clypeo antice trun-

cato vix emarginato—Haec omnia et adhuc alia Chalepi

proximitatem satis mihi monstraverunt. Quoad corporis

formam a Petaloceris Hexodon longe distat, illam Hete-

jromerorum potius referens ut genus inter Asidarii et Ero-
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dium ponendum primo intuitu prorsus esse videatiir. Cha-

racteres enim prociil duliio Pinielidiscum illo communes

sunt,nempe,Caput thorace multo angustius, illius margine

antico profunde emarginato intrusum, Oculi parvi, Elytra

subtus intlexa dilatata corporis latera involventia, Scutel-

lum breve, Pectus bi-evissimum fere nullum, cum corpore

denique ipso suborbiculari supra convexo subtus piano.

Quum vero hsc ipsa Trogidis quodammodo adsunt, inter

Troges et Chalepum Hexodontis situm quasi temporarium,

examine ulteriori si minus emendatione carentem eruditis

offerre baud incautus vellem.

Fam. GLAPHYRID.E.

Interea dum ha'c familia inter Melolontham et Cetoniam a La-

treillio recte disponitur, genera quadam extrema vel horum potius

typos Amphicomam ahdominalem (Lat. Gen. Ins.) et Trichium triline-

atiim (Fab.) indicasse sufficiat.—Fateri autem oporteat banc dicendi

rationem nullas leges agnoscere posse, ideoque generimi Petaloce-

rorum Synopsi diutius esse attendendum.

Obs. Hie locanda sunt genera Monochelus Knoch et An-

thipna Eschscholtz Act. Acad. Imp. Scient. Petrop. vol. vi.

p. 472. quorum ultimum, monente Leachio, duas divi-

siones genericas Latreillianas Amphicomam et Anysony-

chem continere videtur.

Fam. CETONIIDiE.

Genus. Platygenia.
AntenruE decem-articulats, articulo basilar! magno crasso, co-

nico, parum elongate, secundo subgloboso ; sexto lato pa-

teraeformi; septimo brevissimo, vix distincto; capitulo sub-

compresso, elongato ovato.

Lahrurn clypeo penitus tectum, lato-transversum, subcordatum,

submembranaceum, antice emarginatum, hirsutissimum.

Mandibula breves, basi crasss, cornea', latere externo producto,
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corneo, lanceolate, apice rotundato vel obt\iso, mcnibrana

subquadrata, translucida, fimbriata intiis auclas.

Maxilla lacinia interna siibtrigona, dilatata, apice emarginata,

setosa ; terminali fasciculis penicilliformiLus elongatis in-

structa.

Falpi Maxillares articulo secundu hiibsilobuso, tcrlio subconico,

extimo subovato cylindrico, a])ice obtuso. Labiales in ore

sa?pe latitantes, versus menti angulos inscrti.

Mentum latissimura, subquadratuni, in medio concavum, late-

ribiis subemarginatis, margineque antico emarginato, sub-

reflexo.

Caput quadratiim ; clyjieo integro margine subrefiexo. Corpus

depressum.subtusvix piksuni,postice elytris baud opertum.

Thorax latus depressus, luteribus convexis, margine postico

truncate. Scutellum mediocre subtrigonum. Sternum non

productum, pectore magno, medio hirsuto. Pedes validi;

Tibiis anticis extus bidentatis, posticis intus hirsutissirais.

Obs. Genus inter Cetoniidas forma singularis et habitus fere

Saprophagi, nullo tamen modo Rectoceris accedens. At

verbis quid opus est? Si Lucanis Cetoniid<E annectantur,

actum est ilicet de omni ordine naturali.

Spec. Platygenia Zairica.

P. atra nitida, capite punctato, thorace glabro, elytris striatis,

ano et corpore subtus atro-ferrugineis haud nitidis.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Insectum in ripas Zairae fluminis Africani insalubres a Do-

mino Cranch, pro scientiis naturalibus et entomologia

imprimis heu ! quantum deflendo, nuper lectum.

Genus. Gymnetis.

Cetoxia, Fab. Oliv. Latr.

Antenna: articulis decern, basilari subgloboso magno, clava tri-

phylla ovata.
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Labrum margine antico ciliato, einarginato, lateribus rotund atis.

MandibuliE breves, processus latere externi fere sinuato, apice

obtuso vel rotuudato.

Maxilla lacinia interna membranacea, ciliata, processii termi-

nal! articulate, compresso, fimbria hirsuta instructo.

Palpi Maxillares vix ultra maxillarum apicem products, arti-

culis primo et secundo brevibus, penultimo conico, ultimo

subcylindriro apice truncate. Labiales menti lateribus exca-

vatis inserti, articulis duobus baseos conicis, externo lon-

gissimo ovato.

JMeiitian cordato-truncatum, ad basin et ad latera depressum,

iitrinque paulo angustatum, et lineis duabus elevatis angu-

lum ad apicem formantibus instructum ; margine antico pro-

funde emarginato, lateribus rotundatis.

Caput subquadratum ; clypeo supra irregulari. Corpus ovatum

depressum, ad humeros latins, elytrorum margins externo

ad basin abrupte sinuato. Thorax subtrigonus, antice an-

gustior et truncatus, postice lobatus, lobo magno triangu-

lari apice subobtuso. Scutellum minimum. Sternum tu-

berculiforme, vix ad pedum secundi paris originem obtuse

productum. Pedes graciles tibiis anticis bidentatis, fere tri-

dentatis, unguibus aequalibus indivisis. Scapulae secundi et

tertii pedum paris distinctie.

Spec. Gymnetis iiitida.

G. viridi testacea, capite spina incumbente.

Scarabieus nitidus. Linn. Syst. Nat. ii. 552. 52.

Cetonia nitida. Fab. Sj/st. Eleuth. ii. 139. 24.

Oliv. Eiif. i. 6. 18. 14. tab. 3. f. 16.

Habitat in America boreali.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. In speciebus quibusdam, genus propriam forsan effor-

mantibus, scutellum prorsus evanescit.
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Fam. RUTELID^.
Formae typi omnis inter Rutelidas mihi posthac prjepo-

nencU tempus sit; pauca tameii quae ad banc familiam

cognoscendam lectori utilia sint nunc preemonere licet.

Tres sunt Rutclae typi apud CI. Latreilliuni, qui tot

genera adeo indicasse dicatur.

1. Melolontha punctata, Fab.

Cetonia ignita (Oliv.)et E.n/anipes K.hoc cum insecto affinitatem

haud levem habent, tametsi instrumentis cibariis, maxillis prajsertim,

illas difFerri suspicor.

2. Cetonia Lineola, Fab.

Genus quidem distinctum quod Rutelaj nomen retineat. Huic

Rutela pulchella K. proprii generis insectum proxime accedit, at sic

generice dignoscatur.

Rutela Lineola. Mandibul^ intus tridentatae,

MaxilljE breviores arcuatas, ad apicem sexdentatas at laciniis

duabus majoribus vix instructas.

Palpi maxillares articulo secundo et tertio fere eadem longitu-

dine, extimo elongate, ovato, apice tnmcato.

Mentum subquadratum, margine antico emarginato, angulis

truncatis lateribusque vix sinuatis.

Rutela pulcliella. Mandibulas intus inermes.

Maxillae elongatae, rectiusculae, ad apicem laciniis duabus tri-

dentatis instructae.

Palpi maxillares, articulo secundo longiore, extimo maximo,

ovato lanceolate, apice subacute.

Mentum oblongo-quadratiun, margine antico emarginato, an-

gulis anticis subacutis roUuidatis, lateribus valde sinuatis.

A Rutela. pulchella, nisi instrumcntis cibariis ncndum cxaminatis,

R. Liturclla K. vix lon^^e recedat.
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3. Cetonia Chrysis, Fab.

Huic form£E typo accedunt Cetonia fucata Fab., smarugdula Fab.,

clavata Fab., lucida Fab., splendida Fab., lateralis Oliv. &tc. Alium

adhuc typum quem Cel. Latreillius baud quidem cognoverat Cbas-

modias genus constituere putavi.

Obs. Hexodon genus est fere Saprophagum quod perperam

Rutelidis associatum fuisse censeo.

Genus. Chasmodia.

Antenna articulis decern, basilar! magno, subarcuato, conico

;

secundo subgloboso; tertio longiore, subcylindrico; quarto,

quinto, et sexto brevibus; septimo brevissimo patera?formi;

capitulo ovato elongato.

Labruni porrectinn, ciliatum, bifidum, laciniis rotundatis.

Maudibula va\idie,coTnece, elongatae, subtus canaliculatce, latere

externo profunde emarginato, extra clypeum eminulo, in-

terno membranaceo ciliato, apice interno integro.

Maxilla corneae, bidcntata-, supra membranacea?, ciliis pro-

ductis penicilliforniibus.

Falpi Maxillares, articulo tertio subgloboso, quarto ovato apice

obtuso. Labiales graciles, ad angulos menti inserti, articulo

extimo subacuto.

JlfeK^Mwelongatum, concavum, lateribus sinuatis, vel ad palpo-

rum insertionem profunde excavatis, apice truncato maximo

ciliato.

Caput subquadratum, clypeo profunde emarginato, margine re-

flexo. Corpus ellipsoide depressum; Thorax duplo lon-

gior quam latior; Scutello magno trigono. Sternum usque

ad pedum primi paris originem pr-oductum baud acutimi.

Pedes validiusculi, tibiis anticis tridentatis, posticis subcom-

pressis. Tarsi mediocres vmguibus indivisis.

Spec. l. Chasmodia viridis.

C. atro-viridis nitidissima glabcrrima, ihorace marginato, ely-
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tris obsoletissime striatis, ano et corpore subtus ad latera

rugosis, femoribus et thorace subtus pilosis, tarsis ni-

gris.

Habitat in Brazilia.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Spec. 2. Chasmodia bipundata.

C. nigro-castanea glaberrima subtus nigrescens, capite tho-

racequebrunneis; hujus margine flavescente, scutelli mar-

gine nigro, elytris castaneis obsoletissime striatis, ani ni-

grescentis punctis duobus abdominis segmentis ad latera

et sterni apice fiavescentibus, pedibus castaneis.

Habitat in Brazilia.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Genus. Macraspis.

SCARABiEUS, Druiy. Cetonia, Fab. Oliv.

Antenna clava magna oblonga, longitudinis totius illarum baud

dimidium sequante. Articulo basilari conico parum elon-

gato.

Lahrum transversum, margine antico subsemicirculari, exserto,

coriaceo, integro, hirsuto, apice subacute.

Mandibule subtrigonae, compressae, supra concavge, latere ex-

terno eminulo, emarginato, vix bidentato, apice interno sub-

emarginato.

Maxilla intus margine membranaceo instructs et ad apicem

processubus duobus tridentatis corneis productas.

Falpi Maxillares articulo extimo magno subgloboso ovato. La-

biales articulo ultimo elongate ovato.

Mentum elongatum subquadratum concavum, lateribus sinuatis,

apice truncate baud ciliato vix emarginate.

Caput subquadratum, clypee rotundato margine reflexo. Cor-

pus ellipsoide depressum; thorace duplo longiori quam

latiori, latere postico emarginate. Scutellum maximum

elongato-trigonum. Sternum ad capitis originem produc-
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turn acutum. Pedes validiusculi, tibiis anticis tridentatis,

posticis subcompressis; tarsorum ex unguibus unus indivi-

sus alter bifidus.

Spec. 1. Macraspis quadri-vittata.

M. atra nitida, thoracis margine omni elytrorumque vittis

duabus flavis.

Scarabaeus Cineta. (cinctus?) Drury Ins. 3. tab. 44. fig. 4.

Cetonia quadri-vittata. Oliv. Ins. 1. G. 92. 7. tab. S. fig. 65.

Cetonia fucata. Ent. Syst. 2. 143. 69.

Habitat in America meridionali.

Mus. D. MacLeaj'.

Spec. 2. Macraspis hi-vittata.

M. supra testacea nitida subtus nigra, capite fulvo linea

transversa nigra, thoracis duabus macuhs scutelli fulvi

margine elvtrorum vitta ac sutura nigris, pedibus tes-

taceis.

Habitat in America meridionali.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. Speciem priorem ad animum revocans.

Genus. Pelidnota.

ScARABaius, Linn. Melolontha, Tah. Oliv. Rutel.*,

Lat.

Antenne articulis decern, basilari magno subarcuato conico

;

secundo subglobcso, tertio longiore subcylindrico, quarto,

quinto et sexto brevibus, septirao brevissimo, pateraeformi

;

capitulo ovato.

Lahrum exsertum transversum, subscmicirculare, pilosiim vel

ciliatuni, margine antico emarginato.

Mandibula subcompressae, triquetro-trigona>, supra planiusculae,

latere externo arcuato emarginato, intus ad apicera biden-

tatae.

Maxilla corner, crasss', pilosae, incur\Te, intus ad apicem se.K-

dentatae, dentibus acutissimis.
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Palpi Maxillarcs articulo basilar! brevi subcylindrico, se-

cundo longiore, tertio breviore ad apicem crassiore, ex-

terno ovato subcanaliculato. Labiales breves articulo ult-

imo ovate.

Mentum breve quadratvim, postice convexum vel retusum, la-

teribus sinuatis, margine antico emarginato angulis rotun-

datis.

Caput subtrigonum, baud transverse suturatum; clypeo rotim-

dato obtuso margine reflexo. Corpus ovatum convexum

postice elytris hand opcrtum. Sternum brevissimimi sub-

retusum. Scutcllum mediocre semicirculare. Pedes vali-

diusculi, tibiis anticis extus tridentatis, tarsorum unguibus

insqualibus.

Spec. Fclidnota punctata.

P. testacea. elytris maculis tribus fuscis distantibus.

Scarabarus punctatus. Linn. Sj/st. Nat. 2. 557. 78.

Melolontha punctata. Fab. Si/st. Ekuth. 2. 166. 28.

. OUv. Ins. 1. 5. 22. 18. tab. 1. f. 6.

/S. Variat maculis indistinctis.

Habitat in America boreali,

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Germs. Areoda. Leach, JS1SS.

AntC7ina decem-articulata?, articulo basilari oblongo, conico, pi-

lose ; secundo brevi subglebose ; tertio, quarto, quinte, sexto

et septimo brevibus ; ultimis tribus clavam elongatam sub-

lanceolatam formantibus.

Labrum cerneum, margine antico obvio crasso, infra profunde

emarginato.

Mandibular corneae, valida;, subtrigon^, supra planae, latere ex-

terno integro rotundato, interne ciliato et ad apicem emar-

ginato vix tri-dentato.

Maxille validae, corneae, infle.xas, apice sex-dentatae.
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Palpi Maxillares articulo basilari brevi, secundo elongate co-

nico, tertio brevi conico, ultimo elongato ovato vel cylindri-

co apice subacuto. Labiales menti lateribus inserti, artiailo

ultimo subcrassiori ovato.

Mentum subquadratum, versus apicem utrinque paulo angus-

tatiim, ad apicem inflexum, truncatum, vix emarginatum,

angulis vix rotimdatis.

Caput subquadratum, clypei lateribus rotundatis margine

reflexo. Corpus ovatum, convexum; coleoptris abdo-

men baud obtegentibvis. Thorax subtrapeziformis, ad basin

fere duplo longior quam latior, latere postico sinuato

vix lobato, Scutellum mediocre cordato-truncatum. Ster-

num usque ad secundi pedum paris originem porrectum.

Pedes validiusculi, tibiis bidcntatis; tarsorum unguibus in-

divisis.

Spec. Areoda LcacJni.

A. viridis nitidissima supra lurida splendore viridi-aureo,

capite thoraceque punctatis, elytris punctatis striatis:

striis geminatis, scutello glabro, ano viridi subtilissime

densissimeque punctato, pedibus viridiaureis.

Habitat in Brazilia.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

Obs. 1. Genus Euchloro3 proximum inter Anoplognathidas

et Rutelidas ponendura; Areoda enim Anoplognathi fe-

minffi omnino habitu similis est, sed ore toto difi'ert.

Obs. 2. Hoc a genere distat Oplognatiius (Kirby MSB.)

mandibulis extus subemarginatis apice tridentatis, max-

illis vix sexdentatis, palpis labialibus menti dorso insertis,

mento apice emarginato angulis rotundatis, clypeo qua-

drato, truncato, angulato, &c. Ut facie externa Anoplo-

gnathi feminam Areoda, sic prims sectionis marem sinui-

lat Oplognathus ; ex quo efficitur trium gcnerum affini-

tatem videri posse apertissimam.
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Spec. Opiognat/ii/s KirbH.

O. %iridis nitidissiimis supra luridus splcndorc viridi-aureo,

capite punctis scabro, thorace glaberrimo punctato bima-

culato: maculis nigris, elytris slriato-punctatis, ano vi-

ridi subtilissime densissinicque punctato, pedibus viiidi-

castaneis.

Habitat in Rrazilia.

Mus. D. MacLeay.

END OF TAUT I.
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HORJE ENTOMOLOGICiE.

PART IT.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY. "^1"

IN the former Essay it has been remarked as a subject of

regret to Entomologists, that the systems on which their

favourite science is pursued should be so far from natural

;

and that while the intgniaLanatomy and exterior formation

of Insects have been studied with the vitmost perseverance,

the important point ofjhe connexion of these studies with

Physiologyjn general should, have been altogether neg-

1ecte3^ It has also been observed that this neglect appears

the more extraordinary, as it is manifest that no natural

arrangement can be expected unless the anatomy of these

animals be considered with continual reference to theirjia-

bits and manner of living ; for the mere consideration of the

form and number of the various parts composing the body

of an insect, can evidently lead to little else than artificial

divisions, if the uses for which these several parts were

intended be not also taken into account. Proceeding

then on the plan of examining the structure of organs y ^,

with^elation to their uses, I have attempted to disco- ^
ver the principal affinities which the insects comprised /

. -^ 1. _— ^—— ^.-p^'^,M
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in the Linnsean genus Scarabaus bear to each other.

I have, moreover, endeavoured to show that the order of

these affinities may be represented by twro circles meeting

at one point, and having altogether an analogous structure

y at their corresponding poin ts. Relations of analogy have

^y thus been distinguished from those of affinity ; and it was
^^ advanced by way of example, that though Dynastes Her-

cules might approach nearer to Scarabaus sacer in affi-

nity than Cetonia aurata, yet that these last, namely the

Scarabaus and Cetonia, had the most analogous formation.

With respect to my anatomical observations and the

affinities dependent on these, I have had the satisfaction

to perceive that their accuracy, so far at least as they re-

lated to the particular tribe of animals under consideration,

has never yet been disputed. But it has been objected

that in the ardour of discovery I have advanced my prin-

ciples too far, and have argued from a solitary and singular

fact to the existence_(^.aj;ircular dispositionjhroughout

nature. I have been told that the idea of a chain of be-

ings returnmg into itself militates against those notions of

ail ascending scale in nature, which not only are incul-

cated by revelation, but which have not even been dis-

puted by those naturalists who have been the most cele-

brated for scepticism. It was argued therefore, that the

principles of the former Essay, thus opposing themselves

to the most evident dictates of reason and revelation,

could never be generally adopted ; and that though the

affinities I had pointed out might exist, yet that they were

more probably only apparent, or at least the effect of ac-

cident; that in short my theory was in cunabulis, and too

weak, too fragile, to command attention, vmtil I should

have first demonstrated it to hold good throughout all
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nature. Long however before it ^vas ventured to put the

first part of this v^^ork to the press, I had ascertained that

the pecuUar order which was first observed in the Peta-

locerous insects existed throughout all that portion of or-

ganized matter which I had been in the habit of studying

;

and that the chain of affinities always returning into it-

self might be represented by any curve^ such as a circle

or ellipse, having this property. It was even once in-

tended to publish the general application of this fact before

the particular discovery of it which had been made in the

Scarabcei of Linnaeus; but on reflection I was induced to

brave those criticisms which it w^as easy to foresee would

be my portion, and to let the pubhc, as nearly as possible,

arrive at the same conclusions by the same order and

means that I had used myself; assured that the publica-

tion of this second Essay, when compared with that of the

first, would convince naturalists that I had never advanced

general principles until there was some good reason for

supposingthem to be genef&l ,' and that I had never adopted

a new theory until that theory had almost lost the right to

the name, and had become a mass of facts, observed in-

deed by others, but now for the first time arranged so as

to form one regular whole. I might indeed, according to

what was once my intention, have published the general

plan first ; but as this course of proceeding would neces-

sarily have led me to assume facts in proportion as the

masses of beings under consideration became less general,

the truth of the whole might have been disputed, or at

best have rested its sole title to credit on certain casual

circumstances ; so that if I had then attempted to make

use of such an instrument in the examination of small

groups, I might with some justice have been accused of

31 2
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first advancing an liypothesis, and then endeavouring to

explain facts on the assumption of its truth. It was there-

fore preferred to proceed differently, under the idea that

if the facts in detail which had originally led to my pre-

sent opinions on Natural History were fairly stated, they

must induce every person to draw the same conclusions

with myself. To state these facts was to propose no new

hypothesis, but to expose myself, as I might be right or

wrong, to the full assent or flat contradiction of every

person who had studied the Scarabai of Linneeus. If tlie

accuracy of the table of affinities which had been drawn

up on the^presunvptiqn that mj observations were correct,

was once assented_to, it was said that it might be ex-

pressed by two circles ; and in this I did not expect that

the circles would have attracted criticism, because it was

evident that these only represented the chains of affi-

nity returning into themselves, and that therefore it was

useless to^eny generally the truth of the circle, wliile,.cer-

tain f^ffinities Avere unmoiesfed^of yvhich it was only used

as a symbol, jj^was in^ortjmanifest that the accuracy

of the affinities ought to have been examined, and that if

these were found incorrect or false, the foundations of the

fabric being gone, it followed as a matter of course that

the superstructure must fall. The affinities however have

remained undisputed, and the circle is even supposed by

naturalists to hold good among the Petalocera, though

some deny that it exists generally throughout nature. In

the actual state of natural science it is presumptuous no

doubt to assert positively that the general distribution of

organized matter jsjn^circles ; but I am in some degree

contented to submit to this charge, because my observa-

tion has never been found absolutely to contradict the hypo-
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thesis, and because the only argument hitherto advanced

against it does not depend upon experiment, but on the

supposition that to admit its truth is to deny the existence

of an ascent in the scale of created beings.

The object, therefore, of the present Essay is to show

in a general but very rapid manner, that the phosnomena

which have been already recorded by learned anatomists

and naturalists are sufficient to give us a distant view of

a system which will embrace the whole of nature;—that

this system, though apparently complicated, is possessed

in all probability of a symmetry and unity superior to any

thing we can conceive, on considering the variety with

which they are combined ;—that the most beautiful ana-

logies become conspicuous even on the very slight glimpse

which I am able to give of it;—and finally, that so far is

this plan from militating against the doctrines of revealed

religion, that it will be found to depend on these as some

of its very best supports.

It must be evident, however, that it is almost im-

possible to be fi'ee from error in an investigation like the

present, which embraces a general view of so vast a re-

gion as that of Zoology, the hmits of which have al-

ways appeared more distant, more immeasurable, as the

examination of them has become more profound. No pub-

lication on Natural History has ever yet appeared unas-

sailable to criticism, and on the other hand, there are very

few indeed which have not some merit to claim. It ought

not however to be suspected that the labours of naturalists

have been useless in proportion to their inaccuracy, or

that theories have been injurious to the degree that they

may have been false. So much the reverse of this has been

the case, that science has gained as much by attempts to
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prove others to be in the wrong, as ever it has done by

the implicit belief that they were in the right. Such con-

fidence in the accuracy of others ought never to be ac-

corded until thejjpinion advanced shall have been tried

by several and severe tests, flad therefore my fears of

criticism been given way to, I should certainly never have

ventured on a work where I niust be sure to merit it, and

on the publication of new opinions which scarcely ever

escape it; but I reflected that in the study of nature, the

will to criticize produces investigation, and that investi-

gation must always tend to the development of the truth

;

so that if I should be altogether in the wrong, the proba-

bility is, that some good to Natural History will have been

occasioned in calling forth that investigation which is to

convince the public that I am mistaken. In the present

happy state of science, which is founded solely on obser-

vation and experiment, the proposition of jt false theory

tendsno less^ indirectly to advance human knowledge

than the discovery of a trutli advances it directly. The

great enemy to the progress of Natural History has hi-

therto been indolence, or, at least, the disposition to rest

satisfied with the actual state of a science which till very

lately has been wholly illusory. The inconsistencies of

anatomical systems and of nomenclative methods have

justified, as I conceive, the following search for some

more satisfactory mode of studying nature than those hi-

therto adopted. In this search, however, I must compare

myself to a person, who having taken a careful survey of

a very small district, and thus having been enabled to

form from analogy some general ideas of the surrounding

country, then ascends a neighbouring eminence to view

it. His description of the general character of the tract
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of land stretched out before him will probably be correct,

while at the same time he may be very inaccurate in the

details. These, before they merit confidence, at least re-

quire that more minute survey which as yet he has only

been able to bestow on a single spot. In like manner I

am now about to state the general appearance which na-

ture has presented to ray \iew; but as to the details, I

would always, even where they relate to the peculiar ob-

jects of my study, the Petalocerous insects, rather ask the

experienced naturahst if they are not the facts, than say

to the inexperienced that they are.

This part ofmy work therefore differs from the former in

as much as it takes more the character of an hypothesis,

and as such deserves more suspicion. It is not however an

hypothesis answering to Sir Isaac Newton's definition,

*' Quicquid exphanomenis noji deducitur hypothesis vocanda

est\^' for it is entirely dependent upon observed facts

which its object is to connect. It is an hypothesis rather

because too few phcenomena have hitherto been obsei"ved

by naturalists, than because any have yet been found to

contradict it. And though it may be evident that, in order

to ascertain the truth with accuracy, the plan pursued

in the former Essay, which is analytical, ought to be

adopted
;
yet I imagine that when the present confused

and artificial state of arrangement is considered, the fol-

lowing remarks, with all their imperfections and inac-

curacies, will add to our knowledge of nature.

In the former part of this volume I had a very convin-

cing proof of the accuracy of my observations on the Pe-

talocera, by the insects of this family which had hitherto

been considered anomalous, such as Lelhrus cepkalotes,

Hyhosorm Arator, Anoplognathus viridi-eeneus, &c., now
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occupying situations which were^ofar from being insu-^

lated, that they sho\ved the existence of such insects to be

necessary in order to complete the chain of connexion . It

was thus I Jearned, that the transition from one of the

famihes I had instituted to the other was so regular, both

in their habits (as far at least as had been observed) and

their genera l appearance, that no greater separation could

be drawnJjetween them than such as might arise from the

idea of there being five principal points, knots or types~or

formlifevery circle, to "one or other of -yvHich ail the~anT-

mals m that circle might be referred. With this idea of

the Petalocerous insects, I was naturally induced to exa-

mine the Lucatii of Linnaeus to which the passage was so

evident by means of the genus Lethi'us. The result of

this examination, while it served to convince me that the

general disposition of the Lncaiii was similar to that which

had been so satisfactorily demonstrated to exist among

the Petalocera, still, to my vexation, left several chasms

tb.at made the new circle far less perfect than those into

which the Scarabcci had just been resolved. The atten-

tion however of certain friends, who with the greatest li-

berality laid their entomological collections open to my

scrutiny, soon removed almost all those difficulties, and I

became anxious to know whether the same regularity held

good generally among the other Coleoptera. The JLuca-

md(R of Latreille being a family the insects of which are

known to live in their perfect state on green or living vege-

table matter, they seemed to form a parallel to the Thaie-

ropkagous Petalocera ; and the question that presented it-

self was, whether any animals exist agreeing more nearly

with the Lucani in general character than with any other

tribe 6f insect?, but which nevertheless differ from them
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in their economy ? Among other famiUes of Latreille

which, in order to answer this question, I examined with

care, was that of the Sphcsridiota. Of these Latreille's first

sub-family, the Histeridce, differed so completely from the

others in every essential character, that they could not fail to

becompared with the Luca7ii—a comparison which proved

beyond a doubt that these singular animals form the pas-

sage between Latreille's very dissimilar families of Liica-

niddi and ByrrhidiS. An order and symmetry became

thus visible, which gave the surest testimony that they

existed in nature, and there was now some reason to sus-

pect that the same regularity extended itself throughout

Entomology, if not throughout all nature.

But it may be well to observe here, that it is no ob-

jection to an arrangement being natural, that particular

beings should appear by its means to be insulated or

widely separated from others. It is sufficient that evi-

dent affinities should never be overlooked, much less in-

terrupted. The truth of this position will be manifest on

considering how many races of animals, by means of the

ancient revolutions which may have ravaged this planet, or

other causes, have become totally extinct or at least re-

moved from our view, and moreover how comparatively

ignorant we are still of the natural productions not only of

exotic regions but even it may be said of Europe itself.

On the other hand, every organized being seems to have ] /

had certain limits of iocatiIy~^ye5Cribed lo it by nature^ i

j

so that until we ^ri imagine" "ourselves acquamtedn^lth—

'

every possible production of this globe, and the experi-

ence of ages shall then have failed in the endeavour to

connect them, naturalists can never be entitled to consider

the chain of creation ab broken.

X
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Satisfied of this truth, I attempted to take a general

view of insects, disregarding all anomalous genera, or even

such families as did not seem very clearly defined. The

groups thus formed I then endeavoured to connect on

some principle of natural affinity, paying always the great-

est attention to physiology, and finally leaving the first in-

accurate outline to be corrected by future observations.

This plan though evidently imperfect in many respects, as

was indeed to have been expected in a first rough sketch,

nevertheless produced, in my opinion, an arrangement so

far more natural than the systems ordinarily adopted,

that instead of continuing to trace the extreme fibres to the

root of the tree, I ventured to begin at the root, in order to

meet the ramifications which had already been traced.

An unity of plan in the animal part of the creation be-

came thus more remarkable ; for though I could find many

chasms in the chain, no where, after an accurate examina-

tion, was it certain that any anomalous interruptions oc-

curred. Nay, the singularities of the animated part of the

creation which had hitherto appeared so extraordinary to

naturalists, as serving only to defy all aiTangement, were

here usually the very links required in order to arrive at

connexion. So that nature appeared to me to have branched

out in the animal kingdom, if at least it was allowable to

judge of the whole from one ramification, in a most beau-

tiful and regular though intricate manner, that might be

compared to those zoophytes which ramify in every direc-

tion,' but of which the extreme fibres form by their con-

nexion the most ddicate circular reticulations.

These introductory observations have been deemed

useful, in the first place in order to give the reader a ge-

neral idea of the object of the foraier Essay, which so few
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are likely to understand, without having previously ac-

quired that knowledge of the subject under discussion

which neither their time nor their opportunities may have

allowed them to attain. Secondly, such a preface it is

hoped will prepare experienced Entomologists for that

chain of reasoning in the following chapters which leads to

so many novelties in Natural History ; novelties however

that will be found on examination to depend much less on

any new observations than probably many in this country

will imagine. The observed facts and metaphysical opi-

nions hereafter stated I have always indeed preferred to

adopt on the assertion of others, as weW because I should

thus appeal to authority of infinitely greater weight than

my own, as in order that I might confine within the

narrowest possible bounds that bias towards a favourite

hypothesis, from the danger of indulging which I do not

flatter myself so much as to fancy that 1 can be wholly

free. A general list therefore of the authors consulted

will be inserted in a future volume ; and in the mean time,

though it is hardly necessary in any work of this age on

Natural History to cite the names of Cuvier, Lamarck,

Latreille and Savigny, since an appeal to such authorities

is always understood, I have peculiar reasons for stating

that it is to the labours of these distinguished naturalists

that I feel myself more particularly indebted.

What has been introduced into this Essay of a meta-

physical nature may on the first view seem misplaced, from

its having to all appearance so little connexion witli the

prefixed title. To those who may retain this opinion after

the perusal of the volume, 1 can only say that some indul-

gence on this head is expected, because observations on

machines in motion would be incomplete without some
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inquiry into their moving cause, and would moreover if

published alone have a tendency injurious to others as

well as to myself. And should the critic scruple to ad-

mit the full efficacy of this apology, I shall finally shelter

myself imder the excellent observation of INIr. Hume :

" That all the sciences have a relation to human nature,

and however wide any of them may run from it, they

still return by one passage or other."
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CHAPTER II.

DEFINITIONS.

The following preliminary definitions, which with very

few exceptions coincide with those of the most celebrated

naturalists and metaphysicians, appear to me so little ob-

jectionable, that I cannot refrain from proposing them as

the foundations on which I could wish all my subsequent

observations to repose.

1. Nature is a word which has many different signifi-

cations; but it will for our purpose be sufficient to consi-

der it either as a collective name for the whole of the

beings which compose the universe, or for the original

properties with which these beings may be invested. Fi-

nally, we shall consider it as a term applicable to the

laws which govern the universe ; a meaning which has

often caused the word to be figuratively used in deno-

ting the Divine Providence whence these laws originate

;

and it must be confessed that this metaphor is very conve-

nient, though it has sometimes had the bad consequence of

seeming to refer effects either to other effects, or to causes

which are only secondary.

2. The knowledge of the laws of the universe, of the

beings which compose it, and of their properties, is the

oi)ject of Natural Science; and it must be obvious from
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this definition tiiat no study can be more extensive, since

it may in some measure be said to include every other.

3. Wiien the attention is more particularly directed to

the properties oftime and space, and to the laws of matter,

the branch of Natural Science so studied has in our lan-

guage been called yatiirol Philosophy, or Physics.

4. On the other hand Natural History in the Avidest

sense of the term has been the name apphed to tliat study

which more particularly embraces the properties of matter.

It deser\"es notice, however, that there is a great difficulty

in separating distinctiy these two branches of Natural

Science, as in fact the properties ofmatter are nothing but

the necessary consequences of the general laws by which

the universe is governed, where these are specially and

particularly applied towards the formation of the various

beings which exist in nature. And it is on this account

that it is hard to say whether Chemistry and those sci-

ences which are called physical ought not all to be consi-

dered as the true pro%'ince of Natural History. For though

it has been attempted to define Dytiatnics as a science

of calculation, Chemistry as a science of experiment, and

Natural History as one of observation, it is unfortunate

for the seeming simplicity of these terms, that all the three

sciences depend more or less on observation, and re-

late in some degree to the properties of matter. Indeed

in the cases of Chemistry and Natural History, it ap-

pears absolutely requisite, before we can admit them to

be dbtinct sciences, that we should know experience and

observation to be incompatible with each other.

It is nevertheless true that Natural History, properly so
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called, can hardly in any degree be considered as a science

depending on calculation ; and perhaps this negative pro-

perty, could we draw a sufficiently distinct line between

calculation and analogy, would serve the best to distin-

guish it from the mixed sciences. Analogy is well known

to be the very foundation of Natural Histor}-, not however

so much by our thus arguing, as in metaphysics or mathe-

matics, from things known to things unknown, as by ac-

quiring from the comparison of two things placed before

our eyes more accurate ideas ofthe nature of both. Though

therefore analogy be rarely applied by the naturalist to

considerations of quantity as in the mixed sciences, yet

such considerations occur often enough to render it ex-

tremely difficult, if not impossible, to define exactly the

object of his study.

Even in Mineralogy, which has hitherto been considered

in the true department of Natural History, a system of laws

has been discovered that seems to depend entirely on calcu-

lation ; and thus the connexion of the study with Chemistry,

of which indeed it appears only a branch, has in one sense

become still more evident than it was before. If Mine-

ralogy then be within the pale of Natural History, by

what rule are we to exclude Chemistry f And if Chemistry

be admitted, which of the mixed sciences cannot be shown

to have a right to enter? Now to consider Natural Philo-

sophy as forming only a division of Natural History seems

quite contrary to the ordinary classification of human

knowledge, and affords, I think, a very obvious reason

either for restricting the objects of the latter science, or

for giving it an importance to which it has never yet been

thought entitled. But for the present we return to the

consideration of the beings Avhich constitute the universe.
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and whose laws and properties form the whole Science

of Nature.

5. ISlalural Beings, or those which have a real and pro-

per existence in the universe, appear to be of two very

distinct sorts, Continuous and htcontimious.

6. Of continuous and inlinite beings, or those necessa-

rily existing without interruption from eternity to eternity,

we know only three, viz. One intelligent, the Deity, or

Primary Cause; two unintelligent, Time and Space.

7. It is a necessary truth perfectly demonstrable, that

the Deity or Primary Cause of every existence that has

had a beginning, must be omnipotent, and we know from

a posteriori evidence that he is perfectly wise and good.

He is the universal primary cause, and is therefore eter-

nal, omnipotent, infinite, and one. Every other perfection

attributed to him is not necessary, any further than as be-

ing the consequence of his divine will ; for to suppose

such qualities otherwise necessary, and therefore indepen-

dent upon his will, would evidently be to deny that omni-

potence which is his most incontestable attribute. A
power existing in any being must either have been im-

parted by a foreign cause, or be self-existent; or finally, it

must have originated in the being which possesses it. By

an attribute of the Deity we understand a power existing

in him. Now that an attribute which requires a subject

should exist of itself, is perfectly unintelligible; and it h

quite as impossible to understand how a quality should be

imparted to the Deity by another cause, when he is himself

the universal primary cause. It only remains for us, there-
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fore, to assign the perfections of God to himself as theiv

sole origin. It is the universal dominion of a spiritual

being which constitutes God; and so sensible was Sir

Isaac Newton of this truth, that he chose thus to define

the Deity, not even by his intelligence, goodness, and other

perfections, as is usually done, but by his omnipotence,

from which all his other qualities flow by the exertion of

a perfectly free will.

8. If we meditate on the nature of a continuous beino-^

the mind is soon confounded by ideas too vast for its

comprehension; but this difficulty is no more than what

we anticipate in the consideration of an all-powerful and

perfecdy intelligent being. We know by experience our

own power, our own intelligence, to be circumscribed by

very narrow limits, and thus are in some measure led to ex-

pect an immeasurable and inconceivable distance between

omnipotence and human weakness. But it is very different

when we turn our attention to the unintelligent conti-

nuous beings Time and Space. We are surprised to find

our minds so easily lost in the endeavour to comprehend

beings such as these, absolutely without intelligence or

active power, and intimately connected with every action

of our lives ; and we are induced to suppose that the error

Ues rather in our manner ofconsidering them, than in any

natural incapacity of our soul. The great Newton, there-

fore, thought that the Deity constituted them : and some of

his followers, proceeding on this idea, imagined that time

and space are but attributes of God, being abstract terms

for his qualities, eternity and immensity. Our inability

to comprehend them is however far from being thus less-

ened, since, though it is impossible to conceive the exist-

ence of an attribute without that of its subject, it is well

N
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known that an atheist can conceive the existence of both

time and space. Eternity and immensity seem indeed to

be nothing but names given to tlie common property of

these beings, namely, their continuity ; and though we are

ignorant how God can be continuous, except with re-

ference to time and space, this seems to be rather an

aro-ument for their distinct existence than for the con-

trary. All time is without doubt the duration of the

Deity's existence, and all space is the place which his

intelligence pervades. This we are certain of, but further

than this we know nothing.

Time and space are evidently not causes, and on the

other hand it is impossible to understand how they can be

eflects. We thus come to the inconceivable conclusion,

that they are neither causes nor effects. We know them

to be destitute of all active power ; and yet it is as difficult

to imagine that they can be annihilated or created, as that

there can be a time which is no time, or a space which is

no space. In short, those men who are the most convinced

of their inability to comprehend the nature of time and

space, seem to be those who have the most accurate know-

ledge of them.

9. The continuous and infinite beings are only three,

whereas incontinuous and finite beings, or those contin-

gently existing, seem to be innumerable : these are how-

ever evidently of two very distinct sorts, of which one is

unintelligent, the other intelligent, viz.

1, Forms of Matter.

2. Secondary operative causes.

But as it is to these and to the nature of their union that

the following investigation will principally relate, we shall

hereafter halve to consider more fully their properties.
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In the mean time, as another mode of dividing natural

beings will make their several characters more clear, I

need hardly apologize to the reader for so soon giving

him an example of the difference between division and

arrangement, and showing him how far they are from

being, as some naturalists think, synonymous.

10. There are, says Mr. Locke, but two sorts of beings

in the world which man knows or conceives. To these

tliis famous metaphysician gives the names of cogitative

and incogitativej answering very nearly to what we have

hitherto termed intelligent and iinintelligent.

Intelligent beings are the only operative causes or prin-

ciples which we can conceive. But their most obvious

quality is their incapability of mensuration. Unity is their

great characteristic, and it is impossible to conceive parts

of them.

The study of the nature of intellectual beings constitutes

Metaphysical science, and informs us that there are only

two sorts of such beings, the distance between the powers

of which is infinitely great.

1. One universal Primary and continuous cause, or

God, in whose hand is the life of every living thing.

2. Many secondary and incontinuous causes, such

as a human soul, which has been to a certain degree

created an independent principle by God, and which

during his pleasure will continue to enjoy its free agency.

11. Of uninteUigent beings we know only three sorts,

1. Mattery

2. Space

y

3. Time,

N 2
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the study of wliicH constitutes the science of Natural Phi-

losophy *. They differ from intellectual beings in that they

are all capable of mensuration, and the human mind can

only conceive parts of them. Time and Space are co-ex-

istent with and attendant upon the Deity, being both eter-

nal. The immensity of Space is however wholly different

from its eternity, nor ought they to be confounded. Mat-

ter is die work of the Creator, and its existence is neces-

sarily neither eternal nor immense.

It is perhaps impossible to define either Time, Space^

or Matter; we know them only by their properties. The

two former consist of parts, and are therefore divisible,

but differ from Matter inasmuch as it is impossible to

conceive how one of their parts can exist without its

connexion to another part, whereas every part of Matter

is a distinct being which may exist without the other

parts. We may therefore say that Time is capable only of

mensuration; Space, of figure and mensuration; whereas

Matter is capable not only of these, but also of incon-

tinuity. Our most accurate ideas of Matter appear to

be those which we acquire from its relation to Time and

Space. Such relations, however, appear in general to be

peculiar not to matter alone, but to all incontinuous beings.

^ Many philosophers both ancient and modern have supposed another

kind of natural beings to exist, namely, immaterial images of things, the

immediate objects of perception, which have been termed species, forms,

phantasms, impressions, or ideas. The Monads of Leibnitz are yet another

sort of hypothetical beings; but we shall take no notice of either, further

than to say, that if we admit the existence of ideas as immediate objects of

perception, it follows that there is nothing else in the universe but ideas;

and if we admit the existence of moHadsj it equalTy results that there is nc>

necessity for the existence of any thing than monads.
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12. No material particle can exist but with time and

in space. Mobility is the name given to that quality of a

material particle by which it is made to change one portion

of space for another, and consequently the quantity of it

must depend on the space described. The velocity of a

particle of matter is measured directly by the space de-

scribed, and inversely by the time of description. Motion

and velocity are therefore not beings, but merely certain

relations which particles of matter may bear to space or

lime.

13. No particle of matter can pass from one moment

of time to another without existing throughout the inter-

mediate interval. Neither can any particle be moved

from one place to another without going through an inter-

mediate space. Hence we perceive the continuity of

time and space to have a strong influence on matter;

whereas the incontinuity of this has no effect on time

and very little on space, except so far as a greater or less

apparent occupation of it may be occasioned h)y a new ar-

rangement of particles.

14. No two material particles can occupy the same

place at the same time ; which relation of matter to time

and space is termed its impenetrability/ or soliditif, since

one particle of matter must leave the portion of space it

occupies before this can be occupied by another.

15. No particle of matter can be in different places at

the same time ; and this property constitutes its metaphy-

sical identity.
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16. Particles of matter when collected together in a

mass of any degree of size or compactness form a body,

which may either be organic or inorganic.

17. An inorganic body is an inert or brute mass of

matter, of which the component particles are collected to-

gether by juxta-position alone. Such bodies are said to

have never lived, and their proper arrangement is as yet

unknown.

18. An organic or organized body is a mass of matter

of which the component molecules are or have been in

motion on being collected together by intus-susception.

Such a body is said to live or to have lived.

19. By the term life we would express that faculty

which certain combinations of material particles possess,

of existing for a certain time under a determinate form,

and of drawing while in this state into their composition,

and assimilating to their own nature, a part of the sub-

stances Avhich may surround them, and of restoring

the same again under various forms. This life must

not be confounded, as it has too often been, with the

life of an immaterial intelligent being, which is totally

distinct, and seems to be nothing else than a name given

to the duration of its existence or happiness. Jt is there-

fore only to the first mentioned faculty that the observa-

tions immediately following ought to be supposed to

relate.

20. How this faculty is acquired, what is its immediate
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cause, or, in other words, whether there may not be se-

veral mediate causes between it and the Primary Cause,

are questions to the solution of which we are totally in-

competent. Like gravity and electricity, we know life only

by its effects, or rather we are acquainted with the three

only as so many names given to certain combinations of

effects. The particular combination or series of effects

which we call life, differs from gravity or electricity in the

circumstance that these effects are totally different from

each other. They however all concur to the same object,

namely, the preservation of the individual and of the spe-

cies. We observe however that during life, organic bodies

can resist most of those chemical and more general laws

which govern inorganic matter, and can modify the inert

properties of this by an apparatus of organs specially con*

structed for the purpose. And on the whole we con-

clude that it is not a being enjoying a distinct existence,

but an adherent quality which must necessarily have a

subject. It is a motive quality of matter like gravity,

and without matter for its subject we have no reason to

suppose that it can exist. It is to the organic body what

the expansion of steel is to a watch, or that of steam is

to the engine ; but if we ask what is expansion ? what is

lite ( we can get no answer but a recital of their effects.

21. The sUghtest study of the different systems of gene-

ration among the lower animals will show how erroneous

is the notion of those who would consider the life of each

organized body as a distinct immaterial being, superadded

to its material structure. The most minute embryo or

germ enjoys a vegetative hfe while attached to its parent

stock, yet every experiment proves that it has as yet no
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independent existence. Besides, it life be supposed to be

superadded to a body at some particular time, it follows

that previous to that period the body must have been a

mass of inert matter. Now though this might have been

the case when the species Avas first created, every obser-

vation at present shows that the ovum has a vegetative

existence from its very first formation in the ovarium, and

fully possesses that faculty which we have termed life. In

observing one of the least perfect of animals, such as a po-

lype, we find life propagated solely by cuttings or sponta-

neous fission. There is nothing that resembles a nev/

life ; we merely witness a division of that which already

existed, and conclude that there is every probability of

all the animals of the particular species so multiplied,

being, like the grafts of an apple tree, merely the con-

tinuation of one individual. Even in the most perfect

animals the ovum is separated from the parent stock by

spontaneous fission, and though incapable of generating

immediately other ova, is in other respects a mass of cel-

lular tissue, organized in a degree quite as perfect as are

the Infusoria. The above remarks apply with equal truth

to vegetables; and it may be said that there is a life in all

organized beings, which is merely a continuation of that

originally imparted to each of the species. It is the life

of the unimpregnated ovum and seed, and the only sort of

life which the lowest tribes of plants and animals can

possess. It is the common property of the species, which

for a time is deposited with every individual.

22. But there is a second degree of material life pecu-

liar to the more perfect plants and animals, namely, that

whereby various organs are constantly forming in the body.
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It may be termed the life oi organification, or that by which

the various organs of the bein^ are constructed and re-

paired. The lower tribes of animals and vegetables are

incapable of this life, and before the ovum itself can ob-

tain the principle of organification it must be impregnated.

Impregnation of the ovum may take place while it is yet

in the ovarium, as in plants and some hermaphrodite ani-

mals ; or after fission while it is in another part of the pa-

rent's body, as in the more perfect animals; or finally, after

it has quitted the body of the parent, as in the case of

frogs and fishes. In whatever species organification ex-

ists there must be particular organs for generating ova,

and others for imbuing them again with organification
;

but there are many circumstances which might be ad-

duced to support the belief, that, whether from disease

or other causes, there are periods when other parts of a

body besides the ovarium may produce living germs,

and demonstrate thus the polype nature of the cellular

substance.

23. On the whole, then, organized beings differ from

inorganic matter,

1 St. In repairing, by the incorporation of foreign sub-

stances, the loss to which from various causes they

may be subject.

Gdly. In the emission by transpiration or otherwise

of the molecules which made once part of their body.

Srdly. In a regular development of magnitude till

they may have reached that limit which may have been

prescribed to them by the Author of their existence.

4thly. In the power of producing at some period or

other of their life beings similar to themselves.
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5thly. But still more particularly in what appears to

be the first state of organization, namely, the existence

of a flexible cellular substance, the iissii areolaire of

tlie French, containing fluids circulating freely in the in-

tervals which separate the reticulated fibres of which it

is composed.

24. Fibres, lamellae or filaments are the most simple

solid parts of an organized body ; they are the elementary

molecules of its cellular substance as far as our methods

of mechanical division will allow us to discern. The ex-

istence of this cellular substance is a natural result of the

foregoing definition of a living body; since it was neces-

sary, in order that foreign substances should be incorpo-

rated in such a body, that its composition should be

porous for the free admission of these molecules.

2a. It appears then that the formation of the germ

depends upon the life of the pai'ent stock; it is in fact a

portion of its organization, which on being impregnated

may itself be capable of organification. When before

impregnation, the germ is disorganized ; or when after it,

the principle of organification is extinct; when, in brief,

the motion of the fluids in the cellular substance ceases,

the body is said to die. On tliis event the distinctive ap-

pearances of organization, and particularly the cellular sub-

stance itself, rapidly disappear, and the body gradually

dissolves and separates into the various species of inorganic

matter which formed its chemical constituents, and which

are soon assimilated again by new living beings.

20. Though for the sake of simplicity, and in order to
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avoid as much as possible what may be accounted as mat-

ter of opinion, death has in the foregoing paragraph been

considered as merely the cessation of hfe
;
yet it may be

proper to observe, that those physiologists appear to have

reason on their side, who make it generally an inevitable

and necessary consequence of life. In the higher animals

and plants, indeed, we are certain that if death should not

be produced by accidental causes, it is sure in due time

to result from the fibres which compose the cellular sub-

stance growing so thick and rigid, that the fluids cannot

penetrate through their interstices. In this sense a body

receiving nourishment may be said to imbibe death : so

true it is, that by living we die.

27. It is probable, from the clearest principles of ana-

logy, that the foregoing observations apply with equal

truth to all matter, whether terrestrial or not. But as

beings beyond the reach of sublunary examination may

give rise to conjecture, but cannot produce real know-

ledge, the widest signification of Natural History has been

with propriety rejected, and we are taught to regard the

science as relating solely to the phaenomena and proper-

ties of those natural bodies which are found in connexion

with our globe. And this seems indeed to be the least

vague acceptation of the temi; though some there are,

who by taking into view the mighty distinction which ex-

ists between brute matter and that \\'hich is organized,

and by regretting that there should be no name peculiarly

appropriated to the study of tliis last, have rather imequi-

vocally shown their wish to limit the province of Natural

History still more, and to confine it to the investigation

of the properties and appearances of terrestiial organized
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beings. But this I susi)ect to be a method of arrange-

ment quite as hable to objection, as that afforded by

the earUer and more popular distribution of Nature into

three kingdoms. In the first case we have indeed two

natural, but I fear somewhat arbitrary divisions of mat-

ter into organic and inorganic. This may appear para-

doxical. They are natural, because no person accus-

tomed to study the works of Nature can deny their hav-

ing a real existence ; but they are too strongly marked,

and even appear arbitrary, when we reflect that there is

nothing to show that some organized beings are not more

widely separated from others than they are from inorganic

matter. We have, besides, no reason to believe that the

various forms of matter are not separated by other natural

chasms quite as distinct as those which separate organic

matter from inorganic. Those divisions so much insisted

on by Peter Ramus, which consist of two members, one

of which is contradictory to the other, are sure to be com-

plete, but unfortunately one or both are always too com-

prehensive ; and this appears to be in a peculiar manner

the fault of the division of matter into organic and inor-

ganic. No person denies the existence of this division in

nature, still less is the use of it to be despised ; but as there

are forms of inorganic matter to all appearance as distant

from each other as any organized being can be from an in-

organic one, it is evidently liable to be abused. This ob-

jection, though in a less degree, refers also to the division

of Nature into three kingdoms ; but the great fault of both

methods undoubtedly is the interposition of strongly marked

distinctions where they are generally if not always ob-

scure. ]\Tatter, whether organized or in a brute state,

whether animal, vegetable, or mineral, is very little if at all
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different in itself. Yet Natural History having attracted

the attention of the world long before Chemistry, it re-

mained long unobserved that organized matter was no-

thing but a peculiar modification of brute matter acted

upon by the vital principle. It was in some measure for-

gotten that man himself, the most perfect of organized be-

ings, had been subjected to the dread sentence, " Dust

thou art, and to dust thou shalt return;" and the mineral

kingdom was thus separated from the other two, without

its being considered upon what basis the true nature of

this separation ought to rest.

The truth however is, that the first great division of

Matter is not yet ascertained; and the knowledge of it, to

say nothing of the celestial bodies, must in a great degree

depend on the labours of the chemist, who has hitherto so

little elucidated the nature of heat, light, and many others

of those subtle substances which are possibly forms of

matter. Until this great desideratum of natural science

shall be attained, we must remain satisfied with the divi-

sion of Matter into organic and inorganic, not only as per-

fectly agreeable to what we should be led to expect from

analogy, but as convenient, provided Ave do not form er-

roneous ideas of its real signification. It ought always

however to be borne in mind, that an organized being is

nothing but inorganic matter modified, and undergoing

tlie temporary influence of a certain energy with which

we are totally unacquainted except as to its effects. This

energy then, or life^ is to be accounted the true distinctive

principle in material bodies ; and though the crystallization

of a mineral may show that even brute matter has been

subjected to certain laws by nature, yet there is nothing

to be found in it any ways resembling tlie assimilation,
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development, and generation which have been shown to

constitute the principal functions of organized matter.

Nay, so truly incompatible do these functions seem with

matter in a brute state, that when they cease to exist,

organized matter soon falls within the province of the

mineral kingdom. It follows therefore, that as we have

seen incontinuous beings to be dependent on continu-

ous beings for their existence, so we may safely ac-

count inorganic matter to be the officina from which

organized matter has been constructed ; and it is in this

sense alone that it shall be considered in the following

pages.
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CHAPTER III.

ON THE DISTINCTION OF AN ANIMAL FROM Je//l/€t:i.f'

A VEGETABLE. J *^Zj , Lu^^

It requires but little observation to see that organized *^
^'^^^J

matter is of two different sorts, animal and vegetable

—

but it is by no means equally easy to state in what the

difference between them consists.

—

" Rien ne semb/e,"

says Cuvier, " si aise a definir que Vanimal: tout le monde

ie co/icoit comme un etre done du sentiment et de niouz/e-

ment volontaire; mais lorsqitil sagit de determiiur si

iin etre qu'on observe est ou nan un animal, cette defi-

nition se trouve souvent trts difficile a appliquer." The

line of demarcation which has been allowed to be in-

distinct even between the mineral kingdom and orga-

nized matter, is then said by one of the first Zoologists

to be at least equally so when we attempt to distin-

guish the animal from the vegetable ; and Lamarck ob-

ser\'es, that hitherto it has been found impossible to make

this distinction without interfering with truths already

estabhshed, and without contesting principles which are

universally considered as axioms. Indeed, it is a certain

fact, that no naturalist as yet has proposed characters

W'hich can be considered either as truly applicable to all

known animals, or of so precise a nature as to distin-

guish them clearly from vegetables. The reason assigned

for this has been, that anatomists hitherto have confined
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themselves to the examination of the most compUcated

organizations ; so that the modifications which take place

in the form of the organs, and the limits by which the

faculties of these organs are prescribed, as we trace them

down the scale of animal life, have been comparatively

neglected. But though there may be no small degree of

truth in this remark, the fact is, that a very great difficulty

indubitably exists in the subject itself, which, indepen-

dently of the manner in which it is treated, opposes almost

invincible obstacles to the clear distinction of the two

species of organized matter.

It is not assuredly in the circulation of the fluids in ani-

mals that this distinction can be safely said to exist; for

while we are as yet ignorant of the true nature of that

great motion in the more perfect plants, called the flowing

of the sap, there are many animals, and those not of the

most simple structure, in which nothing like circulation has

as yet been detected. The distinction does not consist,

as some authors will have it, in the nutrition of animals

taking place by digestion, and that of plants by suction; for

it is difficult to conceive how the simplest form of ani-

mals is nourished at all, unless it be by absorption of

fluids by their external surfaces. It is not in respiration

;

for air is the universal nutriment of organized matter; the

penetration of which into an organized body is so neces-

saiy to its vitality, that whether it takes place by peculiar

organs for the purpose, or by the whole of the surface,

death appears to be the ine\ itable consequence of the ex-^

elusion. It is not in motion, because some animals are as

completely destitute of the power of locomotion as plants :

unless by motion is meant irritability; in Avhich case,

motion and sensation are resolvable into one and the same
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faculty, the former depending on the contraction of the

muscular fibre, which again depends on the influence of

the nerves. Neither is it in the presence of azote as a

chemical constituent of animal bodies, for this is allowed

also to exist, though in a much smaller degree, in vege-

tables.

There remain however three characters of distinction

which appear more capable of support ; and I shall ac-

cordingly adopt them in stating that vegetables are to be

distinguished from animals

1 St. By the elaboration for their nourishment of fluid

matter received by an ajjsm-bgnt external surface, whereas

in animals it is received by an absorbent internal surface; ''^

this last being called the intestinal cavity,^and its inner ^ ,u_^^c'
.

' J^ 2^

surface being furnished with innumerable pores or vessels,

which Boerhaave considered as real internal roots — c'^^-c-'. '
'2'^

Sndly. By the exhalation of oxygen and absorption of

carbonic acid, whereas animals exhale this last and ab-

sorb oxygen.

Srdly. By the \vant of a nervous system and conse-

quently of sensation, whereas animals possess both*.

It has been objected to the first of these three cha-

racters that an intestinal cavity has not yet been pei* *

ceived in the infusoria, and that in the polypes this

cavity may be turned inside out, like a glove, without

the ordinary functions being disturbed. But it is possi-

* Mirbel has attempted to add another peculiar characteristic to vege-

tables, namely, that it is the office of them alone to transform inorganic

matter into organized living bodies, whereas animals feed only on orga-

nized matter. This remark appears however to be more ingenious than ac-

curate, since many animals of the lower tribes and some Heteromerous

Coleoptera have been observed to feed on inorganic matter.

O
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ble that the excessive minuteness of the infusoria may ac-

count for our not having yet observed an intestinal cavity

in them : and with respect to the polypes, the pretended ob-

jection is in reahty none; as though the intestine of these

animals maybe turned inside out, yet the food is constantly

received into it, and the nourishment consequently absorb-

ed by that surface which may happen to be internal.

The second character seems much more exception-

able; for M. Biot is said to have discovered that several

species of Coleopterous insects may exist in a vacuum

wiithout inconvenience, and it would above all be difficult

to apply the rule of the absorption of oxygen to the intes-

tinal worms.

To the third character it may be objected that a nerv-

ous system has not yet been detected in all animals ; and

also, that several vegetables, such as the sensitive plant,

possess irritable properties; finally, that all plants appear

to direct their organs to what is natural and beneficial to

them in such a manner as to render it at least very ques-

tionable whether they be not endowed with sensation. To

these objections it may be answered, in the first place, that

in all animals where a nervous system has been detected,

their sensation has been discovered to depend on it; we

are hence led to assume that all animals in which sensa-

jtion is observable must have it depending on a nervous

system.

It may be proper to say a few words here on what we

mean by a nervous system, which is thus made the great

characteristic of an animal. Filaments of a peculiar me-

dullary substance dispersed throughout an organized body

on different plans are called the Nerves. The plan of the

dispersion of these filaments is called the Nervous System,
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The nerves are the medium of sensation whether active

or passive, whether of volition or pain; for every fleshy

fibre or muscle receives a nervous filament, and when the

communication of this with the rest of the system is inter-

rupted, we perceive that the fibre thus insulated ceases

as well to obey the will acting upon the centre or centres

of the nervous system as to communicate any sensation

to the source of that will. But it may be going too far to

say that the fibre ceases in this case to feel, for we observe

certain external agents to act upon the nerve, and cause con-

tractions of the muscular fibre even after its separation

from the rest of the body. Irritation of the nerve therefore,

though we know from experience that it can be produced

by an operative principle like the human mind, seems also

to be a mechanical process, as is certainly the action of the

nerve on the fibre. It is possible, then, that both these

effects may have an unintelligent mediate cause, such as

electricity for instance, and this is one of the most impor-

tant circumstances to be borne in mind while we investi-

gate the metaphysical nature ofpain in irrational animals.

We observe also on comparing different sorts ofnervous

systems, that the contraction and irritability of the sepa-

rated fibre is greater in those animals whose medullary

substance is less concentrated ; which in some degree proves

that the irritability of the muscular fibre depends on the

proportion ofnerve remaining in it after separation from the

rest of the body. Now it is possible that all the diflTerence

between the most simple class of vegetables and the least

organized of animals is, that the homogeneous gelatinous

substance of which the latter are composed, possesses, di-

spersed throughout the mass, those nervous m.olecules

which when united in the more perfect animals form the

OC
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Source of that exquisite sensation Avhich gives them their

superiority over the vegetable kingdom. And this hypothe-

sis assumes the characterof probability, when it is consi-

dered that in four out of five distinct sorts of animals four

different sorts of nervous systems have been discovered)

but none for the fifth ; that in the most perfect class of ani-

mals there prevails a diametrically opposite system to the

one here supposed to exist in the least perfect class ; and

lastly, that the system here proposed would be of exactly

such a nature as to accord with the actual phcenomena,

—

for instance, the nervous system itselfwould be indistinct,

while the sensitive molecules being dispersed throughout

the mass, would render the animals themselves peculiarly

imtable.

In the next place, the difference between the pheeno-

menon which occurs ^vhen the feelers of a polype are

touched and that which the leaves of the sensitive plant

exhibit on a similar occasion has been accurately stated

by M. Lamai'ck. The first is a true contraction of the

part as it were into itself, which contraction appears to

result from the injury exjjerienced by that process of the

nervous system which ramifies through the feeler touched^

In the case of the sensitive plant there is nothing like this

nervous contraction of the part touched, but only, as La-

marck styles it, an articular plication of the neighbouring

parts, without any of their dimensions being altered. To

this last phsenomenon however this author will not allow

the appellation of irritabiliti/, though I cannot but think

that the distinction he draws between animal sensation

and animal irritability is merely verbal, and by no means

founded on observation or analogy; while, on the other

hand, it seems no easy matter to understand how the change
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which takes place in the disposition of the parts of the

sensitive plant on being touched does not proceed from

irritability ! I shall therefore apply the word sensation to

that peculiar property of the animal kingdom which fron;

muscular or fibrous contraction into itself of the part afr

fected, evidently depends on some secondary action of the

nervous system ; whereas, I shall for the present ascribe to

irritability those phsenomena which without any librous

contraction of the parts merely result from a change in

their disposition among themselves, and which, for aught

we knoWj may proceed always from a simple mechanical

cause.

To the latter cause alone, then, or mechanical irritability,

will the remarkable properties of the Mimosa sensitiva, the

Hedysarum gyrans, the Dionaa muscipula, and other ve-

getables, be referable; and indeed these opinions are borne

out by one of the first botanists on the Continent, who

defines vegetables as "sensibililate, voluntate et mota pro-

pria destitiita/' and animals as acted upon by two natural

forces, viz. vis titalis and sensibilitas, whereof, the former is

according to him " corporibus organicis omnibus communis

et sui inscia" and the latter " aninialibus propria et siii

conscia." If these notions be correct, the vis vitalis will

be the same with the vital principle described in the pre-

ceding chapter by its effects, and the sensibilitas will be

no other than that imponderable fluid by which Cuvier

supposes the nerve to act on the animal fibre, or still more

likely it will be the connexion between some intelligent

principle and the nerve itself. When this connexion is

interrupted the sensibilitas may be considered as dormant,

and the animal as in the case of its sleep remains only

acted upon by the vis vitalis, and may be compared to a
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vegetable. BufFon therefore observed that plants may be

accounted sleeping animals, an idea which has been al-

most universally followed by succeeding naturalists, and

which if it cannot from observation be proved to be cor-

rect, is nevertheless ingenious and highly poetical.

On the whole however it appears that animals are to be

distinguished by the existence of an absorbent intestinal

cavity, and of a nervous system, and that both these marks

become indistinct in the infusoria and polypes. It fol-

lows therefore that the infusoria and polypes, which are

the most simple of all animals in structure, approach nearest

to the vegetable nature.
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CHAPTER IV.

ON THE ANIMAL KINGDOM GENERALLY.

Organized Matter may be generally described as ra-

mifying into two branches which represent the animal

and vegetable kingdoms, and which touch one another

very nearly, if not precisely, at those points where the or-

ganization of each is the least complicated. " It is cer-

tain," says Lamarck, <' that if the vegetable kingdom

could be shown to connect itself or pass into the animal

kingdom by any points of their respective series, it would

be by those alone which are the most simple in their or-

ganization; so that the passage from the least perfect

plants to the least perfect animals would be quite insensi-

ble. All naturalists have perceived this truth ; and in fact

it is in such a point, namely, where organization is the most

simple, that animals appear to approach nearest to plants.

Now, if the chasm which separates the kingdoms at these

points be imperceptible, we shall be obliged to admit that

instead of forming a chain, plants and animals present two

distinct branches, united at their base like the two branches

of the letter V."

Such indeed is the real state of the case ; though with

this celebrated naturalist it is an opinion advanced only to

be rejected, because he cannot discern that there exists

any point of union between the kingdoms. We have,

however, already seen that the only difference between

some of the minute gelatinous vegetables of the Linnasan
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order Algcs and the Infusoria is the supposed presence in

the latter of a nervous system and an absorbent intestinal

canal, neither of which however as yet has been ob-

served, nor indeed reckoned to exist in the lowest animals

except from analogical induction. We are therefore forced

to acknowledge that like the letter V plants and animals

present two distinct branches united at their base. Now,

as the great object of the present Essay is to trace one of

the ramifications of this dichotomous tree to its extreme

fibres, I shall proceed to ascertain, if possible, the first na-

tural groups into v\/hich the animal kingdom may be re-

solved ; and for this purpose shall follow the excellent me-

thod devised by M. Virey.

"

In the first place, we observe a tribe of beings which

have one principal centre to their nervous system, the

great trunk of which, with the said centre, is contained

in a bony articulated case, which forms the axis of the

/ whole body, and composes the vertebree and scull of these

-H^^H^^'i animals, v/hich are therefore named Vertebrata.
/J ^1 In a second form of animals the skeleton is as it were

p z';/^/ ^i /I- external, so as to envelop the whole body, and is divided

V /? ^ » by transverse folds into a certain number of rings, to the

/^ ' internal surface of which the muscles are always fixed*

Their nervous system consists of two long strings ofmedul-

lary matter, passing through the whole of the body, and

united to each other at small distances into several knots,

or ganglions. These ganglions may be said to perform

for the parts which surround them the function of so many

brains, and for a certain period even to be sufficient for

nervous sensibility after the animal has been cut in pieces.

' The animals constructed on this plan have obtained the

If'ii^ /'^ ^1'-^ name of Annulosa .

/'/J V^^ X // Xw^. third fopn there is no articulated skeleton eithev

Cm.

^^y /^>f A?*^ .jo^^^^ * ^ -^jy ^''
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external or internal, the muscles being attached solely to

the skin, which is itself in general soft, though often pro-

tected by a calcareous or stony crust, termed the shelL

These animals, remarkable like plants for the variety of

modes in which the sexes are combined, have their nervous

system composed of several scattered masses or ganglions

united together by nervous threads. They are called

MOLLUSCA, and are almost all aquatic.

A fourth form of animals presents to our view the or-

gans of locomotion and sense arranged in a circular dispo-

sition round a centre, so as to give a sort of radiant appear-

ance to the whole body. Their substance is more or less

gelatinous with the fibres indistinct. The nervous system

of these imperfect beings is but Uttle known as yet; though

^I. Tiedemann in his Mtmoire siir VAnatomic des Asttries^

which w^as crowned by the French Institute, conceives

that the whitish threads which proceed in a radiant di-

rection from around the niouth, and which extend them-

selves through the whole length of the arms of these ani-

mals, form a sort of nervous system which from the pulpy

nature of the medullary matter seems to correspond with

the gelatinous composition of the animals themselves.

They are all aquatic, and are named Radiata.
There still remains a fifth form of animals to be consi-

dered—beings which cannot in the present state of know-

ledge be better described than as masses of a transparent

homogeneous, mobile, and sensible pulp. There are how-

ever to be observed in this transparent pulp innumerable

minute granulations, which may be considered as the ner-

vous molecules dispersed over, or as it were confounded

with, the substance of these animals, so as to impregnate

the whole with sensibility.
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This last division I propose to name ACRITA.

On considering the gelatinous composition of these ani-

mals, the dispersion of the nervous molecules through

their substance, and the absolute certainty that they are de-

stitute of every sense except perhaps those of taste and

touch, we are led to connect them with the MoUusca, whose

substance is always mucous and often even gelatinous

—

whose nervous system, though collected into several gan-

glions, or centres of sensibility, has nevertheless these gan-

glions dispersed with little if any arrangement throughout

the whole mass of their body—and whose senses, so far at

least as we are certain of their existence, seem to be con-

fined to those of taste and touch, with the exception of a

few animals of the division which possess the organs of

sight, and still fewer which possess those of hearing.

Nevertheless, on comparing the Jlcrita with the Mol-

Imca, we find that the organization of these last has be-,

come much more complicated, and that a distinct system

pf circulation and peculiar organs for respiration, di-

gestion, and secretion are even visible in these animals,

which connect them in a remarkable manner with a still

more perfectly organized family—the Jertebrata.

These however by their red blood, their muscular heart,

their jaws acting vertically, their distinct organs for sight,

hearing, smell and taste, their sexes constantly distinct,,

their vertebral column and extreme concentration of the

nervous system, are sufficiently insulated from the Mol-

lusca, as well as from all other material beings. The group

is therefore perfectly distinct and natural
;
yet if we at-

tempt to define it by any one of the abovementioned various

properties, little examination is requisite to convince us

that the characteristic thus chosen either disappears in
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the least perfect of the f ertebrata, or passes imperceptibly

into the neighbouring groups.

Thus in the fishes Avhich compose the genera Amnio-

catus Dum. and Gastrobranchus Bl. all those parts which

ought to have constituted their skeleton as vertebrated

animals become so soft and membranaceous, that they

may be considered as having no bones. The organs of

respiration and of manducation, the absolute want of the

sense of sight, the general habits and external form of these

smgular fishes, all prove to us that they are connected

with the Annelides, and that by them nature passes to

the structure of the Annidosa. On the other hand, on exa-

mining some of the Echinoderma of Cuvier, such as

those composing the genus Comatida, we may trace the

articulated texture o^\heAnnulosa into the division of Ra-

diata, many of whose external forms are also exactly imi-

tated by the sessile Cirr/iipedes. Of the Radiata, again,

the stellate form and the gelatinous semi-transparent sub-

stance are observable among the Acrita. So that the chain /
whose links we have endeavoured to unfold returns into -

'' '^

itself, and we find that all animals form a circle composed

of the following great divisions, viz. ^

ACRITA, ^ /

mollusca,
Vertebrata,
Annulosa,
Radiata.

This arrangement of animals is, it is true, quite distinct

from that generally adopted ; but it will be seen that it is

not only conformable to nature, but that it removes many

of the discrepancies which shock the naturalist in the com-

inon systems. For instance, there is an acephalous ani-
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mal of the division Mollusca (Ascidia mamillaris Linii,)

A\'hich exists without any visible organs of sense, except

that of taste, whose substance is Uttle better than a homo-

geneous gelatinous pulp, whose inert nature seems to der

prive it of any power like that of voluntary motion ; a be-

ing which is consequently reduced to fix itself to solid

bodies, or to be the sport of winds and waves ; whose

principal sign of life consists in the absorption and spouting

forth of water, and whose animal properties in short are

all comprised in its irritability, its circulation, and respi-

ration. Yet because these two last quaUties appear in

this animal, whose existence is little better than vegetative,

to bear some resemblance to the circulation and respiration

in some of the I ertcbrala, we find it placed in the com,

mon systems before the bee, which astonishes us by its

industry and social qualities ; before the ant, which excites

our admiration by its frugahty and courage; and before

the other numberless insects, which by their manners and

stratagems have often made the naturalist hesitate as to

the point where he would draw the line, and separate

instinct from reason.

Nevertheless, if the series of ganglions along the doubly

nervous thread of insects, and the different ramifications

which emanate from this remarkable system for the pur-

pose of animating the members and organs of sense in the

Annulosa, be considered, it may be asked whether this sy-

stem does not present to the eye infinitel}' more order and

harmony than the ganglions which are irregularly di-

spersed in the Mollusca throughout the whole body. But

then the oyster, it will be urged, possesses a brain, though in

fact that nervous ganglion which is said to be situated

over the oesophagus, and therefore has been honoured with
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"t)ie title of brain, hardly deserves it more than that which

is said to be placed at the other extremity of the body, and

certainly not so much as the cerebral ganglion in the nervous

system of the Crustacea and other annulose animals. Those

Mollusca which possess a distinct head with tentacula and

other organs of sense have undoubtedly a, taie brain, but

that of an oyster has no other right to the name than the ob-

vious analogy which its position is said to bear to that of the

brain of a gasteropod. Such analogies, however, are al-

most always incontrovertible ; and the naturalist, when

anatomical demonstration is so powerful, had better ac-

cede to ISf. Cuvier's opinion that the acephalous Mol-

lusca possess a brain and a general construction which, upon

the whole, makes a nearer approach to that of the P erte-

brata than is made by any annulose animal, but particu-

larly those undergoing metamorphosis. Wlien however

we have admitted this, it cannot, I conceive, be therefore

contended that an Ascidia has any superiority over the

bee. No person, on comparing the two animals, will

assert that the MoUusque has any quality that can be put

in competition either with the intelligence or the compli-

cated mechanism of the Insect. If we are to estimate

by their anatomy the importance which different material

beings are entitled to in the scale of creation, it may

readily be supposed that with this object in view Ave

ought to consider the complication of mechanism as the

test of perfection, and not any fancied and often forced

resemblance to the human structure. Nay, if this last

rule be employed, the rudest artificial imitation will often

deserve the praise of ingenuity in the construction supe-

rior to that of some of the most extraordinary productions

o^ nature. The absurditv of such a couckision may then
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show us that the works of the creation are not referable

to the human figure as a standard of perfection, but that

they ought to be appreciated according to the ingenuity

displayed in their organization, and the variety of effects

which may depend on it.

Indeed it must be remarked by the most careless ob-

servei', that many even of the vertebrated animals are far

inferior to insects, both in the }X)ssession of those faculties

by which we are accustomed to estimate the rank of the

Vertehrata among themselves, as well as in complication

of general structure. In proportion also as the organic

structure is simple, it has been observed that the body is

more capable of repairing, by reproduction, such parts as

may have been lost; a principle which if applied to lizards

and frogs, would evidently reduce them in the scale of

being below many insects.

On the whole then it appears necessary, first, that the

affinity of the Mollusca to the fertebrata, which is so ob-

vious in the Cephalopoda, should not be disturbed by any

intervening division ; secondly, that the annulose animals

should not be separated from the Gastrohranchus and other

cyclostomous fishes ; and above all, that they should not

be made subordmate in rank to such simple animals as

compose the greatest part of the Mollusca. Now these

conditions will all be fulfilled if the chain of nature be

viewed as returning into itself; Avhereas they will be com-

pletely violated if we account it to be a regular fine or

ladder, commencing with the Infusoria and terminating

in man, or indeed if we adopt any opinion that has

hitherto been advanced on the subject by naturalists.

-„——

^

. , Another novelty in the plan now proposed is the divi-

yl^l/ff A sion of the animal kingdom into five
.
great groups instead
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of four, as stated by Cuvier; but indeed both Lamarck

and De Blainville have aheady sufficiently, though not

directly, proved the necessity of the Acrita being sepa-

rated from the Radiata. " La denomination d'animaux

rayomitSf- says Lamarck, " ne leur convient pas plus que

la precedente {Zoophytes) ; car elle tiepent s'appliquer qiCd

une partie d'enir'eax; etils'en trouve heauconp parmi enx

qui n'ont absohnnent rien de laforme rayonnante^" The

very name of Radiaires, as given by Cuvier to the last di-

vision he makes in the scale of animals, evidently excludes

his Intestinaux, Polypes nuSy Polypes a polypiers, and In-

fusoires. It is true that many of the Polypi, such as the

Polypes li. polypier, inhabit tubes which take a variety of

radiated forms, but there is nothing to show that the ani-

mals themselves have the radiated organization which is

so conspicuous in the Asierias, Echinus, &c. For if the

tentacula or feelers with which the mouth of a polype is

furnished be conceived to indicate the animal as belonging

to the Radiata, we shall by the same rule be obliged to

place in this group many of the Annulosa as well as

Mollusca. As for the intestinal worms, they CKliibit at

present to the naturalist nothing but a mass of confusion,

which will require a great portion both of time and

trouble to imravel. M. Cuvier observing that some of

them have at least two nei^vous fibres or threads shootingr

out from a circle round the mouth, has considered this

property as indicative of their connexion with the Radi-

ata. But this observation would in my opinion be of

much greater force in proving them to be annulose ani-

mals, and I have indeed but little doubt that many of them

possess a much greater affinity to the Annulo<;u than is

at present suspected.
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The Polypi and Lifusoria are upon the whole a httle

better understood, and accordingly form the greatest part

of that group which from the difficulties it throws in the

way of the observer I have here named Acrita. To some

indeed of the animals comprised under this denomination

M.DeBlainville has applied the name of Agastria; but

it does not seem expedient to adopt a word which is with

accuracy applicable to so very small a part of the group.

In general I could wish to state a novel opinion with

the arguments on which it may have been founded briefly,

since it is an ungracious as well as a disagreeable task

to have to clear the way for its reception by refuting

prevalent notions. But in investigations of this sort some

names possess an authority which to dispute is of itself

presumptuous, but which to slight would be absolute folly.

One of the first naturalists of the age, who has instituted

several primary divisions which are popular on the Conti-

nent, will therefore in the following remarks consider

that they have proceeded solely from a love of truth and

an ardour for the promotion of natural science, and that

were not the doctrines criticised likely from their inge-

nuity to mislead, they would never have been impugned.

Animals have by this author been divided into Vertebrated

and Unvertebrated. Now this division, as M. Cuvier per-

ceived, errs more in its nature, of which we have already

exposed the defects, than in its particular relation to

Zoology. The objection to it is not that it is contrary to

truth, but that it does not state enough, and that the young

naturalist, placing full reliance on it, may be led to conceive

that animals have been formed on only two distinct plans.

Had the animal kingdom however been divided into ra-

diated and not radiated, or into annulose and not annulose.
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both of these methods would have been equally apphcable

with that proposed by the celebrated author of the Histoire

Naturelte des Animaux mm Verttbres. He has, indeed,

himself been sensible in some measure of this, as appears

from his later division of animals into Intelligent, Sensible,

and Apathetic ; where those which are vertebrated are styled

InlelUgens, Insects and ]Mollusca are considered Sensihles,

and the Radiata and Polypes are Jnimaux Apathiqiies.

Without discussing the propriety of these three degrees of

comparison, and the perspicuity with which they are de-

fined, it will be sufficient to state, in order to prove that a

system founded on them must be erroneous, that some

fishes and some re))tiles are as truly or even more defec-

tive in intelligence than are many insects; and, on the other

hand, that the Cinrhipedes and many insects, such as the

larvae oiDiptera, are as apathetic, in Lamarck's sense of the

word, as any of the Intestinal worms. It is not easy to per-

ceive, moreover, why an Echinus oxaghi to be considered as

showing less signs of life than an Ascidia, or Oyster; yet all

these conclusions, so contradictory to the naturalist's per-

sonal observation, are the direct consequences of a system

founded on Lamarck's scale of intelligence.

Animals may no doubt be classed according to the de-

grees of intelligence w hich each may display ; but it is ab-

surd to imagine that intelligence is di\ isible into three sorts,

more than into any other number. There is nothing that

I am aware of which can be adduced in favoiu- of tliis

hypothesis. It seems perfectly arbitrary, since every per-

son, whether naturalist or not, knows that the intelligence

ofman is one degree, that of a horse another degree ; in short,

that as we can judge of intelligence only by its eflfects, and

these effects differ not only with the species but also \\'ith
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the individual, it may be said of the Vertebrata, at least,

that there aie as many sorts of intelligence displayed as

there are individual beings, whilst of insects there are pro-

bably as many degrees of instinct as there are species.

It is also obvious that we cannot, without confusion,

compare with each other in degree the diflerent sorts of

intelligence displayed by animals whose general structure

is not only different, but also their nervous system, on the

disposition of which their intelligence in so great a mea-

sure depends. Where indeed the intelligence is of the

same sort, we may estimate its degree ; but this can only be

where all the beings under consideration are referable to

the same type of form ; and, above all, where their nerv-

ous matter has been dispersed on the same general plan.

But as this is a subject I purpose hereafter more fully to

discuss, I shall conclude this chapter with observing, that

it must afford pleasure to those who have a taste for the

analogies ofnature, to perceive that no w here ai'e they more

visible than between the animal and vegetable kingdoms.

The difference which separates these appears to depend,

as we have already shown, on the presence of a nervous

system in animals. Yet it is worthy of attention, that those

vegetables which are generally supposed to make the near-

est approach to the other kingdom possess a degree of irrita-

bility, the cause of which has long excited the curiosity of

philosophers, but as constantly baffled their efforts to detect

it. The chemical analysis also of the lower tribes of plants

indicates the presence of azote ; and though it has been as-

serted that the irritability of the genus Linckia, or Nostochs,

is entirely owing to the elasticity of the plant, and by no

means to any nervous action
;

yet allowing this to be the

case, we can only admire the beautifrd regularity of nature.
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which, in order to mark the affinity between the lower tribes

of plants and animals, has thus impressed a gelatinous ve-

getable with a degree of elasticity which is so similar to

the nervous influence among the Acrita. Nay, many Con-

ferxcc have the same sort of generation with the Polypes;

for, independently of the herbaceous and seminiferous mat-

ter contained in the interior of the articulations, as observed

by Vaucher, there are also gelatinous tubercles which give

rise to new plants. We need not therefore be surprised

that several of the Limiaean Alga should be still hovering

in a state of uncertainty between the two kingdoms, but

on the contrary be prepared to expect additional proofs of

the analogy which the t^vo great divisions of organized

matter bear to each other.

No groups can be more natural than those of Mono-

cotyledonous and Dicotyledonous plants. The latter are

the Vertehrata of the vegetable kingdom, their hard or os-

seous parts being as it were in the middle, and thus afford-

ing the most perfect and intricate plan of vegetable con-

struction. The monocotyledonous plants are not only

annulose in structure, or bear their harder parts on the out-

side, but moreover have often that articulated construction

which so remarkably distinguishes the corresponding be-

ings in the animal kingdom. These are not new or wild

fancies, but positive truths which, as the}' were first men-

tioned by Desfontaines, must excite our astonishment

that they were not sooner known. Finally, it may be ob-

served that the radiated form is to be found in the

tribe of Fiuigi, and that if the analogy has failed to be so

conspicuous between the Jiaigeima?mi(E or Fuci, and the

Mollusca, this is perhaps to be attributed as much to the

little acquaintance which botanists generally possess with

P 2
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the cellular plants of DecandoUe as to any failure in this

solitary case of a rule so general.

In taking leave here of the vegetable kingdom, and pro-

ceeding to investigate the probable place occupied by

Scarab&us sacer among natural beings, I cannot but ex-

press a hope that those who have time, opportunity, and

sufficient botanical knowledge for the purpose may direct

their researches to this interesting but intricate field of

discovery. The wonderful progress made of late years in

Botany leads us to trust that ere long we shall be gratified

Avith a general and connected natural plan of vegetable

organization.
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CHAPTER V.

ON CLASSES, OR THOSE NATURAL GROUPS INTO

WHICH THE ANIMAL KINGDOM MAY BE RE-

SOLVED ON ITS SECOND RAMIFICATION.

Animals appear to have been created on two distinct

plans; or, to make use of an idea fi-equently adopted in the

course of this work, nature seems in the animal kingdom

to have set out from inorganic matter by two different

routes, which meet together and complete the circle among
, ^r o

the Annelides, or Crustacea. This difference of construc-_ ^

tion may be thus represented : although properly speak-

ing the rule applies only to the greatest part of the An^

nulosa, and not to the Crustacea or Arachnida.

f ACRTTA,
Animals in which no circulation \ t> * t^^ . ^ ,

-/ tvADIATA,
ofbloodis^•isible,

^ AnNULOSA.

An'mials in which the circulation C Vertebrata,

of blood is perfectly distinct, \ MpLLUSCA.

In this last plan there is constantly a pulmonary or

branchial respiration aimed at, with a perfect system of

circulation for the nutritive- fluid ; in the other, not only is

the existence of a circulation a question to which no small

degree of doubt may be attached, but the system of respi-

ration is of a nature quite different and apparentlymuch lesg
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perfect. It has indeed been long since observed that the

whole internal anatomy, and in particular the organs of

respiration and circulation in the Mollusca and Vertehrata,

differ entirely from the structure of the divisions of

Acrita and Radiata, and from that of the greatest part of

the Annulosa. Now, in the preceding chapter we have seen

that the only method by which the unnatural interruption

oi\h& Annulosa and Pertebrata by the Mollusca may be

avoided, is one which necessarily places the last mentioned

group nearer in general construction than the Annulosa

to the point of union between the two kingdoms of orga-

nized nature, that is, to the lowest of animals. It follows

therefore, that though they undoubtedly possess a very com-

plete system of respiration and circulation, the Mollusca

are inferior in the scale of nature to the Annulosa.

If we are to judge of the rank of the f ertebrata by the

distance at which they are removed from inorganic mat-

ter, or, which is the same thing, from the confines of the

vegetable and animal kingdoms, some of the Annulosa

ought to be found to possess an organization quite as in-

tricate as the animals withvertebrce. This principle, I am
aware, ma}' be objected to ; and indeed it is so very diffi-

cult to compare with one another two divisions of ani-

mals which differ completely in their anatomical structure,

whose very senses, for aught we know, are of totally di-

stinct natures, that it becomes useless to attack or defend

the propriety of such comparisons. No animal displays so

much docilit}' for general purposes as some of those which

are vertebrated ; nor does any display instinctively such

wisdom for a particular purpose as an insect. No animal

can be compared to such as are Annulose for strength and

swiftness in proportion to their size, for perseverance and
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industry; nor any to the Vertehrata for size, duration of

life, and variety of pursuit during that hfe. The result

therefore to which we shall always arrive in this compa-

rison is, that the Vertehrata are the perfection of one plan of

organization, as the Amndosa may be of another. There can

however be no doubt as to which ought to be accounted

the lowest and least complicated of animals. With these

then, or the Acrita, I shall begin, and endeavour to trace

my way round the circle developed in the last chapter.

Homogeneous gelatinous masses of pulp without any

visible cavity, and propagated by buds or cuttings,—beings

in which every character of life may seem absolutely de-

stroyed by desiccation, but which, by tlie influence of

humidity, light, and other natural agents, can resume

their vital energy; beings sometimes fixed to a particular

point of space, and often absorbing nourishment by their

external pores,—would manifestly be classed among the

lower and less organized tribes of vegetables, did we not

observe that such a mass of pulp is not only in general

endowed with the power of locomotion, but also is always

extremely irritable. When, moreover, we observe that this

irritability is manifested not by any mechanical action,

or by any effect which we are likely to ascribe to a simple

mechanical cause, but by a contraction of the injured part

within itself, we are induced to suspect the presence of

some nervous influence, and consequently that this gela-

tinous mass is an animal. The Agastria, or Agastraires

of De Blainville, are indeed Animals, though they have

neither distinct organs of sense, ahmentary canal, nor even

mouth ; though they have, in short, so far as our present

knowledge of them would lead us to believe, no internal

digestion whatever to execute, but trust for nourishment.
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like plants, to the absorption of their external pores. Tiiey

must be esteemed animals, on account of their peculiar

irritability, but are vegetables in almost every other respect.

Of such an ambiguous nature indeed are these simply con-

structed and minute atoms that they confound every no-

tion, even the most clear, which we may have endea-

voured to form of animal life ; atoms that, were their

importance to be estimated according to their size, would

be utterly neglected in the study of natu)"e, but which

nevertheless, because organized matter in them is reduced

to the most simple form of cellular tissue, and life, as it

were, is at its very lowest ebb, have employed the time and

labours of Hooke, Leuwenhoeck, Spallanzani, Miiller, and

Lamarck. And this method of investigation is surely more

philosophical than that of those who attempt to form ac-

curate ideas of animal life by studying it only in its most

complex shape, Vtdiich is just as if we could hope to pe-

netrate into the depths of the Newtonian philosophywith-

out being previously acquainted with the simpler ele^

ments of mathematical science.

ACRITA.

The genus Mo)ias may be taken as the type of the Irt-

. fusoria, since it consists of the smallest and least compli-

cated of all known animals. From these, by means of be-

ings still only visible by the assistance of a microscope, but

gradually obtaining some sort of appendages so as to give

them the definite form of which the Monades are destitute,

we proceed to the Poli/pi rudes, which may perhaps

be hereafter found to be a circular group, composed as _

^(^ -^ well of Cuvier's Infnsoires rotiferesjiS of his Polypes nus. vluff

The Polypi rudes according to this idea, for which
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naturalists are indebted to Lamarck, consist of animals

which are so far advanced in organization as to possess a

distinct mouth ; this mouth having, at its entrance, either

one or more wheel-like organs fringed and rotatory, or

having such organs converted gradually into tentacula

disposed in a circle. The Infusoria rotifera of Cuvier are

the Polypes possessing the abovementioned wheel4ike

organs, which are suspected by this naturalist as well as

by Dutrochet to be employed for purposes of respiration.

It would seem indeed that some of those animals described

as Rotifera by MjNI. Dutrochet and Leclerc, are far too

complicated in their organization to belong to the Lfuso-

ria ; animals which not only are in possession of an in-

testine, but also, having two apertures to this organ, ap-

proach nearer, as jNJ . Savigny remarks, to the group we
shiall hereafter have to describe under the name of Tuni-

cata. On leaving the Monades we are prepared for the

curious wheel-like processes of the real hotijera, first,

by the genus Trichoda of Miiller, and then by the Polypes

vibratiles of Lamarck. The latter family, whicii is com-

posed of the genera Ratulus, Trichocerca and / jyiiiico/aj Cu-o: (jt^ . (j/^
has a vibratory fringe encircling the mouth, which is an ''^ /
imperfect sketch of that of the Rotifera.

The Infusoria rotifera are remarkable," inasmuch as in "^

them we have the first instance of a testaceous covering

for the animal, and consequently are led in some measure

to expect the more calcareous excretions of the Polypes ^ ^^~^
a poli/pier of Cuvier, or the Polypi vagiiiati of Lamarck. ^
The Rotifoa also present us in the genus Vorlicella B[. ^^/ y^. ^^
with the first example of composite animals, wliich wc

shall henceforward find so common among the Acrita.

The Forticellce indeed are not covered with a shell, but
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have a contractile body, rather dilated, and fixed by a pe-

duncle to different solid substances, so as singularly to re-

present certain monopetalous flowers. Of this nature is

Vorticella convallaria. But the resemblance of such

animals to flowers becomes still more manifest in the com-

posite Vorticelhe, or those whose pedimcles ramify; the dis-

covery of a species of which {J oitkeUa digilalis) on a

Moitoculus quadricornis made De Geer, though a man

to whom the wonders of nature were daily familiar, break

out into raptures of admiration at the endless variety of

the works of his Creator.

A celebrated naturalist pretends to trace animal nature

from its most complicated organization to its simplest form

;

but nothing, among innumerable instances to be found in his

work of his having forgotten this principle, can better show

how widely apart anatomical skill is from skill in classifi-

cation, than his placing the genus Hi/dia, " hs cmimaux de

cette classe rtduiis a leur plus grande simpUcite," at the

head of his Polypes. There seems however to be great

reason for supposing, with Lamarck, that, these simply

constructed Polypes and the Rotijera are connected to-

gether by means of the Forticellcc.

Leaving the Rotijera, we arrive at the Polypi vas^inati,

by means of the genus^Tubicolaria Lam., which possesses

the tubular oblong form and ciliated retractile mouth of

the Plumatellce Lam. in true Polypes the rotatory organs

with which the mouths of the Infusoria rotifero are armed

become tentaenia, or feelers. These however are no longer

mechanical instruments for creating whirlpools in the wa-

ter, but sometimes simple, sometimes dentated, or ciliated,,

appear always to be furnished with muscles sufficiently

strong to enable them to secure their prey and to conduct
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it to the entrance of the intestinal canal. Still the method

in which this prey is seized is more analogous to the man-

ner in which insects are entrapped by various plants, than

to that peculiar will which we perceive in the more per-

fect animals when himgry. An object must irritate the

tentacula of the Polype by contact before these will con-

vey it to the mouth. The alimentary canal is indeed the

principal characteristic of the Polypes ; for, except in this

respect, the structure of some of them can hardly be said

to be more complicated than that of the Infusoria. The

gelatinous pulpy body of the Polype is now however

protected by an inorganic sheath, and the animal is in ge-

neral composite.

By a Composite Animal we are to understand a con-

glomeration of the same species, adhering the one to the

other, either by lateral appendages or by their posterior

extremities, and which communicating together by such

means, assimilate in common the nutriment which one alone

has swallowed. It is a collection of animals which parti-

cipate in a common life, while each enjoys an independent

vitality for every part of its body. We have already seen

instances of this compound organization among the Polypes

nus of Cuvier, as in the genera forticella and Cristatella ;

but the difference between these and the compound sheath-

ed Polypes seems to be, that each of the latter is insulated

in front, and confined in a little cell formed of the homy
crustaceous or stony matter which transudes from its sur-

face, while by its posterior extremity, like the Polypes mis,

it is connected with its fellows.

The Polypi vaginati are very numerous in nature, and G^^Uc.' /^^^~'

constitute an ample and interesting field, in which a na-

turalist may acquire great honour. They appear to contain
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• among themselves some very beautiful and extraordinary

types of form, than which none however is more interest-

ing than the composite sheathed Polype. But this exter-

nal stony sheath disappears in the Sponges and Alcyoniay

or at least confounds itself widi the common body of the

Polypes. These very im})erfect beings are supposed to con-

nect together the Foft/pi vuginati and the Polu^ijiatantes,

iXcuy : n^ that is, the two most complex forms of the circle of Acrita

;

^^'^J' ^''^i^^'^^^and we thus, for the first time, see that in passing from,

one perfect plan to another, Nature makes use of some of

her very simplest constructions. By means of the Sponges

and the Polypi tuhiferi of Savigny and Lamarck, we arrive

at the Polypi natantes, where the structure of a sheathed.

Polype is completely reversed. It is the axis pf the whole

compound animal which is here stony, often hollow, and

about which the Polypes combine to form a fleshy body

of a constant and regular form. M. Savigny, whose dis-,

poveries in every branch of Natural History he endeavours

to elucidate are equally important and interesting, considers,

the internal organization of the Polypi tubiferi, wluch

he finds so complicated in comparison with the animals we

have as yet had under consideration, to be analogous to that

of the genus Veretellum among the Polypi natantes; and

indeed the axis of these last is no longer distinct in the

Veretellum Cynomorium (Pennatula Cynomorium Pall.j.

The compound structure of the Polypi. nat(int^s however

is not so very observable in the genus Vivgnlaria, which

has neither the general form nor the habits of the rest. The

animals composing this genus present a linear filiform body,

which is sunk in the sand or mud so as to leave nothing but

the polypiferous extremity of the animal exposed. Having

thus clearly receded from the type of the Polypi natantes^
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we may svippose ourselves near to the point whence we

vare to set out in oider to ])rocure another type of form.

From what we have now seen of the Acrita, it would ap-

pear that there cannot be improperly assigned to the group,

any animal which unites to a soft pulpy consistence an

organization so imperfect, as to have the alimentary canal

either indistinct or when visible never provided but with

one opening, a geimxiiparous system of generation, and no

traces whatsoever of vessels proper for the purposes of cir-

culation and respiration. Such an animal, I repeat, would

evidently not be improperly connected with the Polypi

and Lifusoria, since it possesses their distinguishing cha-

racteristics. Many of the intestinal worm s, therefore, .^^ cm.-^ ^^^^^

have been placed among the Polypes on the soundest

principles of reasoning. N ot however all that heterogeneous

mass of beings which compose the Litestinauxoi Cuvier, ^
but only such of tliem as form the greatest part of his 2d l^/^^ ^^^/e^i-r^^

and 3d divisions of IntestiNciux juireuchi/mateux, and oi/}. /y^/^ /f2.'

the Vers mollasses of Lamarck, beings that have their /rj^c// ./o-y

/

substance in general entirely consisting of cellular tissue,

without any viscera. From the Polypes we appear to enter

among these extraordinary animals, by means of the genus

Scolex, and others, which to a gelatinous body add a ter-

minal orbicular mouth surrounded by four flexible polymor-

phous tentacula or feelers. These appendages gradually

vanishing in other species, the whole body becomes a sim-

ple vesicle, as the Hi/datis, that extraordinary animal which

is often found in myriads inhabiting the liver or brain of

herbivorous animals, antl sometimes infesting e\en man

himself. Finally, the mouth itself disappears, and the body

has.no other characteristic property than being an elon-

gated hnear flattened mass of cellular tissue ; Avhich ac-
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cordingly brings us back to the Agastria, in the genus

Vibrio of Miiller, or those Infusoria to which belong what

are vulgarly known as the JEe/s of Vinegar.

The most remarkable of the Iniestiiia are the genera

Tania and Botryocephalus, not only on account of their

being the most formidable parasites to which vertebrated

animals have been subjected, but also from theirprobably

forming a type of composite animals very distinct from the

compound Polypes. The classical type of the latter seems

to be a congeries of animals adhering to each other lateral-

ly ; whereas, the above compound Intestina seem to consist

each of a linear series of animals. It is an old but never-

theless to all appearance a perfecdy just idea, that each

articulation of a Taenia is a distinct animal; for we may

observe each to be supplied with its peculiar organs, in

the shape of one or two pores and gemmiparous masses

placed in the middle of each lateral face of the articu-

lation. It is true that to the whole articulated ribband

which composes a Tania there appears to be but one

mouth by which the nourishment common to all can be

received ; but we have already seen that in the compound

Polypes the food swallowed by one may serve to the nou-

rishment of the whole; whence it may safely be concluded

that a Tania cannot be confounded with the articulated

Vermes, but is truly acompound animal though of a pe-

culiar sort.

On the whole then we have set out from the Agastria,

or animals without mouth or alimentary canal, and, after

passing through various different types of form, are now

returned to the simple structure from whence we started,

and the Acrita have been seen to compose a circle thus

distributed in nature

:
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Agastria, or Infusoria,

Intestina,

Polypi natantes,

Polypi vaginati,

Polypi rudes.

At first sight, hovvever, there appears to be a want of that

symmetry ia this circle so observable in the others which

compose the great divisions of the animal kingdom ; for the

Radiata have all a classical type to which their several

structures may be referred, as also have the Annulosa, Per-

tebrata and Mollusca ; whereas here Ave see Nature choos- ;

ing every possible type of form, and sporting as it were
\ /

with every thing like regularity. But this I apprehend is , y^ •"

the consequence of a too rapid glance, sincej^ature^ so far_ / V. _*^^^'"^X^
^

fiwnJorgettirig^rder^_has,_at the commencement of her /f r/f^^^' ~^

work, in these imperfect animals given us a sketch of the ^^^'A^-J^.' c

five difFerentToims which she intended afterwards to adopt ^'^•^y''/'*'J/f"'%

for the whole animal kingdom. In the soft mucous slug- ^J^^^CTa^ -

gish Intestina she has given the outline of the Mollusca. ^^/t^^^^^^-^^^-

In the fleshy living mass which surrounds the bony and

hollow axis of the Pohjpi natantes, she has sketched a

vgitebrated animal. In the crustaceous covering of the iy^^r-C^^v-r^-iu

living mass, and the structure more or less articulated in

the Polypi vaginati, we trace the form of the Annulosa ;
.^,>^^^'^</%-^i

while the radiated forms of the Rotifera and the sim-

ple structure of the Po/j/pi ri/f/es^may in general remiud ^^?/t^^'/z/^
us of the Radiata. L '.>/^ .^-^'-^'^^ / ./ /^,.

.

.-,

I by no means profess^myself sufficiently informed on

the subject to attempt, at present, a more rigorous and

detailed subdivision of these animals, much less to criti-

cise what has been already done in this province by learned

anatomists. Nevertheless, 1 cannot but consider the ana-
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logy as deserving a severer epithet than vague, which has

been used in order to unite the Entozoa with the Echino-

derma. Because some of the Tntestinaux of Cuvier have

two fibrous hues, or muscular threads, shooting out from

a circle round their mouths, it has been asserted that

these animals afford traces of a radiated structure; but

other naturalists appear to have drawn from the same

obser\ation a much more correct conclusion, in con-

ceiving that these two fibres, where they exist, are but

modifications of the ordinarv nervous system of the An-

nulosa, allowance being made for their being animals far

more imperfect than the usual types of this system of

construction. It seems indeed impossible in an arrange-

ment which has any pretensions to being natural, to sepa-

rate some of the Entozoa, such as the Nematoidea ot

Rudolfi, far from Eumbricus and Gordius.

With respect to this new division ofanimals, which 1 have

called Acrita, the following definition, which is nearly thatot

Lamarck, will serve to exclude such of the Intestiuaux of

Cuvier as deserve a higher place in the scale of nature.

Aiiimalia gelatinosa polymorpha, interaneis iiullis me-

dullaque indistinctu.

Os intej'dum indistinctam, sed nutritio absorptione ex-

terna vel interna semper sistit. A/uts nullus.

Reproductio fissipara vel gemmipara, geminis modo ex-

iernis modo internis, interduni acervatis.

Pleraque ex individuis pluribus semper coharentibus ani-

malia composita sistunl.

The distinctive character of these animals is therefore

principally negative as referred to animals, and positive

as referred to plants. The simple texture of their cellular

tissue is common to them with the Algae; their gemmipa-
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rous generation bears resemblance only to the simplest part

of the system of reproduction in the other tribes of animals,

whereas, it is by no means uncommon in plants : the me-

thod likewise in M'hich all of them live more or less by the

absorption of their e::ternal pores, and their attraction by

light, is only to be discovered besides in the vegetable

kingdom. If a Polype be cut in pieces each of these will

continue to live, and in time will take the foiin of the ori-

ginal individual, so that every point of such a body must

be considered as having an independent life, like that of

some of the lower vegetables. Lamarck accounts for this

phaenomenon by considering their alimentary canal to con-

stitute a second absorbing surface, in no respect different

from the absorbent external surface of the Agaslria, so

that any portion separated from these bodies may live for

a time like the infusoria, until they have obtained the

second or internal absorbent surface; an idea which is not

only ingenious but perfectly consonant with our observa-

tion.

But this is not all. That remarkable, nay, wonderful pro-

perty of the greater part of these animals, which consists

in their enjoyment of a common vitality, is what we ob-

serve in the majority of vegetables. A vegetable, says La-

marck, may in general be considered as a collection of living

individuals, each capable of absorbing nutriment which is

all to tend to the general health of the plant: now what

naturalist is ignorant that this is only to be compared

throughout the animal kingdom, with those compound be-

>ngs which we have seen to result from the union of many

distinct individuals adhering to one another, and sharing a

life common to all ? If to these circumstances be added

their still more singular general appearance, which with

Q
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the earlier naturalists gained them the appellation of Zoo-

phytes, we shall be under the necessity of acknowledging

that the line of separation between animal and vegetable

life is not so distinct as some philosophers would have us

suppose, and that in fact no accurately distinctive charac-

ter can be given, unless it be the presence of a nervous

system in the former. So thought Linnasus when he de-

scribed his Zoophyta as " Composita Animalcula in bivio

Ammalium f' egetabiliumque cotistitttta, vera plantce, sed

systemate nerveo, sensus motusque organo instructed." This

indeed has been denied by Lamarck, and termed a per-

fectly gratuitous and improbable supposition ; because on

this view it would follow, as he thinks, that a fresh water

Polype must have all the organs of a perfect animal, and

consequently hears, sees, smells, &.c. with every atom of

its body. But this conclusion, so absurd in itself, seems

to me to be rather absurdly arrived at ; since, if the study

of nature teaches us that where an organ ceases to exist

the faculty can no longer be found, there can be no rea-

son in the world .to suppose that a Monas or Polype,

which appears absolutely an atom of jelly destitute of

any thing resembling an organ, should be gifted with

the above powers. Besides, in examining the construction

of those animals which enjoy their senses in the greatest

perfection, we find the nervous matter on the whole to be

very homogeneous, whether it communicates sound, light,

odour, taste, or touch, to the great sensorium ; so that

though the nerves form thus the medium of communica-

tion from the organ of sense to the sensorium, they would

be useless without the former, which is so peculiarly

adapted for receiving impressions from external objects.

If an animal, therefore, could be supposed to exist de-
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stitute of organs, and having its nervous matter melted

down as it were into the general mass of the body, we

should have an animal indeed destitute of every sense ex-

cept irritability to the touch, but having this irritabihty

equally perfect in every molecule of its body* We should

then be obliged to consider it as a compound animal,

made up of as many animals as there were molecules in

the body ; and it would in short be a polype as we see this

animal to exist in nature.

TUNICATA. - - /V<\^/?^^v/^^*'^—

A minute gelatinous irregular compound animal, with-' y, <^/0/.Vx//^ //////i

out a head or distinct organs of sensation, inclosed in a /T}yi /^/t /?t v
cartilaginous or coriaceous cell, and whose mouth is fur- ^1,^--,^/^ .' // Aftxiy

nished with six tentacula, cannot be far distant in nature yX;^ .^^

from the Polypi vaginatif even though a second opening ^^/]^/,^>^//^«
to the intestinal canal may now be distinctly traced. If j4/>A^y /•/

moreover the individuals composing such an animal be \!Zr y >

disposed in regular systems, we may be allowed to refer ^\^ y
it to a place near that of the Flustr<z or Cellularia, in both Jj ^'^^A-f ^^CCi^ ^

of which genera this disposition is also very observable. /^ ^'^/V/i'^C-^
The Aplidium lobatum of Savigny is an animal of the na- ^. ,

'

ture we have just described. It is a Folype by means ot "^
, <

which we may leave the Acrita and proceed to explore our Jjy)^''^ ,

^^^

Way into a more compUcated region of organization. -^^ *^ it C/k^

Our knowledge of the anatomy of the Tunicata, or Tu- ^^c-fp^ f^f^^^-^

Tticiers, as they have been named by Lamarck, is entirely \^Jj<^^ ^^^
owing to the brilliant discoveries of Pallas, Le Sueur, / a/ ^^yp^^^r*
Cuvier, and Desmarest, but, above all, to the admirable j^ /^>^ ^
patience and discriminative judgement of M. Savigny. / '/ /xr^
From what we have said of the Aplidiun^\\, cannot ap- Z'^^'' • ^y^A

^

^
'^

pear remarkable that such an animal continued long to /v '//>'• '^^yj
*

0,2 , .
/y^<'f'^\

^ty
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be confounded with the Acrita. It is only the other

day, indeed, that the last mentioned naturalist gave full

force and developement to discoveries of Gaertner and

Pallas, which had at first been neglected, and which at

last became totally forgotten. The true Polypes however,

as we have already seen, possess but one alimentary ca-

vity, which is provided with only one external aperture,

and is separated from the outer cuticle by a simple cellu-

lar substance. From these, then, the group we have now

tender consideration differs, in having two apertures to their

intestinal canal, in being no longer a homogeneous mass

of pulp, but oflfering to the view two distinct tunics at

least, with a body divided internally into several cavities,

which are furnished with viscera. It is in these animals

we have the first indubitable vestige of a concentration of

the nervous system, and of organs indisputably constructed

for purposes of respiration, circulation, and generation.

But notwithstanding all these proofs of a more complicated

construction than that which the Acrita possess, some of

the Tunicata, such as the genus Eucaliumj and that curi-

J^
^

i
ous inhabitant of the Australasian seas, Sigillina Att-

/An^\u^ ^Q/ straits Sav., resemble the Poli/pi vaginati so much as to

'
, / ^^' ; ,/////< / require the eye of the most experienced anatomist to di-

stinguish them.

The most singular however of the compound Tunicata

/ / ' ^/V^i are those perhaps which, like the Botrylli, display se-

/
' / *^^^ ' veral stelliform or radiant systems, disposed in circles,

ellipses, &c. round a central cavity or opening; the

whole appearing, at first sight, to be a thin transparent

radiated jelly coating marine substances. To a careless

observer this appearance might be sufficient to confound

them with the Radiata; but a little attention will prove to

/
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our complete satisfaction, that each ray is a distinct ani-

mal, having its mouth at its external extremity and its rec-

tum opening into a coramoii cavity, which is the centre of

the whole star. If the mouth of one of these rays be

touched, that animal alone contracts itself; whereas if the

centre of the star be irritated, every individual composing

the system is equally contracted. Nevertheless, the ju-

dicious observations of our countryman Ellis on this sub-

ject were long neglected, and until the second part of

the Memoires sur les Jnimaux sans Fert^bres made its

appearance every system of Botryllus was considered ^^^^^ v^
as one Polype, and every Polype as one tentaculum

;

though anatomy now shows that each of these pretended

tentacula is provided with its own intestinal canal, its own
branchiae, viscera and ovaries. The rays of a Botryllus

as well as each of those innumerable little beings com- y
posing the elegant Pyroso/wg,^which by its phosphores- ^

'f^'<^' '
^j/'^'

cence charms many a dreary night on the Atlantic Ocean,

and makes the sea to vie with the rainbow in brilliancy and

variety of colour,^these all lead us to the Ascidia and

^ /ptf . w hlch though no longer compound animals, still

exhibit the same essential plan of construction. The /
Ascidia^davata of Cuvier {Clavelliria borealis Sav.) in //y^'-'-

^J/
'

particular, affords us a disposition of the viscera which

exactly resembles that of the compound Tunicata. The

compound animal does not however become at once di-

stinctly simple, for in general the individuals of the same

species of Ascidia are grouped together, and when thus

grouped put on an appearance of ramification ; though

this, as Cuvier observes, is not real, nor does it establish

any organic union between the individuals, like that which / A / /<y

exists'm A Botiyllus. The -Sa/p<£ also are generally founc} ^' J^
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united in the same manner as originally they were in the

ovary, and swimming together in long chains, where the in-

dividuals are always disposed in a particular manner, ac-

cording to the nature of the species.

The simple Tunicata possess a distinct branchial system

of respiration, with a liver, heart, and in fine a complete

system of circulation, which corresponds with that of the

Mollusca. In the system of generation also, of both these

groups, no small affinity may be discerned, at least the

ovary of Salpa scutigera bears a remarkable resemblance

to that of some Gasteropoda- But in order to obtain a

distinct view of the progress we have made, it may be

proper to give here a rapid sketch of the discoveries of

Cuvier, detailed in his inimitgible anatomical Paper on the

/ structure of ihejiscidia, or Thethi/a of Aristotle.

^ ^ ^ ' y^' The body of one of these animals is divided into three

cavities. First, the branchial, which communicates directly

with the air at its upper aperture, and at the bottom o^

which is the true mouth or entrance to the intestinal canal,

Secondly, the peritoneal cavity, w-hich does not communi-

cate directly with the open air, but which is traversed by

the intestinal canal, originating in the branchial cavity and

passing along by means of the rectum towards the anal

aperture. Thirdly, the pericardial cavity, inclosing the

heart, and communicating neither directly nor indirectly

with the atmosphere.

The Tentacula of the Polypes are still visible, but per-

form a new office in the Ascidia. They are here no longer

instrumental in catching the prey, but appear reduced to

be simple auxiliaries of the system of respiration; they

surround in fact the branchial cavity, and not the mouth

properly so called, which is a small opening without lip3
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or tentacula, situated at the lower extremity of the above-

mentioned cavity. The internal coats of this branchial

cavity are covered over with a reticulation of minute veins,

which cross one another at right angles. Those which

are vertical come from the transverse veins, which again

are connected by their extremities with two large vertical

trunks, each occupying one of the sides of the whole ca-

vity. These two vessels open at opposite ends into the

heart, which is of nearly the same diameter with them,

and merely distinguished by being fusiform and more mus-

cular. M . Cuvier conceives one of these trunks, which

opens into the heart, to be the branchial vein by which

the blood passes into the heart, and the other, which is

much the longest, to be the Aorta distributing the blood

throughout the body. So that the AscidicB have a system

of circulation corresponding to that of the Gasteropoda and

Acephalous Mol/usca, that is, they have only the left or

Aortic Ventricle without any other at the reunion of the

I eria cava and pulmonary Artery. The Ascidia have a

hver like that of the Acephalous Mol/usca. It is of a

darkish colour, and adheres in an intimate manner to the

sides of the stomach, into which the bile is distributed by

several orifices which are for that purpose in its sides.

The nervous system consists, so far as has yet been ob-

served, of but one ganglion, which is situated in the sub-

stance of the tunic and between the branchial and anal

apertures. Amongst the numerous ramifications of medul-

lary matter which proceed from this ganglion are two or

three which go towards the oesophagus and there sur-

round it with a nervous ring, which Cuvier considers to be

the brain. This nervous system corresponds with that of

the bivalve or Acephalous MoUusca. On the whole tljen,
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like many of these last-mentioned animals, the Jscidie are

destitute of organs of locomotion; like these they have

their mouth at the bottom of the bag opposite to the tube

by which the water penetrates, and so placed that this

water cannot arrive at the intestinal canal without having

previously washed the surface of the branchiae. There

cannot therefore be the least doubt of our having now ar-

rived among the MoUusca, and nearer to the Acephalous

^ribe than to any other o: that divison.

V I

/ Thp Arpnhnla then, lil

MOLLUSCA. ">^

The Acephala then, like the Jscidiee, are soft inarticular

animals, without the principal organs of sense, and having

the mouth concealed and always destitute of teeth; de-

fects which force them to depend for subsistence on the

corpuscles, which the water may convey to the entrance

of their intestinal canal. The ample mantle no longer

forms a bag, but is composed of two great lobes, which

either opening in front envelop the body in the same man-

ner as the cover of a book incloses its contents, or unit-

ing together in front forms a sort of tube open at one or

both ends. Between the two lobes of the mantle are the

branchiae no longer coaling the sack, but composed of four

membranaceous thin semilunar plates, striated transversely

by the vessels on or between which the water passes.

The mantle is no longer of a cartilaginous nature, but now

is clothed with a bivalve calcareous shell. The heart, al-

most invisible at its first appearance among the Turticata,

becomes in these animals less gelatinous and more di-

stinct. The blood goes to the heart from the branchiae,

and again from the heart by means of two arteries it is

dispersed over the body without the aid of another ven-
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trlcle. The cerebral ganglion is still placed on the oeso-

phagus; but the nervous system becomes more compli-

cated, always indeed consisting, it is said, of at least two

ganglions, to wit, the cerebral and visceral. The hver is

more voluminous, but otherwise is but litde different from

that of the Ascidiee. The Acephala are perfect herma-

phrodites, that is, sufficient of themselves for all the pur-

poses of generation, and their young pass some time in the

substance of the branchiae before they are sent into the

world.

Such is a very rude sketch of the characteristic proper-

ties of beings which will always attract some portion of

interest, whether we consider their beauty or utility.

The Acephala indeed may be said to comprise all thev

animals of the great division Mollusca that are particu-

larly useful to mankind. The Oyster is a good exam-

ple of the group. But there are some, as has already

been stated, whose mantle having its lobes united in front

possess shells open at the lateral extremities, so that the

whole body becomes as it were tubular. Such is the

family of Soleriacea Lam. They are in fact animals, as

Lamarck says, whose width has become excessive, while

what, properly speaking, is their length has been pro-

portionably reduced. We are led thence to the genus

PholaSy extraordinary on account of the accessory pieces

of shell which cover its hinge. These accessory pieces

have however nothing to do with the ligament of the bi-

valve, as JVl. Lamarck has shown. Among the Acephala

are also the well known ship worms (Teredo itavalis Linn.)

which, notAvithstanding their vermiform appearance, are

true bivalve Mollusca, whose shells are become too small

for their body, while the exterior accessory pieces which
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we have noticed in the Pholas become here mofe deve-

loped, and unite so as to form a tube. In some cases,

as in the genus Aspergillum, the bivahe shell confounds

itself with this tube, which has in a manner the true shells

inlaid inxo its substance.

These disguises, and this variety of change in natural

forms, sadly distressed naturalists until they began to

study the animals which inhabited the shells, as well as

their habitations. The discovery of a bivalve shell in-

closed in a testaceous tube was indeed a fact well cal-

culated to excite surprise; and still more extraordinary

must it have been to see the shell inlaid in the side of the

tube, and forming part of it. We owe to M. Lamarck

the explanation of these truths, a little attention to which

may, as I conceive, also serve to show us how nature

passes in the MoUusca from the bivalve animals to the

univalve.

The genus Bulla cannot strictly be said to possess

tentacula, or even head. On this account Cuvier has

very happily named the family to which it belongs Acera,

inserting it in a group, the rest of which are all provided

with tentacula. But this deficiency of the principal organs

of sense in a Bulla, its branchiae covered by the mantle,

the simple nervous system and the voluminous liver, em-

bracing closely the several convolutions of the intestinal

canal, are all properties which we have seen to belong to

the Acephala; and were it not that these last have bivalve

shells, and the other is a univalve, naturaUsts would no

doubt have adopted some method of connecting them in

their various systems. The nervous system of the Acera

consists of two. ganglions situated at the sides of the oeso-

phagus, and united by a collar of the same natiure, which
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surrounds the canal and is in fact the brain. From each

ofthese two cerebral ganghons proceeds a nerve, which on

meeting the other forms by the union the visceral gan-

glion. It is therefore manifest that, with the exception of

the cerebral ganglion of the yJcephcfla being divided here

into two separate lobes, there is the strongest affinity be-

tween this nervous system and that of the Bivahe Mol-

lusca. This affinity however is worthy of further exami-

nation. Let Bulla liguaria Linn, be the species under ob-

servation : we notice in the first place a fleshy disc, which

serves for a foot; this is bisected by a transverse fun^ow,

which extends equally over the back of the animal, and

separates the hinder part which envelopes the shell from

the anterior part of the body, which is free. This front

division of the body, which is completely out of the shell,

contains the oesophagus, stomach, brain, and salivary

glands. The stomach occupies the greatest part, and is

completely protected by three testaceous pieces, which

form a sort of prism vulgarly called the gizzard. Two of

these three pieces are flattish and precisely of the same

form, so as to present what may be termed a regular bi-

valve ; they are united together at the edges by a muscular

substance composed of fleshy fibres, and in this fleshy

tunic at the upper end is inlaid the third testaceous piece,

which is oblong and irregular. This apparatus can be

compared to nothing among the Mollusca, unless it be to

the two valves of a Pholas with the insulated piece

under the hinge. Li the Acera it covers a no less impor-

tant part of the body than the stomach ; and we have

already seen in the genus Teredo that the shell of an Ace-

phalous animal may become too small for the body.

But if all. doubt on the subject of a Bulla being the last
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vestige of the jdcepkala should disappear, it will sfill be ne-

cessary to account for its own univalve shell. This is in

my opinion to be understood by the examination of the

genus Fistuluna, consisting of animals which Lamarck

places in the same family with Teredo. The tube which

covers the bivalve shell of Fistulana is swelled or dilated

iat its hinder extremity and closed all round except in front.

Now let this tube be shortened, and the consequence will

be that we shall have the form of the shells of Bulla ligna-

ria or hydatis. So that if this principle of connexion be

correct, paradoxical as it may appear, a Teredo is an Uni-

valve Mollusque so far as regards its tube, and the genus

Bulla is bivalve as to its gizzard ; and in this curious man-

ner may Nature have chosen to pass from the form of an

Oyster and Pholas to that of an j4plysia and Umax.

But it must not be overlooked that great changes have

xmdoubtedly taken place towards perfection in the anato-

mical structure of the Accra, and that a Bulla belongs

properly to a very different class from the true bivalve

Mollusca, though it may serve to unite them with the

/.' gt^JM^^^^^^-^'^'^^^^'^^P^^^ °^ Cuvier. The branchise of the genus

•^^
f'

"Bulla are of a more complex structure than those which

we have observed among the Acephala. They are now

transverse leaves subdivided each into still smaller foholes,

and are attached to the two sides of a triangular mem-

brane which adheres by one of its sides to the back of the

animal. The oesophagus leads us to the gizzard, which

opens into a membranaceous canal, still sufficiently ip-

flated to deserve the name of a second stomach, an^l the

rather because it diminishes at once after having received

the biliary ducts. The lower side of the oesophagus is fur-

nislied with a rounded tubercle armed with teeth, which
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move by an undulatory motion, and can seize the food of the

animal when the oesophagus is turned inside out, which it

has the remarkable property of doing. The hermaphro-

ditism also of the Bulla differs from that of the Acephala.

We are thus prepared for the Jplysia where the branchiae

are similarly situated, the gizzard more formidably armed,

the hermaphroditism and sexual organs the same as in

Bulla. But in this new animal there are four stomachs

;

and the head, eyes and tentacula are all equally distinct.

By means of the genera Pleurobranchus and Onchidium
j^

we arrive among the Pulmonts of Cuvier. Then proba- -J' MS'^'m^^'-p^

bly the chain is to be followed through the Pecti/iibrauches,

Sciitihrunches, Cyclobranches, and Ltferohvaitches of Cu-

vier, till we have the last form of his Gasteropoda in the

genera Doris, Tethys, Gluucus, &)C. Such at least do 1

imagine to be the path of Nature through the very intri-

cate and numerous family of Gasteropoda, whether we

take into consideration their general anatomy, or that most

important part of it,—the nervous system. This we shall

observe gradually getting more collected into one mass

from the scattered system ofganglions in Bulla and Aplasia,

till we arrive at the concentrated form which the medullary

matter assumes in Scyllcsa or Doris. There appear how^

ever to be exceptions to this regularity; but whether these

are owing to the imperfect state of our acquaintance with

their anatomy, or to other causes, is a question yet to be

decided.

To the industry of Cuvier and Poli we owe almost

all the knowledge we possess of the internal structure

of the Mollusca : but it would be placing greater con-

fidence in the observations of these learned men than

they are justly entitled to, were we to rest contented with
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the little known at present of the Cydobranches and Scn-^

tibranches. Less however remains to be done in Cuvier's

family of Nudibranches, consisting of those beautiful ani-

mals, the simplicity of whose organs of digestion and re-

production, with the peculiar nature of the nervous system,

prepares us for the singular family of Pteropoda. Until

however the internal construction of such genera as Glaucus

and Eolida be better known, it would perhaps be as well to

follow the example of Peron, and to place these animals

with the Pteropoda ; at all events the principles on which

these MoUusca might be thus united into one group would

be infinitely more natural than those on which the family

of Gasteropoda was originally formed. The genus CliOy

which may be taken as the type of the Pteropoda, presents

several points of construction to the observer which are

well worthy of his most attentive consideration.

In calm weather, says Cuvier, those northern seas which

hke the land between the tropics astonish us so much by

their fecundity of life, are seen to swarm with minute gelati-

nous Mollusques of the species Clio Borealis. They come

by myriads to the surface of the water as if to respire, but

the least touch is sufficient to make them sink towards the

bottom and disappear. The nervous system of these litde

animals, which are supposed to form the principal food of

the whale, is remarkably similar to that of the Aplysia,

the brain being composed of two distinct lobes, from each

of which runs a nervous thread to a ganglion which joins

its fellow under the oesophagus by another nervous chord.

In Clio as in Jplysia the salivary glands are long and nar-

row, floating at the sides of the oesophagus. But the genus

Tethys perhaps will best show the affinity that exists be-

tween the Gasteropoda and Clio, Both these animals
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have their branchiae uncovered, both have necks, and of all

known Gasteropoda, Tethys is the genus which has neither

tooth nor tongue to the mouth, forming thus an excellent

prototype of what will be found to exist in Clio. The

situations of the liver and of the intestinal canal form

another proof of this affinity ; and of the truth of the remark

of the great naturalist who has said that the genus Clio

" est sans contredit voisiri des limaces, des doris et des autres

gasteropodes" It is worthy of attention also that the bran-

chiae of the Nudibranches are made use of in swimming,

like the fins of Clio. From CV/o, according both to Cuvier

and Lamarck, we pass to the Pteropoda with an indistinct

head, such as his genus Hi/ale, and so by means of the

Brachiopoda return to the Acephalous Testacea.

It is however absolutely necessary to state here the

difficulties which I have encountered, but have by no

means been able to surmount, in the above arrangement

of the Gasteropoda ; difficulties which no doubt have

their origin as much in my ignorance of Malacozoology

as in the little general progress hitherto made in the

knowledge of the innumerable species of Mollasca which

inhabit the depths of the ocean. Still as the object of

the naturalist is not to skim over difficulties but to dwell

on them, not to propound systems so much as to state

facts, I shall make a few observations on the Gastero-

poda of Cuvier. These animals are the most perfectly

constructed of the Mollusca, whether we consider their

nervous system, their organs of sense and locomotion,

the peculiarities of their structure for the purposes of cir-

culation and respiration, or finally the marked distinction

between their sexes. But on the other hand nothing can

be more vague than the characters by which this numerous
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group coheres ; for if we consider it as formed of animalsf

creeping on a flesliy disc placed under the belly, there are

several of the Gasteropoda which do not possess this cha-

racter; though on the whole perhaps this distinction is the

least liable to criticism, from its appearing to fail only at

those points which in the above series T have considered

as the extremities of the group. Cuvier has placed the

Cyclobranches near his Acephalous Moliusca, though on

what principle it is difficult to discover, unless it be on that

whicli is at least as yet doubtful, namely their self-fecun-

dation. Now this power, granting it to e^ist, when sup-

ported by other anatomical characters, would be most im-

portant for our purpose ; but unsupported in a family like

the Gasteropoda, in which the method of reproduction va-

ries so constantly, it is absolutely of no value whatever;

and when we see the genus Chiton placed close to the

Oyster on such reasons, we ca«not help concluding that

among the Moliusca at least, the solitary consideration of

the method of reproduction will lead us to no satisfactory,

results. This was too evident to escape the sagacity of

Lamarck, who has accordingly formed his family of Phil-

lidiens so as to include Cuvier's Cyclobranches and Irifero-

branches. The Scutibranehes of Cuvier however have a

direct and obvious affinity with the Cyclobranches by

means of the genera Cupulas and Crepidula, and again by

means of the Sigareta they lead us to the genus Buccinum

and others of Cuvier's Pectinibranches. But this author

states that he is " assezporft dcroire que les Scutibranehes

sont des hermaphrodites qui peuvent se suffire a euxmemes

comme les Acephales ;" and on this account, as well as be-.

cause the heart is pierced by the rectum and receives the

blood by two auricles, he considers a certain affinity to
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exist between these animals, so different in every other re-

spect.

The principal objection however which I have at pre-

sent to the above arrangement of the Mol/usca, in which

I have almost entirely followed the learned Cuvicr, is

tliat the genus Jplysia and his other Tedibraiiches are

more widely separated from the Nudibranches than their

general anatomy appears to allow. If they be united, the

Gasteropoda of Cuvierwill evidently form a circular group,

as Dr. Leach has had the goodness to point out to me. But

however this mav be, I have no doubt of there beincr

some great error yet undetected in the principles upoQ

which we are accustomed to arrange the MoUusca^ and

that we shall never arrive at the truth either by looking,

like M. de Blainville, solely to the position and structure of

the organs of respiration, or, like M. Cuvier, to the method

of reproduction, as when he unites the Cyclobranches to

the Acephala.

It may now seem invidious in me to indicate a proba-

ble remedy without showing, or at least trying its effi-

cacy ; but my inability at present to do either must be

an apology for stating my firm belief to be that ^ve have?

in these curious animals, studied too little the nervous,

system; and that the best way to group the Molhisca

naturally would be to follow up with more attention this

most important of the various parts of animal structure.

At all events, it is not to those collectors who are solely in-

tent on the external form of a shell or the streaks of co-

lour which ornament it, without the least idea of the

form or structure of the animal by which it is inhabited,

that the hope of discovering the true arrangement of the

MoUusca can be held forth. The study of shells appears

R
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indeed to be indispensably necessary to the geologist.

And no doubt the testaceous covering of an animal is al-

ways so intimately connected with its structure that it

would be unpardonable in the naturalist, who ought to

leave nothing without investigation, to forget shells. But,

on the other hand, when we call to our recollection the

lamentable error committed by Linnasus and his disci-

ples in not following the example of our celebrated Lister

in the arrangement of the Mollusca, we become con-

vinced that there was about as much hope of their ever

arriving at the truth by the means they chose to adopt, as

that a collection of the wings of different insects should

ever instruct us fully in the natural history of the several

animals to which they belong. It is said that Klein formed

an ornithological cabinet, in which the feet and beaks of

birds were only to be seen, because, according to his

notions, these were all the parts requisite for the proper

arrangement of the feathered creation. He thought that

it was possible to be a good ornithologist without knowing

the least of a bird but its beak and claw. We may indeed

laugh at this ; but at the same time we ought to inquire

whether similar ridicule may not with justice be extended

to those conchologists who, having procured a shell, de-

scribe and classify it without deigning to bestow a single

thought on the nature of the poor animal which con-

structed it for its habitation- A curious arrangement, as

might have been expected, has come of this method of pro-

ceeding ; for we have Annulose animals united to true

Mollusca, merely because they have shells, and true Mol-

lusca separated from this division, merely because they

have no shells. In some cases even, as in the genus Limax,

it is sufficient for the shell to be small in order to set it
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wide asunder from animals of the same family; but it

would be endless as well as useless to detail the violations

of natural order manifested by Linnaeus in his systemati-

cal arrangement of the Mollusques, which have so truly

constituted his stumbling-block.

It cannot however be denied, that could Ave adopt the

notions of Linnaeus as to the nature of the animals, the

principles upon which he arranged their testaceous co-

verings are excellent, and such perhaps that to them every

conchologist, who is not desirous to be acquainted with the

true inhabitant of the shell, must in the end be obliged to

resort. To those indeed who admire the splendour of the

pencilling, the beauty of the enamel, and the variety of

sculpture which exist in shells, it might be depriving

them of at least an innocent amusement to object the tri-

vial nature of their study as leading to no general results;

but it may be as well to remind them that, unless they

add to their satisfaction and to their knowledge by studying

the structure of the animals themselves, there is no more

science in the disposition of their cabinets than may appear

in the tasteful arrangement of porcelain on a mantle-piece.

The true and almost the only scientific object of the study

of the shell out of the province of geology, seems to be

the relation which it bears to the organs of respiration and

circulation. Separate the shell from the animal, and

much less acquaintance with the natural system is to be

derived from this inorganic covering, than M. Klein obtain-

ed of his birds by seeing only their beaks and claws. Be-

sides, collectors themselves, to lay aside the considera-

tion of their time and talent being then properly directed,

would be signally benefited in their own province by the

study of the anatomical structure of the Mollusca. They

R 2
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would thus be necessarily free from all such frauds as

those of Giasni, who so long imposed on them as a new

genus of Multivalves, under the appellations of Tricla

and Gmnia, the apparatus which incloses the stomach of

the Acera.

It will perhaps be noticed by the reader, that if I have

hitherto aimed little at a general arrangement of the Mol-

lusca, there has been a still weaker attempt made at any

accurate designation of the classes into which these may be

grouped. Nay, perfectly satisfied if it should be in my

power to prevent the appearance of any great chasm in

the route chalked out for myself, I have always adopted

the divisions of M. Cuvier, since it must be obvious that

a person is much less likely to be wrong in agreeing witli

this great anatomist, than in hazarding new speculations

without sufficient knowledge of the subject to support

them. Lamarck, liowever, has separated the Acephala of

Cuvier from the Mollusca, under the name of Conchifera ;

though, as he rests the importance of this division upon

points which are certainly of very secondary consideration,

and which he himself acknowledges to shade gradually into

the construction of his Mollusca, we can have no hesita-

tion in pronouncing the alteration to be artificial. It is

plainly a mistake which has arisen from his paying too

much attention to the manner in which the hinges of bi-

valve shells are articulated, and too little to the observa-

tions of Cuvier and Poli, on the internal anatomy of the

animals themseh es. On descending into subdivisions, I

am nevertheless inclined to believe the distinction Avhich

he institutes between the Dimyaria and Monomijaria, as

two groups of Conchifera, to be excellent, and apparently

much better than hisgreat division of Cuvier's Gasteropoda.
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He is himself even unable to give any satisfactory reason

for this last innovation ; for surely it is contrary to the first

principles of Natural History, to admit that the bisection

of a class can be otherwise than artificial, when it is

almost entirely founded on the idea that the group, as it

previously existed, was too numerous. As to Lamarck's

Heteropoda, it can only at present be said, that Cuvier>

whose opinion was founded on anatomical examination,

considered them as GasteropodUf and that the characters

given to this proposed class by its author, who by the by

appears only to have judged from their external appear-

ance, are not sufficient to separate them from the Ptero-

poda.

A well known British Naturalist, who has paid more

attention than any person in this country to the anatomy

of the Mollusca, and whose observations on the subject

are at this moment anxiously expected, will without doubt

remove the obstacles which the natural arrangement of the

Mollusca has hitherto had to encounter, and will place the

science on a basis which will tend to make it of as much

use to the general Zoologist, as to the many persons in

England who cultivate Conchology alone. I shall there-

fore merely once more acknowledge, that what I have said

of the Mollusca is an imperfect and hasty attempt to re-

concile Cuvier's observations, as far as it was possible, with

the existence of facts which I had previously reason to

suspect from other considerations, and I shall now proceed

to characterize generally this very pecuhar group of or-

ganized beings.

The Mollusca are soft inarticular animals, breathing by

branchice, or lungs, which vary in form and situation.

They are moreover possessed of a complete system of cir-
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culation, also varying in its nature. Their white blood is

circulated through veins and arteries, by means of a heart

placed, not, as in fishes, between the veins of the body and

the organs of respiration, but between these and the arte-

ries. This aortic heart is one of the best characters for

grouping the Mollusca together ; and it is the more valu-

able, as these animals offer to the Naturalist almost every

system possible of generation and digestion. They are

furnished with an astonishing variety of organs of masti-

cation and deglutition, their stomachs being sometimes

simple, sometimes multiplied, and often armed with pecu-

liar processes. They often possess salivary glands, and

always a considerable liver. Some species have jaws and

a tongue, other species neither ; and this variation takes

place in animals obviously so near to each other, as to have

induced some persons to conclude, that little advantage in

the arrangement of these animals is to be derived from the

study of their system of nutrition.

The Mollusca are in general provided with a calcareous

covering or shield, bearing no analogy whatever to the shell

of coleopterous insects, but serving only for purposes of

defence and of shelter to the soft humid skin of its posses-

sor. These shells usually bear a strong relation to the dis-

position of the organs of circulation and respiration in the

animals themselves ; but though doubtless absolutely ne-

cessary to be studied, they are to be viewed with great

caution in our attempts to arrive at the natural system.

For since the organs of respiration and circulation them-

selves may lead and indeed often have led naturalists into

evident errors of anangement, so it is to be expected that

the form of the inorganic covering, which nature appears

to have provided for these parts by concrete exudations
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from the surface of the body, will produce conclusions still

more vague and unsatisfactory.

The nervous system of the Molliisca is very peculiar,

consisting of a certain number of medullary masses di-

spersed in different parts of the body, and of which the

principal one, commonly called the brain, is situated over

the oesophagus, which it encompasses with a nervous

collar. The most general notion that we can form at pre-

sent of the nervous system of the Mollusca is, that the

medullary collar must always in its circumference contain

four ganglions, which may either be united two and two,

as it is probable they are in the Acephala, or all four to-

gether, as they are in the genus Tritonia. The brain is

always composed of two of these lobes, which are generally

connected, as in Aplj/sia, though sometimes separate, as

in Haliotis and Patella. The remaining two ganglions

of the collar send off nerves to the organs of respiration,

&c. and are either united together, as in the commion slug

and Patella, or are separate, as in Aplasia. In the genus

Tethys one lobe of the brain seems to be joined to one lobe

of the inferior ganglions, that is, two and two together.

There are often other ganglions distinct, such as two for

the mantle, which appear however more particularly to

belong to the Cephalopoda, and consequently are most ma-

nifest in those Mollusca which are the nearest to them in

natural affinity. But whether these ganglions are united

in the other Mollusca to the two inferior ganglions before

mentioned, and so may have escaped detection, or whether

they are altogether annihilated in these more imperfect

animals, it must be left for future anatomists to decide.

We may however be permitted to observe on the whole,

that the nervous system of the Mollusca cannot at present
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be better characterized than as dispersed, that is, having the

ganglions scattered over different parts of the body. The

remarkable variety in the manner of this disjDersion is be-

yond doubt the immediate cause of that want of unifor-

mity which reigns throughout the organs of sensation, lo-

comotion, respiration and digestion, and wiiich occasions

the MoUasca to be so especially difficult to arrange. The

senses of the Mollusca seem to be confined solely to those

of taste and touch, though Cuvier supposes them to be also

able to smell. The black points which have obtained the

name of eyes seem to serve less for sight than for touch

;

at least they display little if any sensibihty of the presence

of light, while their existence obviously increases the irri-

tability of the tentacula as organs of touch. Cuvier has

therefore well said, that the Mollusca ought to be consi-

dered as animals but little developed, hardly susceptible of

industry, and which preserve their existence merely by their

fecundity and their tenacity of life.

But we return to the genus Clio, as a passage whereby

we may quit the Mollusca for other and more perfectly

organized animals, namely, the

Cephalopoda.

The form of the Clio borealis is almost quite that of the

genus Loligo, even to the fins. Its body is even terminated

by an empty part, forming a sort of wrinkled tail or very

depressed appendage, which, according to De Blainville,

would also exist in the genus Loligo, were not this part ren-

dered solid by the point of the protecting horny lanceshaped

body which takes the place of the shell in these animals.

In Clio, as in the Cephalopoda, the head is attached to the

body by a neck ; the eyes are in both situated in the head,
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and not at the extremity of tentacula. This head is in Clio

crowned by six very long retractile conical tentacula, dis-

posed in two lateral groups of three each, which, wiien re-

tracted, give to the head an appearance of being formed

of two great tubercles. Finally, the vertical mouth in

Clio resembles in a very remarkable manner that of the

Cephalopoda as to position. But notwithstanding these

and other affinities, the general structure of the animal

has undergone an almost thorough alteration; thus the

head, which in the MoUusca Avas so indistinctly separated

from the body, is now not only well defined, but in the

cartilaginous ring which envelopes the brain presents the

first vestige which we have yet seen of a skull. Hitherto

we have seen but few animals endowed with the organs

of sight; and when the eyes existed, or rather when we
supposed diese organs to exist, we have found them merely

black points affording no trace of that peculiar organization

which we are led from analogy to conceive necessary for

the purpose of vision. But now we are arrived at animals

possessing eyes, constructed on the same plan and hardly

inferior in their construction to those of the most perfect

Vertehrata. Hitherto we have seen no traces of an ear;

but in the Cephalopoda the celebrated Scarpa has detected

the sense of hearing, though the organs destined for that

purpose are in their very simplest form. It would appear

that neither in the Cuttlefish any more than in the Mol-

lusca are there any organs peculiarly adapted for smelling

to be discovered ; but since they all, as we learn from the

study of their manners, undoubtedly possess the sense,

perhaps the conjecture of Cuvier is not improbable, namely^

that the whole skin may be the seat of smell, from its

resembling so much a pituitary membrane.
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The peculiar character of the Cephalopoda which di-

stinguishes them from all other animals is however their

system of circulation. This they have been said to pos-

sess more perfect than all other animals ; for besides the

aortic heart of the Mollilsca they have two puhnonary ones.

The little confidence that ought to be placed, at this

point of the animal kingdom, on the organs of circula-

tion as means whereby we may ascertain the true scale

of nature, cannot better be demonstrated than by their

being thus complicated in imperfect animals so very near

to the Mollusca as are the Cephalopoda. Another pecu-

liarity of these singular beings consists in the fleshy flex-

ible arms or feet w itli which the head is crowned—those

formidable muscular weapons the surface of which is

armed with suckers to enable them to take still more firm

hold of their prey. These feet are indeed the most es-

sential parts of the animal, since with them the Cuttlefish

seizes his food, with them he swims and walks. Their

peculiar position gives the Cephalopoda two curious

characteristics, namely, that they swim with their head

behind and walk with it lowermost. The perfect circula-

tion which exists in these animals leads us to suspect a cor-

responding peculiarity of respiration, and accordingly it is

found that they are truly amphibious. They secrete a

peculiar fluid of an intense black colour, which they em-

ploy for the purpose of obscuring the surrounding water,

when they wish to conceal themselves either from their

enemies or their prey. This character appears to link them

more with the Mollusca than with the Vertehrata.

Striking the eye by their great size and whimsically

complicated forms, which last hardly have a parallel in

nature, the Cuttlefish necessarily attracted the attention
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of naturalists early, but no animals have perhaps been so

difficult to place systematically. Cuvier indeed makes

them in the Recme Animal immediately to follow the fishes

;

but that this is by no means a decided point we cannot

better prove than by transcribing his own words. After

having beautifully described the anatomy of the Poulpe or

Sepia Octopus, in the Memoires pour' seitir a VHistoire des

Molhisques, this excellent naturalist says, " Tl iiest sans

doute personne qui, a la lecture de cette courte description,

et a la vue des figures qui Vaccompagnent, ue soit frappc

de cet appareil de parties organiques, tout aussi dtveloppees

et de meme nature que dans les Verttbres, employees a la

composition d'un etre entierement different, quant auplan

et a Varrangement general, tant interieur qu'exterieur. Ces

fibres, cette matihe medullaire, ces arteres, ces veines, ces

valvules, ce parenchyme, ces intestins, cet ail, tout est sem-

blable aufond, et tout est autrement entrelace, autrement

combine. Si Von excepte les organes de Fodorat, le systeme

de la veine porte, les vaisseaux absorbans, le squelette, et

les organes relatifs a Purine, qui meme sont peutetre rem-

places par la bourse du noir ; nous retrouvons d-peu prh

ici toutes les fonctions qui s'exercent daus les poissons; et

cependant il n'y a nulle ressemblance, nulle analogic de

disposition. Meme pour les imaginations les plus preve-

mies, les bras qui couronnent la tete ne deviendront point

des nageoires; les cartilages qui renforcent le dos ne se

changeront point en vertebres; ces trois caurs aufond de

Vabdomen ne remonteront point vers la gorge pour se re-

unir e?i un seul. En vain chercherait-on a rapprocher

ces Mollusques de quelques poissons, dont le squelette a

presque disparu ; ceux-ci n'en sojit pas moins des poissons

par tons leurs autres organes, par laforme de ces organes,
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par leur position mutuelle, par Vensemble de la configura-

tion, et rien de tout cela n'existe de meme dans nos Cephu'

lopodes. En un mot; nous voyons ici, quoiqu'en aient

dit Bonnet et ses sectateurs, la Nature passer d'un plan a

un autre, faire un saut, laisser entre ses productions un

hiatus manijeste; les Cephalopodes ne sont sur le passage

de rien; its ne so7it resultts du dtveloppement d'autres

animaux, et leur propre dtveloppement n'a rien produit

de supcrieur a eux." We thus have three different pro-

positions clearly laid down, to the two first of which there

cannot be the least objection, namely, that the Cephalo-

poda evidently connect the Mollasca and Vertehrata to-

gether, and secondly, that they have no affinity whatso-

ever with the fishes. But though both these positions are

perfectly sound, I suspect the reasoning to be not so much

so, which, in the consideration of natural affinities, would

lay any stress on particular exceptions from a general con-

nexion. We even find that M. Cuvier himself has placed

both the Brachiopoda and Cephalopoda among the Mol-

lusca, although the former have two aortic hearts only, and

the latter group possesses one with two pulmonary. If

therefore no conclusion could be obtained from the con-

struction of the organs of circulation in one case, and he

thought proper to disregard it, it is not easy to perceive

why he should have paid such an absolute deference to

it in another. If fallible in the group of Mollusca, the

probability is that it may also be ihe cause of error in

tlie Cephalopoda. On examining the genus Clio we find

neither shell nor pulmonary hearts, wliile the arms, though

surrounding the mouth, are observed by no means to be

of a construction similar to those of the Sepia. Yet are

we therefore to conclude that there is no affinity between
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them ? Has M. Cuvier even drawn such a condusion

when he placed his Pteropoda immediately after his Ce-

phalopoda'^ It is unquestionably^ true that fishes have

little or no direct affinity with the Cephalopoda ; but it is

not the instancing any solitary or single case of dissimila-

rity, but the impossibility of finding anymode of connecting

them, that will prove this. I know indeed no better proof

of the fact, than *that naturalists have been so long seeking

to discover some such direct affinity, and have all failed

in their endeavours to detect it. But single instances of

discrepancy ought never to be employed to establish this

truth, since, should we grant the accuracy of this mode of

reasoning, there would be an end of eveiy thing like the

filiation of nature, or the gradual developement of animal

organization. Every difference however trifling might then

be brought forward to prove that Nature had committed

a great saltus. M. Cuvier indeed in his third proposition

appears too hastily to have set aside the old maxim of

Limifeus, Natura, opifex rcnim, saltus non facit. No
person as yet can be sure that any saltus exists in nature,

unless indeed the small interval which separates species

may deserve that name. In the case of the Cephalopoda,

as terminating a series, such a saltus could never be proved

by any particular distinction existing between them and

fishes, but by the impossibility of finding any general

affinity between them and the / ertebrata. But so far

firom this, our author commences his statement of the sub-

ject with the full allowance of the existence of some such

affinity, which indeed it would be ridiculous in any but a

blind person to deny. Now convinced, as most persons

are, that where there is an acknowledged affinity between

the whole, there must necessarily be some affinit}' between
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the parts ; it will at least be interesting to inquire brieily

whether because the Cephalopoda have no direct con-

nexion with the fishes, they must therefore have none with

any others of the vertebrated animals.

For this purpose let us commence with the eye. The

iris of this is of a golden colour in the Cephalopoda, in rep-

tiles and in fishes. NaturaUsts have observed that there is a

vestige of three eyelids in the Sepice, which we know only

to be the case with the reptiles among the Vertebrata.

The third eyelid is semitransparent in both reptiles and

Cephalopoda, and is placed behind. The granulated

glandular lobes behind the eyes are also common to both.

The closed ear with the cavity of the tympanum nearly sphe-

rical, and its single trumpet-shaped ossiculum, is an imper-

fect sketch of that of the Chelonian reptiles. The semi-

circular canals are wanting in the Cuttlefish. In the

tortoises they exist, but are remarkably short. Daudin has

observed that of all the senses of reptiles, to judge from

the simple structure of the nostrils, that of smelling must

be the most imperfect; and Cuvier says, that he was un-

able to recognise any part specially constructed for this

purpose in the Cephalopoda, tlaough he adds that they ap-

pear to enjoy this sense, since they are known to be at-

tracted by the odour of different substances. The coria-

ceous skin of the Sepia is very analogous to that of the

soft tortoises. So much for the organs of sense.

Now if we proceed to consider the internal structure,

and particularly the organs of digestion, the convex, hooked

and sharp-pointed horny mandibles of the Sepice. will be

seen to inclose a tongue which, from its cartilaginous cover-

ing of transverse laminae and projectile nature, necessarily

calls to our recollection that ofmany reptiles. Like those of
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Tortoises, their maxillse are without teeth, though their

tongue is more similar perhaps to that of the Saurian reptiles.

It must however be acknowledged that the tongue of the

Cephalopoda appears to approach nearer to that of some true

Mollusca, than to that of any of the vertebrated animals,

unless it be in its situation between the mandibles. The

fleshy denticulated process which covers the mandibles of

the Cephalopoda is another part of the mouth which must

strongly remind the naturalist of the curious genus Trionyx

among the Chelonians. The presence of a very complete

salivary apparatus in the Cuttlefish, which is necessary from

the triturating process employed in eating their testaceous

food, may perhaps not coincide with that almost general

character of reptiles, namely, that they swallow their food

whole; but it is to be remembered that hitherto the ana-

tomy of the Chelonians has not been so completely investi-

gated as that of the other reptiles, and that it is precisely

those animals which feed on the same sort of food as the

Cephalopoda, which have the same organs for trituration,

and therefore may be expected to require a salivary appa-

ratus. But even though no organ of this sort shall be

found, the immense size and apparent importance of the

salivary glands is a character of the Mollusca rather than

of any of the Vertehrata. At least this can demonstrate no

affinity of the Sepia to fishes, since in these last, with the

exception of one or two species, salivary glands have not

been discovered. The oesophagus has a dilatation or

crop in Sepia Oc^o/j»s, like that of a bird; but in S. offi-

cinalis and Loligo, which approach the nearest to the

reptiles, this crop is wanting so as to afford another re-

markable affinity. Glandular grains also, analogous to

the conical papillae which line the oesophagus of the tor-
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toise, may be detected lining that of S. Octopus. The

spiral stomach of the Cephalopoda, its sudden dilatation,

and its lining of longitudinal folds, may likewise be traced

to the tortoise. The gizzard is a character common to

birds and the Cephalopoda, and this may be accounted

for by considering the near affinity which exists between

tortoises and birds. In ^'. Loligo however, that is, one

of the nearest of the Cephalopoda to the Vertebrata, this

gizzard is smaller and more slender than in .S'. Octopus.

The probability therefore is, that it is a structure by which

these animals are to be referred rather to their own type

than to any truly vertebrated animal. Nevertheless the

whole of the alimentary organs of the Cephalopoda must be

reckoned extremely analogous to those of reptiles, and

particularly to those of the tortoises. The two-lobed liver

with its situation, nay, even the two hepatic canals are

all visible in a Chelonian reptile, in which, as well as in

the Cephalopoda, the peritoneum, which comprehends all

the viscera, is divided into several subdivisions in front, co-

vering the liver and forming a sort of diaphragm. This

peritoneum indeed is perfectly analogous to that of the

vertebrated animals, and diflTers from that of the Mollusca

in that it does not cover the brain nor the mass of the

mouth in general. It is true that the rectum of the Cepha-

lopoda opens in front of the neck, and it may be asked,

What similar position of this organ is there among rep-

tiles? But the proj^er method of putting the question is.

What similar position can be found among the Verte-

brata ? since, in fact, it is a character of the Mollusca

that the situation of the rectum should be subject to no

general rule.

Cuvier says of the tortoises, " Ces animaux se distin-
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guent au premier coup d'ail par h double houclier dans

lequel le corps est enferme, et qui ne laisse passer au

dehors que leur tete, leur cou, leur queue et leurs qnatre

pieds." Now, with the exception of the word quatre,

this description, which he considers distinctive, would ap-

ply admirably well to the Cephalopoda. The study of the

anatomy of a Chelonian reptile may serve to explain this.

Such an animal will be found to be inclosed between two

bony envelopes, one of which being more or less convex

constitutes the upper surface of the animal, and the other

being more or less flat constitutes the inferior surface.

The union of these round the sides of the animal forms a

thin edge or margin, analogous to that fleshy fin which

runs along the whole side of the Sepia officinalis. Nay,

in the soft tortoises, or the genus Trionyx of Geoflroy, the

margin of the animal ceases to be osseous and remains

constantly cartilaginous or coriaceous, so that the middle

only of the upper shell is osseous, in this exactly resem-

bling those Cephalopoda which have inserted in the middle

of their back a long oval, convex, horny, or calcareous

bone. We shall see hereafter that this is the first vestige

of a skeleton, and it may be proper therefore to describe

it more fully as it exists in the Cephalopoda. In the genus

Sepia this bone or shell is thick, oval, and composed of an

innumerable quantity of very thin calcareous laminae, pa-

rallel to each other and joined together by minute hollow

columns, which go perpendicularly from one to the other.

It may be asked, whether this apparently anomalous struc-

ture may not serve in some measure to explain the com-

position of bones in the Vertebrata^. At all events it can-

not be considered as a general characteristic of the Cepha-

lopoda; for in the gen\is Loligo this dorsal process is a

s
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long thin piece of horn, analogous to nothing known in

the true Mollusca. In the genus Octopus we have the

first indistinct trace of it in two small conical grains of a

homy substance placed in the thickness of the back.

From the abovementioned two envelopes, therefore,

which in a true Cuttlefish form a cartilaginous or coriaceous

sack, but in the type of the Chelonian reptiles are bony, pro-

ceed in both tribes of animals a neck, head, and scull ; for,

as has been already noticed, a very distinct vestige of a scull

may be seen in the Cephalopoda. The mode in which the

species are reproduced is also in these last animals said to be

similar to the known method of the Batracian reptiles. The

eggs of the Calymary and of the Cephalopoda in general are

united into small masses by a gelatinous substance similar to

those ofcertain Reptiles ; and the circumstance, mentioned

by Cuvier, of the vitellus hanging to the body of a young

Cuttlefish by a pedicle, is still analogous to what is observa-

ble in Birds and Tortoises. It may therefore be concluded

with safety that the Cephalopoda come nearer to Reptiles

tlian to any other vertebrated animals, and that of the Rep-

tiles they come nearest to the Chcloinans. The hiatus that

occurs between them is indeed vast, and hardly requires to

be mentioned, since its existence is sufficiently demonstrated

by the circumstance that hitherto no person has thought of

the affinity. Still tJbere is nothing yet to warrant the bold

assertions that the Cephalopoda are in their construction in-

sulated beings " leading to nothing," that they are entirely

diflferent from the Vertebraia, and that here Nature has

evidently made a saltus. Such doctrines can only be

listened to when the bosom of the deep, and the vast tract*

of land which remain, to the peculiar disgrace of England,

still unexplored by the naturalist, shall have deUvered up
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their treasures to the eye of science. At present, when we

consider that it is but as yesterday that Geoffroy St.

Hilaire first made known the soft tortoises, we can hardly

say that tomorrow may not display to our view an animal

still more remarkable, as tending to show us the true place

of the Cephalopoda in nature. I would not however be

supposed to assert that these two tribes of animals will

ever be found actually to shade into one another; for it

cannot be denied that the Cephalopoda possess a con-

struction pecuhar to themselves, and as distinct from that

pf tjhe vertebrated animals as it is from that of the Mol-

lusca. Their system of circulation and respiration is alto-

gether confined to themselves; but certainly is most ana-

Ipgous, with the exception of the colour of the blood, to

that of the vertebrated animals. The branchias act on the

water which enters into the sac; but it would also appear

that this water can penetrate into the two cavities of the

peritoneum, which the vena3 cavse traverse in their passage

to the branchise, and that it is thus enabled to act on the

veinous blood by means of a glandular apparatus or sort

of lungs which is attached to the venae.

The dissimilarity in external form and even internal

structure between the various animals which compose the

group of Cephalopoda, proves that Nature is here vaciU

lating, and on the point of deviating considerably from any

form which we have hitherto considered. Who, for ex-

ample, at first sight would believe that the Calmar or genus

Loligo and the eight-armed Cuttlefish (Octopus) are so

nearly allied? The former, with its short feet and long flat

body, weighed down by its internal dorsal bone, seems to

have no similarity to the latter, with its long tentacula and

round short body. We could almoj^l believe the gcniib

S 2
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Octopus to be the type of the form, when we observe its

activity and the complete adaptation of its extraordinary

structure to its manner of hfc ; and it is to the other animals,

which deviating from this construction seem to be de-

stined to inactivity, that we are to look for the means cf

quitting the group for that division of animals which to us

must always be the most interesting on account of our-

selves forming part of it.

Vertebrata.
Commencing with the Chelonian Keptiles, the naturalist

enters on this group remarkable for three things, the per-

fection of its organization, the great size of the individuals

which compose it, and the paucity of species which it con-

tains, when compared with the group oiAnnulosa. Bones

constitute the great characteristic of the Vertebrata ; and

it is accordingly with the examination of them that we

ought to commence their study. In reptiles the bones are

particularly cartilaginous ; and, according to Caldesi, they

have no medullary cavity in tortoises, thus affording an ad-

ditional proof that what takes their place in the Cephalopoda

is the dorsal horny lance. Still the cartilaginous envelope

for tlie brain in the Cuttlefish is now become in the Tor-

toise a true osseous cranium. The neck has now seven

cervical vertebree to support it, the two last of Avhich be-

come anchylosed at a certain age. The upper shell or

carapace, to which we have before alluded, will be dis-

covered on minute examination to be formed by the ex-

pansion of eight pairs of ribs, which are anchylosed toge-

ther by real sutures, and united to a row of square osseous

plates which run along the middle of the back, so as to

form one solid inflexible piece. These osseous plates are
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equal in number to the vertebrae of birds, and in fact re-

present iheir rings and spinal processes. A circle of other

bony pieces, which appear to be analogous to the sternal

or cartilaginous portion of the ribs of other animals, sur-

rounds the carapace, and unites together all the ribs which

compose it. These are cartilaginous and flexible in. the

genus Trionyx. The under surface of a Chelonian reptile

is in fact its sternum, and ordinarily composed of nine

pieces. So that we see in the extraordinary construction

of these animals what Cuvier means when he calls them

animaux retournes; they are in fact such, having their

skeletons on their outside, and the bones and muscles of

their head and limbs attached to the inside of this skeleton,

contrary to the plan pursued in all the other vertebrated

animals. Here then is an astonishing proof, that Nature

in one of her own groups adheres always to a particular

plan of organization even under the widest dissimilarities

of general form, and which plan of organization, could we

always detect it, would leave little to be desired in the way

of natural arrangement.

. The feet of the Tortoise cannot be assimilated to those

tentacula which we have termed feet in the Cephalopoda.

They are not even different forms of the same organ ; so

that this alone serves to throw a wide distance between the

two tribes of animals. To pass therefore from the Tortoise

to the Cephalopoda by a gradual change, some Chelonian

reptile must be found destitute of feet. But we know of

none such; yet that the existence of such an animal is not

improbable, appears as well from the extreme shortness of

the feet throughout the tribe, as from the neighbouring

family of Ophidians being destitute of them. On quitting

a nervous system like that of the Mollusca, we ought to ex-
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pect diat the brain -will be at first far from voluminous, and

that the medullary matter will by no means be very concen-

trated. In other words, we may be sure that instinct and

industry will be extremely low, while muscular imtability

and tenacity of life will, on the contrary, be very observable,

in the animals which form the transition to the Vertebrate.

Thus it is then with the Chelonian reptiles, in which the

brain is remarkably disproportionate to the size of the ani-

mal, and, as was shown by the cruel experiments of Redi,

is little if at all necessary to the existence of life. The brain

of the tortoise seems to be of no further use to the animal

than as a passive sensorium to which impressions are com-

municated by the organs of sight, smell, and hearing : and

the removal of it is said to be attended with consequences

to the possessor hardly more important than the loss of

these senses. The Chelonian circulation is rather singu-

lar; so that it has been said that they seem to have two

hearts joining one another, one of which is formed by the

two auricles, and the other, though apparently consistingof

only one cavity, yet containing two veinous and two arterial

ventricles. These four chambers communicate together,

so that tlie black blood which comes from the body into

the right auricle, and the red blood which enters the left

from the lung, are here always more or less mixed.

M. De Blainville has separated the Batracians* from

the other reptiles, on the principle that these come

nearer to birds in their organization, and the former

nearer to fish. He has therefore called the Batracian reptiles

of Brogniart Ichtliyoides, and the other reptiles Oniithoides.

This arrangement is excellent, because it is natural; but

• The idea of this class is by no means new, as the propriety of its

formation was indicated by Latreille several years ago, and lately again in

the new edition of the Dctwnvaire d'Hutuire Xaturelie, art. 'Entomob^ie.
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the old names of Reptilia and Jmphibia are so truly un-

objectionable that there seems no reason why they should

be abandoned. We may, therefore, under the general

name of Reptilia assemble the following groups of M.

l)e Blainville.

1. Ch ELON IANS or Tortoises,

2. Emydo-SaURIANS or Crocodiles,

3. SaurIAXS or Lizards,

4. DiPOD Ophidians,

5. Apod Ophidians or Serpents.

The extremities of this column appear to meet in the

Emys longicollis {Testudo longicollis of Shaw), and the

whole forms a group which may be distinguished from

Birds by being cold-blooded; and from the Amphibia hy

having two auricles to the heart, by undergoing no meta-

morphosis, and, finally, by a different system ofgeneration.

For the present we shall consider the Chelonians as their

structure leads us to Birds, a transition which, though by

no means gradual, is yet effected by affinities so plain as

scarcely to have escaped the notice of any naturalist. It

may almost be sufficient for our purpose to mention the

homy covering of the mandibles of a tortoise, the struc-

ture of its limbs and generative organs, as particularly

proving the accuracy of this approximation : but, throw-

ing aside all anatomical considerations, the Hawksbill

turtle puts the matter beyond doubt. This animal ex-

hibits to the view a rude sketch of the form of a Bird, so

distinctly that we can hardly refrain from supposing that

Nature must, in a sportive mood, have intended to show

us by the union of animals totally dissimilar in habit, what

wonders she can perfojm in the prosecution of her favou-

rite principle of affinity. It is indeed curious, that except
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in those particular parts of the structure where the gene-

ral affinity is visible, no two animals can differ so much

from each other as a bird and a tortoise. The active te-

nant of the air and the proverbially sluggish reptile seem,

at first sight, to have no quality in common, and indeed,

though their connexion is indicated by every zoologist who

has written on the subject, there is a broad line of di-

stinction to be drawn between them. We require, for

instance, to see some animals of an intermediate construc-

tion ; and as none such are known, the advocates for abso-

lute divisions will at once conclude that they are not to

be found. The safer method, however, would be to con-

tent ourselves with the imdoubted fact that they have not

yet been discovered. Nevertheless, by examining a com-

mon turtle, we may obtain the knowledge of some curious

points of natural arrangement. Thus we conclude in the

first place, that the birds which come the nearest to this

animal in structure must be aquatic; that they ought to

be covered with scales rather than Avith plumes; that

their sternum ought to be very large, protecting all their

viscera; their wings short, of no use for flight, but serving

rather as fins to swim with ; finally, that their legs ought

to be placed so far behind as to render the bird almost in-

capable of walking. They ought in short to be true rep-

tiles with respect to locomotion. If such then be the sort

of bird we are to look for, who does not see the Patagonian

Penguin or the genus Apteiiodytes of Forster in the above

description.^ a bird whose olfactory organs are almost as

simple as those of the Chelonians, which, like a turtle

dragging itself on its belly along the shores of South Ame-

rica, qui Is the sea only for the purpose of depositing its

eggs in the sand.
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It is unnecessary here to describe creatures 50 well

Known as birds, the more especially when the place as-

signed to them by all naturalists between Mammalia and

Chelonians seems perfectly consonant with the harmony

of Nature. Suflice it, therefore, to say that diis charming

group of animals has perhaps the greatest energy of re-

spiration which is known to exist, and moreover appears

to have the organs of sight more perfectly organized for

the purposes of vision than any other Vertebiata. Some

of them, as the Palmipedes, aie also the most gifted witli

the power of locomotion, since they command three ele-

ments, and can make way equally well on land, in the air,

or in water. \\ ith the exception of some insects, we are

acquainted with no other instance of this in Nature. In

many other respects, also. Birds seem to vie with or even

to excel the Mammalia ; from which however they may

always be distinguished with ease, whether we attend to

their nervous system, their mode of reproduction, their

alimentary or secreting organs, or lastly those of locomo-

tion. The organs of sense however, excepting those of

sight, appear to be much more complex in structure among

the mammiferous animals than with birds, though indeed

these last are by no means deficient in the power of smell-

ing, and many are even remarkable for their sti'ong sense

of odours.—It has been said, with great justice, by

M. Cuvier, that of all the classes of animals that of

Birds is the most strongly marked,—is that in which the

species resemble one another the most, and which is se-

parated from all others by the greatest interval. In the

present state of science it is, indeed, impossible to define

accurately how we are to quit Birds in order to enter

among the Mammalia ; and it is right to observe that this
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difficulty, so far from being employed to separate the two

groups as we might have expected it would be, has, on

the contrary, been very properly disregarded by natural-

ists. We have only to regret that the union of Mam-
malia and j4ves should, ever since the days of Linnjeus,

ha"ve been accompanied by a glaring violation of natural

order in the place of the Cetacea, ^vhich have been sup-

posed to intervene, though certainly few of the Fertehrata

are wider apart from the feathered creation. Those birds

which appear in their internal as well as external structure

to approach the nearest to the Mammalia belong undoubt-

edly to the Ostrich family; but then the imagination must

be sadly taxed before we can point out any particular qua-

druped as meeting them.—Among the Mammalia we find

that the Moiiotrtmes of GeofTroy have an affinity to Birds;

but although in these singular animals the rectum, the

urethra, and the spermatic canals, have all only one ex-

ternal opening ; though there is every reason to believe

them to be in some degree oviparous ; though they pos-

sess the furcate bone of Birds, with many singularities of

formation that separate them from the other Mammalia,

yet no bird is as yet known to meet them. The Ornilho-

rhynclius paradoxus possesses the beak of a duck, it is

true ; but there are grounds for thinking that it would be

difficult to prove much further particular affinity to exist

between them. Besides, the Ornithorhynchiis after all is in

some respects so true a quadruped, that it becomes almost

ridiculous to make it the immediate means of transition; we
must therefore leave the problem to be decided by time. Se-

veral quadrupeds apparently possess other affinities to Birds,

as the Jerboa for instance in its legs, the Bat in its ster-

num : but it is more than probable that these similarities
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are only ianalogical, or, at least, merely necessary conse-

quences of the particular modes of life to which each

animal may have been destined. It is certain however

liiat they are quite unsupported by any very important

relation, and it may therefore happen that the animal

which really connects the Mammalia with Birds is now
only to be found in the fossil state. Thus for instance,

the Ornilliocephahts antiqims of Soemmering appears to

make a nearer approach to a bird than any mammiferous

animal known.

Popular curiosity is almost exclusively confined to the

branch of Zoology at which we are now arrived : but

notwithstanding that the superior interest universally taken

in the history of the Mammalia may easily be justified, the

naturalist soon learns that it cannot influence him in the

study of the creation generally, without being the cause of

his losing the sublime effect of the whole temple of nature

in a comparatively trifling acquaintance with its details.

To be indifferent about the facade, yet with minute and

tedious labour to scrutinize the ornaments of a single co-

lumn, is no great proof of a correct taste ; but unfortunately

the criterion of taste in natural history is generally taken

to be the opinion of the many, and a beautiful science thus

dwindles into a collection of anecdotes.

In prosecuting the rugged paths of science the great

bulk ofmankind have no other object than the gratification

of their pride, or the advancement of a temporary interest.

Those studies w'hich tend merely to increase our ideas of

the wusdom and power of the Deity, and to teach us, on the

otlier hand, our own nothingness, are little likely to have

followei's. The first question always is, Cui bono ^ and

if the ianswer be such as to make the inquirer belie\ie that
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neither his cupidity nor his vanity can be gratified, nei"

ther his fears quelled, nor his pride elated by the research,

he is sure to throw contempt, if not obloquy, on the

science. No better example of this truth can be given

than the progress of natural history since the period when

it, Avith all other branches of human knowledge, revived

from the deathlike state in which they were plunged during

the dark ages. It was unquestionably to its evident utility

in a chinirgical point of view, that anatomy, for the second

time, owed its origin; and when a few men, struck with

the wonders it displayed, extended the pursuit beyond

w^iat suited the ideas of a barbarous age, ecclesiastical

censure, and all the violence of a bigotry which was in-

capable of looking beyond the province of medicine, pro-

hibited the dissection of the hmnan subject, as tlie most

horrible of impieties. Curiosity was however excited,

and this impetus once given necessarily produced its effect;

so that while human anatomy was taught in pubUc, by the

dissection of quadrupeds, it was often learned in private on

the human body. That rational beings should not institute

comparisons, and note the differences, between the various

specimens ofmechanism thus placed daily before them,was

evidently impossible; and comparative anatomy, in this

manner, arose less from any desire to be acquainted vvith

the works of the Deity, than, in the first case, from a be-

nevolent wish to relieve the sufferings of a fellow creature,

and, in the second, from a mixed emotion of pride and cu-

riosity to know in what respects the human structure is

superior to that of other animals. The Mammalia, how-

ever, could not long be examined without the anatomist

having his ideas of the corporeal perfection of man, and

all the fabric of vanity which was built on such ideas.
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sorely injured, by perceiving that while some mammiferous

animal'? excelled him in particular points of organization,

others, such as the Quadrumanes, approached him so nearly

as to render it a problem of soriie little difficulty to draw the

lineof distinction between them. It is rather amusing now

to observe the interest which the older anatomists took in

this research, and to mark the tortures to which their amour

propre seems to have been put, when the internal structure

of the Ourang Outang was discovered to be almost the

same as that of Man. The fact however could not be dis-

puted ; and nothing remained but to throw a veil of impor-

tance over the whole study of mammiferous animals,which

they neither peculiarly deserved, nor would indeed have ever

obtained, had they not interested the self-love of man.

There is no one however, I trust, who from this will be-

lieve me absurd enough to imagine that human anatomy

is not infinitely the noblest part of natural history, and

that the prosecution of it does not contribute as much to

the service of true philosophy as to the welfare of our fellow

creatures. But its dignity is superior precisely because it

is our own structure that is under examination, that is, a

frame which has been animated by reason; and I cannot

help thinking, that when once we have passed this barrier,

and have descended to the other animals, as we can then

have little other aim than a general acquaintance with the

works of our Creator; so, to attain this purpose, the vilest

insect that crawls is as deserving of notice as the Elephant.

When therefore we witness that by far the greatest por-

tion of animal life is often regarded with total unconcern

by those whose profession it may be to acquire a know-

ledge of the human frame, it naturally excites regret that

so much science and talent should scarcely c\ er be brought
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to bear on the discovery of the natural system. An En-

glishman, on reflecting how much superior our medical

schools have ever been in reputation to those of the Con-

tinent, must necessarily lament that with such means in our

possession we should be so far behind our neighbours in

comparative anatomy. Yet if that which has been de-

signed by Omnipotence ought to interest us, how can we

obtain more insight into the truth than by tracing organi-

zation from its most imperfect sketches up to man ? or,

even if our curiosity should go no further than to know

the nature of material life, how can we hope to master

this difficult and most intricate question, unless by watch-

ing the first dawn of vitality, and following it carefully tQ

the place where its energies appear to be the most con-

centrated ? It may well then be asked why there are so

few persons who, in fact, take any interest in the investi-

gation of the smaller animals. But the answer is simple

:

Such researches humble the pride, while they do not pre-

sent any immediate prospect of utility or profit: it were

to argue therefore a complete ignorance of human nature,

to expect that such studies should be generally cultivated.

If an object be small, it is despised, and in proportion to

its magnitude it is sure to excite attention. Now v»'hen

our views relate solely to the humbler concerns of human

life no doubt this is perfectly just, but in the contemplation

of Nature and of Nature's God it is far otherwise. By

Him who is without beginning and without end, infinity

of magnitude is comprehended with the same ease as that

of minuteness; so that in Zoology we ought never to for-

get an observation of Madame de Stael, " le plus foible

atome est un monde, et le monde peutetre nest qiCun atonies

In the pursuits of literature, the judgement or imagination
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of an author reflects a portion of credit on his species that

must infallibly interest the reader; nay, in natural philo-

sophy there is enough visible of the work of man, or at

least of liis sagacity, to keep him in humour; but in natural

history he sees nothing but the wisdom and omnipotence

of God displayed in his dinne works, and his own com-

parative imperfection and imbecility manifested in his in-

ability to comprehend them.

But though, for the reasons above given, the anatomy

of the Mammalia and of Birds has had infinitely more at-

tention paid to it than that of all the rest of organized

creation put together, it is not too much to say that their

natural arrangement is as little or even less known than

that of any other part of Zoology. No where, at least, do

we find inconsistencies so conspicuous as in the following

order, which is that nevertlieless of the most learned com-

parative anatomist in existence :

Felis,

Phoca,

Didelpliis,

31us,

Lepus,

Bradypus,

Dasypus,

Ornithorhynchusy

JElephas,

Sus,

Equus,

Camehis,

Bos,

Manaliis,

Bald'iia,

Accipitres, Sfc.
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Having been warned by the author thatwe are not to con-

sider this series as a scale of perfection in structure, nothing

ought to be said on the subject. It is the order of aflinity

which is held forth as the merit of this short list ; and yethere

we have the Seal placed next to the Kangaroo, the Hare

next to the Sloth, the Ornithorhynchus allied to the Ele-

phant, the Ox to the Whale, and this animal again to the

Birds of Prey. In short, the discrepancies are so great and

so frequent, that we necessarily pause before we can

admit that such can be a series of animals distributed

according to their organization. Be this however in ge-

neral as it may, there is one thing very certain, that the

Cetacea lead us by a very distinct and natural transition

from the Mammalia to Fishes ; and that if their warm

blood, their lungs, their viviparous generation and mammae

prove their affinity to the former group, their skeleton and

external covering, the imperfection of their olfactory and

auditory organs, all show that they approach near to fishes.

The viviparous sharks, such as Selache maxima Cuv. or

Basking Shark, with their ear more perfectly organized

than that of other fishes, and their body destitute of scales,

the particular disposition of their fins, and their closed

branchiae, all indicate at what place we are to enter among

the fishes. With the exception of such sharks, fishes are

oviparous animals, whose eggs are fecundated by the male

shedding his milt over them. They breathe by branchiae;

and the blood, after respiration, passes into an arterial

trunk situated under the spine, and which performing the

functions of the left ventricle disperses it throughout the

body, from which it again returns by means of the veins.

Nothing is as yet known of their natural arrangement;

but it is allowed by every naturalist that they are inti-

mately connected with the Amphibia or Batraciens of
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Brogniart. De Blainville indeed, on this account, has

called these last animals Ichthyoides. They are distin-

guished from all odier Vertebrata by undergoing a spe-

cies of metamorphosis ; in their young state being Fish, and

breathing by branchiae; in their adult state being Reptiles,

and breathing by lungs. Sometimes indeed, as in the ge-

nera Proteus and Siren, the metamorphosis is abortive

;

for even in these singular cases the animal does not ap-

pear to have remained in its young state, but by some pe-

culiar disposition of Nature adopts a new structure with-

out having entirely lost its old one. ThcProteus anguinus

is a Salamander, which with the usual internal lungs re-

tains the external branchiee which properly belonged to

its larva state. I'he genus Sireti has a still more imper-

fect metamorphosis than the Proteus; for here the animal

without arriving so near to the perfect form of the Sala-

mander, which may be considered its type, still takes the

lungs and those other peculiarities of internal structure

which always mark the adult in the Amphibia.

Such is the oudine of two of the most extraordinary

animals in nature, the Proteus anguimis of Laurenti and

the Siren lacerlina of Linnaeus, the metamorphosis of

both which may be termed imperfect or abortive. By this,

however, it is not meant that the animal is imperfect, or

not fully provided by the Creator with all the organization

which it required, in order to retain its place in the scale of

nature, but that it has not fully arrived at the structure

of the type to which its form ought to be referred, and

which in this group is perhaps either the Frog or Sala-

mander. In every group there would seem to be a par-

ticular form or structure to which all the animals com-

po^sing it should be assimilated. In the more circum-

r
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scribed groups this type of form, being a real existence, is

not very difficult to be ascertained ; but in the larger assem-

blages, such as those into which the Vertebrate seem to ha\"e

been distributed by Nature, it is almost impossible to ascer-

tain the type from its being a sort of ideal being, uniting

initself all the various perfections oforganization which may

in reality be dispersed throughout the group. The phy-

siologist however will be always interested with the study

of the Amphibia, because it leads him by the most accu-

rate process of ratiocination to establish some fixed points

in the group of Vertebrate, which he may make the foun-

dation of his more minute investigations. Thus, if that

state in which an animal is fitted to continue the species

be more perfect than that of infancy, it follows that the

tadpole form and structure, which approaches to that of a

Fish, is not so perfect as the adult form, which approaches

to that of a Reptile. This x-eptile form is therefore the

type or perfection of the group ; and as the Salamander is

more nearly alUed in shape to the true reptiles than any

others of the Amphibia, we may safely conclude it to be

the type to which the Proteus and Siren tended in the de-

velopement of their form, but which they are never able

to arrive at from some limits which have been imposed on

their metamorphosis by Nature. This metamorphosis

then, whether p(;rfect. as in the case of the Salamander

^ and perhaps of the Frog, or imperfect, as in Proteus and

/X i
Siren, is the distinguishing character of the group of Am-

phibia, though evidently like most other natural characters

not that which may easily be made use of for purposes of

I
arrangement. The Amphibia are then clearly situated be-

I
tvveen Fishes and Reptiles ; from the former of which ani-

i mals they are separated by the lungs and form of the ske-
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leton which they possess in the adult state, and finally, by

that remarkable character of Reptiles, namely, that the

heart sends to the lung only a part of the blood which it

receives from the veins, and that the remainder of this fluid

returns into tlie general circulation without having come in

contact with the air. From Reptiles they are even still

further distant; for besides the branchiae of their larva state,

which are always more or less analogous to those of fish,

and are supported in much the same manner, the circula-^.

tion is then totally different, as is also the system of gene-

ration in tlie perfect state. The passage however to the

Ophidians, by means of the genus Cecilia, is so direct

and manifest as scarcely to require notice.

Thus we have seen five distinct classes of animals to

compose the great group of Vertebrata, viz.

1. Reptilia,

2. AVES,

3. Mammalia,
4. Pisces,

5. Amphibia.
There is nothing new in this arrangement, unless it be

that the Cetacea are not separated from the Fishes by the

intervention of Birds, and I hardly imagine that such a.

novelty is likely to be objected to by those who have more

regard for truth of Nature than the authority of an artifi-

cial system. But to those who may be inchned to dis-

pute the accuracy of this innovation I will mention, among

a thousand which it is possible to produce, one anatomi-

cal argument which may be considered as cot\clusive.

On comparing the general structure of a bird, a quadru-

ped and a fish, naturalists find three very distinct essen-

tial plans of organization which influence, as Geoffroy St.

T 2
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Hilaire has shown, not only the accessory parts and ap-

pendages of the vertebral column, but also the habits and

manner of life of the individual. The Bird for instance has

got its trunk, or that sternal apparatus which incloses all the

principal viscera of the body, suspended to the hinder

part of its vertebral column ; the mammiferous animal has

the same essential part attached to the middle of its spine,

whereas in fishes it is so far placed in front that the sternum

may be said to form part of the head. In other words, the

quadruped is essentially constructed upon a plan which is

intermediate between that of Birds and Fishes. For my

part, I can hardly conceive a more conclusive argument in

favour of the truth that Birds do not immediately separate

the Mammalia from Fishes.

Of vertebrated animals the Mammalia and Aves, but

particularly the former, are the most perfectly organized,

so far as perfect organization relates to the acuteness of

the senses. But perhaps each of the five groups has its

own peculiar advantages, since the Reptilia seem to com-

prise tlie animals which are the most tenacious of life ; Fishes,

those which are tlie longest lived ; and some of the Amphibia

are peculiarly gifted with the means of breathing either in

air or water. And the whole of the Vertehrata forms what

Cuvier calls a division, and is distinguished from all other

animals by the body and limbs being supported by an inter-

nal articulated skeleton. The nervous system of these ani-

mals is always more or less concentrated, appearing to be

altogether subservient to one great medullary mass, which

is contained in a bony case adapted for its reception, and

which is called the skull. One of the principal parts of the

nervous system is the spinal marrow, which is lodged in the

canal formed by the annular nature of the vertebrae which
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compose the spine. The nerves communicate with this me-

dullary trunk by holes in the vertebrce and skull, and there

appear all to unite in a double medullary band, which, after

having crossed its filaments, spreads itself in order to form

the different tubercles of the brain, and to terminate in the

two medullary hemispheres of which the volume generally

corresponds with the extent of intelligence.

As the vertebrated spine is the distinguishing mark of

these animals, it is evident that the imperfection of this cha-

racter will always point out the particular species by which

we are to leave the group. The bones, as we have seen in the

Cephalopoda and Reptiles,were at first representedby carti-

lages ; we naturally look therefore for those other vertebrated

animals which have their skeleton particularly cartilaginous.

The Chondropterygian fishes have the calcareous matter

deposited in their skeleton by small grains and not by fibres

or filaments- The articulations gradually disappear in these

animals, and in the Lampreys we find the spine composed

of one solid cartilage upon which the last trace of articula-

tion appears as wrinkles. Fins and every other vestige of

limbs or members are here at last totally lost. An elon-

gated body is terminated by a fleshy circular or semicir-

cular lip, and the cartilaginous ring which supports this

lip results from the palatines and mandibles being soldered

together. The branchiae, instead of being formed of la-

minae as in other fish, have the appearance of purses or

bags, resulting from the union of the face of one pair

with the opposite faces of its neighbour. We are arrived,

in fine, at animals, such as the genus Ammocatus of Du-

meril, where the skeleton is soft and membranaceous, or

as the genus Gastrobranchus or Myxine, where no trace

of the eye exists, where the maxillaiy ring itself becomes
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membranaceous, where the rows of teeth on the tongue are

disposed in such a manner on each side as to lose altoge-

ther that horizontal position of the organs of mastication,

which is so constant throughout the Vertebrata, and

•wdiere they take a structure more analogous to what we
shall soon see to be a character of the Annulosa.

The common Leech (Hirudo medicinalis Linn, or

H<zmopis medicinalis of Savigny) is a red-blooded aquatic

animal, which swims like lampreys with an undulatory

motion. Like these animals it has a circulation com-

posed of veins and arteries. It breathes like them by two

rows of holes which communicate with branchial pouches.

The mouth is still surrounded by a lip proper for suction,

and contains three maxillae, one answering to the solitary

upper tooth of the Gastrobranchus, and the others to the

lateral teeth of its tongue. These maxillae are minute,

compressed, and seirated with very small teeth. The

aflBnity of the leech to the cyclostomous fishes seems to

have been first perceived by Linnaeus, as appears by the

place which he has given to his genus Myxine. When
moreover we find their habits to be so similar, it may be

«aid tlaat nothing more is wanted to complete the resem-

blance, than that the wrinkled membranaceous skeleton of

AmmoccRtus should in the leech be supposed to form the

envelope for the whole animal.

A great alteration has however now taken place in the

internal structure, notwithstanding the above very evident

affinities ; and in order to develope it we may proceed to

CQOsider generally the

Annelides,

^ • ^^^ or Fers d sang rouge of Cuvier. To tliis gentleman we
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are indebted for almost all we know of the internal organi-

zation of these animals. Before his works and the publica-

tion of iM. Thomas of Montpelier appeared, the anatomy

even of the Leech was a subject of total ignorance to natu-

ralists. At present we are informed that four great blood-

vessels exist in this animal, which extend its Avhole length

and conmumicate with each other by lateral branches.

One of these vessels runs along each side, while of the

other two, one is dorsal and the other ventral. These last

apparently perform the functions of veins, and tlie former

two of arteries. This then is the general disposition to

which the system of circulation, more or less, approaches

in the Aimelides, which are soft vermiform animals with

bodies wrinkled transversely or composed of annular seg-

ments. They are red-blooded Uke the Fer^e6ra#«, but with-

out a heart. It is a singular circumstance attending the

natural history of the Annelides, that their internal organi-

zation should have been understood long before their ex-

ternal structure; in other words, that the usual course of

study should have been in them reversed. Now however,

thanks to the '^ Patientia" of M. Savigny, the natural

arrangement of this subsidiary division is as far advanced

as that of any other whatever. But unfortunately for the

scientific world the valuable Mtmoires of this author on

the subject have not yet been published, and can be esti-

mated only by the extracts from them given in the 5th

volume of the " Ilistoire des Animaux sans Fertebres,"

and by the Report of the Committee appointed by the

Institute to decide on their merits*.

* 1 take this opportunity of gratefully acknowledging the obligation

which I am under to the friendship of M. Latreille, who from zeal to aid

this attempt to ascertain the natural situation of S. sacer sent me the proofs

as they came from the press of two Memoirrs, from which the reader will
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/ ^ / u ^/l / The Annelides for the most part are aquatic animals,

-^—-T~
—""

\
'and are all fond of moisture. They appear to be low in

the scale of intelligence, because, with very few excep-

tions, they want the head and consequently the principal

organs of sense. They are destitute of any members or

limbs for locomotion except setiferous retractile mammulae

which many possess, disposed in lateral rows, and which

serve for feet. Their mouth varies excessively in its con-

struction, being sometimes a proboscis furnished with

y^/p'^/y/ r///^ maxillae, as in the Nereides Sav., sometimes presenting the

/ / y appearance of two lips, as in the Sermdida and Lumbri-

*^^ ^ jf ' cid(Z, and at others, as in the Hirudinida, forming a pre-

y y 'f Q .J
hensile cavity supplied with parts which perform the

oflBce of maxillae. That remarkable character of the^~er-

rebrata, the vertical movement of the maxillae, remains

stiHTTn some measure, observable in many of the Anne-

lides: "but what particularly distinguishes the two groups

from each other is the nervous system of the latter, which

is very distinct, longitudinal, double and knotted, like that

of insects. The Hirudinida cmvy this similitude so far

as even in general to possess the same number of ganglions.

Another remarkable analogy is that which the vesicular'

branchiae of some Annelides bear to the vesicular tracheae

of many Annulose animals. That the Annelides thus ly-

ing between the two most perfect forms in Zoology, the

Vertebrated and the Annulose, should be so inferior in the

senses and powers of locomotion to both, is certainly very

perceive that I have drawn plentifully.—The first is the report of MM.
Cuvier, Lamarck, and Latreille to the Academie Royale des Scimcet on the

discoveries of Sav igny with respect to the Annelides, and the second is a

Memoire by M. Latreille on the external organization of articulated un-

vertebrated animals, and the relation which the Annelides bear to the My~

riapoda.
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surprising; but perhaps on further reflection we shall

cease to think this anomalous, and may in some measure

even expect that the vital powers of these beings ought to

be influenced by the circumstance that Nature in them is

leaving one plan of construction in order to adopt another

which is totally diiterent.

M. Savigny divides the Amielides into five orders, three

of which are furnished with setiform appendages, the other

two being without them. Of these orders the Nereidec

possiess the most complicated structure, as they have a

head, antennae and eyes. Their eyes however are, in M. La-

treille's opinion, only to be compared to the rudimentary

ocelli visible in Caterpillars and other larvae of insects.

Swammerdam, Barrelier, and many of the earlier Zoo-

logists were so struck with the resemblance which some

Annelides, such as the Nereida, bear to the Myriapod

Annulosa as to name them ScolopendrcB marin<z or Seu

Centipedes; and M.de Blainville has considered this affinity

to be to such a degree natural that in his Tableau Analy-

tiqiie des Ardmaux he places the Setipod Annelides imme-

diately after the Myriapoda. Linnaeus even, by making the

Scolopendra and Juli the last of his insects, and giving

them a situation immediately before Vermes, seems to have

had a vague idea of the same connexion. The last and

in my opinion the most tenable conclusion to which M. La-

treille arrives in his report on Savigny's classification

of the Annelides is moreover as follows :
" L,e corps des

Annelides appendictes, considere sous le rapport de la dis-

trihution et du nombre de ses segmens, sous celui encore

dts appendices qui leur sont annexes, souvent aussi quant

aVqrdre des organes de la respiration, represente en quel-
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que sorte le corps des Mi/riapodes ou Mille-pieds, soit avec

une tele plus imparfaite, soit privt de cette partie."—
This author observes that the distended part of the body

or cincture of an earthworm, which contains the organs of

reproduction, commences about the 27th or 28th segment,

which corresponds with the last of the rings which ever

compose the body of a Myriapod. The sexual organs

of the male Jiili occupy the anterior portion of the 7th

segment near the second or third pair of perceptible stig-

mata; a position which corresponds with that of the gene-

rative organs in the common Leech. The same limits

hold good, according to M. Latreille, with respect to the

Setipede Amielides, whether it be by the cessation of the

subulate setae or by the changes which take place in the

order ofthe branchiae. All this the reader will find explained

witli great ingenuity in the " Comparaison des Annelides

avec les Myriapodes. " If to these considerations be added

the granular ocelli of the Nereidfe, their vermicular mo-

tion, the form and disposition of their feet, the two last

of which are sometimes, as in Nereis margaritacea, trans-

formed into filiform appendages exactly similar to those

which terminate the body of several Myriapodat we can

1 conceive have litde doubt of our having at length reached

the

Annulosa,

or tliose white-blooded animals which are externally arti-

culated. The Annelides are all hermaphrodites after the

manner of Gasteropod Mullusca; whereas there is every

reason to believe that the sexes are constantly distinct in

the animals upon whose natural history we are now.about

to enter. The problem becc^iies therefore at present to
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ascertain the most natural groups into whicii the Anuu-

losa may be distributed ; and having this object in view, the

following classes obviously occur to the mind as making a

very regular transition from one to the other

:

Mi/riapodo,

Vermes,

Imecta,

Arachnida,

Crustacea.

But however plausible this an^angement may appeal* at

first sight, it must not be forgotten that there are many ar-

ticulated animals which cannot without great violence be

made to enter into any one ofthese classes. Such for instance

are the Insecta Thysauura of Latreille, which though con- /A^f 4//7^i^f^^-6^

sidered by all systematists as approaching near to the My-
riapoda must nevertheless be allowed by ever) entomolo-

gist to be more unlike to these, in some lespects, than

even to certain Hexapod Insects.

On looking back however towards the f ertebrata we may

perceive that there are few of their external organs so liable

to variation in form and number as those of locomotion.

Thus, whether our attention be turned towards the Reptilia,

Amphibia, or Fishes, we see in the same natural class some

animals with four feet ; some with two, and others, finallv,

quite destitute of them. In the order of nature the Serpent

cannot be far separated from the biped lizard, nor this again

from the crocodile ; every part of their anatomy demon-

strates the truth of their belonging to the same natural

class. So far also as my examination of insects had gone,

I had always, on looking for natural characters, found those

taken from the organs of locomotion, whether wings or feet,

to be the most vague of any ; since these organs vary in the
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same genera, nay, even in the same species, after a most

extraordinary manner. There was thus no good founda-

tion for believing that entomologists had done wrong in

placing the Thysamira near to the Myriapoda, or that

Lamarck had erred in causing them to forai one group.

But I began to suspect that the real character of this ap-

parendy heterogeneous assemblage was to be discovered

less in the number of feet, which varied, than in some more

striking peculiarity which might be found common to both

the Thysainira and Myriapoda. The most obvious point

of similarity between them was that they were both true

insects, breathing by tracheal stigmata, and undergoing,

if any, at least a very imperfect metamorphosis. But

there Avere other Anmdosa of this character as well as the

Myriapoda and Thifsanura which proved either that such

a class, if instituted, was not yet rigorously defined, or

that if it was, many other and very dissimilar animals

must be assembled together in the same group. Such

conclusions could not do otherwise than discourage me,

as they showed symptoms of an artificial distribution, and

indicated my having thus touched on the very rock which it

had been all my endeavour to avoid. It added also not a

little to my being convinced that 1 had not yet arrived at

the secret of Nature, to observe that though some of the

Vermes approached much nearer in general appearance

to the genus Jidus among the Myriapoda than did the

Parasita or Anoplura of Leach, yet that these last were

very nearly allied to the Thysamira.

I had almost despaired of success in my attempts to ar-

range these various groups, which, though so dissimilar,

have an universally acknowledged affinity, and had even

commenced a review of my opinions as to there being no
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true saltiis in nature, when onjoqking _a t_jhe Coleopte-

rous_|nsects generally, and on dividing them intojive na-

tural^^roups taken from their general appearance, and

their manner of living, I endeavoured to discover some

distinct character for each . For some time I failed in the

object of my wishes ; but Bonnet's unsuccessful attempt /''

to arrange insects by their larvae happening to occur

to me, I perceived on examining my groups that the

larvae of all of them were veiy distinct from each other

in point of appearanceT Of theijlLt^group in3eed I could

form but little judgement, as the larvae of it were but very

imperfectly known ; but in the other four were to be

discerned Scolopendriform larvee^ Jiiliforgijarvtey ^pod or

Vermiformlarvse, and active Hexapod larvae. The ana-

logy was evident; and I was thus immediately led to con-

clude that there was an error in the degree of importance

which in the above classical division of the Annulosa had

been given to the Vermes.

M. Rudolphi in his excellent work on the Entozoa found

it necessary to make two great sections of them, wliich

have by succeeding writers been elevated to the rank of

classes on account of the vast difference between their re-

spective organizations. Now, that when thus contrasted

with one another they ought to form separate classes will

not admit of doubt, as we shall see by the following state-

ment. One of these sections is composed of intestinal

worms without any distinct organs, animals Avhose exist-

ence is only proved by the irritability of their soft vesicu-

lar substance. The other on the contrary consists of such

as are furnished with a nervous system formed by two

longitudinal threads terminating in a medullary collar,

—

\yorms, in short, which have two apertures to their in^

/^y^/^^^^</Jt
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testinal cavity, with various other organs, and finally in

ly JT TTU, /C which the sexes seem always to be distinct. The first ot

I i/y / « these groups, which is the same with M . Latreille's class of

.A / , . f Monogena, the reader will recognise as having occupied

N ffv* (l^C^t /// the situation of a class among the Acrita, so that we have

^ ^'^7 ^^'^y only now to examine the secmid section.

The Intestinnux Cavitaires of Cuvier, or Entozoa Ne-

l: '^Q matoidea of Rudolphi, are transversely striated worms in

which the annulose struclure is more or less indistinct,

although perhaps never much more so, than we find it to

be in certain Arachnida. Now having united these " Vers

,; V/^ y ^r'Rigiditles " with the Epizoaria of Lamarck under the ge-

"^'/AA^-^^uL-y i^^ral title of Vermes, I have ventured to imagine the

A,^iy^'/-£ylA^^^^V thus constituted to be entitled to a place between

the Anoplura of Leach and the Ckilo^natha. To the

, • / latter of these, or Chilomatha, they appear to be alhed by

yr . / "tHe cylindrical form, stiff rigid texture, and lateral spinulce,

^*\ M (_ instead of feet, which some of them pnsppp;g. In these

Cylindrical Vermes the organs of respiration are not visi-

ble, and it is precisely among the Myriapoda that we find

the stigmata to become so small as in some species to be

imperceptible. The vestiges of Myriapod feet and the

cylindrical form however soon entirely disappear in the

/jt,,f~^^*^ Vermes; and when appendages to the body once_ again

r^/^l.-^*^ i-i£-^ / becornevisible, as in the Epizoaria, it is under a quite dif-

df^<::
//iSc-*M:^

I
ferent appearance, more analogous to that of Hexapod

' Insects, as may be seen in the genus Entomoda of La-

marck, or still better in the Cecrops of Dr. Leach. We
thus enter among the Anoplura, which like the Epizoaria

are all of a parasitical nature.

y-^^y^t e^^^'-^f-^cA-^ To some of the Insects which have been just under our

consideration Dr. Leach has given the name oi Ametaboja,

SdO I
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and I think that no better name can be adopted for this ^ ^
new class. The word however is now taken in a wider i^f-r^zyC^A'^^ŷ ^

and even in a somev/hat different sense from that in which c^-^jt.^*J a4/^<i'

my learned friend applied it. For instance, it is notabsp- ^^^'^^ '^-'^y^'^^

lutely meant that these animals do not undergo metanior- ^ •
*

pilosis, but that, constructed on the same plan with the' /
larvas of true insects, tney are rendered inca^ble by Na- / /
ture of completiiTg^ their metamorphosis, and are able to ^ •

perform the ofhces of adult lite in all the various stages of V

an incomplete change of form. Such a species of imper-y^

fection is not unique, noFconfined to the Annulosa ; for the

i

Ametabola have their prototypes among the Vertebrata

in the group of Amphibia, where the genera Siren and

Proteus are, to speak analogically, animals left imperfect \

in tFieJirst stageofnietamorphosis. On taking this view of

tlie subject, the class of Ametabola appeared to me to

/

consist of the five following orders, to one or other of t'^^-v^^^^^^iV*/^——-— .
" '

'^
.

"T— .v .. X
—' ^^

which we shall hereafter see that the larvje of insects^may ,

ggrasiT^iTgidT;' '

.
-—^-=^ ^uo/i^^^t^^

-~ Anophira, ——

.

•*- Thysannra, . . .. .

Chilopoda, -^--^

— Chilogrmtha. ^
From the last of these, or the Chilognatha, we proceed

by the genus Glomeris to Oniscus, and thus enter amongthe

CfMS^flcgtf, in some ofwhich we discover a system of circu-

lation and respiration more analogous to that of the verte-

brated animals than to any thing among the Aimulosa. On
leaving the Crustacea the next group of Anuulose animals

appears to be the -^rflcA?«c?a,which, like some of the former,

have the head and thorax united into one piece. The
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iingular genus yycteribia points out the transition of Na-

ture from the Arachnida to the Insectes Suceurs of La-

treille, or Haustellata of Clairville, which again by some

of Kirbv's Trichoptera leads us to the Insectes Broyeurs,

or Mmidibulata of Clair\ille. If all these transitions be

natural, the real distribution of the Anmdosa \v^ be readily

perceived to advance iu order of affinity as follows

:

Ametabola,
Crustacea,

^ Arachnida,
Haustellata,
Mandibulata.

It may however be observed, that for the present, and

until we shall have seen its remarkable regularity, and

its coincidence with those principles of minuter division

which I conceive to be indisputable, tliis arrangement

oucrht by no means to be accounted as proved. Thus it

may be asked, "Why should the Crustacea be so far removed

from the vertebrated animals when they possess an organ

of hearing, a heart, and a branchial system of respiration,

of all which the Ametabola and of the two former of

which the Annelides are totally deficient r Now this is a

question that we cannot touch upon without taking some

notice of the scientific dispute which has of late agitated

the French Institute, with respect to the proper means

of transition from the unvertebrated to vertebrated ani-

mals, and without considering with that attention which

they really deserve the opinions which have been ad-

vanced on both sides of this controversy.

M. Geoffioy de St. Hilaire, well known as one of the

most able professors in Europe of the Zoology of Mam"
taalia and Birds, has in a late very singular work detailed
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certain analogies respecting the osteology ofthe Vertehrata,

which would, if correct, reduce their skeletons to one type,

as well with respect to the appendages of the spine as to

the spine itself. How far these analogies may be accu-

rate, it is for persons more skilled in anatomy than 1 am to

determine; but the Philosophie Anatomique is evidently

a book on which it may hereafter be well worth the trou-

ble of those who would develope the natural place of Man,

to bestow some attention. In the intoxication however

which proceeded from the discover}' of so much unity

among those animals which he had been in the habit of

studying, M. Geofiroy hastily imagined that all those with

which he was unacquainted must be vertebrated likevnse;

and thus gave, with the impetuosity so proverbial in his

countr)'men, an example to the world of a professor first

pubUshing an assertion on a subject of which he was to-

tally ignorant, and then sitting down to study this subject

in order that he might prove his assertion. It is however

injustice due to the talents of M. Geoffroy to state, that

each succeeding Memoire seems to show, that as he pro-

ceeds deeper into the science of unvertebrated animals he

gets further from the scope of his original propositions, and

approaches nearer to those notions which are more com-

monlv received. Nor ought it to pass unobserved, tliat

some of the secondarj- positions laid down in the course

of his third Memoire are such as require much dehbera-

tion on the part of that Entomologist who may be inchned

to dispute them. We however, in this place, have only

to do with the principal points of his doctrine as they are

connected ^vith the subject now in hand.

That everv' animal is vertebrated is an assumption so

contrary to well-established facts, and so demonstrative of

U
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the little knowledge its author can possess of the lower

tribes of animals, that I almost fear the reader will consider

it as trifling with his time to discuss any position which

M. Geoffroy may advance on Entomology. He will be

the more disposed to form this conclusion, from knowing

the decided and cutting remark which Cuvier has made on

theentomological debut of his brother professor. But as no

less a naturalist than M. Latreille has judged it necessary in

one of his most interesting papers to take notice of the

first " Memoire stir l'Organization des Insectes," I cannot

have the presumption to disregard it.

When M. Geoffroy says that the external envelope of

the body of insects represents the internal articulated

column of the Vertebrata, he admits that he only expresses

an old opinion of an Enghshman,WiUis, published in ] 692

;

and he has not even the credit of reviving this notion, as

he will himself perceive by studying the works of Dume-

ril and other Entomologists.

It has been well stated by M. Cuvier in his Lepns

d^Anatomic Comparee, that, whatever their consistence or

chemical nature may be, the hard external organs of white-

blooded animals should, with respect to their mode of

growth, be rather compared to epidermis or horn than

to true bones. So that it becomes difficult to discern any

analogy which such external organs can have to bones, more

close than that which may arise from the circumstance

that the muscles are attached to them, as being the most

solid parts of the body. But granting, for the sake of ar-

gument, the shells of a lobster to be true bones, we thus

have less a principle of affinity than one of distinction,

which can have no more rigorous meaning than that of its

origmal propounder, " quoad membra et partes motrices
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non ossa teguntur carnibus, sed carries ossibus.'* For if we
once go the same length with M. Geoffroy, and attempt

to prove that the details of this external skeleton are ana-

logous to the details of the internal one of the Pertebrata,

we must adopt for truths the wildest visions of fancy, and

believe in such starding vagaries as the two following.

"The first thoracic segment of an insect, which carries

the two anterior feet, forms the third vertebra of the head,

and represents the lower jaw of fishes."

" The elytra of Coleopterous insects correspond witli

the opercula of Fishes, and the wings with the pulmo-

nary sacs of Reptiles."

In his second Memoire, M. Geoffroy, in attempting

rather ingeniously to forsake the bolder parts of his theory,

and to slide imperceptibly into the opinions of his oppo*

nent M. Latreille, has unfortunately fallen into another

error. He supposes gratuitously that the Crustacea are

divided into two branches, one of which conducts to tlie

true Insects by means of the Scolopetidra,—an affinity

which no one will deny,—and that the other leads to the

MoUusca by means of the genus Cancer I For this last

affinity I cannot divine any one satisfactory reason, unless

it be that Aristotle first imagined it, and that the vulgar

have constantly adopted the same opinion up to the pre-

sent day. Nevertheless M. Geoffroy thinks it unneces^

sary to advance any proof of their connexion, which we

are to adopt on his word, merely modified by the obser-

vation that " il conviendra ajouter qu'un hiatus asse^i

marqut tient ks MoUusques a distance."

We now turn to M. Latreille, tvho in his Passage des

Animanx Tmertebres aux Vertebrts has taken the oppo-

site side of the question, and has there assembled together

U 2
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SO much science with so much ingenuity and evident zeal

for the truth, as must necessarily, on a first reading, dis-

pose every one to adopt his doctrines. The Hne of argu-

ment he pursues is very simple, and perhaps on that ac-

count the more seducing. He supposes it to be unques-

tionable that there are two distinct series of Unvertebrated

animals, which each meet the Vertehrata at the points

where these are the least organized, and where they them-

selves have the most complex structure. He considers it

undeniable that the Cyclostomous fishes are the least or-

ganized of the Vertehrata, and that the Cephalopoda and

Crustacea are each at the head of a series of unvertebrated

animals, and therefore concludes that the Cephalopoda and

Crustacea meet the Vertehrata among the Cyclostomous

fishes. Thus the great aim of his Memoire becomes to dis-

play to the view those analogies which the Crustacea in

preference to the Coleoptera possess with fishes. It need

scarcely be mentioned that we have already arrived at

several of these positions by tracking closely the vestiges

of affinity; we have, for example, ascertained that there

are two series of Unvertebrated animals; that the Cepha-

lopoda are at the head of one of these, and that the Cy-

elostomous fishes are among the least organized of the

Vertehrata, And yet I hesitate in giving full assent to

M. Latreille's conclusions, because I find the above facts

mixed up with an antiquated notion> which if hitherto

seldom questioned has also never yet been proved. Thus

it is a mere assumption to say that the Vertehrata are met

by the Annulose series at the point where this is most per-

fectly organized. Cuvier and Lamarck both think differ-

ently, as appears by the place which they have assigned

to the Acephalous Annelides before all white-blooded ar-
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ticulated animals; and, as if to disprove the assertion com-

pletely, M. Savigny's observations teach us that the most

complicated in organization of the Annelides are not those

which come nearest to the Vertehrata, but on the con-

trary are the iVe; eida, which come nearest to the Myria-

poda. Had it been first shown that the descending scale

in the perfection of organization is regular from Man to

the Infusoria, the truth of the preceding assertion could not

have been called in question, because then the most sim-

ple vertebrated structure would lead to the most complex

unvertebrated animal, and so on ; but what naturalist is

there in this age who can get rid of the difficulty in this

manner ? The only argument that I am acquainted with,

as having been adduced to prove the junction of the most

complex Annulosa with the Vertehrata, is that the former

are gifted with vision. But it so happens that the lowest

of Vertehrata, such as Ammocatus and Myxine, to which

they are thus united, are deprived by their construction of

this power; and moreover the eyes of the Annulosa are to-

tally different in formation from those of the Vertehrata.

For any argument therefore drawn from the eyes in favour

of this affinity to be valid, it is manifestly necessary that the

Vertebrated and Unvertebrated animals brought together

should possess eyes constructed on similar principles.

Kow this is tlie case, as we have seen, with the Cephalo-

poda and Chelonian Reptiles, but not with the Crustacea

and Cyclostomous Fishes. Indeed, as to the affinity which

is stated to exist between these last, it is sufficient for any

person to look at a Lamprey and a Pagurus, which are

mentioned as the most favourable examples of each group,

being both endowed with sight, and to ask himself—In

how many points do they agree ?
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But are we sure that the Crustacea are the most per-

fect of Articulated animals ? This is a very different ques-

tion from the former, and one to -which an affirmative

answer may be so strongly maintained, that I enter upon

the consideration of it with no small degree of hesitation.

The Crustacea, for instance, possess in general four an-

tennae, at least six maxillee, a circulation by means of a

dorsal ventricle, which distributes the Avhite blood to the

branchice, whence it returns by a ventral canal; and finally,

some few species present vestiges of an ear formed on the

plan of some of the lower Vertehrata. But if the number

of antennae be any proof of superiority, some Aunelides,

as the Nereida, have five ; if the number of maxillas be

insisted on, some of the same animals have even nine

;

and as to the sense of hearing, before any argument can be

founded on this, it must be proved either that insects do

not hear, or, if they betray evident tokens of possessing this

sense, that their peculiar construction is inferior both in

power and complication of design to that of the few

Crustacea which display a miserably imperfect trace of

the ear of the Vertehrata* Indeed, this subject ought not

to be dismissed without remarking that Latreille has never

attempted, in any of his late Memoires, to maintain the

superiority of the Crustacea, by the circum.stance of some

of them possessing a part which resembles the vestibulum

of a Vertebrated animal. All then that remains to esta-

blish their precedence is the system of circulation and re-

spiration, which in the Decapoda at least is so similar to

that of Amphibia and Fishes.

It can Scarcely have been forgotten that of all the animal

functions we have yet had to consider, that of circulation

appeared to be the most vague and changeable ; nor can
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this moreover have excited much surprise, if we have

called to mind how much the nature of the respiratory

functions must depend on the medium inhabited by the

animal. Among the Fertebrato, indeed, circulation and

respiration appear to afford the firmest foundation for na-

tural distribution ; but the great principle of creation being

to combine variety in the means with uniformity in the

effect, we find that in the Mollusca, on the other hand, the

circulation of the blood varies in its manner ad hrfinitumy

and has accordingly led to one of the most artificial arrange-

ments which is known. And yet there are no animals in ex-

istence which have the organs connected with the circula-

tion more complicated than some of the Cephalopoda, In

the Annulose animals also, which correspond with one

another so remarkably in the nature of their nervous sy-

stem, we find that of circulation to vary from a singularly

perfect one till it altogether disappears. An entirely new

method of respiration and of nutrition of the parts appa-

rently takes place, a method indeed so totally distinct from

any which we have yet observed in the Mollusca and Verte-

hrata, that the most fanciful imagination can never consider

them to be modifications of the same. As then these animals

are generally constructed on different plans, may we not be

permitted, nay is it not absolutely necessary, to suppose

that this new and entirely different system of respiration

is that which more peculiarly belongs to the group, or in

other words is that to which the structure of the animals

forming the group tends ? What makes this supposition

still more probable is, that the Arinelldes, which, according

to Cuvier, come the nearest to the Vertehrata of all articu-

lated animals, are nevertheless as imperfect in their organi-

zation, and as dull in their sensations as any in the Annulose
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division. Now this could hardly be the case were the

Annulosa to be considered with propriety as modifications

of the vertebrated structure. On the other hand those An-

nulose animals which respii^e by tracheae, and, in short>

r coincide in no one point of organization with a Vertebrated

animal, are nevertheless the most active and industrious of

the group, although this activity and this industry appear to

be of a totally different nature from what may be observed

among the I erfebrata. It is difficult, indeed almost impos-

sible) to account for all this, unless we consider every Verte-

/^ . J^y^ brated animal to have been constructed by the great Creator

with reference to one type, and every Annulose with re-

ference to another^ and as the former is more imper-

fect in its organization according as it approaches to

the Annulose structure, so the latter is more imper-

fect in proportion as it possesses a distinct system of

circulation and those other characteristics of the Fertebrata.

It thus follows that the animals which connect them

ought to be extremely imperfect in their organization ; and

this conclusion is evidently borne out by the stupid, sluggish

.^-u^tf J y^" jjnnelides, in Avhich the organs of sense are scarcely visible,

Z Y^ ^"d those of motion are not nearly so perfect as in thg larvae

of Insects. Lastly, we shall in this manner be able to ac-

count for the many extraordinary violations of natural order

which have from time to time been committed by first-rate

comparative anatomists; violations indeed so palpable as

to render such authors, as is well known, among the very

worst authorities for the arrangement of the Unvertebrated

animals. If we however attribute their errors to the im-

proper reference they are accustomed to make of all ani-

mal structures to one type, namely Man, I think we shall

not be far from the true reason why their works ought

y
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to be consulted rather for the observed facts they may

contain, than for the inferences that may be drawn from

those facts respecting arrangement.

In comparing animals of the same natural group we aU

ways find the terrestrial to be more perfectly organized than

tlie aquatic. Thus in the animal kingdom we have found

Insects and Mammalia to be removed the furthest from the

vegetable kingdom ; and again, in observing the vertebrated

animals, we have found fishes to be the most imperfect of

the group. It may therefore, perhaps, be concluded that

though the Crustacea have a distinct system of circulation,

yet, when considered with reference to the externally ar-

ticulated animals in general, they are not so perfectly con-

structed as those insects which are terrestrial. Indeed the

system of circulation in the Crustacea, being so different

from what is observed in Insects, shows that the former

have quitted the type of their peculiar group in order to

acquire an imperfect sketch of the circulation of the Ver-

tebrala ; and as to the method of respiration, there is every

reason to believe that this depends on the medium in which

the animal lives, and that water is the medium which

requires the greatest similarity in the structure of the re-

spiratory organs. This hypothesis is supported by the

^vell known fact, that those larv^ of insects which live in

water are furnished with branchiae exactly of the same

structure with those of some aquatic Annelides, while the.

remainder of their respective structures are almost at total

variance. At all events, though deprived of a distinct sy-

stem of circulation, insects are the most lively of the An-

nulosa, and the most perfectly endowed with all the five

senses.

I would also remark, that all Annulose animals have
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at some period or other of their lives a greater or less ten-

dency to shed their external covering, and thus to deve-

lope a new form ; and that there is some reason therefore

for arguing, that \vhere jthis tendency to metamorphosis js

most revealed, there the type of ^perfection at which -the

whole groupjmnsjs the nearesJt attained, Hexapod in-

sects possess the means of living in the water and on its

surface, in the air and on the earth, often combining all

these powers in one individual ; and with respect to the

functions of nutrition and generation, they appear to be

quite as perfectly organized as animals v.'hich are usually

conceived to be superior to them in the scale of being.

Yet these functions must not be considered as executed

by similar organs or by the same process in the j\nnulo&e

and Vertebrated animals. There exists a wide distinc-

tion between them, so wide indeed that notwithstand-

ing their activity, industry, and ingenuity, insects have

ill the later systems founded on comparative anatomy

been placed beneath the MoUusca, only because these last

possess nearly the same apparatus of organs for digestion,

circulation and respiration as the Vertebrated animals.

Two exceptions however to this proceeding are so honour-

ably conspicuous as to deserve mention ; I allude to the

ingenious authors of the article Classification in Rees's

Cydopadia, and of the article 'Nerfs in the Dictionnaire

(VHistoire ISlaturelle.

It may in fine be jobserved, that in proportion ta_the

perfection of the stni(;ti ire of the animal, hfe becomes

more concentrated, more confined to a particular part ; and

various parts, when maimed or amputated, become less

capable ot bemg reproduced. The Polype may be di-

vided into as many distinct animals as there are divisions.
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Reproduction here appears to be the greatest where the

vital principle is the least distinct. A Mollusque is less

tenacious of life indeed than a Polype, but more so than

a Vertebrated animal. The lazy tortoise moves after hav-

ing been cut in pieces, and the lizard reproduces very

considerable portions of its body when they may have

been amputated or in any way destroyed. It is man, and

the more perfect animals in this series, that can the worst

sustain wounds; to them a member once lost is irrecover-

able- In applying this observation to the Annulose ani-

mals, we should from analogy conclude that the C7'iis-

tacea are inferior to Hexapod insects, since the former

are observed to be capable of reproducing a lost part, and

to tlie latter it is lost for ever. In this manner a Coleopte-

rous or Hymenopterous insect cannot be considered as

having its vital principle so much dispersed throughout the

common mass of the body as a Crustaceous animal : in other

words, it may be accounted to be more perfectly organized.

This last is however an argument on which I would not

be understood to lay much stress ; because, as the reader

will perceive in the sequel, the reproduction of the feet in

Crustacea and Arachnida may be accounted for on the

mere ground of the nature of their metamorphosis.

But the strongest position of M. Latreille remains yet

untouched ; namely, that in which he argues from the si-

milarity of their organs of circulation and respiration that

there must be some immediate connexion between Crus-

tacea and those fishes which come the nearest to the Am-

phibia, He remarks that if the Batracian reptiles, the Cy-

clostomous fishes, and the Crustacea be formed into a series,

and the position of their respective branchiie be studied, it

Avill be discovered that they gradually separate and arrange
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themselves on two parallel lines ; that the decapod Crus-

tacea have the same number of branchiae, that is, seven ou

each side like some Cyclostomous fishes; but that these

branchiae retreat further and further from the head, until

finally in the Onisci they reach the tail. The branchial

arcs of fish are supported by processes which are articu-

lated with the OS hyoides ; and M. Latreille thinks that

these articulated appendages of the branchial rays repre-

sent the four last maxillary feet and the ten feet properly

so called, while the os hyoides represents the great ster-

num of the Crustacea. Finally, imagining that " les

Crustaccs et les Poissons soid deux classes qui ne souffrent

point entre elles d'iiitermcdiaires" he defines a decapod

brachyurous Crustaceous animal, such as a Pagurus, to

be nothing else than a sort offish of which the opercular

orjugular region is aggrandized into a thorax, shut below

by a sternum composed of the os hyoides and covered above

by a shell common to it with the head ; a fish of which the rest

of the body has been divided into segments, and in which

the seven rays carrying the branchise have gradually re-

treated towards the tail after receiving articulated appen-

dages ; a fish in which the ventral and anal fins have be-

come pseudo-feet, and of which the maxillae have been

divided longitudinally in the middle.

I cannot help thinking, however, that in this ingenious

method of making out a Pagurus to be a fish, the imagi-

nation has been much more consulted than the eye; for, if

the single circumstance of tlie possession of external bran-

chiEe be neglected, in no respect whatsoever does the above

description answer to a fish more than to many other ani-

mals. We come then to this question, Do not the systems

of circulation and respiration, though unsupported by other
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considerations, form a principle of affinity of sufficient im-

portance to authorize the connexion of Crustacea with

fishes? I answer that they certainly would be sufficient for

the connexion of Vertebrated animals, because we see that

the most natural groups into which these can be divided are

founded on the system of respiration : but if it be possible

to show that the Anmdom cannot be naturally grouped and

arranged among themselves, by their system of respiration

and circulation, then I conceive the case to be altered, and

that the similarity in this respect which any Annulose ani-

mals, as Crustacea, may bear to other animals ought not to

be accounted a principle of affinity unless supported by

other more important considerations. Now I would ask

any entomologist, whether the Pycnogonida. do not connect

the Crustacea and Arachnida. If they do, as Savigny, La-

treille and Lamarck are all of opinion, it is exactly a case in

point where two groups of animals with a similar system of

circulation are connected together by others which possess

one quite different from either. And this I venture with de-

ference to submit to naturalists, as the nature of the con-

nexion between Crustacea and Fishes which are linked

together by the Annelides and Myriapoda,

It must however be repeated, that much investigation is

yet requisite before we can conclude the airangement which

I have ventured to propose to be perfectly natural ; and in

publishing the foregoing remarks I would willingly be un-

derstood to imitate the caution of M. Latreille, who in a

supplement to the Memoire which we have just been dis-

cussing has expressed himself as follows : " Mes lecteurs

•voudront hien ne pas oublier que mon ophiioti, dans un sujet

si obscur, n'est qu'iine pure hi/pothese, et que "e ne la pre-

sente qu'avec um extreme reserve, celle qid convient a uti
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esprit sage et toujours prk a revenir sur ses pas, lorsqu'ii

recotnutilra son errenr. Entre le poisson dont V(yrganiza'

tion est la plus simple et le crustace le plus parfait sous ee

rapport, il existe, ainsi queje I'ai dit dans mon mimoire,

un hiatus qu'il nous est maintenant impossible de reniplir,

Quand bien meme on admettrait avec moi que les lamproies

et les gastrohranches sont les derniers de la classe despoissons,

laforme et la situation de leur colonne vertebrale nepour-

raient pas etre comparees avec la motile epiniere des CruS"

tacts"

_ But if we agree with MM. Cuvier and Lamarck that th^

^nnelides come nearer to the Vertebrated animals than to

the Crustacea or indeed any Annulosa, it may still be asked,

how we would account for the singular circumstance of

the Crustacea possessing a system of circulation and bran-

chiae resembling those of a Vertebrated animal. Now
l^iTTLatreille has given me the answer to this question

himself, by bringing these animals into comparison with

the Amphibia, and by assimilating the Arachnida to

some of the Reptilia,—both analogies, I confess, which

I should never of myself have thought of; but the

statement of them by so great a naturalist has served to

convince me that what in reality is only a relation of ana-

logy has been mistaken for a relation of affinity. This is

so common a cause of delusion in the investigation of na-

tural affinities, that T shall be obliged to return to a fuller

consideration of it in the following chapter, where the

mischief it has occasioned will be more perceptible;

and in the mean time shall only observe that the Crustacea

possess a system of circulation and respiration analogous

to that of the Amphibia ; that like these they are fond of

water, but can subsist for some time out of it ; that some
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species even pass the greater part of their Ufe on land, and

Uke some Batracians visit the water only in their season

of love.

The more complete developement of the above distri->

bution of the jjunulosa into five groups, shall also be

reserved for a future chapter

;

and at present I proceed

to consider whether we may be able to c^it these ani-

mals for others, or, in short, to determine whether the

chain or series we have hitherto followed so closely must

here end. _

As in the Vertebrata we have seen the internal skeleton

both bony and soft, so the external skeleton of Annulose

animals is likewise of various textures. In a worm or

caterpillar it is soft and membranaceous ; in a coleopterous

insect it is hard and horny ; in most Crustacea it is crus-

taceous, though in some of the Entomostraca it is even

testaceous. There are few animals so common and so in-

teresting, of which we know less than of these testaceous

Crustacea, if I may use the expression. Dr. Leach, Avho

is generally understood to be better acquainted with

the Crustacea than any other person now living, has

lately, in a most elaborate paper on the Entomostraca

of Miiller, published in the Dklionmiire des Sciences

Naiurelles, proclaimed the group to be an ^' assemhlaoe

artificiel (Vune portion de la classedes Crustaccs." Where
he has been unable to detect the order of nature I

can think it no disgrace to fail. I shall therefore keep

together this artificial assemblage, with the exception

of the greatest part, if not all, of the Branchiopodes pa-

rasites of Lamarck, which belong, as I imagine, to the

Ametahola. For the rest, I shall content myself at pre-

sent with a brief description of some of the Monoculi of
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Linnjeus ; animals that live principally in marshy or

stagnant water, where they swim by means of the motion

of their antennse and feet. These projecting from a cleft

or longitudinal opening between two scaly or testaceous

plates, with which the body is covered, are so placed that

they can only move vertically, and not, like the legs o^

other aquatic Jnnulosa, horizontally. The two testaceous

plates form a sort of bivalve shell, to the anterior part only

of which the body of the creature is attached. One of

these extraordinary animals, which now constitutes the

genus Cypris, is thus beautifully described by Linnaeus

:

" Testa semine Brassicce major, ovata, ohlongiuscula, utrin-

que agualis, antice gibba etparum veLusa, adeoque omnino

Concha:; sed in Conchis apertura est a latere tenuiore et

cardo ubi gibba magis est ; contra vera in hac ; hac ex-

tracta ex aquis tota clauditur ut crederes semen cujusdam

planta ; in aquis dum Mat, jurares concham esse." Here

then we have a bivalve shell opening and shutting by means

of a ligament, and inclosing the animal almost entirely ; and

yet Linnaeus, notwithstanding the great attention which

he paid in general to outward forms, perceived that it was

not a MoUusque. How unaccountable then it appears

that not only Linnaeus, but even Cuvier, should consider

another animal to be truly molluscous, when it has

nothing whatever in common with the Mollusca but an

external shell or shells enveloping the whole body

!

ClRRlPEDA. Leach..

" Nous void" says Cuvier in his Memoire sur les Ana-

tifes, " nous void arrives a des animaux bien diff'creus

de tous les Mollusques dont nous avons parlejusqu' d pre^

^ent'i des membres corncsy articulcs en quelque sorter
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nombreux, susceptibles de mouvernens varies, une houche

garnie de Uvres et de maclioires, un systtme nerveuxforma

d'une suite de ganglions, tout annonce que la nature va

nous conduire a Vembranchement des animaux articules

;

it iCy auroit meme rien d'etonnant que Men des natura-

listes, d'aprh la description que nous allons donner, ne pen-

sassent que les cirrhopodes appartiennent dejd a cet em-

branchement, et nous ne blamerons point ceux qui croiront

devoir les y ranger." Perhaps no passage in the writings

of M. Cuvier demonstrates more clearly than this the ex-

traordinary manner, in which he combines accuracy of

obser\'ation with utter insensibility to the advantages

he might derive from the application of his knowledge of

facts to the discovery of the natural system. He is too

sagacious to blame those who consider a Cirripede to be

a Crustaceous animal, at the same time that he persists

in placing it among the Mollusca because its body is not

articulated, because " nous avons dejd dans le genre des

tarels des exemples des membres articules, comme enjin la

coquille des anatifes semble modelee surplusieurs bivalves."

Now, though there is no reason to believe that the body

of a Cirripede is much less articulated than that of a Cy~

pris or Daphnia, and though it is even more articulated

than the body of many Acarida, yet it is unquestionably

true that hermaphrodites like the Cirripedes are not in

reality Annulosa ; they ought in fact to be considered as

leading to less articulated animals, but which are certainly

neither Mollusca nor Annelides. As to the shell being mo-

delled on the same plan with that of the Mollusca, so we

have seen that of the genus Cypris to be : yet neitiier

Linnaeus nor Cuvier himself ever thought of this being a

MoUusque. " La coquille," says Lamarck, " nest pas le

X
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propre d'animaux d'une senh classe, beaucoup de Mollus-^

ques, d'AnnelideSf et tons les Cirrhipedes en sont munis"

There remains therefore no valid reason for arranging the

Cirripcda with the Mollusca, but the circumstance men-

tioned by Cuvier, that one species of the genus Teredo, in-

habiting tropical cUmates, carries on the back of each valve

of its shell an articulated process. Neither he nor Lamarck

however appears to have ever seen this shell, the Teredo

palmulatus of Adanson ; and Lamarck even suspects that

it will be found scarcely to differ from the common ship-

worm. But supposing this articulated, or, according to La-

marck, this subarticulated process to exist on the back of

a shell,—in proof of A\^ich existence I believe by the way

that there is abundant testimony,—what possible affinity

can there be between it and the articulated members of

a Cirripede : M . Lamarck, who, ^vhile he considers the

Cirripeda to be Annulose animals, displays as much an-

xiety to make them approach to the Mollusca as Cuvier

himself, is too cautious to remark any affinity between a

Teredo and a Balamis. Nay, in alluding to the calamuli

of a genus of Mollusca bordering on Teredo, namely Fis-

tulana, he expressly says " Ce ne sont point des bras ar-

ticults analogues a ceux des Cirrhipedes, puisque kur

pedicule Jilifornie, Jistuleux, et cakaire est sans articula-

tions." And so desirous is this able classifier that he shall

not be supposed to have pointed out any affinity as ex-

isting between the Mollusca and the Cirripeda, that

v.hen he has made these last immediately to precede his

Conchiftres, he will not commence the description of anv

true Mollusca, until he has laid it down as certain,

" quils ne se lient point aux Cirrhipedes, malgre les up-

parences de rapports qu'offrent les Brachiopodes et les
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CirrhipMespedoncults." Animals, he also says, which have

a knotted longitudinal nervous system, articulated limbs

with a horny skin, several maxillee in pairs, moving hori-

zontally, some even palpigerous, can never assuredly be

Mollusca; neither can white-blooded animals, provided

with feet, and having the body enveloped in a mantle or

tunic, be Jnnelides. The truth of these remarks is so ob-

vious that I scarcely conceive any person will be inclined

to object to them ; but M. Lamarck forgets, or at least

neglects to observe, that certain Crustacea which are

destitute of sight, have their head confounded with the

trunk, and their body enveloped in a shell. The genus

Pentelasmis of Hill, if well observed, will appear, according

to Cuvier, to be a Crustaceous animal, bent round, and

inclosed in a thorax excessively developed. But this is

precisely the character of the Branchiopoda Lophyropa of

Latreille. The shells of neither these nor the Cirripedes

are truly articulated like those of bivalve Mollusca, but the

mantle is only in a manner cleft in front. The body of

both a Pentelasmis and a Daphnia is convex, and ends

in a rostriform tube. In both animals the mouth is situ-

ated as it were under the head, that is, in the most pro-

found part of the concavity of the body. The antennte

in both are situated at the sides of the mouth ; in both

tliey are composed of a thick cylindrical stalk, which

branches off into two articulated and ciliated cirri.

The manner in which, according to Degeer, the Daph-^

nia uses its feet and tail to direct its food to its mouth is

exactly similar to what may be observed in the Cirripeda.

Each has five pair of feet branching off into articulated

fringed cirri. The pyramidal processes which Cuvier

eonsiders to be the branchife of the Cirripedes, and wliich

X 2
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are situated on each side of the base of the antennae, have

their analogous and corresponding formation in Daphnia,

as may be seen in the seventh volume of Degeer, PI. 27-

Fig. 3. n. m. The anus of a Cirripede is placed at the

back of the proboscidiform tube, and is protected at each

side with a horny spinous process. The tube itself is

hollow, and terminates at the point with an orifice serving

as an opening for the oviduct, which is represented by

some authors as crowned with two or three hairs. Now,

all this description applies with equal truth to a Daphnia,

The eggs have in both animals the same position, being

heaped together along the back between the shell and the

great intestine. The intestinal canal has two caecums in

one, as well as in the other. Their nervous system is

formed on the same general plan, and apparently their or-

gans of manducation. The heart is also dorsal in both,

and in short the important question seems to respect the

point in which there is any difference between them. This

differencehowever is by no means trifling ; for the Cirripedes

are deprived of the power of locomotion, and consequently

are hermaphrodites; they are likewise destitute of a head,

and their body, properly so called, is not accurately speak-

ing articulated. That vegetative quaUty by which they

are rendered incapable of locomotion is truly the natural

character of the group ; for, as we proceed, we shall find

that the cartilaginous peduncle which in the Pentelasmis

merely served as a cable, by means of which the animal

was fixed by the back of the thorax to its anchorage, be-

comes in the Balani the most important part of the whole

structure. The Crustaceous animal gradually disappears

sinking into the peduncle, which becomes calcareous, and

no vestige remains of the Cirripede shells which we have
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hitherto described, except what is sometimes called the

operculum, and at others the teeth of the Balanus. The
difference in external appearance of this genus from a

Pentelasmis is so great, that, until the organization of each

be carefully examined, no one will ever think of referring

them to the same class. The singular genera Tuhkinella

and Coronula afford such examples of a new form, both

of them being as dissimilar in external appearance from

the animals we have been describing, as it is possible to

imagine.

Having now established the affinity of the Cirripeda to

the Branchiopod Crustacea, the next question relates to the

means by which we are to leave them. Hitherto indeed

they have been placed by all naturalists except Dr. Leach

close to the Mollusca; yet their affinity to Teredo, as sus-

pected by Cuvier, is universally denied by other naturalists,

and would never have been allowed by himself, had he

not found it necessary to assign some reason for placing

tliese animals among the Mollusca. His eminent col-

league M. Latreille seems on the other hand to be inclined

to connect them with Ascidm by means of Dr. Leach's

genera Otion and Cineras ; but this is evidently a last re-

source, and is carrying the disposition to unite them with

the Mollusca to so very fanciful a pitch, that I scarcely

think many persons will assent to the justness of the affi-

nity, even when backed by that weight of authority which

must always be due to the opinion of M. Latreille. The

series, which he proposes, leaves Fistulana for the Bra-

chiopoda, and proceeds to the Cirripedes, thence to the

Tunicata and Radiata, with which last he discovers that

the Cirripedes possess an evident affinity.

The arms indeed of the Brachiopoda, and their flexible
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peduncle, afford very powerful argurhents for adopting an

opinion originally Lamarck's, and for supposing that the

Cirripeda are connected with some of these, such as the

JLingida auatina. But on advancing a little deeper into

this examination, and finding the total dissimilarity of con-

struction which exists between these two tribes of animals,

we acquire the conviction of the relation between them

being only one of analogy; since the limpet shape of a

Jialaniis might afford as good a reason for asserting its

affinity to a Patella, as the peduncle of a Lingula can pos-

sibly give for its connexion with Pentelasmis. M. Du-

meril indeed has placed the Cirripeda in the order of

Bracliiopoda, with which he terminates the Molliisca;

but this coidd only have been because the true Brachio-

poda have near the mouth two long ciliated arms, or rather

organs of respiration, terminating in a spiral when at rest,

together with the abovementioned tendinous cord which

sustains the shell.

Not only however are the internal organizations and

nervous systems of a Lingula and Pentelasmis totally dis-

similar, but the respiratory arms of the former are nowise

articulated ; so that, as M. Lamarck observes, "Les Bra-

chiopodes fie tiennent nullement aux Cirrhipedespar lesca-

racteres de leiir organization; leur coqnille mtmeiia aucun

rapport avec celle des Cirrhipedes, quelque rarite que soit

celle de ces derniers." We cannot therefore pass fi om the

Annnlosa to the Mollusca by means of the Cirripeda, un-

less the most fanciful comparisons be employed in order

to effect our object ; comparisons indeed that are all, more

or less, founded on relations of analogy, but which are

perhaps unconnected with any principle of affinity. It is

however clear that the Cirripedes are on the limits of be-
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ing ti'uly Annulose, and it is thus therefore demonstrated

that they are on the point of assuming some other of the five

general forms described in the fourth chapter of this Essay.

The close affinity which has been shown to exist between

Daphnia and Pentelasmis may have led us to suspect that,

although consisting ofpedunculated animals, this last genus

approaches the nearest of the known Cirripeda to the

Annulosa. The singularly radiated forms of the sessile

Cirripedes are also so completely different from that of

any Insect or Crustaceous animal, that we are of necessity

induced to look to this radiation as the index of the new

form about to be adopted ; and the rather, because when

the Cirripede has quitted entirely the external form of an

Annulose animal, then that distinguishing character of the

group, their sessile nature, sometimes disappears as in the

•genus Acasta, where the cupshaped base is not particu-?

larly fixed to any foreign body.

Making, then, due allowance for the hiatus which may

occur between the Cirripeda and the next type of form,

we are now to inquire whether any animals have been re-

marked by naturalists to bear an affinity in general ap-

pearance to the sessile Cirripedes of Lamarck. No shell

of a MoUusque has the slightest resemblance to a BalanuSf

unless indeed it be that of the genus Fissurella. But, to

say nothing of die animals, these shells even are totally

difTerent in their construction, and the valves of the oper-

culum in the Balanus throw a distance between it and

every JNlollusque, which must be apparent to the most su-

perficial examiner of their respective forms. The authors

of an excellent description of British shells, therefore, knew

no other way to describe some of the more remarkable of

the sessile Cirripeda, such as Coronula, than by com-
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paring them, after the example of Linnaeus, to an Echinus.

It becomes thus necessary for us, after having repelled the

idea of any affinity existing between Coronula and the

Mollusca, to consider the former animal as it relates to

the Radiata, with which Latreille has allowed the Cirri-

pedes to be evidently connected.

None of the Mollusca present a vestige of being truly

articulated ; for the imbrication of the shells of a Chiton, or

of the processes of other shells, does not surely deserve this

epithet in the sense in which it is applied to the skeleton of

the AnnuloseorVertebrated animals. Insects and Crustacea

therefore, the basis of whose structure is articulation, can-

not without great violence be connected with the Mollusca.

The Vertebrated animals have a truly articulated axis

;

and, as we have ascertained them to be connected

with the Annulosa, we have now consequently to investi-

gate, what animals of a type of form distinct from either

an Annulose or a Vertebrated animal present a vestige of

articulation. Every zoologist will at once answer that

such are the Echinoderma of Cuvier. It did not escape

the notice of this anatomist, that the Radiata ought imme-

diately to follow the Annulosa, so that in this respect

there is nothing new in the above observations. The only

question that has remained undecided is simply this.

Which of the Annulosa come the nearest to the Radiata?

If the order in the Regue Animal be the real one, the ge-

nus Nt/cteribia comes the nearest to Echinus and Asterias;

but as no reasons are assigned for this arrangement, and

as it is not very evident, I shall be allowed to differ from

the order there laid down. Nay, I trust even to be

excused for hazarding the publication of my opinion, that

the Crustacea of all the true Annulosa come the nearest
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to the Radiata, and that the transition from one to

the other is effected by means of the Cirripeda. The

principal deviation from this line of affinity will be found in

the structure of the shell of these last, which, while it differs

from that of the Mollusca, appears by no means perfectly to

correspond with the external covering of the Radiata.

Of the method in which the Crustaceous animal dis-

appears, and leaves the structure of Echinus only appa-

rent, I am at present totally ignorant; but it will be

sufficient for my purpose to prove that the Cirripedes have

a nearer affinity to the Echini than to any other tribe of

animals except the Crustacea. The operculum of a Ba-

lanus, the complicated structure of its ^alves, and the

method by which they are affixed to the radiated cone

which contains the animal, have no affinity to any thing in

nature, unless it be to what we may witness on examin-

ing the mouth of the Echinidee. The porous nature and

radiated structure of the outer shells, with the solid calca-

reous substance of the inner ones, correspond in both the

Cirripede and Echinus,—Their common hermaphrodi-

tism and the peculiar disposition of their ovaries afford

additional proofs of their affinity ; and it is not a little re-

markable that the older naturalists, such as Linnasus,

Bruguieres, Klein, and Miiller, placed the Echini as well

as the Cirripedes among the Mollusca, although merely, as

it would appear, because they have all a calcareous cover-

ing. That they had any more profound view is doubtful,

from their interposing Chiton between Echinus and Lepas.

M. de Blainville indeed considers the genus Chiton to

form one group with the Cirripedes; but as he then passes

from these to Lepidopterous insects, we may be permitted
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to doubt his having given much attention to this part of

natural history.

In assigning however this place between the Anniilosa

and Radiata to the Cirripeda, I confess that there are

many difficulties which, from my being unacquainted

with the anatomy of the Radiata except from the de-

scriptions of others, I am unable at present openly to

encounter. For instance, Cuvier, Lamarck and all the

great modern zoologists place the Echini at the head

of the Radiata as possessing the most complicated struc-

ture
;

yet, while Spix and others have been able to

detect a nervous system in the Asterias, they have utterly

failed in observing it among the Echini—" ce que jat-

tribue" says M. Lamarck, " a des dispositions particu-

litres de ces parties dans les oursins, car je ne donte pas

qu'elles n'y existent" What apparently adds to this dif-

ficulty is, that the nervous system detected in the Asterias

bears no affinity Avhatever to that, of the Annulosa and

Cirripeda. In the Sessile Cirripedes we may observe the

feet and all the other parts of the articulated inhabitant of

the calcareous tube gradually to diminish. Now as it is this

body which contains the nervous system of a Cirripede, per-

haps its absolute di^^appcarance in Echini may account

in some measure for the impossibility of detecting a ner-

vous system in these. This is an hypothesis it is true, but

it corresponds at least with the manner in which great

changes of structure are produced in nature. The spinal

marrow and the spine itself become gelatinous in the Gas-

trohranchus and the lower tribes of fishes, before we pos-

sess in their place the knotted nervous system of the An-

nelides. If the change from the nervous system of the
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Cirripeda to the radiated system of Asterias be conducted

in tiny manner similar to this, it will then only be neces-

sary to investigate the nature of the chasm that so widely

separates them.

I have only one thing more to observe on this subject,

namely, that if the radiated disposition of the internal and

external parts of the genus Coronula forcibly reminds

us of the genus Er/iinus, and if Linnaeus describes it as

" testa figura Echini absque radiis," it ought moreover

to be recollected that the articulated feet of a Cirripede

are not absolutely invisible among the Radiala. It M"as

even upon this principle that M. Latreille detected their

affinity. " Les Comatules" says this naturalist, " et les

Euryales, genres de cctte division classique (Radiaires),

nous montrent positivement des parties analogues aux bras

des Cirrhipedes, celles qu'on distingue sous le nom de

rayons articuJes, et quelquefois dichotomes tels que ceu.v

des Euryales. On en voit autour de la bouche dans les

Comatules"

Radiata.

The Echini deserve attention, as after them no Radiated

animal has two apertures to its intestinal canal ; they lead

immediately by means of the genus Scutella to the Stelle-

rides of Lamarck, a group which is the same with the

genus Asterias of Linnteus. Those animals which com-

pose the modern genus Ophiurus make the passage, very

easy and gradual from the true Starfish to Medusa Andro-

meda, and Al.J'rondosa, which foim part of the genus Cas-

siopea of Peron. This naturalist, \\\\o has contributed

more than all others together towards our acquaintance

with the nature of the Medusa, has so well described the

singularity of these animals, that I cannot do better than
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refer those who may wish to be acquainted with them to

the perusal of his description.

The Medusa bring us to the genera Poipita, Velella,

&c. of M. Lamarck, which compose his Radiaires ano-

males, and which may for greater convenience be desig-

nated, as they have already been by M. Cuvier, under their

ancient name of Acalephcc. The genera Lucernaria and

Actinia lead us from these animals to the Fistulida of

Lamarck. And as M, Cuvier has pointed out the affinity

which some Holothuria bear to the Echinides of Lamarck,

we may conclude that the chain of radiated animals returns

into itself, after presenting the following five principal

constructions,

echinida,
Stellerida,

Medusida,
Acalephida,
FiSTULIDA.

These classes form a group of animals distinguished

by the disposition of their parts, internal as well as exter-

nal, to radiate as from a centre. The Polypes indeed

among the Acrita have shown vestiges of this disposi-

tion; but nowhere is Radiation a regular, nowhere is it a

constituent part of the formation, except among the ani-

mals with the consideration of which we are at present en-

gaged. The Radiata besides are perfectly distinguished

from the Acrita by the possession of a system of respira-

tion and apparently of a definite nervous system ; but

this as yet has only been detected among a few. Asterias

rubens is almost the only species of the Radiata of which

the anatomy may be said to have been well investigated.

Dr. Spix, to whom the honour of this investigation is

due, appears to consider the sexes to be distinct. His
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principal argument however is, that since these animals

are always found collected in numbers together, this in-

clination to assemble cannot result from hazard but from

sexual instinct ; but were this mode of reasoning correct,

Oysters and Ascidiee would not be hermaphrodites. By
galvanic experiments he convinced himself of the dispo-

sition of the nervous matter, and found it to correspond

Math the form of the animal. At the lower surface of the

body, near the reunion of the two hepatic vessels of each

ray, are found for each of these two grayish ganglions re-

sembling an elongated grain of millet, and communicating

together by a transverse filament. From each double

ganglion proceed filaments to the mouth and stomach, but

the principal and longest branch which leaves each gan-

glion is that which ramifies into each ray. This radiated

nervous system, so different fi-om all the others which we
have examined, may be considered as the type to which

the nervous structure of all the Radiata may be referred.

ZOANTHIDA.
The Zoanthus sociatus of Cuvier, or Hydra sociata of

Gmelin, has the same fleshy tissue, the same disposition

of the mouth and of the tentacula, as the Actinia, with

an internal organization nearly similar; but it is a com-

pound animal, ofwhich the individuals arc united on a com-

mon base, which either offers to the eye a broad surface,

or in the shape of a fleshy wrinkled tube sticks fast to the

rocks, and sends forth other fleshy tubes creeping along in

various directions. These singular creatures evidently

bring us back to the group of Acrita which we left by

means of the Tunicatn, and the classes into which the

animal kingdom may be resolved arc thus found to return

into themselves.
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The foregoing observations I am well aware must be

far from accurate ; but they are sufficient to prove that

there are five great cjrcular groups in the animal kingdom

Avhich_£Ossess each a peculiar structure, and that these,

when connected" by means of five smaller osculant^roups,

compose the whole provmce of Zoology . As for the sub-

ordinate athmties, they had better be collected into one

tabular view, when it will be found that what, from my
imperfect description, may perhaps have appeared con-

fusion in the above detail, becomes order in the general

idea obtained of it from the following figure.
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"On the examination of this sketch, we are at first struck

with the analogy which opposite points of the same circle

bear to one another,—an analogy sometimes so strong

that it has been mistaken for a relation of affinity; and in-

deed I am still unable to state whether this be not the

fact, and that the opposite points of the curve, if I may so

express myself, do not meet each other. Thus the re-

semblance which the intestinal Acrita or Monofrena of

Latreille bear to the Nematoidea of Rudolphi and the

Aimelides, need not be descanted on, nor the affinity

which the Cinipeda, according to some naturalists, appear

to have with the Brachiopod Mollusca. It \vill be suffi-

cient to state, that as this peculiarity ofnatural distribution

was detected by analysis in the former part of this work,

and the use to be made of it was visible among the Peta-

locera ; so the discovery of it served to prevent my falling

into several mistakes, which I could not otherwise have

avoided in deciding between relations of analogy and affi-

nitv, as they exist in the more general groups. The qua-

druped Reptiles may in this way be separated from the

Mammalia by the intervention of Birds on one hand and

of Fishes on the other; and yet Dumeril may possibly not

be far wrong in urging that the paradoxical OniitJwrhyn-

chus bears a nearer relation to Reptiles than to Birds, But

my province more peculiarly is Entomology; and this pro-

perty of a distribution which for convenience only we

have considered as circular, will serve to make the hexa-

pod Acarid(C approach to the Anoplura of Leach, as ap-

pears to be the case in nature.

The next observation to be made is on the nature of

the five osculant groups, by which we may have per-

ceived the great divisions of animal life to be connected
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together. These smaller hnks of the great chain appear

to have no very distinct type of peculiar construction.

They are all very imperfect beings, and seem in general

to be compounded of properties which more peculiarly

belong to the two great divisions which they link together

;

or, if their structure may be referred to any one type, it is

undoubtedly to that of the circle of Acrita. When a

Cuttlefish has been confounded by Gmelin with the Po-

lypes, when the intestinal Acrita are not even to this day

clearly distinguished from Worms, when Savigny and Le

Sueur have only Just separated the Tunkata from other

Compound animals, and Lamarck still places Zoanthm

With Hi/dra ; it seems extraordinary that the gregarious

disposition of the Cirripedes, their testaceous covering

and long arms should not have given them also a place

among the Acrita. They certainly deserve it better than the

Cephalopoda, with which they were confounded by no less

a naturalist than Poli. But however this may be, it is

clear that the type of an osculant group, such as the Tu-

nicata, Cephalopoda, Annelides, Cirripeda, and Zoan-

thida, will find its corresponding form rather among the

circle of Acrita than among any other of the great divi-

sions, unless it be at the points of connexion. A curious

exception however to the full force of this remark seems

necessary to be made with respect to the Annelides; for

we have only to cast a glance at the systems in present

use, in order to be convinced that the external form and

manners of some of these animals announce a certain de-

gree of kindred or analogy with both the Mollusca and

Rudiata. But it is possible that what has been already

said on the affinity which opposite points of a circle bear

to each other, will serve to explain this circumstance.
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The third observation to be made is, that on leaving the

Acrita by means of the Tiinicata, we immediately have the

nervous system directing all its energy to one principal gan-

glion, which is called the brain, and thus are led to the

very great inteUigence of some Fertebrata ; i)ut on leaving

the Acrita by Zoanthus, the vital energy is apparently divided

among different ganglions, and we finally arrive at the very

great instinct of certain Aimulosa. The complication and

perfection of structure in the animals we meet with in

this last path, neither increase so rapidly nor arrive to so

great a height as among those animals which possess a di-

stinct brain. The Mollusca and Radiata are equally di-

stant from the Infusoria, but the sluggish Mollusca are in

general endued with more proofs of life than the most or-

ganized of the Radiata. Perfection among the Annulosa

seems always tending to make the animal a complicated

machine, guided solely by an instinct implanted in it by its

Creator. Perfection in the T ertebrata seems to tend to

make the animal a free agent, and to render it more inde-

pendent of fatality.

Fourthly, it can scarcely have escaped our notice, as some-

what remarkable, that each of the great groups appears to

be composed of five smaller ones; for while it may be true

indeed, that, contenting myselfwith the ability to pass from

the Acephala to the Pteropoda, by means of the genus

Ill/ale, I have by no means determined this disposition

to hold good among the Mollusca; still, as it is equally

certain that this group of animals is as yet the least known,

it may be improper at present to conclude that it forms

any exception to the rule. It would e\en seem un-

questionablc, that the Gasteropoda of Cuvier return Jnto

themselves so as to form a circular group; but Avhethcr
{!^c^x c<,<.-//i--c
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the Acephala form one or two such, is by no means accu-

rately ascertained, though enough isJ^nown_oF_Uie_Mo/-

lusca to incline us to suspect that they are no less sub-

jected in general to a circular disposition than the four

/K . ^fftt^/t^ other great groups . It may at first be imagined, that each

^1 'y xvaroup resolving itself so constantly into five others, is an
\mjfrC^^^ e^i^^z^ :— —_____—-^^—

—

-— : :

—

* ^^ f ^ cfTect which can oniy be attributed to some accident which

yyl^gf 1/ t4/-^ rj^ay have favoured tljis species of develoj^ement:^ but there

g-p^fte^ud are too many conditions to be fulfilled before w^e can consider

this supposition as in the slightest manner probable.. The

regularity which is conspicuous in the whole distribution

of the animal kingdom, as above given, can proceed from

no other cause than design. Whether this regularity be

in nature, or whether it be merely part of an artificial sy-

stem, which I now am uselessly proposing to the scientific

world for their exammation, may not perhaps be very

becoming in me to determine : but I can safely say that

almost aii the groups here laid down have been proposed

by others ; so that in this respect, at least, there will be

some room for remonstrance, if I should be judged to

have wrested the animal kingdom to any theory of my

own. Indeed, when it is considered that there were so

many affinities to be reconciled with this constant use ofthe

number fi ve, it is clearly absurd to imagine that I would

have hampered mjself needlessly with_such^j;ule. My
.^ sole object has been to demonstrate natural affinities; and

in doing this I have fallen on a distribution into five groups

so unifoi:aily , that where there seems to be an exception

to the rule, it appears to be as much the consequence of

our little acquaintance w ith the manifold productions_of

Nature , as_of ^ij other cause whatever . No person,

however, can be more reluctant than I am to make any
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Gonclusion on this subject precipitately; and therefore, in

saying that there is a general tendency, in every natural

group of anirnaIs7To~15e" subdivide3~into~Iive ^fhers^ I

woutcT'^rrty'irave this opimoiT accOimied' "an'Tiypothesis

which is not entirely destitute of arguments wherewith

we may support its truth. Yetl must acknowledge that

it appears to me, even by ^vhat we have already seen, to

be so far established, that in future, where great chasms

occur in smaller groups, I shall consider mysell entitled

to suppose that these proceed from our ignorance of tlie

groductiras jof NjL^u^

On surveying with attention the affinities as they are

expressed in the foregoing table, it also appears that the

animals which compose a circle are few, and that the great

bulk of living beings is in some measure to be reckoned

out of its circumference. Thus, let any naturalist regard

a man, a beetle, a medusa, a monas, and a snail, he will

find it impossible to connect them by any solid principles

of affinity without reference to some of the intervening

animals. Taken alone, they are five different and peculiar

pieces of mechanism, which scarcely possess any thing in

common but material life and irritability. The course of

the real Zoological circle is nearly perhaps as follows

:

Tunicata, Aki/oriium, . . . Zoantkida,

j4cephala, Fistidida,

Brachiopoda, JEchinida,

Cephalopoda, Cirripeda,

Repiilia, Branchiopoda.

Amphibia, Crustacea,

Pisces, Annelides, .... Ametabola.

And all out of the line of tiiis series may be termed eccentric

groups, which indeed comprise the mos t perfectly con-
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structed of terrestrial beings. So clearly does this dis-

position appear in Vertebrated animals, that if Ornitho-

rJiynchus be in reality allied to aquatic birds, scarcely more

than a dozen animals will be necessary to form the true

circle of I ertebrata; and all the rest appear to be thrown

ofTfrom these, in a manner of which I can give no better

idea, than by comparing it to the radiation of a star com-

posed of five very eccentric ellipses touching one another.

Such are the principal observations which I have to

make on the foregoing table of affinities, which, although a

most feeble and imperfect sketch of the truth, will, I

trust, be admitted to possess a degree of order and unity

hitherto conceived unattainable in the arrangement of

animals. This much I venture to say, without the least

fear of being charged with vanity, since it must be evi-

dent that an arrangement like the preceding, which is

nothing else than a simple table of natural affinities,

however it may impress us with the idea of Almighty

wisdom, can derive no aid whatsoever from human in-

genuity. Every discovery of_an affim ty indeed is, in part,

a discovery of natural arrangement; but even in this

respect I have done little more than combined in one

yiew the^discoveries of others. As for the combination

of these affinities, the harmony it may display is the work

of God, not of man ; and herein it differs from all other

systems hitherto proposed, that in admiring their several

merits we celebrate the just triumph of one of our own

species in simplifying the means of acquiring knowledge

;

but in admiring the order of the preceding table, so far as

it may be correct, we adore our Creator in one of his

stupendous works.

If it should excite surprise that this arrangement of ani-
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nials has not been sooner discovered, let it be recollected

that it is founded on knowledge acquired by the study of

comparative physiology. There are two methods by which

we may arrive at a classification of organized beings, and

they may be said to correspond with the ancient and mo-

dem methods of natural philosophy. The first is, to make

an arbitrary division of Nature, and then, holding it as a

law, to view the works of God through this medium of our

own creation, by which they cannot fail to be distorted.

The second method is, to commence with supposing no-

thing known but what has originated in actual experiment

by the comparative anatomist, and then, by com.paring the

affinities thus collected, to attempt to gain that knowledge

of natural groups which in the first method w'e started

with supposing as already acquired. This last mode of

proceeding could only be adopted when comparaiive ana-

tomy had made great progress as a science ; and even now

that it is adopted, I shall not be surprised to find it con-

sidered as a premature attempt. I will even fieely confess,

that not merely the object 1 have principally in view,

namely, the place of Scarabaus Sacer, but also my little

acquaintance with the subjects necessary to be discussed,

prevents me from entering more minutely into the investi-

gation of the classes which compose the great divisions of

Vertehrata, Mollusca, Acrita, and Radiata. To others

therefore more skilled in their anatomy I leave these parts

of the animal kingdom, once for all stating, that the ana-

tomical observations on which I have founded the pre-

ceding arguments are all recorded in the works of the most

celebrated naturalists.

How much in particular T owe to the labours of ]\IM.

Cuvier and Lamarck, is sufficiently clear. It is a tribute in
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truth justly due to their patient investigation and accuracy

of research, to say that without them the Zoologist would

probably have still been accustomed, like our predeces-

sors half a century ago, to confound the true object of

Natural History with Nomenclature. He would still have

had to wander amid the animated works of Creation with

nothing but Linnsean light, or, what is worse, its reflec-

tion, to guide his steps.

For skill in anatomical dissection, for accuracy of ob-

servation, and reference of means to their respective ends,

perhaps no man living can be placed in competition with

M. Cuvier. His works present a never-failing fund for

meditation; they compose a mine of information, from

which the ore is as rich as it is inexhaustible. But the

disposition or ability to make use of this ore, to give it the

proper form and polish, is not, it seems, a necessary con-

comitant to skill in extracting it, or to the patience re-

quired before it could have been collected for use. At

least it is but too visible, and has been too often and

too justly remarked, that no person of such transcendent

talents and ingenuity ever made so little use of his obser-

vations towards a natural arrangement as M. Cuvier.

His splendid Geological theories, which, from the particu-

lar direction Natural Science has taken in this country,

have tended more to make him known here than all his

other works taken together, and his Anatomical observa-

tions, which occupy so interesting a portion of the History

of Science during the last twenty years, are infinitely

beyond the feeble praise which it is in my power to

bestow on them. And indeed in characterizing his merits

as a naturalist, we have less concern with such labours

than with his Regne Animal; a work which has been is-
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sued forth to the world as an epitome of his manifold dis-

coveries, as the perfection ofthe object to which all his ope-

rations tended, namely, a natural distribution of the Animal

Kingdom. It may not be altogether useless to say of this

work, which is at present the text book of Natural History

in France, that it is impossible to have read it without

being convinced of the importance of the object which

the author has aimed at, and of the inadequacy of his en-

deavours, compared with those of Lamarck, to attain it.

At the same time it is but right to add, that no book ever

published has comprised so great a mass of zoological

information, nor has had it compressed within so small a

compass, as the Regrie Animal. Excellencies of this de-

scription render it by much the best work ever published

on the subject, and invaluable to those travellers who re-

quire a scientific companion to guide their researches in

distant countries.

Naturalists, it is said, may be classed like the objects of

their study into genera and species; and in this classifica-

tion places may be found for the comparative anatomist

and physiologist down to the mere collector who hoards

a shell or pebble, simply that he may be gratified in the

possession of that which his neighbour wants. The vzuiety

of pursuits embraced in the comprehensive term Natural

Histor}', is without doubt multifarious ; but it may be

questioned whether the title of naturalist be merited by

the cultivator of any one or two of these pursuits, or in-

deed by any person who deems even the most ignoble of

them unwordiy of his attention. A native of this island,

whose aim it was to throw light on the organization con-

nected with the great functions of human life by an ana-

logical examination of some of the more perfect animals,
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has carried off the palm from all who have hitherto at-

tempted to rival him on the same ground. But v/e are far

from being thus assured of his right to be compared as

a naturalist with others not blest with half his talents.

We learn only that he confined his views to one of the

most sublime, but at the same time most limited depart-

ments of Natural History. To be pre-eminent in the

science requires a much more extensive range of investi-

gation,—no other than that physiology which endeavours

to illustrate the system of affinities upon which organs,

functions and habits, every thing in brief appertaining to

organized matter, were designed by the Architect of the

universe. This study includes all the rest; and it is not

the least praise of Cuvier that he has tried to impress on

our minds a tmth so important.

M. Cuvier has been fortunate^ inasmuch as his reputation

is extended over all Europe, and he is universally admitted

to be the first comparative anatomist in the world. But

there is another Frenchman, his brother professor, now

unhappily oppressed with age and sickness, whose name is

in England much less known, and, when known, is rarely

cited but in order to exemplify the objectionable tenets held

by some of a modern school of philosophers. His peculiar

and very singular opinions have never gained many converts

in his own country, and I believe none in this; they are

indeed only to be understood by those who are already

supplied with the means of refuting them : so that, the mis-

chief they may have occasioned being comparatively null,

we may be permitted to assign due praise to the labours

of Lamarck, as being those of the first Zoologist France

has produced, as being those of a person whose merits in

Natural History bear much the same relation to those of
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M. Cuvier, that the world has been commonly accustomed

to institute between the calculations of the theoretical and

the observations of the practical Astronomer. I speak

not now of Lamarck as a mere genus-maker, which with

as little trouble as science we can each of us be ; nor do

I allude to what he lias done in Conchology, for it is here

perhaps that his arrangement is most artificial ; but I

would ask those who may have studied his works, whether

the reputation of any man for clear arrangement on prin-

ciples of affinity stands so deservedly high as hisr Nay,

if we compare what he has effected generally for Natural

History with the improvements of others, there is litde

reason to believe that his claims to our gratitude will be

found inferior to those of any of his contemporaries.

Thus much I have considered it to be my duty to say

of a man whose scientific labours are now closed in blind-

ness; because his merits are in this country too little

known; because his discoveries, though less brilliant, have

had little less effect than those of Cuvier in producing the

present triumphant state of Natural History ; and lastly,

because he has done more than any other man that ever

existed, towards the natural arrangement of the Unverte-

brated animals.

I shall now conclude this chapter with a review of

the general distribution of animals, and prove that M. La-

marck, by the first method of reasoning explained in a

preceding page, obtained an indistinct view of that ar-

rangement which 1 have attempted to develope by the se-

cond. In the supplement to the first volume of his cele-

brated work, which deserves to be studied by every

naturalist who can divest it of his peculiar theory of or-

ganization, he acknowledges that the idea of a simple series
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constituting the whole of the animal kingdom does not

agree with the evident order of Nature ;
" car cet ordre

est loin d'tlre simple; il est raineux, et purait mtme com^

post de jjlusieurs stries distinctes." He then presumes

that animals oilertwo separate subramose series ; one com-

mencing with the Infusoria, and leading by means of the

Molhisca to the Cephalopoda ; and the other commencing

W'ith the Intestinal ^\'orm5 and leading to Insects. ISow

tliis notion could only have gained a place in the mind of

Lamarck, from a conriction by experiment of its being an

incontrovertible truth; for be it observed, that no more

complete proof of the insuflBciency of his theory of forma-

tion can be adduced Uian the existence of two series.

Lamarck had unfortunately, from a ready perception of

affinities, been induced to confound natural order, by

which is meant the actual regularity of disposition which

exists in Nature, with that order of formation by which is

meant the process of it in time; and this error is more

difficult to avoid, tlian a person who is not deeply versed

in the investigation of affinities will be apt to imagine.

The consequence however of thus mingling effects of

which we are sure, with the means by which these efiects

have been produced, of which we known nothing, was,

that Lamarck adopted the hypothesis of a principle con-

stantly existing in organized matter, by which it as constant-

ly tends to be more organified. I'he great first Cause had

only to create a particle of matter with this principle, and

the work of creation as far as it regarded animals was ef-

fected. Now, had the series of affinities been simple, we

should have had a strong argument for the truth of this hy-

pothesis : but when its author is obUged to confess that Na-

ture "en donnant Vexistence au regne animal, a ntcessaire-
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mefit commence far la seriedes Irifusoirer," and that " assez

long temps apres Vinstitution des Irifusoires et des Poli/pes

elle a commenct Vetablissem-ent d'une strie nouvdle" he

thus allows that in the formation of animals there were at

least two interferences of a foreign principle. Yet, if this

weak theory ever had any merit, it was in the supposition

that a particle of matter became totally independent on its

first creation, and sufficient, in short, of itself, to account

for all the affinities and differences reigning throughout

the whole province of Zoology. When then that doctrine

which its only use was to support is contradicted by La-

marck, the clumsy pillar itself becomes cumbersome; and

indeed, from the vague and obscure manner in which its

author endeavours to reconcile the existence of two series

in Nature with his peculiar theor}', I cannot but think that

he was aware that he had caused it himself to totter at the

very base.

We therefore can have no doubt of the fact of there

being two series of animals in nature, each emanatincr

from the Infusoria ; nor does the observation that these

two series meet in the Annelides interfere in any manner

with this truth, as I hope already to have shown. It

may possibly then be considered as a circumstance in

no small degi"ee favourable to the character of the remarks

contained in the preceding part of this chapter, that I

should, by one method of investigation, have arrived di-

rectly at a truth which must have been extorted reluctantly

from one of the first naturalists of the age, by a continued

course of observations in another.

M. Lamarck next observes, that the animals composing

these two series differ so much from each other when

their nervous matter becomes a little concentrated, that
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its mode of disposition is wliolly difl'erent. Now this we

have ahcady seen to be the case in the two sides of the

Zoological circle, which, as the reader needs scarcely to

be told, correspond with the abovementioned two series.

But to remove all doubt on this point, let us turn to the

tabular view of the affinities of the animal kingdom as

given by Lamarck. It is as follows :

Series of

Inauticulated Animals.
Series or

Articulated Animals.

Infusoria

Polyi>i

I

Tunicata

Acephala

I

Mollusca

1
.

Radiata

Vermes
I

Annelides
—:—

I

Epizoaria

I

Insecta

Crustacea Arachnida

I

Cirrhipeda

Pisces

Reptilia

Aves
Mammalia.

Now this table of affinities which is given in page 457,

vol. i. of the Histoire Nat. des Animaiix sans Ferttbres,

however confused it may appear, or subramose, as it is

termed by Lamarck, coincides with the tabular view which

I have laid before the public in the preceding part of this

chapter. We have only to join the Radiata to the Cir-

ripeda, and the Annelides to Fishes, for the reasons which

I should hope it will now be unnecessary to repeat, and

Lamarck's table of affinities, with scarcely any alteration,

becomes precisely the same as mine. This is proved by

the following distribution, in which squares are used to

mark the groupes, but not the progression of affinity.
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f •-1

Infusoria

T-.

L.

1

Polypi

1

._

f

"
I

1

\

Racnata •r'
Acephal:

1

I

"n

-... J

..J
f

.
1

Cirripeda

i

Moliusca
Crustacea

1

1

1
Arachnida

-1
Insecta

.1

Epizoaria

r
Reptilia

Pisces : A nnelides

—

1

-Vermes

Aves :

Mi mmalia :

^•

L ._J

If any thing could convince me of the accuracy of my
method of investigation, it was the coincidence of the result

with this double series obtained by what, considering the

means he used, was little less than inspiration on the part of

Lamarck. His peculiar taste for affinities gave him a

glimpse of that order which it was easy for me, or indeed for

any person, to obtain, on applying those principles of which

the accuracy was first discovered among the Petulocera.

But is there no such thing in nature as a simple progres-

sion of beings ? 1 suspect, not. That a progre;^?ion of some .
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sort does exist, neither believer nor atheist will deny; and

Lamarck justly calls the existence of order in the compo-

sition of organized beings " le plus importantfait de tous

ceuxquon ait 7'emarques dans Vohseitation des corjjs vivans"

Sure enough it is, that we cannot find within all the sphere

of human knowledge so beautiful an evidence of the truths

of natural rehgion. How vexing then for naturalists to

find their researches into the nature of this progression so

constantly foiled ! It must be a simple series, say some

philosophers, because man is evidently the lord of the

creation, and the form to which every other must be re-

ferred. But this cannot be a logical conclusion, suppos-

ing even the premises to be correct; which however may

be disputed, with the bare exception of that indubitable

superiority which man holds over all terrestrial organ-

ized beings.

It is true that the possibility has been acknowledged, of

establishing in the distribution of animals a sort of series

which may appear to recede gradually from man, who is

thus assumed to be a primitive type to which all other be-

ings are referable. It has been even asserted, that by this

process we may be enabled to form a graduated scale of

organization, which will be that simple progression the

existence of which has so often been assumed by meta-

physicians, and taken for granted by naturalists. But sup-

posing the human form to be the type to which all others

are to be compared, it is clear that, in endeavouring to esta-

blish the simple series, we must either consider each or-

ganized being in the whole of its parts, or in only one of

them. If we adopt the latter plan, there will be as

many different series formed, as there are regulating or-

gans ; since every person knows that no two organs un-
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dergo an exactly equal and proportionable degradation.

Hence, to obtain the simple progression so devoutly wished

for, we are under the necessity of making use of the only

alternative remaining, that is, of the first method proposed

;

which failing, I fancy that it will be readily allowed that the

truth of a simple progression in Nature is as little to be de-

monstrated as that of the Ptolemaic system. Now, that the

method ofreferring an organized being to man, by a compari-

son of the whole of its parts, will fail to produce such simpli-

city, I think can be proved—In the first place by experiment

^

which has led almost every naturalist to express hisinabihty

to obtain a simple series; which has led Lamarck to pre-

sume the existence of a double subramose series; and which

has induced the reader ere this, I trust, to have little doubt

of the existence of a progression which returns into itself:

In the second place, by argument ; for, as Cuvier has

most properly said, to form a simple scale of organization,

upon the comparison of every organ existing in animals,

we ought to calculate the effect resulting xTom each com-

bination, and then to give each animal its definitive place

in the scale according to this calculacion. Let us then go

so far in our desire to procure the simple series, as to sup-

pose this plan, which is the only one I m ill ventiu'c to say

that can be devised, to be practically possible. Let us

grant a simple scale to be thus obtained, and there are few

so ignorant of Natural History as not to see that it would be

the most artificial system that ever was invented. Well does

Lamarck observe that such an operation, if practicable,

could only be effected by making use of arbitrary data,

and that such a result, if obtained, would be totally use-

less and nugatory. It would no mure argue a simple se-
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ries to exist in Nature, than the possibiUty of stretching

a bow proves that it is always naturally stretched; than

the possibility, in short, of forming any sort of scale at our

pleasure, proves that the scale thus invented is that ac-

cording to which we have all been created.

As no naturalist of the present day, as far as I am ac-

quainted, has any doubt of the non-existence of a sim-

ple progression in Nature, it may seem to be trifling with

the reader's time to take any pains to support a truth

which is so generally admitted. When however we ob-

serve metaphysicians of no common acuteness, day after

day, accounting such a series to be demonstrated, it may

be proper to consider their method of demonstration.

No mode of argument, if correct, is so convincing as

by syllogism, and there is none in w^hich, if incorrect, the

error is so readily detected. We shall therefore now ana-

lyze the syllogistical proof of a simple series in nature, which

has been given nearly as follows.

1. Species of animals differ from each other in their

material structure.

2. Man in his organization is a species of animal.

3. Man is the most perfectly constructed of all known

animals.

4. Therefore we ought to refer every species of animal

to man, as the type of that perfection from which it more

or less recedes ;—in other words, there is a simple scale in

N ature.

The naturalist is the first to perceive that there must

be some error in this reasoning, because he knows by ex-

periment the conclusion to be false. Some first-rate zoo-

logists have therefore supposed the above consequence
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to be improperly drawn ; in which opinion we shall soon

see that they were perfectly right, [t remains however to

be questioned, whether their own conclusion be less ex-

ceptionable : for instance, they admit the truth of the three

first parts of the argument, and say that, consequently,

there is an ascending scale of being from the lowest point of

animal life to JV'Jan, the king of all, but that this scale is not

necessarily simple. Indeed they most ingeniously prove

the scale to be not necessarily simple, by supposing it to

resemble the surface of a cone, the base of which is com-

posed of innumerable species possessing an infinitely small

degree of animal life. These species they further suppose

gradually to diminish in number, and increase in compli-

cation of structure, as they spirally ascend the cone, till

they terminate in unity and perfection at the point,—which

is Man. Here we have an ascending scale which is cer-

tainly any thing but simple. Before however it is possi-

ble to do more than admire the ingenuity of its inventor,

we must be fully convinced of the solidity of the base upon

which this cone is constructed. Now it is by no means

sure that the higher classes of animals, in proportion to

the complexity of their organization, always consist of a

fewer number of species than the lower. To take the

first example that occurs at the top of the cone; the nume-

merous Quadrumanes would thus be widely separated

from Man by animals unlike to either. Nay, were it true

that the group which comprises the greatest number of

species is the lowest in the scale of perfection, there is

reason to fear that the Acrita would not form the base of

the cone, and that [ should not be the only person to la-

ment the place which must then be allotted to the innu-

merable Jnnulosa.
z
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But this is far from being the worst: for it seems more-

over to be utterly impossible to draw up any"table of na-

tural affinities on the assumption of the truth of this hypo-

thesis; so that, in addition to the difficulty of imagining

the existence of this cone, it is useless to the naturalist

when imagined. We are thus authorized to go back

another step in the review of our syllogism. jNo one

will deny that two species difter from each other in struc-

ture; because, were they constructed precisely on the same

model, they would form only one species : neither will

any one, I think, deny that man is a species of animal.

But is it equally certain that the material organization of

man, which, for the wisest of purposes, has been made to

appear so beautiful and dignified in our eyes, is that per-

fection of animal mechanism, of which all others are

merely modifications? Helvetius, and other materialists,

must of course, for the sake of consistency, maintain the

excellence of man, considered as a machine, to be infinitely

before that of any other animal ; because, making as they

do the intellectual faculties of man to be the result of his

material mechanism, they must either obstinately insist

on his superiority in the latter respect, or consent to re-

duce him to a level of intelligence with the brute. Never-

theless the mechanical superiority of the human frame,

although probable, is by no means a self-evident truth ; for it

has been disputed by those comparative anatomists who

are celebrated for their profound knowledge of the ferte-

brata,—that is, precisely the very division of which all the

animals may j ustly be compared to the human form. Thus

says one of them, speaking of the T'ertehrata, " Lorsque

Vanatomie compartefait de Vhomnie son point de depart,

et lorsque s'appni/ant sur ceprincipe que les organes de cette
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espece privilegite sont plus parfaits, mieux connus et mieux

definis, elle examine en quoi et comment ces organes se diver-

sijient, se deforment, et s'alterent dans tons les autres ani-

mauXy mes nouvelhs vues me portent a ne donner de pre-

ference a aucune anatomie en particulier, mais a considerer

les organes Id d'ahord oil ils sont dans le maximum de leur

developpement, pour les suivre de dcgrc, en degre jusqud

zero d'existence." An anatomist thus informs us, that his

observations have not led him to adopt the old opinion on

the subject'; and we are therefore called upon to prove

the truth of the assertion, that the human frame is the

most perfect mechanism in the animal kingdom. The pro-

cess which Cuvier recommends, of calculating the effect of

each combination, would, if it were practicable, be of

some use here ; but unfortunately it is not practicable, und

I query much whether there be any other method of prov-

ing the truth of the syllogism. We see however that it

may be doubted even by those who have best the means of

judging; and indeed as the indubitable superiority of man

over other creatures depends on something totally immate-

rial, which throws him out of the group of animals and

makes him an insulated being, namely, his mind, I can see

no necessity for metaphysicians or naturalists so strongly

insisting on what they cannot prove,—the decided supe-

riority in detail of the human mechanism over that of all

other animals. Taken as a whole, the human frame with-

out doubt is a most complicated machine, yet perhaps it

scarcely possesses any one sense or bodily power in which

it is not excelled by some irrational being.

The argument perhaps therefore had better have lain

thus :

1. Species of animals differ from each other in struc-

Z 2
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ture; which structure may always be referred to one of

two general plans.

2. Man is apparently the most perfectly constructed

animal, on the whole, of all those which are constructed

on the same general plan with him ; and with the others

he cannot very logically be compared.

There are few naturalists that will be inclined to dis-

pute the truth of these premises, and we may leave it there-

fore for the metaphysicians to draw their conclusion.



CHAPTER VI.

ON THE ORDERS OF THE ANNULOSA.

Aristotle appears to have comprehended under the

general title of "Evrofix not only true Insects and Arach-

nida, but also some modem Annelides and Worms. Now,
as they have nothing in common but their longitudinal

knotted nervous system, which he cannot be supposed to

havedetected, and their annular structure, it is manifest that

the founder of Zoology must have had an indistinct per-

ception of the natural character of such a group being

external articulation. He even expressly says that on this

account he gave them their name
;
yet his perception of

the truth I conceive must have been indistinct, because

he has separated from these animals the modern Crustacea,

which are as truly articulated as any of the foregoing.

This separation of the Crustacea from the other Annulose

animals originated in his unfortunately making the first

great division of Zoology depend on the medium inhabited

;

and his reason for continuing tn the error becomes appa-

rent as soon as we observe from the name which he gives

to the Crustacea, (MaXxKoa-Tfiocxa or Soft-shelled Testacea,)

that he considered them merely, as the vulgar do at this

day, to be a sort of Shell-fish whose testaceous covering

is softer than ordinary*. Nor indeed do the ancient na-

• As he placed the Crwtacea between the MoUusca {ra Of(«*o3ig^«) and
the Cephalopoda {ra MaX.a«(a), he also called them, in oppositiiin to these
last, tK>.»^iit(tt«.. They were with him soft-shelled Testacea and hard-
skinned Ctphalupuda.
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turalists deserve to be condemned severely for this mode

of reasoning, since we have seen in modern times, not-

withstanding the complete refutation of such notions by

the influence of comparative anatomy, that, besides Crus-

taceous animals, others, such as the Cirripeda and An-

nelides, have been confounded with the Mollusca for no

other reason than because they are all protected by an

external shell. Whatever good Linnaeus may have done

to zoological science so far as it relates to the Vertebrated

animals, Avhatever benefits he may even have conferred

on Entomology so far as relates to the subdivision of

Hexapod insects, it ought not to be concealed that until

the works of Lefrancq de Berkley, Bruguieres, Cuvier

and Lamarck appeared, our general knowledge of the

Unvertebrated animals remained exactly in the same state

in which Aristotle had left it, excepting indeed that in

the Systema Naturce Crustaceous animals were placed

with the otherAfinulosa . Perhaps, also, Redi's discovery of

the mode in which insects are generated may form an ex-

ception to the perfect justice of this remark, notwithstand-

ing that it is very far from being true that even with this the

ancients were altogether unacquainted. It is no stigma on

the reputation of Linnaeus that he should have left so much

undone ; but rather wonderful that he should liave done so

much. In allowing, therefore, that the Aristotelian groups

into which, after the example of an Englishman, he di-

vided the winged insects, however badly arranged, are

masterly and even natural*,—and in granting that, the

entomologist ought never to be considered as the natu-

ralist who owes him the least portion of gratitude,—we
• It is singular tiiat the only order of Hexapod Insects which is of Lin»

naean invention, namely, the Hemiptera, should have been constructed on
erroneous principles, as Degeer first perceived.
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have another duty still to fulfill, namely, to assign that

merit to others which is their due. Now, the Linnaean

group of Aptera is the same heterogeneous and confused

mass that it was in the earliest periods of Natural History,

although not merely the science of Entomology, but that of

Zoology in general, may be said in some measure to de-

pend on the proper arrangement of Aristotle's Apterous

insects. Happy would it have been for the learned Swede

if in this department also he had thought proper to fol-

low the track of Ray.

The removal of the chief difficulties attending the inves-

tigation of Aptera may be dated from the moment when

it was observed that a number of animals, of altogether

differentexternal appearances, nevertheless agreeinthe_pos-

session of two nervous strings originating in a very small

brain placed on the oesophagus, which these strings sur-

ronjid. And when it was further discovered that these two

stniTgs, proceeding along the whole length of the subject, are

sometimes united at different distances by double knots or

ganglions, which disperse the nerves to the limbs and other

'

parts of the boclv, the externally articulated animal may

be said to have been insulated from all others. This ner-

vous system, though it may vary in its details, and parti-

cularly in its number of longitudinal ganglions, is singu-

larly conspicuous in the Cinipeda , Annulosa, ^n^Anne-

lides. But as the former of these three groups consists of

hermaphrodites, destitute of the facidtyof locomotion, with

a body not strictly articulated, and as the Annelides are

hermaphrodite red-blooded animals, the Amtulosa are not

likely to be confounded with either. We have elsewhere

seen that die Aunu losn may be characterized-as white-

blooded animals having the nervous system above de-
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scribed, with t,he sexes distinct, and a body visibly articu-.'

lated on the outside so as to be composed, as it were , of a

number of annular segments. Now, as the Scarabaiis

Sacer is evidently such an animal, it becomes necessary,

in order to attain the object proposed in the title of this

Essay, to investigate the composition of the division oiAn-

jiulosa. In attempting this, 1 shall commence with the

Crustacea, not only as being the group which is according

to all appearance the nearest to the Cirripeda, but because

it is that of which I know so little, that 1 shall be glad to

dismiss it in as few words as it is possible to use, consist-

ently with my desire of proving that there is more unity

in the plan of Nature than has hitherto been suspected,

Crustacea. '--iiJ C^^
They who may wish to be acquainted with these sin-:

gularly constructed rather than beautiful animals, must re-

sort to the works of M. Latreille and Dr. Leach, the latter

having analytically done as much service to this branch

of Natural History as the other has synthetically. My
present object will be sufficiently gained by stating briefly

that some Braiichiopoda, such as the genus Zoe, have ap-

peared both to Bosc and to Latreille to lead us to the Deca-

poda, or those Crustacea which have the head confounded

with the trunk. The Stomatopoda ofLatreille are not allowed

by Dr. Leach to be a distinct order, but merely the means

of transition from the Decapoda to the Amphipoda. They

are probably an osculant order connecting these : yet, if cer-

tain analogical considerations be rigorously attended to,

they will find a place rather with the latter than with the

former. This besides is a distiibution Avhich seems suffi-

ciently authorized by the circumstance, that in both the
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Stomatopoda and Amphipoda the head is distinct from the

thorax. The Lcemodipoda and Isopoda appear to complete

the group, and by means perhaps of the genus Bopyrus

to reconduct us to the Brauchiopoda.

Although very far from vouching for the infallibility of

this series of affinities, I think that the reader will, without

difficulty, allow that it is not in absolute contradiction to

the disposition of Nature. It is indeed almost the same

series as that laid down by M. Latreille in X[\ellegne Ani-

mal, differing only in its including those affinities which

he specifies as having a real existence, but which he ne-

vertheless neglects, or finds it difficult to employ, in his

method of arrangement. 1 shall have occasion also, here-

after, to support the above distribution of Crustacea by

other arguments ; and in the mean time 1 request it may

be understood that it is the disposition of the component

parts of the class, and not the limits that may have been

affixed to the respective orders,—in short, that it is the

chain of affinity, and not the accurate designation of the

groups, which I would here propose to entomological no-

tice. Having said thus much to prevent mistake, I may

now proceed to state that the general character of the Crus-

tacea as an Annulose class consists in their breathing by

•^ means of branchiee, and being m possession of a complete

circulation. The blood, after communicating with the sur-

rounding medium, passes into a great ventral vessel, which

distributes it over the body, whence it returns to a sort of

heart or muscular ventricle situated in the back, by means

of which it arrives again at the branchiae. Now, it is ma-

nifest that this is the circulation of a Fish, rather than of a

MoUusque, the heart of which is always aortal ; and this

circumstance might be adduced as conclusive evidence that
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those naturalists, by whom the Mollusca are placed between

the Crustacea and Fishes, have not properly applied even

their own principles. If they think proper to found their

arrangement of animals almost entirely on the system of

circulation, we have a right to require of their consistency

that two classes, such a.?>Cr7tstacea and Fishes, having simi-

lar systems, shall not be separated by five classes of Mol-

lusca which have another system totally distinct. I had

before reason to contest the propriety of an application of

this principle of comparative anatomists to the arrange-

ment of Annulose animals ; and 1 do not even now regret

tliat they should have chosen to neglect it, since the in-

tervention of the Ametahola between Crustacea and Fishes

has thus a sort of precedent. Indeed, out of the sphere

of Vertehrata, the system of circulation, taken alone, rarely

deserves to have any great importance attached to it ; and

we accordingly perceive that it has been overlooked even

by those naturalists who make it the ostensible principle

of their general distribution of animals.

Vestiges of an ear have been detected in some few spe-

cies ofCrustacea; but as Hexapod insects,—which appear

to enjoy the sense of hearing much more perfectly, although

from the difference between the plan of their construction

and ours we are unable to discover the organ,—have not

the vestibulum of the Crustacea, the observation is of little

or no vise towards determining the relative perfection of

the two groups. This is an argument indeed which has

been elsewhere urged ; but I would rather be taxed with

repetition than avoid calling the entomologist's most care-

ful attention to such an extraordinary point of anatomy.

The Crustacea are remarkable for having two pair of

antennje, which are classed as external and internal.
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When the external pair becomes null, we approach to the

Arachnida ; and when, on the other hand, the internal pair

gets indistinct, we may prepare ourselves for those Myri-

apod insects which form part of the class

Ametabola.
Every author on Entomology having observed the affi-

nity of the Oniscus Armadillo of Linnasus to the modern

genus Glomeris, it scarcely seems necessary to demonstrate

here the accuracy of that process of reasoning by which

the group of Ametabola is united to the Crustacea. It

may therefore suffice to say, that if the possession of four

antennae constitutes a general and absolute character of

the last-mentioned class, the genus Oniscus must cease to

belong to it on account of its having only a pair of these

organs. Now Degeer has observed that the young of

Oniscus Asellus L. or the genus Porcellio of Latreille,

on leaving the mother possess no more than six pair of

feet, and that as they advance in age they gain a segment

to their body, together with a pair of feet additional to

those which they possessed at their birth. This our ad-

mirable naturalist states to be an observation quite new,

and well worthy of attention. Such indeed it was in his

time, and even still remains ; for we shall perceive it to

form one of the many proofs, which, though now over-

looked, confirm that axiom which is alone sufficient to

immortalize its author, " Natura nonfacit saltus"

In the first place, the genus Porcellio is justly referred

to the Crustacea by modern naturalists, because it breathes y^
by means of branchiae

;

but when the form and the struc-

ture of its mouth and of its organs of locomotion only are

considered, the Latreillian order of Chilognatha instantly
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occurs to our recollection. These last are herbivorous

animals, or at least feed on organized matter in a state of

» decomposition, like the Crustaceous genera. Armadillo and

^/L*-n^J^^^^ ^'^rcellio. They differ from them in breathing by stig- ^^V
mata, and having in general two pair of feet for certain

segments of their body. It is to be remarked, however,

that while these insects have a tracheal system of respi-

ration, their stigmata, as might be expected when we

consider that the mode of breathing has just been changed,

/I ^
' are often very minute, and sometimes, as in the genus

"§ As-i'rrJt't^ Glomerisj almost imperceptible.

/^ j4 ,-—— Having thus established a connexion between PorceUio

tytt-CX^^ and lulus, I would next observe, that in the Mtmoires de

/"y / y/ y^ffl<^<?/n/e c?es >S'c/e?ices M. Degeer acquainted naturalists

l./i^l-*j^7*^ /with the fact, that on quitting the egg the young luli are

^^fy%JL./^'*c(^ quite different in appearance from what they are in the

adult state; having at first only six feet, and these disposed

in one pair for each of the three first annuli of the body.

He observed that in this their young state the segments

of the body were never more in number than seven or

eight, but that by a sort of metamorphosis, no less sur-

prising to him than that of winged insects which have a

pupa state, the number of segments and of feet increased

with the age of the lulus. This singular discovery is of

such importance to Entomology that I shall be excused for

transcribing the words of Degeer himself.

Having procured some eggs of lulus terrestris Linn,

which the warmth of a few summer days soon hatched, he

perceived a small white larva to proceed from each. " Ces

jeunes lules," he says, " nouvellement eclos me Jireul voir

une chose a laquelleje ne m'attendois unllement. Je sa-

vois que les insectes de ce genre ne subissent point de mtta-
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morphose, quih ve deviennent jamais des insectes ailts

;

ainsifttois comme assure qu& lesjeunes luhs devoieni etre

semhlables enfigure, a la grandeur pres a leur mere, et

par consequence je croyois qu'ils ttoient pourvus d'autant

de pattes qu'elle. Maisje vis toute autre chose: chacun

d'eux n'avoit en tout que six pattes qui composoient trois

paires, ou dont ily avoit trois de chaque cote du coips; ils

avoient beaucoup de ressemhlance avec des vers ou laixes

hexapodes, telles que celles qui doivent se transformer en in-

sectes ailes."

Four days after, Degeer disco\ered that his young luli

had gained four more pair of feet, that their antennae

even instead of four articulations had now six, while the

number of the annulose segments of which the body con-

sisted had been in an astonishing degiee augmented. From

the knowledge of this singular fact we perceive the value

of our author's other observation on Porcellio previously

noticed ; we see in short that this genus, although truly

belonging to the class oi Crustacea, which, with the excep-

tion of some Branchiopoda, is generally characterized as

undergoing no change of form, has nevertheless a vestige

of the same extraordinary sort of metamorphosis which

takes place among the Chilognatha,

The mouth properly so called of an lulus has no la-

brum, or at least has it represented by the emarginate

clypeus, and is shut immediately behind the mandibles

by a sort of crustaceous labium formed, according to Sa-

vigny, of two pairs of maxillae soldered together, and which

represent the four upper maxillae of decapod Crustacea.

The three first pair of feet answer by analogy, according

to the same author, to the three pair of auxiliary maxillae

or pedipalpi of these Decapoda. Tiiose segments of the
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body which in the larva state of an lulus possess a pair

of feet, appear to retain them without any addition ; whereas

the other feet, which are the result of a metamorphosis, are

disposed in two pair for every segment. The two or three

last segments, however, are quite destitute of any locomo-

tive organ ; and the male lull are said to have only one

pair of feet on the seventh segment.

The cylindrical shape, flexible texture, and numerous

segments of the body, with the very imperfect structure of

the feet of an lulus, have caused several naturalists to

imagine that they form the last of the chain of insects.

" On pent remarquer" says Degeer, " que les lulesfont

comme le dernier chainon de la chaine qui reunit la classe

des Insecies a celle des Vers ; car ils ont le corps tres al-

longe et cylindrique, ou presque de grosseur egale dans

toute son ttendue, et quoiqu'ils ayent mi grand nombre de

patteSf elles sont manmoins si courtes, que Vinsecte quand

il marche paroit plutot glisser trh lentement sur leplande

position, rampant a lajafon des vers sans pattes"

Adopting this excellent suggestion of Degeer. we pro-

~/Lc^rv ^^^ ceed, in the manner which I have explained in the pre-

^y^^^t^yz^?^/^^<<:-Ceding chapter, from the Chilognatha to the most imper-

^/^^ *-
feet of Annulose animals, to wi t, those white-blooded

^^yy^/Ti-t^ Y^rmes and Epizoaria of Lamarck which approach so

closely to the intestinal worms among the Acrita, that is,

to the opposite point of the animal kingdom. In this part

of the Annulose circle it is possible that the singular ani-

mal may be situated, for which, under the name ofTardi-

-—
' / '

. C grade, Spallanzani and Dutrochet have had so much dif-

_
_^_-J:l. Sculty in finding a place. A figure of it is, given in the

1 9th volume of the Annales du Museum, which, if accu-

rate, sufficiently proves that an animal may exist without
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antennee or distinct annular segments to the body, while

it resembles an insect in form as well as in the possession

of two eyes and six articulated feet.

Articulation is not very distinct in some of the Epizoaria f f^e^^^ue^JJ

of Lamarck, but sufficiently so to lead us to the Caligi of^ /i^^^it< ft^ s »,

Miiller and the genus Cecrops of Dr. Leach, the latter ofA J2j^'/^^
, ^yV

which by its general form, antennee, structure of the feet, ^ 2^^u^^*/f'**^
and want of posterior appendages , prepares us for the Ano- (yT^f^yt<.^< OL^

plura. These are all parasitical insects, which we quit for

the genus Smifuthuriis of Latreille, and by means of it en-

ter among the Tht/sanura or Annulose animals possessing y^^^/^./t^^ i^*-^

peculiar organs of locomotion in addition to six feet.

Some of the Thysanura, such as the Lepismcc of La-

treille, have an elongate form, long setiform antenna , va-

rious small appendages on each side representing false

feet, together with articulated setag.terminating the poste-

rior part of the body. And thus we come to the larva ^ ^

state of the Chilopoda, or ScoIopendr(B of Linnaeus , from C^€ ^C/^^'CcC/

which, bearing in recollection the form and structure of

the genus Craspedosoma of Leach, we return to the Chi-

logiia Iha and complete the circle of ^ffle^fl^o/g.

The Chilopoda are carnivorous animals, with setaceous

antennae composed of many more articulations than those

of the Chiloguatha. Their mouth comprises a labrum

answering to the clypeus of insects, two mandibles,

and a quadrifid labium, which may here serve the pur-

pose of an upper Hp, although M. Savigny is of opinion

that it represents in fact the four upper maxilla? of deca-

pod Crustacea. M. Latreille has lately proposed a difle-

rent theory on this difficult subject; but there are evident

objections as yet to both opinions. It is certain, notwith-

standing, that the manducatory organs of a Scolopendra
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consist of two small feet in form of palpi, united at their

base, and of a lip formed of a second pair of feet dilated

and joined likewise together at their base. These last two

feet are each terminated by a strong hook, which is said

by Leeuwenhoeck to be pierced at tlie extremity for the

emission of a poisonous fluid active enough to kill insects

instantaneously. This effect is indubitable, as an observer

of no less accuracy than M. Latreille has confirmed its

truth ; but the existence of a poison in these insects as

well as in what are termed the mandibles of Arachnida

does not necessarily follow from the victim when bitten

being instantly paralysed. This effect may equally result

from these animals being endowed with an instinct which

leads them at once to pierce the most important part of

the nervous system of their prey. Nor is the existence of

poison proved by the mandibles being pierced, as they

undoubtedly are in the Chilopoda, since the mandibles of

the larvae of Dytisci and other analogous insects have the

same structure for suction. This subject, therefore, I am

led to think demands further scrutiny, and the rather, be-

cause in those spiders I have examined it has been im-

possible to discover any thing more than a groove in the

mandibles; and because neither in the largest species of

Ml/gale or Scolopendra has there appeared to be any cyst

proper for containing poison.

Until very lately, all known of the economy of the Chi-

lopoda was comprehended in the fact that they moulted in

the manner of Crustacea, and that Linnaeus had recorded,

" Scolopendra pidli seu larva pedibus paucioribus instru-

untur." M. Latreille seems to have made the same ob-

servation; for in the third volume of the Regne Animal he

expressly says of his Myriapoda, including Scolopendra
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as well as lulus, " ih naisseut avec six pieds, ou n'ojit pas

du moins dans les premiers iiistans de leur vie tous ceux

quHh offriroiit dans leur etat adulte." Anxious to ve-

rify by personal observation this curious circumstance

respecting the history of the young Scolopendra, I took an

opportunity of searching for them, and satisfied myself that

the Chilopoda, like the luli, have no more than six feet

in their youngest state. In spring they are not very un-

common under stones in certain situations, such as the

moist shady borders of woods, and in this their larva state

will be found very pale, almost indeed white, but quite

as nimble for their size as when they possess their full

number of feet.

The Ametabola, or insects which present the first vestige i_^/f t c/^ ^'^t^a^

of metan^orpl^o^^s without , in any case, being able to per- .^V/-Z, a /^^<?*^^

feet it so convpletelv as some of the Winged insects, vary //^ ^'^^i ^J
m as much or more than the an^phibious Fertehrata , / . r\ C/''~/

Avhich they correspond in the nature of their meta- ' '^ (^ /
morphosis._ The general characters therefore of such a ^
group are very few and scarcely decided ; I had almost

said that the dissimilarity between the several external

forms of the orders may be enumerated among the cha-

racters of the class. Thus their head is not always distinct

;

nor do they always possess antennas or eyes. tSometimes

they are provided with maxilla^, and at others only with an

haustellum, which hoxvcver, there is reason to think, will

always be found resolvable into maxillas. The antennae of

Ametabola are never more than two in number. These

animals have also never more than two eyes, which difler,

however, from those of Winged insects in this, that they

are never compound, but are cither single ocelli or groups

of such. The sexes appear to be always distinct ; which

2 A

in form

with
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proves the right of the Ametabola to form part of the true

Annulose division. Theyseem_all to breathe bjjneans of

f stigmata, or at least have a system of respiration which

corresponds more with that ofjhe larvae^of insects than with

any other knowa. They have a thorax also, wliich, hke that

of true insects, is composed of the first three annular seg-

ments of the body, which follow immediately after the

head. When any of the Ametabola have true feet they

are constantly six in number, and each of the thoracic

segments cames a pair. All the other feet, such as those

which occur in the Chilognatha and Chi/opoda, are the

result of an abortive metamorphosis.

The mouth of the Thysanura is constructed like that of

a Coleopterous insect, that is, it contains a labrum, two

mandibles, two palpigerous maxillae, and a labium, bear-

ing two palpi. M. Savigny has likewise discovered that

the genus Richius of Degeer possesses a mouth similarly

composed, although the palpi are not so much developed.

Some of this last mentioned genus, which, from the name of

Ricinushemg preoccupied in Botany, has been lately termed

Nmnus (perhaps properly, since this is not the significa-

tion given by the ancients to the word Ricinus), have exactly

the shape of a Coleopterous insect destitute of its elytra

and wings. The Ricinus Sterna: of Linnaeus is a good

example of this circumstance, as may be perceived on the

inspection of Degeer's figure, vol. vii. pi. 4. fig. 12.

—

With the exception of its being destitute of elytra, it re-

sembles exactly some of the Corticarious Coleoptera.

One of the best characteristics of the Coleoptera maybe

founded on the fact of the anterior segment of the trunk, or

that which precedes the wings and is called the thorax,

supporting the first pair of feet and being much larger than
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the other two segments. These last seem, on a first glance,

to belong to the abdomen rather than to the thorax, and

indeed foiTn one portion of the body with the former;

their lower side or pectus supporting the other two pairs

of feet. Now, among the parasitical Anoplura we find

the same disposition of the annular segments of the body,

and some of the Ricini of Degeer have the first segment

of the trunk dilated into a thorax in the same manner.

It would be improper to proceed to the Winged insects,

or those which undergo a true metamorphosis, without

recaUing to the reader's recollection the substance of a few

remarks which were made in the preceding chapter on the

Ametahola. The Annelicles, it will not be forgotten, are

destitute of a heart, although their circulation is distinct-

ly effected by the aid of dorsal and ventral vessels. Now
the Ametahola have tlie dorsal canal of the Annelides,

but no distinct circulation; and the Crustacea which fol-

low are furnished with a heart and system of circulation

more analogous to those of fishes than exist either in the

Annelides or Ametahola. Hence it is plainly to be inferred,

that, setting external form and consistence aside, the cir-

culation of itself, \\'ere it allowable to argue on it alone,

is sufficient to allay every doubt on the point that the

Ametahola come nearer to the Annelides than the CVws-

tacea. On the other hand, there is little further simila-

rity between the Crustacea and the Vertehrata than that

which depends on the system of circulation ; and if we

found our arrangement on such a principle alone, wc can-

not expect otherwise than to fall into that confusion which

is the invariable consequence of reasoning on single or

insulated phaenomena. Still the system of circulation in

Crustacea is very interesting, and such as ought to give

2 A 2
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rise to more general scrutiny, from which we may con-

fidently expect the discovery of some new and highly

—curious analogies.

But before we can advance any further in our investi-

/ gation, it becomes necessary to take a general view of

y^yv ^^--^^ Insects as they are grouped in the best modern works

— """
' on Entomology.

MM. Cuvier and Latreille have the merit of first as-

sembhng together into one group all the Annulosa which

do not breathe by means of branchiae or branchial pouches.

If from this assemblage we withdraw the Ametabola asAd^cr

/

.^ ,

forming a distinct circular group, the remaining ani-

c^L'^p I

jj^als, although affording one of those abstract entomologi-

caTTdeas which occur the most clearly and readily to the

mind, will defy the_ablest attempts that may be made to

^ insulate them absolutely from the adjoining tribes by defi-

j
nite characters.. If, for example, they should be designated

as Hexapods breathing by tracheae, we soon learn that

they possess stigmata and six feet in common with many

Ametabola and Arachnida. The composition of the mouth,

so beautifully developed by Savigny, is rather what they

all tend to have than what they really possess ; nay, the

component parts disappear in some Haustellata, and

are on the contrary all visible in some Ametabola. If

they be characterized as zcinged, hundreds of species which

truly belong to the group are apterous ; and so far are they

from being insulated from other animals, by undergoing

metamorphosis, that the Crustacea^ Ametabola and Arach-

nida, all present instances of a difference of form between

the infant and adult state. The compound structure of

the eyes may perhaps afford the character most easy to be

seized, but even the organ of sight itself disappears in
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some Tlymenoptera ; from all which we may collect tliat

a natural group defies every rule founded on notions of

absolute division, and can only be preserved entire and

in its proper situation by its contents being referred to

some real or imaginary type, as the standard of compa-

rison to which these in a greater or less degree all ap-

proach._ The tact of the naturalist is shown less by the

discovery of such a type than by his knowing when to dis-

trust it. For its accuracy he must rely upon its coin-

ciding Avith the general feeling of his fellow labourers in

the science, since, though every person may not be able to

detect an affinity, all ought to feel its truth when it has been

detected. But chiefly he must rely on its combining with

the other types to form one extensive plan and unifonn

effect.

The animals with whose history we are at present en-

gaged all undergo a distinct metamorphosis, by which the

wings are always developed, and often even the feet. As

the type of every Vertebrated animal is tetrapod, so these

insects seem all to be tetrapterous, or at least to aim at this

type of construction. Vestiges of wings are to be discovered

even in the flea, and their place in dipterous insects is

supplied by other organs. Wings however do not al-

ways exist, since each of the ten principal orders of in-

sects may afford instances of apterous species even after

the last metamorphosis. The correct mode of considering

insects, therefore, is as referable all to a type which is te-

trapterous. The Colcoptera indeed are not only some-

times totally apterous, but often have their upper wings

or elyti'a soldered together so as to form a case for the

body. Still I conceis e the reader will now have little dif-

ficulty in comprehending my meaning, when I hereafter
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mav have occasion to speak of the Winded bisects or

Ptilota of Aristotle.

These animals are the perfection of the Annulose type

of form ; they are in their own division what Mammalia

and Birds are among the Vertebrata. Their^perfee tion

however must not be supposed to result from any resem-

blance which they bear to a Vertebrated animal, but on

the contrary depeiTds_on their difference Jrom_ this, struc-

ture and their greater portion of instinct. They havejno

true circulation, at least none such has yet been detected.

We are even ignorant of any manner in which absorption

can be connected with the oscillation visible in their dor-

sal canal. Thev_breatlie by two princi pal tracheae_ex-

tending along the whole Jeng^th of_^the bo«iy, parallel to

each other, and having plexus or centres at intervals , from
which ramifications are dispersed throughout jhe^bS^y?

and which communicate w'iUi the external air by cer^in

orifices or sti^nata^ As in a Vertebrated animal the

distribution of the spinal and sympathetic parts of the ner-

vous system bears some analogy to that of the blood in

the veins and arteries, so the longitudinal kn_otted nervous

sy^stem of_a_perfect Annulose animal corresponds in form

to the disposition of its tracheae.

The Winged insects appear in their perfect state to en-

joy all the senses of the Verlehrata, but the organs of sense

are entirely difTerent in construction. Their body^which

is rarely composed of more than eleven segments, has three

very distinct divisiojis, termed the head, trunk, and abdo-

men. The head, which is always provided with two an-

tennse, is composed of one segment, the trunk of three, and

the remaining seven constitute the abdomen.

The sexes are always distinct ; those insects which are
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called neuters being only abortive females. Rare instances

of hermaphroditism indeed occur, but are invariably to be

accounted as monstrous, and as contrary to the ordinary

course of nature as the same imperfection when visible

among the l^ertebrata. / '.,

The mouth of W inged insects is composed o^^v^^\n'[^t/^^-<^'^-^y^t^^

cipal pieces, ofwhich four, called the mandibulas and maxil- ^ ^ *y ^^^J
lae, move transverselyjnpairs^ while the remaining two are ^
fixed, and close the mou^:^! vertically. The two maxillas

and the lowest of the vertical pieces are in general all sup-

plied with articulated processes, of various shapes, called

PaJ[pi. Such is the comprehensive view which the inge-

nious Savigny first enabled us to take of the mouths of

insects. On exannning these animals more closely, it will,

however, be noticed that they form two principal classes,

since in some orders the four lateral pieces above men-
| /'^^v^-Zv

'

V ^

tioned, or at least two of them, take the form of teeth,
^

and the two vertical pieces that of Ups : in other insects,

again, the lateral pieces never serve as teeth, and all the

six component parts of the mouth, or certain of them, be- /
'"

, ^^j^/i,^

come elongated so as to constitute a rostrum. The first

)

group must necessarily chew or lick their food ; where-

as the latter suck theirs, or~more properly the fluids of

which it is composed seem to mount into the oesophagus of

the insect by a kind of capillary attraction.

The distinction which exists between these classes was

originally detected by Aristotle*. M. Cuvier among the

moderns was the first to perceive them to be natural ; but he

was not then sufficiently acquainted with the subject to cha-

racterize either of them accurately, as the works of Savigny

* " lut 5' itr'nit-ui ra, fit* 'i^iVTa ilovra;, Ta/itfaya, \fi' ra Jl yXStrUff fti»«»
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have since manifested. MM. Lamarck and Dnmeril,

together witli the author of the Entomologie Helvetiqiie,

' yhave also been sensible of the necessity of dividing the

*
-\< Winged msects mto two classes, distinguished trom each

^^ ^t£>Y^/4 '
Y ' '

• I « . -~-' -
'
' —'——

-

"_

'

T /-j^ r pther bv their manner of feedins;. In some countries in-

' ^ • " jdeed entomologists have rejected tins distribution, at nrst

/ ' because it was not to be found in the Sx/stema Natnra,

then because it was not well explained in the Entomologia

Si/stematica, and lastly, because it is in plain terms con-

tradicted in the Genera Insectorum and Regne Jnitnal.

It is strange that, with this respect for authorities, they

should have paid so little deference to the book of nature.

They deem it sufficient that in the Regne Animal M. La-

treille should have founded his general arrangement on the

texture of the wings. He has there indeed expressed him-

self as attaching more importance to the aerial organs

of locomotion and to the texture of the body, than to the

modifications undei'gone by those other organs upon which

the very existence of the individual depends. " Aimi,"

says Lamarck, " les caraclcres si importans de la bouche

ne faretit mdlement considtrcs, et ccdhent leur preemi-

nence aux organes si variables de la locomotion dans Voir."

The propriety, however, of this system is certainly not

perceptible in its results, as exhibited in a series where

we have Scutellera next to Tetrix, Libellula following

Coccus, and Alelipona immediately preceding Papilio.

Considering that M. Lamarck had already stated the great

fault of the system of Linnaeus, as it regarded the Winged

insects, to be the confusion of the Insectes Uroyeurs with

tile Insectes Suceurs, such a series is the more extraordi-

nary. It would nevertheless be the height of injustice

»ot to acknowledge that Latreille had good reasons for
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adopting it, \vhen he found that tb.e opposite method wholly

disregarded the nature of themetamorphosis. The ques-

tion with him was, whether a general distribution, evi-

dently natural, ought to be abandoned when we cannot

make it in detail to coincide with the truth. He judged

in the affirmative; but being fortunate enough to have

taken no other guide for his opinion than nature, he has

been the first to remark that he erred in his decision.

M. Latreille is too justly celebrated for scientific candour,

the greatest possible merit of a naturalist, not immedi-

ately to have published to the world his admission of

the classes of MM. Cuvier and Lamarck, on being sen-

sible that their accuracy is not necessarily affected by the

difficulty experienced in the attempt to reconcile them

with other truths. To expect that all his followers will

investigate the grounds on w'hich he has altered his opinion

may perhaps be going too far; but it is perfectly allowable

to hope that they will henceforward adopt this division of

Insects into Mandihulata and Haustellata, now that it hap-

pens to be published in the Nouveau Dictionnaire (THis-

toire Natiirelle, art. Eritomologie, and still more lately also

in the excellent dissertation which this great naturalist in-

tends as a preface to his proposed Species Insectorum.

Having little ambition to invent new names, and being

very reluctant to encumber the science Avith them imne-

cessarily, I have made use of the words Maiiclibulata and

Haustellata, which M. de Clairville first applied to these

two classes comprising all the Winged insects. The Fabri-

cian terms Oclontata and Rhyngota might have answered

equally well ; but having had in the first case a more li-

mited signification given to them by their author, the fear

of confusion must be my apology for rejecting tliem.
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The distinction between the Mandihulala and Ilaus-

tellata is, I repeat, clearly natural, because it directly af-

fects those habits of the animals upon which their exist-

ence immediately depends. It may, indeed, be sup-

posed at first to be in contradiction to the actite observa-

tions of M. Savigny
;

yet, so far is this from being true,

that, in his first Altmoire, he himself recommends the di-

vision of Insects into Broyeurs and Suceurs. His work

in fact affords no more than a happy demonstration of that

analogy which neighbouring groups generally, if not al-

ways, bear to each other.

When in the distribution of the animal kingdom into

classes my efforts to detect any marked relation of analogy

were foiled, I contented myself with pursuing those con-

siderations of affinity which served to reconduct me to the

point from which I had started. I never can persuade

myself, however, that this scarcity of analogical relations

between the classes of Zoology has resulted from any other

cause than my own inability to detect them. To me their

rarity argues nothing more than how much remains to be

done, before the order of affinities I have pointed out can

be considered as perfectly correct. It is impossible to

draw any other inference than this, since in every inves-

tigation I have made by analysis, and of the accuracy of

which therefore I am most sure, relations of analogy have

not failed to be conspicuous. Nay more, when these

could be detected, they have always supplied the most

convenient testimony of the affinities with which they

were connected being real, and thus have given me some

reason to suspect that no affinity can be true which is not

connected with a relation of analogy.

Suppose the existence of two parallel series of animals,
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the corresponding points of which agree in some one or

tTvvo remarkable particulars of structure. Suppose also,

that the general conformation of the animals in each series

passes so graduallv from one species to the other as to ren-

der any interruption of this transition almost imperceptible.

We shall thus have two very different relations, which must

have required an almost infinite degree of design before

they could have been made exactly to harmonize with each

other. When, therefore, two such parallel series can be

shown in nature to have each their general change of

form gradual, or, in other words, their relations of affinity

uninterrupted by any thing known—when moreover the

corresponding points in these two series agree in some one

or two remarkable circumstances, there is e\ery probability

of our arrangement being correct. It is quite inconceiva-

ble that the utmost human ingenuity could make these two

kinds of relation to tally with each other, had they not been

so designed in the creation. Relations of analogy consist

in a correspondence between certain insulated parts of the

organization of two animals which differ in their general

structure. These relations, however, seem to have been

confounded by Lamarck, and indeed all zoologists, with

those upon which orders, sections, families, and other

subdivisions immediately depend. Now, such can be no

other than relations of affinity, since it is clear that the

affinity between two neighbouring groups must become

greater instead of less, as our ideas of them become less

general and more simple. Every person is, I believe,

aware that it is a relation of affinity which places the dog

next to the wolf, as well as the Mammalia near to Birds

;

but then it is with the same ease perceived that the affi-

nity in one case is nuich stronger than that in the other.
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These various considerations have led me to imagine, how

tmly I have not yet been able to determine, that the test

of a relation of affinity is its forming part of a transition

continued from one structure to another by nearly equal

intervals, and that the test of a relation of analogy is barely

an evident similarity in some one or two remarkable

points of formation, which at first sight give a character

to the animal and distinguish it from its affinities. As a

relation of analogy must always depend on some marked

property or point of structure, and as that of affinity which

connects two groups becomes weaker and less visible as

these are more general, it is not at all surprising that what

is only an analogical correspondence in one or two im-

portant particulars, should often have been mistaken for

a general affinity. That the effects, nevertheless, of this

common mistake are by no means trifling, I shall now at-

tempt to show in the case of the Winged insects ; and I

trust the reader will feel, that because my acquaintance

with Zoology may not be extensive enough to enable me

to detect the consequences of this error in other places, he

ought not therefore to believe that in them it can have had

a less baneful influence towards retarding the knowledge

of the natural system.

First, It is a fact, I believe, universally acknowledged by

those who have paid any attention to Hexapod insects, that

a resemblance in certain important parts of their construc-

tion may be traced between the Cimicida and some of the

Orthoptera. Nay, on account of this similarity being so

striking, Linnasus even united them into one order, He-

miptera, to which he assigned the following characters

:

" Os Rostrmnqne iiijlexuin versus pectus. Ahc hemely-

tratcc; superioribus semicoriaceis per suturam rectam mi-
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nitti^ conrnventibus, sed margirie interiori impositis^ If to

this it be added that both groups undergo the same sort

of metamorphosis, we shall have little occasion.for conjec-

ture to obtain the reason of M. Latreille's having followed

the example of Linnasus, and continued to place them to-

gether in the Regne Animal. At first sight there is cer-

tainly sufficient to warrant the supposition of an affinity

existing between them ; but a more careful examination

assures us that there is little similarity either in their or-

gans of manducation or in their internal structure ; and

above all, that, on placing them together, we interrupt

that very evident series of affinities which is composed of

insects living by suction. This relation, therefore, Avhlch

exists manifestly between a Cimex and a Gryllus is one

of analogy, and not of affinity.

Secondly, In the same way many Dipterous genera, as

Musca, Sicus, Vohicella, Loxocera, &c., imitate Hymeno'

ptera in certain respects, either of economy or appearance,

so accurately as not unfrequently to deceive even scientific

observers; and a non-descript and unique hymenopterous

insect in my father's possession, is on the other hand well

known as having completely adopted the disguise of some

Dipterous genus without losing any oneof the essential cha-

racters oi Hymenoptera. Thirdly, There is also an evident,

though perhaps not so close, analogy between Homopte-

rous insects (as Tettigonia) and some Neuroptera. This did

not escape the penetration of M. Latreille ; but, as usual

from confounding it Avith a relation of affinity, he has placed

together two groups totally distinct, and by that means

broken a very regular transition of affinities. Fourthlv,

Lyonnet, the most indefatigable of naturalists, made like-

wise no distinction between analogy and affinity, when, in
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mentioning the difficulty of assigning a place to certain

insects which appeared to him to be anomalous, he said,

" le rapport qu'a la puce a certains egards avec les scara-

bees la feroit mettre a la Jin des animaux de cet ordre.'^

The Suctoria of Degeer are accordingly situated next

to the Coleoptera in the Regite Animal. We have thus

four examples of insulated points of resemblance being

deemed evidences of affinity. Now, to close this list with

a contrary instance of an analogy being correctly taken for

an affinity, T may remark that Mr. Kirby has lately pointed

out in the most satisfactory manner, the strong analogy or

rather identity of plan Avhich subsists between the mandu-

catory organs of some Tineida', such as the genus Aglossa,

and those of Lati'eille's Plicipennes, constituting part of the

new order of Trichoptera. Indeed, in the cases oiAglossa

sind Phri/ganea, the lanae of both these genera live in

the water by the aid of similar organs of respiration, and

conceal themselves from their enemies in tubes, which

they form by the agglutination of various foreign sub-

stances. Nor do they accord with each other less in

structure when arrived at their perfect state. In short,

the particulars of analogy become here sufficiently nume-

rous, to compose an affinity; and at length the connexion

between the Lepidopiera and Trichoptera is to such a de-

gree manifest, that we find it impossible to do otherwise

than make this the point ofjunction between the Mandi-

bulata and Haustellata.

From this point then, as the foundation of our fabric,

we may arrange the first mentioned four analogies or

insulated resemblances, giving them the situation of cor-

responding ganglions in the two series of Winged insects,

which differ in their manner of feeding. But no sooner
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can this be effected than the reader, if he be an entomo-

logist, perceives that the animals, at these corresponding

points, have the same sort of metamorphosis, and more-

over that the transition from one form to the other in each

series is as gradual as can be expected from our present

imperfect knowledge of species. A beautiful regularity,

in brief, is visible, which combines those distinctions of

the parts of the mouth so much insisted on by Cuvier

and Lamarck, those relations of metamorphosis which

constitute the leading principle of Degeer, Olivier and

Latreille, and finally, those characters drawn from the

organs of locomotion upon which the orders were origi-

nally founded by Aristotle, Ray and Linnaeus.

MANDIBULATA.
Relations of Analog}/.

HAUSTELLATA.

1. HyMEXopTERA Metamorphosis in- 1. Diptera Arist.

Linn. completa vel coarc-
•< tata . Larva apoda. -

Strepsiptera ? Kirhy. Homaloptera Leach.

2. CoLEOPTERA Arist. Metamorphosis in- 2. Aptera Lam.

yt^ completa.

Dermaptera Degeer,
Metamorphosis se- 3. IIemiptera
micompleta. Lmn.

3. OiiTnOPTERA OiiV

Dictyoptera Leach.

4. Neuroptera
Linn.

5.TRICII0PTERA
Kirby.

Tentliredina.

Metaniorj)hosis sub- 4 Homoptera Ife-

seruiconipleta. geer.

Metamorphosis _ol)- S.Lepidoptera

v^ tecta. Larva pcdi- Linn.

bus membranaceis.

Imaginis os mandi-

bulis ablircviatis iti-

complclis, labio ct

maxillis ad basin

saUem coalitis.
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The first reflection to occur on the inspection of this

table* willprobably be, thatSavigny has, in his " Tableau

des organes de la Bouche des Lisectes Hexapodes Masti-

cateiirs et Suceurs compares," given a proof that these re-

lations of analogy may extend even to the organs of man-

ducation. He has the rare merit, moreover, of using no

expression which would induce us to suppose that he con-

sidered them as proofs of direct affinity, although certain

authors, whose arrangement was founded on his observa-

tions have since reckoned them to be such.

Our thoughts will next be directed to the inequality which

is so apparent in the contents of the orders. The order of

Diptera, for instance, comprises an almost innumerable

quantity of species, whereas those of Apterous insects are

well known to be remarkably few . Yet the order of Aptera

has been admitted as natural by every eminent entomolo-

gical writer since the days of Degeer. Why then this

disparity of contents in two adjoining groups ? Such is

truly a question well worthy of investigation, but more par-

ticularly when we know that this disparity is the strongest

argument in favour of a saltus that can be adduced. I

have, however, designated the great intervals which some-

times separate two such adjoining groups as chasms or

hiatus, rather than as saltus ; in the first place, because they

never appear to proceed from the series being interrupted

by any thing known ; and then, because I cannot help

thinking, from analogy, that if they never should be filled

by living animals, they may have, at some time or other,

* The relations of analogy refer of course to the types of the correspond-
ing orders, rather than to all their contents ; and tlie propername annexed
to the order is that of the person vvho applied first the technical word, rather
than of him who has the greater merit of having detected the group. Of
the ten principal orders we owe four to Aristotle, one to Ray, one to Lin-
naeus, and four to Degeer.
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been occupied by species now extinct. These chasms

are indeed in some cases very wide ; but, on the other

hand, we often see the orders passing gradually into one

another, as the Hemiptera and Homoptera, the Coleo-

ptera, Orthoptera, Neuroptera and Trichoptera ; so that,

where any void occurs, it is difficult not to imagine that

it must result rather from the imperfection of our know-

ledge of created species than from any other cause what-

ever.

We shall now return to the Coleoptera, which, pre\ i-

ously to this general dissertation on Winged insects, we

left connected with the Ametabola ; and thus we may en-

deavour to trace those circumstances of affinity which the

column of

Mandibulata
evidently displays.

The Coleoptera are universally admitted to be connected

with the Orthoptera, by means of the Foi'Jicula, v/hich,

though now placed by Latreille and others in the latter

order, formerly with Linneeus brought up the rear of

the Coleoptera. The mere aspect of the genus Man-

tispa is sufficient to satisfy us that the Neuroptera ought

never to have been separated from the Mantida. And

so truly is a Trichopterous insect connected with the

Neuroptera, that it is only within the last few years that

Mr. Kirby has revived the opinion of Degeer that it belongs

to a distinct order. Thus far our path has been smooth

;

but now we have to determine to which of the other

Mandibulata the Trichopterous insects lead. An evident

hiatus is visible in this place; but we cannot do better,

perhaps, than follow the example of such entomologists as

Linnffius and Latreille, and pass at once to the Tenlhre-

dines. Hence to the Tlymenoptera the passage is easy
;

2 B
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and these closing the cokuTin of Mandibulata, it only re-

mains to be seen whether the series here terminates, or

whether it returns back to the Coleoptera. Several cir-

cumstances that have occurred within myown observation,

relative to the systematical arrangement of Ants, have, I

confess, led me to suspect that there is an approach made

by these Ht/menoptera towards the Coleoptera. The ab-

sence in some ants of the wings, sting, and ocelli, all such

remarkable characteristics oiihe Hymenoptera, has served

to strengthen this belief. No one can doubt that a power-

ful alteration fi"om the Hymenopterous type has taken place

in some of these insects ; and their whole shape, as well as

the gradual disappearance of their ocelli, shows that this

new tendency is not towards the Tentliredines. How the

question may in the end be settled, I know not; but it is

very certain that Mr. Kirby, by means of his new order

of Strepsiptera, has opened a vast field for speculation,

as to the means of connecting the Coleoptera with the

Hymenoptera. The true place in nature of the singular

genera Xerios and Stylops is indeed very difficult to de-

termine; and what remarks, therefore, I am noAV about

to offer on them ought to be received by the reader with

great caution, as well because it has hitherto been out of

my power to become acquainted with them, except

through the medium of the works of Kirby, Latreille,

Savigny and Lamarck, as because the total variance in

the statements of these authors respecting them demon-

strates that their true nature is, as yet, by no means as-

certained.

Professor Peck and Savigny, howev^er, have both most

satisfactorily shown that the Strepsiptera are provided with

tme mandibles and palpigerous maxillee ; and therefore

ha\e completely set aside the opinion of MM. Lamarck
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and Latreille, as to their affinity with the Diptera. Pro-

ceeding tlien on the fact that they belong to the Mandibu-

lata, which, by the by, appears at last to be admitted by

Latreille, we necessarily make inquiry as to the particular

part of this class in which they ought to be placed. Now,
the onlychasms of importance, which we have noticed in the

column, are one between the Trichoptera of Kirby and the

Tenthredines, and the other between the Hymenoptera and

the Coleoptera. The deficiency of ocelli, the structure of the

whole insect, but particularly that of the wings, prove that

the Strepsiptera cannot occupy any vacancy near the Tri-

choptera. It therefore only remains for us to place them be-

tween the Hymenoptera and Coleoptera. But this appears

to be nearly the situation originally given to the Strepsi-

ptera by Mr. Kirby ; for in his very remarkable paper on

these insects, in the 11th volume of the Linngean Trans-

actions, he says, " With respect to the place of Strepsi-

ptera in the system, it seems to me that this order should

follow Coleoptera ; for its metamorphosis being different

from that of Orthoptera and Hemiptera, and nearer to that

of the Coleoptera, this seems its most natural station consi-

dered as an elytrophorous order; especially since, if it be

inserted between Orthoptera and Hemiptera, with both

of which it has some affinity, it would interrupt the series

of semicomplete metamorphosis, by which, besides other

characters, those two orders are so closely united." He
had previously noticed a circumstance wliich at once di-

stinguishes them from all Coleoptera and Orthoptera, and

gives them an affinity with the Hymenoptera, namely,

a narrow collar instead of an ample thoracic shield. And

it is worthy of remark that Rossi, in the work which first

informed naturalists of iheir existence, placed them among

the Hymenoptera, induced to this, as Mr. Kirby supposes,

^2 B 2
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by the economy of their lavvse. Such, then, is in all pro-

bability their true place in nature, though certainly my

opinion on the subject, for the reasons already stated, ought

to be received, as it is advanced, with great caution. The

Xenos beyond a doubt is, with the Stylops, the most puzzling

insect to place naturally that we know ; i t is truly an " animal

animum excrucians;'" and no better proof of this can be

given than that when Lamarck and Latreille make the Stre-

psiptera a division of Diptera, they seem absolutely to have

pitched on the most artificial situation for them which they

could have chosen. Latreille has remarked that the body

of the Strepsiptera bears a striking relation to that of some

Ilomoptera ; and to judge from the descriptions given by

Mr. Kirby of these insects, their wings are folded like

those of Orthoptera, while the form of their head resem-

bles that of some Neiwoptera. To the Diptera they have

no visible affinity, and scarcely any analogy, except such as

we might expect from their proximity to the Ht/menoptera.

How far T am right in adopting Mr. Kirby's opinion as

to their real affinities, remains yet to be seen ; but it is no

weak argument in support of its accuracy, that they pos-

sess the very precise kind of metamorphosis, which insects

in the hiatus between the Coleoptera and Jlymenoptera

ought to have from analogy.

The Strepsiptera ought probably to be considered as an

osculant order; and they undoubtedly form a group which

is apparently of much greater importance, and is marked

with much stronger characters, than the Dictuoptera.

These can scarcely be said to afford a type of any very

pecviliar construction, and may therefore, perhaps, with

more propriety be viewed as an annectent tribe falling

into the extensive order of Orthoptera.
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HaviufT now obtained a general notion of the Mandi-

hidata, our thoughts ought to be employed on the best

method of quitting them. For this purpose we must be

guided by the excellent observations of Mr. Kirby, with

respect to the similarity of the organs ofmanducation in the

Tric/ioptera, or Mouches Papil/oitacces of certain writers,

and the Lepidoptera ; those of Baron Degeer as to the cor-

respondence between the forms of their wings, and be-

tween the internal organizations of their larvae ; and finally

bv those of Reaumur as to the affinity visible in the iiene-

ral appearance of the insects themselves. In this manner

we shall enter among the

Haustellata,
or Lisectes Sitceurs of M. Cuvier. In all his various works

M. Latreille assigns a place to the Lepidoptera immedi-

ately after Hymenopterous insects, and immediately be
fore the Diptera. He has thus differed entirely from

Linnaeus, with whom the Lepidopterous insects are situated

between his orders of Hemiptera and Neuroptera. If,

however, it be asked what direct affinity the French

entomologist was able to detect between a butterfly and

the Hymenopteru, or what direct affinity, on the other

hand, Linnaeus could have detected between it and the

LibelluI(C (the insects which he places nearest to the Lepi^

doptera), I fear that the patience of the inquirer will be ex-

hausted long ere he can obtain any satisfactory answer.

The maxillse indeed of certain Hymenopterous insects form

a proboscis or trunk, having some similarity to that of Jjepi-

doptera; but this solitary character might with ccjual pro-

priety be used to connect the latter order with certain Co/eo-

ptera, as the genera Ncino^natha and Gnalhium. Upon the

Avhole, therefore, the celebrated Swede has the advantage
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here over his successor in the science ; for while it is im-

possible to connect Melipona with Papilio, or indeed any

Hymenopterous insect directly with the Lepidoptera, it is

undoubtedly true that these last have their natural situa-

tion between the Linneean Hemiptera and JSeuroptera

;

due regard being always paid to the manner in which these

orders were originally defined. Unfortunately for Lin-

nsBus, however, the arrangement he pursues in detail does

not give us the least reason to suspect that he merits any

praise for this position of the Lepidoptera. At the period

when his work was published the Trichoptera formed part

of the Neuroptera, and the Homoptera part of the He-

miptera; if therefore in the Systema Natiira we could

find Phryganea the first genus of the Neuroptera, or Ci-

cada nearly the last of the Hemiptera, we might conclude

that Linnseus had discovered the natural affinities of these

insects. But there is not even a semblance of such dis-

position in his work, and to all appearance it was by the

merest hazard that he pitched the Lepidojytera on the

place which they occupy in his system.

On examining the characters given m the RegneAnimal

to the Lepidopterous insects, we are informed that they

present to the eye two peculiarities which belong to them

exclusively. The first is, that " les ailes sont recouvertes

sur lettrs deux surfaces de petites tcailles colorees, sembla-

hles a wie poussierefarineuse et qui s'enleve a, toucher;"

the second, " ime irompe a laquelle on a donne le nom

de lavgue roulee en spirale." We ought to corhmence

our investigation, therefore, by inquiring whether there are

any other tetrapterous Insects among the Haustellata,

which have their wings covered with a farinaceous powder

;

and if there should be any such, it is clear that they pos-
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sess a peculiarity by which Latreille tliought proper to

distinguish the Lepidoptera. Yet any person the least

versed in Entomology will at once put an end to this re-

search, by replying that certain Homopterous insects cor-

respond with the description proposed. It is true that the

shape of the head, the position of the eyes, the indistinct-

ness of the antennae, and the presence of ocelli, all se-

parate what may be considered the type of an Homopte-

rous insect from the Lepidoptera: instead of the triangu-

lar dilated forehead, by Avhich the true Cicad(C are distin-

guished, we require one that shall be destitute of ocelli,

truncated in front and contracted at the sides ; instead of

the minute antennae, we require them to be remarkably

developed. It happens then that such an insect is found

at Sierra Leone, and is described by Fabricius under the

n2Lme o{ Flata limbata. It is indeed so singular an ex- ^iJ^*^J<^ ^/i/<^

^ajnple of the commencement of a relation ^affinity Jbe- j>^^^,f/<Vi /:^^v«

tween the Lepidoptera and Homoptera, and so distinct /V/-_^^./-// X^<:./V<i

withal from its present congeners, as to excite our sur- '
\ ~^ ,

prise that so little attention should have been paid to it. ^^ ** ^y

But in truth the whole genus Flata. as it exists at pre-

sent, bears manifestly a distant affinity to certain extreme

Lepidoptera^ which must be apparent not only from its

having been connected by Linnseus and Fabricius with

such trivial names as Phalanoides, but from tlie admission

of Latreille himself. " Les Fulgores dont la tete iCa point

d'avancement remarquahle composent dans Fabricius divers

genres. Ses Flates out les tlytres et les ailes tres larges,

et ressembknt a de pelites phalmes, on mieiix encore a des

pyralesJ" The immediate means of transition from Ho-

mopterous insects to the Lepidopterous,—in other words,

the osculant order,—is exemplitied probably in the genus
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Jleyrodes of Latreille, the Tinea prohtella of Linnreus,

and the Phalene culiciforme ofGeoffroy. The history of this

minute insect is the subject of one of Reaumur's most

interesting Memoires; and when we learn that it under-

goes an obtect metamorphosis, that in its pupa stale it

is inactive and in its adult is covered with a farinaceous

pow^der, we are as little surprised that this great physio-

logist should have considered it to be Lepidopterous, as

that Lati'eille, reasoning from its articulated rostrum, should

have pronounced it to be Homopterous. We are only

astonished that the latter should have adopted any arrange-

ment, which would lead us to fancy that he believed his

observations on Akijrodes contradicted those of Reaumur.

It is thus that these great naturalists are so often right

and wrong at the same time with respect to the same ani-

mal, and that a person in search of natural affinities has

generally reason to conclude himself to be perfectly correct,

when he has combined all their positive observations and

rejected their negative inferences.

That the HomaMera are directly in conj unction with

the true Hemiptera, or Heteroptera of Latreille, I believe

no one will be incUned to dispute. At least this affinity

cannot be disputed without a distortion of some of the

most evident facts in Natural History, being accompanied

by an utter disregard for the authority of all entomologi-

cal writers. The transition is effected through the medi-

mn of the Notonectida and other Hydrocorisa of Latreille,

which coincide with the Homopterous insects in the small

developement of their antennae, and conical rostrum, and

with the true Hemiptera in their rostrum being frontal,

their elytra coriaceous, and their body generally depressed.

It would at present be very blameable in mc to pretend to
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determine whether these insects come nearest to the He-

raipterous or Homopterous type; but I may observe that

probabiUty is on the side of the latter supposition, since

the genus Ranatra bears a strong analogy to the Ephe-

mera. We perceive, however, the wings of the Hydro-

corisa. becoming gradually more coriaceous, or rather

corneous, and opaque; we perceive them crossing one

another more and more, in order to make room for the en-

largement of the scutcUum, which, with the two ocelli

and quadri-articulate rostrum, is the typical character of

the true Hemiptera.

On account of the similarity in the structure of their

mouths, but particularly in consequence of the sheath of

the rostrum in both orders being articulated, Fabricius,

Lamarck and Latreille have all admitted the proximity of

the Suctoria of Degeer to the Hemiptera. " En divisanty'

says Latreille, " comme Vafait M. de Lamarck, les insectes

qui subissent des mttamorphoses en deux grandes coupes,

ceux qui out des mandibules et des machoires, et ceux oil ces

organes sont transformes en tin sucoir, Vordre de Suceurs

semble etre entremediaire entre les Ilemipttres et les Di-

pteres." Yet, notwithstanding the justice of this remark,

notwithstanding that M. Latreille mentions this affinity of

the common flea to the Hemiptera in all his works, it is

very singular that in his arrangement he never acts wholly

upon its truth, and in the Hegne Animal even totally dis-

regards it. This inconsistency Avithout doubt arises from

his not ha\ing been able to make his observation accord

with his system ; and unfortunately, rather than disturb

this, he is often apt to overlook the advantages to be de-

rived from his discovery of an affinity. Nothing, however,

stamps such a value on his work? as the candour with
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which he always, on its detection, mentions an affinity at

the moment even when it directly contradicts the accuracy

of his distribution.

In the Genera Insectonim M. Latreille reckons that the

Sucioria of Degeer, as the last order of the Hexapod in-

sects, immediately follow the Diptera, and even in the

Regne Animal he allows this to be their natural place.

In good truth, however, this is to be accounted only half the

situation which the order ought to possess. Fabricius was

more bold and less correct ; for he placed the genus Pulex,

not even at the end of the Systerna Rhyngotorum, but be-

tween Zelus and Aphis, with which last it certainly has some

remote affinity. But it is to ISl. Lamarck, who united these

opinions of Fabricius and Latreille, that we are indebted

for the knowledge of its tme place in the scale of creation,

and therefore the very least return we can make is to adopt

his name Aptera for the order. I am the more disposed to

insist on this point of nomenclature, because it is a classical

denomination, Avhich,owing to the later improvements in the

science, would otherwise be lost. But it must not be under-

stood that every insect which belongs to the group is there-

fore ofnecessity Apterous ; this is perhaps no more true than

if, in adopting Degeer's word, we should therefore conclude

tliat the order contains every insect which lives by suction.

The Aptera contain undoubtedly the type of a very

distinct order; for they are the only animals in the class

of Ilaustellata which have a bivalve articulated sheath to

dieir rostrum. " La puce" according to Lamarck, " tient

beaucoiip aiix Dipteres par la metamorphose*, car sa larve

* Leeuwenhoeck claimed and ha? acquired all the honour of this dis-

covery ; but in fact it was half known in the days of Aristotle, who observed

not only that the Pulices had distinctsexes, but that they produced trxuKnicif

^itSiii. From not fuUuwiu^ the ntctuuiorpUusis further, he fancied this
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est apodc, et sa ?ii/mphe inactive est reufermce dam tine

coque; mais son hec en forme dc trornpe est tminemmcnt

articule, et rien de semblable ne se montre dans les DijJtc-

res." The structure of the Aptera, in short, conducts us

from the Hemiptera to the Homalopiera, which comprise

such Dipterous insects as have the sheath of their rostrum

in hke manner bivah'e, but without articulations.

_^e Dipterous insects are by Latreille connectedwith

the Lepidoptera ; and against the opinion of those who /y^^./W* ^'^

may doubt the truth of this affinity he can always appeal ^;, y^ ' .^^J
to certam Uiptera, as the Jrs^chpda phalanoides, fonijing^»-^ O ^'y

the genus Tineariao? Schellenberg, or to certain Levi- /->,
^ ?/'•'•

doptera, such as the Pterophori_ L3itr. which are named -^^^ (jr

Pha.lhies-tipulesh^ Dsgeer^ Unless therefore these ob-

servations are so many idle fancies which have deceived

some of the most acute of naturalists ; and unless it be

conceivable that these various idle fancies occurring to

different persons, can have fortuitously combined into a

regular order of affinity corresponding analogically with

the adjoining group of Mandibulata ; unless, I re^eat^ we

can arrive at such conclusions, there is no other resource

lefTthan to allow the series oi Haustellata to be natural;

and one, moreover, which in pursuance of a design re-

turns into itself.

,

In all this I have scarcely touched on the metamor-

phosis, because I am sure that the foregoing table, show-

ing the analogical relations that exist between insects pro-

vided with a rostrum and those furnished with mandibles,

will more forcibly express to entomologists the regularity

progeny, however, to be something sui generis and imperfect, the parent
being generated spontaneously in the earth. It is always »::tl)er at the egg
or pupa state that Aristotle loses siglit of (he nietaiiiorphosis, and in ab-
sence of experiment has recourse to his fancy.
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of the transition which here takes place, than any other ar-

gument in my power to advance. Nay, if a person should

object to the foregoing detail of affinities, it would in my
opinion be perfectly allowable to refer him to the attendant

analogies, as amounting to a demonstration of its general

accuracy.

There are certain Dipterous insects, however, which

before we quit the Haiisteliata deserve a few moments of

particular attention. It is easily seen that allusion is now

made to the Pupipara of Latreille, or MoiicIies-araigJiees

of Reaumur and other French naturalists. The struc-

ture of their mouth and organs of locomotion, the nature

of their metamorphosis, the texture of their body, but par-

ticularly the gradual manner in which the head becomes

united to the thorax, and at length almost forms one piece

with it, all distinguish these animals from the ordinary

type of Diptera, and have lately occasioned their being

formed into the osculant order ofllomaloptera. Analogy

seems to indicate that they ought to occupy that situation

among the Hauitellata which, to all appearance, the

Strepsiptera occupy in the circle of Insects provided with

mandibles. The safest way therefore, in the present state

of our knowledge, will be to account it an auxiliary or

osculant order like the other. I'he singular genus Ni/cte-

rihia, or Fthiridion of Hermann, well known as infesting

bats, closes the series of Pupiparous insects, and must

satisfy every person that we are arrived among the

Arachnida,

of which Leon Dufour has just said that the history

is scarcely yet sketched, while our knowledge even of

their species is extremely imperfect, notwithstanding the
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labours of Lister, Ilomberg, Clerck, Degeer, Olivier,Wal-

keiiaer, and Latreille. On enitering this class we find ani-

mals still parasitical and still hexapod, even when the type

of the Acaiidea, as well as of the other Arachnide orders,

is undoubtedly octapod. In the genus Siro we are led by an

easy transition from the Mites to the Phalangidea, hence

by Galeodes to the Scorpionidea and Araneidea. From

these last we may possibly be able to return to the Acaridea

by means ofgenera like Trombidion. This is a series of affi-

nities, all of which, excepting the last, have been noticed

by the modern French entomologists; so that for the pre-

sent I shall refer to their works for the proofs requisite to

substantiate the accuracy of the progression. As to the

manner in which the series is here divided, it must on the

other hand be considered as barely an approximation to

the truth ; so that, having thus chalked out a mere outline

of the distribution of the Arachnida, I may be permitted

hereafter to correct it in proportion as its inaccuracies

shall be detected. It may, however, with more confidence

be stated that the Arachnida are connected with the Crus-

tacea, by means of the Pi/cnogo/nda, because the observa-

tion and the consent of all the first entomologists of the

present day unite in confirming this affinity.

The Arachnida differ from Crustacea in having their

respiratory organs always internal, and opening on the sides

of the abdomen and thorax to receive the air. __Thcsela-

teral apertures are common to them with Insects, and are

known to physiologists by the appellation^of Sugmata . \^Xt^C /*t// A'
When these stigmata communicate with pulmonary

pouches, there is a circulation effected by means of a dor-

sal and muscular heart, from which two great vessels pro-
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ceed and communicate with every respiratory cavity, ra-

mifying over its membrane. When the stigmata, on the

contrary, are tracheal, there is no circulation ; but in its

place we have alternate conti'actions of a dorsal vessel,

which, from its not throwing off any branch whatever,

appears to deserve the name of heart no further than as it

occupies a situation in these animals, which corresponds

to that of the heart in Pulmonary Araclmida . Neverthe-

less the AracJuiida, whether breathing by pulmonary

pouches or by tracheae, form but one class, as we perceive

from the union of their head and thorax into one piece,

and from the concentration of their viscera into the abdo-

minal portion of the body. It is needless to repeat in this

place the arguments that have been already adduced to

show, that the divi sion of the organs of respiration and

circulation is not to be depended on in the classical ar-

rangement of the Annidosa. If these arguments should

not have been deemed satisfactory, perhaps the opinion of

M. Lamarck on the subject may influence the reader to

believe, that their only weakness has consisted in my man-

ner of enforcing them. "Lorsqu'il 1/ a de grandes analo-

gies d'ensemble, les diverses particularitts d'organization

que Von observe quelquefois ne permettent cependant pas

de stparer classiquement les ohjets qui les offrent. Qu'i/

a-t-il, en effet, deplusvoisin des araignees que lesfancheurs,

les galeodes, SiX.! Cependant les premieres respirent par

des poches evidemment branchiales, tandis les autres ne

respirent que par des trachtes." _ The trac:hea5, however,

of the Arachnida, when they exist , differ from those of
.,

i— w^ /, ;—

;

;
' T-r-^

-

Insects in being disposed in a solitary ramifying series,

which may almost be termed radiated ; on the other hand.
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Insects, under which denomination I include the Ameta-

bola, are well known to have tlicir tracheae disposed in a

double longitudinal series.

Linnseus does not appear to have allowed the existence

of antennfe in Spiders or Scorpions, although he assigns

this name to certain organs in Nymphon, Phalangium and

Chelijer*, which evidently correspond with those organs in

Spiders, which he terms their Palpi. The separation of the

class ofArachnida from other Annulose animals orisrinated

with Lamarck, who nevertheless made it comprehend the

Ametabola under the name of Arachnides aiitenmes, as

well as the true Arachnida, which, adopting the opinion

of Degeer, he entitled ^^ Arachnides exantenntes." M. La-

treille in the Genera Insectorum made these latter the

third legion of his Insecta, under the name of Accra, and

at last, in the third volume of the Regne Animal, com-

prised them all in a class entitled Arachnides, which he

says " se distingue au premier coup d'ail des deux classes

voisines, les Crustaces et les Insectes, parcequ'elle n^a point

d'antennes" Still more recently however, in a very sin-

gular Memoire presented by him to the Institute, he has

advanced several curious speculations on the external or-

ganization of Winged Insects, as compared with that of

the Arachnida and Crustacea. Among these theoretical

novelties we find that he now considers the old opinion of

Lamarck, to wit, that the Arachnida are destitute of an-

tennae, to be an error which he acknowledges to have him-

self propagated from not having sufficiently examined the

subject. He observes that the mandibles, maxillas and

maxillary palpi, or the organs which correspond to these

* This genus, or rather Obisium, is so well described by Aristotle, under

the epithet of Scorpodcs, that 1 think he has the right of priority to the

name.
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in Crustacea, exercise a function so secondary, that after

gradually becoming modified in those genera, such as

Ci/amus, which come near to the Arachnida, and after

almost even disappearing, as in the genus Fhyllosoma,

they may be considered as being altogether null in the

Araigmespalpistes of Lamarck. Nevertheless my readers,

whom 1 suppose all to be entomologists, need scarcely to

be informed that the last mentioned animals possess organs

which are commonly termed mandibles, organs which

Linnaeus, in the Spider, named " ungues seu retinacula,"

and which in the Scorpion he regarded as " Palpi che-

Iffformes." Now, it will be asked What organs among

the Crustacea do these two mandibles, ungues, or che-

lifomi palpi of the Arachnida represent? Savigny was

of opinion that they took the place of the second pair of

pedipalpi ; but Latreille answers the question in quite a

different manner. He refers to the changes which the two

intermediate antennae of the Branchiopoda undergo, and

finds a resemblance even between these organs in the

brachyurous decapod Crustacea, and the mandibles of

Phalangium. He further observes that these organs in

both the tribes,—that is, the internal antennae of Crustacea

and the mandibles oiArachnida,—have a similar situation,

namely, above the labrum and entrance of the oesopha-

gus, together with a similar mode of insertion, being pa-

rallel at their base, and only taking an oblique or curved

direction at their extremities;—whereas, on the other

hand, all true pedipalpi arc situated below the labrum,

and are inserted immediately above the breast.

M. Latreille then adopts the remark of Lister, that all

Annulose animals have a distinct head, and that the head

of Spiders and Scorpions is that part of the thorax which
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contains the eyes, together with these cheUform or un-

guiform antennae, and which is generally distinguished

from the true thorax by an angular impression, the point

of which faces the abdomen. There is, it is true, only one

method of setting this matter completely at rest, which is,

to ascertain whether it be really with nerves answering to

the antennal nerves of Crustacea that those organs, com-

monly called the mandibles of the Arachnida, are sup-

plied : but in the mean time I confess that I am much

inclined to adopt M. Latreille's theory, because it recon-

ciles many circumstances which had hitherto appeared to

me anomalous. To give only one example : M. Savigny

considered that the Pycnogonida connected the Arachnida

with Cyamus, but thought it evident that Nj/mphon has

lost not only the compound eyes and masticatory organs

of Cyamus, but also the antennae. He thus makes the two

pairs of organs, which proceed from the head of Nymphon

grossipes, to be the first and second pairs of true feet in Am-

phipod Crustacea; or, in other words, he accounts the first

and second pairs of feet in a Squilla,—that is, according to

his theory, the second and third pairs of feet in an Insect,

—

to be nothing else analogically than the mandibles and

maxillae of a Spider ! There is Uttle enough of rule in this, it

may be said ; but there will appear still less, when we find

that in other Pycnogonida the pair of feet which is most apt

to disappear is not, as might have been expected, the first,

but the second. Hence, proceeding on this theory, we find

the principal appendages of the body of a Crab to be dis-

posed in a male Phoxicholus, as follows

:

1. jintenncc, mandibles and maxilla, none.

2. Second maxilla andjirst pair of maxillary feet, a

vestige.

2 C
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3. Second pair of maxillaryfeet, present.

4. Third pair* of maxillaryfeet, none.

5. First pair of truefeet, none.

6. Second pair of true feet, present, &;c.

This irregular appearance and disappearance of organs,

so contrary to the very object of M. Savigny's excellent

work, is, however, entirely removed by M. Latreille's hy-

pothesis, as is likewise the violence done by M. Savigny's

theory to that imiforni principle of nature, which places

the eyes constantly in the head of an animal. Those who

have well weighed the admirable Mtmoire sur les Atdmaux

sans Fertebres, which first called the attention of naturahsts

to these anatomical analogies, know that the author's theo-

ry, with respect to the Pycnogonida, would place their eyes

in the thorax, or atleast in that segmentof their body which

corresponds with the thorax of insects. Now, only suppose,

with M. Latreille, that what Savigny accounts to be the

first ring of the body is nothing else than the manducatory

organs soldered togethei-, or a prolongation of the pharyn-

gean region, and that the mandibles and palpi represent

the four antennae [of the Crustacea, and the above ano-

maUes will in a great measure disappear. Even although

the four antennae may become all null in Pycnogoniim,

we may perceive that those which seem the most readily

annihilated are the lateral pair, as in Pkoxicholus. Thus

the only locomotive organs which we may regard as totally

lost in the Pycnogonida, are such as may be reckoned

immediately connected with the system of manducation

* Dr. Leach has confined the name oi Pedipalpi to this pair of maxillary
feet. I have thought it best, however, until we know more of the structure
of t'le mouth in the Apiroptides of M. Savigny, to term this, with the two
preceding pr.irs, pedipalpi, ov maxillari/ feet, discriminating them merely
by their place. JJy this mode of proceeding their true nature remains ad-
huc suOjudice,
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among the Crustacea, and which are replaced in the true

jirachnida by organs of a totally different construction.

But, granting this doctrine of M. Latreille to be agree-

able to nature, it may next be urged that the greatest argu-

ment for the necessity of distinguishing the Parasita or

Anopliira of Dr. Leach from the Arachiides trachtennes

of Latreille is thus done away with, since both possess a

pair of antennse. Nay, M. Latreille seems to have him-

selfjudged that it ought to have this consequence; for in

his last general distribution of the Annulosa, published in

the Atmales du Museum, he places the parasitical Ame-

tabola in the class ofArachnida under the name ofArach-

nides pediculaives. Some persons, however, may be dis-

posed to think that in doing this he too hastily abandons

his old arrangement, which the new theory, once admitted,

instead of weakening will serve to establish beyond a doubt.

Thus it has not escaped him that the two antennfe of his

Arachnides pedkulaires represent the lateral pair of an-

tennae in Crustacea: now^, these are the two \\hich remain

in Xhc Omsci, but absolutely become null in tlie true

Arachnida . So th at, in foUowino' the changes which the

antenna^ undergo in the Annulose animals, a most beau-

^
tiful regidarity presents itself to the view. A Decapod

Crustaceous animal has, for instance, four antenna^, the

/ niiddle pair of which disappears in Ouiscus { from which

* • cncumstance , in the circles of Ametahola and Ilexapod

insects we have only one pair of antenna?, which answers

to the lateral pair of Crustacea, and finally disappears in

Nyctcribia. If again, on the other side, wc tjuit the

Crustacea, by means of the Pi/cno<yoiiida^ it is the external

/ ~or lateral pair which is most ready to disappear ; and

iunonn; the AracJuiida we discover only the intermediate

'Z c '1
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jjair, until th is also disapj jears about the coulines of this

group and Winged insects. In this manner M . Latreille's

doctrine becomes an argument for proving the Crustacea

to be naturally interposed between the Arachmda ancTPa-

rasitical insects7"which indeed are only connected by that

property which the opposite points of a group always pos-

sess of approaching to each other.

_j!he_true Arachmda have no lateral antennee, but only

a pair answering to the intermediate pair of these organs.

J (^ in Crustacea, and which in the former animals is always

connected with mnndiirnti nn.' Their head is always in

'some degree confounded with the thorax ; the sugmata

occupy only a part of the body, and even in those species

whicli breathe by means of tracheae communicate with a

simple tracheaj^cord, which, from its ramifications, may
almost be termed radiated. The Parasitical insects^_ on

the other hand, have no intermediate antennae, but only a

_mir_whicli represents the lateral paTT m Crustacea, and

which in these animals is never used for purposes of man-

ducation. The head is always distinct from the body

:

and the stigmata, which are disposed over almost the whole

length ot each side, communicate with a. bifurcated tra-
i—j—" '

'• -— t
___——— .1 IP -

cneal system.

Having now described, as briefly as I conveniently

could, the natural connexion of those orders into which

the Annulosaa. re resolvable, it may not be improper to

give a summary view of the affinities as they may be ex-

pressed by a table. In this table, however, the distribu-

tion of the Crustacea and Arachnida is presented to the

reader with much diffidence of its accuracy, and that

chiefly on the following account.

If we establish a chain of organic gradation solely upon
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the relations of affinity as above detailed, so that the cir-

cles of Crustacea and Arachnida shall touch at the points

LtEmodipoda and Fhalangidea, with the mere interven-

tion of the Pi/oiogouida as an osculant class, then it will

be perceived that the analogies which the two classes,

possessing a distinct circulation, bear to the contiguous

circles having no circulation, are reversed in order. If,

on the contrary, we pay attention, as in the subjoined table,

to the relations of analogy as well as of affinity, we have

the analogies between contiguous circles always observed

in their proper order; but then the Araneidea and Deca-

poda will be found near the osculant point of the classes

of Arachnida and Crustacea, while Cyamus and Phalan-

giuni, which I perfectly agree with M. Savigny in think-

ing connected together by Pi/cuogonum, are at the oppo-

site although analogous points of their respective circles.

The only method by which at present I can explain this

remarkable circumstance, is by the affinity which opposite

points of a circle always bear to each other. As P/ia-

langium approaches near to Aranea, and female Lamodi-

poda in some measure to Decapoda, the reader will per-

ceive how the Pycnogouida may form a point of union

for the four groups; in other words, may be the centre of

that affinity which exists between an Aranea, Phalancri-

um, Cyamus and Pagurus. Although I am unable to

come to any final deteimination on this curious and (if

it may be judged by the trouble it has given me) e\ en ab-

struse point, yet I request the attention of entomologists

to the fact that one of the most singular characteristics of

the Pycnogonida is their possession of only one segment

to the abdomen ; in which they ^vholly differ from Pha-

/angiuin, but agree with Aranea and Pagurus. Nay,
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there is a nondescript genus of Spiders from India, of

which the abdomen is as minute, in proportion to the other

parts of tlie body, as in Pycnogonum ; so minute indeed

as to have occasioned one of these Arachnida to be mis-

taken by a naturaUst for a Coleopterous insect, of which

the head and elytra were represented by the abdomen and

antennae of the Spider ! But before we proceed deeper

into the discussion of analogies, the annexed table of afE-

nities ought to be examined with care.
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One of the first propei'ties of this compend of affinities

Avhich will excite attention is, that the Annulosa appear

therein to be naturally divided into two great groups ; one

composed of three circles distinguished by a tendency to

metamorphosis and a bifurcated tracheal system of re-

spiration, the other of two circles characterized by the

possession of internal antenna3 and a tendency to a system

of circulation. The only animals indeed of these last

groups, which are subject to any remarkable change in

the primitive and essential form of their body, are a few

Branchiopod Crustacea; that is^ the opposite points of _ y
the circle of Aiimdom correspond intimately with each ^ ^
Other. It is not a little singular that this correspondence,

or perhaps more properly this affinity^ which exists bj3-_

tween the Bi-anchiopoda and the Hexapod Insects should

be founded on the nature of their metamorphosis. Some

credit is due to ^Niuller if he'^ver had this connexion ni

\ iew, and it is probable that he really had, from his having

bestowed on these Crustacea the appropriate appellation

of Entomostraca or Testaceous Insects. Even if he meant

no more by the word than that they are articulated testa-

ceous animals, it is well known that their disposition to

metamorphosis, so contrary to the usual habit of the Crus-

tacea, did not escape him.

I have already made an attempt to draw the attention

of naturalists to the relations of analogy existing between

corresponding points of the two contiguous circles which

pass through a perfect change of form; and now I shall

content myself with indicating, by position, those analo-

gies which apparently hold good between the con^espond-

ing points of all the live groups of Annulosa. While,

however, at this part of my subject, I must express regret

at knowing comparatively so little of the Crustacea and

V
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Arachnida ; convinced, as I am, that it is my duty to

warn the inexperienced reader of the circumstance before

he enters on the study of the following columns.

y^,^ 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

(,^ ^/-i/ C J "—— . Haustellata. Mandibulata. Ametabola. Crustacea. Arachxida.

" x 1. Dipteia Hymenoptera Vermes Branchiopoda Acaiidea -j

•^/i*(y^ / 2. Aptera Coleoptera Anoplura Decapoda Araneidea ,

i ( "^- Hetnlmera OrthoDtera Thysatjura Ampl^ioda Sccirpionidea /\^
\Jj[ ^ JS J Mu I 4. iIomo|>tera Neurojnera Chilupoda Lsrnficlipoda Phalangidea;
'A

5. Lepidoptera Trichtiptera C^hilognatha Isopoda Sirunidea ? /

Of these five columns I consider the three first to be

distributed not very inaccurately, and to deserve much

more confidence than the fourth and fifth. Unfortunately,

from not having studied the affinities of these last with the

care required by analysis, I have been unable to detect

the principle upon which their analogies are graduated.

There are naturalists, I well know, who will object to

the supposition that these are graduated on any other

scale than that which we are certain of, such as the exter-

nal appearance. But as, independently of their form, the

analogical characters of the groups of 3Iandibulata and

Haustellata are founded on the variation of metamor-

phosis ; so there is reason to believe that some principle

of analogy, unconnected with their general appearance,

may hereafter be found to exist between every other two

contiguous columns. Sure enough it is, that, with re-

spect to external form, these analogies are remarkably

conspicuous, and as usual have been mistaken for affini-

ties. Thus it was that Linnseus, Miiller, and others, came

to confound the Calygi with true Epizoaria ; and that

' Latreille says of his Branchiopoda, " Plusieurs de ces ani-

maux sont de veritables suceurs, et se rapprochent a cet egard

des Arachnides," such as the Acaridce for instance. Nay,

if this train of reflection on the nature of relations of ana-
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logy be pursued, we also perceive why Pallas was induced

to give the trivial name of Scolopendroides to a species of

Capi'ella,—why the^inphipoda liave been characterized by

the setaceous appendages of their abdomen,—why these

Crustacea leap,—why the genus Thalassina imitates the

form of a Scorpion,—why naturalists, conversant with

this branch of Natural History, have, since the days of

Aristotle, all compared the genus Pagu) us to Spiders,

—

why some species of the genus Epeira resemble Decapod

Crustacea so much as from them to have borrowed their

name. These, and a thousand similar cases, are all rela-

tions of analogy, which may be explained by the bare in-

spection of the above columns.

But it will be said that the Arachuida and Haustellata

are according to the table of affinity contiguous circles, and

yet the corresponding points in the columns do not coincide

analogically. _ This struck me at first, I confess, as some-

thing unaccountable; but a very little attention to the sub-

ject served to show that it could not be otherwise, as these

columns only represent half the course of the analogies

which appear on the inspection of the preceding table of

affinities. By a reference to that table, the entomologist will

perceive that the corresponding points of these contiguous

circles have an analogy, which, I doubt not, would be even

more conspicuous if the groups of Arachnida were only

more accurately defined. Even assuming their accuracy as

they have been described in the foregoing pages, surely we

may consider the faculty of spinning, which is common

both to Spiders and Lepidopterous larva?, to be one of

analogy. Surely the ^epa or Uanatra, with its cheliform

anterior feet, its caudal appendage, its habit of carrying its

progeny on its back, deserves the title of Hater Scorpion,

which it has acquired in ahnostevery European language.
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We may add that an analogy of form and manners is visi-

ble also between the Phalangidea and the larvse of He-

miptera, between the Acari and the parasitical larvse of

the corresponding group of Haustellata.

But granting that the analogical relations between these

two classes are not so visible as those which exist between

the Arachnida and Cnistacea, (although the above exam-

ples, in my opinion, amount to a perfect demonstration of

their having a real existence,) it is to be observed, that rela-

tions of analogy are sometimes disguised in such a manner

that they are only to be remarked by the ordinary observer

~when pointed out to his notice . In the eyes of any person

at hrst sight, few groups can be more dissimilar than the

Ametahoia and Mandibulala ; yet they are contiguous, and

therefore ought, according to what has been said, to have

relations of analogy between their corresponding types.

Now, if such can be pointed out as existing under a dis-

guise, and as being particularly curious when unmasked,

it is perhaps a fair inference to suppose that two contigu-

ous circles, like those of Haustellata and Arachnida,

which differ as nmch or even more than the former two

in general structure, may likewise have these analogies

depending upon some secret of Nature. It is obvious

that the analogies will thus be rendered less liable to de-

tection than those which depend on the external appear-

ance simply. Another argument in favour of this con-

jecture is, that in both cases we are leaving insects which

undergo a perfect metamorphosis for those Avhich are sub-

ject to an imperfect one, or which only shed their external

envelope. But we must leave inferences for facts; and,

in the first place, have to explain why the above-m.en-

tioned analogies of external appearance, between the cor-

responding groups o{ Arachnida and Haustellata, are not
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distinguishable in the columns as above disposed. For this

purpose 1 shall lay before the reader a table, expressing all

the analogies which have been now given in detail, premis-

ing only that it is carefully to be kept separate from any no-

tion of the progression of affinity, such as is expressed by

the other figure. It results, however, as may easily be dis-

cerned, merely from the corresponding points in those five

circles being joined together*, every line expressing the

existence of an analogy beUveen the points it connects. ^ /^jLA'Lt-^^iC /,
*

OrtTio-

S Chifo J^^^2

pteva. /

ptcra

Scorpi
onidea.

Ho:no-
'-'jlera.

^ JVtalaii'
JJ ptera.

• Nothing in Natural History is, perhaps, more curious tlian (hat lliose

analogies should be represented by a ();;ure so strictly geometrical. One is

almost tempted to believe that the science of the variation of animal struc-

tures may, in the end, come within the province of the mathematician.
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Now, if the line of analogy, beginning at the Orthoptera

for instance, and setting out for its corresponding group of

Thi/saiiura, be followed, when the five circles have been

traversed analogically we arrive at the Homoptera, and

not at the Ilemiptera, which order is only attained after

the circles have been twice analogically traversed. This

may serve to explain a circumstance to which I may

hereafter have occasion to allude, namely, that an external
__

order* seems always to have an analogy to the two exter-

nal orders in the contiguous circle, but with this dif-

ference, that to the one it is direct and very conspicuous,

while to the other it is indirect and barely visible. An
example will best explain what is meant. The Orthoptera

bear a relation of analogy to both the orders o( Ilerniptera

^ ixnd Homoptero, but to the former it is much more con-

spicuous than to the latter. The same appears to hold

good with all the other external orders.

To follow up these speculations at present would be

losing sight of the principal object which it was originally

our purpose to keep in view. It need only, therefore, be

stated, that when we shall have once attained a knowledge

of the accurate series of affinity, the study of relations of

analogy seems calculated to throw light on almost every

general and specific notion, that may have been or can be

entertained on the nature of these animals. To those who

may have a taste for this investigation it must, for the pre-

sent, be left, while our attention shall be more closely con-

* By an exte'rial order is meant any one Pitnateci in the greater segment

'of a circle of affinity, when divided by a line joining its osculant points.

There are ten such, viz. O^llwptera, Neurcpiera, Hdvu^pte'-a, Hemiplera,

Phalavgidea, Scurpwnidei f Amphipoda ? Licinndipoda ? ChiLnpuda and
Jhysarmra. We may name the live orders, Ferrnes, Hymenoptera, Dipteia,

yicaiidea, and Branchvpoda, internal, and the ten remainmg mosculant,

from their communicaiing with osculant groups.
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fined to the Insects breathing by trachese, and to the ana-

logies which they in particular'may display.

It has been already hinted that a veiy beautiful analogy,

although disguised, reigns between the corresponding co-

lumns of Ametahola and Mandibii/ata . To prove that

there was ground for the assertion will now be my aim.

The subjoined columns represent part of the preceding

table of affinities.

Branchiopoda . Vermes . . . Larvae of Ilymenoptera

Isopoda .... Chilognatha . Lar\ te of Trichoptera

Lsemodipoda . . Chilopoda . . Larvae of Neuroptera

Amphipoda . . . Thysanura . Larvte of Orthoptera

Decapoda . . . Anoplura . . Larvfe of Coleoptera.

There is so strong an affinity in general structure be-

tween Ricinus and certain Coleoptera, that it has disposed

me to believe that the circles of Ametahola and Mandi-

hulata must here meet ; a further proof of which may be,

that the larvae of Coleoptera, as being the nearest to the

Ametahola, do not imitate any one group in particular,

but the whole five, in precisely the same order in which

they occur in their own circle. But if there should be

any doubt on the subject, I am sure that the perusal of

the 26th and 27th pages of Savigny's first Memoire must

remove it entirely. When the reader has well weighed

the comparison therein made and the nature of relations

of analogy, he will perceive that these two pages support

not only the affinity of the Coleoptera to Ricbins, but

many also of my other observations. The Hexapod larvre

of Orthoptera, with the setiform appendages to their tail,

meet with their prototypes among the Thysanura ; the

flat carnivorous larvae of Neuropterous Insects, furnished

as they are with suctorious inundiblcii, bear an obvious
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analogy to the Chilopoda; the form of an lulus is easily

discoverable in the cylindrical eruciforai larvae of the

Triclioptera, while the apod larvse of the Hymenoptera

are described by the first zoologists as resembling an

intestinal worm in form as well as manners*. I shall

leave the analogy between the Coleoptera and Ametabola

to be discussed in a future chapter ; only stating, for the

present, that so far from the other analogies being fanci-

ful, it can be proved by citations from the works of the

best entomologists that they have been severally noted by

them, although without any view to arrangement, or in-

deed any object beyond the mere mention of the fact.

Compare Lamarck's descriptions of the genera Blatta and

Lepisma, and it will be seen in how few circumstances

some Thi/saiiura differ from the larvee of the first mentioned

genus. I mean few circumstances according to the descrip-

tion, for there is enough ofdissimilarity evident to show'that

the relation between them is only one of analogy. Let any

one read Latreille's description of the larva of an Hemero-

hius or Rapkidia, and, except that it is hexapod, he may

easi ly believe that a Scolopendra is meant. ]\ ay, the greatest

part of the aquatic larvje of Neuroptera have false feet or

branclnce, which complete their Scolopendriforra appear-

ance. The similarity between an lulus and the larva of a

Ihithredo is carried even to such a pitch, that the number

* M. fie Humboldt's Anatomical Account of the worm Porocephalus Cro-
iali, vvliicii he discovered atllit ring- to the oesophagus and pulmonary sac
of a South American Ratllesiiake, ailiirds us an interesting example of the
relation of analogy hetween intestinal worms and the larvce of the internal

orders of insects. Nothing is more remarkable in the metamorphosis of
these last, than thtir propensity, wlien larvas, to secrete fat ior the absorption
and nutrition of the insect during the period when it is unable to eat. Now,
M. de Humboldt says of the abovementioned intestinal worm, '^Tuutle corps
de Vanimal a t'exceplion de deux extremite's est rempli de Jits vermifarmes
'lun hlanc laileux, qui paraissenl avoir de Vanalc.gie avec les lambeaux grais-
sfnx (epiploons) qui fluUent dans I'interieur des larves des insectes, et surlojd
avti. les ovairts pe'.etonnh des yJscaridts."
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of feet shall be here increased above the usual number hi

a W ingecl insect ; in which case we must bear in mind a

maxim of the Pliilosophia Eiitomologica, " Ubiplures quam

sex pedes adsiint, OKteriores sive pectorahs tantum veri

pedes, reliqui onines spurii et mutici." finally, M. La-

treille, in describing the Hymenoptera, says " Leurs larves

ressemhient a un ter, et soiit depoiirvus de jxittes."

But if the entomological reader can divest himself of

the notion of absolute divisions, and if he will recollect

the great difference there is between a tendency towards

any construction and the actually attaining it, I would re-

commend, in preference to being guided implicitly by such

examples, his studying the figures and descriptions of

larvce given in the works of Reaumur and Degeer, and

then judging for himself.

'Relations of analogy, however, are not rigorously con-

fined to contiguous circles, but may sometimes be carried

on to the corresponding points of others widely distant-

Thus, on refening to the table of analogies, a comparison

may be instituted between the larvge of the Matidihidata

and the corresponding orders of Crustacea, though we

must expect that the force of the resemblance should be

here much weakened by the intervening distance. ISever-

theless, between the Amphipoda and the larvse of Ortho-

ptera it is particularly striking; for, if we take no account

of the leaping TaUtrus Locusta, which bears such a gene-

ral resemblance to the Gryllida:, ^ve have the lar\ a? of

Mantes and even of Phi/Ilia represented most closely by

some of these Crustacea. Such forms being far iVom fli-

stinct among the Ametabola, it would appear th.at JNa-

ture was resolved that they should not be lost, but be re-

produced in the next circle and in their proper analogical
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place. Thus, M. Latreille, in describing the genus Phyl-

losoma, which was one of the results of the unfortunate

Congo expedition, expresses himself in the following words

:

" On a donm a wie Sqnille de la Mediterrante, genre de

la mtmefamille que la prtcedente, le nom de Matite, par-

ceqne ce crustace a quant a laforme de ses serres des rap-

ports avec les Orthopttres qui out rem cette dernihe de-

nomination. II semble que la Nature ait voulu, a Vegard

des Phyllosomes, etendre ce paralltle, et reprodiiire le type

deforme quelle a adopteepour d'autres Orthoptcres ranges

avec les Mantespar Linnccus, et qui composent aujourd'hui

le genre Phyllie."

Turning also to the other side of the insects furnished

with mandibles, we may distinguish those relations of ana-

logy, which have an existence between the corresponding

ganglions of Mandibulata and Ametahola, to be still visi-

ble between these last and the corresponding groups of

Haustellata. Thus says Degeer, in describing the larvse

of the Latreillian genera Erycina and Polyommatus,

^'Celles sontles Chemlles-Cloportes, ainsi nommtes parce-

qu'elles ressemblent en quelque maniere aiix Cloportes,

ayaiit le corps tres applati, niais large, etportant ordinaire-

ment la tete cachee sous le premier anneau du corps: elles

marchent aussi tres lentement en glissant pour ainsi dire

sur le plan de position." And if Lepidopterous larvae;

sometimes thus imitate the more eccentric forms oftlie

/ correspondmg order of Chilognatha, every one knows that

i their ordinary shape is that of an lulus. Nay, the rule

of analogy between corresponding groups is so strictly ob-

served, that we may even trace vestiges of it all the way

from the Lepidoptera to the analogous point of the Crus-

tacea, although they become at last very vague. No
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animals, for instance
^
ai'e so singular in appearance as the

geometrical larvse of the Phaltenida^ ; and the only place

where we shall again meet with this mode of progression

among thej^/mulosa is at the corresponding point of the y
Crustacea, that is, between the types of the Lcemodipoda

and Isopoda,' Sis'the geometrical Caterpillars occur be-

tween the types of the Lepidoptera and Homoptera. t-^ 3^ ^

A natural series of affinity is such as, taking the ma-

jority of characters for our guide, shall be found uninter-

rupted by any thing known, although possibly broken by

chasms occasioned by the absence of things unknown.

Thus the series of the Systema Natura and of the Regne

Animal is not natural when the Cetacea intervene between .

the Mammalia and Birds, but is perfectly consonant with

Nature when the Tortoises are made immediately to fol-

low these last. In the first case there is an intervention

disagreeable to the eye and contrary to the opinion of

the naturalist, as well as of the ordinary observer ; in the

other there is only a chasm which the discoveries of a

'future day may fully occupy. I rest therefore the general

accuracy of the above arrangement of the Anmdosa nsuch

less on the presence of every link in the chain of affinity,

than on this being uninterrupted by any thing kno\\Ti,

while it beautifully coincides with relations of analogy.

Still it is but a shadow, a pitiably faint shadow of the

truth. " Jnimadverli immemum opus Dei non posse

hominem assequi quamvis laborios^ quarat." And as it is

an advantage to a person aware of his fault to be the fir^t

to acknowledge it, I shall now show wherein I consider

the above observations to be most imperfect.

• Aristotle describes their motion well : " Vitttrai Ji na) ra trVia xa) rk

irtoa Ik riiZv Kafituiv reicvrtii, a1 KUfiattovn tt, irc^x'ia., ua,) ffovZUsa, -rZirt^tf

C 13
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We shall return, for this purpose, to the relations of ana-

logy visible between the circles of Mandibulata and

Haustellata, where 1 take it for granted that the two se-

ries are perfectly natural according to the foregoing defi-

« nition, that is, because they are only broken by chasms

and not interrupted by unnatural interventions. But it is

far from being a necessary consequence of the series being

natural, that the specification of the five orders which com-

pose each series should also be correct. I make this re-

» y mark, because a fluctuation of the line of analogy is often

^ *
^

'^ visible; for which I cannot see any sufficient cause unless

^^^ ^ >-/ ^"^ ^ '\^ the circumstance, before noticed, of every external order

~ -^,/ ^ ^X*€̂ bearing^ analogy to the two external orders of the con-

^^_, J ^ rf tiguous class, may hereafter prove to be such. As we
f /vii ..A-/ #^ //^ have heard so much of the distortions and dislocations of

i^/»^:^ ,/V-^*^<r natural order, and as so many of these have now disap-

peared, it is my firm belief that Natural History scarcely

knows what is truly an anomaly. There is, at least, a

possibility of these apparent fluctuations being hereafter

in like manner reduced to a regular principle. But whe-

ther it be owing to the above circumstance, or to some

cause of which as yet we have no idea, or whether it re-

sults from our orders being badly constructed, the effect

is undoubtedly visible. To explain what is meant r a

Dipterous insect resembles a Hymenopterous one in ap-

pearance as well as metamorphosis; the genus PulexdX^j

resembles the Coleoptera, and the Lepidoptera imitate the

Trichopfera m these same points: consequently, as to the

accuracy of the position of three groups in each series there

can be no doubt. Yet, although the analogy of meta-

morphosis remains unobjectionable, that of external ap-

pea^rance and even of economy appears not to follow
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exactly the same rate of progression. Looking at the

Hemiptera, we necessarily must compare some in their

aspect to Coleoptera, others to Blattm, but few to the true

Grylli. Nay, these have more similarity in the form of

their head and external structure to Homoptera than to He-

miptera, and the Homopterous insects, which resemble

most in their perfect state the Neuroptern, are perhaps

those which compose Latreille's second family. To be

brief, but I fear more abstruse, it may be said that in that

space of the series of Hnustellata, which intervenes be-

tween the Aptera and Lepidoptera, the analogy of external

appearance with the Mandibidata commences a little

nearer to the Aptera than that of metamorphosis. A cir-

cumstance, however, which makes me almost sure that

there is some rule in this, is to observe that in the other An-

nulose columns symptoms of the same apparent irregularity

are visible, and always in the corresponding space, that is,

between the second and fifth orders, as they are disposed in

page 392. What also deserves remark is, that this space

nearly, if not altogether, coincides with half the column, and

its extremities are the opposite points of the class, which,

according to what has been said of such circles, always

approach to each other, if they do not even meet. This

we see in the disposition of Cocci and other Homopterous

insects to come in between the jfpiera and Diptera, and

likewise in the relation which holds good between Ter-

mites and Ants; or still better perhaps between Psoci,

the larvse of Co/eo/)/(?m, and Aiioplura, which, by the by,

appear to afford a parallel for the relation betw^een Arartea,

Pj/cnogoniim, and Pkalarigium.

The greatest fault, however, of the tabular view above

given is my uncertainty, not only with respect to the

'2 D 2
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natural limits of the osculant classes, but even as to their

types and those points of the classes which they accu-

rately meet. I deem it preferable, however, to express

this uncertainty by notes of interrogation or asterisks,

rather than pretend to that acquaintance with the truth,

which can only be obtained by analysis.

In conformity with the prevaiUng disposition of natu-

ralists to generahze anatomical facts, and their anxiety to

reach the simplex duntaxat et unum, it may now be ex-

pected that I should endeavour to give the reader an abs-

tract idea of an Annulose structure, that I should enter, in

short, upon one of the most difficult and obscure provinces

of Natural History. Unfortunately, however, little more

progress has been made in this direction of the science

than such a;? may be summed up in the recital of a few vague

conjectures, and one or two probable hypotheses, which

their authors are still only })reparing the proper means to

substantiate. It may, therefore, be somewhat bold in me

to attempt criticism on a question beset with so many

difficulties ; but as this species of inquiry is, if not the

first, at least one of the best steps towards a right under-

standing of those animal constructions which are framed

on a plan different from that of Man, a great object will

be attained if I do no more than explain in what these

difficulties consist.

In all his demonstrations of a peculiarity in the forma-

tion of Unvertebrated animals, the naturalist is under the

necessity of referring constantly to the more generally un-

derstood structure of the J ertehrata ; not, however, that he

would reduce every living creature to the Vertebrated type

of form, or even insist upon anydirectaffinity between plans

so fundamentally different, for this would be a great mistake

;
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but, in order that those analogical principles, which may

have served so well to connect Vertebrated animals to-

gether, may be transferred to the arrangement of the mul-

titude of heterogeneous forms which are included under

the comprehensive tide of Animah without Vertebra.

Now, on looking at the circle of Fertehrata, undoubt-

edly the first and most general idea we can obtain of them

is afforded by that bony articulated axis which gives sup-

port to their whole body . Our second and much less

general notion of them arises from the principal bony and

articulated appendages which are attached to this axis.

Every Vertebrated animal may, for instance, be consi-

dered as a quadruped, or at least as tending to have four

appendages to the vertebral column, which, whetherjgp-

dified into hands, feet, wings, or fins, are always in some

degree referable to one general model for their structure.

Man has usually been accounted to be this model; but

the great_aimj)f Geoffroy St. Hilaire, in his Philosopaie

Anatomique, is to show that every tribe of Vertebrated

anhmls^ perhaps every species, has some organ or some

portion of an organ in a maximum state of developement,

and consequently that the model to which we ought to re-

fer every vertebrated structure is not a real existence, but ^

an abstract idea made up o£]all the various excellencies ^

that may be dispersed throughout the^roiip. One being j

may indeed come nearer to this perfect model than an-

other, by possessing more of these perfections
;

yet, on

the other hand, not only is there no being in the group

absolutely destitute of all these characters of the model,

but there is every probability also that there is no being

which has not some advantage of structure to boast over

every one of its fellow species,
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Reptiles afford us examples of the partial or even total

absence of feet ; and while we know, from the doctrine of

analogy, that these organs of locomotion are represented

in fishes by their fins, yet, in the case of such substitu-

tions, a new form is often adopted, in which the original

type is no longer recognisable. Nor ought it to surprise

us that these appendages of the axis should disappear,

still less that they should differ from their original type,

Avhen we perceive that the vertebrae themselves may be-

come obscure, as in the Chelonian reptiles, or may be

nearly annihilated, as in the Cyclostomous fishes. Any

attempt, from such considerations, to define the particular

living animal which is or even comes nearest to the model

of the Vertehrata were clearly absurd ; we can do no more

than endeavour to ascertain what animals possess the least

number of those characters which distinguish the type of

the group. Thus we learn to consider Reptiles and Cy-

clostomous fishes as the two paths by which the verte-

bratedjnodel is abandoned for others, and at last, finding

this chain interminable, are induced to confess that there

is no strict rule of absolute division by which a Verte-

brated animal maybe defined. The line cannot be drawn

without our either leaving this division imperfect, or en-

croaching in some respect on the others. Still it must be

confessed that this uncertainty only relates to the verbal

definition or rule which we may choose to institute ; for

we are seldom in danger of mistaking a V^ertebrated

animal either for any Cephalopoda or Aunelides. The type

of the Fe/'^eira^a is indeed, without being limited by words,

an idea much more definite, and therefore more easily

conceived, than that of an Annulose animal ; for if, as

JSI. Latreille has observed, ^ve compare the organs of
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locomotion in the Annulosa with each other, such enor-

mous discrepancies are to be remarked, that we are, on a

slight view of the subject, ahriost tempted to believe that

the torch of analogy throws little light on the anatomy of

such organs out of the circle of J ertebruta.

Not content with the group of Annulosa being held to-

gether by their nervous system and external articulation,

characters which they possess in common with the Cir-

ripeda and Annelides, M. Savigny was the first who un-

dertook to reduce this uniformity to more definite princi-

ples, and thus to afford us a more distinct and precise per-

ception of the Annulose model. For this purpose he

^lirected his attention to the construction of the mouth in

Hexapod insects undergoing metamorphosis, and appejTs

to have succeeded in reducingjhiwstonishing variety of

mechanism to one general type. It was then reasonably

expected that the same theory, carried a step further on to

the Crustacea and Arachnida, would produce similar ef-

fects, and that the entomologist would be able to under-

stand the general plan upon which those organs are formed,

which principally contribute to the life of an Annulose

animal. So far, however, is this just expectation from

having been realized, that the chief information to be

drawn from the second Mtmoire of M. Savigny relates

to the individual construction of those species of Jpiro-

poda which he has examined, and indeed does little more

than explain the gradual adaptation of their feet to pur-

poses of manducation ;—a fact certainly of the most inter-

esting kind, but vvhich can only by analogy be directly

connected with the object he had in view. I have no

hesitation in saying, for my own part, that, notwithstand-

ing M. Savigny's industry 'and wonderful talent for gene-

ralizing facts collected by the most sound experiments, I
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am not only still unable to refer the construction of the

mouth of his Apiropoda to any one type, but cannot even

form an abstract idea of the organs of manducation in

the circles of Crustaceay of Arachnida, or Ametabola,

taking each class separately.

JVl. Latreille indeed, in his late Mtntoire, read before

the Institute, on the formation of the \^^ings of Insects

and their external organization considered with reference

to that of the Arachnida and Crustacea, has attempted to

remedy by a new theory the anomalies so apparent in that

of M. Savigny ; but he has only made more manifest the

extreme difficulty of the investigation, and the futility as

yet of all endeavours to surmount it. This Mtmoire of

M. Latreille, although unsuccessful in its attempts to-

wards a general theory of the mouth, is nevertheless full of

most interesting speculations, in the illustration ofwhich by

anatomy every friend to natural sc ience must be gratified in

learning that he is nov/ busily employed. His opinion with

respect to the antennae of Arachnida has already been dis-

cussed, and, if correct, goes a great way towards our ob-

taining a definite notion of the type of the Amnilosa.

But, in addition to this, ]\1. Latreille makes a daring at-

tempt to substantiate the accuracy of an hypothesis which

I believe, with the exception of the late M. Jurine's ap-

proach towards it, is quite new and entirely his own.

Reargues, that as the Vertebrated animals offer so striking

a correspondence in their organs of locomotion, the pro-

babihty from analogy is, that Nature in the structure of

the Annulosa may, notwithstanding her deceitful exterior,

be found on accurate examination to be equally consistent

with herself. Now, to prove the justness of this position,

he states that in some species of Caligns he has observed

thp feet to be fan-shaped;, divided at the extremity into
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two branches, which are adorned with plumose sub-

divisions ranged parallel to their' axes. Then comparing

this structure with the wings of the Pterophori, a small

family of Lepidoptera, of which the wings are composed

of feathers somewhat similar to those of a bird, he con-

cludes that the feet in the Caligus are the substitutes of

wings, and that the wings in the Orneodes occupy the

place of feet. V. ithout prejudice to the validity of his

conclusion, it may however be properly objected to this

mode of reasoning, that the general construction of the

Orneodes being so distant from that of Calinas, we

cannot place much faith in any affinity between the details.

M. Latreille seems to perceive this, and therefore adopts a

closer but scarcely more solid comparison, in assimilating

the tracheal fins of the larvee of Ephemeridcc to the wings

of the perfect insect, that is, abdominal to thoracic appen-

dages, and then appeals to the observations of M. de

Blainville, which prove that the wings of Insects are a

sort of tracheee*. On these loose notions of resemblance

he founds his opinion that the wings of a Hexapod insect

are nothing else than tracheal appendages, which occupy

the place of tarsi in certain feet. The articulations of

the wings which correspond to the coxa,femur, and tibiUy

are, in his judgement, so far rudimentary that he hesi-

tates to give these names to the three or four callosities,

termed osselets by M. J urine, which, although nearly con-

cealed in the thoracic cavity, are visible at the root of a

wing. M. Latreille was doubdess carried a great way to-

wards this conclusion on still more solid ground than has

been just cited, namely, a Memoire on the Wings of Insects,

* Tliis discovery ought not. to be attributed to M. de Blainville, but to
the )ate M. Jurine, who in the introduction to his work on Hyineiwplera
has admirably explained the structure of their wings.
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read before the Physical Society of Geneva in 1805, and

in which M. J urine has explained the analogy which

these organs bear to the wings of birds, a subject of late

still more rigorously and almost mathematically investi-

gated by M. Chabrier.

It is obvious, nevertheless, that such a basis for a the-

ory is sufficiently flimsy, and would scarcely deserve much

attention, were not the theory itself susceptible of many

happy applications to fact. But as this is one of the great

tests of the worth of any new opinion, and is only inferior

to a sound deduction of it from actual experiment, I shall

now indicate the use to which M. Latreille's theory may

be converted.

Boas Johansson, in the jlmocnitates Academics, sum-

med up the character of Annulose animals in these words

:

*' Hacce denique, ad unum omnia, animalia suis vestita os-

sibus cataphracta et quasi loricata, mirijice incedunt; " and

the foundation of M. Latreille's theory may be said to

rest upon this fact, that the Annulosa ought to be con-

sidered as clothed iii their hones. Arguing therefore from

the established truth of the skeleton of the Pertebrata be-

ing referable to one model, he conceives that the Annu-

lose type may be discovered by a strict attention to the

segments which compose the external envelope of such

animals.

The body of an Amphipod Crustaceous animal is, as

our author observes, formed of fifteen articulations, the

three first of which, having the manducatory organs at-

tached to them, constitute the head, the five following the

thorax, and the remaining seven the abdomen. In Deca-

pod Cmstacea and the majority of the Arachnida, the

upper covering of the thorax is vmited to the head, form-
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ing one piece with it. These three segments in the My-
riapoda become more connected together than tliey are in

Crustacea, and when at length they become in a manner

compressed into one piece with the three pairs of pedipalpi

which are affixed to them, there seems to him reason for

supposing that we have before us the head and organs of

manducation of a Hexapod insect. This doctrine, liow-

ever, in as far as it regaids the mouth, I cannot consider

to be yet estabhshed, notwithstanding the ingenuity of

some of the arguments by which it is supported. It is

particularly hard to discern, for instance, in what respect

this opinion, as it affects the second pair of pedipalpi in

a Scolopendra, is less objectionable than that of M. Sa-

vigny on the same subject.—But we proceed with the

more essential part of the theory.—The head, then, being

thus formed of three segments in the Crustacea, and be-

coming gradually compressed into one, it follows that the

body of an insect must be composed of thirteen segmentb,

that is, still allowing five for the thorax and seven for the

abdomen. All this Latreille has admirably elucidated*,

as well as the correspondence of this number of segments

with those of Caterpillars and larvae in general. The

only objection to it is, the difficulty of accounting for the

circumstance of the thorax of Winged insects consisting

of no more than three segments. M. Latreille considers

that the remaining two become the two first of the abdo-

men,—an idea which it is impossible to adopt without

giving up his theory altogether. For, in the first place, on

looking at any Coleopterous insect we find only seven seg-

ments to the abdomen, three to the thorax, and one to the

liead, eleven in all ; from which it appears that some two

?eimiehts which existed in the same insect when a larva
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are now apparently lost. M. Latreille thinks with jus

lice that these two are thoracic, that is, are such as would

bear feet in Crustacea : the question therefore is, how he

can assign them to the abdomen. If he supposes that

these two as they exist in the larva of an Oryctes are

transferred to the abdomen of the imago, it is neither true

in fact,—since no more than its proper number, seven, can

be found in the abdomen,—nor would it, if true, coincide

with the theory which he wishes to establish, and which

makes the wings take the place of the feet that are de-

ficient.

The segment which is usually termed the thorax of a

Coleopterous insect, is evidently only one, and bears the

first pair of feet. We have next four pairs of locomo-

tive organs attached to that part of the trunk which is

commonly considered to consist of only two segments.

Now, for M. Latrei lie's theory to stand, it is absolutely

necessary to resolve these two into four, which, although

it has not yet been effected, I confess I think by no means

impossible. The surest guide, however, in this research,

will be the dissection of an insect in the pupa state, with

reference to the larva and imago.

The reader will observe, that if ever this hypothesis

should be substantiated by such or equivalent experiments,

a Coleopterous insect, in addition to w^hat is termed its

thorax, will have four thoracic segments in the trunk, or

that part of the body wdiich forms the front of the abdo-

men. It requires explanation, perhaps, how segments

united to the abdomen of a Hexapod insect ought to be

accounted as appertaining to the thorax ; and for this pur-

pose we return to the Crustacea. The five thoracic seg-

ments of Lycistafurilia Eg, have perhaps no other cha-
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racter to distinguish them than that each carries a pair of

true feet. And this seems the proper definition of tlie

tliorax of an Annulose animal, namely, that it consists of

those segments which carry the true organs of locomo-

tion; a rule which, if applied to Coleopterous insects,

w-ill evidently make us account those articulations, appa-

rently the first of the abdomen, to be in reality the last of

the true thorax. The abdomen, therefore, of a Coleopte-

rous insect is in reality composed of only seven segments,

of which the last is often retracted from its forming part

of the sexual organs. M. Latreille observes, that this re-

traction of segments is still more remarkable in Hymen-

opterous insects, since the genus Chn/sis, for instance,

has apparently only three or four abdominal articulations,

the remainder being in fact internal and composing a sort

of tube. He also remarks that the position of the sexual

organs m the Apiropoda of Savigny will always be suffi-

cient to mark out the true thorax, except in the genus

Scolopendra : but the best method is, as before mentioned,

to consider the thorax as consisting in all insects of those

segments to which the true organs of locomotion are at-

tached. I say the true organs of locomotion, because by

this expression the false feet of Crustacea and Mi/riapcda

are excluded.

But if the thorax of Winged insects should consist of five

segments, corresponding to five in Crustacea,—and the

inspection of the trunk of a Cetonia or Buprestis gives

some credibility to the supposition,—then the substitutes

of the two pairs of feet wanting can only be found in the

wings, whicli, in the pupa state, arc disposed like the

feet, and which have a situation, so far a3 relates to the

thoracic segment^?, exactly tiuitablc to what v.'e should ha^c
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expected. Nor do these wings differ more in appearance

from the feet of which they occupy the place, than the

fins of Fishes do from the organs of Mammalia which

they represent. Nay, there are certain Annulose animals

which afford us indubitable examples of this analogy be-

tween wings and feet. The Cyamus, for example, is a

Crustaceous animal with ten feet; yet, for the purposes

of locomotion, it has only three pairs, the remaining two

pairs being organs which M. Latreille has termed bran-

chial feet, and which indeed undoubtedly serve for pur-

poses of respiration. Again, when wings are deficient in

any great division of Hexapod insects, we always find

them replaced by the vestiges or semblance of wings, or,

finally, by other organs having even a greater appearance

of being tracheal feet, as, for instance, the halteres of the

T)ipteru occupying the place of the two under wings which

m this order are null.

It is, however, sufiiciently obvious that, so far from this

theory being confirmed by incontrovertible proof^ it is as

yet little more than enunciated : but as I know no fact di-

rectly in opposition to it, and many by which it is indirectly

favoured, no course of proceeding would in my opinion be

more blameable than hastily lo reject the hypothesis before

we have seen the result of M. Latreille's present labours.

Undoubtedly those persons who are unacquainted with the

conformity ofNature to certain general principles, will have

great difliculty to understand how the wing of an Hymen-

opterous insect can be one of its feet
;
yet they are not so

dissimilar perhaps as the fore foot of a quadruped and the

wing of a bird, which often agree almost to the number

of digit i.

!My chief reason for entering on this subject so fully.
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was, that it appeared to me of all the theories yet invented

the most likely to serve in the end to effect the reduction

of the Annulosa to a general plan of construction, ana-

logous to that on whicli the Vertebrata are now known

to be framed.

But I had also another reason, connected in no small

degree with the chain of affinities, which 1 have attri-

buted to the class oiMandihulata. It is, that, if the theory

of M. Latreille be true, there can remain no furtlier doubt

as to the accuracy of Mr. Kirby's opinion on the natural

situation of the Strepsiptera being close to the Coleo-

ptera ; for then those appendages to the thorax which he

terms elytra, may really be such, or at all events be the

substitutes of wings. MM. Lamarck and Latreille have

indeed both declared themselves against this doctrine, and

have consequently accounted the genera Stylops and

Xenos to be Dipterous ; a conclusion peculiarly harassing

to the entomologist, who may wish to adopt it, from no

insects whatever being more unlike than these to the com-

mon type of the order of Diptera. Assuming, however,

the truth of M. Latreille's theory as to the tendency in the

thoracic segments to have each a pair of appendages, the

elytra of a Coleopterous insect are wings, serving in-

deed as a case for the shelter of the other pair, but not

the less answering to the place of true wings in other

Hexapod orders, or of two feet in Crustacea. But this is

not only the exact case with the elytra or thoracic appen-

dages of a Xenos, but the insect would be theoretically

imperfect without such organs, since it has neither /m/-

teres nor squamidte to take the place of a pair of wings as in

the Diptera. Here then, to mention nothing of the more solid

arguments to be drawn from the construcliun of the mouth,
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is a reason founded on a most ingenious speculation of

M. Latreille, why we should believe his opinion ofthe natu-

ral situation of the Strepsiptera to be less coirect than

that of the distinguished naturalist, who first attempted to

decide with precision on their affinities.

But to return : It may be remarked that while the thorax

of a Crustaceous animal has in reality ten feet, we find a

pair of these to disappear first in the males of such insects

as recede from the Crustaceous type. Thus the female

l^ymphoji is decapod like the Crustacea, while the male

has only four pairs of feet, like the Araclmida,—a mode of

change to which Nature appears to be partial in the struc-

ture ofAnnulose animals, when leaving one form for another,

and ofwhich I have given an instance on a smaller scale in

the change of the clypeus of the genus AnoplogJiathus,

described in the first part of this volume. Savigny per-

ceived that the male ISyynphon prepares us for the Arach-

nide form, in which we have never more than eight feet.

IM. Latreille indeed imagines that vestiges of a decapod

structure are visible even in some Arachnida, such as the

Scorpion, whose pectines he fancies to represent a pair of

feet or wings ; nor does he seem aware that his theory is

supported by the opinions which Redi and Amoreux

formed, on observing the use which the animal makes of

these processes in walking. But, however this may be, it

is very sure that the less perfectly organized animals of this

class lose still further a pair of feet and become hexapod,

thus preparing us for the apterous and parasitical Diptera,

which again are among the least perfect of the Ha listel-

lata. The tendency, however, of an Annulose animal to

a decapod structure is soon again visible ,• for at first we

have a minute pair of wings, as in Hippobosca, which af-
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tenvards become of a powerful size in the Aluscida, besides

being assisted by a pair of thoracic appendages termed

ha/teres, which finally themselves become wings in

other more perfect orders.

A more troublesome office of the learned author of tliis

hypothesis will probably be to explain the conformity of

Myriapod animals to this Decapod construction, or at

least to showhow they have gone beyond it, like those fishes

which apparently have overshot the tetrapod mark of the

J ertehrata. But as this leads us into speculations of a

very extensive nature, and not immediatel}- connected with

our subject, I shall, for the present, merely state my in-

clination to adopt the following opinion of INI. Latreille,

viz. That every Ammlose animai has a tendency to be De-

capod, or, more properly, to hateJive pairs of thoracic ap.

pendages answering to theJive thoracic segments ; and thus,

although Nature may make particular exceptions to her

plan, it may eventually be necessary to describe that ima-

ginary being, the Annulose type of form.

2 E
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CHAPTER VII.

ON THE TRIBES OF MANDIBULATA.

In tracing Nature from the root into any of the ramifica-

tions, it may be expected that our comprehension of the

various objects which present themselves to the mind,

ouglit to become at once less difficult and more strong as

these diminish in number. In climbing this tree,

the finnest grasp is not at the broad trunk, but among

those slender branches where, in fact, we have the

least support. There are persons, therefore, who may

perchance think that in proportion as our scrutiny be-

comes gradually confined within narrower bounds, and

we come more particularly into the province of the

entomologist, there ought to be less doubt attached to

his positions and greater credit given to his arrangement

for accurate conformity with Nature. Nor could any ob-

jection be brought against this i-easoning, if it were only

possible for the naturalist, in the prosecution of the plan

adopted for this inquiry, to proceed at once to the ana-

lysis of species and of artificial genera. But as we at

present are advancing towards our object synthetically, I

am under the necessity of warning those who may be in-

clined implicitly to follow me, when arrived on compara-

tively familiar ground, that they can scarcely indulge any
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Opinion more erroneous in entomology, than to confound

the present species of investigation with the analytical

nicety of a Monograph. It is to be recollected that we
are now distributing animals into various groups upon

princi ples of knowledge, which the reader is supposed to

have already acquired by analysis/ For this analysis, in

so much as it was necessary for the establishment in out-

line of the primary groups, he has been presumed to be

indebted to the assiduity and skill of comparative anato-

mists. But that still more minute and tedious examination,

which is requisite ere we can esteem the subdivisions of

these groups to be natural, remains yet to be attempted.

Until therefore we resort again to minute analysis, and

perhaps until this analysis shall have been extended to all

the beings which compose the group of Maudibulata,

little that is positively certain ought to be concluded with

respect to its subdivision. Nay, the safer way will be to

account much of the remaining synthesis in this Essay as

somewhat hypothetical. It is a misfortune which I fore-

saw would be the consequence of the plan of this investi-

gation being rather premature. And it is therefore my
intention, if any of the foregoing notions should be deemed

likely to promote the interests of Natural History, to in-

vestigate, at some future period, this same ground in de-

tail by the inverse method. It is sufficient, for the pre-

sent, if my aim should be perceived from the arrange-

ment of the following few crude facts, to which I was led in

the course of collecting materials for an Analytical Essay

on the Developement of Anmihse Forms.

These preliminaries being settled in order to prepare en-

tomologists for many mistakes that will no doubt hereafter

be detected in this and the following chapter, by means

2 E 2
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of future analybis, 1 may proceed to make a few remarks

on the

COLEOPTERA.
The metamorphosis of these Insects is technically term-

ed incomplete ; by which is meant that the change of form

ffoiiinnie larva to the imago state has taken place through

the medium of a third or riymplia form, which is wholly

different from the two others, besides being inactive and

incapable of taking nourishment. Now, if in addition to

this be taken the circumstances that the larvce have all a

constant form, in which, while the thorax is rarely distinct,

there is always a corneous head furnished with mandibles

and maxillae ; if it be remarked that the nymphse have

the upper wings much thicker and larger than the two

lower, we shall probably have stated every thing that

is known to apply generally to the undeclared state of

the Coleoptera. But although there be little in this

that will separate them on a first glance from some other

Mandibulata of the order of Neuroptera, yet their perfect

or imago state is so peculiar that perhaps no order of in-

sects is better defined than that of the Coleoptera. The

total absence of ocelli, the enlargement of the second seg-

ment of the body, and the^culiar mannerjn_which the

A\angs of the most part are folded undejj:he elytra^jrender

a mistake with respect to the coiitents of the^order quite

impossible. Whether this particularity be natural, or

whether it results from the imperfect state of our know-

ledge of species, is a question only for time to resolve

;

but analogy would persuade us to assign the latter alter-

native as the cause of these insects forming what, if we
adopt the ordinary expression, may be termed so very

natural an order. The accident, however, of a group o
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animals being in a manner insulated is very advantageous

for those who may be in search of a natural method of

distribution, because the most general ideas which can be

formed of it are thus confined within certain limits, and

the greatest evil of generalizing is thus in limine counter-

acted.

It was from such reflections that I had much less

reluctance to confide in the accuracy of my eye in seizing

the natural affinities of the Coleoptcra than I should other-

wise perhaps have experienced, being convinced that the

peculiarities of the order made it equally mipossible to in-

sert any thing in it \\'hich ought not to be there, as to

withdraw from its just province any insect which might

be truly Coleopterous. Xl^us^ I threw the whole into the / /

great groups which occurred most ob\ iously to the sight, (
^

leaving out of considerationj.11 genera with respect to whose /

affinities there was the least reason for doubt. It then /

became necessary, in pursuance of that elementary maxim

of Natural History, " Character non est ut genus fiat, sed

tit genus noscatur," to seek for general characters where-

with the divisions thus obtained might be defined ; and

for some time I could discover none that were in any

manner applicable. Some satisfaction, therefore, was ex-

perienced when, on happening at length to think of their

la rva5^_^ discovered that each of my groups had, as far as

mv knowledge of them went, a peculi arity of character,

This,~Tiowever, like all otliier natural peculiarities which

distinguish groups, can only be described by an enumera-

tion of the types to which the animals composing each

group more or less approach ; or in this case rather by a

classification of the types to which the larvas of each

group may, in a greater or less degree, be assimilated. Of
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<!^/? /u/^/^C^^^^ /%^^^\i types we have, First, a Carnivorous Hexapod larva,

^/r-zjyt"'^"^ Nvith an elongate, linear and flattened body, having a large

head armed with two sharp falciform mandibles, and fur-

^ nished with six granular eyes on each side. Example : Ca~

y^y y ^ ^/jfy^X ^ f^^^^ OJ" Dytiscus. Secondly
, A Herbivorous Hexapod lar-

/ -"-/ va with a long and almost cylindrical body, so fashioned that

jfj,.^ <.j
^j^g posterior extremity being curved under the breast, the

animal, when at rest, necessarily lies like an lulus on its side.

Example: Petalocerous larva. Thirdly, Apod larva, hav-

ing scarcely the rudiments of antennae, but which is fur-

nished instead of feet with fat fleshy tubercles, which, when

continued along the back and belly, give the animal a facility

of moving in whatever way it may be placed. Example :

// / /^ /jLi^
Curculio or Ceramhyx. Fourthly, Hexapod and di-

^- ' / /'' ' """stinctly Antenniferous larva, with a subovate radier coni-

cal body, of which the second segment is longer and of a

different form from the others, so as to give the appear-

ance of a thorax. Example : Cocciuella or Cliri/somela.

'^^jFifthly, Hexapod Antenniferous larva of an oblong form,

-/ having like the former vestiges of a thorax, besides two or

more articulated or inarticulated setaceous or corneous

appendages to the! last segment of the abdomen. Exam-

ple : Meloef^
'"""^

Every Coleopterous larva which I have had the oppor-

tunity of observing may be assimilated to one or other of

these types, which it was scarcely possible to look at with-

out being reminded of the Ametahola. Indeed, it occurred

to me almost immediately, that I had Chilopodijbrm, Chi-

lognathiform. Apod or Vermiform^ and Anopluriform

larvae, together with a fifth form, of which I even now

know little except from the examination of two or three

larvae collected by myself, together with the almost mar-
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vellous descriptions of Goedart and Degeer. Such a dis-

tribution of the Coleopteru may be said to be founded on

relations of analogy, which, on comparing the young Jlme-

tabola with the larvje of the corresponding groups of Co-

leoptero, will be found as strong as those which exist be-

tween the classes of Mandibitlata and Haustellata. The

distinction, however, between affinity and analogy, is per-

haps no where in Entomology more necessary to be at-

tended to than here ; since in terminal larvae Chilo^nathi-

formes or Chi/opodlformeSj^js^ not nieant_tliat they__are

Scolopendnc or Iii/i, or even neai' to them in affinitv; but ) 7 . m
, L -i—-.. . ^^ /( //

m analogical >/ ' ionly that they are so constructed that certain

circumstances attending them strongly remind us of these

Ametahola.

The only author who has to my knowledge placed the

order of Ilymenoptera next that of Coleopteru is M. Cu-

vier. How he came to discover this affinity I know not

;

but I suspect his reasons for it to have been founded on

very geneial considerations, since at the time his work

Avas published the Strepsiptera* had scarcely been thought

of, much less studied.

If further observations should prove Savigny to have

* If the word Strepsiptera is in these pages invariably used in preference

to Rhipiplera and Rhipidnpttra, names j:ivtn to the same jrroup by the

French entomologists, it is because the former word ha? the right of «-e-

niority, because it is the name bestowed on these insects by the person

wlio first gave us any definite notion ot their place in nature, and in short

because it ajipears to be free from fault. M. Latreille indeed says, that

the etymology of his name Rhiptptera rests on an incontestable fact ; but
so does also Strepsiplera, as «'i|| ap|)ear from the Memoues both of himself

and M. J urine on tliese insects. They both ai^knowledge that the organs

which have occasioned so much dispute among entomologi;ts are used in

flyirtg, and every person agrees that they arc distorted. I therefore ask
wliether, according to the rules of the science, it be not our duty to adopt
the name originally given to the order by our learned countryman? For

my part, until a fault shall be distinctly proved to aflect it, 1 shall always

adopt that name, whether French or English, which is supported by the

right of priority.
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erred in his analysis of the mouth of these last animals,

they must then no doubt take a situation near to the

Diptera. But at present, all who confide with me in the

consummate accuracy of this gentleman's microscopical

dissections can only consider the resemblances which the

Strepsiptera bear to certain HausteUata as so many re-

lations of analogy. M. Latreille seems to have been in-

duced originally to form his opinion of their affinity to

Dipterous insects, from an idea that the head of their

larvEe is soft and changeable in form ; which, if correct,

would indeed have been conclusive evidence in his favour.

I can perceive nothing, however, either in the figure or

slight description given of the larva of Xeiios Peckii, by

professor Peck, or in the more detailed and scientific

history of the larva of the Xenos vesparum of Rossi by the

late M . Jurine*, that warrants any other opinion on the

subject than that the head is covered with a hard scale,

and is constant in form hke that of Hymenoplera. M. La-

treille is at last sensible of this, and says, " Outre que les

larves des Rhipipteres onl wie ttritahle tele munie de deux

1/eux ; qu^elles ressemhlent d\ivantnge aux larves apodes

de la plupart des Hi/meuopteres, elks conserveut leur

forme primitive, ou n'tprouveut point le chaiigement que

licaumur nommeforme de houle allougec.

I have elsewhere shown that Mr. Kirby considers these

insects as close to the Coleoptera. Better authority, there-

fore, for this aflinity 1 need not. It only remains to de-

monstrate their affinity to the Hymeuoptera. From their

comparative anatomy and metamorphosis, Jurine was the

first to prove this, the opinion of Rossi, with respect to

• It was one of tbe last papers re.id iiy this lamented naturalist before
the society e^tablislled at Geneva for the promotion of Natural science.
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them, to be correct. M. Latreille, in consequence of a

late most elaborate examination of them, comes to the

following conclusion :
" Les Chalcidites et les Chrysidesy

tribus de ce dernier ordre {Hj/menoptera) sont les seuls in-

sectes doi/t le thorax, par Vensemble de ses rapports piiisse

etrecompare a eelid des Rhipipteres. C'est encore vers les, liy-

menopteres pupivores que nous ramenent d'autres caracteres

de ces derniers hisectes, leur maniere de vivre et Thabitude

de sautiller" A naturalist, therefore, judging, as I now

do, of the situation of an insect which he has never had

an opportunity of examining, cannot be far wrong when he

in this manner unites the opinions of three persons so di-

stinguished in the science as MM. Jurine, Latreille and

Kirby.

M. Latreille, however, reviving another of the neglected

observations of Degeer, finds two epaulettes, as he calls

them, attached to the anterior and dorsal extremities of

the second segment of the thorax in Lepidoptera ; and on

account of this solitary resemblance deems the Strepsi-

ptera to be situated between the Ilymenoptera and Lepi-

doptera. There is certainly every reason to think him

right in imagining the elytra of Xenos to answer to these

epaulettes in Lepidoptera, and to the tegulae in Ili/men-

optera ; but as Neuroptera, Diplera, Sic. appear also to

have similar thoracic processes, although under dilFerent

forms, we may perhaps be enabled to set its projicr value

on this as a single character sufKcient to establish an affi-

nity. No other character, I may venture to say, will ever

bind a Strepsipterous insect to the Lepidoptera.

1 ha^ e little doubt, moreover, of the elytra oi Coleoptera

being still the same epaulettes or teguUc under a different

form; and this belief is grounded on the fact that the
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upper wings of Lepidoptera are articulated at their base,

and then communicate with these epaulettes, which are

themselves not articulated any more than the elytra of

Coleoptera. The last mentioned organs, therefore, I am in^

clined to consider as the basal process of a wing, of which

the subsequent articulations are obsolete, but of which a

vestige may be traced immediately under the base of the

elytra. It is certainly curious that the elytra of Coleo-

r)tera should not have articulations at their base, but that

their ^vings should ; and it is rather singular that it should

escape the notice of J\I. Latreille, that if these epaulettes

of Lepidopte7'a were organs sui generis, all his theory of

the thorax must fall to the ground. There would then be

one more pair of thoracic appendages in a Butterfly than

there are thoracic segments.

These remarks, however, I offer merely as hints, content-

ing myselfwith the certainty that the organs which Mr. Kir-

by calls the elytra of Strepsiptera answer to the elytra of

Coleoptera, and requesting those who may doubt it to re-

flect whether any other conclusion can be drawn from the

following description, w^hich M. Latreille himself gives of

these organs in his late Memoire sur quelqiies Appendices

du Thorax de divers Insectes: " Jurine, qui a assiste a la

itaissance dii Xejios des gucpes, nous apprend (ju'il agitevi-

rement ses halanciers des le premier instant de leur appa-

rition. Leur tige est selon lui composee de deux parties

Lien distinctes ; I'une anttrieure, ronde, solide, et cornte,

Vautrepostcrienre etformte d'une legere membrane blanche.

Ces organes sont des lors creux ou tubulaires ; Vinsecie les

meut avec line grande rapidite lors qu'il vole, et souvent

mtme lorsque ses ailes sont en repos. On ne pent done

guere douter qu'ils ue Paident a voter. Sans leur secours,
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les ailes iiatiroient jm, a raison de leur innpleur extraor-

dinaire, de leur grande termite, de Vobstacle que leurs pti-

cotures opposent contimieUement a. leur extension, xaincie

la resistance de Fair. El/es sont annexies an mtsothorax

ou ail second segment du tronc, et correspondent ainsi aux

ailes suptrieures des autres insectes"

Thus I consider it to be established that we are to pass

from the Co/eoptera to the Hymenoptera by means of the

Strepsiptera^\ As yet, however, 1 am ignorant of the

Coleopterous insects which we ought to quit directly

for them. Judging from \.\\g\y fades, I know no Coleo-

ptera which approach them closer than the genus Atrac-

tocerus. Were 1 from theory to describe the Cole-

opterous insect wdiich ought to come nearest to the Hy-
tnenoptera, it would be nearly as follows : Lar\ a apod,

Imago with the thorax small, and the remaining segments

of the trunk forming a mass not liable to be confounded

with the abdomen. The wings ought not to be folded

transversely, and the elytra should perhaps be very mi-

nute, since we know no instance among Coleopterous in-

sects where they become at their full size membranaceout.

It is possible, nevertheless, that the transition from a Co-

leopterous to a Hymenopterous form is effected on another

principle, namely, the affinity which some Ilymenoptera,

in their perfect state, may be found to bear to imperfect

i'oleoplera. I'hus, in the Australasian genus Myrme-

codes we observe many of the distinctive characters of

llymenoptera to disappear. Until the truth be ascer-

tained by analysis, it will perhaps be most prudent to

* If [ express myself witli more confidence on this head than in the prc-

redinq chapter, it is because the receipt of M. Latreille's Mimone has

confirnncd me m the opinion which 1 there advanced with some hesitation.
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adopt the middle path between these two hypotheses, hold-

ing it for certain, nevertheless, that some of the first Hy-
menoptera we can approach, when keeping close to the

path of affinity, must be such as are destitute of ocelli.

Hymenoptera.
On looking at the Ht/maioplera generall}-, and endea-

vouring to fix on the most distinct types of construction,

I made choice of Formica, Chri/sis, Apis, Sphex and

Ichneumon. In such cases, Linnaeus is a guide almost

infallible, from his wonderful facility in discovering the

minor natural groups. If he could but have combined

these as well ^s he has defined them, he would still be in

legitimate possession of that rank in Entomology, of which

he has been so long only the usurper, to the prejudice of

Degcer and others. Now, besides the Hymenopterous

genera before mentioned, which I have chosen as types,

LinnjEus has no more than five, to wit, Cynips, which

comes so close to Ichneumon that Latreille refers them

both to the same group; Tenthreclo and Sirex, which dif-

fer so much from true Hymenoptera, that it is difficult to

imagine them to belong exactly to the order ; MntiUa,

which is now with propriety referred to the Formicidce as

containing its type ; and finally Jespa, which from its

form and manners seems not to be a peculiar type, but only

intermediate between Apis and Sphex. M. Latreille in-

deed has founded his family of Dip//optera upon the Lin-

ncan genus lespa, and apparently with much reason
;

but the simple circumstance of the upper wings being

doubled longitudinally is not sufficient, in th.e opinion of

M. Lamarck, to constitute a primary division of the

order. In short, if we consider those Hymenoptera of
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Linnaeus whicli have apod larva? (the Larvae suhvcrmi-

formes of Latreille) to form one group, it seems not im-

possible to refer them all to one or other of the following

subdivisions. l.Anthophilahvit. 9,. Rapacia o? Lam?LVck,

excluding his second division. 3. Pupivora Latr., with

such modifications as will make the group consist only of

those insects -vhich have a plurivalve fissile appendage to

the abdomen. 4. Heterogijna Latr. : and ,5. Tabidifera Latr.,

which last appear to approach in habit, organs of man-

ducation, and structure of wings, to some brilliant In-

dian bees, allied to Latreille's parasitical family of No-

madce.

It is undoubtedly through the medium of certain Pa-

pivorao^ Latreille that we ought to quit the Tli/menoptera,

If we look to external structure, the genus Aidacus of

Jurine will probably be fixed upon ; and if we resort to

theory, and ask which of the true Hymenoptera have

phyllophagous larvae presenting vestiges of feet, it may be

answered that certain species of the Linniean genus Cy~

nips correspond with this description. The truth may

possibly be found hereafter to lie between these two sup-

posed means of arriving at the genus Tenthredo of Lin-

nasus. Sufficiently certain, however, it is, that the Uro-

cerata of Latreille, composing the genus Sirexof Linnceus,

come nearer than Tenthredo to the Jlijmenoptera. The

abdominal appendage of Sirex is constructed on the plan

of that of the Ichncunwnidie, siud the larva has only six

feet; whereas in the true Tenthredines the oviduct is com-

posed of four pieces, of which the two internal are serrated

and sheathed by the two external, and the larva at last has

from eighteen to twenty-two feet, of which all after the

first six are membranaceous.
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We now look for Mandibulata \vhich have cylindrical

larvffi with membranaceous feet, and the genus Phrygaiiea

appears to the view.

Trtchoptera.

That the Urocerata, with their hexapod larvae, form an

osculant order between these and the true Hymenoptera,

cannot be doubted; they may, in pursuance to the custom

of naming orders from some peculiarity of the wings, be

called Bomboptera, in allusion to the unusual noise which

they make in ilying, and from which they borrow their

French name of Ichiteiimoris-Bourdons. The important

question, however, is, ^Yhether the genus Tenthredo of

Latreille, which is evidently further removed from the true

Hymenoptera than the genus Sirex, ought to be esteemed

osculant with it, or as constituting a ganglion of the same

order in which Phryganea is placed ? I confess that 1 am

rather inclined to adopt the latter alternative, however

contrary to the general opinion, and that for the following

reasons.

The Perlariaoi the Genera Insectorum, or M. Lamarck's

family o^ Phryganida;, is evidently a natural group formed

of those insects whose larva?, admirably described by Aris-

tode under the name of Xylopthori, are aquatic and live

in tubes or sheaths, which they have the instinct to make

for themselves. This group is lately divided by Latreille

into Perlides and PUcipenncs, the last of which constitute

]Mr. Kirby's order Trichoptera. Such a name, thus found-

ed on too trivial a character for an order, is perhaps ob-

jectionable not only as inapplicable to all Phryganea, but

because it places the genus Perla in anotlier order, when

the larva, the metamorphosis, the antennse, the mouth
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and wings, all manifest their close affinity*. Yet, if the

Perlides of Latreille fall into the same group with the

Phryganece, such an order presents a singular discordance

in the external appearance of the imagines. For instance

:

some, as NemourUj have the corneous mandibles of the

Hymenoptera ; others, as Phryganea, have them scarcely

developed like the Lepidoptera ; some have a broad head

and the first segment of trunk large, others a small head,

setaceous antennae, and the first segment of trunk as small

as in the Hymenoptera. There are some wnth caudal ap-

pendages, others with none ; some with opaque, deflexed,

trichopterous wings, the upper larger than the under, others

with them horizontal, membranaceous and transparent, the

inferior exceeding in size the superior ; some with twoocelli,

others with three ; and perhaps no solid character can be

found for Lamarck's group of Phryganidtc, but the circimi-

stance that while the perfect insects are Gymnopterous, and

vary excessively in external organization, the larvae arc all

cylindrical with membranaceous feet, and undergo that me-

tamorphosis to which Linmeus has applied the epithet

ohtecta. But, if this be the character of an order of Man-

dibulata, it is difficult to exclude from it the Tenth^edina

;

and indeed it is very singular that even the genus Cepha-

leia of Jurine scarcely possesses a leading character, in the

exteraal organization of its perfect state, which may not be

found either in the Per/idcc or Phiyganidte. It conse-

* We may liope that the learned entomologist who has revived this or-

der will change its name on another account, namely, that Aleigen has

applied the word Trtchoplera to designate certain Diptera. On Phryganea
being indicated as a distinct order by Degeer, his commentator Retz gave

it the name of Elinguia. Uut, besides the necessity which, for the sake of

uniformity, there is for naming the orders from some character of the

wings, this, tlie original name of the order, is even still more objectionable

oil other accounts, as must be sufficiently obvious.
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quentlyis not improbable that the Linnaean genus Tent/ire-

do may hereafter be ascertained to constitute a type of that

order for which, until a better shall have been invented, we

must retain the name Trichoptera. This type seems to be

intermediate between the Perlidce and PhryganidcR, al-

though separated from each of them by a tribe of insects,

of which as yet I know nothing except from theory *.

The genus Sialis comes so close to Nemoura in external

appearance, that nothing perhaps will exclude it from the

order of Trichoptera, except the circumstance of its having

neither an cruciform larva nor a truly cased metamorpho-

sis. It is therefore osculant, having a Neuropterous sco-

lopendriform larva and a Trichopterous imago. Hence,

if we retain for such insects M. Latreille's name of Me-

galoptera, the order of

Neuroptera
may be entered at the genus C/iai/liodes, which may be

referred to Corydalis as the type of its tribe. The prin-

cipal forms among the Neuroptera, or those to which all

in the order appear referable, are probably, 1. Termes,

2. Corydalis, 3. Myrmeleon, 4. Libellula, 5. Panorpa.

* Scarcely had tlie above been written, when Dr, Horsfeild, by a rather

singular coincidence, inquired of me where he co\ild procure any informa*

tion with respect to a larva found on plants and trees at Java. It covers it-

self with a tube of straws jrlued together longitudinally, from which it occa-

sionally protrudes a head like thai of a Caterpillar. He kept it alive in a
box for months, without being able to ascertain its perfect state. This is

clearly something allied to Phyganea, although not aquatic. Can it be

the larva of any insect which will occupy a place in one of the chasms
which I have indicated between Tentlredo and the aquatic Trtch'iptera ?

I may here observe that M. Latreille has just announced a new Trichopte-

rous genus (Se'icosloma) reseuibling the Lepidnptera \n the form and di-

rection of its labial palpi, but of wliich " ta larve est terreslre et Ingce dans

vv tuyau en spirale." These circumstances show that it is iiot the same
gpiuis with Dr. Horsfeiid's Insect, but at the same time establish the im-

purtanl fact that the laivae of Trichoptera are not necessarily aquatic.
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Hence may be derived the following tribes :

Termitina ivletamorphosis semiconipleta

Corydalina , I\Ietamorphosis inconipleta

Myrmeleonina Metamorphosis obtecta

Libellulina Metamorphosis subsemicompleta

Panorpina Metamorphosis

Although these groups are laid down in the Hegne Ani-

mal, I have no great confidence in their accuracy on ac-

count of our knowing so little of the exotic Neuroptera.

The metamorphosis even of ihe common Panorpa is still

unknown ; and therefore it is entirely from theory that I

conclude it, in the above arrangement, to be intermediate

between that of a Termes or Psocus and that of a Libel-

lida. If we consider indeed the extraordinary general ^

resemblance which Neinoptera bears to the Ephemera:, and

which the Panorpa hyemalis of Linnaeus bears to RapJii-

dia and Termes, this idea seems not improbable. Bu t

even if it should be erroneous, this can never affect the ^^A^^^^ ^^ ^^'

truth of the principal fact we have to establish after the /^U "^'
"f-

*^^A^
suggestion of M. Latreille, namely, that the essential cha- jC.^-^A^^ '

racter of the ISeuroptera is a varied metamorphosis. Their ^^ '^"
'
^/' '

''

larvffi undergo either incomplete, obtect, subsemicomplete '-'^**-'^^A"'^ xi /

or semicompiete metamorphos i s, m opposition to the Ur- J '

thoptera,vA\\ch are subject only to semicomplete metamor- ^'/ ^^^^-^'^'^^^

phosis, or to the Trichoptera, which have it only obtect. //^//^/c^^^^^/^

'

But although the Neuroptera, like their corresponding or- ^ yv"

der among the Haustellata, vary so much in their meta-

morphosisT^the Liibellulina, which are tlie types of the

order, are^bject^tojone which is pecuhar. ^A^e proceed,iicii IS uccuuai. w u proceeu,

however, with our affinities. y-r^ «-<-^ ^

^

2 F

Linnseus gives the following singular description of*an »^yi£ i. /'^i^ZC,\^ '
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insect, which seems to occupy nearly the same place

among the Mandibulata, as a Thrips among the Haus-

tellata, and which he calls Panorpa hyemalis: *' AntenncE,

corpore breviores. Rostrum corneum cylindricum thorace

longius. Thorax teres rugosus. Ala maris 4. abdomine

breviores apice incurvo subulato fiiscfc. Abdomen maris

muticum ; feniina ense terminali." The next time we
have an original observation on this insect is in Panzer's

Fauna Ins. Germ, under the title of Gryllus probosci-

deus! " Singulare admodum insectum, quod ad Gryllos

Fab. {Acridina Lat.) propter antennarum situm atque

fabricam habitumque pene cum Gryllis convenientem re-

legavi. Mira fabrica oris, qidppeproboscide ad instar Triix-

alidum instructa! " We then find it in the French Ency-

clopedic again under its original name, Olivier concluding

his description of it with the following words :
" Cet in-

secte n'apjjartient certainement a ce genre (Panorpa); il

paroit en former un qui devra etre place peut-etre parmi

les Ortlwpteres." Lastly, wehaveit astheNeuropterous

genus Boreus of M. Latreille, of which the characters are,

the first segment of the trunk enlarged into a thorax, and

the abdomen of the female terminated with an ensiform

appendage ; in both which respects it evidently leaves the

true Pan07pee for Raphidia. We are now very near, if

not already arrived at, the osculant point of the circles of

Orthoptera and Neiiroptera.

Another insect, forming the modern genus Majitispa,

which with Linnaeus and Scopoh was a Raphidia, but

which Fabricius and Pallas esteemed a Mantis, an insect

which M. Latreille, in the Genera Insectorum, made Or-

thopterous, in the Considerations gaierales Neuropterous,

which in the Regne Animal he again restored to the Or-
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ihoptera, and lastly, in the Dictionnaire d'Hisloire Natu-

relle, seems inclined to consider Neuropterous, must with-

out doubt have been as difficult a subject for naturalists

to place as the Panorpa hyemalis. The theory of oscu-

lant groups, however, removes this difficulty ; and in reck-

oning Mantispa to be nearly osculant between the orders

of Neuroptera and Orthoptera, we have the satisfaction of

adopting as correct all the above-mentioned opinions,

M'hich to appearance are so discordant. The construction

indeed of the mouth, thorax and feet of a Manthpa differs

not essentially from that of Mantis ; while the transparent,

reticulated and deflexed wings are truly those of a Neu-

ropterous insect.

As we have now ascertained that an insect exists, leading

from Panorpa to Truxalis or Proscopia, and another from

Raplddia to Mantis, it follows that, accurately speaking,

the orders must touch one another at some point, among

the Isleuroptera, between Jiaphidia and Bittacus.

Orthoptera.

If there was reason for hesitation with respect to the

types of the Neuroptera, there is not the least with re-

spect to the principal forms of Ort/iojjfera'. Every ento-

mologist seems to have been sensible of these forms, and

often from their dissimilarity has been disposed to con-

sider what are only tribes to be so many orders. Indeed

no forms that are within the limits of an order can be more

distinct from each odier than those of a Phasma, Truxalis,

Locusta, Jcheta, Blatta, and Forficula ; and we accord-

ingly find that they ha\e been considered as the types of

so many groups by Linnaeus. The affinity of Blatta to

Mantis is acknowledged in the Regne Animal. The ge-

o F 2
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nus Proscopia, lately instituted by professor Klug of Ber-

lin, one of the first entomologists of the piesent day, proves

the proximity of Phasma to Truxalis\ and no entomologist

is ignorant that the chain of connexion from Acridiuni to

Locusta, from Locusta to Jcheta, and from this to Blatta,

has been long since detected, and is now perfectly esta-

blished. Hence some notion may be obtained of the con-

tents of the OrthopteroLis circle, if we reckon the above-men-

tioned five genera as the types of the following tribes:

1. Phasmina

2. Acridina*

3. Locustina

4. Gryllina

5. Blattina.

But as this series returns into itself, and the Linnasan

genus Forficiila cannot be inserted therein without dis-

turbing its regularity^ we must agree Avith Degeer and

Mr. Kirby that it belongs to a distinct order. That this

order can only be esteemed osculant between the Oitho"

* The types of this family are the Acrides of Aristotle, and present one of

the rare instances of an ancient name being properly applied in Entomo-
logy. Perhaps it is too late now to extend this plan ;

yet a greater ser-

vice could not be rendered to Natural History than an edition of Aristotle's

Hiiloria Animalium from the hands of an able zoologist. That excellent

work has been a sealed one to modern entomologists, principally because

the founders of our present nomenclature opened it not for the purpose of

study, but in order to save themselves the trouble of inventing new names.

They seem to have taken the old Aristotelian words at a venture, without

either considering their meaning or the context, and thus to have applied

them to the tirst insects that came in their way. Among innumerable

instances of this it may be stated that the true AtUlahi were Orthopterous

insects, and probably the same with our tribe GryLlina, including per-

haps the Apterous Locusts, The Teltigomelra, instead of being a distinct

genus, was, as its name implies, the M- ther of the Cicada, in other words

thepupa : the Coleopterous insect, to which Aristotte applied the name of

Carabus, was the modern Lucanus: Sp^ndyhs, or rather Spondyle, was the

name given to the smaller Slaphylini allied to S. olens: the Clerus of the

ancients was the larva either of the Gaileria cereana or Tinea alveana : their

Bostrichus appears to have been some male Lampyris, and their Nscydabis
tlie hairy laiva of some homhyx!
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ptera and Coleoptera the reader will perceive by referring

to its place in the Si/stema Natura. The Dermaptera,

for so they are termed from its having been the name ori-

ginally proposed for the Orthoptera by Degeer, are in

fact Coleopterous insects, with the metamorphosis and

caudal appendages of true Orthoptera.

In the course of these various details 1 have taken little

notice of the relations of analogy which may exist between

the corresponding groups of adjoining circles. Indeed,

my confidence in the accuracy of the foregoing tribes has

not been great enough to induce me to give much time to

this part of the subject, although relations of analogy are

visible even from the simple position of the different groups

in their series of affinity, I shall therefore content myself

with laying this position of the series before the reader,

to whom the investigation of such analogies may perhaps

afibrd some amusement. In the present as well as in the

similar table before given the order of affinity is repre-

sented vertical, and tlie order of analogy horizontal.

T. II. III. IV. V.

OnTHOPTERA. COI-EOl'TFRA. HvMENOPTERA. TriCHOPTERA. NeUROPTEBA.

l.Phasmina Larvae Venn iformes Tubulifera Perlina Corydalina

2. Acridina L. Cliilogna hifonnes Anthophila Phryganina Myrmeleonina

3. Locustina L. Chilopofliformes Rapacia * » # Libelliilina

4. Gryllina L. Thysamuiformes Pupivora Tenthredina Panorpina

5. Blattiiia L. Anopluriforines Heterogyiia • * * Teimitina.

If a diagram of these analogies be constructed on the

plan of that given in the preceding chapter, the reader

will perceive the same general order and the same appa-

rent anomalies. But if we only recollect that the two ex-

treme columns have their analogies inverted, the bare

inspection of this table is sufficient for my purpose, which

is to call attention to the vermiform appearance of the

larvae of a Phasma, Raphidia, Tenthredo, and Ichneumon,
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—to the curious partiality which certain carnivoious in-

sects, such as Ammophila, Cicmdela, the Apterous Lo-

custs of Africa, and the Myrmeleon, all possess towards a

sandy soil,—to the gregarious omnivorous disposition of

Termites, Blatta, Ants and Coccinellcc,—and to the caudal

appendages which give such a peculiar aspect to an Ichneu-

mon, Gri/Ilus, Perla, Tenthredo and Panorpa. The most

satisfactory point, however, to observe, is the relation of ana-

logywhich connects Bees with Phryganea, and consequent-

ly with Lepidoptera. In this manner we perceive the real

value of that similar structure of the maxilla?, from which

M. Latreille has conceived an affinity to exist between

two insects so different in general structure as Melipona

and Papilio. If such be a few of the analogies brought

immediately into view by an approximation to the truth

so imperfect as the foregoing detail of affinities, what in-

finite order and beauty may w^e not expect on the deve-

lopement of the Natural System!

The relations between Panorpa and Myrmeleon, be-

tween the Mutilla. and the Ichneumon-Wasps of Latreille,

between Slfpha and Cassida, Gryllwi and certddn Acridina,

all show that the opposite points of the orders approach

each other as usual*. With this consideration premised,

we may now venture to exhibit the preceding details of

affinity, as they may be collected into one summary view.

The chief difficulty in this attempt is to discover the exact

points of the Coleopterous circle, which communicate

with the contiguous orders of Hymenoptera and Ortho-

ptera. I could therefore wish this part of the figure to

be regarded with distrust.

* It is perhaps by the circumstance of Anopluriform larvas meeting

the opposite point of the circle, and resembling Chilognathiform larva:,
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In this diagram I have marked the place of iSiVcx, Stalls

and Boreus, as belonging to osculant orders, to which I

have \^ntured to give the usual terminations in ptera, al-

though ignorant of thejust limits of such groups. If indeed

that we may account for the singular analogy which the larvai of certain
Blaltis bear to Glomeris. Some interesting examples of this may be seen
in the collection with which Dr. Horsfield has lately enriched the Museiira
of Ihe East India Company.
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the above three i nsects should eventually prove to be the types

of their respective osculant orders, they may in conformity

to the method in common use be styled Bomboptera, Me-

galoptera Lat., and RaphiopUra. As for Mantispa, I can

scarcely conceive it to offer any type of form distinct from

Mantis, from which indeed it only differs in having the

wings of a Neuropterous insect. It is therefore an insect

in the tribe of Phasmina, close to the osculant points of the

orders of Orthoptera and Neuroptera. I shall only here

add, that while from the inspection of this chain of affini-

ties several deductions may be drawn, that particular one

which seems to be of paramount importance to N atural

History, is the artificial nature of the term Order as usu-

ally applied in an insulating sense. In Entomology, at

least, an order can only be called natural when the epithet

is assigned to a certain group, which, without being in-

sulated, has in it one principal ganglion, whose character

IS in some degree imprinted on the whole of the contents.

Thus the types of the five orders of Mandibulata may be

represented by a Carahus, Pompilus, Phryganea, Libel-

lula, and Locusta.

We have now completed a hasty sketch of the tribes

into which the Mandibulata may hereafter with more cer-

tainty be subdivided. The review of them, however,

affords a simple method of designating the orders, which

hitherto I had only indicated by their analogical relations,

CoLEOPTEKA Larvo! nariee . . . Metamorphosis incompleta

Orthoptera Larvae hexapodes . Metamorphosis semicomplela

Neuroptera Larva hexapodes . Metamorphosis variaTrt. /j ^ 33

*

Trichoptera Ijii-vce cruciformes Metamorphosis obtecta

HVMEXOPTERA Larva apodes . . . Metamorphosis incompleta.

The beauty of this natural disposition is, that the above

three columns are so many chains of connexion, the vari-

^^ ^^^^ ./^^^^ ^^^^^..•'
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ation of wliich is perfectly regular. The metamorphosis,

for instance, which is incomplete in Coleoplera, becomes

semicomplete in Orthoptera, subsemicomplete in the types

of the Neuroptera, obtect in Trichoptera, and then once

more again incomplete. As for the orders themselves,

we have seen them to pass most regularly into one another,

excepting, however, the chasms which occur between the

Coleoptera and Hymenoptera, and between the Tenihre-

dina and the Pk/ygaidda of Lamarck.

These several remarks, which appear capable of very

great exteasion, together with a recollection of the pre-

ceding statements respecting the Haustellata, must, I think,

sufficiently evince the truth of Metamorphosis being the -

chief principle upon which the natural orders of Aristotle's

Pti/ota have been constructed. We observe that the

table of aflinities, inaccurate and superficial as it may be,

turns out in the^nd to be also a table of the variation of

metamorphosis. Hence it may increase the conclusive-

ness of our principal affinities, if, in the first place, it rati "'

be proved that metamorphosis is in these animals the

maximum state of a gei^eraHaw of Nature, bywhich the

w'hole organization ofj:he_being_^is gradually developed and

made fit for reproduction j and if, secondly, we can show

that the most distinguished among naturalists have united

in expressing their conviction that considerations foundcd "\

on metamorphosis must ultimately produce the most na-y ^
tural plan of entomological arrangement. Now, that nei-J

ther of these propositions ought to be deemed incapable

of (lemonstration, may, 1 think, be inferred from the fol-

lowing slight sketch of some of the most remarkable truths

in Natural History.

It was perfectly in unison with the innate propei>sity
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of the human inind towards the marvellous, that the

change of a caterpillar into a butterfly, when first noticed,

should have been considered by the ancients as a true

transformation irreconcileable with the ordinary course of

nature. Even on the mystery being in a great degree clear-

ed up by the discoveries of Libavius, Redi, Malpighi, and

Swammerdam, the phaenomenon continued to be termed

metamorphosis ; and perhaps it is even still a little owing

to such circumstances that a natural process, neglected in

other branches of Zoology, has always excited so much cu-

riosity among entomologists. Metamorphosis, however, has

been taken of late in a very general point of view, and ren-

dered synonymous with that species of organic decomposi-

tion which, by means of continual shedding of the external

envelopes, or even of the various integuments which may

compose these envelopes, occasions that extraordinary cha-

racteristic of a living body, namely, that it never remains in a

constant state or identically the same, but is continually as-

similating new particles of matter as it throws off the old.

And since no metamorphosis can take place except in con-

sequence of these integuments being shed, perhaps it may

not be altogether improperto survey the subject in this light.

What I mean is, that we ought to regard the metamorphosis

or change of form which certain animals undergo at various

periods of their life, as an attendant upon, if not a variety of,

the ecdysis or moulting, to which all organized beings are

subject. There is, however, a great distinction to be made

between the ecdjjsiso^the Fertebrata snid A)mulosa ; for in

the former we observe little more than that the anim^ia s

quitted a sheath in which it was inclosed ; whereas in the

latter, the change is nothing else than if the skeleton were

shed ; for tliis name is surely deserved by those hard and[
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solid parts which in_so many cases afford support to the

muscles. It is clear that such a process must occasion a

crisis'in the life of an Annulose animal incumparably more

decisive in its effects than what can be produced among

the Vertebrata, by merely being set fiee from an integu-

ment. All the marvellous, however, of ecdysis was with

the earlier naturalists comprehended in the change of form,

and consequently the shedding of the envelope only excited

attention where it regarded a few of the Awndosa. Hence

It was a great discovery of Linnaeus fhat every Annulose

animal ought to be considered as subject to metamorpho-

sis. It may indeed have led t6 his more artificial notion

of every externally articulated being having a nympha

state; but even this helped Fabricius to gi\ e, although with

a faulty nomenclature, a much more convenient division of

metamorphosis than he couldotherwise have devi sed.

_Ecdysis/by which term is signified generally every change BX Vuy^.£.a^

in the identity of the envelope of a living body, may eitlier £X(^iJ<Ti.<^,

be complete or incomplete. If it be incomplete, or, which

is the same,^f the integuments scale off piece by piece, w-e

have that mode of change which is peculiar to the most

perfect of the Vertebrata, and to the least perfect of the

Anmdom.
Complete ecdysis is the shedding of the whole extemal

*- '—
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envelope at once, of which we have examples amonG; tl:e
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i rst, \\here the external envelope is shed without produ-

cing any essential change of form, except inasmuch as may

relate to the increased size. In those larvae of insects

which beconie inactive in their pupa state, such a process

may always be distinguished from the true metamorphosis

;

|>ut in Apterous Ilexapods having active nympliaD they are
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necessarily confounded. It is also visible in reptiles and spi-

ders, where such appendages of the triuik as have been lost

may be reproduced by continued moulting. When the

various envelopes are all cast as it were in one mould, it

is to be expected that the proper form of the animal should

reappear as these continue to be thrown off. The return

tlierefore of a spider or crab, after hanng lost a limb, to its

original form, may be in some measure understood as de-

pending on the manner in which such animals shed their en-

velope ; but that die limbs thus shot forth should be furnish-

ed with muscles and nerves, is, I conceive, what cannot be

accounted for, except by referring to that polype nature of

the cellular substance which is perhaps, in the opinion of

some persons, the foundation of all ecdysis. If perfect Hex-

apod insects cannot reproduce their members, this inability

may probably proceed from a cause wliich appears to have

produced the same effect among Mammalia and Birds, to

Avit, that these animals in their perfect and final form are all

subject, if to any, at least to a very imperfect ecdysis.

The second sort of complete ecdysis is that where the

under envelope has been cast in a somewhatdifferent mould

from tlie upper ; so that in the course of the moulting cer-

tain new parts become gradually developed widiout the

general form being in any material degree altered. This is

observable in every Annulose class, as well as in Humboldt's

Axod among the f ertebrata, and is the first species of

change which merits the name of ^letamorphosis. It in-

cludes the Metamorphosis inchoata and Metamorphosis di-

midiata of Latreille, and is the same with the Metamorphose

partielle of Lamarck.

^ The third sort of complete ecdysis is that wherein by

5ome two or three moukiugs, generally the last which the
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animal lias to undergo, the form is entirely changed, as well

as the number of appendages more or less increased. This

is clearly a true Aletamorphosis, and includes the other two

~ sorts of complete ecd} sis ; for we have here combl^eeJi5ka to^'

tal casting of the integuments, a developement of additional

appendages, such as feet or wings, and finally an entire

"change of fomi. Such a combination may be "HWn'^sed

among the Vertehrata in Frogs, and among the ^)inii/osa in

certain Hexapod insects. Hence, in confining ourselves to

plain and open ecdysis, there will bgjio great error in stating

that the most imperfect takes place in the highest Ferte-

brata and the lowest --^/mw/osa; while the most complete

ecdysis is that \yhich is seen to prevail in the highest Au-

?iuIosa and some of the lowest Vertebrata.

In strict accuracy, however, it appears that we ought to

acknowledge the existence of complete ecdysis throughout

the circle of Vertebrata. Nay, some physiologists have

attributed insect Metamorphosis itself to a shedding of an

envelope analogous to that which contains the foetus of the

more perfect Vertehrata. As every embryo, Avhether ani-

mal or vegetable, is inclosed in a tunic more or less solid,

which is its chorion, so, proceeding with the analogy, they

conceive that there must be some condition for every ani-

mal, similar to the state of the foetus of the more perfect

animals when surrounded by the amnios ; and this state in

Batrachian reptiles and Hexapod insects they hold to be the

larva. The only danger of this reasoning is, that whilejve

find the birth of an animal to be attended with complete

ecdysis, w'e may be apt to imagine that e\ery complete ec-

dysis betokens a true birth. It would however be truly

absurd to consider the casting of their shell by Crustacea,

or the periodical moulting of the serpent, in this light; vet
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no one can doubt the fact of both of these being cases of

complete ecdysis, only differing fi-om that of Lepidoptera

because in the former animals the internal envelope is al-

ways of the same form as that of which it is to take the place.

The truth perhaps is, that we ought only to allow two states

to every animal, a perfect and an imperfect state. Then,

by the reflection that no animal out of the circle of Acrita

can ever arrive at its perfect state except by means of Me-
tamorphosis, and that when perfect it can never again be

subject to this change of form, though it may still moult

or shed its external envelope, we may be able, ifnot to com-

prehend the cause, at least to know the effect of some of

the most puzzling phsenomena in nature. The true crite-

rion of animal a s well as vegetable perfection is the ability

to continuje the specifis ; hence some of the Vertebrata, as

well as Annulosa ,
gaining' this faculty before they have ar-

rived at their proper type of form, metamorphosis ceases,

and thiCy preserve the shape of larvee.

But if a complete ecdysis may sometimes create a total

change in the external appearance of the animal, the fact,

however astonishing, is nothing in comparison with the in-

ternal metamorphosis which accompanies it, and of which

as yet no philosopher has been able to give any satisfacto-

ry explanation. The generalization indeed by which we

\\2i\e. reduced the moulting of a bird's feathers and the

metamorphosis of a butterfly to one principle, may appear

to be strained beyond its proper limits; yet if we^ontem-

plate the regular gradation from one to the other, how

truly for instance the inactive pupa of a Beetle corresponds

with the agile nympha of a Gryllus, how this ecdysis in an

Apterous G/^/Z/ws corresponds with the sloughing ofa spider;

and this aizain with the annual renovation of the serpent.
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we must be sensible that however dissimilar the extremes

may be, all these changes are modifications of one principle.

But what more particularly deserves remark is, that these

extremes should often be visible in neighbouring groups
;

nay, in the same order; that, in short, metamorphosis should

differ so much in degree even where the animals are near

in affinity. An Orthopterous insect may preserve the same

form and habits from the instant it quits the egg up to the

period of its death, the only qualities obtained by ecdysis

being an augmentation of size and an aptitude to continue

the species. But if we tuni to the order of Culeoptera,

which is contiguous in affinity, it is truly wonderful that by

metamorphosis not only the form but the nervous and di-

gestive systems may be altered, and the organs connected

with these primaiy functions may all be of a construction

different from that which they originally possessed.

Those changes in the instincts of the same insect which

every person must have observed to result from metamor-

phosis being considered, it is to be expected that the ner-

vous system of the larva and imago will prove different on

dissection ; but the difficulty is to understand how any such

complete alteration in the nervous system can be effected

while the identity of the animal is preserved. The larva of

an Oryctes nasicoriiis, for instance, has, proceeding fiom

the lateral and somewhat posterior lobes of the brain, two

nerves, which having embraced the oesophagus consti-

tute what may be termed its medulla spinalis, which is

here a large fusiform ganglion formed by the agglomeration

of smaller ganglions, from which the nerves diverge to

supply the various organs. Another pair of nerves which

proceeds from the brain, on uniting above the oesophagus

forms a small ganghon, which is the origin of a single nerve
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called the recurrent. Tiiis supplies the coats of the sto-

mach and iiitestinai canal. In the perfect insect, on the

otlier hand, the double knotted longitudinal cord of the An-

iiulosa is very distinct, and the animal would seem to have

changed a spinal marroic iox a sympathetic nerve.

Similar changes to a greater or less amount take place

in other insects. Nor does the system of nutrition undergo

a less extraordinary transformation by metamorphosis

;

for, to take again the larva of the said Oryctes, we find

that not only the structure of its mouth, but the whole

form and disposition of its intestinal canal are undiscernible

in the perfect insect. The same circumstance holds good

in the Frog, which in its perfect state has the short narrow

intestine proper for an animal destined by nature to feed

on insects ; whereas while a tadpole, it possessed a long

spiral intestine, such as better suited its herbivorous dis-

position.

If, finally, the alterations developed by metamorphosis

in the organs of respiration and generation be taken into

view, we must be absolutely convinced that the Naturalist

cannot neglect the particulars of ecdysis in his arrangement

of the Annidosa, without resorting to artificial principles

in their stead. From the study of Metamorphosis, indeed,

we may be said to learn every circumstance of the lives of

such animals as are guided solely by instinct; and just as

a knowledge of thejwhole life of an insect must make us

better acquainted with its nature than a mere description

of one of its forms, in tire same proportion ought Meta-

morphosis to outweigh every other principle of arrange-

ment.

There is perhaps no maxim in the Pkilosophia Entomo-

logica more sound or more worthy of notice than the follow-
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ing :
" Larva alimentopropria nutrit imaginem latentem in

adultiorem aiatemr And indeed when we trace the natural

history of a Libellula from the egg to its perfect state, no

clear idea of the truth can be formed, except by con-

ceiving one animal to be so inclosed in another, that the

imago is in some measure distinct from the larva, and is

only declared to view by the death of the latter. Hence

a system unconnected with metamorphosis may be reckoned

to take no more notice of half the number of true insects,

than if they never had existed. It is the defect both of the

artificial system in Entomology, and of the sexual system

m Botany, that they become useless, except when the ob-

jects ofjhe respective sciences are before us in one parti-

cular state, which is often the most transitory of their life .

Unless this condition be fulfilled, such systems lose their

sole and peculiar merit of being dictionaries by which na-

tural objects may be named. There are thousands of or-

ganized beings, to the history and knowledge of which

the disciple of Linnieus or Fabricius has no clue what-

ever; although perhaps they are in that state of their ex-

istence which most directly affects the interests of man.

Plants not in flower, and insects not in their declared

state^constitute an ocean of difficulties m which the most ''0-. / y x

skilled in Linnsean nomenclature will lounder, unless he '

Tiave other beacons than such momentary considerations

as are afforded by tlie number of stamina or the form of

antennas .

There is surely, therefore, reason to think that it ^vould

bean immense improvement on a Species Insectonim, and

would, as much as any thing whatever, benefit the philo.

sophy of the science, if larvae were classed on a rtifici al

principles. Rather than that they should be totally neg-
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lected as at present, it were better with Aldrovandus and

Mouffet to consider tlieni a separate tribe of animals, or

even to return to the classification of Aristotle, and place

them with worms. Little matters it to say that they are

not distinct animals from others duly classified, and there-

fore deserve not a separate description. Such an argu-

ment might be admirable, if the natural system were in

question, as this would be sure to take some notice of

them ; but is wholly inapplicable to an artificial system,

which is defective whenever we are not enabled by its

means to discover the scientific name for any object that

may fall in our way.

The natural system, when discovered, will doubtless

combine a view of every property and peculiarity of spe-

cies, with a certain perception of the manner in which these

characteristics vary. Now in Entomology, every approach

to this beau ideal must evidently be inconvenient—nay, un-

intelligible to persons commencing the study, because it

pre-supposes a knowledge of animals, which they have on

the contrary to acquire. And this is the objection that

Reaumur made to the system ofSwammerdam, in a passage

of his Memoires sur les Insectes, which, by the way, not-

withstanding the acknowledged faults of Swammerdam's

system, induces me to suspect that he himself was insensible

to the full value and drift of those facts which he has so

ingeniously compiled. To deem Entomology only as a

science, by the help of which insects may be named with

the least possible trouble, was a bitter satire on his own

invaluable labours, as they respected true philosophy.

The following passage of Degeer will show us how dif-

ferent a view of the matter was taken by a better naturalist,

and scarcely less celebrated physiologist.
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" Swammerdam a ttahli les classes sur hs mttamor-

phases des insectes, et M. Bonnet a donne Vehauche d'line \

division gtnerale des insectes, fondee egalement sur leurs /

metamorphoses. Detous les plans de division celui-ldparoit )

assurement la plus naturelle ; car, comme dit M. Li/onnet,

La diversite qu'ont les insectes, savoir que les uns changent

de forme, et que les autres conservent toujours celle qu'ils

out refue en naissant, cette diversite suppose en eux une dis-

position d'organes, une construction interieure, un mtcha-

nisme si different, qu'on pent dire, que rien ne les distingue

plus essentiellemenl les uns des autres." Degeer neverthe-

less felt as strongly as Heaumur, a truth which escaped

the notice of Swammerdam, that an artificial system ought

never to be founded on metamorphosis ; but he had more

sublime notions of nature, than to suppose that metamor-

phosis must therefore be totally independent of system.

That however which is most singular, and -which shows that

Reaumur's opinion must have arisen from any other cause

than an incapability of perceiving natural affinities, is, that

he almost invariably adopts metamorphosis for his guide,

whenever he pays any regard to arrangement. This is, as

if he had said, I do not place much faith in systems, still

less in the existence of a natural system ; but if any such

should exist. Metamorphosis must be the leading principle

upon which insects have been constructed.

The English naturalist therefore experiences no small

satisfaction on reflecting, that Ray*, the expounder of

* Rarely can England be accused of being taught by foreigners to do

justice to the merits of her sons. There are however instances of her in-

gratitude in this respect, and no where is it more manifest, than in the case

of John Ray. Whether his views were too profound both for the age in

which he lived and for that which succeeded him, or whether true science

was forgotten in what the late Dr. Gordon termed the pleasure of expound-

ing riddles, cannot now be determined ; but certain it is, that the services

2 G C

1*^/ s
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those orders of Metamorphota, which Linnaeus did little

more than name, and the founder of that classification of

Ametamorphota, which the other did no more than adul-

terate, was one of the original advocates of a maxim which

does honour to Fabricius :
" Metamorphosis insectorum ad

ordines naturales viam pandit, ideoque semper observanda

et distincte tradeiida." If to the authority of Ray that

of Lister and Willughby be added, 1 suppose we shall

have cited the three greatest names in Zoology of which

England can boast ; and if 1 should err in considering Me-

tamorphosis the key to the natural arrangement of the A?!-

nulosa, it will always be some consolation to think that I

have erred with such men. But it is impossible that I

can have much deceived myself in this respect; it is incre-

dible that such footsteps can have led me far astray from

nature, when the consequences of following them mani-

festly produce an uniformity of plan, a general harmony

of one part with another, which afford the best proof that

any fault which may be discovered in the preceding re-

marks, ought not at least to be attributed to the method of

investigation.

It is but too true, however, that the Linnsean school,

and more lately that of Lamarck, have been led into error

by observing that the methods of Swammerdam, Lister,

of this admirable philosopher have never in this country been properly

appreciated. To ?ay that he was a great naturalist, is not enough ; we ought
to add that in Zoology at least he was the master of Linnaeus, and that but
too often the depth of his views appears to have been beyond the compre-
hension of his pupil. The only advantage over him which Linnaeus enjoys,

is not in the general conception of the animal kingdon), but in the clearness

of details ; not so much in the power as in the facility which the latter ac-

quired of communicating knowledge by means of his unrivalled artifice of

nomenclature. At last the cloud which has ,so long eclipsed the reputation

of Ray passes oflf; but they are not his countrymen who can claim the credit

of having dispelled it. M. Cuvier styles him " le premier veritable me'tho-

diste pour le regne animal, guide principal de Linriceus." How far the latter

has acknowledged the obligation, his varioug works testify.
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Ray, Reaumur, Roesel, Bonnet, Lyonnet and Latreille,

which are all in some measure founded on Metamorphosis,

have become useless, both as dictionaries and as tables for

displaying those affinities which exist in nature. The cause

of their thus being inconvenient as artificial^systems, while

they do not fulfill the object of the natural system, is, that

their inventors have all proceeded on the notion of the ex-

istence of absolute divisions in nature, and moreoyerjiave
all confounded relations of analogy withthose of affinity.

To understand this, let us return to the classification which

I have attempted to give of Ecdysis. It has in this chapter

been divided and subdivided, and the division may perhaps

have helped to diminish the obscurity which may possibly

ever attach itself to the nature of metamorphosis. Yet if

any person, fancying that his ideas on the subject are be-

come more clear, should apply this classification of Meta-

morphosis to the classification of insects, a system from

his attempt will arise, confused and artificial to a degree

which is almost incredible till seen. For instance, if we

class together all Anmilosa which undergo that change

of form which I have made the^cond division of com-

plete Ecdysis, that is, the Metamorphose parlielle of ha-

inarck, a group is formed in which the Myriapoda, certain

Branchiopoda and Arachdda, the winged Orthopteia and

Hemiptera, are all combined. Again, taking the first divi-

sion of complete Ecdysis as the character, another group

. in like manner consists of the majority of Crustacea, Arack-

nida and Ainetahola, with the apterous Oitkoptera and

Hemiptera. However manifest these two divisions may be,

and however well grounded on the classification of Meta-

morphosis, of which we have seen the importance in An-

nulose economy, they give origin to a chaos of confusion

>*
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at utter variance with nature and her affinities. Yet such

a system is nearly the same with that proposed by Swam-

merdam and Ray, who, after smoothing down its contra-

dictions as much as was really possible, left spiders and

worms in one group; Orthoptera, Ilemiptera and certain

ISleuroptera in another ; and Lepidoptera and Cohoptera in

a third. On looking at such a scheme, I think we cannot

wonder much at naturalists rejecting it, both asjan arti"

ficial and a natural method of entoniological arrangement.

Whether they have been equally right in rejecting along

with it Metamorphosis itself as a principle of distribution,

is quite another matter, and will depend on the opinion of

the scientific world, as to the accuracy of those authorities

I have cited, in order to establish my details of affinity.

Grant that only onelourth part of these authorities may

happen to be in the right, then it must be further allowed,

'^^ that a classification of insects in admirable harmony with

nature may be constructed on Metamorphosis, not indeed

"on'T^'Hrvlslon or differences, but on its method of varia-

j
I tion. And this perhaps may be held to be the compend

*^ n ^/ y of a Philosophia Organica,—that it is an error to con-

/

f Âl ^/L
found the distribution of the Avorks of our Creator with

our own method of dividing a subject into heads for the

sake of perspicuity. In other words, I imagine it to be

^^^ ^
proved by the whole of the preceding chapters, that when

^'e c'-i^ Jy /-?i.^ ^ a system depends on the division of organs or properties, it

^,-St,<.^^ ^r^-t. -is artijicial; zchen it depends on their method of variation,

it is natural. This truth, which seems not without its use

even in metaphysics, 1 had a great wish to place among

ray definitions, but was deterred by feeling that it is too con-

traiy to certain old established maxims to pass at first sight

unquestioned.
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A more appropriate example of the consequences of

not knowing what has just been explained, cannot be given

than the system of Fabricius. . That he was an acute man

is testified by the Phihsophia Entomologica ; that he was

well versed in the knowledge of species appears from his

other works ; and the reader must have witnessed in several

of these pages, unequivocal marks of his not having been by

nature incapable of perceiving an affinity. Indeed it would

be very extraordinary ifhe should have been but little above

the ordinary level, whose memory is honoured in Germany

as that of the gieatest naturalist it has produced. Yet

there is no hazard whatever incurred in asserting that the

system he invented, although originating in considerations

of the first importance, is one of the most artificial of the

multitudes that have been proposed for Entomology. Of
this, although the cause escaped him, no one was more

aware than himself, as he shows by a total disregard at

times of the most essential parts of his method. The

Linnsean school has therefore condemned the adoption of

any such principle as the structure of the organs of mandu-

cation, just as Swammerdam's failure drew down their

inyectivesmimetamorphosis, without occasioning on their

own part the production of any much less objectionable

arrangement. Indeed it appears impossible that there

should be a great distinction between any two of all their

systems in value, since the generality of Entomologists

have split on the same rock , and regarded only the actual

difference between the structures of animals, and not the

manner in which this difference takes place. If Fabricius

even had bestowed half the attdnion on the method in

which the organs of manducation vary, that he has on hi&
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own division of them, and this is not much, the Systema

Entoiiiologica would have been nearly as consonant with

nature as it is now the reverse. Any principle of dis-

tribution, whether wings or tarsi, antennte or maxillae,

though perhaps not always convenient, is in itself good

;

the difference in the effect consists wholly in the method

of using it, and there is no principle so good as not to be-

come worse than useless by being applied improperly. Re-

lations of analogy themselves seem to be of little use in

prescribing exact limits to a group. Nay, when we em-

ploy such relations as absolute characteristics of all the

contents of a group, then the most natural of characters

become artificial. Thus Metamorphosis constitutes the

basis of the analogy which reigns between the correspond-

ing orders of Maiidibulata and Haustellata. Yet if it be

used to circumscribe these orders with precision, the ex-

tremity of some of the most natural groups, such as the

Diptera, will be divided from those types to which they

evidently are referable. Hence we may conclude that the

I variation of Metamorphosis is only an index of the series

^ oFaffinity, and not a principle by which the orders Have

( been strictly circumscribed.

Notwithstanding the importance in Zoology of this

maxim of variation, it has never that I know of been clearly

expressed ; and, as it has certainly never been acted upon,

we may doubt that it can have been distinctly under-

stood. The only author in whose works I have been able

to trace a vestige of it, is that great philosopher whose

merits I have occasionally canvassed with severity, both

for the sake of benefit to science and of justice to Ray,

—

most assuredly not from any unworthy wish to detract from
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his just meed of fame*. Botany is the true province of

Linnasus; there he claims the prize of pre-eminence, and

there lie must stand or fall according to the judgement of

those philosophers who in the cultivation of that charming

science are able to cany their ambition beyond ascertaining

the name of a plant. But the most original of the bota-

nical works of Linnasus, belongs in certain respects as

much to the zoologist as to the botanist ; and there are

some even who think that, with an exception in favour of

his powerful instrument of INomenclature, he never con-

ferred such a benefit on Zoology as by the publication of

his Philosophia Botanica. Here we find that what by his

* It cannot be supposed, however, that myiJartialitv for a science, injured

as this has been by a belief in the infallibility of Linnaens, should have
excited any great anxiety to conceal his faults. In every attempt to serve

the cause of Natural History, my rule hns been '^ fart q--/ce :en!iam." Had
there been in this country any regular and efBcient school of Zoology, such
remarks would not have been left for me to make; but unfortunately in

those classic scenes which derive no small portion of their fame from a Ray,
and a Lister, the existence of Zoology as a science is m these days scarcely

suspected. Well may the foreigner who beholds our learned establish-

ments so splendidly endowed, note, among the most remarkable circum-
stances attending them, that in none whatever should there he a zoological

chair. It is not for me to enter into the causes of this, else it were desire-

able to know why plants should have been deemed worthy of attention,

while animals have been utterly neglected. I can unly af-knowledge with

regret, that such has been the case. If it be said that lectures on natural

affinities are included in some course of comparative anatomy, I am truly

glad to bear it ; but if it be urged that the knowledge of comparative ana-
tomy implies that of the animal kingdom, I deny ittotallj', since compara-
tive anatomy is only the instrument of Zoology ; and while no man can be

versed in natural affinities without some acquaintance with coni])arative

anatomy, examples may easily be specified of comparative anatomists who
know nothing of Natural History. It is true, that there are professors of
Natural History in three of our Northern Universities ; and indeed the zeal,

the liberality, and justly celebrated acquirements of one of these gentlemen
are likely to produce the most beneficial etTects to science at large, as well

as to the learned body which he adorns. But we must not conceal the
fact, that a professorship of Natural History is necessarily charged with

duties that give ample cmplovment in Paris to thirteen profess irs with

their numerous assistants. I have ventured to give this humiliating pic-

ture of the state of zoological instruction in Great Britain, because there

are persons who affect surprise, that in that science which relates to the

animated works of Ood, France should take precedence over a nation in-

comparably more religious.
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disciples have, in pursuance 1 suppose of an expression in

the Classes Plantarum, been always called Natural Orders,

he himself with admirable caution also named fragments

of a natural method; by this implying that the intervals

which separate them are not natural, but the consequences

of our ignorance of species. Hence we have the observa-

tion, " Planter omnes utrinque ajffinitatem monstrant uti

ierritorium in Mappd Geographica" which, to be sure, is

sufficient evidence of his never having suspected much re-

gularity to exist in the creation. Still more to the purpose

therefore is the remark which follows, " Defectus nondum

detectorum in causafuit quod methodus naturalis deficiat,

quam plurium cognilio peificiet ; natura enim non facit

saltus."

Now, although no where can I find it positively express-

ed, and although the Linnjean definition of genera appears

even in opposition to it, I conceive this idea, that absolute

divisions do not exist in nature, to lead directly to that

which is still more important, namely^^ that the only pro-

* ( bability of our ever understanding the great scheme of

the creation must depend on studying the method in which

the organs and properties of natural beings vary. AW
true knowledge of Natural History hinges on this

—

Ordinis

hac virtus erit et venus.
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CHAPTER VIII.

GENERAL REFLECTIONS ON THE SYNTHETICAL
METHOD.

In the first Chapter of this Essay, it is stated to be my
firm belief, that one plan extends throughout the universe,

and that this plan is founded on tlie principle of series_of

affinities retumingjnto themselves, and forming as it were

circles. The time is at length arrived, when the reader

has the means of deciding whether this presumption was

warranted by facts, or whether it ought to be considered

as the mere offspring of an ardent imagination under the

bias of a favourite theory.

In the first part ofjhis volume, I discovered by analysis^

three instances of progressions of ajfinity_ returning into

themselves ; namely, in the circles of Saprophagous and

Thalerophagous Petalocera, and of Thalerophagous Recio-

cera. Still more minute analysis enabled me to perceive

the same rule of progression in the genus Phanaus, which

is so singularly characterized by the want of ungues to the

tarsi.

In the present essay, on the other hand, the opposite me- ^y/ /^ //iZ^i

thod has been adopted ; and while we make use almost

entirely of the observations of others, the same effect is

uniformly seen to be produced. A degree of order, imity

and harmony appears to prevail throughout a great portioq

V/. /
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of Nature, far, I confess, beyond what two years ago would

have been by rne conceived possible to exist amid such

infinite variety of form. This order, thus deduced in the

first case from experiment, and then confirmed by the ob-

servations of the most celebrated naturalists, became by

/ J y analysisapparent in the plan upon which a genus of South

L--

'

American insects has been constructed, and by synthesis

IS now seen to extend to those primary groups which com-

/ pose the whole of the animal kingdom. Can we then sup-

*^n /^i^tj pose that the collateral branches of Nature present nothing
'

but confusion, when, in that which we have happened to

investigate, there appears a design so consummate as to

have no limit except in our power of understanding it ?

In one part of Nature we discover affinities and their at-

tendant analogies all combining to one sublime effect,

intricacy upon intricacy, yet apparently capable of being

reduced to the most simple regularity of plan. Is it then

possible to suppose that the rest of organized beings con-

stitute a chance-medley map of reticulation, as some seem

to think, or offer to the view a few scattered fragments of a

temple now in ruins, as others have esteemed them to be ?

Or, if it be granted that order of some kind does exist in

those collateral branches, which have not fallen within the

scope of our investigation, is it credible that one plan should

have been uniformly adopted for that vast and essential

part of the universe which has been the subject of the

preceding pages, and another plan for the rest ? These are

questions which must be left for the reader to answer. I

shall merely observe, that he who can readily assent to

such opinions has undoubtedly the right, but he alone, to

give his verdict against me for having too hastily formed

a general hypothesis with respect to nature. I do not
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1

however fear that such a verdict founded on such grounds

can ever be the verdict of the majority ; and at all events

less blame must fall to my share than was incurred long

since by the ingenious author, who, without the same rea-

sons for it, has expressed the same sentiment. " Dans ce

qui appartient a la nature tout est lie, tout est dependant,

tout est le rtsultat d'un plan commun constamment suivi,

mais injiniment varit dans ses parties et dans ses details."

Indeed, had it not been that now the belief of one gene-

ral plan extending throughout the universe seems justifi-

able, it might be doubted whether the preferable course

of proceeding would not be to omit the present chapter

altogether. We might question whether it would not be

better to have immediate recourse to analysis, rather than

to pursue any further the synthetical plan, while destitute

in so great a degree of the information necessary to sup-

port it. Thus eveiy inteiTuption to the synthetical method

of investigation is not only inconsistent with the particular

path traced out for this essay at the commencement, but

is moreover losing sight of its very object and sole use.

On the other hand, again, the accurate designation of the

more minute 'groups of Coleoptera, in the actual state of

our acquaintance with them, is quite an impossibility, and

every attempt at it, unless founded on analysis, deserves to

be considered as httle better than vague speculation. Ob-

jections thus presenting themselves to each alternative, I

have resolved to sketch slightly the leading affinities of the

Coleoptera, in order to preserve as much as possible the

plan originally laid down, while at the same time, to pre-

vent the possibility of great errors creeping in, I shall abs-

tain from offering at present all remarks, the tendency of
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which may be to define by synthesis the subdivision of this

order.

The chief cause of our being placed in this dilemma, is

the ahnost total ignorancejwhich prevails with respect to

Coleopterous larvae . It is true, indeed, that names and ge-

neral characters, drawn from the analogy which these larvse

fc/^ It ^/JicXW^ bear to the five different types_ofJorm which compose the

circle of Ametahola , have been bestowed in the preceding

pages on the leading groiips^rjtribes into wlii^hihe order

oj_J2oleoptera may be divided. But these characters are

by no means to be understood as rigorously exact. If it

be possible ever to assign such, it can only be after a series

of minute observations, and a much more accurate exami-

nation than any to which the larvae of insects have yet been

subjected. Now, however, that the science of Entomology

'is^soli^ly relieved from the ignorant prejudices which

have prevented its cultivation,jhere is reason to hope_that

this branch of the physiologyofii^sects will no longer be

overlooked. It is very sure that the economy of the

greatest part of these animals is most calculated to excite

curiosity, and most connected with the interests of man,

while in the first stage of Metamorphosis ; and moreover

that they would, while in this state, have undoubtedly en-

gaged particular attention from the observers of Nature,

had their forms been but more attractive to the eye.

_In the researches here recommended to entomologists,

great advantage is in my opinion to be derived from a

careful consideration ofTarva forms with reference to the

^metaboJa ; for of these we may see even the more singular

and eccentric genera represented by the larvae of Coleo-

ptera. The larva of Aiithrenus, for instance, bears a strong
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likeness to a Polyxenus, while that of tlie genus Gyrinus

resembles a Scutigera. Thus does every step we take in , .

the study of nature, unfold to the view new instances of

her attachment to certain general principles of form, amid

a variety in the details which truly appears to be inex-

haustible.

The following indications, which relate rather to the

contents of the tribes than to the order of affinity in which

these contents are distributed, will be found useful, not as

being the truth itself, but as being guides to the truth. It ^
*

must be well understood, however, that the designation of

some of the contents of a tribe is not synonymous with the

designation of the distinctions and affinities affecting the

groups which compose it. The latter I do not aim at ; and

even in the specification of the probable contents of a tribe, —z—y ^

therearemany chasms yet to be filled up, particularly in the ^ y /
circles of Apod, Anopluriform, and Thysanuriform larvffi. " ,

The types of the tribe ot^Chilopodiform, lar^^ge are cer- //i/ C/^/ii^^f/ty^

tainly those carnivorous insects which have four maxillary '

palpi. These form two great groups, one of which con-

sists of the genera Carabns and Cicindela o? Li[nn?e\is, and

the other of the Hi/drocanthari of Latreille. To the same

tribe the geims Hydrophilui of Geoffrey ought to be

ascribed ; from which, by means of Sphccridium, we enter ^ »

among the Chilognathiform larvee. The type of this tribe /At //^£///f •"

appears to be the genus Scarabaus of Linnaeus, or those T^fXr'/"/'^* i^'

insects to which, after the example of Dumeril, I have *

given the name of Petalocera. The tendency of Chilogna-

thiform larvje is herbivorous ; and among them we have the

Linnasan genera Lucanus, Ptinus, Byrrhus, Hister, Elater,

Biipreslis, and part of Teiiebrio and Dermestes. By means

probably of the genus Bostrichtis of Geoffroy, we quit the
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/2^^x' fL^'i, Chilognathiform tribe for that of Apod or Vermiform larv^ .

ftJ. ' A , To this belono- the Limiasan genera Bnichus, Curculio,

Attelahus, Cerambijx, Leptura, Necj/dalis, and part of

Dermestes, and Tenebrio. With the help of Doiiacia, so

nearly allied to Leptura, we quit this tribe for that of Ano-

pku'iform larv^, where we find the Linngean genera Chry-

someloj Crijptocephalus, Coccinella, Cassida and Hispa.

^ ,These last lead us into the tribe of Thysanuriform larvae.

,!

^ ^'^'^^^ where we ha\e Me/oe, Mordella, with many Heteromeru*

/^ A-^ ^^> of Latreille, and perhaps Clenis. I suspect also that some

* I have lately corne to the knowledge of the larva of the Xylita hupres-

toides of Paykull, the Elaler Bi/prestoides of Fahricius, which oujrht not to

be confounded with the genus Serropalpus of Heilenius. The Xylila be-
longs to the group of Thysanuiiforin larvse, although nut central, but ap-
proximating to the lulifurm larvjc, which are opposite. This is a proof of
the acuteness of my friend M. Latreille. Although the affinity is not so

close as to be readily remarked, he has said of tlie Melandryadte, " Ces He-
teri.ir.erei serappruchent des Cantharis et desMeioe de Linnceus.'^ AsThysa-
nuriform larva? are but little known, and as no confusion «as ever greater

than that which affects the genera Serropalpus, Melandrya, Dirccea, Or-
ihfsia, Mydax'.s, Xylila and Hypulus, it may be of service to describe this

larva. I shall merely premise that 1 have had no opportunity of dissecting

it. Larva whitish, elongate, scaly, with few hairs, except about the last

segment of the abdomen ; body thickest at the middle and tail, upper side

rather convex, under concave. Head semiglobular, with vestige of eyes.

Antennaj triarticulate, short, with the lirst joints greatest. IMandibles short,

>trong and sharp. INIaxillary Palpi acute at pvint, and labial excessively

minute. Second segment of the body large, subthoraciform, and composed
apparently of two segments. Anteriorfeet large, compressed, hooked, ex-
lending nearly to the top of the head; the two posterior pairs of the same
shape, but so short as scarcely to reach beyond the coxa of the first pair,

besides being in some measure hid in the concavity of the body. The third

segment of the body is shortest, and the others lengthen gradually to the

]2th, which is convex, and marked with strongly impressed points. But
the singular part of the body is the tail, or 13th segment, at the base of
which is the anal aperture. This segment is slightly convex above, and
flattish below, but armed at the extremitj' with two sharp horny appen-
dages, curved upwards. In colour and appearance, this forked process re-

sembles the caudal appendage of certain Fotficul^. 1 am indebted for a
knowledge of this larva to Mr. Samouelle, a gentleman as well versed in in-

sects, as he is assiduousas a collector. He found it with the perfect insect

in the solid wood of an old oak in Hampshire, and thus at the same mo-
ment added a new genus to the British Fauna, and an important fact to

entomological science. M. Waudouer has foimd several of the same species

at Nantes, in the same situation. It has little connexion with ELaUr, except
by that property which oppt^site points of a circular group have of ap-
proaching each other in affinity.
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of Latreille's Malacoderma will ultimately find a place in

this group ; but however this may be, the Linnsean genus

Staphylimis certainly reconducts us from these insects to

the Chilopodiform tribe of larvae.

The opposite sides of the Coleopterous circle appear to

meet in the cases of Silpha and Cassida. But here I must

desist, as there is reason to fear that I have already gone

more minutely into this subject, than my knowledge of it

warrants. Some modern groups, indeed, I scarcely dare

venture upon, particulaily the Melasomes, Taxicornes, and

Stenelytres of Latreille. These, as their names import, are

so many magazines, which it will cost the Entomologist no

small labour to elucidate.

Pentamerous insects seem chiefly to belong to the tri1;>fis-

of Chilopodiform and Chilognathiform laj-yg. Apod larvae

seem almost all by metamorphosis to become Tetramerous

Insects ; Anopluriform larvae eittfer Tetramerous or Trime-

rous ; an^ Thysanuriform larvae either Heteromerous or

Pentamerous. The nature of this variation in the number

ofjoints in the tarsi, ought not to escape our notice.

If my observations had been sufficiently extensive to au-

thorize the determination of the following problem, namely,

whether the Rectocera and Petalocera ought to be consi-

dered as referable to one type of the subdivisions of the

tribe, or to two, I might have ventured to designate the

Stirpes into which the luliform larvae may be divided, and

consequently from analogy might have obtained more de-

finite ideas of the composition of the tribe. To say the

truth, however, I am inclined to think that the three Lio-

naean genera Scarabaus, Lucamis, and Hister, may be dis-

covered hereafter to be all referable to one peculiar type.

But this is mere matter of suspicion, or at least I can give

2 H
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no better proof of it, than what is to be found in the first

Essay, and I therefore am umvilhng at present to speculate

on the assumption of its entire accuracy.

I may state however my belief, that future investigation

will produce a table expressing the affinity of the Stirpes

' of Coleoptera, exactly on the same plan as those we have

already seen. For if the groups of luliform larvae be di_

rectly divisible into families such as those into which the

Petalocera were resolved in the first Essay, then the uni-

formity hitherto so observable in the distribution of the

animal kingdom no longer holds good, or at least the diffi-

culty of reconciling such an hypothesis with this unifor-

mity seems at present to me to be insurmountable. But

the strongest argument in favour of my opinion, that there

is an intermediate class of groups between those which in

,

—

-^
. . the last chapter I termed tribes, and those which in the

J'-r-^^^^^^-^ f^ ^ firsl; Essay were called families, is, that every Entomologist

has acknowledged that the Linneean genera Scarabccus,

Curculio, Ceramhi/x, &c. are natural groups ; and these

would evidently be lost, did we proceed at once to divide

the Chilognathiform larvae into families, such as the Melo-

lonthida, Rufelidts, &c.

/
'

This intermediate class of groups may, as before stated,

,^ii^ A^-A^^^u^ perhaps be named STIRPES ; and had they been properly

determined, our next object would probably have been to

--r-" * • resolve them into FAMILIE S, unless indeed we can sup-

pose that there exists still another intermediate class of

groups. Here, however, unusual difficulties present them-

selves ; for the l^amellicornes of Latreille appear to be de-

composable into two distinct divisions of two circles each,

which seems irreconcileable with what we have seen, unless

we can iniaj^ine the Rectocera and Petalocera to be Stir-
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pes, and one of the two circles, into which each of these

groups is divisible, to be osculant. This however is too

violent a supposition, and besides, to say the truth, does not

entirely destroy the anomaly ; and therefore I am obliged

to confess myself at present ignorant of the means by which

the lulifomi larvae are to be resolved into families. Nor
do I see any other means of extricating ourselves from the

obscurity in which this part of my subject is involved,

than by an investigation of the Linnaean genera PtinuSy

Buprestis, Elafer, and Dermestes, upon the same princi-

ple as that which I have pursued in the analysis of La-

treille's Lamellicoriies. The deficiency of our information

as to the subordinate affinities of the above-mentioned

Linnsean genera, is so great that I do not feel myself au-

thorized to proceed further by the synthetical method.

But from the contents of this volume, I think the reader

must be convinced that the Scarabcsus Sacer is sitxiated in

nature nearly as follows

:

y y >

1. Ammalia. •

2. Amidosa.
. , . .s^^^y^^^'^^'^^^

3. Mandibulata, C-^^^^

-

4. Cohoptera, . ^ - v .. ^ , ,
CO^^^ld^^ *

5. harvcE Chilognathiformes.
. . , . , ,, , '^^^^1-4^0"^

^

Acanthopoda ? (Here occurs an uncertainty Jjl€4^^

as to the groups from a defici- J^J^***^^

ency of proper analysis.)
*&s*w*-i

6. Petalocera Saprophaga,

7. Scarabaida,

8. Scarabmis.

Its place as a species in the genus Scarabaus, shall ap-

pear in the next chapter, when, with the exception of the

investigation still requisite to show the relation wliich the

2 H 2
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Petalocera, as a group, bear to the Chilognathiform larvje,

the object of this Essay will in some measure be fulfilled.

It would be wrong, however, to close thus, without al-

luding to a subject most important to the advancement

and general interest of human knowledge, and intimately

connected, as I conceive, with reflections that cannot fail

to rise in the mind of every person who may believe with

rae, that one principle of arrangement extends throughout

nature. It has been said, that a contempt for the exer-

tions of intellect under forms different from ours, is as sure

a mark of a narrow mind as that hostihty, almost to be

called hatred, which is sometimes betrayed by men of ta-

lent against those sciences which they are incapable of

learning. Such is a sentence lately written by one of that

school, of which, as he himself observes, it is the peculiar

character to view all the sciences with an equal eye. In-

deed it would be difficult to find within the whole com-

pass of modern philosophy, a remark in which more true

learning is displayed, or a maxim, I regret to say, more

necessary than this to be impressed on our minds. That

we should place the highest value on whatever we may

have judged worthy ofemploying our time, is clearly to be

expected ; but that we should therefore not only despise

but throw obloquy on what others may esteem a proper

exertion of their intellect, can only be attributed to igno-

rance the most bigoted. " We content ourselves," say3

the excellent author of the Wisdom of God in the Crea-

tion, in the quaint but forcible style of his age, "we con-

tent ourselves with the knowledge of tongues, or a little

skill in philology or history perhaps, and antiquity, and

neglect that which to me seems more natural, I mean Na-

tural History and the works of the creation. I do not dis-
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commend or derogate from those other studies ; 1 should

betray my own ignorance and weakness should I do so

;

I only wish that they might not altogether jostle out and

exclude this. I wish that this might be brought in fashion

among us ; I wish men would be so equal and civil as not

to disparage, deride, and vilify, those studies which them-

selves skill not of, or are not conversant in." In this re-

spect perhaps no branch of science has had so much right

to complain as Entomology; it has, within the recollection

of many, been spurned as useless, condemned as trifling,

and laughed at as foolish. Yet, as if to demonstrate the

excessive absurdity and wickedness of judging any thing

organized by the hands of Omnipotence to be unworthy

of human notice, it so happens that of all branches of na-

tural history, without exception this is the one in which

we can best study that interesting scheme by which our

own structure, as well as that of every other terrestrial be-

ing, has been regulated. This may seem a sweeping pro-

position ; but the almost infinite number of species con-

tained in the group of Ammlosa, of which certainly more

than a hundred thousand now exist in collections—the

consequently easy gradation of affinity from one form to

another, will always, in preference to any other branch of

natural history, render this the field for investigating the

nature of those general rules which may have governed the"

distribution of the universe. They may without doubt

be also detected in other branches of Natural History, but

no where so easily as in this ; since the chasms are here

not only narrower, but less frequent. In contemplating

the otherwise unaccountable profusion of Annulose spe-

cies, their diversity of manners, structure, and ornament,

we almost foncy with Ray, that it was in order to teach ua
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the Wisdom of God in the Creation, that they were called

into being. Botanists and Zoologists, we are all in full

pursuit of the same sublime object, the natural system.

'Now, without pretending to any extraordinary foresight, I

think it may be asserted that we shall never owe so much

knowledge of it to any branch of Natural History, as to

Entomology. Time only can show whether this surmise

be false ; but if it should prove true, I cannot perceive

how it should be in opposition to what we already know,

that the despised worm has been employed to teach us

our present material nature.

Man, however, is an animal whose ideas can reach be-

yond matter. And from this high privilege and peculiar

characteristic it is, that in all ages he has been enabled to

make his sentient principle the chief object of his interest

and inquiries. There are sequestered moments, I believe,

in the life of every person when the mind turns anxiously

to the contemplation of its own nature. Whether we
ought to look for much information on this perplexing sub-

ject from the future discovery of the natural system, it is

at present impossible to say : but I cannot refrain from

stating, that every step hitherto taken in the investigation

of natural afifinities, has afforded me additional ground for

thinking that there are certain leading rules of connexion

which extend beyond the limits of matter.

Under the head of Definitions, I have already attempted

to give briefly those opinions on this momentous question,

which seemed to me as indisputable in themselves as they

were necessarily connected with a discussion on forms of

matter. I may have stated there several propositions that

required proof, but none, I veiily believe, that may not

in some degree be proved. An endeavour has constantly
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been made, to rest contented with a simple exposition of

those principles which ever}' naturaUst admits to be in-

controvertible truths,—such as the omnipotence of God,

and the unity of our sentient principle. That mind must

be lamentably warped by scholastic prejudices or scepti-

cal theories, which can doubt such facts as these. The only

assumption, with which I am likely to be taxed, is that of

the existence of secondary operative causes distinct from

matter, or at least not of necessity dependent upon it. As

a promise was held forth that I should resume this sub-

ject, my reasons shall now be given for having taken that

much disputed position, the defence of which will inevi-

tably lead me to consider the true distinction between

man and other animals. On a question so hackneyed

nothing new ought to be expected here, and I feel that it

would be ridiculous in me to attempt any thing of the

kind. Nay, this point, so often debated, would never have

been handled by me, had I not been sensible that many

expressions in the preceding pages are liable to miscon-

ception. My aim therefore is not to launch forth any

novel system of Metaphysics, but only to explain briefly,

Firstf my chief reasons for adopting, with a finn con-

viction of its truth, the doctrine of the immateriality of all

operative causes.

Secondly
J
my chief reasons for believing that whatever

relates to the sentient principles of the lower animals must

ever in this world be seen, as through a glass, darkly.

With these objects in view, I shall simplify, as much as I

possibly can, the metaphysical nature of an inquiry so con-

trary to the usual researches of Entomologists, by compre-

hending it in a classification of the chief hypotheses that

have been propo;-:ed on the sensations of animals. The
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word hypotheses thus applied to all of these theories must

not startle, for it is unquestionably true that no opinion

has yet been advanced, or perhaps ever can be advanced

on the nature of the distinction between man and the brute,

that does not involve some open or concealed assumption

of what it is impossible for us to prove. The merits of the

hypothesis must rest entirely on the probability of this as-

sumption, and the following classification shall not there-

fore be according to the order of time in which these the-

ories have been started, but as nearly as possible according

to the apparent probability of the assumptions they involve.

As this plan will show the connexion which exists between

these several opinions, every shade of them that has been or

may be formed, will more easily be comprehended.

It were needless to enumerate every obstacle that im-

pedes our progress in this branch of Natural History. There

are a few, however, which must not escape us ; of which

the chief indubitably is, that little, except the fact of its fu-

ture immortality, having been positively revealed to us on

the physical qualities of the sentient principle, we find ma-

teriaUsts and inmiaterialists with equal zeal applying scrip-

tural texts to the support of the most opposite doctrines.

We ought also to take into consideration the fact that the

majority of our ideas, even those of reflection, are during

this life in some measure dependent upon the influence ex-

ercised by matter on our material organs. Rence it be-

comes peculiarly difficult for immaterialists to preserve

their ideas of spirit and matter separate. The purity of the

one is generally contaminated by certain lurking notions,

which a little analysis of our thoughts soon convinces us

to have been derived from the other. Another prominent

difficulty is, that, whatever be the nature of the sentient
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principle, we can only be acquainted accurately with our

own individual feelings. Uncertainty thus attending our

knowledge of what really operates in the minds of others of

our own species, it is little to be wondered at, if all our spe-

culations on the perceptions of animals of a structure dif-

ferent from our own should be shrouded in comparative

darkness. In the examination of the sentiments which agi-

tate or appear to agitate such bodies, analogy ceases to be

of much use, and we are obliged to rest content with no

better guide than conjecture.

The last, but by no means the least obstacle to these re-

searches, which we shall take notice of, is the absolute in-

ability of the human soul to comprehend perfectly in what

manner a being can be omnipotent. Nothing is so mani-

fest as that the Primary Cause must be omnipotent
;
yet it

scarcely seems possible, in the imperfect state of our facul-

ties, to imagine a divine attribute without at the same time

limiting almighty power. Few persons are aware how

much this subject was formerly connected with Natural

Ristory, or how much injury was formerly done to the

science by erroneous notions of omnipotence. The older

philosophers, whether materialists or not, seem all to have

entangled themselves in a maze of difficulties, when they

took up the most useless and hopeless of all researches,

and laboured to discover what works were compatible with

omnipotence. Their inquiries were directed not to the

actual state of the creation as it appears to be formed, but

to the means by which it has arrived at its present state.

Hence came those subtle scholastic questions relative to

final causes, which as long as this world exists will afford

matter for disputation. Few thought of ascertaining what
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things do exist, still fewer of the manner in which they

exist ; but all were anxious to know by what means they

were created. Almost the only question was, whether

God ought to be considered the immediate cause of the

effects we daily witness, or whether he has employed

mediate agents, such as Ao'yoj o-Trsgju-aVixoj, settled laws,

plastic natures, and a host of other instruments ; of which,

granting them to exist, as possibly they may, we have

equally clear notions. Every decision on this subject has

however been futile. The most cogent argument, for in-

stance, ^^'hich Cudworth advanced in favour of his plastic

7iature, was founded on the apparent errors of organiza-

tion, those lusiis natiira which argue the agent, as he fan-

cied, to be imperfect. One does not, however, easily see

Avhy he shoidd have taken it for granted that these are im-

perfections which frustrate the particular, as well as what

we suppose to be the general views of the Creator. Nor

is it very clear how the choice of an erring agent in the

creation, can be less derogatory to omnipotence than di-

rect error. But, after all, the most singular argument of the

I advocates of mediate agents has been, tliat the Divine Being

I must necessarily be distracted among the mean, trifling and

i infinitely numerous things which demand his attention,

^ on the supposition that he acts directly. I think I need

I
cite no more examples to prove that it does not follow be-

! cause a man calls his maker Almighty, that he believes

him to be omnipotent.

* Having thus mentioned a few of the principal difficulties

which will ever throw some doubt and mystery round even

the most probable of the hypotheses which follow, we may

now refer to a subject which appears in itself indeed more
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comprehensible than Omnipotence, but of which nearly as

little appears with certainty to be understood,—the nature

of sentient principles, other than the human soul.

We may pass over those who pretend to disbelieve the

evidence of their senses, and to doubt the existence of

matter. No man of this way of thinking, can rationally

take up a book on Natural History, much less can he have

studied it ; and we turn therefore to the equally absurd

dogma of those, who on the contrary deny the existence of

every thing but matter.

1. This, which is the most simple kind of materialism,

was the celebrated system of Spinoza, so ably refiited by

Clarke and Cudworth. There is nothing in the universe,

says Spinoza, but matter, which is the universe or Deity,

and has cogitation among its other attributes. It is suffi-

cient to observe, that by this impious, if intelligible pro-

position, time and space were denied existence, since they

are clearly distinct from matter, and therefore could have

no place in the universe of Spinozists !

2. Next therefore come those who acknowledge the ex-

istence of something in the universe besides matter, and

who even believe in the immateriality of the Deity, but in-

sist that the sentient and cogitative principle in man is not

distinct from the body, but the result of its organization.

With such persons sensation is nothing else than a variety

of material life, and reason little better than the conflict of

various appetites.

The advocates of this opinion may be ranged under two

heads :—viz. those who believe in the authority of revealed

rehgion, and those who do not. Both proceed to a certain

point on the same reasoning, and argue, that as the powers

of perception and thought have never been found but in
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conjunction with a certain organized system of matter,

therefore those powers necessarily exist in, and depend

upon such a system. But this is clearly the same assump-

tion as that made by Spinoza; namely, that no sentient

beings exist, but such as we perceive ; and would, if ne-

cessarily true, make the Deity material.

They who have been so unfortunate as to renounce re-

velation, generally consider utter annihilation to take place

at the termination of material life. They hold, that the

combination of actions to an end, is more complete in pro-

portion to the complexity of the material organization of

the agent. In order therefore to maintain the intellectual

superiority of man over other animals, they are obliged to

assume his positive superiority in mechanism ; and as this

assumption is demonstrably false with respect to the ma-

jority of his bodily powers, they are obliged to centre the

light of reason which characterizes him, in some favourite

part of his structure. Helvetius accordingly placed it in

the human hand, and came to the monstrous conclusion,

that the flexibility of the human fingers produces that in-

telligence, which is to direct them to useful purposes.

Others, composing what may be styled the school of Bi-

chat, vest their reason in the substance of their brain, by

the organization of which they hold perception as a latent

property of matter to be called into activity. The nerves

with them produce the mental faculties, in the same manner

that the various secretions of an animal are generated by

the secretory organs. Here is clearly an assumption of

what can never be proved ; for while they assert that the

brain and nerves constitute the mind, all we really know

of the subject is, that during life the exercise of the senti-

ent principle is connected with medullary matter. But
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why this medullary matter should be an operative cause

rather than an operative instrument, no one can tell, par-

ticularly when it is more consonant with what we positively

know of matter, that it should be an instrument.

That inevitable conclusion, however, of materialists,

which is in direct opposition to the conviction of the com-

monest understanding, is the divisibility of the sentient

principle, or, in other words, the doctrine that it is the in-

stincts of a person which compose all that he can call his

being. To say the truth, this denial of the unity of the

sentient principle, is not only in perfect harmony with ma-

terialism, but even absolutely required by it ; for matter, to

which our perception is said to belong, being demonstrably

divisible ad hifinitum, it follows that, instead of each of us

being one sentient being, we are each an infinite number!

And this amusing conclusion must be equally arrived at

by those who, conscientiously founding their belief upon a

particular interpretation of certain texts of scripture, adopt

the above notion of the materiality of the soul, but suppose

that with the particular species man, it is to be revived

after dissolution by death to future immortality. They

assume, like the former, that matter is neither impenetrable

nor inert, and consequently different from what we have

every reason from experiment to believe it to be. They

assume, moreover, that after the dissolution of the body by

death, the material particles which composed it remain es-

sentially distinct, and are never assimilated by other bodies

;

for if they are, there ceases to be any identity, and the re-

surrection of the material soul as a distinct being from other

souls, and independent of them, becomes physically im-

possible. Even if we grant the second body to be identically

the same with that which died, another singular conse-
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qxience of this doctrine presents itself, M'hich is at complete

variance with the experience of eveiy Zoologist. It is, that

a material body during hfe is always composed of the same

identical particles. Now mind being supposed a property

of matter, if this point were not rigidly insisted upon, a

short interval of life would destroy all responsibility with

our identity.

It was in order to get rid of such impossibilities and

contradictions, that in the first chapter I admitted the ex-

istence of secondary operative causes, distinct from matter.

My conviction of this truth, is of the same nature with that

derived from an ex ahsurdo proof in geometry. Some

however go much further, and argue on the pre-existence

of immaterial beings to their union with the body, or

speculate on their necessary immortality. Such subjects

I could not venture to discuss, since all that can be stated

with certainty is, that whatever has had a beginning

may have an end, and that the necessary immortahty of

the human soul is a dogma as much in opposition to the

idea of divine omnipotence, as its necessary mortality.

Without the assurances of revelation, the immortality of

the soul could never have been ascertained ; nay, perhaps

might have been reasonably doubted. The truth, however,

of a future state, rests on different grounds, and may be

clearly deduced from our being to a certain degree free

agents. The doctrine of free agency is perhaps not de-

monstrably true ; but, however theorists may say to the

contrary, it is one of those truths in which our conduct

and our laws show that we have as much belief as in

our existence. One thing very certain is, that the de-

nial of the possibility of a creature being a free agent, is a

denial of the omnipotence of the Creator, and an advoca-
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tion of the doctiine of his attributes being independent

;ipon his will. If the free agency of man be admitted, re-

sponsibility for our actions ensues as a necessary conse-

quence, unless we can fancy that the D^^^tJ should have in

this instance acted directly contrary to those principles of

order by which we observe the universe to be governed.

Free agency without responsibility is an attribute of the

Deity ; and to invest a naturally imperfect being like man

with it, is as contrary to our notion of divine justice, as

that he should be made responsible without being a firee

agent. With Omnipotence, it must be equally possible to

trace out our future actions as to give us perfect freedom

of thought and deed ; our disbelief therefore of necessity

in human actions, must rest solely on the consciousness im-

planted in us, that we are to a certain degree free agents,

and therefore responsible. Revealed religion, however,

shows in what a wretched state of misery and despair we

should be involved, had we only to abide by the conse-

quences of this responsibility.

Being in this manner convinced of the immateriality of

the sentient principle in man, and firmly believing in its ex-

istence after the dissolution of the body by death, I placed

these truths among my definitions. To those who may

believe with me in one plan reigning throughout the uni-

verse, I need not say how essential to its uniformity is

the existence of secondary immaterial causes, as connect-

ing matter with spirit. I shall therefore proceed to enu-

merate the leading hypotheses which have been published

on the subject of comparative psychology, by persons who

believe in the immateriality of the human soul.

3. The nearest of these theories to materialism, is that

which has for its fundamental position, that the other ani-
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mals are all distinguished from man, by having no imma-

terial agent connected with their bodies. This opinion has

two branches, the most improbable of which has been

adopted by no less men than Bacon, Locke, Gassendi and

Willis. It is that the sentient principles of brutes are

wholly material. As Willis Avas the only one of these ce-

lebrated persons who had any pretensions to be a Zo-

ologist, he is the only one that can be charged with incon-

sistency. When he admitted the existence of an immate-

rial soul in man, he must have considered the medullary

matter to be an instrument, or medium only. Now if

nerves be the instrument or medium in one case to produce

certain effects, it is almost inconceivable, and certainly in

opposition to the established rules of philosophy, that they

should be the causes of the same effects in another. If

medullary matter in man be acted upon by an immaterial

agent, and brutes be allowed the faculty of perception,

the nerves of these must also be acted upon by an im-

material agent, unless indeed W'C make all the lower animals,

as materialists apparently make man, to consist each of

an infinite number of sentient beings.

In order to avoid this absurdit}', Descartes and Male-

branche denied to animals the faculty of perception. This

is the second branch of that theory which allows no im-

material agent to act on the nerves of the lower animals.

It is said to have been borrowed by the Cartesian school,

from Vivez and Pereira, but it is probably still more an-

cient. Descartes was too good a catholic not to make the

human soul an immaterial being, attendant during this life

on the body ; and too proud probably of the powers of his

own mind to believe in the existence of any similar prin-

ciple in brutes. He thus came to view them as mere ma-
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terial machines put in motion by simple mechanical laws.

In denying perception to animals, he certainly avoided

the singular consequence of materialism, which, by invest-

ing matter with that power, denies the unity of the perci-

pient. There is also no impossibihty in the same actions

of a man and a brute resulting by the same medium, nerves,

from different causes. But that a uniform mechanical

law should produce effects varying according to circum-

stances, as we perceive them in the generality of animals,

is perfectly unintelligible, and has occasioned the Carte-

sian hypothesis to be generally regarded as one of the

most revolting assumptions of philosophy. If any zoolo-

gist, however, be an advocate for the necessity of human

actions, I do not see how he can consistently maintain the

superiority of man over other animals, without being either

a materiahst or a Cartesian.

4. We proceed, as often happens in matters of belief,

from one extreme to the other, and now have to state, that

by some persons every animal has been accounted not only

to be acted upon by an immaterial sentient principle, but

to be endowed with free agency as well as man. If, indeed,

nervous matter be necessarily indicative of the presence

of an immaterial free agent, no line can well be drawn to

separate one part of the animal kingdom from the other

;

and we must thus, with free agency, allow responsibility

and a future state even to that principle which animates

the gelatinous pulp of an ascidia or polype. Yet this

conclusion, which to me is even more disagreeable than

that of Descartes, has been entertained by some of the

most acute philosophers that have ever existed. It appears

also to lead inevitably and directly to a ridiculous idea of

Krause, who lias seriously asserted, not only the presence

'2 1
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of a 30ul in the most minute of animalcules, but that the

souls which are thus attendant upon the simplest forms

of matter, and which seem so little affected by material in-

jury, ought to be ofa more refined and perfect nature than

those others which are affected by the slightest derangement

of a complicated piece of machinery. In other words, the

soul of a polype ought to be accounted a more refined and

perfect being than that of a man !

5. We shall now return to the ordinary doctrine, or the

opinion of Locke on this subject, in order that we may

understand, or rather endeavour to understand, a new the-

ory which has been of late advanced with a degree of con-

fidence in its accuiacy, that argues any thing but acquaint-

ance with this obscure subject*.

The opinion of Locke seems to have been that there

are three kinds of souls, \. A vegetative soul, which is

common to all organized matter, and which seems to be

nearly the same with that phoenomenon which in the pre-

ceding pages has been named material Ufe. 2. A sensitive

or irrational soul, which is common to the whole of the

* The writer referred to announces a number of discoveries in natural
liistory; for, as he does not state his authority, and the facts appear to Le
quite new, we must give him the credit of their discovery. 1 shall state a
few of them for the amusement of naturalists. He says, the first process
v.hich distinguishes the animal from the vegetable, is digestion; and that
this peculiar characteristic is observable even in the lowest degrees ofanimal
life : hence we learn, either that the /igaslria of De Blainville are plants,

or that our author has discovered their digestive organs. He says that an
animal is distinguished from a vegetable by iis power of changing the abso-

lute position of the whole of its parts. No wonder therefore that naturalists

should have such a difficulty in deciding the place of the Sessile Cirri-

pedes, since it appears now that they are plants. A piece of information
also, for which our farmers can never be sufficiently thankful to him, is,

that the Uredo frumenli draws positive nutrition only from earth. The
animal, he says, appears to derive positive nutrition only from organized
matter, or rather from that which has previously been alive j while the
vegetabledraws the supply from earth, and other unorganized substances.

—My reason for noticing these things is to show, that in certain studies a
little more attention to zoology, than is at pieocut bestowed in this country,
viuuld not be misplaced.
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. animal kingdom, and which is material. 3. A rational

immaterial and immortal soul, in which the intellect and

will are conceived to be seated, and which is peculiar to

men and angels. Now the consequence of admitting that

any sensitive principle can be material, has already been

seen ; and it was in order to avoid it, I suppose, that a

new version of this unauthorized compound of Alexan-

drian philosophy, and Jewish tradition, was devised.

Whether this new version be more satisfactory, it is for

the reader to determine from the following abstract. For

my part, J shall be sorry if it cannot be doubted without

incurring the charge of heresy.

Man, as we are now told, has three lives, viz. the life of

vegetation ; the life of volition ; and the life of understand-

ing. These are termed three deg-rees distinct in themselves.

I trust, however, that species are meant, as it savours rather

strongly of materialism, to make the understanding a de-

gree of material life ; we shall therefore consider them as

distinct species. We easily discern, that the chief alter-

ation that has been here made on Locke's system, consists

in the sensitive soul being furnished with will. It is, how-

ever, besides, made immaterial and mortal ; so that each

man has two distinct species of immaterial beings in him, a

mortal and an immortal being. It is not specified how this

squares with Mr. Locke's notions of identity ; indeed ne

ver was the unity of the sentient principle more distinctly

denied. But we are also told, that while the plant is en-

dowed with organic life alone, the animal enjoys the life

of volition. " It is this," we are infonned, " which gives

it the power of voluntary motion, ofsensation, perception,

and of that sagacity which, though it may sometimes rise

to a very high degree, is nevertheless totally distinct from

2 I 2
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the understanding in man." We have here to learn, either

that "the understanding which constitutes the human

soul" has no will, and therefore no responsibihty, since I

suppose it cannot be contended that the soul is responsible

for what it has not willed ; or that every man is endowed

with two wills, that of his understanding, and that of his

life of volition. It must be an important, if not a pleasant

speculation, for our author to know which of his two wills

is implicated in his faults, since, if he can contrive to fix

them all on the principle of volition, which is mortal, his

understanding will come well off. It deserves remark, that

Mr. Locke was afraid that persons would fall into this

very mistake, although he had distinctly shown that intel-

lect and will are only powers of the mind. " These pow-

ers of the mind," he says, " viz, of perceiving and prefer-

ring, are usually called by another name; and the ordinary

way of speaking is, that the understanding and will are two

faculties of the mind ; a word proper enough, if it be used,

as all words should be, so as not to breed any confusion

in men's thoughts by being supposed (as 1 suspect it has

been) to stand for real beings in the soul that performed

those actions of understanding and volition." But the

whole of the new theory seems hastily got up ; for we have

volition sometimes a power, sometimes an immaterial prin-

ciple, while in general it is supposed to mean the act of

willing. From all which I know not what inference to

draw, unless that we are to believe the principle that wills,

the power to will, and the act of willing, to be all one and

the same thing.

6. The reader has now doubtless had sufficient of this

improvement upon Locke, and will not be sorry to have

another theory set before him, which, although I scarcely
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think it will have many advocates, is neither utterly incon-

sistent with natural history nor in opposition to revealed

religion. It rests on the belief, that no active energy can

be imparted to nervous matter, except by the volition of

an immaterial spirit. Thus an immaterial soul, placed

here in a state of probation, is held to act by volition di-

rectly on the brain ofman. But the brain of other ani-

mals or the ganglions which obtain that name, are supposed

to be acted upon by the volition of the Deity. This opi-

nion can only have one foundation, which is far from being

weak or easily subverted. It is, that this planet and its

contents were created for the sole use and instruction of

man, who thus is the end of the terrestrial creation. " Prin-

cipio ipse mundus Deorum homimimqiie causa factus est

:

quaquein eo sunt omnia, ea paraia ad fructum hominuni

et inventasunt." The connnon objection to the theory

now under discussion is, that if the Deity be really the di-

rect cause ofthe actions of animals, they ought never to err

in their instmcts, as we know that they do. Such reasoning,

however, is as erroneous as that of Cudworth in favour

of aplastic nature. It is surely presumption to talk oferrors

in nature, as if they were faults or imperfections that had

taken place in opposition to the will of the Deity. All we

can mean without impiety is, that they are departures

from a general plan or rule, ^\hich veiy departures are

perhaps proofs of some interference.

A more powerfid obstacle to our belief in the divine vo-

lition being the only agent on the nerves of animals other

than man, is their possession of organs of sense. We can

perhaps conceive that the Deity should be the cause of

their actions ; but what can be their passive principle f

The Deity cannot surely be the percipient. If the eyes of
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an animal, for instance, be put out, it is evident from his

actions that he has lost a power. Yet we cannot be ab-

surd enough to suppose that the Deity should have lost

any power by this process ; and if we say, on the other

hand, that the loss has only been experienced by the body,

we fall into the exploded notion of a material sentient

principle.

To me, such an argument appears insurmountable; but

1 confess its force is very much weakened by the reflec-

tion, that the basis of the opposed doctrine is, that every

thing we see is intended for our instruction, either with

respect to the divine nature or the human. Now it is

manifestly possible to place to this account, not only the

apparent consequences of injuries in animals, but all the

phenomena they may present. JNevertheless, assumption,

I repeat, crowds so fast here on assumption, that, although

not any one by itself may be improbable, all together ren-

der it very difficult, if not impossible, to credit the maxim,

*' Dens est anima brutorwn." In consequence of a re-

markable but not very explicit paper in the second volume

of the Spectator, Addison is generally supposed to have

been of this sentiment. When talking of the energy

which acts in animals he says, " To me it seems the im-

mediate direction of Providence, and such an operation

of the Supreme Being as that which determines all the

portions of matter to their proper centres." The latter

part of this sentence, however, seems to correspond rather

with the Cartesian hypothesis, which supposes animals

to be acted upon by some mechanical force; and the whole

makes me suspect that Addison had not exactly made up

his mind as to the distinction between the two theories.

7. I now come to the last hypothesis which I have to
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mention. In this, as in the cases immediately preceding,

man is imagined to consist materially of one of the most

complicated pieces of mechanism which the animal king-

dom contains ; but his corporeal superiority and perfection

appear to consist in his nervous system, which is con-

ceived to be acted upon, during the life of organification,

by a conscious immaterial being endowed with a suffi-

cient degree of free agency to render it morally respon-

sible to its Creator. The medullary matter of such other

animals as possess the life of organification, is supposed

to be acted uponhkewise by conscious immaterial beings

;

but these are infinitely inferior to the soul of man, inas-

much as, their actions not being sufficiently free, they

are destitute of the powers of reflection, discharged from

responsibility, and dierefore from the necessity of a future

state. The principle of necessity is carried to its utmost

limits in the annulose circle, as may be exemplified in the

laborious economy of Searabaus Sacer. The principle of

liberty, on the contrary, predominates in the Vertebrata

;

and although no animals in this last circle, except man,

are sufficiently free to be morally responsible, we see the

whole contents of the group tending towards this point of

perfection. We have seen that nature appears to abhor

absolute division in the arrangement of organized matter,

and something of the same kind is observable here in cha-

racterizing spirit. Vestiges of instinct may be traced in

man ; and a will faintly dawns in those insects which

are most enslaved to their peculiar economy.

But there are animals, as we have seen, which possess

only that simple degree of material life, which allows

merely of their being propagated, like plants, by scission ;

and for the sake of uniformity we were obliged to assume
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that such animals are capable in some degree of sensibility.

The very reverse of unity is however visible in their irrita-

ble principles. Here, therefore, if the presence of an imma-

terial conscious being be admitted, it must be in infinite

number ; an idea so absurd, that we are forced to believe

that the Aciita, or those animals which possess not the life

of organification, have no sentient principle acting on their

nervous matter. Their irritabihty no more proves it, than

the convulsion by galvanism of the muscles of a dead frog

is sufficient testimony of its suffering pain.

The latter notions with respect to the nature of the sen-

tient principle in animals, are in strict unison with zoolo-

gical phsenomena. I am indeed ignorant of any better ex-

planation of these, than by such an hypothesis, which must

be acknowledged, however, to involve, as well as the other

theories, assumptions of the truth of which we cannot be

certain. Perhaps some opinion, preferable to any of the

preceding, may yet be devised, and the search for it must

give us an additional zest for that science, which affords

the only sure data upon which similar investigations can

ever be founded. 1 despair, indeed, of positive certainty on

the point being in this world ever attained ; but surely the

subject is one ofthe most interesting upon which the mind

can speculate, and must fully repay the trouble of thought.

At all events, we ought not on a philosophical question,

as it has most truly been said, to take assertionfor proof,

obscurityfor depth, or perplexity for argument. Neither

the authority of office, nor the weight of name; neither the

elegance of style, nor the purity of motive, can be any suf-

ficient reason for doing ourselves so little justice. Or, to

cite a passage of Ray which is most apposite, " Let it

not suffice us to be book-learned, to read what others have
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written, and to take upon trust more falsehood than truth;

but let us oursehes examine things as we have opportu-

nity, and converse with nature as well as books. Let us

endeavour to promote and increase this knowledge, and

make new discoveries, rot so much distrusting our own

parts, or despairing of our own abilities, as to think that

our industry can add nothing to the invention of our ances-

tors, or correct any of their mistakes. Let us not think

that the bounds of science are fixed like Hercules's pillars,

and inscribed with a tie plus ultra ; let us not think we
Jiave done when we have learned what they have delivered

tons. The treasures of nature are inexhaustible; here is

employment enough for the vastest parts, the most inde-

fatigable industries, the happiest opportunities, the most

prolix and undisturbed vacancies."
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CHAPTER IX.

ANALYSIS.

r ERVS holaniciis genera naturalla assumil, nee erronea

oh speciei notam aherrantem cortficit." After duly weigh-

ing this expression of Linnaeus, the full force of which

certainly long escaped me, I am inclined to think that

when we find him declaring genera to be natural, it may

be of use to recollect that he confounds two sorts of ge-

nera :—the one, the genus as he most philosophically con-

ceived it ought to be constructed ; the other, the genus as

he was only able artificially to construct it. The first of

these, which perhaps he constantly aimed at, was truly a

natural group, not liable to be injured by any slight aber-

ration from the leading characteristics by which he ima-

gined it to be distinguished in nature. Before, however,

he could carry this idea into execution, he was obliged, as

he unfortunately thought, to choose some principle or prin-

ciples of division, by the application of which his genera

might be formed ; and herein lay his error. He chose in

Entomology to make the antennae the keystone of division,

as he might have made any other organ or property of in-

sects. Fabricius, by a parody on his words, said, on the

other hand, " Genera tot sunt qnot similiter constructa in-

slrumenta cibaria proferunt diverscE, species Jiaturales," a

rule than which scarcely any more false could have been
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devised. The instrumenta cibaria are indeed as usefid in-

dices of a natural arrangement, as any other organs what-

e^er ; but absolute rules of generic distinction, founded on

their minute differences of structure, are not only faulty in

themselves, but calculated to blind us altogether to those

beautiful groups which the Entomologist has so often oc-

casion to remark in nature.

In a tribe of insects feeding on dry food, every species

shall perhaps present a slight variation in its organs of man-

ducation from the nearest to it in affinity ; and in a tribe

feeding on juices, and therefore provided with membra-

naceous mandibles, insects the most opposite in external

appearance, shall present scarcely any difference in the

structure of their mouth. So also with the antennae : the

" clavajissilis" makes the Linnosan genus Scarabaus one

of the most natural in Entomology, while the " clava per-

foliata " and " antenna moniliformes " make the genera

Dermestes and Tenebrio of the Si/stenia Nat rare groups

worthy only of Mouffet. Nay, this very adoption of one

principle of division—this prescription of a rule to nature,

was a cause moreover of the Linngean and Fabrician ge-

nera, even when natural groups, having an insulated cha-

racter about them, utterly inconsistent with the abstract

idea which Linnaeus, from the above botanicd aphorism,

appears to have had of a genus. There is no appearance,

indeed, in the works of Fabricius, that this naturalist ever

had any abstract notion of a genus, or indeed any belief,

but that every division he in his good pleasure thought

proper to propose was a law of nature.^ Linnceus. on the

contrary, undoubtedly had both a theoretical and a prac-

tical genus, the latter of which was the invariable result

of his attempts to carry his idea of the former into efi'ect,
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upon the erroneous basis of preconcehed characters for

division. So that, because hisphilosophical idea of a ge-

nus was perhaps natural, he considert

d

jiis^ genera, as fie'

las instituted them, to be the same. Yet if this s;reatna-

turalist^nstead of commencing with any rule from the an;^

tennae or other solitary oj^gans, had y^laced together in a

group all those insects which_jff'eed in a majority of cha-

- racters and habit,—if he had then endeavoured to discover

that character which was common to them all, he would

probably have had a group which might have been called

. a natural genus without much error. Far from leading

iiim to indulge any idea of absolute division, the '^ notce

aberrantes" would then have rendered such species a& they

distinguished the most valuable of all, as tending to point out

to his notice the neighbouring genus. And this Linnasus

appears indirectly to have perceived ; for when he says that

i^t is no argument^gainst the validity of a genus, that some

species should gradually qu it i ts type, there seems reason

to believe that h is theoretical notion of genera may, with-

out any inconsistency, be reconciled with his maxim, that

no saltus exists in nature, which is positively contradicted

: by his genera, as they are instituted.

An example was given in the appendix to the former

Essay, of a genus containing five types of form, the pro-

gression of which returns into itself. This genus, Phanaus,

was there proved to be distinguished by a peculiarity of

geography, as well as of construction and appearance,

while the genus Scarabcens, as there developed, was con-

sidered to be probably artificial, like almost every other

that has hitherto been instituted in Entomology. Now to

show, if possible, by analysis, that there were grounds for

this suspicion ; to show that Phanceus is by no means a
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solitary example of generic regularity in the distribution

of nature, and that in both Phanaus and Scarabaus the

theoretical genus of Linnseus appears to be exemplified,

will be attempted in the present and concluding chapter,

of which the leading object is to ascertain the place of

Scarabaus Sacer in the smallest group to which it can be

referred.

With respect to the Saprophagous Petalocera, but par-

ticularly to the three Coprophagous families, it may be

said that they walk not on their tarsi, but on the extremi-

ties of their tibiae. We may observe this so well in Geo-

trupes stercorarius, that, excepting in certain cases where

the insect hangs by the ungues of the tarsi, we are utterly

unable to imagine the use of them. In the genus PhanauSy

where the ungues themselves are deficient, it is particularly

difficult to determine the use of the tarsi, although it is

very easy to conceive them to be a great inconvenience to

the animal. Indeed, on this very account the tarsi in Co-

prophagous insects become often obsolete, and their use

as organs of prehension is in some measure supplied by

one or tw^o calcaria fixed at the extremity of the tibite. It

is on these that, accurately speaking, the animal walks.

After the discovery of the principle upon which the natural

group of Phanceus was constructed, I turned my attention

to the true Scarabm, in the hope of being able to apply a

similar plan to these more celebrated insects. But every

attempt failed, because, although my series of affinity was

to a certain degree very distinct, I had no point about

which my group could centre. It was in this state of doubt

that I received a letter from the Rev. Mr. Kirby, to whose

discoveries I have so often already alluded, announcing a

new principle of arrangement, founded on the conipara-
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tive number of tibial calcaria in various insects. This lie

conceived of sufficient importance to entitle Scarab&us

H. E., Gymnopleurus Illig., together with S. Msculapius

0\\\., to the rank of a family, because they all possess two

calcaria less than other Coprophagous insects. To me the

observation appeared to afford the generic character for

which I had hitherto been fruitlessly seeking—a character

by which it was possible to group these insects together in

much the same manner as the Phanai had already been as-

sembled, on account of all wanting ungues to their tarsi.

The arrival also in England of an extraordinary insect,

forming a type intermediate between the Scarabaus Sacer

and -S. Msculapius of Olivier, enabled me to descry not

only the limits of the genus, but its series of affinity such

as I now present it to the Entomologist, instead of the

genus Scarabaus of the first part of this work, which

proves to be only a tupusforma: or subgenus.

Fam. SCARAB/EID.E. //. E.

Genus. Scarab.eus. Limic.

Genus Mundi Antiqui proprium, tibiis onmibus iipice unkalcarath.

Scarabsi spec. Lin. Dec. Actinophori spec. Creutz. Sturm.

Ateuchi spec. Fab. Lat. Scaraba^us et Gymnopleums.H. E.

uintennce articulis novem, primo cylindrico apice basique paulo

crassiori, secundo tertio quarto et quinto obconicis, secundo

niinimo, tertio quarto et quinto, tertio praesertim, longioribus,

sexto breviori pateriformi; reliquis clavam irregularem sub-

compressam formantibus, septimo maximo octavum tcnuem

in sinum excipiente, ullirao subtrigono seminis citrini ad

instar acuminato.
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Instrumentis in cibariis baud valida patet distinctio.

Confer H. E. vol. 1. p, 134. et Sttirm Ent. Hand. lab. iii.

Caput subtrigonum vel rhomboideum nunquam cornutum ; cly-

peo radiato bidentato vel emarginato. Thorax ellipticus

marginatxis puncto ssepe indistincto utrinque impressus, ab-

domine semper latior, lateribus marginatis. Pectus irregu-

lare. Pedes validi. Tibiaa trigons ad apicem spina unica.

instructs' ; antics tri- vel quadri-dentataj tarsis plerumque

obsoletis
;
posticoe conicas ad apicem oblique truncatae tarsis

gracillimis setaceis unguibus duobus munitis.

Obs. Color plerumque niger baud raro metallicus.

Hoc in circulo quutiiorforma ti/pos ad/nic solum rldi.

With respect to the geography of this genus, I may

mention that out of 43 known species, 27 may be found

in Africa.

The first type extends from the Atlantic Ocean to Thi-

bet, and from Austria to the Cape of Good Hope. The

second type, however, appears to be confined to the nortli

of Africa, and the tliird to the south. The fourth type has

not yet been found ; and the fifth inhabits all that tract of

coimtry \\hich extends from the Atlantic Ocean to the

Chinese sea—from Paris to tne Cape of Good Hope.

Creutzer, in his Entomologische Versuche, a little work

published in 1799, and containing many excellent obser-

vations on the science, has stated, that S. sacer, laticoUiSf

impius, semipiDictalnSy variolosiis, and morbillosus, do not

possess that character which Tlliger had assigned to the

genus Copris. In other words, they have not the middle

feet distant at their base. On the contrary, it is remarked

by Creutzer, that their middle coxas are as near to each

other as those of the first and last pair of feet. This civp

cumstance, therefore, with their difierent habitu;-, inducca
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him to set apart, under the name of Actinophorus, the

abovementioned insects in his cabinet, and to add to their

number S. pilularius, Geojfroyi and Schajferi. "It is

true," he observes, " that these three species, and particu-

larly the last, in which the middle coxae are wide apart,

quit in some measure the habitus of S. Sacer and its affi-

nities ; yet they appear to me to be better placed in this

genus than in any other."

In the year which followed the publication of the EntO'

mologische Versiiche, appeared Sturm's Entomologisches-

Haiidbuch, in which the genus proposed by Creutzer is

adopted, and scientific characters are assigned to it. Sturm,

however, adds S. vohens and sinuatus to the species spe-

cified by his predecessor, merely observing that tolvens

and Schccff'eri quit in some degree the general habitus of

the others. He therefore divides his genus Actinophorus

into two families ; the first consisting of those species

which have the middle feet near to each other at the base,

and the second containing those which have them widely

apart. The first family is the earliest, and indeed the only

distinct specification of the genus Scarabaus as here given,

that I have met with. When we consider the small num-

ber of species with which these two Germans were ac-

quainted, it is really surprising that they should have ac-

quitted themselves so well. They certainly are the first

discoverers of the present natural group, of which I shall

now indicate the construction.
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(^ Species vel varietates quus obelo dislinxi in Miiscco

3Iac-Leai/ano iion hospitantur.

TYPUS I. Antennte articulo tertio quarto qiiinto et sexto,

his ultimis pra^sertim, brevibus, quinto paterifoniii, septimo

trapeziformi octavum et nomim in sinu fere includente et

capituli ovati transversi irregularis basin formante. Cly-

peus radiatus, sexdentatus, vel potius subtrilobus, lobo

medio emarginato utrinque bidentato. Abdomen trun-

catimi depressum elytrorum margiae externo post hume-

ros acutos nee profunda nee abrupte sinuato. Medioster-

num oblongum elevatimi fere porrectum. Pedes villosi

coxis basi Eeque dissitis. Tibis anticae extus quadriden-

tatce intus rarius serratse
; posteriores quatuor calcaribus

fixis. Tarsi anteriores nulli
;

posteriores tibiaj pone api-

cem inserti unguiculis brevibus.

Obs. Caput antice scabrosum. Elytra striata vel substriata.

Heliocantiiarus. A7ttiquorum.

1. SCARABiEUS ater, occipite bituberculato, elytris sublavibus Sacer.

punctis aliquot inter sex lineas obsoletas impressis.

<y Abdomen saepius tam longum quam latum.

9 Abdomen saepius quam longum latius.

Scarabaeus sacer. H. E. Pens. 1 . p. 185.

Scarabasus crenatus. Degeer Ins.vVi. p. 638. n. 36. t. 47. f. 18.

Scarabteus Isevis. Osbeck. Iter. p. 51.

Habitat in Europae australioris, Asiag occidentalis et Africa;

borealis aridis, pilulas e stercore bovino volvens, ovisque

impositis denique sepeliens.

a Vau. S. tibiis anticis intus bidentatis. Mus. Brit.

/S Var. S. elytris subsulcatis. Ahis. Kirhy.

y Var. S. atronitidus; tibiis anticis baud intus bidentatis.

Schcrffer Icon. Ins. Ratisb. t. 201. fig. 3.

Scaraba-us sacer. Panzer Faun. Germ. fasc. 48. fig. 7.

2 K
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Diifremii.

S. Var. sexualis. Lat. Geii. Crust, et Ins. vol. ii. p. 70.

Habitat in Rossia meridional i, in regione Caucasea.

—

D.Steven.

$ Var. S. i7)iphis Fab. atronitidus ; clypei dentibus tuberculisque

inconspiciiis, tibiis anticis extus seiTatis vix dentatis, intus in-

ermibus.

2. .SCARABiEUS ater, clypeo crucc elevato, thorace tuberculis

confertissimis scabro : linea longitiidinali laevi,elYtris baud

punctatis.

In honorem viri amicissimi, Eiitomologi acuti, nomiiiatur species

praccdenti nimis cvffinis.

pins. 3. SCARAB/EUS atronitidus, clypeo cruce elevato, thorace tuber-

culis scabro postice Icevi : medio subdepresso, elytris punc-

tis irregularibus impressis.

Scarabfcus sacer. Don. Ind. Ins. tab. 1.?

Actinopliorus sacer. Sturm. Ent. Hand. 1 . p. 74. t. 3.

. Ateuchus Iffivigatus in Ccdalogis Gcrnianonim.

Habitat in Austria. DD. Dejean. Dahl.

jS Vak. S. ater hirsutior; clypei tibiarumque dentibus longissimis

acutis, thoracis punctis rarioril)us.

Habitat in Hispania. D. Pavon.

y Var. S. inter varietates a et /3 intermedius.

Bouellii. 4-. SCARABiliUS ater, clypei linea transversa elevata : medio tu-

berculato, thorace tuberculis scabro : linea dorsali Isevi, ely-

tris granulatis, tibiis fere tridentatis.

a Var. S. clypei tibiarumque dentibus acutis. Mus. Brit.

jS Var. S. clypei tibiarumque dentibus obtusis rotundatis.

Habitat ad Cap. Bon. Spei.

Historiez Nntia-alis sagacissimo interpret, Mus^i regalis apud

Taurinenses Prasidi, sic meritas grates persoho.

Hottenlottus. 5. SCARAB/EUS ater, clypei cruce elevata, thorace punctis im-

presso : anchora dorsali elevata ]a?vi, elytris punctorum striis

impressis punctisque minutissimis gramdatis aliisque raris

vix impressis.
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Ateuchus Hottentotlus. ImI. in Cat. Mas. Gall. Reg. MSS.

|3 Var. S. anchora dorsali inconspicua thoracisqvie punctis obso-

letis.

Habitat ad Cap. Bon. Spei. Mus. Brit.

6. SCARAB.EUS ater, clypeo trituberculato, thorace antice vix impius.

scabroso, elytris punctis minutissimis gramxlatis.

ScarabEEus impius. Herbst. col. 2. p. 302. n. 19C. t. 20. f. 1.?

Habitat . Aut exemplar Herbstianiim, aut iinum illud

singulnriter simulans in Mus. Mac-Leayano hospitatur.

This species answers so exactly to the description and

figure of S, impius given by Herbst, that I have httle

doubt of its being the same. It is clear that the above

specific character does not at all answer to S. Sacer, and

the only circumstance in which it positively differs from

thatof Herbst's insect is in the clypeus having three tuber-

cles, whereas this author says that in the middle of the

clypeus there is an elevated line, " die i?i der mitte gelheilt

ist, so dass sie das ansehen zzceyer stumpfer erhohungen

hat." It was owing probably to this opinion, which

may have resulted from a careless examination, as well as

to the specific character given by Herbst, which rests on

a variation apparently common to every species of the type,

that Fabricius made it a variety of S. Sacer. From this,

however, Herbst's figure and the sculpture of the elytra

as above given sufficiently separate it.

7. SCARAB.'EUS atro-seneus, clypeo tuberculato : linea utrinque Lamarckii.

ad occiput connivente, thorace antice tuberculis scabro, ely-

tris punctis minutissimis granulatis paucisque majoribus vix

impressis.

Habitat in Senegallia.

Insectum Artis Zoologies magidro dicutum.

a. SCARAB-HUS ater, clypeo medio vix cornuto : linea transversa Cuvieri.

2 K 2
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sanctus.

Palteinon.

intricatus.

clevata, thorace tuberculis scabro, lyra dorsali lavi tricuspi-

data, elytris punctis niinutissiniis granulatis paucisque

majoribus vix irapressis.

Habitat in Africa.

In honorem Anatomes Zoologica principis, Entomologi apprimi

docti, nomen dcdi.

9. SCARAB.EUS viridi-cupreus, capite thoraceque scabrosis, tho-

racis cruce dorsali elevata laevi incoaspicua^ elytris punctis

plurimis impressis, tibiis vix quadridentatis.

Ateuchus Sanctus. Fab. S. Ekiith. 1. p. 56. n. 6.

Copris Sanctus. Fab. Suppl. E. S. p. 34. n. 209-10.

/S Var. S. elytris cupreis.

y Var. S. totus \iridi-nitens.

^ Var. t S. totus atro-csertdeus clypei dentibus obtiisioribus. Mm.

Biit.

Habitat in India orientali. Mus. Brit.

This species approaches to Gymnopleurus in marking,

tridentated anterior tibiae, colour, vestige of sinuated elytra,

and of impressed puncture on each side of the tliorax. It

is the only insect of the type Avhich is known not to inha-

bit Afiica.

10. SCARAB.EUS ater, clypei linea dorsali elevata \ax laevi, thorace

punctis impressis numerosis, elytrorum striis elevatis un-

datis.

Scarabseus Palzemon? Oliv. Ent. 1. 3. 237.

Ateuchus morbillosus. Fab. S. Elcuth. i. p. 56. n. 7.

Habitat in Senegallia. Ad Caput Bonae Spei.? Mus. Brit.

11. SCARAB.^IT'S ater, clypei linea dorsali elevata laevi, thorace

punctato : linea dorsali pariim elevata, elytris punctis ele-

vatis quadratis lineatis.

Scarabaeus Palaemon. Oliv. Ent. i. 3. n. 237. t. 27. f. 23 1.

Ateuchus intricatus. Fab. Si/st. Eleuth. i. p. 56. n. 9.

Habitat ad Caput Bonae Spei. Mus. Brit.
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Notwithstanding Schonherr's excellent work, the great-

est confusion still prevails with respect to the two pre-

ceding species ; and it has arisen entirely from Fabricius,

when publishing his Systerna Eleutheratorum, having for-

gotten the insect which he had described in his Systema

JEntomologice under the name of morhilloiius. The 5. mor-

billosus of his Ent. Syst. is a German insect, ('• Habitat

in Germania") and is evidently the species found in Malta

and the south of Europe, and described by Panzer, Ent.

G. J.p. 17- n. 69. This is so dissimilar in form and sculp-

ture from A. intricatus of the Syst. Eleuth., that it could

never have been confounded with it on comparison. It

w"ould appear, therefore, that Fabricius, when about to

publish his Syst. Eleuth., saw an African insect, which

answ^ering nearly to his description of the true 5. morbil-

losiis, the form of wiiich he had forgotten, he thought pro-

per to alter the habitat from Gerinama to Guinea, and the

'* Eiyfra slriis puncli^que numerosis exarata'^ to " Elytra

striis elevatis undatis," without taking any notice of the

difference. They are blunders like these which render Natu-

ral History such a drudgery, although their rectification is

bv some esteemed to be the whole of the science. The in-

'^ect, liowever, which Fabricius describes as A.morbillosus

in the Syst. Eleuth. has truly so great an affinity to his

A. intricatus, that, when he suspects them to be varieties

of the sa.iie species, (" Statura, magnitudo et summa ajfini-

tas A.morbillosi, cujusforte mera varietas,") 1 am inclined

to think him in the right. Olivier appears also to have

been of the same opinion, for he says of S. Palamon, "II

se trouve an Senegal, an Cap de B. Esperance." The spe-

cies are only to be distinguished by Palamon being rather

^mailer than intricatus, besides being more punctated,
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wanting the elevated dorsal line, and having the elevated

points of the elytra irregular, so as to give the strias the

appearance of being waved. From S. morhillosus they

may easily be distinguished by their anterior tibise being

more distinctly quadridentate.

S. intrkaiiis and Pulcemon both come very near to

Gymnopleurus in marking and form, in vestige of sinuation

in Pal<zmon, and of impressed points on each side of the

thorax of intricatus.

puncikxillis. 12. SCARAB.EUS atronitidus gkberrimus, capita antice scabro

postice Icevi convexo, thorace punctis minutis rarissimis

antice impressis, elytris vix striatis.

/SVAR.f S. thorace punctis duobusdorsalibus vix impresso. Mus.Brit.

Ateuchus puncticollis. Lat. Mem. sur Ics Ins. Sac. d'Egi/pte.

p. 7. t. 18. fig. 14.

Habitat in regione Tripolitana. D. Ritchie. Mus. Brit.

This species approaches excessively close to the Spanish

variety of S.pius before described. The rectangular shape

of the abdomen distinguishes this at first sight from S. se-

mipunctatus, which has it rather circular.

Species qua Scarabasum BoneUii affimtate aitingunt.

Spejicii. 13. SCARABiEUS atronitidus, capitis lineis duabus curvis antror-

sum in vertice concurrentibus, thorace tuberculis scabrius-

culo, elytrorum striis sub lente vittsformibus.

/3 Var. S. rufus.

Habitat . Mus. Brit.

Hc£C Species Monographic de Cholevis acutissimo auctori dicatur.

Degeeri 14. SCARABiEUS atronitidus, capite postice punctato : medio tu-

berculato lineaque transversa elevata mucronata, thorace

antice tuberculis scabro, elytrorum striis inconspicuis.

Habitat .

Tn memoriaiii Entomologurunt piiiicipis.
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15. SCARAB.iLllS atronitidus, capitis linea transversa interru'pxA Savignii.

convexa, thorace Ijevissimo : tuberculo utrinque ele-

vato.

Habitat .

lUius oculatissimi tot res mirandas explicantis nomine merito insig-

nitu prodit species projecto distincta.

Species o^ciilantes qua S. Sanctum affinitate attingunt.

16. SCARAB.EUS atronitidus, corpore convexiusculo, capite me- morbilloms.

dio Iffivi postice punctato : puncto medio apertiori, thorace

elytrisque punctis raris latis subcoiiicisa:qualibus variolosis

impressis.

ScarabsEus morbillosus. Fub. Ent. Si/st. 1. p. 63. n. 210.

Scarabfeus variolosus. Panz. Faun. Germ. 67. n. 7.

Actinophorus variolosus. Sturm. Ent. Hand. 76. n. 66.

Habitat in Insula Melitensi et Dalmatia. D. Dejean.

^ Var. S. fere duplo minor elytrorum striis indistinctis.

Scarabaius morbillosus. Fanz. Ent. G. I. p. 17. n. 69.

Habitat in Melitae Insula. D. Ritchie. Mus. Brit,

y Var. S. parvus, thoracis dorso utrinque gibboso.

Panzer certainly was in error when he referred the in-

sect he has figured as 5. variolosus to the S'. variolosus of

the Eufomologia Sj/stemalica.

17. SCARAB-EUS atronitidus, thorace punctato elytris sulcatis. laticoUis.

^ Var. S. duplo minor, thoracis punctis indistinctis.

Scaraba-us laticoUis. Liiui. S^st. Nat. p. 519. n. 38.

pilularis. Raii Ins. p. 105. 4.

Copris serratus. .Fourcroy Ent. Pur. 1. p. 13. n. 2.

Le Hottentot. Geoff. Ins. torn. 1. p. 89. n. 2.

Habitat in Europa meridionali, Africa boreali, insectum foeti-

dissimum. Mus. Brit.

18. SCARAB.EUS ater, corpore depressiusculo, capite medio variolosus.

IcPvi postice punctato, thorace elytrisque punctis con-
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fertissimis confluentibus inaequalibus variolosis impres-

sis.

Scarabaeus variolosiis. Fab. Ent. Si/st. 1. p. 63. n. 208.

Fab. Sj/st. Fleuih. 1. p. 56. 4,

Habitat in Europa australiori et Africa boreali.

/3 V^vR. S. minor. Fab. Mantissa, p. 16. n. 161.

Obs. Species S. morbilloso valde affinis, at abdomine subcirrulari

distincta.

19. SCARABiEUS atronitidus, capite postice punctato, liiorace

punctis latis impresso, elytris substriatis.

ScarabcEus semipunctatus. Fab. E. S. i. p. 63. n. 207.

Scarabaeus variolosus. Oliv. Ent. 1. 3. p. 151. n. 184. t. 8.

f. 60.

/3 Var. S. duplo minor, elytris striatis.

Habitat in Europa meridionali, Africa boreali. In SardinicT sa-

bulosis vulgatissinius. D. Arnold.

These are all the species which I have seen of that type

of form which, as emblematic of the sun, was held in such

reverence by the Egyptians. In thus endeavouring to

distribute them in a natural order of affinity, taken from

their general structure and individual sculptiu'e, I find that

we may account nine at least of the species above de-

scribed, to constitute part of a series which returns into

itself, and of which the opposite points meet, as appears

by the affinity of form which S. semipunctatus bears to

S. Sacer. Of the economy of these insects, althougli so

common in the south of Europe, we know scarcely more

than what may be found in Aristotle's Hist. Jnimalium.

M. Disderi, however, in the third vol. of the Turin Trans-

actions, has given an entertaining paper on thenianners of

the insects inhabiting the vicinity of Saluzzo; and this,

perhaps, contains the most able history of S. Sacar to

which the reader can refer.
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M . Disderi observes, among other circumstances, that

*^ Scarabceus nosier non nrget pectore glohiilum antrorsum

eiim trndendo quod J'aciunt alii; veriim lougioribus pedi-

bus siiis posterioribus globulum stringit atque retrogrado

non direcfo incessu volvit." Which admirably coincides with

Ti remark communicated to me by Mr. Kirby, to wit, that

the hinder tibite of Heliocanthari are of the same form as

the fore tibiae of Onitis.

In addition to various Egyptian sculptures of this type of

form, the artists of which perhaps stricdy intended the imi-

tation of no particular species, I have seen good representa-

tions from Egypt of S. sacer, semipunctatus, morbillosus,

and Jaticollis. Latreille appears also to have seen an image

of S. pimcficoliis. These five species therefore, v/ith Copris

Midas, which was emblematic of Isis and the moon, and is

well described by Pliny, may be held among the most ce-

lebrated insects of antiquity. Although the explanation

of Horapollo's mysticism, and the cause of the Ileliocan-

tharos being the Egyptian symbol of generation, are sub-

jects which more properly belong to the antiquarian, much

curious information may be derived from M. Latreille's

Memoire sur les Insectes sacres d'Egi/pte, which has been

iately read before the French Institute.

TYPUS II. Antennae articiilo tertio longiori, quarto et quinto

))revibus septimo, trigone paterifornii, capituli subijuadrati

transversi basin forniante. Clypcus radiatus subtrilobus,

lobo medio eniarginato utrinque bidentato, adeoque sexden-

tatus. Abdomen rotundatum subdepressum circuli seg-

mentum majus sistens, elytrorum margine externo post

humeros vix acutos nee profunde nee abrupte sinuato.

Mcdiosternum breve elevatum triangulare vix porrectum.

I'edesvillosi coxis intermediis adjunctis ct tibiarum calcari-
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bus cum tibia articulatis seu mobilibus. Tibiae anticae ex-

tus quadridentatae intus serrulatae tarsis nullis.

Mnematium mihi.

Mttchii f

.

20. SCARAB^US nigronitidus, capite punctato vertice depresso,

thorace lasvissimo punctato, elytris atris subsulcatis.

Habitat in Africa boreali. Mourzouk. D. Ritchie. Mus. Brit.

M.S. Perlustratoris inti'epidi,zoologieE pei'itissimi^amici nunquam

nimis defleTidi^Jos'EFni Ritchie, qui labore et curis defessus

sub sole Africano juvenis occubuit die Octobris vicesimo 1819.

The only specimen known of this interesting insect is now

in the British Museum, and formed part of a curious col-

lection sent home by my lamented friend, the late Mr,

Ritchie, who, amid the versatility of his genius and know-

ledge, was particularly devoted to the science of entomo-

logy. The Scarabaus Ritcliii is one of the most con-

vincing arguments that can be adduced for the probabi-

lity of the chasms which now occur in entomology, being

all in due time filled up by the discoveries of travellers.

Until this insect was detected, there was a wide distance

between the S. sacer and S. ^^sculapiiis of Olivier ; but

now the chain of connexion is complete, as we have here

the clypeus of one species, with an approximation to-

wards the singular form of the other. Mr. Kirby long

since observed to me, that S. laticollis, semipunctatus, and

variolosiis, quit the character of their type in having the

fore tibiffi serrulate on the inside, the calcaria distinctly

articulated with the tibia?, the four hinder tarsi inserted in

the middle of the tibiae, and the ungues rather long. Now
these are all characters which, to say nothing of the sub-

circular form of their abdomen, show us how these insects
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lead from S. sacer to this type

—

Mnemation—which is

probably confined to the north of Africa.

The inequality of the number of species in natural

groupes, I have before stated as perhaps one of the most

curious facts in natural history. On looking therefore at

such groupes as the present, the entomologist should bear

in mind that an hiatus ought not to be confounded with a

saltus, however fashionable of late the synonymy of the

words may have been.

TYPUS III. Antenna; articulis tertio quarto et quinto longiori-

bus, at paulatim longitudine decrescentibus, septimo octavo

et nouo subsimilibus capitulum subglobosum formantibus.

Clypeus triangularis apice bidentato. Abdomen convexi-

usculum circulare, thoracis margine pilis longis ciliato,

elytrorum margine externo post humeros rotundatos nee

profundenecabruptesinuato. Mediosternum subtriangulare

fere impressum. Pedes villosissimi coxis intermediis basi

adjunctis et tibiarum calcaribus cum tibia articulatis vel

mobilibus. Tibiae anticae extus quadridentatffi tarsis nullis
;

tarsis posticarura quatuor apicibus insertis unguiculis longis.

PACHYSOMA. Kirhy MSS.

21. SCARAB.-EUS ater, thorace punctato, elytris punctatis vix stri- Msculapiu$.

atis, tibiis anticis intuslinea elevata instructis.

Scarabffius ^Esculapius. OUv. Ent. 3. 187. PI. 24. f. 207.

Ateuchus iEsculapius. Schvuherr. Sj/n. Ins.

Habitat ad Cap. Bonae Spei. Mus. Brit.

22. SCARAB.li.US atronitidus, thorace punctato, elytris striatis vix Hippocrates.

punctatis, tibiis anticis intus tuberculorum serie instructis.

Pachysoma Hippocrates. Ki7bi/ MSS.

Prfficedente duplo major habitat ad Cap. Bonae Spei. Mus.

Kirhi/.

In this, as well as in the last type, the coxa* of the inter-
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mediate legs touch each other at their base
;
yet Latreille

{Hist. Nat. des Crust, et des Ins.X. p. 92.) gives the follow-

ingcharacter to his genus Ateuchus, as distinguishing it from

Aphodius, " Pattes intermediaires plus ecarttes eutre elles

a la naissance que les autres." If, however, this character

be held only as the structure to which the Scarabceidcs

have a general tendency, it is without doubt perfectly cor-

rect ; and in this sense alone it has been adopted in the

general description of the family given in the preceding

Essay. Another proof of the futility of absolute rules of

division in natural history is, that in the work above quoted,

Latreille separates ^^^ewcA^^s from Onitis by the latter having

no anterior tarsi. We perceive, however, that these organs

are equally deficient in Heliocantharus, Mnematium and

Pachi/sorua, \\iuch all formed part of his genus Ateuchus.

In a letter recently received from Mr. Kirby, he

states to me that he has perceived in Pachysoma an

approximation towards the Gymjiopleuri of lUiger. In

this opinion I perfecdy coincide with him, on account of

tiie globular form of the clava of their antennse among other

considerations. But then the hiatus between them is so

great, that it becomes absolutely necessary to suppose the

existence of an intermediate type.

TYPUS IV. Nondum detectus.

From theory, the clava of the antennee of this type ought

to be globose, aud the clypeus bidentate. The remark-

able propensity which the other four types of Scarabaus

have to make Africa their habitation, renders it probable

that this unknown type still exists in the interior of that

vast peninsula. Mr. Ritchie's late discovery of the second

type of the genus fully wan^ants the supposition. It is at
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all events remarkable, that whenever a groupe does not

contain five minor groupes, some chasm in the series of af-

finity should thus be apparent. In stating so curious a

fact, it becomes very desirable that it should be supported

by the argiimentum ad verecundiam, but 1 can find no

observation resembling this in any author but Linnteus:-.

In that part of his Diary which relates, not to natural his-

tory, but to medicine, he says that nature is balanced by

contraries, and acted upon " iiumero quinario." The

whole passage is curious, but at the same time, I confess,

beyond my comprehension, as it seems to have been also

beyond that of his learned biographer, who, in allusion to

it, says—" It was his opinion that Nature acts niimero qui-

nario, as he informs us in his Diary ; but he has no where

explained himself on this abstruse subject; and the hypo-

thesis seems to be one of those eccentric excesses of ima-

gination in which ingenious minds are apt to indulge, with-

out the possibility of being followed." Tempus ducamus,

et dies alteri lucem afferent.

TYPUS \. Antenna;- articulo tertio longiori, quarto etquinto

pateriformibus, septimo maximo subhemispharico capituli

globosi basin formante. Clypeus rhomboideus apice sex-

dentatu.s quadridentatus bidentatus vel emarginatus. TIio-

rax piincto parvo utrinque impresso. Abdomen tiuncatum

Subdepressum, elytrorum margine externo post hunieros

acutos profunde et abrupte sinuato. JMediosternum oblon-

giim elevatum retusum vel subporrectum. Pedes pilosi

coxis intermediis siibdistantibus, femoribus anticis secpius

intus unidentatis et tibiarum calcaribus mobilibus. Tibias

anticae triquetrae extus tridentats, tarsis minimis instructas

;

postica; elongate subarciiats triquetrae anguHs serrulalis,

interiori duplicalo.
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nitens.-\

mundus, -{

GyM>fOPLEURUS I/liger.

Oes. Quibusdam Cetoniadarum speciebus Australasicis ely-

trorum margo post humeros profunde sinuatur; et analo-

gia, affinitas haudulla, C. pundatam, Don. inter Petalocera

Thalerophaga quasi Gymnopleurum facit.

* CU/peus anticl rohindatus qitadridentatuxfere sexdentatus, den-

tibus intermediis hmgiorilnix. Corpus supra leeve nitcns. Tho-

rax postki punctis duohus impressus. Ulytra margine parum

sinvato. TibieB mterinedia subbicalcarata:. Insecta Africana.

23. SCARAB^^US nigro-cyaneus, clypeo bilineato, elytris sub lente

striatis, pedibiis cyaneis.

Ateuchus azureus. Fab. S. Ekuth. 1. 37. 15.

Scarabteus profanus. Fab. Sijst. Ent. 1.64. 211?

Ateuchus protaniis. Fab. S. Elcuth. 1.5G.9?

Obs. Statiira omnino Scarabcei sinuati.

Habitat in Guinea.

It is so usual with Fabricius to describe in one work,

under anew name, an insect which he has already described

in another, and forgotten, that my only doubt as to the pro-

priety of affixing the synonym oi profamis to G. azureus,

arises from the epithet parvus being used in his description

of the former. If this word be employed in a general

sense, and not in comparision with S. sucer, \he piofanus

of Fabricius must be the ccerulescens of Ohvier. The

laxity of the description in the JLnlomologia Systematica

renders it almost impossible to decide the matter.

24. SCARABiTLUS cupreus, antennis nigris pedibus cupreis.

Scarabaeus nitens. Oliv. Ent. 1. 3. 159. 195.—T. 7. 55.

Elytra sub lente fortasse striata?

Hasc Species mihi adhuc invisa habitat in Senegallia.

25. SCARAB/EUS nigro-olivaceus, clypeo trilineato, thorace punc-

tato, elytris subtilissime granulatis : striis punctatis.
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Gymiiopleurus mundus. Leach MSS.

Habitat ad Cap. Bon. Spei. D. Burchell. Mus. Brit.

** Cli/peus bidcntutus rel emarginittus lafct'ibus hand iindafia.

Corpus lave, sericeum vel scahmuu. Thoi'ux foveuld posticc

hand impressa. Insecta plerumque Europaea.

26. SCARAB^EUS laevis supra nigro-seneus.antennis flavescentibus, sbuiatus,

clypeo bilineato, thorace vix punctato : angulis posticis acii-

minatis, elytris septem-striatis, temoribus anticis serratis.

Scarabffius sinuatus. Oliv. Ent. 1. 3. IGO. 196.—T. 10. f.9.3.

Ateuchus sinuatus. Fab. S. Eletith. 1. 60. 28.

Scarabeeus Leei. Don. Chin. Ins. T. 1. 4.

Actinophoriis sinuatus. Sturm. Ent. Hand. 1. 76.—T. 3. 1.

Habitat in China et in India Orientali. Mus. B/if.

/3 Var. S. ater, ch-peo emarginato, tibiis anticis arcuatis cxtusvix

crcnulatis.

Scarabseus Mopsus. Pall. Icon. p. 3. A. 3. T. A. 3.

Obs. Apud Olivierum tigura 189. tab. 21. in omnibus pra;ter

clypeum S. mundum simulat.

I agree with Sturm in thinking that Pallas had this species

in view when he described S. Mopsus, although it is also

clear that he was acquainted with the pihdariits of Fabri-

cius. The truth, perhaps, may be, that he confounded two

species ; the one taken in Daouria, near the Selenga, be-

ing a variety of G. sinuatus ; and that taken on the banks

of the Wolga, being G. pilularius.

27. SCARABiEUS obscuro-nigcr, subtus nitidus, antennis mgx'is, pHukrius,

clypeo trilineato, elytris inter strias tuberculis aliquot-

minutissimis instructis, tibiis anticis calcare obtuso.

Le Bousier a Couture. Geoff. Hist. Ins. 1, 91.

Scarabseus pilularius. Fab. Si/st. Ent. 29. 118.

Ateuchus pillularius. Fab. S^st. Eleuth. 1. 60. 27.

Scarabaeus Geoffroyse. Panz. Ent. Germ. 18. 71.

Gynrinopleurus Cantharus. J/%. Mag. 2. 201. 2.
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Actinophorus Gcoffroyi. Sturm. Ent. Hand. 1.78.

Atenchiis pilularius. Var. |S. Schonnher Si/n. Ins.

Habitat in Europa meridionali magnitudinc admodum variam.

Vix ipsi accedis, plerumque statim avohd clatisis elj/tris, Ce-

tonlcE ad iiisfar, ita vt minufi spafio ex 100 qid ximul

convenerint vix unus maneat. Vide Laiir. Ponza in Act.

Taur.

/3 Va^. S.clypeo inter lineas duas concurrentes tuberculato, elytro-

rum striis valde conspicuis.

y Var. S. clypeo bilineato : lineis concurrentibus, thoracis linea

dorsali eiytrorumque striis inconspicuis.

Scaraba^us Mopsus. Pall. Icon. p. 3. A. 3.

No species is more common, or less distinctly known,

than G. piliilariuSj as the above synonyms testify. Lin-

naeus was never able to distinguish it from A.vohens, an

American insect, which belongs to the neighbouring genus^

and has a strong relation of analogy with this. Fabricius

has carelessly copied, into all his works, the Linneean ha-

bitat of pilu/aiiiis, even after he had distinguished the two

species ; and has thereby made a great mistake in the

geography of insects, since no true Scarabaus, as the ge-

nus stands in this Essay, is to be found in the new world.

Sturmii. 28. SCARAB.'EUS ater tevis vix obscurus, clypeo trilineato, elytris

inter strias granulatis femoribus anticis obtuse dentatis, ti-

biisanticis inter dentes haudcrenulatis : calcare acutissimo.

Actinophorus pihilarius. Sturm. Ent. Hand. 1. 79. t. 3.

Praecedente minor convexior.

Habitat in Europa australiori ; in Grecia. D. IVuods.

/3Var. S. elytrorum striis et granulis inconspicuis, tibiis anticis

bidentatis.

Habitat in Lusitania.

y Vak. S. elytris subla;vibus.
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Sturm was the first who pointed out the distinction be-

tween this species and the former. So many excellent ob-

servations on the subject are to be found in this Natura-

list's Verzeichniss, tliat Schonnher certainly appears to have

been too hasty in rejecting the notion of their being di-

stinct species. As, however, Sturm unfortunately gave the

name oi Geoffroyi to the common species, and indeed to the

only one that could have been confounded with A. tolvensy

I have thought proper to return to the Fabrician synonyms,

which he has cited erroneously.

29, SCARABiEUS atro-nitidus, clypeo bilineato : lineis obliquis utronitidm.

baud confluentibus, thorace elytrisque laevissimis.

Habitat in Grecia, D. Woods. Prscedenti nimis afifinis.

30. SCARABZEUS niger, supra confuse variolosus : variolarum Jiagellatus.

centre sub lente eminente, clypeo bilineato : lineis ad nu-

chum concurrentibus, elytris substriatis.

S. flagellatus. Fab. Mantissa, 1. 17. 168.

Oliv. Ent. 1.3. 162. 199. T. 7. 51. a. b.

S. stictopterus. Linn. S. N. Gmel. 1. 4. 1558.?

S. coriarius. Herhst. Col. 2. 309. 199. T. 20. 4.

Ateuchus flagellatus. Fab. Syst. Eleuth. 1. 59. 22.

Gymnopleurus flagellatus. Illig. Mag. 2. 201. 1.

Habitat in Europa australiori et versus Septentrionem usque

ad Lutetiam pertingit, magnitudine varians. Mus. Brit.

/S Var. S. variolis omnibus confusis.

Habitat in Hispania, D. Dejean.

y Var, S. thoracis variolis minimis, elytrorum variolis et striis

valdeconspicuis.

Gymnopleurus flagellatus, var. D. Gebler in Uteris.

conflagratus. D. Steven in Uteris.

Hanc varietatcm sub lente pulcherrimam, e loco prope Sees

2 L
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von Saisan in Ta'itaria. magna raisit D. Gehkr ; e Cherso-

neso Taurico D. Steven.

The nomenclature of this species is a singular instance

of the habitual carelessness of Fabricius. In the Species

Insectorum he described a Cape insect thorace lavi, under

the nameoi'S.JIagellat us. In the A/«/i^/sstr, he gives the same

name to an insect ofthe South of Unvote, thorace e/t/trisque

scahris. In the Si/stema JLntomologm he confounds them

both, having evidently forgotten the ongmalfiagellatus so

much, as not to know it on its reappearance, since we find

it in the appendix to the last-mentioned work, described as

8. scahratns. And thus they stand in the Syst. Eleiithe-

ratorum, where the first habitat oi Jiagellatus ought con-

sequently to be expunged. Schonnher first perceived this

blunder, but has himself erred in taking any synonym for

scabratus from the Mantissa.

31. SCARAB.-EUS atro-olivaceus holosericeus la;vissimus hand

punctatus, clypeo bilineato : medio Icevi, elytris sub lente

forti substriatis.

Gymnopleurus humanus. Leach MSS.

Habitat ad Cap. Bon. Spei. D. BurclicU. Mus. Brit.

* * * Clijpcus cipice bidentatua, latcrihus undatis. Corpus metalli-

cum, sericeum vel nitidian. Elijtra striata vcl substriata. In-

secta Africana.

32. SCARABiEUS rubro-cupreus holosericeus, subtus atroviridis,

clypeo thoraceque linea longitudinali nitida dimidiatis,

elytris subgranulatis, tibiis posticis a?neis.

S. Leei. Fab. Ent. S^sf. 1. 65 215.

Habitat ad Cap. Bona? Spei. D. BiircheU. 2Ius. Brit.

The reader will perceive that this species diflfers from

the Jiteuchus Leei of Fabricius, in the under side being of

a dark-green instead of black, and its habitat being the
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Cape instead of India. Still I have no doubt of the spe-

cies being one and the same.

33. SCARABjliUS rubro-olivaceus holosericeus, thorace elytrisque Bufo.f

pulcherrime rugulosis versicoloribus.

Habitat ad Cap. Bonas Spei. -D. Burchell. Mus. Brit.

34. SCARABiEUS rubro-cupreusmetallicus, clypeolinea media, ni- fulgidus.

tido, thorace rugoso nitide sculpto, elytris ad latera rugosis

nitide granulatis ad suturam elevatam nitidam undatis.

S. fulgidus. Oliv. Ent. 1. 3. tab. 22. 199.

Ateuchus Leei var. Fab. Sijst-. Eleutfi. 1 . 58. 16.

Habitat in Scnegallia. Insectum pulcherrimum.

Schonnherrio et Fabricio non obstaiitibus, a Scarahao Lcci

prorsus distinctum.

35. SCARAB.EUS atro-ca?ruleus metallicus, clypeo hnea media ni- carulescens.

tido, thorace ruguloso ; scidptura dorsah nitida, elytris pilis

albidis canis, sutura elevata late nitida undatis, lateribus

rugulosis.

Scarabgeus Ccerulesccns. Oliv. Ent. 1. 3. 189. 240. t. 27.231.

Habitat in Senegallia. Mus. Brit.

36. SCARAB/EUS viridi-cferuleus, clypeo linea media nitido, tho- affinis.

race ruguloso: sculptura dorsali nitida, elytris granulatis

piloso-canis : sutura elevata.

Obs. Prtecedenti nimis aflinis.

* * * * Clypeiis apice bidenfato. Corpus subtus nigro-nitidum.

Thorax foveoln posticc impressus. Elytra striata vel substriata.

insecta Asiatica.

37. SCARAB7BUS atro-cceruleus nitidus, clypeo trilineato : lateri- ci/aneus.

bus undatis, thorace varioloso, elytris valde rugosis.

Cojiris cyaneus. Fab. Ent. Syst. Suppl. 34. 211.

Habitat in Tranquebaria.

38. SCARABiEUS niger, clypeo linea media elevata, thorace Kcenigii.

punctis sex sicaque dorsali atronitidiselcvatis, elytris sulca-

tis : unctis linearibus canis ordine duplici impressis.

2 L2
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Scarabffius Kcenigii. Tah. Si/st. Ent. 1. 29. 114.

Scarabaeus scriptus. Poll. Icon. p. 7. A. 7. T.A. f. 7.

guttatus. Linn. S. N. Ginel. 1. 4. looo.

Ateuchus Kcenigii. Fuh. St/st. Ekuth. 1 58. 19.

Habitat in India orientali. Mus. Bi^it.

/3 Var. S. atro-ffineus, thorace punctis quatuor elevatis.

Obs. Speciem simillimam circa Lacum salsum Inderiensem

Deserti Tatarici legit D. Pallas.

The Ateuchus squalidus from Brazil, which Fabricius

characterizes as " Affinis A. Kcenigii,''' does not belong to

this genus, although to one immediately contiguous. The

mistake is analogous to that of Linnceus in confounding

pilularius with volvens. Gmelin has described the S.Ka-

nigii twice under different names ; and his work, " tout

indigeste, denue de critique et de connaissance des chases,"

as usual, justifies this character given to it by Cuvier.

39. SCARABiEUS niger supra cinereo-pubescens, capite maculis

nitidis duabus, thorace sedecim, elytris basi octo ; medio una

undata; apice tribus, abdominis latcribus albo-guttatis,

ano albo.

S. granulatus. Fab. Ent. S^st. 1. 65. 217.

S. Koenigii. Don. Jnd. Ins. t. 2. f. 3.

Haec species, a praecedente omnino distincta, habitat Tran-

quebariae. Mus. Brit.

Illiger has observed in his Magazine i. p. 318, that Fa-

bricius was wrong in citing the S. granulatus oi Olivier as

a synonym to this species ; but he httle suspected the real

extent of the evil. It is indeed among the most curious

circumstances attending the history of this unfortunate ge-

nus, of which scarcely a species has escaped an error of

nomenclature, that the S. granulatus of Olivier is no other

than Ateuchus scabratus or the original S. Jlagellatus of
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Fabiicius, to which we before have had occasion to allude.

This, although a native of the Cape, belongs not to the

present genus, but is an osculant insect apparently con-

necting Gymnopkurus with that genus to which Ateuchus

volvens belongs.

40. SCARAB.'EUS atro-viridis supra cinereo-pubescens, thorace parvus.

maculis nitidis octo, elytronuTi basi septem, medio una

magna, apice duabus.

Habitat in India orientali, Mus, Brit,

Obs. Thoracis foveola postica parum conspicua.

***** Cl^peus sexdcntatus. Corpus supra cinereo-puhescens

maculis nitidis, subtus nigro-nitidum. Elytra striata. Insecta

Asiatica.

41. SCARABiEUS atro-viridis, thorace maculis duodecim, elytris miVuirl^.

margine nigris ; basi maculis quinque ; medio quatuor

;

apice tribus.

S. miliaris. Fab. Syst. Ent. App, p. 817.

Oliv. Ent. 1. 3. 1G7. 206. t. 18. 164.

Habitat in India orienlali. Mus. Brit.

/3 Var. S. pubescentia cinerea subobliterata.

y Vau. S. aler.

42. SCARAB7EUS atro-viridis, capita trimaculato, thorace cana- spilotus.

liculato maculis tredecim, elytrorum basi octo, medio qua-

tuor, apice tribus ; maculis aliis minoribus inter strias se-

riatim dispositis.

Habitat in India orientali.

43. SCARABiEUS atro-viridis, thorace decem-maculato, elytris muculosus.

maculis multis irregularibus subseriatim dispositis.

Habitat in India orientali, prEecedente duplo major. Mus.

Brit.

^ Vab.. S. tibiis anticis intus emarginatis. An Sexus alter?

Obs. Heliocantharus Falamon et Gymnopleurus aznreus hac

specie quodammodo attinguntur.
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I have thus attempted to find characters for the natural

groups which appear on chsposing the Gi/mnopleuri ac-

cording to their affinities ; but the proper method of con-

sidering them all is, as referable to one or other of forms

Avhich may be expressed by the five following species :—
1. azureus,

2. fiagellatus.

3. aerulescens.

4. Kanimi.

5. miliaris.

In almost every group which has been set before the

reader, he must have perceived that one of the five minor

groups, into which it is resolvable, bears a resemblance to

all the rest ; or, more strictly speaking, consists of types

which represent those of each of the four other groups, to-

gether with a type peculiar to itself. This is visible in the

composition of the Acrita, among the divisions of the Ani-

mal kingdom ; in that of the Ametahola, among the classes

of Aiinulosa ; and of tlie Cokoptera, among the orders of

Mcnidibidata. It is a disposition also which can scarcely

have escaped our notice on examining the genus Pha)i(EUS,

the fifth type of which contains insects resembling all the

other typefi, together with P. Carnifex, which has a form

peculiar to this fifth type. What this fifth type is to Pha-

naus, Gymnopleurus is to the genus Scarabaus ; that is,

while it has a form peculiar to itself in G. Jiagellatus, it

contains insects varying in the structure of those parts

which remain constant in the other sub-genera.

To minds that delight in tracing design amidst those

circumstances which seem in our eyes the least to require

it, it will always be interesting to observe the limits by

Avhich nature has circumscribed the locaUty of animals.
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That plants, which have no means oLchanging their place,

except by foreign agency, should be confined to certain di-

stricts, is perhaps to be expected. At least, this circumstance

is not calculated to excite our astonishment so much as, that

beings endued very perfectly with the powers of locomotion,

should never wander beyond certain definable limits. Whe-
ther, indeed, the species be thus in a manner imprisoned

within an invisible wall, or whether their non-appearance

beyond certain degrees of latitude be owing to the circum-

stance that those which may have strayed so far from their

assigned region immediately perish,—in eidier case, no

more convincing instance of the geography of animals be-

ing definite, can be advanced than G. pilalarius. We
find this insect in the north of France, and, according to

Schgeffer, at Ratisbon ; also, according to Pallas, in that

tract of country which separates the Don from the Wolga :

and again, if this celebrated naturalist be right as to the

identity of the species, it occurs in the north of Chinese

Tartary,on the banks of theSelenga. A learned Entomolo-

gist, M. Gebler, whose residence in the heart of Siberia is

rendered tolerable by the study of Natural History, has

also sent me the G . JiageJlatus from Barnaul. Latreille,

therefore, appears perfectly accurate when he fixes the

northern geographical limit of Gymnophurus at the 50th

degree of latitude, since this parallel is so strictly the boun-

dary of that species which comes the furthest north. But

do the minimum and maximum heights of the thermome-

ter remain constant throughout the old world on this pa-

rallel of latitude ? If they do not, we may suppose that the

geographical distribution of these animals has been regu-

lated by some other principle besides warmth. Our know-

ledge of the economy of tlic Gynmopleurus assures us also,
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that this hue of locahty cannot depend either on its food or

on the soil. On what circumstances it really does depend,

is a question perhaps difficult to decide, but which I would

here propose as well desernng the attention of Entomo-

logists.

A review of the preceding analysis will enable tlie reader

to construct a Table of the affinities of the genus Scarahaus.

He must not, however, imagine himself In a state to form

any correct notion of the comparative distance of the spe-

cies from each other, until many more species than are

here described shall be known. It is sufficient if he be

aware that a table, however rude, will always have the ad-

vantage of expressing affinities more clearly than a linear

series. A^ ith such a table I shall conclude this attempt

to discover the rank and situation which Scarah&us sacer

holds among organized beings ; certain that, whatever er-

rors may be detected in it, they have not arisen from any

want of anxiety to ascertain the truth.
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ADDENDA Er CORRIGENDA.

PART I.

Page 97.—By a letter received from General Dejean, I learn that

Pholidotus lepktnsits had previously to the publication of this part,

been described by Schbnaher in the third volume of his Si/iioni/mia

Insectorum, under the name of Lamprima Humholdtii. Not ha\"ing

yet seen this volume, I can oidy give the name as a sjTiom-m, and

make use of it as a satisfactory proof that the insect in question

may safely be attributed to the family of Lampriinid^e.

P. 98.—ilr. Swainson, who was urged by his zeal for Natural

History to m ike a voyage to Brazil, has assured me that my suspi-

cions were correct with respect to the insect I have named Casi-

gneius being the female of Pholidotus.

P. 111.—General Dejean is con\-inced, from actual observation,

that Dorcus paralklipipedus and D. tuberculatus are sexes of the

same species.

P. 143.—It is the female of Ambli/ferus which is here described;

but it has been remarked by Mr. Brightwell of Norwich, that the

other sex has the last joint of the maxillar*- palpi much larger, and

also furnished with the same longitudinal incision which is so con-

spicuous in Pelidnota. An additional proof is thus offered to our

view of tiie affinit\' bet%veen these two genera.

P. 154.—The organs of manducation in P. pulchella are described

from Mr. Kirby's dissections, pubhshed in the 12th vol. ofthe Lin-

naean Transactions. On this subject I have since received the fol-

lowing letter from him :
—"Dear Sir,—I beg that in your next part

you \vill correct an error into which I have been the occasion of

leading you. The Imtrumenta cibarixi, figured in the 12th vol. of the

Linnaan Transactions (tab. xxi. fig. 10. a, h, c, d.\ are not those of

Puftla pulckella, of which I had only a single specimen, but they

are those of 2tlacraspis tetradactyla, which I then regarded as a J?«-

tela. This oversight arose from the MSS. and drawings being sent

separately to town, so that the circumstance escaped my treacherous

memory before the explanation of the plates was made out. I am,

&:c. W. K."—The Entomologist will therefore perceive, that the

character is erroneous which I have given to Rutela pulckella in the

first part of this work.
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PART IL

P. 194.—Perhaps no animals are more worthy of the Physiolo-

gist's attention than Heteromerous Insects. Their singular proper-

ties have aiforded objections to the second character of distinction

bet\veen the \'egetable and Animal kingdoms, which may seem op-

posed to an expression in p. 192. But we ought not at present to

lay any great stress on such objections, since Mr. Baker's curious

experiments on the Blaps Mortisaga, which he has detailed in the

Philosophical Transactions, and which appear to have been only

repeated by Isl. Biot, prove no more than that this annulose animal

can exist in air extremely rarified. M. de Humboldt has also shown
in tiie Memoires de la Societ'c aArcucil, that the air-bladder of fresh-

water fishes contains from four to seven per cent, of oxygen. Hence,

all that can be said of those intestinal worms which have been cited

as the most striking examples of rbe power of an animal to live

without oxygen, is, that the minutest particle of this air is sutiicient

for their existence.

P. 230, 1. 15, for Thethya read Tethya.

P. 258, 1. 12. I have here adopted the French word Batracien,

which would have been more correctly Batrachien.

P. 261, last line Imt one, ior family read class.

P. 278, 1.8. When this waswTittcn 1 had only seen iJ. Latreille's

report, since which 31. Savigny's work has itself appeared. From
this it seems, that now, in order to occasion as little violence as

possible to nomenclature, he has altered his first intention, and given
the name of Sanguisuga to the common leech, assigning the gene-

ric appellation of Hemopis to the horse-leech.

P. 288, 1. 4, for leads read lead.

P. 351, I. 5, for the read &ome.

P. 367, 1. 8, before Cuvier insert Fabricius.

, I. 18, for apoda read apiis.

P. 375, 1. 7, after antenna erase the words the presence of ocelli.

1. 11, after be erase the words destitute of ocelli.

P. 436, 1. 5.—Panzer in the Fauna Germanica, fascic. 68. n. 24,

iiiis given a figure of an insect found in ant-nests, and which he
terms Blfifta acervorum. Respecting its atfinities he merely obser\-es,

" Ambigimm insectum! an hujus generis'!^ quu7nvis maiime Blattis af-

fine, an jam declaratum ? " Never having seen the insect myself,

I could not venture to express any decisive opinion on its natural

situation at the lime my sentiments with respect to the connexion

existing between the Blattina and Gryllina were written. Since

then, however, I havehad the satisfaction of seeing in the 16th vol.

of the Biblioteca Italiana, a very ir,tere:^tiiig paper entitled " Osser-
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'vazioni sopra la Blatfa aceTVO?'um dl Panzer del Dottor Paolo Savi as-

sistente al Prof, di Botanica nelU Imp. e R. Universita di Pisa." This

Entomologist fully states the several respects in which its construc-

tion agrees with the true Blatta, but also observes " che qucsto in-

setto certamentc non e una Blatta, mapiuttosto un Acheta di Fahricio o

Grillo di Latieille,-' and he accordingly names it Gryllus myrmeco-

phUus ! It is not easy to imagine a more complete confirmation

of the truth of the aftinity here stated to exist between the Gryl-

lina and Blattina.

P. 457, note line 12, for desireahle read desirable.

P. 497, 1. 17. Although in conformity to the plan of the Regne

Animal, I have assigned , names to the subgenera of Scarabaus,

I am not without apprehension that confusion will thus arise be-

tween genera and subgenera, or types of form. It may indeed be a

question for Entomologists to determine, whether it be preferable

to give names to types of form, or to designate them only by their

number, reckoning alv/ays from some particular tj'pe. As every

natural group seems divisible into five others, perhaps the latter

mode is the least objectionable, particularly if we were always to

account that type of a group to be the first, which contains repre-

sentations of the four other forms, as well as the form which is

peculiar to itself. On this plan the type of Phanaus which contains

P. Caimifex, and that of Scarabaus which contoins S.flugellutui,

would be- the first of their respective groups. *

f--
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